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Acoustical imaging through a multiple scattering
medium using a time-reversal mirror

Philippe Roux, Arnaud Derode, Aymeric Peyre, Arnaud Tourin, and Mathias Fink

Laboratoire Ondes et Acoustique, Université Paris 7, ESPCI, 10 rue Vauquelin, Paris 5
philippe.roux@espci.fr, arnaud.derode@espci.fr, arnaud.tourin@espci.fr, mathias.fink@espci.fr

Abstract:  Acoustical imaging is based on the ability to focus an acoustic
beam inside the zone of interest. This remains an issue through a high-order
multiple scattering medium because the electronic delay lines that enable one
to focus through a multiple scattering medium are a priori unknown. Using
time-reversal principles, we show that images can be obtained through a very
disordered medium. Surprisingly, the images are better than those obtained in
a homogeneous medium with a classical imaging device.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America
PACS numbers:  43-35.Bf, 43-60.Gk, 43-60.Pt

Introduction

The use of ultrasound for medical imaging dates back more than 50 years and has matured in
the last two decades to the level of routine use in hospitals.1-2 The last developed techniques
use ultrasonic arrays. An image is classically constructed using a repetitive procedure. First, a
beam is focused at a given point through the zone of interest using adapted delay lines, and the
array records the back-scattered field; second, the brightness of the image at the focus is the
correlation coefficient between the back-scattered field and the emitted delay lines; last, the
delay lines are changed to focus at another point, thus closing the loop. To reduce the run time
and obtain images in real time, only a few delay lines are used, and it is assumed that the time
of arrival of the back-scattered echoes corresponds to depth via the sound velocity. In a
homogeneous medium, the quality of the image classically depends on the size of the focal
spot, which is itself defined by the array aperture according to diffraction laws. Roughly
speaking, the larger the array, the smaller the focal spot and the better the image. However,
this procedure no longer works when a multiple scattering medium is placed between the array
and the treatment volume. First, delay lines do not permit a focus through multiple scattering;
second, the time of arrival of the back-scattered echoes no longer corresponds to depth. Thus,
acoustical imaging through a multiple scattering medium remains an issue.

The aim of this study is to show that images can be obtained through a multiple
scattering medium using time-reversal principles. More precisely, we compare the quality of
images obtained with the same ultrasonic array in two configurations: in the first case, the
phantom to be imaged is placed in water in front of the array; in the second case, a multiple
scattering medium is placed between the array and the phantom. It appears that the detection
of scatterers is better through multiple scattering than in water.

This study is divided into three parts. The first section deals with time-reversal
principles and their application to ultrasonic focusing through a multiple scattering medium.
In the second section, we describe the procedure used to construct the image of a phantom
through a high-order multiple scattering medium. Finally, we compare in the final section the
quality of images obtained with the same array in a homogeneous medium and through a
multiple scattering medium.

Time-reversal focusing

A classic time-reversal experiment consists of :
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1.  transmitting a short pulse from a source;
2. recording the acoustic field on an array of transducers (the time-reversal mirror or
TRM) after refraction and/or scattering through the propagation medium;
3. time-reversing and retransmitting the time-reversed field through the same
propagation medium;

Because of the reversibility of acoustic propagation in a motion-less and loss-less medium, the
time-reversed field temporally and spatially focuses back onto the source whatever the
heterogeneity of the medium. Since the early 1990s, experimental demonstrations of time-
reversal focusing have been achieved through various media, such as ultrasonic or underwater
acoustic wave guides, human skull, metallic plates and high-order multiple scattering media.3-6

It has been shown that the larger the heterogeneities of the propagation medium, the smaller
the focal spot after time-reversal. Actually, after time-reversal, the heterogeneities of the
medium act as a set of secondary sources, which serve to increase the wave number diversity,
thereby decreasing the size of the focal spot. For example, TRMs achieve good focusing in
wave guides.3-4 However, the TRM must then span the whole wave guide section to correctly
sample the wave number diversity, and the optimal size of the guide3 may prevent practical
applications to ultrasonic imaging. Therefore, in this work, we prefer to use a multiscattering
medium with which a part of the acoustic field is naturally redirected with wide-angle wave
numbers toward a small TRM.

64-elements ultrasonic array
multiple scattering

medium

source

4 cm

4 cm

2 cm

2.5 cm

2.5 cm

(a) (b)

 x = 0

 y = 20 mm

 y = 60 mm

 x = -20 mm  x = 20 mm

 y = 40 mm

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental set-up: (a) the homogeneous case; (b) the multiple
scattering case. The nine positions of the source correspond to the results of Figs. 2 and 3.

In the following, we compare the focal spot after time-reversal in two configurations.
In the first case, a point source is placed in the water in front of a 64-elements linear array
(Fig. 1a). Each element width is 0.4 mm with central frequency 3.3 MHz (wavelength ~ 0.45
mm). The total aperture of the array is 25 mm. Both the source and the array are reversible
devices: they work as transmitters as well as receivers.

In the second case, a high-order multiple scattering medium is placed between the
source and the array (Fig. 1b). The multiple scattering medium is a random set of parallel steel
rods.7 The rods are 0.8 mm in diameter, approximately 10 cm in length, and the average
distance between two rods is 2.3 mm. Since the source and the array elements are 12 mm in
length, which is significantly larger than the wavelength and the width of each element, the
set-up can be considered two-dimensional in the xy plane. The rod concentration is ~18
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rods/cm2, the  multiple scattering region is 2.5cm x 5cm, and its front face is stuck on the
array.

A time-reversal experiment is achieved following stages 1-3 described above. After
stage 3, the maximum of the time-reversed field is recorded at and around the initial point
source now using the source as a receiver. Figures 2 and 3 show the focal spots obtained at
nine different positions (see Fig. 1) of the point source relative to the array in the two studied
configurations. Two points are important. First, the focal spot is more concentrated when the
multiple scattering medium is present between the source and the array; the focal spot is
smaller and the average maximum is 5 times larger. Second, the maximum of the time-
reversed field is more stable over the nine focal spots. The average maximum has a 18%
standard deviation in the multiple scattering case whereas it reaches 48% in the case of a
homogeneous medium. These results are important to ultrasonic imaging. Indeed, the quality
of an image depends on the size of the focal spot as well as the variation of amplitude of the
focused field in the region of interest.
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Fig. 2. Focal spots after time-reversal in a homogeneous medium for 9 positions of the source.  It
was not possible to scan the pressure field at less than 20 mm from the array. Each picture is
normalized by its own maximum. The standard deviation between the maxima is equal to 48% of
the average maximum.

Ultrasonic imaging through multiple scattering

Usually, acoustical imaging is performed with arrays. Here, we define the ensemble “array
plus multiple scattering medium” as a new imaging device. The quality of an imaging system
lies in its ability to focus an acoustic wave at any point inside the region of interest. We have
shown that the focusing quality of an array is improved after time-reversal when the
propagation medium is a multiple scattering medium. This requires knowledge of the
complicated electronic signals that focus back onto the source after time-reversal from the
array. This first point differs significantly from a classic imaging system for which focusing is
performed with simple electric delay lines. However, this set of signals can be recorded only
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once when the ensemble “array plus multiple scattering medium” is built. Indeed, these
signals depend only on the geometry of the system and are completely independent of the
medium to be imaged. A second point is also important: with a classic imaging system, the
back-scattered energy comes only from the medium to be imaged. In our case, the multiple
scattering medium will back-scatter more energy than the treatment volume. This acoustic
field has then to be subtracted from the total back-scattered field before the construction of the
image.
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Fig. 3. Focal spots after time-reversal through a multiscattering medium for 9 positions of the
source.  For consistency with Fig. 2, the pressure field has not been scanned at less than 20 mm
from the multiple scattering medium. Each picture is normalized by its own maximum. The
standard deviation between the maxima is equal to 18% of the average maximum.

As a consequence, the procedure to create an image through a multiple scattering medium is
the following :

1. We define the size and the resolution of the future image. We place a point source at
the center of each pixel and, for each transducer of the array, we record the electronic
signals which will allow us to focus back onto the source after time-reversal;
2. For each pixel, we transmit the previously-recorded time-reversed field and record the
pressure field back-scattered by the multiple scattering medium alone. This is called the
reference field;

Stages 1 and 2 are performed without the medium to be imaged and done only once when the
system “array plus multiple scattering medium” is built. We now place the “array plus
multiple scattering medium” in front of the region of interest.

3. For each pixel, we transmit the electronic time-reversed codes from the array and
record the back-scattered field;
4. For each pixel, we subtract the reference field from the back-scattered field and
correlate the difference with the electronic signal recorded during stage 1. The
correlation coefficient corresponds to the brightness of the image for this pixel.
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Experimental results

4 cm

4 cm

gel-based phantom

Fig. 4. Schematic of the phantom, made of 9 rods included in a gel-based phantom.

We have tested this algorithm on a medium made of 9 rods placed in a gel-based phantom.
The rods are identical to the ones that compose the multiscattering medium, and the medium is
also considered two-dimensional. Four rods were placed at the corners of a 4 cm square, and
the other 5 were arranged regularly on the diagonal of the square (Fig. 4). The two-
dimensional imaging device is placed in the same plane as the two-dimensional medium at
two centimeters from one side of the square (see Fig. 1). Everything is immersed in a water
bath. The imaging device is either the 2.5-cm 64-elements array described above alone or the
system “array plus multiple scattering medium”. In the latter case, the phantom is placed at
two centimeters from the multi scattering medium (see Fig. 1b).

Considering the size of the phantom, we choose to image a 50mm x 60mm area
sampled by 51 x 21 pixels (stage 1 is performed with a 1-mm resolution along the x axis and a
3-mm resolution along the y-axis). Figures 5 and 6 show the images of the phantom obtained
with the two different imaging devices. In the case of the multiscattering imaging system, the
phantom has not been well centered on the predefined image area, which explains why the
extreme left side of the phantom misses the image. As expected, we get a better detection of
the phantom scatterers with the multiscattering imaging system: the axial and lateral
resolutions are better, and each rod appears with the same strength. On the other hand, the
noise level is 10-dB higher. This is due to the subtraction between the total and the reference
back-scattered field done imperfectly during our experiment. Actually, some rods of the
multiscattering medium have moved slightly between the recording of the reference field
(stage 2) and the acquisition of the total back-scattered field (stage 3). More generally, the
noise level is due to small heterogeneities of the phantom and should be comparable to the
noise observed with a classic imaging device.

y 
(m

m
)

x (mm) x (mm)(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Image of the phantom obtained with the multiscattering imaging device:
(a) in a linear scale; (b) in decibel.
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Fig. 6. Image of the phantom obtained with a classic imaging device:
(a) in a linear scale; (b) in decibel.

Finally, an image of a phantom is feasible as long as the low-amplitude signal (A)
received from a phantom scatterer is measurable compared to the high-amplitude signal (B)
backscattered by the multiple scattering medium itself. By measurable, we mean that the
phantom signal, which is the subtraction between the total field (stage 3) and the reference
field (stage 2) is higher than the electronic noise of the experiment. In our case, we have

( ) 20ABlog20 10 ≈ dB which is far above the noise threshold of our transducers. Another

limitation of the system is that an image cannot be obtained in real time with the multi-
scattering imaging device. The time cost to transmit the electronic signals, record the back-
scattered field and correlate it with the electronic codes is relatively heavy (2 hours for 51 x
21=1071 pixels on a Pentium 2 computer). On the other hand, this imaging device has many
advantages besides the quality of the images. We study, for example, the possibility of
reducing the number of elements in the array without degrading the quality of the image.

In conclusion, we have shown that time reversal is a solution for performing
ultrasonic imaging through a multiple scattering medium. The resolution of the image of a
phantom is better than the one obtained in a homogeneous medium. In future work, we will
carefully investigate the influence of the number of array elements and the size of the
multiscattering medium on the quality of the images (noise level, axial and lateral resolution)
obtained with this new ultrasonic imaging device.
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Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are asked to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

Call for Business Meeting of the Society
Notice. A business meeting of the Society will be held starting at 3:30

p.m. on Thursday, 1 June 2000 at the Westin Peachtree Plaza Hotel in
Atlanta, Georgia. All Fellows and Members are urged to attend for the
purpose of voting on proposed amendments to Articles VI and VIII, and part
of Article IX of the Bylaws of the Society.

Rationale for proposed Bylaw amendments. Articles VI and VIII of
the Bylaws specify the composition of the Executive and Technical Coun-
cils respectively, and the voting status of the members of each Council;
Article IX concerns the election of Officers and Executive Council, and in
Section 1 specifies the terms of office.

In recent years the Society has strengthened and broadened its techni-
cal activities by forming Technical Specialty Groups and an Interdiscipli-
nary Technical Group. To coordinate technical activity it is necessary for the
chairs of these technical groups to attend meetings of the Technical Council,
and they have until now attended as nonvoting visitors. Also, on a trial
basis, the immediate past Vice President~being the previous chair of the
Technical Council! has attended meetings of the Technical Council for one
additional year to strengthen the continuity of the Society’s technical activi-
ties. The purpose of the proposed amendments to Article VIII is to formally
recognize the position of the immediate past Vice President and the chairs of
technical groups as nonvoting members of the Technical Council.

The purpose of the proposed amendments to Articles VI and IX of the
Bylaws is to add the immediate past Vice President as a voting member of
the Executive Council for one year. The result of the proposed amendments
to these two Articles is that the person elected as Vice President Elect will
serve and vote on Executive Council for three years~one year as Vice
President Elect, one year as Vice President, and one year as immediate past
Vice President!. This corrects the anomaly that the Vice President Elect
currently serves for a total of only two years on the Executive Council,
whereas the President-Elect and all other elected members of the Executive
Council serve and vote for three years.

Motions to be presented for vote at the business meeting. Three
motions to ammend Articles VI, VIII and part of IX of the Bylaws, respec-
tively, will be presented for vote during the business meeting. A proposed
ammendment may be adopted by a two-thirds vote of the Members and
Fellows present and voting in person. Changes to the wording of Articles
VI, VIII and part of IX are shown below in bold type and were approved by
the Executive Council on 5 November 1999.

Motion 1. To approve the following revised version of Article VI:

Article VI. Executive Council
The affairs of the Society shall be managed by an Executive Council
which shall consist of the President, the President-Elect, the Vice
President, the Vice President-Elect, the Treasurer, the Editor-in-Chief,
the Executive Director, the Standards Director, theimmediate past
Presidentand immediate past Vice President, and six members
elected from the Members and Fellows of the Society. The Treasurer,
the Editor-in-Chief, the Executive Director, and the Standards Director
shall be members of the Executive Council without vote.

Motion 2. To approve the following revised version of Article VIII:

Article VIII. Technical Council
The Technical Council shall consist of theChairs of the Technical
Committees, the Vice President, the Vice President-Elect, and asex-
officio members without vote,the immediate past Vice President,

the Chairs of technical groups appointed by the President, andthe
other officers of the Society. The Technical Council shall be respon-
sible for coordinating the policies and activities of the Technical Com-
mitteesand technical groups, and advising the Executive Council by
formal resolutions on matters of policy concerning technical consider-
ations. The Technical Council shall be presided over by the Vice Presi-
dent, or in his or her absence, by the Vice President-Elect.

Motion 3. To approve the following revised version of the first two para-
graphs of Article IX, Section 1:

Article IX. Election of Officers and Executive Council

Section 1. Terms of office
The term of office of the President shall be one year and, asimmedi-
ate past President, he or she shall continue as a member of the Execu-
tive Council for an additional year. The President-Elect shall be
elected for a term of one year and, at the expiration of his or her term,
shall succeed automatically to the office of President.
The term of office of the Vice President shall be one yearand, as
immediate past Vice President, he or she shall continue as a mem-
ber of the Executive Council for an additional year. The Vice
President-Elect shall be elected for a term of one year and, at the
expiration of his or her term, shall succeed automatically to the office
of Vice President.

Charles Schmid
Executive Director

Regional Chapter News

Madras, India: At its meeting on 19 and 20 August, the Madras-India
Regional Chapter awarded two student paper awards and six science and
engineering fair awards. Binu Jose received a best student paper award in
Bioacoustics~see Fig. 1! and B. Prakash received a best student paper award

FIG. 1. Chapter President C. P. Vendhan~r! and Chapter Representative
H. S. Paul~c! present the Best Student Paper Award in Bioacoustics to Binu
Jose~l!.
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in Speech Communication~see Fig. 2!.
The following people received science and engineering fair awards: S.

Gayatri~see Fig. 3!, First; N. Prajwal, Second; Arun Kumaran, S. V. Krish-
nan, C. Susmita, Chandrasekar.

The General body elected the following officers for 2000–2001: Vice
President: S. K. Tomar, Member-at-Large: B. K. Kuthiala.

USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2000
17–19 Feb. National Hearing Conservation Association~NHCA!

25th Annual Conference, Denver, CO@NHCA, 9101 E.
Kenyon Ave., Suite 3000, Denver, CO 80327, Tel.:
303-224-9022; Fax: 303-770-1812; E-mail:
nhca@gwami.com; WWW: www.hearingconservation.
org#.

6–9 March Society of Automotive Engineers Congress, Detroit, MI
@SAE Headquarters, 400 Commonwealth Dr., Warren-
dale, PA 15096-0001; Fax: 724-776-1830; E-mail:
congress2000@sae.org#.

17–19 May ASNE Day 2000, Arlington, VA@Andrea Zari, Meet-
ings Department, American Society of Naval Engi-
neers, 1452 Duke St., Alexandria, VA 22314-3458;
Tel.: 703-836-6727; Fax: 703-836-7491; E-mail:
azari@navalengineers.org#.

30 May–3 June 139th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Atlanta, GA @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502. Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

13–16 July ClarinetFest 2000, Norman, OK@Dr. Keith Koons, Mu-
sic Dept., Univ. of Central Florida, P.O. Box 161354,
Orlando, FL 32816-1354, Tel.: 407-823-5116; E-mail:
kkoons@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu#.

4–8 December Joint Meeting: 140th Meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America/Noise Con 2000, Newport Beach, CA
@Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Hun-
tington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502. Tel.:
516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

2001
30 April–3 May 2001 SAE Noise & Vibration Conference & Exposi-

tion, Traverse City, MI@Patti Kreh, SAE Int’l, 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 1600, Troy, MI 48084, Tel.: 248-
273-2474; Fax: 248-273-2494; E-mail: pkreh@sae.org#.
Deadline for submitting abstracts: 14 July 2000.

FIG. 2. Chapter President C. P. Vendhan~r! and Chapter Representative H.
S. Paul~c! present the Best Student Paper Award in Speech Communication
to B. Prakash~l!.

FIG. 3. Chapter President C. P. Vendhan~r! and Chapter Representative H.
S. Paul~c! present the first place science and engineering fair award to S.
Gayatri ~l!.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

Canadian Audiology Centre to be created

It was recently announced that a National Centre for Audiology~NCA!
will be created at the University of Western Ontario. The center will provide
an environment in which to expand knowledge of hearing functions and
problems, the needs of people with hearing impairment, and methods to
assist persons with hearing loss. The new establishment is expected to as-
sume a national leadership role in the education of audiologists and audio
engineers and other qualified personnel. Over the next few years the Uni-
versity of Western Ontario will be adding faculty in key areas of the disci-
pline, educational programs will be expanded and revised, and research
programs will be strengthened. Funding will come from various private and
public sources who will contribute more than $3 million for the purchase of
equipment and space. More information on the NCA is available by con-
tacting kieffer@audio.hhcru.uwo.ca
(Based on a report in Canadian Acoustics/Acoustique Canadienne, vol. 27,
1999)

Papers published in JASJ „E…

A listing of Invited Papers and Regular Papers appearing in the latest
issue of the English language version of theJournal of the Acoustical Soci-
ety of Japan, JASJ~E!, was published for the first time in the January 1995
issue of the Journal. This listing is continued below.

The September issue of JASJ~E!, Vol. 20, No. 5~1999! contains the
following contributions:

A. Hussain, S. Asghar, and T. Hayat, ‘‘The impulse response of an acoustic
wave from coupling of absorbing elastic plates’’
Z. Yaohua and L. Yuwei, ‘‘The study of prosodic adjustment in Chinese
speech synthesis’’
Y. Iwaya, Y. Suzuki, M. Sakata, and T. Sone, ‘‘Active control of vibration
intensity flow in a beam in the far-field’’
I. Al-harthy and A. Tamura, ‘‘Sound environment evaluation and categori-
zation of audible sounds—The first survey of the human response to the
sound environment in Muscat City~Oman!’’
G. Remijn, G. vander Meulen, G. ten Hoopen, Y. Nakajima, Y. Komori, and
T. Sasaki, ‘‘On the robustness of time-shrinking’’

International Meetings Calendar

Below are announcements of meetings to be held abroad. Entries pre-
ceded by an* are new or updated listings with full contact addresses given
in parentheses. Month/year listings following other entries refer to meeting
announcements, with full contact addresses, which were published in previ-
ous issues of theJournal.

March 2000
01–02 ~New venue! Measuring Noise Outdoors, Bedford,

UK. ~Fax: 144 1727 850 553; e-mail: ioa@ioa.org.uk!
8/99

15–17 Acoustical Society of Japan Spring Meeting,
Tokyo. ~Fax: 181 3 3379 1456; e-mail:
kym05145@nifty.ne.jp! 8/99

19–22 25th International Acoustical Imaging Symposium,
Bristol. ~Web: www.bris.ac.uk/epts/medphys! 10/99

20–24 Meeting of the German Acoustical Society„DAGA …,
Oldenburg. ~Fax: 149 441 798 3698; e-mail:
dega@aku.physik.uni-oldenburg.de! 10/98

April 2000
3–4 Structural Acoustics 2000, Zakopane, Poland.~Fax:

148 12 423 3163; Web: www.cyf-kr.edu.pl/ghpanusz!
8/99

May 2000
17–19 9th International Meeting on Low-Frequency Noise

and Vibration , Aalborg. ~Fax: 144 1277 223 453!
6/99

23–26 Russian Acoustical Society Meeting, Moscow. ~Fax:
17 095 126 8411; e-mail: ras@akin.ru! 10/99

23–26 *6th International Conference on Tactil Aids,
Hearing Aids and Cochlear Implants, Exeter, UK.
~I. Summers, School of Physics, University of Exeter,
EX4 4QL, UK; Fax: 144 1392 264111; Web:
newton.ex.ac.uk/medphys/pages/isasc.html!

24–26 Joint International Symposium on Noise Control &
Acoustics for Educational Buildings ~24–25 May!
and 5th Turkish National Congress on Acoustics
~25–26 May!, Istanbul.~Fax:190 212 261 0549; Web:
www.takder.org! 10/99

June 2000
5–9 International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and

Signal Processing„ICASSP-2000…, Istanbul.~Fax: 11
410 455 3969; Web: icassp2000.sdsu.edu! 6/99

6–9 5th International Symposium on Transport Noise
and Vibration , St. Petersburg.~Fax:17 812 127 9323;
e-mail: noise@mail.rcom.ru! 6/99

14–17 IUTAM Symposium on Mechanical Waves for Com-
posite Structures Characterization, Chania. ~Fax:
130 821 37438; Web: www.tuc.gr/iutam! 10/99

July 2000
4–7 7th International Congress on Sound and Vibration,

Garmisch-Partenkirchen.~Fax: 149 531 295 2320;
Web: www.iiav.org/icsv7.html! 12/98

9–13 19th International Congress on Education of the
Deaf & 7th Asia-Pacific Congress on Deafness, Syd-
ney, Australia.~ICED 2000 Secretariat, GPO Box 128,
Sydney, NSW 2001 Australia; Fax:161 2 9262 3135;
Web: www.iced2000.com!

10–13 5th European Conference on Underwater Acoustics,
Lyon. ~Fax: 133 4 72 44 80 74; Web:
www.ecua2000.cpe.fr! 12/99

August 2000
28–30 * INTER-NOISE 2000, Nice.~Fax:133 1 47 88 90 60;

*New Web: internoise2000.loa.espci.fr! 6/99
31–2 International Conference on Noise & Vibration Pre-

Design and Characterization Using Energy Methods
„NOVEM …, Lyon. ~Fax: 133 4 72 43 87 12; Web:
www.insa-lyon.fr/laboratoires/lva.html! 6/99

September 2000
3–6 5th French Congress on Acoustics—Joint Meeting of

the Swiss and French Acoustical Societies, Lausanne.
~Fax: 141 216 93 26 73! 4/99

13–15 International Conference on Noise and Vibration
Engineering „ISMA 25…, Leuven.~Fax: 132 16 32 24
82; e-mail: lieve.notre@mech.kuleuven.ac.be! 12/99

17–21 Acoustical Society of Lithuania 1st International
Conference, Vilnius. ~Fax: 1370 2 223 451; e-mail:
daumantas.ciblys@ff.vu.lt! 8/99

October 2000
3–5 WESTPRAC VII , Kumamoto. ~Fax: 181 96 342

3630; Web: cogni.eecs.kumamoto-u.ac.jp/others/
westprac7! 6/98
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3–6 EUROMECH Colloquium on Elastic Waves in
NDT, Prague. ~Fax: 1420 2 858 4695; e-mail:
ok@bivoj.it.cas.cz! 10/99

12–14 * International Conference on Newborn Hearing
Screening, Milan, Italy. ~F. Grandori, Medical Engi-
neering, CNR, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 20133 Mi-
lan, Italy; Fax: 139 2 23993367/.60; Web:
www.biomed.polimi.it/nh2000!

16–18 2nd Iberoamerican Congress on Acoustics, 31st Na-
tional Meeting of the Spanish Acoustical Society,
and EAA Symposium, Madrid. ~Fax: 134 91 411
7651; e-mail: ssantiago@fresno.csic.es! 12/98

16–20 6th International Conference on Spoken Language
Processing, Beijing. ~Fax: 186 10 6256 9079; Web:
www.icslp2000.org! 10/98

August 2001
28–30 INTER-NOISE 2001, The Hague. ~Web:

internoise2001.tudelft.nl! 6/99

September 2001
2–7 17th International Congress on Acoustics„ICA …,

Rome.~Fax:139 6 4424 0183; Web: www.uniromal.it/
energ/ica.html! 10/98

10–13 International Symposium on Musical Acoustics
„ISMA 2001…, Perugia.~Fax:139 75 577 2255; e-mail:
perusia@classico.it! 10/99

October 2001
17–19 32nd Meeting of the Spanish Acoustical Society, La

Rioja. ~Fax: 134 91 411 76 51; Web: www.ia.csic.es/
sea/index.html! 10/99

September 2002
16–21 *Forum Acusticum 2002 „Joint EAA-SEA-ASJ

Meeting…, Sevilla, Spain.~Spanish Acoustical Society,
144 Serrano, 28006 Madrid, Spain; Fax:134 91 411
7651; Web: www.cica.es/aliens/forum2002!
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OBITUARIES

Daniel William Martin • 1918–1999

Daniel William Martin, Fellow of
the Acoustical Society of America
~ASA! and of the Audio Engineering
Society, died in Cincinnati on Janu-
ary 7, 1999. At the time he was the
editor in chief ofThe Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America
~JASA!, a position that he had held
with distinction since 1985.

Dan Martin was born in George-
town, Kentucky in 1918 and later
moved to Harbor Springs, Michigan
where he was class salutatorian with
his high school class of 1934. Fol-
lowing undergraduate study in phys-
ics and mathematics at Georgetown
College he received his A. B.,

summa cum laude in 1937. He pursued graduate studies in the Physics
Department at the University of Illinois receiving his MS in 1939. Subse-
quently he did his doctoral work at Illinois under the direction of the noted
acoustician Floyd Watson. Watson was actually the first editor of JASA as
well as one of the Society’s founding members and its sixth President. Dan
was fond of telling his ASA colleagues that it was Professor Watson who
first sparked his lifelong love affair with acoustics and in the affairs of the
Society. For his thesis work Dan studied brass musical instruments. He did
a stroboscopic analysis of the vibrations of the player’s lips and made
anechoic measurements of the radiation patterns for the brass family.

In 1940 he joined the Acoustical Society, and a year later married
Martha E. Parker, a high school teacher at the time. That same year he began
to work for the Radio Corporation of America~RCA! on acoustical aspects
of military communications, particularly on the development of throat mi-
crophones, for which he received the first of his 26 U.S. Patents. Dan con-
tinued working in various RCA groups in Indianapolis and later in Camden,
NJ through the WWII period and immediately afterward. In 1949 he joined
the Baldwin Piano Company~later the Baldwin Piano and Organ Company!
which allowed him to continue to pursue his favorite topic, musical acous-
tics. In 1957 he became the director of research at Baldwin, a position that
he held until his nominal retirement in 1983. While at Baldwin Dan did
extensive research on the decay of piano tones, tone color in electronic
organs, musical scales, and the effects of room environments on piano and
organ sounds. As part of his work at Baldwin, Dan reviewed acoustical
patents. In 1951 he joined the team of patent reviewers for JASA, and his
reviews regularly appeared in the pages of that journal for the next 48 years.
He served as JASA’s Associate Editor for Patent Reviews and in a similar
capacity for theJournal of the Audio Engineering Society. This period of
time comprehended the explosive development of electronic and electro-
acoustic musical instruments, and in the end Dan reviewed nearly 4000
patents.

Dan’s career was notable for service to scientific and technical orga-
nizations. He was Chairman of the Institute of Radio Engineers~later the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers! Professional Group on Au-
dio ~1955–57!, President of the Audio Engineering Society~1964–65!, and
President of the Acoustical Society of America~1984–85!. Few people have
served the Acoustical Society as long and as well as Dan. He served on
innumerable committees and was a member of the Executive Council
~1957–60!. He chaired two Cincinnati meetings, 1961 and 1983. He played
a continuing role in the development of acoustical standards, and received
the Society’s Distinguished Service Citation in 1989. Dan was one of the
Society members who regularly sang in barbershop quartets at Society
meetings—‘‘barbershop harmonies’’ were sung at his funeral.

In 1983, following retirement from the Baldwin Piano and Organ
Company, Dan began in earnest a second career as an independent acousti-
cal consultant. Already a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of
Ohio, he opened an office in Cincinnati offering professional services in
acoustics to the public and, at the urging of his ASA consulting colleagues
joined, as a member firm, the National Council of Acoustical Consultants.

Dan had actually been introduced to acoustical consulting and, more
particularly, to consulting in architectural acoustics during his graduate stud-

ies at the University of Illinois~1937–41!. He assisted his mentor, Floyd
Watson, in teaching classes in architectural acoustics at a time when few
such courses were available at Schools of Architecture despite the efforts of
such pioneers as Wallace and Paul Sabine at Harvard, as well as at the new
Riverbank Acoustical Laboratory, and Vern Knudsen at the University of
California at Los Angeles. Dan assisted Dr. Watson in acoustical testing at
the Purdue Music Hall, the Indianapolis Coliseum, and the Indiana Univer-
sity Auditorium among other assignments on which Dr. Watson served as
consultant.

From 1966 through 1970, Associate Professor Martin taught courses in
architectural acoustics at the University of Cincinnati’s College of Design,
Art and Architecture supplementing his long service in teaching courses in
music acoustics and in the psychology of music in the University’s College-
Conservatory of Music. Good teachers generally make good consultants
and, indeed, Dan Martin was a prolific and busy consultant as attested to by
the number of repeat clients in his project files. In all, his consulting files list
over 500 projects including schools, worship spaces, auditoriums, theaters,
broadcast studios, and practically every other building type. That total ex-
cludes the hundreds ofpro bonoconsultations given to churches and other
organizations of modest means.

During his many years at Baldwin he served as ‘‘in-house’’ consultant
to the research and product applications staff on all matters acoustical. Like-
wise, earlier during his years on various military related research assign-
ments at RCA~1941–49!, Dan did part-time consulting on hundreds of
applications of sound amplification and recording equipment in motion pic-
ture theaters and auditoriums, as well as in broadcast and recording studios.

One of Dan’s most cherished publications was one he authored in
1986 as a consultant to his former employer Baldwin entitled ‘‘Providing for
Sounds of Worship.’’ This concise, comprehensive and highly readable ad-
vice to organizations considering building new or renovating old worship
spaces is still appropriate today. Dan’s introductory promise in the brochure
‘‘...this is intended to help non-technical people understand more clearly the
effects of both room acoustics and electroacoustics~audio! upon the worship
experience...’’ is still more than fulfilled in the brochure, as it apparently
was for hundreds of Dan’s consulting clients over the years. The Society’s
Technical Committee on Architectural Acoustics, whose regular meetings
along with those of the Musical Acoustics Committee Dan rarely missed,
has recommended that ‘‘Providing for Sounds of Music’’ be reprinted and
made available through the Society’s books program ...a fitting legacy to
future architectural and music acousticians as well as future builders of
spaces for worship.

Another legacy Dan Martin leaves our Society is its continuing and
growing interest in encouraging younger and promising new members of the
Acoustical Society. Dan, always conscious of the encouragement he re-
ceived from his early mentor Professor Watson and others during the for-
mative years of the Society, was a strong supporter and promoter of the new
member receptions and other such activities that abound now at our semi-
annual meetings. Dan Martin was one of the first to offer a kind and wel-
coming word to an apprehensive young fledgling acoustical consultant, Bill
Cavanaugh, at his very first Acoustical Society meeting in 1957. The pro-
found effect on that new Society member’s introduction to and future in the
Society was undoubtedly repeated manyfold by Dan and so many others like
him whose allegience to the goals and objectives of the Acoustical Society
of America knew no bounds. It is this societal ‘‘kinship,’’ if you will, that
distinguishes ours from many other organizations. Dan played no small part
in developing this valuable asset of our Society.

Dan was active in the Presbyterian church and served as Chair of the
Presbyterian Work Group on Faith, Science and Technology. From 1977 to
1978 he was National President of the Presbyterian Men’s Organization.

Dan is survived by Martha, his wife of 58 years and valuable assistant
in the task of editing JASA. He is survived also by his three children, Mary
Kilpatrick, David Martin, and Nancy Glasgow, and by seven grandchildren.

With the loss of our beloved colleague Dan Martin, the field of acous-
tics and the acoustical consulting profession are at once saddened and for-
ever grateful that we had an opportunity to share at least a part of his almost
six decades spent doing acoustics.

WILLIAM CAVANAUGH
WILLIAM HARTMANN
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Transient acoustic wave propagation in rigid porous media:
A time-domain approach

Z. E. A. Fellah and C. Depolliera)

Laboratoire d’Acoustique de l’Universite´ du Maine, IAM UMR-CNRS 6613, Ave O. Messiaen,
72085 Le Mans Cedex 9, France

~Received 20 May 1999; revised 9 August 1999; accepted 1 October 1999!

Wave propagation of acoustic waves in porous media is considered. The medium is assumed to have
a rigid frame, so that the propagation takes place in the air which fills the material. The Euler
equation and the constitutive relation are generalized to take into account the dispersive nature of
these media. It is shown that the connection between the fractional calculus and the behavior of
materials with memory allows time-domain wave equations, the coefficients of which are no longer
frequency dependent, to be worked out. These equations are suited for direct and inverse scattering
problems, and lead to the complete determination of the porous medium parameters. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!02701-6#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Hq@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, there has been a reborn
interest in sound propagation in porous materials. The main
reason is not only the necessity of noise control in architec-
tural acoustics or in transport vehicles, but also a better the-
oretical understanding of wave propagation in complex me-
dia. Special attention has been paid to wave propagation in
porous media having a rigid frame, and nowadays the mono-
chromatic wave propagation in these media is well under-
stood. Some of the recent progress in this area is reviewed in
Refs. 1 and 2. If many applications like medical imaging or
inverse scattering problems3 require the study of the behav-
ior of pulses traveling in porous media, it is only recently
that the response of these media to such excitations has been
addressed.4 To efficiently cope with the specific problems
appearing in the transient acoustic field propagation, suited
methods not related to fixed frequency formulation must be
applied. Among them, one can cite the hereditary mechanics5

or the time-domain approaches. The time-domain response
of a material is described by an instantaneous response and a
‘‘susceptibility’’ kernel responsible for the memory effects.
Evidently, the Fourier transformation translates the fixed fre-
quency results into the time domain. However, in the analy-
sis of the transient behavior of the fields, especially the short
time behavior near the wave front, the investigations of the
problem as a time-domain problem are more appropriate. A
time-domain approach differs from the frequency analysis in
that the susceptibility functions of the problem are convolu-
tion operators acting on the velocity and the pressure fields
and therefore a different algebraic formalism has to be ap-
plied to resolve the wave equation. In the past, many authors
have used the fractional calculus as an empirical method of
describing the properties of viscoelastic materials.6,7 The ob-
servation that the asymptotic expressions of stiffness and
damping in porous materials are proportional to fractional
powers of frequency suggests the fact that time derivatives of

fractional order might describe the behavior of sound waves
in this kind of material. In addition to that, fractional-order
time derivatives simultaneously model relaxation and fre-
quency dependence.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. I the
model of equivalent fluid is presented and the basic equa-
tions in the frequency domain are given. Section II is de-
voted to the connection between fractional derivative and
wave propagation in rigid porous media. Section III contains
the asymptotic analyses for the low and high frequencies; the
generalized Euler equation and constitutive relation and the
time-domain wave equations are worked out.

I. MODEL OF THE EQUIVALENT FLUID

Let a homogeneous isotropic porous material with po-
rosity f be saturated with a compressible and viscous fluid
of densityr f and viscosityh. It is assumed that the frame of
this porous solid is not deformable when it is subjected to an
acoustic wave. It is the case, for example, for a porous me-
dium which has a large skeleton density or very large elastic
modulus or weak fluid-structure couplings. To apply the re-
sults of linear elasticity it is required that the wavelength of
sound waves should be much larger than the sizes of pores or
grains in the medium.

In these porous materials, acoustic waves propagate only
in the fluid. They can be seen as an equivalent fluid, the
density and the bulk modulus of which are ‘‘renormalized’’
by the fluid-structure interactions. Viscous and thermal ef-
fects are well described by the Kirchhoff theory of the sound
propagation in cylindrical tubes. Unfortunately, the funda-
mental equations of acoustics that are used in this theory can
be very difficult to solve in the case of tubes with a noncir-
cular cross section. Zwikker and Kosten8 have worked out a
simplified model of the sound propagation in the case of a
circular cross section where viscous and thermal effects are
treated separately. They derived the important result that the
correction factor of bulk modulus of the fluid only contains
the thermal effect and that of density only the viscous one.
The validity of this model has been justified later for a largea!Electronic mail: Claude.Depollier@univ-lemans.fr
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range of radii at acoustical frequencies. Taking this result
into consideration, it is assumed that the basic equations of
the model of the equivalent fluid are the Euler equation~E!
and the law of the mass conservation~M! associated with the
behavior ~or adiabatic! equations, and we will henceforth
refer to them asEM equations,

r fa~v!
]v i

]t
52¹ i p,

b~v!

Ka

]p

]t
52¹•v. ~1!

In these relations,v and p are the particle velocity and the
acoustic pressure,Ka5gP0 is the compressibility modulus
of the fluid, a(v) and b(v) are the dynamic tortuosity of
the medium and the dynamic compressibility of the air in-
cluded in the porous material. These two response factors are
complex functions which heavily depend on the frequency
f 5v/2p. Their theoretical expressions are given by Allard1

and Lafarge,2

a~v!5a`S 11
hf

j va`r fk0
A11 j

4a`
2 k0

2r fv

hL2f2 D , ~2!

b~v!5g2~g21!

3S 11
hf

j vr fk08 PrA11 j
4k08

2r fv Pr

hf2L82
D 21

,

~3!

where j 2521, g represents the adiabatic constant, Pr the
Prandtl number,a` the tortuosity,k0 the static permeability,
k08 the thermal permeability andL and L8 the viscous and
thermal characteristic lengths.9 This model was initially de-
veloped by Johnson, Koplik and Dashen,10 and completed by
Allard and Champoux by adding the description of thermal
effects.11 Later on, Lafarge introduced the parameterk08
which describes the additional damping of sound waves due
to the thermal exchanges between fluid and structure at the
surface of the pores.2

The functionsa(v) andb(v) express the viscous and
thermal exchanges between the air and the structure which
are responsible for the sound damping in acoustic materials.
These exchanges are due on the one hand to the fluid-
structure relative motion and on the other hand to the air
compressions-dilatations produced by the wave motion. The
parts of the fluid affected by these exchanges can be esti-
mated by the ratio of a microscopic characteristic length of
the media, as, for example, the sizes of the pores, to the
viscous and thermal skin depth thicknessd5(2h/vr0)1/2

andd85(2h/vr0Pr)
1/2. For the viscous effects this domain

corresponds to the region of the fluid in which the velocity
distribution is perturbed by the frictional forces at the inter-
face between the viscous fluid and the motionless structure.
For the thermal effects, it is the fluid volume affected by the
heat exchanges between the two phases of the porous me-
dium. In this model, the sound propagation is completely
determined by the five following parameters:f, a` , s
5h/k0 , L andL8. In the next section, we will show that the
values of these parameters are given by the low- and high-
frequency wave equations.

The sound velocity in the porous material is derived
from Eqs.~2! and ~3! and yields the usual equation,

c~v!5A Ka

r fa~v!b~v!
. ~4!

In this expression, the velocity is a complex function of the
frequency, which is not very convenient to investigate the
propagation of ultrasonic short pulses or to deduce the values
of the parameters of the medium. This is due to the fact that
the EM equations are neither expressed in time domain nor
in frequency domain: they are correct only for monochro-
matic waves. To restore their validity for transient signals,
we need to write them in the time domain.

II. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE AND BEHAVIOR OF
MATERIALS

The constitutive relation between the straine(t) at time
t and the driving stresss(t) is at the heart of the conven-
tional description of the theory of elasticity. In the ‘‘classi-
cal’’ theory, the stresses and strains are related by constants.
Accordingly, the time histories of these values are similar
and the deformation process is completely reversible. It was
found out, however, that most elastic materials exhibit an
explicit departure from this type of behavior due to the fact
that they partially absorb energy. These deviations from pure
elasticity may be taken into account by replacing the elastic
constants by integral or differential time operators.

A. Fractional derivative and viscoelasticity

The fractional calculus model of viscoelastic behavior
employs derivatives of fractional orders to relate stress fields
to strain fields in viscoelastic materials and it has been
shown that constitutive equations employing such deriva-
tives are linked to the microscopic theories describing the
macroscopic behavior of the media. Bagley and Torvik7 have
explored the models of the form

s~ t !1bDl@s~ t !#5G0e~ t !1G1Dn@e~ t !#,

whereb, G0 , G1 , l andn are five parameters to be deter-
mined by least-squares fit to experimental data.Dn@x(t)# is
the fractional derivative of ordern defined by

Dn@x~ t !#55
1

G~2n!
E

0

t

~ t2u!2n21x~u!du, ~5!

wheren is a real number andG(x) is the gamma function. A
fractional derivative no longer represents the local variations
of the function but on the contrary, it acts as a convolution
integral operator. More details about the properties of frac-
tional derivatives and about fractional calculus are given in
Ref. 12.

In view of the success obtained with these models, one
is inclined to ask if they can be generalized to the case of
wave motion in rigid porous materials.
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B. Fractional derivative relationship for a porous
medium

To write the basic equations in the time domain we use
a quite different method than the one described in Ref. 7.

As seen above, the complex susceptibilitiesa(v) and
b(v) have been worked out in the framework of the equiva-
lent fluid model. They must be mapped into the time domain.
For that, the trick is to expand these functions into series of
v,

a~v!5(
n

an~ j v!n, b~v!5(
l

bl~ j v!l, ~6!

wheren andl may be fractional numbers. Then we use the
rules of the fractional calculus and the Fourier transform

F@g~ t !#5E
2`

`

g~ t !ej vtdt, ~7!

to write the useful relationship

F@Dng~ t !#5~ j v!nF@g~ t !#. ~8!

At last, we substitute the fractional derivatives for the powers
of v,

~ j v!n→
t

Dn@•#.

Unfortunately, this method leads to very complicated equa-
tions if valid expressions are required for all values ofv and
exact solutions for general conditions are not easily obtained.
For example, in this framework the EM equations have the
following general form:

r f(
n

anDnF]v i

]t G52¹ i p,
1

Ka
(
l

blDlF]p

]t G52¹•v.

~9!

Another way to tackle this problem is to consider the
asymptotic expressions ofa(v) andb(v), whenv tends to
zero or to infinity, which are generally very simple functions
of v.

III. WAVE EQUATIONS IN THE TIME DOMAIN

The fact that more than one time-domain equation must
be considered, one equation for each particular range of fre-
quencies, appears to be the drawback of this approach. Of
course, it would be better to have only one model to describe
the sound propagation in the whole time domain. However,
we know that the relative importance of the effects respon-
sible for the behavior of a fluid in a porous media is signifi-
cantly modified when the frequency goes from zero to high
values. In this case it seems reasonable that the physics laws
which govern the wave propagation may be quite different
from one domain to the other. We now consider the cases of
low- and high-frequency responses.

A. Low-frequency approximations

The range of frequencies such that viscous skin thick-
nessd5(2h/vr0)1/2 is much larger than the radius of the
poresr,

d

r
@1, ~10!

is called the low-frequency range. For these frequencies, the
viscous forces are important everywhere in the fluid. At the
same time, the compression-dilatation cycle in the porous
material is slow enough to favor the thermal exchanges be-
tween fluid and structure. At the same time, the temperature
of the frame is practically unchanged by the passage of the
sound wave because of the high value of its specific heat: the
frame acts as a thermostat. In this case the isothermal com-
pressibility is directly applicable.

We consider the low-frequency approximations of the
response factorsa(v) andb(v). Whenv→0, Eqs.~2! and
~3!, respectively, become

a~v!'a0S 11
hf

j va0r fk0
D , ~11!

b~v!'g. ~12!

a0 is the the low-frequency approximation of the tortuosity
given by Lafarge in Ref. 2 and also obtained by Norris13

from homogenization theory,

a05
^v~r !2&

^v~r !&2
, ~13!

where^v(r & is the average velocity of the viscous fluid for
direct current flow within a volume element small compared
to the relevant wavelength, but large compared to the indi-
vidual grains/pores of the solid.

The time-domain expression fora becomes

a~v!→
t

a0S I 1
hf

a0r fk0
] t

21D , ~14!

whereI is the unit operator and] t
21g(t)5*0

t g(t8)dt8. For a
wave traveling along the direction 0x, the generalized forms
of EM equations in the time domain are now

r fa0

]v
]t

1
hf

k0
v52

]p

]x
and

g

Ka

]p

]t
52

]v
]x

. ~15!

In this approximation, the Euler equation expresses the bal-
ance between the driving forces of the wave, the drag forces
hfv/k0 due to the flow resistance of the material and the
inertial forces.

The wave equation is derived from these two relations
by elementary manipulations,

]2v

]x2
2a

]2v

]t2
2d

]v
]t

50. ~16!

The first coefficient of this equation,

a5
r fa0g

Ka
, ~17!

leads to the sound velocityc5a21/2 in the air filling the
structure of the material. This result shows that the viscous
forces and the shape of the pores increase the fluid density by
the factora0>1. The second coefficient,
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d5
hfg

k0Ka
, ~18!

is the damping-distortion term due to viscous and thermal
effects which take place in the porous material. From these
equations it is possible to estimatea0 and the flow resistivity
s5h/k0 . At very low frequency, the asymptotic expressions
for a(v) andb(v) are

a~v!'
hf

j vr fk0
, b~v!'g. ~19!

In this range of frequencies, EM equations become

hf

k0
v52

]p

]x
and

g

Ka

]p

]t
52

]v
]x

, ~20!

where the Euler equation is reduced to the Darcy’s law
which defines the static flow resistivitys5h/k0 . The fields
which are varying in time, the pressure, the acoustic velocity,
etc., follow a diffusion equation with the diffusion constant

D5
Kak0

hfg
.

A quite similar result is given by Johnson in Ref. 14. How-
ever, the adiabatic constantg does not appear in Johnson’s
model in which the thermal expansion is neglected.

B. High-frequency approximation

When the frequency increases, the skin thickness be-
comes narrower and the viscous effects are concentrated in a
small volume near the framed/r !1. In this case, the viscous
effects in the fluid can be neglected: the fluid behaves almost
like a perfect fluid~without viscosity!.

At high frequencies the compression/dilatation cycle is
much faster than the heat transfer between the air and the
structure, and in this case, it is a good approximation to
consider that the compression is adiabatic.

The high-frequency approximations of the response fac-
tors a(v) andb(v) whenv→` are given by the relations

a~v!'a`S 11
2

L S h

j vr f
D 1/2D , ~21!

b~v!'11
2~g21!

L8
S h

j v Prr f
D 1/2

. ~22!

In the time domain, the expressions of the responsesa andb
become

a~v!→
t

a`S d~ t !1
2

L S h

r f
D 1/2

t21/2D *, ~23!

b~v!→
t S d~ t !1

2~g21!

L8
S h

Prr f
D 1/2

t21/2D *, ~24!

where * denotes the time convolution andd(t) is the Dirac
function. The tortuositya` is real-valued and defined as in
Eq. ~13! but from the field of the microscopic velocityv(r )
in a perfect fluid. Brown15 has shown that this quantity is
related to the electrical formation factorF by a`5Ff.

When the wave propagates along the coordinate axis 0x, the
EM equations are generalized as follows in the time domain:

r fa`

]v
]t

12
r fa`

L S h

pr f
D 1/2E

2`

t ]v/]t8

At2t8
dt852

]p

]x
,

~25!

1

Ka

]p

]t
12

g21

KaL8
S h

p Prr f
D 1/2E

2`

t ]p/]t8

At2t8
dt852

]v
]x

.

~26!

A consequence of this is a surprising result: the retarding
force is no longer proportional to the time derivative, it is
found to be proportional to a fractional derivative of order
1/2 of the acoustic velocity. This occurs because the volume
of fluid participating in the motion is not the same for all
motion, as it is for a fully developed steady flow. The phe-
nomena may be understood by considering such a volume of
fluid in a pore to be in harmonic motion. At a higher fre-
quency, only a thin boundary layer is excited: the average
shear stress is high. At a lower frequency, the same ampli-
tude of the fluid motion allows a thicker layer of fluid to
participate in the motion, and consequently the shear stress is
less. The penetration distances of the viscous forces and
therefore the excitation of the fluid depend on the frequency.
In the time domain, such a dependence is associated with a
fractional derivative. The generalized mass conservation
equation is interpreted in the same way. In these equations,
the convolutions express the dispersive nature of the porous
material. They take into account the memory effects due to
the fact that the response of the medium to the wave excita-
tion is not instantaneous but needs some time to take place.

The wave equation is derived from these two relations
by elementary calculation and can be written as

]2v

]x2
2A

]2v

]t2
2BE

2`

t ]2v/]t82

At2t8
dt82C

]v
]t

50, ~27!

where the coefficients are given by

A5
r fa`

Ka
, B5

2a`

Ka
Ar fh

p S 1

L
1

g21

APrL8
D ,

C5
4a`~g21!h

KaLL8APr
.

The first one gives the velocityc5A21/2 of the wave in the
air included in the porous material. In this case the fluid
density is modified by the factora` . The other coefficients
are essentially dependent on the characteristic lengthsL and
L8, and express the viscous and thermal interactions be-
tween the fluid and the structure. The knowledge of these
three coefficients allows the determination of the three pa-
rametersa` , L and L8. This can be achieved from the
measurements of the damping and broadening of ultrasonic
pulses during the propagation in the porous medium.

With this model, one can hope to get an easier estima-
tion of the characteristic lengths than for example Ref. 16. In
this paper, the characteristic lengths are deduced from the
high-frequency asymptotic behavior of either the velocity or
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the attenuation curves which allow only the determination of
the lengthL5@L211(g21)(APrL821#21. In this case, the
estimation of the characteristic lengths needs the data ob-
tained from the dispersion curves in air- and helium-filled
materials. On the contrary, by using inverse scattering meth-
ods, the time-domain approach provides the viscousL and
the thermalL8 characteristic lengths from the coefficientsB
andC of Eq. ~27!. On the other hand, Eq.~27! is well suited
for analytical solutions and numerical applications. Figure 1
shows the evolution of a Gaussian pulse in an air-filled po-
rous medium as a time function. These results are obtained
by convolution of the Green’s function of Eq.~27! with the
pulse. During the propagation, the pulse gets wider while its
amplitude decreases; the result is a warped Gaussian pulse
due to the combined effects of dispersion and attenuation
where high frequencies are faster but more attenuated than

the low frequencies. Figure 2 presents numerical simulations
for two values of theB coefficient of Eq.~27!. Warping of
the input signal is mainly due to this effect.@The contribution
of the other term of Eq.~27! is not significant.# Other nu-
merical applications and comparisons with experimental re-
sults will be given in Ref. 17. Accordingly, it seems possible
to get the specific contribution of viscous and thermal effects
to the spreading and attenuation of ultrasonic pulses by stan-
dard inverse scattering methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper the time-domain equations for the transient
wave propagation in a porous medium have been derived in
the low- and high-frequency ranges. In each range, the coef-
ficients of the wave equation are no more frequency depen-
dent, and viscous and thermal effects can be distinguished.
At very low frequency, the viscous forces and the thermal
exchanges are strong enough to prevent the waves from
propagating in these materials: the field’s evolution follows a
diffusion equation. At low frequency the damping is weaker
and the fields can propagate. In the high-frequency range, the
wave propagation is described by hereditary mechanics. As a
consequence of the relaxation phenomenon, the fluid density
and the bulk modulus are no longer constant numbers but
they are signal dependent.

The results of preliminary numerical simulations tend to
indicate that studies of the propagation of transient waves
may yield useful data. Ultrasonic impulses seem to be an
efficient tool to probe the properties of sound absorbing ma-
terials. Last, the time-domain wave equations have a well
adapted form for the analysis of the direct and inverse scat-
tering problems.
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Backscattering enhancements for tilted solid plastic cylinders
in water due to the caustic merging transition: Observations
and theory
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Bulk shear and longitudinal waves give rise to important contributions to the scattering of
ultrasound by tilted finite plastic and rubber cylinders in water. This occurs in situations where
either the shear or longitudinal speed is less than the speed of sound in the surrounding water. At
a certain critical tilt angle, large backscattering enhancements are observed for finite cylinders,
where the wave vector can reverse direction upon reflection from the cylinder truncation. The
scattering process is analogous to the enhancement produced by the merging of rainbow caustics of
primary rainbow rays in the scattering of light by long dielectric cylinders, also known as the caustic
merging transition@C. M. Mount, D. B. Thiessen, and P. L. Marston, Appl. Opt.37, 1534–1539
~1998!#. A ray theory was developed to model the backscattering mechanism at the critical tilt angle.
It employs the idea of the Bravais effective refractive index, convenient for constructing ray
diagrams for the projections of rays in the base plane of the cylinder. There is general agreement
between the theory and the experiment down to relatively low ultrasonic frequencies~ka as small as
10!. The enhancement is the most significant backscattering contribution for a wide range of tilt
angles. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!05402-3#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.30.Ft, 43.35.Mr@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

In the studies of the scattering of ultrasound by truncated
solid metallic cylinders in water, it has been found that sur-
face guided waves make important contributions to the back-
scattering at large tilt angles.1,2 Incident sound couples to
surface modes on the cylinder, which may backscatter upon
reflection at the cylinder’s end. Specifically, supersonic Ray-
leigh surface waves that run along the meridian of the cylin-
der have been observed to give rise to strong backscattering
enhancements due to short ray paths along the cylinder’s
surface~which reduces the effect of radiation damping! and a
flat outgoing scattered wave front.1,2 A similar meridional
ray enhancement has also been observed for generalizations
of Lamb waves in finite thick cylindrical shells.3,4 Typical
plastic materials will not support Rayleigh waves which are
supersonic relative to water and will no longer yield a me-
ridional Rayleigh ray enhancement as was just described.
~Recent evidence shows the existence of subsonic Rayleigh
waves on polymer plastic-water interfaces where the sound
speed in the water is located between the values of the lon-
gitudinal and shear speed in the solid.5! In the present work,
we show that bulk transmitted waves must be considered
when identifying candidate backscattering mechanisms for
penetrable cylinders at large tilt angles when the phase ve-
locity of the transmitted wave is less than the speed of sound
in water. For typical polymer plastics, the shear velocity is
less than the speed of sound in water.6,7 Transmitted longi-
tudinal waves are also considered for rubber cylinders in
situations where the intrinsic material damping is small.

In this paper, we present a novel backscattering mecha-
nism of sound by tilted penetrable cylinders in water where
the shear and, for rubber, the longitudinal wave speeds are

subsonic. The mechanism is an analog of the optical ray
phenomenon of rainbow caustics observed in the scattering
of laser light by dielectric cylinders and of sunlight by nearly
cylindrically shaped icicles.8–11 When light is incident on
cylinders ~shown schematically in Fig. 1!, far-field caustics
~analogous to rainbow caustics of sunlit raindrops! are ob-
served at some scattering angle, which depends on the tilt
angle of the incident light relative to the cylinder’s axis. At a
certain critical tilt angle, the two rainbow caustics of the
cylinder merge in the merdional plane to produce a double
caustic in the far-field specular direction. For a finite cylin-
der, however, light rays may backscatter if reflected off the
cylinder’s end. Thus, in the acoustic analog of this ray effect,
the scattering of sound by finite, penetrable cylinders in wa-
ter at ultrasonic frequencies should produce the possibility of
a strong backscattering enhancement. This scattering en-
hancement mechanism will be referred to as the caustic
merging transition~CMT!.

To understand this effect using ray concepts, it is con-
venient to introduce the notion of the Bravais effective re-
fractive index,neff , most commonly used to calculate the
propagation of skew rays through prismatic ice crystals.12,13

It is the effective index of refraction of the cylinder as seen
by the projections of rays onto the cylinder’s base plane~the
plane perpendicular to the cylinder’s axis! and is given by
the following formula derived in Appendix A:

neff~g,n!5~n22sin2 g!1/2/cosg, ~1!

where n>1 is the actual refractive index of the cylinder
material andg is the tilt angle of an incident ray with respect
to the cylinder~see Fig. 1! axis. Using this effective index,
ray tracing can be done in the base plane and rainbow caustic
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rays identified~see Fig. 2!, just as has been done for light
rays in spherical raindrops.12–15

Consider the scattering of an incident plane wave by a
dielectric cylinder. The scattering angle of rainbow rays as
projected onto the base plane, denoted byf, will depend on
the effective index of refraction,neff , which by Eq.~1! de-
pends on the tilt angle,g, of the cylinder with respect to all
incident rays. In particular, consider the two-chord rainbow
caustic rays shown in Fig. 2, also known as Descartes
rays.12–15 It can be demonstrated8–11 that at a certain critical
tilt angle,gc , corresponding to an index ofneff52, the rain-
bow caustics on both sides of the cylinder merge in the me-
ridional plane~the plane defined by the incident wave vector
and the cylinder’s axis!. The critical tilt angle is given by the
formula

gc5arccos$@~n221!/3#1/2%, ~2!

which can be derived by settingneff52 in Eq.~1! and solving
for g. This result has also been derived without introducing
the Bravias index,neff , by direct analysis of the curvature of
waves transmitted by a tilted cylinder.8 It is apparent from
Fig. 2 that the Descartes rays merge in the meridional plane
at f5180°. This does not necessarily mean that the rays are
backscattered; they only appear to be in the base plane. In the
meridional plane, rays will only backscatter if they reflect off
the end of a finite or semi-infinite cylinder, as shown in Fig.
3. The flatness of the outgoing wave front for the backscat-
tered caustic rays then leads to the scattering enhancement.

The CMT enhancement has already been observed in the
study of the scattering of laser light by transparent fibers.9,10

The purpose of this work was to study the CMT enhance-
ment in the backscattering of ultrasound by bluntly truncated
plastic and rubber cylinders in water. Experiments were car-
ried out on cylinders composed of materials where either the
bulk shear or longitudinal sound speed,cb , was less than the
speed of sound in water,c. This ensures that the index of
refraction of the cylinder is greater than one:n5c/cb>1.
The experimental setup and general observations are dis-
cussed in Sec. I. The ray theory used to calculate approxi-
mate backscattered pressure amplitudes is described in Sec.
II. A comparison of ray theory and experimental data is done
in Sec. III. Section IV gives a discussion of the results. The
problem of thin shells filled with low velocity materials is
not considered here, but when the shell wall is sufficiently
thin, the CMT should produce a backscattering enhancement
in that case also.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the scattering problem. A plane wave of wave
vectork is incident on a penetrable cylinder of refractive indexn and length
L. The wave vector is tilted at an angleg with respect to broadside incidence
(k52kz corresponds to broadside incidence!. In this diagram, thex-zplane
is the meridional plane and they-z plane is the base plane.

FIG. 2. This figure shows the ray paths of two Descartes rays as projected
onto the base plane which leave the cylinder with zero lateral curvature and
result in far-field rainbow caustics. The rays have a projected angle of inci-
dence,u, and scattering anglef, which depend on the effective index of
refraction. In the caustic merging transition, the rainbow rays merge atf
5180°.

FIG. 3. Rays confined to the meridional plane which are backscattered by a
finite titled cylinder of tilt angleg. The rays shown are only twice internally
reflected. Such rays must enter the cylinder at a distance<d from the far
end of the cylinder, and all rays have a path length of 2l inside the cylinder.
It is evident from this diagram that the outgoing pressure is constant in
amplitude with only a linear phase ramp along thex-axis. Note that all rays
shown in this diagram are reversible.
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I. EXPERIMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

Backscattering experiments were performed on solid
plastic and rubber cylinders in a large water-filled redwood
tank. A 1.5-in diameter piston transducer~Panametrics
model V3386! was used as both a sound source and receiver,
though to obtain the frequency-scan data discussed in Sec.
III, a composite transducer was used instead. The transducer
was placed 230 cm from the cylinder targets. The experi-
mental setup was similar to the one used by Gipson in her
backscattering experiments with solid metallic cylinders, in-
cluding the single transducer send-receive system~see Fig. 2
of Ref. 1 for a schematic of the experimental setup along
with the electronics setup!.

Plastic and rubber cylinder targets were used: a polysty-
rene cylinder of length 9.6 cm and diameter 3.2 cm, and a
silicone rubber cylinder~RTV 615! of length 11.1 cm and
diameter 2.7 cm. The material parameters for these cylinders
are given in Table I, along with the relevant refractive index
of each cylinder corresponding to the shear or longitudinal
wave in the material which yieldsn>1. In the polystyrene
cylinder, it is the shear waves which are subsonic and can
make a strong backscattering contribution through CMT. In
the rubber cylinder, it is the longitudinal waves which are the
relevant subsonic waves. The shear wave in the rubber is
also subsonic but the sound speed for this wave is too slow
to make any important contribution to the scattering. The
temperature of the experiment~typically 20 °C! is signifi-
cantly below the glass transition temperature for polystyrene
~approximately 100 °C! and the range of frequencies is lim-
ited to 140–370 kHz. As a consequence, the effects of dis-
persion on the changes in the polystyrene shear wave veloc-
ity are small and the material attenuation factor is
approximated as linear in the frequency. These approxima-
tions are supported by studies of the viscoelastic behavior of
polystyrene16 and we use similar approximations to model
the longitudinal wave behavior in RTV 615.

Time records of the backscattering of tone bursts by the
cylindrical targets were recorded on a digital oscilloscope as
a function of tilt angle. These time plots were cascaded to
show the backscattering as a function of time and angle in
Figs. 4 and 5. The results for polystyrene are shown in Fig.
4. Here, a 15-cycle tone burst of frequency 250 kHz was
used, and time plots were recorded at angular intervals of
0.5°. In Fig. 4, we see a significant signal at a tilt angle of 0°
corresponding to the broadside specular reflection. There is

also a rather large backscattered signal in the angular region
of 50–70° at a somewhat later time. This is close to the
predicted critical tilt angle ofgc559.9° for polystyrene.
Thus, we claim that this backscattering enhancement is due
to the caustic merging transition. This was confirmed by cal-
culating the time delay of the backscattered rays in the me-
ridional plane with respect to those of the broadside reflec-
tion and comparing that with the same delay observed in the
experimental time records.

Figure 5 shows a similar cascade plot for the silicone
rubber cylinder. In this case, a 10-cycle tone burst of fre-
quency 250 kHz was used, and the time plots were recorded
at angular intervals of 1.6°. There is also a large backscatter-

TABLE I. Material parameters for polystyrene, silicone rubber, and water. The data for polystyrene were taken
from the references below. The density and longitudinal speed values for the silicone rubber were provided by
G. Kaduchak in private communication.

Density
~in g/cm3!

Longitudinal
speed

~in mm/ms!

Shear
speed

~in mm/ms!

Attenuation
constant,a

~Np/m-MHz!

Relevant
refractive

index,n5c/cb

Polystyrenea 1.056 2.350 1.120 15b 1.322
Silicone rubber
~RTV 615!

1.02 1.08 12c 1.37

Water 0.998 1.481

aSee Reference 6.
bSee Reference 26.
cSee Reference 18.

FIG. 4. Time records of the backscattering of 250-kHz 15-cycle tone bursts
by a tilted polystyrene cylinder in water, cascaded as a function of angle.
There is significant backscattering at broadside incidence~at 0°!. There is
also a backscattering enhancement at 50–60° due to the caustic merging
transition ~CMT!. The critical tilt angle for the polystyrene is 59.9°. The
time delay of the CMT signal at the critical tilt relative to the broadside
reflection was 109ms. This is in good agreement with the theoretical value
of 110 ms which was calculated geometrically for refracted shear waves.
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ing enhancement around the predicted critical tilt angle of
gc557° for the silicone rubber due to CMT, associated with
longitudinal waves.

II. RAY THEORETIC PREDICTION OF
BACKSCATTERED AMPLITUDES

A ray approximation used to predict the amplitude of the
backscattering enhancement of the cylinder specimens at the
critical tilt angle gc will now be described. Consider the
scattering problem of a plane wave of wave vectork incident
on a finite penetrable cylinder of radiusa, lengthL, refrac-
tive indexn, and tilt angleg measured from broadside inci-
dence~Fig. 1!. Possible backscattered rays can be identified
by finding their projections scattered at an angle off
5180° in the base plane. Three such rays are shown in Fig.
6. These comprise all the two-chord backscattered rays for
the scattering situation in question. One such ray is confined
to the meridional plane and appears to lie on the diameter of
the circular base when projected onto the base plane. It is
labeled as ray B in Fig. 6 and will be referred to as the axial
ray. The two other rays, A and C, have nonzero impact pa-
rameter and are scattered withf5180° upon reflection from
the far side of the cylinder in the meridional plane. Both rays
travel along the same ray path, only in opposite directions.
They will simply be referred to as the proper two-chord rays.

When the two-chord rainbow rays merge in the meridi-
onal plane at the critical tilt angle, whenneff52, the proper
two-chord rays merge with the axial ray. As they merge, the
outgoing wave front flattens; the vanishing curvature of the
wave front leads to the backscattering enhancement.17 To
model this evolution of the shape of the outgoing wave front

as the effective index passes throughneff52, we define a
wave front shape function,W, which is the displacement of
some specified wave front from a reference plane in space,
called an exit plane. The displacement of the wave front
defined byW(x50,y50)50 is measured relative to the
short dashed line in Fig. 6. The shape of this wave front is
given by the following function ofy, where they-axis is
perpendicular to the incident rays shown in Fig. 6:

W~x50,y!5a4y42a2y2, ~3!

where,a4 anda2 are given by~see Sec. 4.8 of Ref. 15!

a4'2/a3neff
3 ~21neff!, ~4!

a2'~22neff!/aneff . ~5!

These approximations become exact in the limitneff→2.
Figure 7 gives representative plots of this function near

FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 4, but this time using the RTV 615 rubber cylinder
with 250 kHz 10-cycle tone bursts and a coarser angle scan. Again, a CMT
enhancement is observed. The critical tilt angle for the silicone rubber is
57°. Unlike for the polystyrene cylinder in Fig. 4, the rotation axis of the
target was offset from the center of mass. Consequently, the time delay of
the CMT signal at the critical tilt relative to the broadside reflection differed
from the theoretical value for longitudinal waves calculated geometrically
by as much as 14ms.

FIG. 6. The three two-chord backscattered rays as projected onto the base
plane. Ray A, a proper two-chord ray, enters the cylinder with a projected
angle of incidence,u, and leaves with a negative wave front curvature along
the y-axis, with wave front displacements measured relative to the short
dashed line. Ray B, which enters the scatterer at an angleu50°, is called
the axial ray. Ray C, the third two-chord ray, follows the path of ray A, only
in the opposite direction.

FIG. 7. Plots of a normalized wave front shape functionW/a near the CMT
condition neff'2, shown as a function ofy/a. Curve A gives the shape
function forneff51.95. It has two minima, corresponding to the proper two-
chord rays, and a local maximum aty50, corresponding to the axial ray.
For curve B,neff52 exactly andW}y4, so that the two minima in Curve A
merge with the local maximum aty50. The wave front flattens, resulting in
the CMT enhancement in the far-field backscattering direction. Curve C
gives the shape function forneff52.05. In this case, the axial ray is the only
remaining two-chord ray.
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the critical tilt, neff'2. For neff<2, the wave front shape
function has three extrema~curve A!. The three two-chord
backscattered rays run perpendicular to the wave front
through these extremum points. Asneff→2, the three extrema
merge in the meridional plane and the curvature of the wave
front at this point vanishes~curve B!. This flattening of the
wave front gives rise to the CMT backscattering enhance-
ment in the far-field.

Once the three rays merge, they are confined to the me-
ridional plane. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the backscat-
tered rays in this plane. It is clear from this diagram that the
pressure has a simple phase ramp along thex-coordinate par-
allel to the cylinder’s axis, so that the shape function
W(x,y50) is linear inx. We restrict our attention to rays
which enter and leave the cylinder within a distanced from
the cylinder’s end, whered has the significance shown in
Fig. 3 and is given by

d54a tang/neff , ~6!

where d→2a tang as neff approaches 2. These rays suffer
the least number of internal reflections in the cylinder. It
should also be mentioned that all the ray paths shown in Fig.
3 are reversible and each path has the same phase delay with
respect to the broadside reflection, including the same path
length inside the cylinder, 2l, where l 52an secg/neff . Fig-
ure 3 also contains information about the reflection and
transmission coefficients which need to be calculated for the
rays, to be discussed in more detail in Appendix D.

Knowing the coefficients and the shape of the backscat-
tered wave front, as given by the functionW(x,y), we can
propagate the outgoing wave to the far-field by evaluating a
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagation integral as outlined in
Appendix B. The result is the far-field backscattered pres-
sure,pbs . For finite scatterers, it is convenient to express this
pressure in terms of a dimensionless form function,f (ka,g),
defined by the following expression~and also in Ref. 1!:

pbs5pinc~a/2r ! f ~ka,g!eikr , ~7!

wherepinc is the amplitude of the incident plane wave andr
is the distance from the scatterer to the far-field observation
point. Under this definition for the form function,f (ka,g) is
unimodular for the scattering of sound rays by a fixed-rigid
sphere having the same radius,a, as that of the cylinder.

The derivation in Appendix B gives the following ex-
pression for the form function modulus at the critical tilt
anglegc :

u f ~ka,gc!u5~2/p!G~1/4!uButangc~ka cosgc!
3/4e22a lkc/2p.

~8!

This includes only the two-chord ray contributions, since
other contributions are predicted to be much weaker when
ka@1. In this expression,uBu is the magnitude of a product
of reflection and transmission coefficients which were calcu-
lated as summarized in Appendix D. The exponential factor
at the end takes into account the attenuation of the sound
rays inside the cylinder, wherea is the attenuation constant
of the cylinder material. The far-field caustic results in the
(ka)3/4 scaling.

III. COMPARISON OF RAY THEORY PREDICTIONS
WITH EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

According to Eq.~8!, the backscattering form function at
gc is a function of frequency through the parameterka. In
order to compare this theoretical result with experiment,
backscattering measurements were done at varying frequen-
cies using the rubber and polystyrene cylinders fixed at their
respective critical tilt angles. The same experimental setup
was used as described in Sec. I, except that a four panel 1–3
composite transducer~Material Systems, Inc.! was used be-
cause of its flat frequency response. One panel was used for
sending sound signals and another one was used for receiv-
ing. The transducer was placed 290 cm from the cylinder so
that far-field approximations are applicable. The transducer
was driven using 10-cycle tone bursts. Time records of the
backscattered tone bursts were recorded on a digital oscillo-
scope for frequencies in the range of 135–365 kHz at inter-
vals of 5 kHz. The signal amplitudes were computed using a
root-mean-square~rms! averaging scheme: the data were av-
eraged over five cycles of the backscattered signal near the
central part of the tone burst where it was determined that the
signal had reached a steady state condition. Backscattered
specular reflections from a stainless steel calibration sphere
were used to convert the computed voltage amplitudes to a
form function amplitude at each frequency, with the form
function defined according to Eq.~7!. A detailed discussion
of the calibration technique can be found in Appendix B of
Ref. 1.

The experimental values for the form function ampli-
tudes were then plotted as a function of frequency as shown
in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the plot for the rubber
cylinder ~RTV 615!. The form function is plotted as a func-
tion of frequency in the range of 135–365 kHz, which for the
rubber cylinder corresponds to aka range of about 8–21. The
individually plotted points are the experimental values. The
solid curve plotted in the range of 100–400 kHz is the the-
oretical prediction given by Eq.~8!. The theoretical curve is
in general agreement with the experimental data. The experi-
mental data points do form the same basic shape as the the-
oretical curve, though there does seem to be an offset be-

FIG. 8. The backscattering form function for the rubber cylinder at the
critical tilt angle as a function of frequency, beginning withka of 8. The
solid points are experimentally determined form function amplitudes. The
solid curve is the theoretical prediction given by Eq.~8!.
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tween them, indicating a systematic error. This may be the
result of an error in the value of the product of coefficients,
uBu, due to the uncertainty in the material parameters of the
rubber. There may also be a significant error in the exponen-
tial factor in Eq. ~8!, which takes into account the sound
attenuation. This is because the value for the attenuation co-
efficient in the rubber was not directly available from litera-
ture, and was inferred from insertion loss data.18

Figure 9 shows a similar plot for the polystyrene cylin-
der. The form function is plotted as a function of frequency
in the range of 135–365 kHz, which for the polystyrene cyl-
inder corresponds to aka range of about 9–25. Again, the
plotted points are the experimental values and the solid curve
is the theoretical prediction. There is also some general
agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves
for the polystyrene, though an offset between them is evident
here as well. This may be due to the uncertainty in the ma-
terial parameters which have a significant effect onuBu for
polystyrene.

It should be restated that Figs. 8 and 9 show plots of the
backscattered form function only at the predicted critical tilt
angle gc . We were also interested in how the theoretical
form function amplitude compares with the experimental
values for a wide range of tilt angles. The raw data from the
backscattered time records for polystyrene, which are dis-
played in Fig. 4, were used to compute experimental form
function amplitudes utilizing the rms averaging and calibra-
tion techniques already mentioned. A plot of the experimen-
tal form function values as a function of tilt angle is given by
the solid curve in Fig. 10. Figure 10 also has two individu-
ally plotted points. Point A gives the theoretical value of the
backscattering form function plotted at the critical tiltgc , as
given by Eq.~8!. Point B gives a theoretical value for the
form function plotted at a tilt angle,gm , which is an ap-
proximate predicted location of the maximum of the form
function angle scan. Due to diffraction, the largest enhance-
ment does not occur at the critical tilt angle but at a slightly
smaller angle, as explained in Appendix B.

IV. DISCUSSION

The cascade plots of Figs. 4 and 5 clearly show that
there can be large backscattering enhancements from finite

plastic and rubber cylinders at large tilt angles. This can be
useful in sonar applications where it is desirable to detect
low impedance cylindrical targets tilted at oblique angles
with respect to the source. To substantiate the claim that
these enhancements are due to CMT, a ray theoretic back-
scattering form function was calculated and compared with
the values computed from experimental data. In Figs. 8 and
9, they are compared as a function of frequency. The agree-
ment between theory and experiment in these plots is good
considering the uncertainty in our knowledge of the material
parameters of the cylinder and the uncertainties involved in
the experiment, as well as the lowka values at which we are
applying our ray theory. What should be emphasized is that
our ray model does at least predict the right order of magni-
tude for the form function amplitude. One should also note
from our experiments that the CMT effect exists even at low
ka ~ka as small as 8!, so that the effect is not severely re-
stricted to high frequencies where attenuation effects might
start to dominate. From the measurements, log(ufu/(ka)3/4) is
approximately linear inka with the slope indicative of the
material absorption. In Fig. 10, the form function was plotted
as a function of tilt angle. There appears to be better agree-
ment between theory and experiment as compared to the fre-
quency scan in Fig. 9 obtained in a different series of experi-
ments. This may be a consequence of a variation in water
temperature between experimental runs. The frequency range
and target dimensions would make it difficult to obtain inde-
pendent measurements of the material parameters for these
targets. The theoretical values for form function amplitudes
vary significantly within the range of literature values for the
material parameters of polymer plastics and rubbers. Thus,
the quality of the agreement we find between theory and
experiment in Fig. 10 may be fortuitous, though the results
shown in Figs. 4, 5, 8, and 9 leave no doubt as to the exis-
tence of the CMT enhancement. Other contributions to back-
scattering associated with external reflection from the cylin-
der are only present for tilts close to 0° as can be seen by
inspection of Figs. 4 and 5. This is in general agreement with
predictions.19,20

FIG. 9. Similar to Fig. 8, but for the polystyrene cylinder, beginning withka
of 9.

FIG. 10. The solid curve gives the experimentally determined backscatter-
ing form function for the polystyrene cylinder for a wide range of angles at
a fixed frequency of 250 kHz. Point A is the theoretical form function
amplitude at the critical angle, given by Eq.~8!. Point B is a theoretical
approximation for the amplitude and angular location of the peak value of
the form function as a function of angle, as discussed at the end of Appendix
B.
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As an additional test of the correctness of our models,
related ray theory predictions were compared with computed
wave theory predictions. Such a test is insensitive to uncer-
tainties in material parameters and need not include attenua-
tion effects. A ray theory far-field scattering amplitude in the
specular direction was calculated for the case of plane wave
scattering by aninfinite elastic cylinder at the critical tilt
angle, as summarized in Appendix C. This was compared
with a numerical partial wave series solution, which was
modified so as to subtract off a background due to specular
reflection. The two theoretical results are plotted together in
Fig. C1 for the case of the rubber~RTV 615! cylinder in
water. The agreement between the two predictions is excel-
lent for the broad trend. There was less agreement under this
computational test for the polystyrene cylinder, though there
is evidence that the ray model and partial wave series results
slowly converge to each other at largeka.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE BRAVAIS LAW
OF REFRACTION

Using a simple ray analysis, we can derive the expres-
sion for the Bravais effective refractive index in Eq.~1!. We
begin by considering a ray incident on a cylinder of refrac-
tive indexn, and tilt angleg as shown in Fig. 1. The incident
wave vector,k, has magnitudeuku5k; and if the tilt angleg
is measured from broadside incidence, the projection of the
wave vector along the direction of the cylinder’s axis~the
x-coordinate in Fig. 1! has magnitude

kx5k sing. ~A1!

The projection of the wave vector in the base plane gives
back the original wave vector,k, when added to the
x-component. Therefore, it must have magnitude

kb5k cosg. ~A2!

Note in passing that the results of Eqs.~A1! and~A2! will be
used to compute phase changes along projected ray paths in
Appendix B.

The transmitted wave vector in the cylinder,k8, has
magnitudeuk8u5k85kn. Its direction can be determined by
matching the components of the transmitted wave vector
with those of the incident wave vector on the cylinder’s sur-
face. One set of components is given by thex-components.
Setting thex-component of the transmitted wave vector,kx8 ,
equal to that of the incident wave vector,kx , in Eq. ~A1!
gives uskx85k sing. The other set of components lies in the
base plane and tangent to the cylinder. Since the projections
of the rays in the base plane obey the effective Snell’s law,
with effective refractive indexneff , we can immediately
write down the magnitude of the component of the transmit-
ted wave vector in the base plane,kb8 , as the product of the
magnitude of the incident wave vector component in the base
plane @Eq. ~A2!# and the effective index in the base plane
neff :kb85kbneff5kneff cosg.

Adding these two components of the transmitted wave
vector in quadrature yields, by the Pythagorean theorem, the
squared magnitude ofk8:(kx8)

21(kb8)
25uk8u25k2n2. Sub-

stituting in our expressions forkx8 andkb8 gives

k2 sin2 g1k2neff
2 cos2 g5k2n2. ~A3!

Solving Eq.~A3! for neff , gives Eq.~1!.

APPENDIX B: BACKSCATTERING FORM FUNCTION
MAGNITUDE AT THE CRITICAL TILT ANGLE

In this Appendix, we derive the expression for the form
function of a finite penetrable cylinder for the two-chord
backscattering contribution given by Eq.~8! and evaluated at
the critical tilt anglegc . Figure 3 shows the ray diagram for
the backscattered rays in the meridional plane. A coordinate
system is defined as indicated by the axes set shown in the
upper-right-hand corner. The origin is located in the meridi-
onal plane on the far end of the cylinder at the corner nearest
to the source. The plane tangent to the cylinder and perpen-
dicular to the meridional plane on the near side of the cylin-
der will be referred to as the exit plane~the x-y plane!. The
far-field backscattered pressure is calculated by evaluating a
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagation integral21 in the exit
plane,

pbs5~2 ik cosg/2pr !E E
2`

`

dx8dy8p~x8,y8!eikr 8.

~B1!

This is a simplified version of the formula for far-field scat-
tering by finite objects. In this expression,r 5(x21y2

1z2)1/2 is the distance from the origin to the backscattering
observation point, andr 85@(x2x8)21(y2y8)21z2#1/2 is
the distance from the observation point to a source point in
the exit plane. From Fig. 3, we can infer thatx52r sing,
y50, z5r cosg. Inserting this into our expression forr 8
gives r 8'r 1x8 sing for large r.

To calculate a backscattering amplitude due to the two-
chord ray contribution at the critical tilt, we need to know the
corresponding outgoing pressure in the exit plane. Much of
the information about the outgoing pressure wave was al-
ready provided in Sec. II. Equation~3! gives the shape of the
wave front as seen in the base plane~see Fig. 7!. To convert
the shape functionW to a phase function,w, we must multi-
ply it by the wave number projected onto the base plane,
kb5k cosg, as given by Eq.~A2!. At the critical tilt where
neff52, the coefficients of the shape functionW reduce to:
a2→0 anda4→a/(2a)4, according to Eqs.~4! and~5!; and
the phase,w, as a function ofy becomes

w~x50,y!5~ka cosgc!y
4/~2a!4. ~B2!

It was determined in Sec. II that the phase of the outgoing
wave depends linearly onx, the coordinate running parallel
to the cylinder’s axis. The proportionality constant in the
phase is given by the magnitude of the projection of the
incident wave vector onto thex-axis,kx5k sing, as given by
Eq. ~A1!. Thus, the phase of the outgoing wave as a function
of x is

w~x,y50!52kx sing; 2d<x<0. ~B3!
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The negative sign takes into account the fact that the
x-component of the wave vector reverses direction upon re-
flection from the cylinder’s end. Furthermore, Eq.~B3! only
holds within a distanced from the cylinder’s end as dis-
cussed earlier in Sec. II. Equations~B2! and~B3! addictively
combine to give the approximate phase as both a function of
x andy,

w~x,y!'2kx singc1~ka cosgc!y
4/~2a!4. ~B4!

Here, the phase has been evaluated at the critical tiltgc .
Besides the phase, knowledge of the amplitude of the

outgoing wave is needed. The amplitude of the incident
wave is given bypinc . This initial amplitude is reduced by a
product of reflection and transmission coefficients. The mag-
nitude of this product is given byuBu. There may also be
attenuation along ray paths inside the cylinder. The attenua-
tion coefficient isa(kc/2p), wherea is the attenuation con-
stant of the material given in Table I, and where (kc/2p) is
an expression for the frequency. The length of the ray paths
inside the cylinder is 2l , where l 5an secgc for neff52.
Thus, the initial amplitude is also reduced by the factor
e22a l (kc/2p). In general, the outgoing amplitude may also be
reduced relative to the incoming amplitude by wave front
spreading, but this does not occur for the caustic rays fo-
cused at infinity. Therefore, the incoming wave amplitude is
only modified by the product of coefficients and the attenu-
ation factor. Combining the amplitude and phase expres-
sions, the outgoing pressure in the exit plane due to the two-
chord backscattering contribution is given by

p~x8,y8!5pincuBuei @w~x8,y8!1w0#e22a l ~kc/2p!

5p8eiw~x8,y8!, 2d<x<0, ~B5!

where p85pincuBueiw0e22a l (kc/2p) and w0 is a phase shift
resulting from propagation through the cylinder. Outside the
region2d<x<0, it should be understood thatp850.

Inserting Eq.~B5! into Eq. ~B1!, we obtain

pbs5~2 ik cosg/2pr !E E
2`

`

dx8dy8p8eiw~x8,y8!eikr 8.

~B6!

Using the far-field approximationr 8'r 1x8 sing, thex8 de-
pendence drops out of the phase of the integrand so that Eq.
~B6! becomes

pbs5~2 ik cosgce
ikr /2pr !E

2d

0

dx8E
2`

`

dy8p8

3exp@ i ~ka cosgc!y84/~2a!4#, ~B7!

where we have evaluatedpbs at the critical tilt. The integral
over x8 is trivial, giving

pbs5~2 ip8kd cosgce
ikr /2pr !E

2`

`

dy8

3exp@ i ~ka cosgc!y84/~2a!4#, ~B8!

wherep8 has been approximated by its value aty850 and
taken outside they8 integral. Using the Pearcey function,
P6(w1 ,w2), defined as22,23

P6~w1 ,w2!5E
2`

`

dsexp@6 i ~s41w2s21w1s!#, ~B9!

they8 integral can be expressed as a Pearcey function of zero
argument, wherew150, w250. From contour integral meth-
ods and the definition of the gamma function, it is known22

that uP6(0,0)u5(1/2)G(1/4). Using this result, Eq.~B8! be-
comes

pbs52 ip8G~1/4!d~ka cosgc!
3/4eikr /2pr . ~B10!

Finally, we insert the expression ford from Eq.~6! evaluated
at neff52 as well as the expression forp8. Taking the abso-
lute value of Eq.~B10! and using Eq.~7!, yields Eq.~8!: the
magnitude of the backscattering form function contribution
due to the two-chord class of rays evaluated at the critical
tilt.

To conclude this Appendix, the method for calculating
the maximum in the angle scan of Fig. 10 will now be dis-
cussed. As mentioned in Sec. III, the peak in the backscatter-
ing amplitude of finite cylinders is not expected to occur
precisely at the critical tilt angle,gc , but at a slightly smaller
tilt anglegm . This is a result of the fact that the maximum in
the Pearcey function as a function ofw2 does not occur at
w250 but at a somewhat smaller value:w2522.2.22 To
find the magnitude of the backscattering peak, they8 integral
in Eq. ~B8! will have to be reevaluated. Writing the phase as
a function of y8 in the more generic formw(x850,y8)
5ka cosgW(x850,y8), Eq. ~B8! can be rewritten as

pbs5~2 ip8kd cosgeikr /2pr !E
2`

`

dy8

3exp@ i ~ka cosg!W~x850,y8!#, ~B11!

where the wave front shape function,W, atgmÞgc has three
extrema, as shown by curve A in Fig. 7. This indicates that
the axial ray and the proper two-chord rays are now separate.
The y8 integral in Eq.~B11! can also be expressed in terms
of a Pearcey function. Evaluated at its maximum, corre-
sponding tog5gm , the Pearcey function is larger by a fac-
tor of about 1.456 as compared to its value at zero
argument.22 Multiplying the expression forpbs at the critical
angle,gc , @Eq. ~B10!# by the factor of 1.456 and reevaluat-
ing the factorp8 at the anglegm , then gives us an approxi-
mate value for the magnitude of the backscattered pressure at
the maximum in the angle scan.

Finally, we discuss how the value for the angle corre-
sponding to the maximum amplitude itself,gm , was calcu-
lated. Combining Eq.~3! with Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, we can re-
construct the general form of the wave front shape function
as a function ofy,

W~x50,y!5@2/a3neff
3 ~21neff!#y

4

2@~22neff!/aneff#y
2. ~B12!

To write the y-integral of Eq. ~B11! in Pearcey function
form, define an integration variables5@2/a3neff

3 (2
1neff)#

1/4y. Then, Eq.~B12! becomes

W~s!5s42@@~22neff!/aneff#/@2/a3neff
3 ~21neff!#

1/2#s2.
~B13!
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Comparing this expression with the exponent of the inte-
grand in Eq.~B9!, the defining equation for the Pearcey
function, we find that we can make the identification,

w252~ka cosg!1/2@@~22neff!/neff#/@2/neff
3 ~21neff!#

1/2#.
~B14!

Expand this expression in a Taylor series around the
critical tilt angle g5gc :w2(g)'@(dw2 /dg)(gc)#(g2gc),
where @(dw2 /dg)(gc)#5(ka cosgc)

1/2@@(dneff /dg)(gc)#/
neff#/@2/neff

3 (21neff)#
1/2], and where one can easily show

@(dneff /dg)(g)#5tang(neff21/neff) using Eq.~1!. Evaluating
functions at the critical tilt where indicated, we find

w2~g!'3~ka cosgc!
1/2 tangc~g2gc!. ~B15!

Finally, settingw2(gm)522.2 gives us an equation for the
angle shift of the peak in the backscattering angle scan away
from the critical angle,

~gm2gc!'22.2/@3~ka cosgc!
1/2 tangc#. ~B16!

Using Eq.~B16!, the angle corresponding to the maximum
backscattering amplitude in Fig. 10, as indicated by Point B,
is approximated to begm'54° for ka517. Here, the Taylor
expansion ofw2(g) out to first order in (gm2gc) is only a
rough approximation since the quantity (gm2gc) is appre-
ciable at low frequencies. This may account for the overes-
timation in the angle shift apparent in Fig. 10.

APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF RAY
THEORY WITH PARTIAL WAVE SERIES
SOLUTION FOR AN INFINITE CYLINDER

The ray theory prediction for scattering at the critical tilt
angle was tested against a numerical partial wave series so-
lution. Since an exact solution for the scattering by a finite
cylinder is unavailable, the ray theory and the partial wave
series solution were compared for the case of a plane wave
obliquely incident on an infinitely long elastic cylinder.
Since the cylinder is infinite and has no truncation, there will
be no CMT effect in the backscattering direction. Instead, the
two-chord CMT contribution in the specular direction was
considered.8,9 The outline for the ray solution to the problem
is analogous to the discussion given in Sec. II and Appendix
B.

For the problem of the infinite cylinder, the form func-
tion is defined as2

pspe5pinc~a/2r !1/2f ~ka,g!eik cosgr , ~C1!

wherer is now the distance from the observation point to the
cylinder’s axis, rather than the distance to any particular ori-
gin. The pressure symbol is subscripted with ‘‘spe’’ to indi-
cate our interest in the pressure in the specular direction as
opposed to the backscattering direction. The ray theoretic
form function in the specular direction at the critical tilt
angle due to the two-chord CMT is given by

u f ~ka,gc!u5@G~1/4!/p#uBu~ka cosgc!
1/4, ~C2!

where for simplicity no absorption factor is included and
attenuation effects were neglected in the infinite cylinder par-
tial wave series.2 Only the ray contribution from the first
internal reflection is included in Eq.~C2!. The subsequent

reflections produce curved wave fronts which give much
weaker contributions that fail to increase in proportion to
(ka)1/4. The product of coefficients,uBu, is discussed in Ap-
pendix D. The numerical value of the complexf from the
partial wave series solution was computed. A background
was subtracted off fromf to remove interfering contributions
from the direct specular reflection. Figure C1 shows a com-
parison of the ray theory with the background-subtracted so-
lution using the material parameters of silicone rubber~RTV
615!, neglecting absorption. The solid curve gives the partial
wave series solution while the dashed curve is Eq.~C2!. For
the case of rubber, the ray theory seems to rapidly converge
to the partial wave series solution at moderately lowka. In
general, good agreement between the ray theories and wave
theories is found for fluidlike material parameters.

APPENDIX D: THE PRODUCT OF REFLECTION AND
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS zBz

Consider first, the finite cylinder. Figure 3 indicates the
reflection and transmission coefficients needed for the CMT
backscattering problem. Rays are transmitted into the cylin-
der, undergo two internal reflections, one on the opposite
side of the cylinder and one on the cylinder truncation, and
then are finally transmitted back into the surrounding water.
For the polystyrene cylinder, the relevant rays inside the cyl-
inder are the shear rays. Thus, the product of plane surface
amplitude coefficients,uBu, takes on the following form:

uBu5uTWSu uRSS1u uRSS2u uTSWu. ~D1!

Here,TWS is the transmission coefficient for a sound ray in
water converted to a shear ray in the polystyrene cylinder.
The coefficient is evaluated at an angle of incidence equal to
the critical anglegc . The angle of refraction is given by
Snell’s law, with the index now being the actual index of
refraction of the cylindern5c/cs , where cs is the shear
speed of polystyrene.RSS1 is the reflection coefficient of the
first internal reflection of the shear ray, evaluated at an angle

FIG. C1. Plot of the form function at the critical tilt angle of 57.25° in the
far-field specular direction for an infinite RTV 615 rubber cylinder, neglect-
ing attenuation and using a shear speed value of 0.005 mm/ms. The solid
curve is a numerical partial wave series result, as discussed in Appendix C.
The dashed curve is the ray theoretic result given by Eq.~C2!, which de-
scribes the most significant scattering contribution while omitting the fine
structure. The significance of the CMT scattering enhancement is evident by
comparing the magnitude of the dashed curve with the magnitude of the
specular contribution,u f specularu50.32, at largeka.
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of reflection equal to the aforementioned angle of refraction.
RSS2 is the reflection coefficient of the second internal reflec-
tion evaluated at an angle of reflection which complements
the angle of reflection corresponding to the coefficientRSS1 .
Finally, TSW is the transmission coefficient for the shear ray
conversion back into a longitudinal wave in water. The re-
flection and transmission coefficients are given by the square
roots of Knott’s energy coefficients.24 These coefficients can
also be found in the Appendix of Ref. 25. Evaluating Eq.
~D1! for rays in the meridional plane yields the resultuBu
50.2567.

For the silicone rubber cylinder~RTV 615!, the relevant
rays inside the cylinder are the longitudinal rays. Thus, the
product of coefficients,uBu, takes on the form

uBu5uTWLu uRLL1u uRLL2u uTLWu, ~D2!

where subscriptsL denote longitudinal waves and the refrac-
tion angle is given by Snell’s law withn5c/cl , wherecl is
the longitudinal wave speed of the rubber. Evaluation of Eq.
~D2! gives uBu50.2897 atg5gc .

The product of coefficientsuBu is slightly different for
the infinite cylinder problem. There is no longer a second
internal reflection off a cylinder truncation, and the angle of
incidence for the one internal reflection is the angle of re-
fraction at the first interface. Thus, for the case of an infinite
polystyrene cylinder, the product of coefficients becomes
uBu5uTWSu uRSS1u uTSWu50.2854, and in the rubber case, it
becomesuBu5uTWLu uRLL1u uTLWu50.2897.
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A modified integral Werner method is used to calculate pressure scattered by an axisymmetric body
immersed in a perfect and compressible fluid subject to a harmonic acoustic field. This integral
representation is built as the sum of a potential of a simple layer and a potential of volume. It is
equivalent to the exterior Helmholtz problem with Neumann boundary condition for all real wave
numbers of the incident acoustic field. For elastic structure scattering problems, the modified
Werner method is coupled with an elastodynamic integral formulation in order to account for the
elastic contribution of the displacement field at the fluid/structure interface. The resulting system of
integral equations is solved by the collocation method with a quadratic interpolation. The
introduction of a weighting factor in the modified Werner method decreases the number of volume
elements necessary for a good convergence of results. This approach becomes very competitive
when it is compared with other integral methods that are valid for all wave numbers. A numerical
comparison with an experiment on a tungsten carbide end-capped cylinder allows a glimpse of the
interesting possibilities for using the coupling of the modified Werner method and the integral
elastodynamic equation used in this research. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!04501-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Gp, 43.20.Rz@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is the numerical study of
acoustic scattering by rigid or elastic structures by a modified
integral Werner method. Acoustic scattering can be modeled
by the Helmholtz partial derivative equation with Neumann
boundary condition.

At low and medium frequencies, integral methods are
often used to transform the exterior Neumann problem. The
advantage of these methods is to restore the problem from
one of an unbounded area to a problem in which the bounded
support is, in general, the surface of the soundproof object.

Nevertheless, this reduction is not without drawbacks.
Mathematical difficulties appear. Most of the integral opera-
tors intervening in the different formulations are singular.
Moreover, representations using either an indirect represen-
tation constructed with the aid of a potential simple layer or
a potential double layer or using a direct Helmholtz type
integral formulation are not valid for all wave numbers of
incident acoustic fields.1,2 These wave numbers, called ir-
regular wave numbers, are the eigenvalues of a Dirichlet
interior problem for which there is no uniqueness.

Numerous studies were carried out on the problems of
irregular wave numbers and a synopsis of studies prior to
1983 appears in the book by Kolton and Kress.3

In our point of view, we may distinguish two large fami-
lies of integral methods to resolve the problem of the irregu-
lar wave numbers.

The first family uses, in most cases, techniques of over-
determination of Helmholtz’s surface integral equation.

Schenck’s method2 consists in increasing the number of
equations through Helmholtz’s interior representation. Nev-
ertheless, when a computational node appearing in the Helm-
holtz interior representation coincides with a nodal surface of
a structure, the rectangular system obtained is very poorly
conditioned. Numerous improvements4,5 complicating the
use of Schenck’s method consisted, for example, in increas-
ing the number of supplementary equations to take the de-
rivatives of ordern of the Helmholtz interior representation.

Piaszczyk and Klosner6 use Helmholtz’s integral exte-
rior representation to overdetermine Helmholtz’s integral
surface equation. The problem of nodal surfaces no longer
exists, but the convergence of iterative processes permitting
the calculation of pressure is numerically slower and more
costly in the number of operations than Schenck’s method.

Null field equations7 form a countable set of equations
obtained from the Helmholtz equation decomposed on an
orthogonal basis ofL2 spherical waves. Jones8 and Stupfel
et al.,9 for axisymmetric structures, define a criterion for
overdetermining Helmholtz’s integral surface equation with
the help of a finite number of null field equations. This
method remains relatively complex to be carried out numeri-
cally.

The T matrix method10 uses a truncation of the set of
equations obtained starting this time from the exterior repre-
sentation of Helmholtz. This method is relatively sensitive to
the eccentricity of the bodies studied according to the basis
of chosen decomposition.

The number of supplementary equations for all these
a!Electronic mail: ravel@balard.pharma.univ-montp1.fr
b!Electronic mail: trad@ccr.jussieu.fr
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methods increases as the wavelength of the incident field
decreases.

The second family contains integral methods con-
structed with the help of indirect integral formulations. Their
principle is to define an extension ending in a solvable inte-
rior problem. Most of these methods start from the work of
Brakhage and Werner11 who constructed a solvable integral
representation for the exterior Dirichlet problem.

Burton and Miller12 and then Filippi13 represent the so-
lution of the problem as a linear combination of a single-
layer and double-layer potential with a particular condition
on the coefficients of the combination in order to obtain
uniqueness.

The major inconvenience of the Burton–Miller method
is the hyper-singular kernel of the integral equation. Treating
the kernel has been undertaken by numerous authors. The
most precise works14,15 consist in using a regularization of
the integral equation through Laplace’s equation.

The Hwang and Chang16 modification of the Burton–
Miller method makes possible the use of an arbitrary surface
in the interior of the structure. The unknown of the problem
is no longer defined on the singular surface of the structure,
which eliminates numeric singularities.

Another variation is the coupled Helmholtz integrals
~CHI! method of Fahnline and Koopman.17 It uses a linear
combination of Helmholtz’s integral surface equation with a
gradient of Helmholtz’s integral interior representation in-
stead of Helmholtz’s integral surface representation. This
technique has the advantage of removing the hyper-singular
integrals since the computational nodes are taken from the
interior of the structure.

Hamdi18 introduced into the interior of the field of inte-
gration a surface on which an adequate boundary condition is
defined. Pressure is equally decomposed as a sum of a po-
tential of single and double layers, but with different densi-
ties. Hamdi’s method is resolved with the help of a varia-
tional formulation that decreases the singularity of the hyper-
singular kernel.19

These methods remain, nevertheless, sensitive to the
choice of the different parameters that compose them and
have been validated for relatively weak wave numbers (ka
,15).

The Werner decomposition20 is a valid method whatever
the number of real wave numbers of the incident waves. It
consists in writing the solution of the scattering problem as
the sum of a surface potential and a volume potential.

A modification of the Werner method21 consists in
choosing an arbitrary and simple volumeB inside the struc-
ture instead of the total volume as in the Werner method.
With this modification, the following results are obtained:

~i! The removal of part of the singular integrals and
~ii ! The simplification of the numeric treatment of certain

elementary matrices

Nevertheless, the introduction of a volume inside the
structure necessitates an important number of finite elements
in order to ensure a convergence of satisfactory results. A
weighting factor, introduced by Ravel,22 overcame this
handicap and optimized the method.

The modified Werner integral method was applied to the
study of diffraction and acoustic radiation of axisymmetric
structures for all real wave numbers of the incident harmonic
field. Problems of scattering in elastic structures were also
studied by coupling the modified Werner method with a di-
rect integral representation23,24 of the displacement field on
the surface. This purely integral approach is preferred to a
variational formulation25,26 for the structure coupled with in-
tegral equations for the fluid.

As a matter of fact, a variational formulation of the dy-
namic structure problem leads to looking for the displace-
ment field in the entire structure26 while only the normal
component of the displacement field on the surface of the
elastic structure is useful to resolve the scattering problem.
Furthermore, as we are going to see in what follows, the
coupling of the direct integral equation of the displacement
field on the surface structure with the modified Werner
method is performed quite simply.

Methods using the T matrix27,28 to represent the contri-
bution of the displacement field are built on the same prin-
ciple as that of fluid acoustics. They share the same incon-
veniences: difficulty in accounting for geometric shapes
other than the sphere and spheroid and difficulty in evaluat-
ing the near field.

The modified Werner method applied to the acoustic
scattering problem was resolved with the help of a boundary
elements method: the collocation method. A calculus code,
the PWM code, was developed and used to treat problems of
scattering in axisymmetric structures.

The modified Werner method as well as different nu-
meric integration techniques were validated in numerous test
cases. It was also contrasted with other methods~Burton and
Miller12! with the help of results drawn from articles.

Finally, comparisons between the modified Werner
method and experimental results were made for a full end-
capped cylinder~straight cylinder ended by two hemi-
spheres! in tungsten carbide.

I. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider the acoustic pressure fieldP which is
scattered by a rigid or elastic structure. This body, with a
regular boundary surfaceS, occupies the finite volumeVS in
space. Let us also assume that the body is immersed in a
perfect fluid of densityr f which occupies the unbounded
domainV f in which a harmonic acoustic wave is propagat-
ing ~Fig. 1!. This wave is defined at any pointM of V f by a
displacement fieldU* , corresponding to an incident pressure
P* . Then one type of wave is produced in the exterior fluid:
A wave field of diffraction is caused by the diffraction of the
incident field on the structure. The harmonic problem is sup-
posed with a time dependence in exp(2ivt), wherev is the
angular frequency of the incident wave. The wave number
k5v/c is supposed to be real wherec is the speed of sound
in the fluid.

Then, in this case, the stationary part of the scattered
pressureP is governed by the following system~1!:

DP1k2P50, ;MPV f , ~1a!
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2 ikPU5O~r 22!, P5O~r 21!, r 5iOMi→1` ,

~1b!

]P

]n
52r fv

2U*–n, ;MPS. ~1c!

Equation~1a! represents the wave equation in a perfect fluid.
The first part of Eq.~1b! is the Sommerfeld radiation condi-
tion. This condition ensures the uniqueness of the problem
~1!. The boundary condition Eq.~1c! expresses the conser-
vation of the normal component of the displacement onS.

Conversely, if we suppose thatVS is a homogeneous
elastic isotrope body with constant Lame´ coefficientsl and
m and densityrS , the scattered pressure is defined as the
sum of a diffraction wave and a wave provoked by the elastic
vibrations of the structure. In this case the stationary parts of
the scattered pressureP and of the displacement fieldU of
the structure are governed by the following system~2!:

DP1k2P50, ;MPV f , ~2a!

U]P

]r
2 ikPU5O~r 22!, P5O~r 21!, r→1` , ~2b!

rSv2U1~l1m!Grad~div U!1mDU50, ;MPVS ,
~2c!

]P

]n
5r fv

2U–n2r fv
2U*–n, ;MPS, ~2d!

s~U!n52Pn2P* n, ;MPS. ~2e!

Equation~2c! is the Navier equation. The boundary condi-
tion Eq. ~2e! expresses the conservation of the stress vector
at the fluid–structure interface. Systems~1! admit a unique
solution.29 The system~2! has at least one solution in the
general case.29,30 However, in rare cases, certain angle fre-
quencies (v2.0) may be eigenvalues, associated with a mo-
tion of the solid without interaction with the fluid. The so-
called ‘‘Jones modes’’ are free vibrations of the elastic
structure. Consequently, they do not modify the scattering of

the structure. These modes appear notably for axisymmetric
structures; however, for the end-capped cylinder and for the
wave numbers studied, they were not identified.

II. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

For every structure the second-order systems~1! and~2!
do not accept simple theoretical solutions because of the
Sommerfeld radiation condition. The integral representations
are well adapted to solve this type of problem numerically.
They consist in writing a coupled system of integral equa-
tions governing the pressure and the normal component of
the displacement vector, on the boundaryS of the structure.
So, with the numerical solution, the pressure at any point of
the fluid is calculated very quickly.

The irregular wave numbers are well known for bodies
with simple geometric shapes, such as a sphere, a cylinder,
or a cone. In these cases the Helmholtz integral representa-
tion is well suited to the problem when the frequency is
regular. This simple representation with a surface’s potential
is neither very difficult to compute nor expensive in terms of
calculation time.

Nevertheless, the number of irregular wave numbers has
an accumulation point at infinity. Their density increases as
the frequency increases. The Helmholtz method quickly be-
comes numerically unusable for medium frequencies.

The originality of the modified Werner method20 results
from the fact that it splits up the pressureP into a surface
potential and a volume potential, not in the whole interior
domain but in a nonzero arbitrary partB strictly insideVS

~Fig. 1!.
The pressureP is written as follows:

P~M0!5F1~M0!1F2~M0! ;M0PS, ~3!

with

F1~M0!5E
S
n~M !g~M0 ,M ! ds, ~4a!

F2~M0!5E
B
r~M !g~M0 ,M ! dn, ~4b!

where g is the Green function, in dimension 3, associated
with the Helmholtz equation~1a!: g(M0 ,M )5exp„ikD
3(M0 ,M )…/4pD(M0 ,M ), D(M0 ,M ) being the Euclidian
distance between pointsM andM0 .

These two potentials have some properties of
regularity31 with n and r supposed to be continuous. Two
equations are necessary for determining the new unknownsn
andr.

Let’s take the normal derivative—exterior normal—of the
expression~3!, whenM tends toM0 :

]P~M0!

]n
5

]F1~M0!

]n
1

]F2~M0!

]n
. ~5!

For n(M ), we calculate the normal derivative of Eq.~4a!.
This limit is well defined if the surfaceS is a Liapunov
surface.32

FIG. 1. Scattering problem.
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For r(M ), as the volumeB is strictly included in the
domainVS , there is no singularity and the limit is also well
defined. It is a direct application of a Lebesgue theorem.
Thus we obtain,;M0PS,

]F1~M0!

]n
5

2n~M0!

2
1E

S
n~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
ds, ~6a!

]F2~M0!

]n
5E

B
r~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
dn. ~6b!

With the boundary condition Eq.~1c! and the relations~6a!
and ~6b!, we find the first equation:

n~M0!

2
5r fv

2U* ~M0!.n1E
S
n~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
ds

1E
B
r~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
dn ;M0PS. ~7!

A second equation betweenn andr is necessary. Inside the
domainB, we impose the following condition:

2~D1k2!P~M !5 iC* P~M ! ;MPB,C* PR. ~8!

The potentialsF1 and F2 are governed by the wave equa-
tion ~9a! and the inhomogeneous wave equation~9b! ~in the
distribution sense!, respectively:

~D1k2!F1~M !50,
;MPB.

~9a!

2~D1k2!F2~M !5r~M !, ~9b!

Then,

iC* P~M !5r~M ! ;MPB. ~10!

Thus

r~M0!5 iC* E
S
n~M !g~M0 ,M ! ds

1 iC* E
B
r~M !g~M0 ,M ! dn ;M0PB. ~11!

The imaginary constantiC* is fundamental. In the dem-
onstration of Werner,20 C* 51 and allows us to solve the
problem of irregular frequencies. This way, we obtain the
existence and the uniqueness of the two coupled equations
~7! and~11! for n andr. Then the existence and the unique-
ness ofn and r justify the decomposition in Eq.~3! and
prove the uniqueness of the solution of the problem~1!.

The real constantC* , called a weighting factor, does
not exist in Werner demonstration.20 Trad21 includes it to
obtain an equation having good physical dimensions. His
choice is to takeC* 51/a2, wherea is a characteristic length
of the soundproof object. Ravel22 finds that this choice is not
optimum. It is necessary to take a significant number of ele-
ments of volume to mesh the interior volumeB in order to
obtain a good convergence of results in the vicinity of the
irregular wave numbers. Additionally, the introduction of in-
terior volumeB quickly becomes prohibitive in calculation
time as the wave numbers increase.

A study of conditioning permitted improvement of the
modified Werner method. Ravel22 shows that a good com-
promise for the weighting factor is to take

C* 5k2
Volume~VS!

Volume~B!
. ~12!

The advantage of such a choice rests on the very clear
improvement in conditioning for the numeric system matrix.
Additionally, a single finite volume element to net volumeB
is sufficient to ensure the convergence of results. A compara-
tive study, with or without a weighting factor, was conducted
in Ravel’s thesis.22 The gain in precision is variable accord-
ing to the situation. On average, for the wave numbers stud-
ied, the results with a weighting factor are approximately
100 times more precise when the same number of volume
elements is used. The comparisons were made on cylinders,
end-capped cylinders, and spheres. The introduction of the
weighting factor thus reduces the calculation time necessary
for the solution of the system of integral equations~7! and
~11!, which makes it comparable to the calculation time ob-
tained by the Helmholtz method for problems of diffraction
and acoustic scattering.

When the structure is elastic~2!, only the contribution of
the displacement field of the interfaceSof the structure must
be taken into account in the acoustic scattering. This way, we
apply the Maxwell–Betti formula,23 using the boundary con-
ditions Eqs.~2d! and ~2e!, and we obtain a general integral
representation of the displacement vector. Then, for a full
homogeneous elastic structure, the unknown scalar functions
P, n, r and the displacement field’s three componentsU j ,
j 51,2,3, at the interfaceS are governed by the system~13!
of six Fredholm integral equations of second order:

P~M0!5E
S
n~M !g~M0 ,M ! ds

1E
B
r~M !g~M0 ,M ! dn, ;M0PS, ~13a!

n~M0!

2
5r fv

2~U* ~M0!2U~M0!!n

1E
S
n~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
ds

1E
B
r~M !

]g~M0 ,M !

]n~M0!
dn, ;M0PS, ~13b!

r~M0!5 iC* E
S
n~M0!g~M0 ,M ! ds

1 iC* E
B
r~M0!g~M0 ,M ! dn, ;M0PB,

~13c!
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1

2
U j~M0!5F j~M0!2E

S
@Gj~M0 ,M !•nP~M !

1T„Gj~M0 ,M !…•U~M !# ds, ;M0PS,

~13d!

where free termsF j , j 51,2,3, are defined by

F j~M0!5E
S
P* ~M !Gj~M0 ,M !•n ds, ;M0PS. ~14!

The kernelsGj , j 51,2,3, are the solutions in terms of Navier
operator distribution Eq.~2c!. They are defined by23

Gj~M0 ,M !5
1

rSv2 @Curl Curl W j~M0 ,M !

2GRAD Div V j~M0 ,M !#, j 51,2,3,

~15!

where

W j~M0 ,M !5d j
exp„iktD~M0 ,M !…

4pD~M0 ,M !
, kt5S rsv

2

m D 1/2

,

~16a!

V j~M0 ,M !5d j
exp„ik lD~M0 ,M !…

4pD~M0 ,M !
, kl5S rSv2

l12m D 1/2

.

~16b!

The components of the vectord j are (d j ) i5d i j ; d i j is the
Kronecker symbol;s, kt , andkl are respectively the stress
vector, the transversal wave number, and the longitudinal
wave number; andT(u)5s(u)n is the stress vector. Thanks
to the introduction of volumeB, the three underlined inte-
grals coming from Werner modified method are regular.
Their evaluation can be carried out in a simple manner.

III. NUMERICAL TREATMENT

A numerical program~PWM! based on a finite element
method33 has been developed. It simulates the acoustic scat-
tering resulting from axisymmetric structures. The interpola-
tion of the unknown elements of the problem is quadratic.
The volumeB is generated by the rotation around the axisz
of the generating surfaceB8 ~Fig. 1!. This surface is meshed
by quadrangles with nine-pointed quadrangles~Q2 element!.

The surfaceS is also generated by the rotation of the
contourC around the axisz. It is meshed with three-pointed
arcs~P2 element!.

The calculus of the elementary matrices corresponds to
the kernels and the free terms of the integral equations, cal-
culated on the elements. When the integrals are of regular
type, the Gauss–Legendre quadrature is used, with only four
integration points~unless otherwise indicated!. However,
when the calculus node belongs to the element which is in-
tegrated, the integrals become improper. They require a spe-
cial treatment.

It consists in using adapted Gauss quadratures for the
different types of encountered singularities.

For the surface operators of the modified Werner
method, Eqs.~13a! and ~13b!, and for the structure under
study, two types of singularities exist: Ln(x) outside the ex-

tremities, 1/x1/2 in the vicinity of the extremities of the axi-
symmetric structure.22 Then Gauss’s quadratures with a
weight Ln(1/x)22,34and Tchebychev quadratures are used re-
spectively.

For the volume operators of the modified Werner
method, Eq. ~13c!, only one type of singularity exists:
x Ln(x). The quadratures adapted to the weight Ln(1/x) or
Gauss–Legendre quadratures can be used to evaluate singu-
lar volume integrals.

Using the special quadratures requires certain changes in
the variables. Because of the positions of the quadrature
points, it is necessary to put the singularity at the end of the
integration element for the calculation of the integral to be
efficient.

Thus, for the P2 element type, there are two possibili-
ties. In the first case the computational node is on~y!, in the
middle of the segment~Fig. 2!, then the element~xz! is di-
vided into two segments. This technique puts the singularity
at the extremities of the element. In the second case the node
is on x or z, and we do not perform any transformation.

For the Q2 element, the method is similar. The element
is split into four or two elements if the computational node
does not belong to an extremity of the element~Fig. 2!.

This numerical procedure is helpful. It allows us to ob-
tain, for the same number of quadrature points, a calculus
precision equivalent to that of regular integrals evaluated by
the Gauss–Legendre method.

However, the integral formulation Eq.~13d! of the prob-
lem of the dynamic nature of the structure brings about prob-
lems of the singularities of the integral operators.35 The sin-
gularities of the kernels of the integral equations for
elastodynamics are of an order greater than those for the
modified Werner method. These nonintegrable kernels exist
in the sense of the Cauchy principal value.

A numerical method to evaluate these integrals consists
first in regularizing them using integral equations obtained
with the help of the associated static structure problem.35,36

Nevertheless, the numeric treatment remains complex and is
limited to low wave numbers.

The use of adapted quadratures was not kept for elasto-

FIG. 2. Treatment of singularities.
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dynamic operators because of the complexity of their expres-
sions and the numerous algebraic manipulations required to
apply them. By using the Gauss–Legendre quadrature with
an even number of points, we obtain satisfactory results with
certain types of boundary elements for not very large wave
numbers. As a first approximation, the symmetric position of
the Gauss–Legendre points makes it possible to approxi-
mately calculate the limit in the sense of the Cauchy princi-
pal value.

Henceforward, we can use the collocation method to de-
scribe the discretization for a fluid/structure problem: for ex-
ample, the problem~2! of acoustic scattering of an elastic
structure fully immersed in a perfect fluid. The surfaceS is
discretized by the elements P2 with a total numberNSnodes.
The volumeB is discretized by the elements Q2 with a total
number ofNV nodes.37 The coupled system with simplified
notation will be represented as follows:

1 2

3
@2d# @gSS# @gSB# @0#

@0# F21

2
d1

]gSS

]n G FgSB

]n G @2dn#

@0# @gBS# F 1

iC*
d1gBBG @0#

@GSS~n!# @0# @0# @~T~G!SS#

4
3H $P%NS

$n%NS

$r%NV

$U%NS

J 5H $0%NS

$2r fv
2U*–n%NS

$0%NV

@~G!SS~n!#NS.NS$P* %NS

J . ~17!

The notation@Axy# represents an assembled elementary
matrix relative to different operators. The lettersx andy can
take the valuesSor B to designate respectively the surfaceS
or the volumeB. The first letter corresponds to the position
of the computational node in the collocation method. The
second letter corresponds to the integration element.
For instance, let us show the writing of the matrix in detail
@gSS#:

@gSS# i j 5 (
kPAj

E
Gk

Nj
kg~Mi ,M !dsM ,

Aj5$q/M jPGq%, MiPS and S5øG i ,

i 51, ~NS21!/2, ~18!

whereMi is one of computational node andNj
k is the inter-

polation function associated with the nodeM j for the surface
elementGk .

The notation$A%N* represents the functionA on theN*
nodes of the surface mesh ifN* 5NS, or the volume mesh if
N* 5NV.

Block ~1! corresponds to operators of the modified
Werner method. It resolves problems of diffraction and
acoustic scattering.

Matrix @GSS# contains the elastic fluid/structure cou-
pling, matrix @T(G)SS# governs the dynamic behavior of the
elastic structure, and finally the diagonal matrix@2dn# de-
scribes the geometry of the surfaceS. The latter contains the
three components of the normals in each surface node. The
second member of Eq.~17! contains the component from the
modified Werner method to which was added a vector rep-
resenting a stress vector imposed on the surface of the struc-
ture.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this part, the modified Werner method is compared
with the Burton–Miller method in the case of a sphere and a
spheroid for radiation problems. Subsequently, an experi-
mental comparison of a scattering problem with an end-
capped cylinder with results obtained by the PWM code will
complete this study.

A. Burton and Miller method 12

The results of the modified Werner method were also
compared with the work of Meyeret al.14 and Chienet al.15

These authors successively improved the Burton and Miller
method by proposing a procedure for regularizing the hyper-
singular kernel as follows:

I ~M0!5E
s

]2g~M ,M0!

]nM]nM0

dsM . ~19!

Only the type of interpolation differentiates the work of these
two authors: Chienet al. proceed with the help of quadratic
elements while Meyeret al.use an interpolation constant per
element.

Two structures are considered: the sphere and the spher-
oid. The tridimensional meshes of the sphere and the spher-
oid are constructed with isoparametric quadrilaterals of eight
nodes in Chienet al. and Meyeret al. Two meshes are used:
a large mesh with 24 elements and a finer mesh with 40
elements~Fig. 3!. The numerical evaluation of regular inte-

FIG. 3. Meshes of the sphere and the spheroid by quadrilaterals of eight nodes. Large mesh: 24 elements. Finer mesh: 40 elements.
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grals and singular integrals~after regularization! of the Bur-
ton and Miller method is carried out with three Gauss points
per element.

In order to make a comparison, we developed an equiva-
lent axisymmetric mesh. For the larger and finer meshes,
four and six quadratic elements served for the discretization
of the contour of the generating surfaceC ~Fig. 1!. The in-
terval of the polar angleu @0, 2p# was divided into six sub-
intervals for the two meshes. The large axisymmetric mesh is
relatively close to its tridimensional counterpart. The finer
axisymmetric mesh comprises four elements less than its tri-
dimensional counterpart. The treatment of the singularities
was carried out with the help of eight special quadrature
points per element. A single volume element of nine nodes
was placed at the center of the structure. This element rep-
resents 1% of the volume of the studied structure.

The first test caseconsidered is a radiating sphere~of
an a radius! for which the normal speedVa at the surface is
given. This speed is uniform and radial. This situation cor-
responds to the problem of Eqs.~2a!, ~2b!, and~2d!, defined
in the first section with the following givens:

U*–n50,
]P

]n
5 ir fvVa . ~20!

In spherical coordinates the solution to this problem is the
following:

P~r !

r fcVa
5S a

r D ika

~ ika21!
exp„ik~r 2a!…. ~21!

The real and imaginary parts of the pressure that are
represented are on a point of the surface situated on the equa-
tor. The results obtained by the modified Werner method are
very precise and on the whole better than those produced by
Meyer et al. and Chienet al. ~Figs. 4 and 5!. The conver-

gence of the modified Werner method is very rapid since the
large mesh is sufficient to ensure a relative precision inferior
to 1%.

In the vicinity of the two irregular wave numbersp and
2p, the curves obtained by the Burton and Miller method are
less good than for the other wave numbers. This perturbation
is more clearly distinguished forka52p. We note also the
importance of the precision of the calculation concerning the
conditioning of the matrices obtained by Meyeret al. and
Chien et al. The numerical treatment proposed by Chien
et al. is more precise than that of Meyeret al. As a conse-
quence, the perturbations produced by the irregular frequen-
cies are more attenuated on the curve of Chienet al.

The second test caseis similar to the first, except for
the surface speed which is not constant this time. The speed
module is defined asVa cos(u), whereu is the angle made by
the z axis with the radial direction~Fig. 6!. In this case,

U*–n50,
]P

]n
5 ir fvVa cos~u!. ~22!

In spherical coordinates the solution of this problem is the
following:

FIG. 4. Imaginary part of pressure at the surface of a sphere subjected to a
uniform traction for the large mesh of the sphere. Comparisons between the
Burton–Miller and modified Werner methods.

FIG. 5. Real part of pressure at the surface of a sphere subjected to a
uniform traction for the large mesh of the sphere. Comparisons between the
Burton–Miller and modified Werner methods.

FIG. 6. Angleu.
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P~r ,u!

r fcVa
5S a

r D 2

cos~u!
ika~12 ikr !

k2a212~211 ika!
exp„ik~r 2a!….

~23!

In this case, the computational node is the north pole of
the sphere. The results obtained are those calculated for the
fine mesh. The precision obtained for the modified Werner
method is good untilka57, afterwards it is comparable with
the Meyeret al. results~Figs. 7 and 8!. This lack of precision
for the real part of the pressure is probably explained by the
position of the computational node of the north pole and by
the important variations of the second member of system
~17!. A finer mesh with 52 elements is sufficient to obtain a
precision inferior to 1%, for the collection of the mesh
nodes.

Finally, the last test casetreated is a spheroid submit-
ted to a point source, situated at the center of the structure for
a wave numberka5p close to an irregular wave number.
The ratio between the lengthb of the long axis of the ellipse
and the length of the small axisa is b/a51.6. The compari-
son is made for certain nodes of the mesh~Fig. 3!. The
results recorded in Table I represent the real part of the pres-
sure for the three methods.

For the test cases studied the modified Werner method is
more precise than the other methods. It is necessary to note

that the pressure calculated at the North pole has low preci-
sion with the Burton–Miller method. This difficulty comes
probably from the eccentricity of the spheroid and the stron-
ger singularity at that point.

B. A tungsten carbide end-capped cylinder

In this paragraph we are interested in the study of scat-
tering by an elastic end-capped cylinder (L/2a52) with the
help of a combination of the modified Werner method and
integral equations of elastodynamics~13!.

Comparisons between numerical and experimental re-
sults obtained respectively by the PWM code and by the
L.A.U.E.38 ~Laboratoire d’Acoustique Ultra sonore et
d’Electronique du Havre! were established.

The full end-capped cylinder~Fig. 9! which was used
for these comparisons is composed of tungsten carbide. The
structure has the following characteristics: volume mass:
13 800 kg/m3, longitudinal speed and transversal speed: 6490
and 4120 m/s, and characteristic length:a51022 m.

This object is immersed in water in where a plane har-
monic wave is propagated in the direction ofz positives~Fig.
9!.

At first the proper longitudinal modes of the target were
identified with the help of the PWM code. This identification

FIG. 7. Imaginary part of pressure on the surface of an oscillating sphere for
the finer mesh of the sphere. Comparison between the methods of Burton–
Miller and modified Werner.

FIG. 8. Real part of pressure on the surface of an oscillating sphere for the
finer mesh of the sphere. Comparison between the methods of Burton–
Miller and modified Werner.

TABLE I. Real part of the pressure on the surface of a spheroid for particular nodes forka5p for the two
different meshes: 24 elements~24 el.!, and 40 elements~40 el.!.

Nodes Theory

Meyer et al. Chienet al. Werner

24 el. 40 el. 24 el. 40 el. 24 el. 40 el.

a 20.0036 0.0008 20.0010 20.0002 20.0019 20.0036 20.0036
b 0.7543 0.7502 0.7505 0.7504 0.7511 0.7501 0.7541
c 0.9080 0.8944 0.8989 0.8995 0.9016 0.910 0.9082
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was carried out by graphical research of the peaks of reso-
nance. These values are to be compared with those obtained
by the L.A.U.E.39 ~Table II!. The relative maximum gap is of
the order of 2.1% for the fourth mode.

Next, in the vicinity of the fourth longitudinal end-
capped cylinder mode, the bistatic experimental diagram in
forced regime is compared to its numerical equivalent~Fig.
10!. The transmitterE is fixed, the receiverR is situated at 1
m from the target. It turns around the target and the radiated
pressure is thus measured for all degrees. Two critical zones
in the vicinity of 180 and 0 degrees do not allow correct
measurement. In these two particular zones, the receiver
passes in front of the transmitter. The bistatic diagram is
symmetric to thez axis, which is why the comparison be-
tween the lower and the upper parts is possible. It is note-
worthy that this symmetry gives the experimenters partial
control over the coherence of their measures.

The editing of the two curves was carried out by the
L.A.U.E. Using the L.A.U.E. bistatic diagrams data bank, the
most significant results were obtained for a wave number
ka58.665 for the PWM code andka58.89 for the L.A.U.E.
This difference between the wave numbers is effectively the
same as that obtained for the fourth mode~Table II!.

The results obtained~Fig. 10! are satisfactory from a
qualitative point of view. There is good agreement between
the angular dispositions of eight different lobes appearing on
the diagram for the two methods. From the quantitative point
of view, it is not currently possible to make a comparison
using this experiment because it is very difficult for the ex-
perimenter to dimension his measurements.

V. CONCLUSION

The Werner method is an integral representation of the
diffraction and acoustic radiation problem. This representa-
tion is built with the help of a linear combination of a poten-
tial of a simple layer and potential of volume. The introduc-
tion of the volume potential plays a major role in the
decomposition since it permits obtaining an integral repre-
sentation that is strictly equivalent to the Neumann exterior
problem.

The modified Werner method applied in this manuscript
is developed by Trad21 and improved by Ravel.22 It is well
adapted to the solution of acoustic scattering problems of
elastic structures because the normal component of the dis-
placement field at the fluid structure interface is directly ex-
ploitable. A direct integral representation of the displacement
field at the interface can be coupled in a simple fashion with
the modified Werner method.

The amount of numerical work was the reason for the
creation of a calculus code—the PWM code—for modeling
of axisymmetric structure scattering.

Different integral representations were solved numeri-
cally by the collocation method with a quadratic interpola-
tion.

The contribution of the singular integrals in the case of
the operators in the modified Werner method was given par-
ticular attention. A numerical regularization procedure built
on using quadratures adapted to different singularities pro-
vided a lot of precision in the calculations.

The introduction of the weighting factor in the decom-
position of Werner significantly reduced the numerical cost
of the potential of volume. A single finite element of volume
was sufficient to obtain satisfactory results.

These two combined advantages gave the modified
Werner method high performance marks in comparison with
the work of Chienet al.15 in the classic test cases for acoustic
scattering of axisymmetric structures.

A comparison of numerical results with an experiment
on the end-capped cylinder also gave satisfactory results
with the different numerical treatments carried out on the
hyper singular kernels of elastodynamics. A study, currently
being undertaken, should permit improvement to these re-
sults with the help of special quadratures for integrals de-
fined in the sense of the principal Cauchy value.

FIG. 9. Target generatrice.

FIG. 10. Bistatic diagram of a tungsten carbide end-capped cylinder. Com-
parison: code PWM (ka58.665), dotted curve, and L.A.U.E. experiment
(ka58.89), continuous feature curve.

TABLE II. Research of eigen longitudinal modes of the end-capped cylin-
der.

Mode
No.

PWM
(ka)

L.A.U.E.
(ka)

4 8.5 8.68
5 10 10
6 11.75 11.8
7 13.75 13.4
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A new approach to the acoustics of closed spaces is developed that involves solutions for polygonal
shapes in explicit form. It is shown that exact solutions can be constructed for polygonal geometries
where all the interior angles are equal top/n ~n is an integer!. It is stated that the set of such
polygons consists of the rectangle~known result! and three types of triangles. Some new explicit
formulas are obtained for the eigenfrequencies of the triangles. It is demonstrated that the proposed
technique also permits an exact representation of the impulse response function for the geometries
described. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01012-7#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ks@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

The structure of the wave field in closed spaces is very
complex, even if one only considers polygon and polyhedron
scale models. Some explicit analytical results have been ob-
tained for rectangular spaces~both two- and three-
dimensional!, on the basis of the classical modal representa-
tion in the form of trigonometric series.1 At the same time,
an alternative ‘‘image’’ representation is well known in
acoustics, and it is proved in Ref. 2 that an exact solution,
given by the image method for rectangular spaces, can be
derived directly from the modal solution.

Let us assume that the wave process is harmonic with
respect to time. Then the wave functionp(x,y) satisfies the
Helmholtz equation:

P~x,y,t !5p~x,y!exp~2 ivt !, Dp1k2p50, k5v/c,
~1!

where c is the wave speed. The main idea of the image
method for the rectangular rigid-wall room is clear from
Fig. 1. If there is a point source (x0 ,y0): p0

5H0
(1)@kA(x02x)21(y02y)2# placed inside the space, then

to satisfy the trivial boundary condition for the normal de-
rivative, ]p/]n50, one may organize a two-dimensional ar-
ray of virtual images that provides intrinsic symmetry with
respect to an arbitrary boundary point on the wall. The re-
sponse at the receiving point is then given by a two-
dimensional series. This technique has been applied by sev-
eral authors to the case of impulse sources,1,2 when this
series is convergent, since only a finite number of virtual
sources can contribute to the response at a certain moment.

One can apply this approach to the harmonic process
which leads, in the two-dimensional case, to the following
result:

p~x1 ,y1!5S~x02x1 ,y02y1 ,a,b!1S~x01x1 ,y02y1 ,a,b!

1S~x02x1 ,y01y1 ,a,b!

1S~x01x1 ,y01y1 ,a,b!, ~2!

where the functionS is given by the double series

S~x,y,a,b!5 (
m,n52`

`

H0
(1)@kA~x12am!21~y12bn!2#.

~3!

Although the solution is expressed in explicit form~3!, the
series does not converge in a classical sense. Thus, one can-
not use result~3! for direct computations.

I. AN ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATION FOR
RECTANGULAR SPACE

One may treat the series in the framework of a ‘‘small
attenuation’’ principle. If a small imaginary component is
added to the wave number:k«5k1 i«, 0,«!1, then series
~3! becomes exponentially convergent, and it has a finite
limit when «→0, as in the Poisson–Abel method of general-
ized summation.3 However, it is not clear how this approach
can be treated directly. That is why we have developed an-
other idea. Since the functionS(x,y,a,b) is periodic with
respect to both its arguments, let us assume that 0<x
,2a, 0<y,2b. Then we use the integral representation of
the Hankel function

H0
(1)~k«Ax21y2!5

1

p i E2`

`

e2g(a)x
e2 iay

g~a!
da,

g~a!5Aa22k«
2. ~4!

Thus, series~3! may be rewritten as

S~x,y,a,b!5
1

p i (
n52`

` E
2`

` F (
m50

`

e2g(a)(2am1x)

1 (
m51

`

e2g(a)(2am2x)G e2 iau2bn1yu

g~a!
da. ~5!

The branching functiong~a! has a positive real part:
Re@g(a)#.0 when«.0 ~see Ref. 4!. Hence, the last series is
a geometric progression, which yields
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S~x,y,a,b!

5
1

p i (
n52`

` E
2`

` exp@2g~a!x#1exp@g~a!~x22a!#

12exp@22ag~a!#

3
e2 iau2bn1yu

g~a!
da

5
1

p i (
n52`

` E
2`

` cosh@~a2x!g~a!#

sinh@ag~a!#

3
e2 iau2bn1yu

g~a!
da. ~6!

Obviously, there is no obstacle here to applying a stan-
dard expansion in residues at simple poles, because the inte-
grand is an exponentially decaying meromorphic function
with the integration contour removing down to infinity. By
so doing, one obtains the following result:

S~x,y,a,b!52 i (
m50

`

dm

cos~pmx/a!

qm

3 (
n52`

`

exp~2u2bn1yuqm /a!,

qm5A~pm!22~ak«!2, d051, dm52

~m51,2,...!. ~7!

Since the real part of the quantitiesqm is positive with«.0,
the last series is again a geometric progression, its sum being
equal to

(
n50

`

expF2
~2bn1y!

a
qmG1 (

n51

`

expF2
~2bn2y!

a
qmG

5
exp@2yqm /a#1exp@~y22b!qm /a#

12exp@22bqm /a#

5
cosh@~b2y!qm /a#

sinh@bqm /a#
. ~8!

Therefore, the final representation~«→0! may be obtained
from ~7! and ~8!, as follows:

S~x,y,a,b!52 i (
m50

`

dm

cos~pmx/a!

A~pm!22~ak!2

3
cosh@A~pm!22~ak!2~b2y!/a#

sinh@A~pm!22~ak!2b/a#
. ~9!

II. TESTING THE MAIN RESULT

Formula~9! is worthy of special discussion. First of all,
it admits the following exchange in notations:x→y, y→x,
a→b, b→a, since the same development procedure can be
performed~as in the previous section!, starting to sum first
over parametern, and then over parameterm.

Further, for an arbitrary fixed dimensionless frequency
parameterak only a finite number of the series terms in~9!
have an oscillating character~for pm,ak), and the others
decay exponentially when the parameterm increases. Thus,
Eq. ~9! is indeed an efficient alternative explicit representa-
tion for the double divergent series~3!.

The result obtained has also been tested by a boundary
element technique. In order to create a wave field without
singularities inside the closed space, we may remove the
point-source, which leads to the nontrivial boundary condi-
tion:

]p

]n
52

]H0
(1)~kr !

]n
5kH1

(1)~kr !
]r

]n
,

~10!
r 5@~x2x0!21~y2y0!2#1/2, ~x,y!P l .

Then the Kirchhoff integral formula determines the wave
field at an arbitrary point (x1 ,y1) inside the boundary con-
tour l, as follows:

p~x1 ,y1!5H0
(1)~kr0!1

ki

4 El
FH0

(1)~kr1!H1
(1)~kr !

]r

]n

1u~x,y!H1
(1)~kr1!

]r 1

]n Gdlxy ,

r 05@~x12x0!21~y12y0!2#1/2, ~11!

r 15@~x2x1!21~y2y1!2#1/2,

which contains the unknown boundary value of the regular
wave function u(x,y)5p(x,y)2H0

(1)(kr), (x,y)P l . This
function can be defined from the boundary integral equation
given by the same Kirchhoff formula:

1

2
u~x1 ,y1!2

ki

4 El
u~x,y!H1

(1)~kr1!
]r 1

]n
dlxy

5
ki

4 El
H0~kr1!H1

(1)~kr !
]r 1

]n
dlxy , ~x1 ,y1!P l , ~12!

which holds for the arbitrary smooth boundary contourl. If
the contourl contains some corners, then the product1

2 in the
first term should be replaced by a coefficient coupled with
the value of the angle measured in radians~see Ref. 5!.

In the numerical treatment we used the simplest version
of the boundary element method~BEM! in the following
way: If one takes a mesh with a small elementary arcD l j

FIG. 1. Arrangement of virtual sources for the rectangular domain.
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5(l j , l j11), then the method applied is based upon a
‘‘stepped’’ approximation of the integrand:f j[const,; j , so
that * f jdl5 f j•D l j ~the integral is taken over the arcD l j ).

Comparison between the exact explicit solution given by
~2! and ~9! and direct numerical computations is shown in
Table I. Note that the explicit formula~9! assumes the wave
function to be imaginary. The results of the numerical simu-
lation by the BEM show a nontrivial but in fact very small
real part when compared with the imaginary one.

III. EXTENSION TO MORE COMPLEX POLYGONS

It is not easy to extend the image method to more com-
plex polygonal shapes. Irregular shapes involve a more com-
plicated procedure to find the positions of the virtual sources.
Some studies try to develop a general algorithm to detect
their arrangement;6 however, they seem to sketch a general
methodological basis rather than a concrete algorithm with
formulas.

It is important to clarify the property of the exact solu-
tion for rectangular spaces. If we look at Fig. 1 again, it
becomes clear that four virtual sources crowd around each
corner of the main rectangle, symmetrically with respect to
its faces, at equal distances from the corner. They correspond
to virtual sources in an exact solution for a point source
placed in a quarter-plane. It is known7 that for an arbitrary
wedge with the angle 0,q,2p, the total wave field consists
of the geometric–optic component and the wave diffracted
by the wedge corner. The latter disappears whenq5p/n,
where n is an arbitrary positive integer. Essentially, this
property is connected with the evident statement that only for
these values ofq is the number of virtual sources outside the
wedge finite, being equal to 2n ~including the real source!.
Obviously, the casen52 is related to the quarter-space.

The main statement of the present section is that one can
construct an exact explicit solution for polygonal spaces
where only a geometric–optic wave component is present. In
other words, each angle of the polygon has to be taken in the
form p/n.

Let us study this set of polygons in more detail. Letl
denote the number of the sides; the sum of the interior angles
is thusp( l 22). On the other hand, if each angleq5p/n
<p/2, then this sum is not greater thanp l /2, which means
p( l 22)<p l /2, or l<4. A trivial treatment shows that there
are only four possible cases:~1! rectangle (n52 for each
angle!; ~2! equilateral triangle (n53 for each angle!; ~3!

isosceles right-angled triangle (n52 for one angle andn
54 for others!; ~4! right-angled triangle (q15p/2,n52)
with q25p/3 (n53) andq35p/6 (n56). The permissible
geometries of the triangles are shown in Fig. 2~a!–~c!.

The exact explicit solutions for them are the following:

~a! a5
3

2
c, b5

A3

2
c,

~13!

p~x1 ,y1!5(
i 51

12

S~j i2x1 ,h i2y1 ,a,b!,

~b! p~x1 ,y1!5(
i 51

8

S~j i2x1 ,h i2y1 ,a,a!, ~14!

~c! a5
A3

2
c, b5

3

2
c ~c is the hypotenuse!

~15!

p~x1 ,y1!5(
i 51

24

S~j i2x1 ,h i2y1 ,a,b!,

where (j i ,h i) are the Cartesian coordinates of the virtual
sources, (j1 ,h1)5(x0 ,y0) being the real source. The func-
tion S is given by~9!. The arrangement of the virtual sources,
marked in Fig. 2, is evidently given by certain analytical
expressions, which are omitted for reasons of space. Table II
demonstrates a spectral response for the equilateral triangle
when the source is placed in its central point.

IV. ESTIMATE OF THE EIGENFREQUENCIES

Obviously, the eigenvalues of the wave numberk are
determined by Eq.~9! when the hyperbolic sine becomes
equal to zero:

sinh@A~pm!22~ak!2 b/a#50;A~pm!22~ak!2 b/a

52pni;kmn

5pAm2

a2
1

n2

b2
~16!

for arbitrary integer values ofm and n. For the rectangular
domain with the sidesa and b this result is well known in
literature. For triangular spaces it involves some new exact
estimates:

~a! equilateral triangle with side-lengthc:

TABLE I. Comparison of explicit solution~2! and ~7! with BEM computations for rectangular space:k
53.0, a51.0, b50.8, x050.5, y050.4, y50.2.

x ~2!, ~7! BEM (N5200) BEM (N5300) BEM (N5400)

0.05 0.824 i 20.001810.810 i 20.001410.815 i 20.001210.817 i
0.10 0.800 i 20.001810.781 i 20.001410.786 i 20.001210.789 i
0.15 0.758 i 20.001810.735 i 20.001510.740 i 20.001210.743 i
0.20 0.697 i 20.001910.672 i 20.001610.678 i 20.001310.681 i
0.25 0.619 i 20.002110.597 i 20.001710.603 i 20.001410.606 i
0.30 0.530 i 20.002210.512 i 20.001810.518 i 20.001510.522 i
0.35 0.441 i 20.002410.424 i 20.001910.430 i 20.001610.434 i
0.40 0.363 i 20.002510.343 i 20.002010.350 i 20.001610.353 i
0.45 0.310 i 20.002510.284 i 20.002010.291 i 20.001710.294 i
0.50 0.292 i 20.002610.262 i 20.002010.269 i 20.001710.272 i
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kmn5
2p

3c
Am213n2, ~17!

~b! isosceles right-angled triangle~Table III! with the
length of the leg equal toa:

kmn5
p

a
Am21n2, ~18!

~c! right-angled triangle~Table IV! with the acute angles
equal to 30 and 60 degrees and the hypotenusec:

kmn5
2p

3c
A3m21n2. ~19!

It is interesting to note that~b! proves the identity of the
eigenfrequencies for the isosceles right-angled triangle and a
square of the same sizec. Note that the wave fields in these
two types of closed spaces are absolutely different, even if
the point–source is placed in the same position.

In fact, cases~a! and ~c! involve identical eigenvalues,
although the wave fields in these two triangles are also dif-
ferent.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

~1! A comparison between the exact solutions and the
direct numerical method is only possible for low and mod-
erate frequencies, because when the frequency increases the
number of nodes should be taken proportionally to the fre-
quency parameter. However, the main result is that~9! guar-

FIG. 2. Arrangement of virtual sources for triangular spaces:~a! equilateral
triangle with side-lengthc; ~b! isosceles right-angled triangle with lega; ~c!
right-angled triangle with the acute angles equal to 30 and 60 degrees and
the hypotenusec.

TABLE II. Comparison of explicit solution~13! and~7! with BEM compu-
tations for equilateral triangle:k52.0, c51.0, x050.25, y050.25/A3, y
50.4.

x ~13!, ~7! BEM (N5300) BEM (N5600)

20.25 3.19 i 20.037413.15 i 20.022213.17 i
20.20 3.16 i 20.037813.12 i 20.022513.14 i
20.15 3.10 i 20.038013.06 i 20.022613.08 i
20.10 3.02 i 20.038112.97 i 20.022712.99 i
20.05 2.92 i 20.038112.85 i 20.022712.88 i

0.00 2.78 i 20.037912.71 i 20.022712.73 i
0.05 2.63 i 20.037612.55 i 20.022512.57 i
0.10 2.44 i 20.037112.37 i 20.022212.39 i
0.15 2.24 i 20.036512.18 i 20.021912.20 i
0.20 2.03 i 20.035711.99 i 20.021412.01 i
0.25 1.82 i 20.034711.80 i 20.020911.82 i

TABLE III. Comparison of explicit solution~14! and ~7! with BEM com-
putations for isosceles right-angled triangle:k51.0, a53.0, x051.0, y0

51.0, x50.5.

y ~14!, ~7! BEM (N5300) BEM (N5450) BEM (N5600)

0.15 0.705 i 20.046810.659 i 20.030010.675 i 20.014210.692 i
0.30 0.672 i 20.047010.626 i 20.030110.643 i 20.014510.660 i
0.45 0.618 i 20.046910.576 i 20.030010.594 i 20.014710.610 i
0.60 0.547 i 20.046310.517 i 20.029510.535 i 20.014810.551 i
0.75 0.494 i 20.045210.464 i 20.028710.481 i 20.014610.497 i
0.90 0.468 i 20.043410.438 i 20.027510.455 i 20.014310.470 i
1.05 0.488 i 20.041010.466 i 20.025910.483 i 20.013710.494 i
1.20 0.569 i 20.037910.553 i 20.024010.570 i 20.012910.582 i
1.35 0.694 i 20.034310.682 i 20.021610.698 i 20.011910.708 i
1.50 0.849 i 20.030010.828 i 20.002010.843 i 20.001710.852 i
1.65 0.992 i 20.025210.978 i 20.015810.992 i 20.009310.998 i
1.80 1.112 i 20.019811.122 i 20.012411.134 i 20.007811.139 i
1.95 1.190 i 20.014011.257 i 20.012411.268 i 20.007811.269 i
2.10 1.331 i 20.007811.380 i 20.004811.389 i 20.004211.388 i
2.25 1.475 i 20.001311.490 i 20.000611.498 i 20.002311.493 i
2.40 1.580 i 0.005511.586 i 0.003711.591 i 20.000411.582 i
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antees that a finite number of series terms is sufficient for
precise calculations at arbitrary frequencies.

The results given in the tables show that error of the
calculations by the BEM decreases when the number of the
nodesN increases, which is quite natural.

~2! The proposed technique may be applied to the clas-
sical problem of room acoustics1 as regards the impulse re-
sponse function~time domain Green’s function!, by analogy
to the single-frequency point source. The exact solution is of
the same form~2! ~rectangular room! and ~13!–~15! ~trian-
gular spaces!, the functionS being given as

S~ t,x,y,a,b!

5
1

2p (
m,n52`

`
H@ t2A~x12am!21~y12bn!2/c#

$c2t22@~x12am!21~y12bn!2#%1/2
,

~20!

where H~ ! is the Heaviside step function.
Unlike the divergent double series representation~3!,

which is valid for the harmonic wave process, only a finite
number of terms can contribute to the sum of the last series
at a certain moment, as noted in the Introduction.

~3! The approach developed is also applicable to three-
dimensional problems, in that the image method gives an
exact solution for three-dimensional rectangular spaces. The
divergent series arising may be treated by analogy to the
two-dimensional case, which will be the subject of future
work by the authors.

1P. M. Morse and K. U. Ingard,Theoretical Acoustics~McGraw–Hill, New
York, 1968!.

2J. B. Allen and D. A. Berkley, ‘‘Image method for efficiently simulating
small-room acoustics,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am.65, 943–950~1979!.

3C. S. Rees, S. M. Shah, and C. V. Stanojevic,Theory and Applications of
Fourier Analysis~Marcel Dekker, New York, 1981!.

4R. Mittra and S. W. Lee,Analytical Techniques in the Theory of Guided
Waves~MacMillan, New York, 1971!.

5P. K. Banerjee and R. Butterfield,Boundary Element Methods in Engi-
neering Science~McGraw–Hill, Oxford, 1981!.

6J. Borish, ‘‘Extension of the image model to arbitrary polyhedra,’’ J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.75, 1827–1836~1984!.

7E. Skudrzyk,The Foundation of Acoustics~Springer–Verlag, Vienna,
1971!.

TABLE IV. Comparison of explicit solution~15! and ~7! with BEM com-
putations for right-angled triangle with the acute angles 30 and 60 degrees:
k52.0, c51.0, x050.25A3, y050.125,x50.4.

y ~15!, ~7! BEM (N5300) BEM (N5600) BEM (N5900)

0.025 3.51 i 0.09713.66 i 0.07513.61 i 0.06113.58 i
0.050 3.45 i 0.09913.58 i 0.07613.53 i 0.06213.51 i
0.075 3.35 i 0.10113.44 i 0.07813.40 i 0.06313.37 i
0.100 3.20 i 0.10213.26 i 0.07913.22 i 0.06413.19 i
0.125 2.99 i 0.10313.16 i 0.08013.11 i 0.06513.08 i
0.150 3.26 i 0.10513.33 i 0.08013.28 i 0.06513.25 i
0.175 3.47 i 0.10613.59 i 0.08113.54 i 0.06613.51 i
0.200 3.64 i 0.10713.80 i 0.08213.75 i 0.06713.72 i
0.225 3.78 i 0.10813.97 i 0.08313.92 i 0.06713.89 i
0.250 3.89 i 0.10914.12 i 0.08414.06 i 0.06814.03 i
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Acoustics of a flanged cylindrical pipe using singular
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The problem of acoustic radiation from a cylindrical pipe with an infinite flange has been discussed
in a number of papers. The most common approach is to decompose the field inside the pipe over
a basis of Bessel functions. A very large number of basis functions is usually required, with a large
degree of ripple appearing as an artifact in the solution. In this paper it is shown that a close analysis
of the velocity field near the corner yields a new family of functions, which are called ‘‘edge
functions.’’ Using this set of functions as test functions and applying the moment method on the
boundary between the waveguide and free space, a solution is obtained with greatly improved
convergence properties and no ripple. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!02902-7#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Bi@DEC#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

p acoustic pressure
k0 free space wave number
ki confined wave number, cylindrical coordinate system

vW acoustic particle velocity
nW normal
r density of air
c speed of sound in air

v angular frequency
b i eigenvalues for higher-order modes in a cylindrical

system

b i
8 zeros of the first-order Bessel function

J0(•) Bessel function of order 0
z axial coordinate
r radial coordinate
R radius of the aperture

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of acoustic waves propagating in a cy-
lindrical waveguide with the waves they excite outside the
end of the waveguide has been treated widely in the litera-
ture. The main aspects discussed are the internal reflections
created by the open termination, the pressure and velocity
fields on the opening itself, the waves excited in free space
beyond the opening, and the end correction. The basic prob-
lem has two basic variations: a flanged opening and an un-
flanged one, though some works treat the intermediate case
of a finite flange.1

Initial studies of this subject date to Rayleigh.2 Rayleigh
calculated upper and lower bounds on the static end correc-
tion. This work was carried further by Daniell3 and
King4—all of these being for an infinite flange. Many later
works5–7 mention this parameter also and calculate it to
varying degrees of precision. Some of these, such as Levine
and Schwinger, extend the idea of the static end correction to
a frequency-dependent end correction, calculated up to the
cutoff frequency of the second mode.

A convenient formulation for the acoustic field in a cy-
lindrical waveguide is the decomposition of the longitudinal

field into forward and backward traveling waves, and decom-
position of the lateral field into normal modes based on
Bessel functions. Solution of the field inside and outside the
waveguide is obtained by assuming an impinging forward
traveling pressure wave~most often the plane wave mode
only! and then matching the internal and external fields on
the aperture; the values that are matched are pressure and
axial velocity. The boundary conditions for a perfectly rigid
guide and flange are zero normal particle velocity.

In order to match the internal and external fields, one
must find an appropriate formulation for the external fields.
Morse8 used a Green’s function integral, adopted also by
Nomura et al.9 and Zorumski,10 Norris and Sheng,5 Wen-
dolowski et al.,7 and others. Bom and Park,11 on the other
hand, use a Fourier–Bessel integral, which proves to be
slightly simpler. This approach is adopted in the current pa-
per.

Matching the external and internal fields gives the solu-
tion inside the waveguide as an infinite set of equations for
the coefficients of the reflected waves. This set of equations
must be truncated at some finite value and solved. The re-
sultant coefficients can be used for two purposes: as the
cross-reflection coefficients, and for calculating the internal
pressure and velocity fields. Zorumski gives a very complete
analysis of the reflection coefficients,10 treating cases wherea!Electronic mail: noamoto@wine.cteh.ac.il
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the impinging wave is not necessarily the plane wave mode,
treating annular ducts, and also discussing modes which are
not axisymmetric. In such a case there is no special impor-
tance to the number of coefficients found in the solution; this
depends solely on the cross-reflection coefficient desired.
The various coefficients and their frequency dependance is
also discussed by Nomuraet al.9 and Norris and Sheng.5

Few papers, on the other hand, attempt to calculate the actual
pressure and velocity fields on the aperture. Notably, Wen-
doloski et al.7 demonstrate that the convergence of this cal-
culation is very slow, requiring a large number of coeffi-
cients to reduce the ripple in the numerical solution. This is
due to the presence of the sharp edge at the corner of the
waveguide and flange. In fact, the velocity there is singular.
The Bessel function decomposition attempts to follow this
singularity, though such a decomposition is very inefficient
in this case. Wendoloskiet al. point this out, and suggest an
improved expansion based on the general form of the singu-
larity.

The present paper presents a moment method solution
for the acoustic field on the aperture. The same set of func-
tions is used as expansion functions and test functions; in
this case they are commonly termed ‘‘basis functions.’’
Those used here are somewhat similar to those presented by
Wendoloskiet al.7 In order to obtain the best possible set of
basis functions they are derived analytically from the behav-
ior of the velocity field at the corner. A similar study of a
magnetic field demonstrated that this approach results in
greatly improved convergence.12 In the present study we
show that using less than five such basis functions can give a
solution better than that obtained with hundreds of normal
modes.

The next section presents the general derivation of the
problem. In Sec. III we then present the moment method
solution using the proposed basis functions~termed here
‘‘edge functions’’!. The derivation of the edge functions
themselves is left to Appendix A. For completeness, in Sec.
III we repeat the normal mode solution, as found in a number
of other papers.5,7,11 In Sec. IV the results obtained from
applying the two methods are presented and compared, from
the point of view of pressure and velocity fields, end correc-
tion, and convergence of the solutions. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. V with a discussion of the results and of a number of
open points. Appendix B includes a discussion of a number
of numerical issues encountered when solving the equations.

I. FORMULATION

In this work we consider the acoustic field in a system
composed of a cylindrical pipe terminated by an infinite
flange, as shown in Fig. 1. Propagation throughout the sys-
tem is assumed to be lossless. We denote the region in the
pipe as region I, and the region outside the pipe as region II.
In the cylindrical coordinate system (r ,w,z), the positivez
direction is towards the flanged end of the pipe. Denoting the
acoustic pressure asp, and considering sinusoidal steady
state, the pressure wave must obey the Helmholtz equation

¹2p1k0
2p50, ~1!

where k0 is the wave number in free space. The particle
velocity is given by

vW 52
1

j rv
¹p, ~2!

wherev is angular frequency andr is the density of air. The
boundary condition for a perfectly reflecting surface is zero
velocity into the surface. In other words

nW •vW 50, ~3!

wherenW is the normal to the surface of the flange and the
pipe.

The acoustic wave inside the pipe~region I! is assumed
to be circularly symmetric. Separating into forward and
backward propagating waves, these can be decomposed in
cylindrical coordinates as infinite sums. In the most general
case, the forward propagating wave will be

pI
1~z,r !5(

i 50

`

aiJ0~b i r !e2 jki z, ~4!

whereJ0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function;

b i5H 0, i 50,

b i8/R, i 51,2,. . . ;
~5!

R is the radius of the pipe;b i8 , i 51,2, . . . are the zeros of
the first-order Bessel functionJ1 ; ki are the confined wave
numbers,

ki5HA~k0
22b i

2!, k0.b i ,

2 jA~b i
22k0

2!, k0,b i ;
~6!

andk0 is the propagation constantv/c.
In this work we will consider the more degenerate case,

where the forward propagating wave is composed solely of
the lowest-order mode; thus in our case,

pI
1~z,r !5e2 jk0z. ~7!

The radiation impedance at the flanged opening will ex-
cite higher-order modes in the backward propagating wave,
thus it will be

FIG. 1. The geometry of the problem being studied.
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pI
2~z,r !5(

i 50

`

biJ0~b i r !ejkiz, ~8!

where thebi are unknown constants. The total pressure in
region I is the sum of the forward and backward propagating
pressure waves~this basic formulations appears in many pre-
vious papers5,7,10,11!:

pI~z,r !5e2 jk0z1(
i 50

`

biJ0~b i r !ejkiz. ~9!

The acoustic wave in region II is assumed to have only
a forward traveling component, caused by radiation from the
pipe. In order to receive a mathematically tractable expres-
sion for the pressure in this region, we will go through a
number of steps. DefiningpII(x,y,z) as the pressure in this
region andp̃(kx ,ky) as its Fourier transform, we can express
the relationship between them in Cartesian coordinates as
follows:

pII~x,y,z!5
1

4p2E2`

` E
2`

`

p̃~kx ,ky!

3e2 jkxxe2 jkyye2 j g(kt)z dkx dky . ~10!

Here kt5Akx
21ky

2; conversely kx5kt cosw, ky

5kt sinw. g(kt) is defined as

g~kt!5HA~k0
22kt

2!, k0.kt ,

2 jA~kt
22k0

2!, k0,kt .
~11!

We wish to transform this expression to a cylindrical
coordinate system, as used above for the pressure wave in-
side the waveguide. Assuming circular symmetry, in cylin-
drical coordinates the same pressure function will be simply
a function ofr and z, so that in fact there exists a function
p1,II(r ,z) such that pII(rzcosw,r sinw,z)5p1,II(r ,z). The
above Fourier transform in cylindrical coordinates will then
be

p1,II~r ,z!5
1

4p2E2`

` E
2`

`

Ã~kt!

3e2 jkxxe2 jkyye2 j g(kt)z dkx dky ~12!

5
1

4p2E0

2p

dwkE
0

`

Ã~kt!

3e2 jkxxe2 jkyye2 j g(kt)zkt dkt , ~13!

whereÃ(kt) is an unknown function to be found. Using the
identity13

E
0

2p

dwke
j (kxx1kyy)H cosmwk

sinmwk
J 52p j mH cosw

sinw J Jm~ktr !,

~14!

where Jm is the mth-order Bessel function, and settingm
50 in our case due to circular symmetry, we obtain the
relationship

p1,II~r ,z!5
1

2pE0

`

Ã~kt!J0~ktr !e2 j g(kt)zkt dkt . ~15!

Finally, on the interface between the cylinder and free
space, marked as region III, we choose to decompose the
axial velocity as follows:

vz,III5(
i 51

`

ci~R2r !a i,

i 51,2,4,5,7,8, . . . ~ iÞ3,6,9, . . .!, ~16!

where a i52i /321. The set of functions (R2r )a i, i
51,2,4,5,7,8,. . . , is the proposed set of basis functions,
which we call also ‘‘edge functions.’’ This scheme was
originally suggested in Ref. 12 and will prove to be very
computationally effective. The considerations for choosing
this decomposition are presented in Appendix A.

Given the above equations, our aim is to find the un-
known coefficientsci , bi , and an expression for the un-
known functionÃ.

II. MOMENT METHOD SOLUTION

To find the unknowns stated above, we equate pressure
and particle velocity over region III. This is done in three
stages: First we equate axial particle velocity in region I for
z50 to axial particle velocity on region III. Then we also
equate axial particle velocity in region II forz50 to axial
particle velocity on region III. Finally we equate pressure in
regions I and II forz50. The first two equalities eliminatebi

andÃ, and the third gives us a moment method equation for
ci .

First, equating particle velocity in the axial~z! direction
in region II atz50, r ,R, to particle velocity on region III,
and to zero over the flange, gives

vz,II~r ,0!5H vz,III~r !, r ,R,

0, r .R,
~17!

wherevz signifies axial velocity. Further, particle velocity in
region I atz50 is also equal to particle velocity on region
III, giving

vz,I~r ,0!5vz,III~r !. ~18!

The acoustic pressures should also be equal forz50,
giving

p1,II~r ,0!5pI~0,r !, r ,R. ~19!

Our purpose is now to obtain a moment method equation
for the expansion over region III. From~2! we obtain

vz,II~r ,z!52
1

j rv

]

]z
p1,II~r ,z!. ~20!

Obtainingvz,II(r ,z) from ~15! using~20! and inserting it
in ~17! along with ~16! gives

1

2prvE0

`

Ã~kt!J0~ktr !g~kt!kt dkt

5H (
i 51

`

ci~R2r !a i, r ,R

0, r .R.

~21!
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Similarly, applying~2! to ~9! and inserting it with~16!
into ~18! gives

k0

rv
1(

i 50

`
2ki

rv
biJ0~b i r !5(

i 51

`

ci~R2r !a i. ~22!

Multiplying ~21! by rJ0(kr) and integrating with respect
to r from 0 to infinity gives14

g~k!

2prv
Ã~k!5(

i 51

`

ci f̃ i~R,k!, ~23!

where f̃ i(R,k) is a hypergeometric function~see Appendix
B!,

f̃ i~R,k!5E
0

R

~R2r !a iJ0~kr !r dr

5R21a i
1F2~ 3

2 ; 3
2 1a i /2,21 a i /2 ;2 1

4 R2k2!

~11a i !~21a i !
. ~24!

Multiplying ~22! by rJ0(b j r ) and integrating with re-
spect tor from 0 to R gives

k0R2

2rv
d0 j2

kjR
2J0

2~b jR!

2rv
bj5(

i 51

`

ci f̃ i~R,b j !. ~25!

The last three equations give us expressions forÃ and
bj , which can be plugged into~15! and~9!. Equating them in
as in ~19! at z50 gives

22(
j 50

`

(
i 51

`

ci f̃ i~R,b j !
2rv

kjR
2J0

2~b jR!
J0~b j r !

5E
0

` rv

g~kt!
(
i 51

`

ci f̃ i~R,kt!J0~ktr !kt dkt . ~26!

This equation still has the free parameterr. Here we
apply the basis functions once more: Multiplying~26! by
r (R2r )a l and integratingr from 0 to R gives a matrical
equation:

(
i 51

`

ciAil 5dl , ~27!

where

Ail 5(
j 50

`
2rv

kjR
2J0

2~b jR!
f̃ i~R,b j ! f̃ l~R,b j !

1E
0

` rv

g~kt!
f̃ i~R,kt! f̃ l~R,kt!kt dkt ,

~28!

FIG. 2. The axial velocity over the aperture, calculated
with 5, 25, and 50 normal modes (kR51).

FIG. 3. The axial velocity at the center of the aperture,
calculated with 1 to 100 normal modes (kR51).
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dl5
2R(21a l )

~11a l !~21a l !
, l 51,2,4,5,7,8, . . . .

This is simply an infinite set of linear equations forci .
The infinite sums and integrals are the coefficients of these
equations. A discussion of the numerical issues involved in
computing these sums and integrals can be found in Appen-
dix B; the main problem with this set of equations is that it is
infinite. An approximate solution can be obtained by truncat-
ing and solving a finite subset of equations. It remains to be
seen how many equations should be used to achieve a degree
of accuracy comparable to that obtained with other methods.

III. NORMAL MODE FORMULATION

As a basis for comparing the above method to more
standard formulations, the solution was also obtained using
the Bessel functions as basis functions. This solution appears
in similar form in papers by Norris and Sheng, Wendoloski
et al., and others,5,7 though it appears that only Bom11 used
the Fourier–Bessel sum to express the external field. This
approach is adopted here.

In this analysis we do not define region III as a separate
region; instead, pressure and axial velocity are equated atz
50 in regions I and II.

Equating axial velocity atz50 gives

1

2pE0

`

Ã~kt!J0~ktr !g~kt!kt dkt

5H k02(
i 50

`

kibiJ0~b i r !, r ,R,

0, r .R.

~29!

Equating pressure atz50 gives

11(
i 50

`

biJ0~b i r !5
1

2pE0

`

Ã~kt!J0~ktr !kt dkt , r ,R.

~30!

Multiplying ~29! by rJ0(kr) and integratingr from 0 to
infinity gives

k0s0~R,k!2(
i 50

`

kibisi~R,k!5
g~kt!

2p
Ã~k!, ~31!

where we define

si~R,k!5E
0

R

J0~b i r !J0~kr !r dr

52
Rk

b i
22k2

J1~kR!J0~b iR!. ~32!

FIG. 4. The reciprocal of the axial velocity at the guide/
flange corner versus the reciprocal of the number of
normal modes used, calculated with 1 to 100 normal
modes (kR51).

FIG. 5. Log-log of the reciprocal of the axial velocity at
the guide/flange corner versus the reciprocal of the
number of normal modes used, calculated with 1 to 100
normal modes (kR51). Slope is20.33.
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Taking the expression forÃ(k) from ~31! and putting
into ~30! gives

11(
i 50

`

biJ0~b i r !5E
0

` 1

g~kt!

3S k0s0~R,kt!2(
i 50

`

kibisi~R,kt!D
3J0~ktr !kt dkt , r ,R. ~33!

Here we userJ0(b j r ) as basis functions. Multiplying
~33! by rJ0(b j r ) functions and integrating overr from 0 toR
gives

R2

2
d0 j1bjJ0~b j !

R2

2

5E
0

RE
0

` 1

g~kt!
k0s0~R,kt!J0~b j r !J0~ktr !kt dktr dr

2E
0

RE
0

` 1

g~kt!
(
i 50

`

kibisi~R,kt!J0~b j r !

3J0~ktr !kt dktr dr . ~34!

Rearranging then gives

(
i 50

`

biFkiE
0

` 1

g~kt!
si~R,kt!sj~R,kt!kt dkt1d i j J0~b jR!

R2

2 G
5E

0

` 1

g~kt!
k0s0~R,kt!sj~R,kt!kt dkt2

R2

2
d0 j ,

j 50,1,2,3, . . . . ~35!

Finally, using~32! gives

(
i 50

`

biBi j 5ej , ~36!

where

Bi j 5kiJ0~b iR!J0~b jR!

3E
0

` kt
3

g~kt!~b i
22kt

2!~b j
22kt

2!
J1

2~ktR! dkt

1d i j J0~b jR!
R2

2
,

~37!

FIG. 6. The axial velocity over the aperture, calculated
with one to four edge functions. Calculations with two
to four edge functions are nearly indistinguishable
(kR51).

FIG. 7. Comparison of axial velocity over aperture, cal-
culated with 50 normal modes and three edge functions
(kR51).
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ej5E
0

` kt

g~kt!~b j
22kt

2!
k0J1

2~ktR! dkt2
R2

2
d0 j ,

j 50,1,2,3, . . . .

To solve for the coefficientsbi we must evaluate the
infinite integrals in this equation. Once more, this gives an
infinite set of linear equations forbi to be truncated and
solved through matrix inversion. The integrals in this case
prove to be simpler to evaluate than those encountered in the
moment method. A discussion of the numerical issues in-

volved in computing these sums and integrals can be found
in Appendix B.

IV. RESULTS

The numerical details of solving Eqs.~27! and ~36! are
discussed in Appendix B. Therefore, in this section we will
discuss only the full solutions to these equations. First we
wish to demonstrate the improved convergence obtained
with the use of the proposed basis functions—the edge func-
tions.

FIG. 8. Convergence of axial velocity at center of ap-
erture. Dashed line—1 to 100 normal modes; dotted
line—one to five edge functions. Graph is plotted ver-
sus reciprocal of number of modes (kR51).

FIG. 9. Comparison of axial velocity over aperture, calculated with 50 normal modes and three edge functions, for~a! kR50.5,~b! kR51.5,~c! kR52.5, and
~d! kR53.5.
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A. Comparison of the two methods

We first consider the case wherekR51. Using the nor-
mal mode~NM! solution with progressively more modes,
shows that convergence is slow. A noticeable ripple is
present even when using 50 modes, as shown in Fig. 2. Plot-
ting the axial velocity at the center of the waveguide versus
the number of modes used also demonstrates this, as in Fig.
3. The limit value of the velocity at the center was estimated
as the average of the last 50 points in this figure. Even with
100 modes, the velocity at the center still oscillates 10%
around this estimated limit. The velocity at the edge is theo-
retically infinite—though the numerical values using the NM
solution cannot reflect this. Using progressively more modes,
the edge velocity rises monotonically. Plotting the reciprocal
of the velocity versus the reciprocal of the number of modes
in Fig. 4 shows indeed that the end of this curve points to the
origin. This is consistent with the results obtained by Wen-
doloskiet al.7 Plotting this graph on a log-log scale as in Fig.
5, this curve becomes linear, indicating the edge velocity
behaves according to the following power law:

vz,I~R!5
1

2.54
N0.33, ~38!

where N is the number of modes used, andvz,I(R) is the
axial velocity at the corner.

Considering now the moment method~MM ! solution,
we observe that using one to four edge functions, the solu-
tions are nearly indistinguishable when using more than one,
with no ripple, as in Fig. 6. The velocity at the edge of the
waveguide is truly infinite in this case, due to the first edge
function which is singular there. Comparing the velocity pro-
file over the aperture to the NM solution, we see that the MM
solution is very near what we would expect from the NM
solution if the ripple was absent, as shown in Fig. 7. Com-
paring convergence of the velocity in the center of the wave-
guide, we observe that with four edge functions we are 0.7%
from the limit, whereas the NM solution is still 10% from the
limit with 100 modes, as shown in Fig. 8.

It is interesting to note that the MM method solution is
valid over a wide range of frequencies. The edge functions
were developed mainly with the behavior at the corner in
mind, which is independent of frequency; indeed Wendo-
loski et al., who propose a similar set of edge functions, state
that they are valid for the static case but may not be for the
frequency range of 0,kR,3.831 71. In fact, there is ex-
tremely good agreement between the MM and NM solutions

FIG. 10. ~a! Pressure at center of ap-
erture, calculated with 1–50 normal
modes.~b! Pressure profile over aper-
ture, calculated with 5, 25, and 50 nor-
mal modes (kR51).
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up tokR53.831 71. Figure 9 demonstrates this for a number
of frequencies. It can be seen, though, that in Fig. 9~d! the
two solutions diverge somewhat at small radii. It seems that
for higher frequencies the edge functions may have difficul-
ties in following the correct velocity profile near the center
of the aperture.

The pressure profile over the aperture does not have any
singular points, and therefore behaves well even when using
NM. The profile with progressively more modes is shown in
Fig. 10. The ripple is much weaker here, and convergence of
pressure at the center of the aperture is much better than for
the velocity.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two methods for calculating the ve-
locity and pressure field at the end of a flanged cylindrical
waveguide. One is based on decomposition using Bessel
functions, which comprise a complete basis. Despite this
mathematical advantage, we have demonstrated that such a
basis has a difficulty in describing the velocity field, due to
its singularity at the waveguide/flange corner. This results in
a large degree of ripple in the solution and poor convergence.
Closely observing the behavior of the velocity field at this
corner, we have shown that a new family of basis functions
~termed here ‘‘edge functions’’!, containing the expected sin-
gularity, behaves much better from a numerical point of
view: no ripple is present in the solution, and convergence is
better by at least two orders of magnitude. This behavior is
present at least up to the cutoff frequency of the first higher-
order mode.

Fundamentally, this is an interesting result. It shows that
the behavior at the edge dominates the solution over the
entire aperture; though no proof was presented that the sug-
gested edge functions are a complete basis, they provided a
very good solution simply due to the fact that they are
closely related to the solution at the corner. It has been sug-
gested by one of the reviewers that the edge functions in fact
do comprise a complete basis. This is definitely a point worth
looking into. However, some preliminary simulations at
higher frequencies such askR59 show that the solution us-
ing edge functions has difficulties following the correct ve-
locity profile at these frequencies. The authors expect to ex-
amine these issues in a future paper.

From a computational standpoint, the equations involv-
ing the edge functions are more complex. Solving the mo-
ment method equation involves evaluation of a large number
of hypergeometric functions; lacking good numerical rou-
tines for these means that a very large number of integrals
must be evaluated numerically. Though the results are im-
pressive, it is not automatically clear that the additional com-
putational effort is worthwhile in practical cases. A further
study of various parameters such as end correction, radiation
impedance, etc., will be presented in a future paper.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE ‘‘EDGE
FUNCTIONS’’

In this section we explain the choice of the edge func-
tions as used in the decomposition of axial velocity in region

III. Observing the 90° corner at the junction of the wave-
guide and the flange, the solutionp for the Laplacian in the
vicinity of the corner is

p;H ran

r2anJ H sin~anw!

cos~anw!
J , ~A1!

wherer is the radius in a polar coordinate system with the
origin at the corner. Sincep must converge atr50, we dis-
card the solution containingr2an. The gradient ofp is

v;
]p

]r
r̂1

1

r

]p

]w
ŵ. ~A2!

Applying the boundary condition that the gradient ofp is
zero at the walls, i.e., forw50 andw53p/2, requires there-
fore that the second term in~A2! is equal to zero forw50
andw53p/2. This means we must require

anran21H cos~anw!

2sin~anw!
J 50, w50 and w5

3p

2
.

~A3!

This is possible only for solutions involving the sin
function, and requiringan3p/25np, which holds for

an5 2
3 n, n51, . . . ,̀ . ~A4!

Therefore we obtain the general solution

p5 (
n51

`

dnr~2/3! n cosS 2

3
nw D . ~A5!

Returning to our original problem, the expansion on region
III is an expansion forv, for which we are interested inw
5p only. The axial velocity for the original problem coin-
cides with theŵ direction in the current discussion, so that

vz,III;
1

r

]p

]w
r̂5 (

n51

`

dnr~2/3!(n21) sinS 2

3
np D . ~A6!

This expression becomes zero for alln’s that are integer
multiples of 3. Further, in the original cylindrical coordinate
system,r5R2r . Therefore, in that coordinate system we
obtain the expansion

vz,III5 (
n51

`

cn~R2r !an, nÞ3,6,9,. . . , ~A7!

andan52n/321, as above.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL ISSUES

Solving Eqs.~27! and~36! require large amounts of nu-
merical programming, involving infinite integrals, integrals
with singular and oscillatory integrands, and calculation of
special functions. This is very demanding in terms of pro-
gramming time and computer time, therefore we find it suit-
able to discuss certain aspects of this issue.

1. Special functions

There are two sets of special functions used in this
analysis: Bessel functions and the 1F2 hypergeometric func-
tion. There are many well-documented libraries for calculat-
ing the Bessel function, so these do not normally prove prob-
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lematic. Presset al.15 provide simple routines for calculating
them. The hypergeometric functions are less widespread in
use and often more problematic numerically. Certain series
or iterative methods are presented by Luke.16 The problem
we encountered was that these expressions diverged for ar-
guments beyond a certain value. Since these functions appear
in our analysis as integrands in infinite integrals such as~27!,
the usefulness of these methods was limited. Therefore, we
resorted to computing the hypergeometric functions numeri-
cally, using the integral~24!. This increases computation
time considerably, but the results are more reliable.

2. Numerical integrations

The integrals in Eqs.~27! and ~36! can be difficult to
evaluate numerically. The least problem is that the integrand
is oscillatory; thus care must be taken to provide for a suffi-
cient number of points in each oscillation. The rate of oscil-
lation is nearly fixed, since the asymptotic expression for the
Bessel functions is a decaying cosine; therefore, it is rela-
tively straightforward to perform the integration properly in
this sense.

The second problem is that some of the integrands have
singular points, though the integrals converge, such as

I 5E
0

` 1

g~kt!
s0~R,kt!sj~R,kt!kt dkt . ~B1!

Performing a straightforward integration requires is problem-
atic due to the singular point atk0 . Rewriting the integral as
follows,

I 5I 11I 2

5E
0

k0s0~R,kt!sj~R,kt!kt dkt

A~k0
22kt

2!

1 j E
k0

`s0~R,kt!sj~R,kt!kt dkt

A~k0
22kt

2!
, ~B2!

the integrand ofI 1 approaches infinity askt approachesk0.

The behavior of the integrand can be improved by rewriting
it as

I 15E
0

k0~s0~R,kt!sj~R,kt!2s0~R,k0!sj~R,k0!!kt dkt

A~k0
22kt

2!

1E
0

k0s0~R,k0!sj~R,k0!kt dkt

A~k0
22kt

2!
. ~B3!

The top integral can be evaluated analytically; the inte-
grand on the bottom integral is now convergent and can be
easily calculated numerically. The same procedure must be
carried out forI 2 in the vicinity of k0.

Finally, infinite integrals such asI 2 , though convergent,
may require a large number of integrations points in order to
be calculated to a reasonable degree of accuracy. In certain
cases an improvement in the calculation time can be
achieved using asymptotical expressions. Consider, for ex-
ample, the integral

I 35E
2k0

` kt

g~kt!~b j
22kt

2!
J1

2~ktR! dkt . ~B4!

The asymptote of the integrand is

2 cos2 ~ktR20.75p!

pkt
3

. ~B5!

The integral of this asymptote has an analytical solution;
on the other hand, subtracting it from the original integrand
gives the integral

E
2k0

` S kt

g~kt!~b j
22kt

2!
J1

2~ktR!2
2 cos2~ktR20.75p!

pkt
3 D dkt ,

~B6!

which converges much more rapidly than the original inte-
gral I 3 .

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE NM
METHOD

Viewing the rather poor convergence of the velocity
profile using the NM method, it is of interest to note whether
the asymptotic behavior of the coefficientsbi can be deter-
mined analytically. The following is an analysis of this be-
havior, which in turn can also predict the convergence of the
velocity at the center of the aperture.

The velocity forz50 is given by

vz5k02(
i 50

`

kibiJ0~b i r !, r,1 ~C1!

~for simplicity takingR51).

ki5HAk0
22b i

2, k0.b i ,

2 jAb i
22k0

2, b i.k0 ,
~C2!

andJ1(b i)50.
The linear behavior observed in Fig. 5 suggests that a

power law correctly describes the asymptotic behavior ofbi .
Since they are also observed to have alternating signs, we
assume that asymptotically they can be written as

bi5~21! i i a. ~C3!

Taking t512r , a small number, we have

I 52(
i 50

`

kibiJ0~b i r !

; (
n50

`

bn cos~pn!naJ0@bn~12t !#. ~C4!

Applying the asymptotic formulas

bn'~n1 1
4!p ~C5!

~Ref. 17, p. 981! and

J0~x!'A 2

px
cosS x2

p

4 D ~C6!

~Ref. 17, p. 961!, we have
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I; (
n50

` S n1
1

4D cos~pn!na

3A 2

pbn
cosFbn~12t !2

p

4 G , ~C7!

I; (
n50

`

cos~pn!na11/2cosF S n1
1

4Dp~12t !2
p

4 G ,
~C8!

I; (
n50

`

cos~pn!na11/2cosFnp2npt2
1

4
pt G , ~C9!

I; (
n50

`

na11/2cosFnpt2
1

4
pt G . ~C10!

Applying

E
0

`

xa cos~bx2c!dx5b212aG~11a! sinS c2
ap

2 D ,

~C11!

in order thatvz will behave liket21/3, we need

t212a21/25t21/3 ~C12!

and

a52 7
6. ~C13!

In Fig. C1 we present the real and imaginary parts of the
coefficients as a function of their order, on a log-log scale.
Taking the last five points we perform a linear regression in
order estimate the asymptotical behavior of the coefficients.

The slopes of the real and imaginary parts are21.21 and
21.20, respectively, which is quite close to the calculated
value.
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The properties of intensity streamlines and vorticity streamlines are discussed in this paper. It is
found that the properties in three-dimensional sound fields are different from the properties in
two-dimensional sound fields. The integral behavior of intensity streamlines is that the beginning
and the end are attached to a sound source surface or that the beginning is on the sound source
surface and the end extends into the infinite. For the vorticity streamlines, the integral behavior is
that it is a closed curve or that the beginning and the end are attached to the sound source surface.
Three examples are given for intensity and vorticity streamlines. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~00!05801-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Rz, 43.20.Bi@DEC#

INTRODUCTION

Sound energy is transferred by the sound intensities. The
curves of integrating the sound intensities are called intensity
streamlines which are tangential to the sound intensities at all
points and which describe the way of sound energy transfer.
In two-dimensional sound fields, some examples are given
for the intensity streamlines and the local properties have
been studied.1–4 The local properties are concerned princi-
pally with the singular points of intensity streamlines, which
are divided into two kinds, the saddle points and the vortex
points. But a little is known about the properties of intensity
streamlines in three-dimensional sound fields. The results
obtained in two-dimensional sound fields cannot be applied
completely to every case in three-dimensional sound fields.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the properties of the
intensity streamlines in three-dimensional sound fields.

In general the sound intensity is rotational and the curl
of sound intensity is called sound vorticity. Similarly, the
curves of integrating sound vorticities are called vorticity
streamlines. In this paper the properties of the vorticity
streamlines are discussed also.

I. FUNDAMENTAL VARIABLES IN A SOUND
INTENSITY FIELD „Ref. 5…

At any point X(x,y,z,) in a steady three-dimensional
sound field, let the instantaneous sound pressure be
p(x,y,z,t). Transforming time domain into frequency do-
main, the sound pressure becomesP(x,y,z,v), which is the
finite Fourier transform ofp(x,y,z,t), wherev is the circle
frequency. In the frequency domain, the sound pressureP
can be expressed by a complex exponential function and
takes the form

P~x,y,z,v!5uPue2 j w(x,y,z,v), ~1!

wherew(x,y,z,v) is the phase function of sound pressure.
Set

Gp~x,y,z,v!5
1

T
PP* , ~2!

where T is an averaging time,Gp is the auto-spectrum of
sound pressure and the asterisk * denotes the complex con-
jugate. In a sound field, the independent fundamental vari-
ables areGp andw.

Using the phase functionw and the auto-spectrumGp of
sound pressure, the sound intensityI and the reactive sound
intensityQ can be written as

I ~x,y,z,v!5
Gp

rck
¹w ~3!

and

Q~x,y,z,v!52
1

2rck
¹Gp , ~4!

wherer is the density of the medium,c is the speed of sound
andk is the wave number,k5v/c.

Let G0 be constant with the same dimension asGp , then

¹GP

Gp
5¹ lnS Gp

G0
D . ~5!

We put

c~x,y,z,v!5 lnS Gp

G0
D ~6!

and have5

¹2w1¹c•¹w50, ~7!

¹2c1 1
2 ¹c•¹c52k2~«221!, ~8!

where

«25
¹w•¹w

k2 5
I–I

~Gp/rc!2 ~9!

and the functione denotes the uniformity in a sound field.
Obviously the independent fundamental variablesGp(C)
andw are the functions with second order continuous deriva-
tive, and the sound intensityI and the reactive sound inten-
sity Q have first order continuous derivative.
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Taking the curl of the sound intensityI , the sound vor-
ticity V is obtained and takes the following form:

V~x,y,z,v!5¹3I5
1

rck
¹Gp3¹w. ~10!

The sound intensityI and the sound vorticityV are
continuous.

II. INTENSITY STREAMLINES

An intensity streamline is defined as a continuous line of
which the tangent at all point is in the direction of the sound
intensity. The differential equations of intensity streamlines
are given by

dx

I x
5

dy

I y
5

dz

I z
, ~11!

where I x , I y and I z are the components ofI in Cartesian
coordinate. Giving a pointX0(x0 ,y0 ,z0) and integrating Eqs.
~11!, the solution is the intensity streamline passing through
point X0 .

Because¹•I50 andI is continuous, no source exists in
the sound intensity fields and the intensity streamlines cannot
break off suddenly and cannot intersect. The integral behav-
ior of the intensity streamlines could have three kinds of
possibilities:~a! the intensity streamline is closed itself in the
sound field;~b! the beginning and the end are attached to the
sound source surface; and~c! the beginning is on the sound
source surface and the end extends into the infinite. We dem-
onstrate that possibility~a! is not true for the intensity
streamlines.

Taking a small closed curve in the sound field, the in-
tensity streamlines passing through all the points on the
closed curve form a intensity streamtube. Because the inten-
sity streamlines cannot intersect, the same intensity stream-
lines pass through the intensity streamtube at all cross sec-
tions and the intensity streamtube exchanges no energy with
the outside. Taking any two cross sectionsA1 andA2 along
the intensity streamtube, it is followed from¹•I50 that

E E
A1

I–n1 dA15E E
A2

I–n2 dA2 , ~12!

wheren1 and n2 are the normal unit vector onA1 and A2 ,
respectively.

Suppose that a close intensity streamline exists in the
sound field. An intensity streamtube which is annular can be
obtained around the closed intensity streamline. This means
that there is an energy flow in the annular streamtube which
does not exchange energy with the outside. If the damping of
the medium is ignored, the energy flow does not vanish per-
petually. Apparently, this result cannot be accepted. Further-
more, since no energy comes into the annular streamtube,
any energy flow cannot be formed. Therefore the annular
streamtube dose not exit and the intensity streamline cannot
be closed itself in the sound field.

Physically, the intensity streamline presents the way on
which the energy is transferred, and the transferred energy
comes only from the sound source. The energy radiated by
the sound source is transferred along the intensity stream-

lines into the infinite or back to the sound source. Thus the
integral behavior of the intensity streamlines in three-
dimensional sound field is that the beginning and the end are
attached to the sound source surface or that the beginning is
on the sound source surface and the end extends into the
infinite.

Using parameterg, an intensity streamline can be de-
scribed by the trajectory of radial vectorr I(g), r I(g)
5$x(g),y(g),z(g)%.

If the parameterg denotes distance along the intensity
streamline, the derivativer I8(g) with respect tog is the tan-
gent unit vector on the intensity streamline. According to the
definition of intensity streamline, we have

I5l Ir I8~g!, ~13!

wherel I is a proportion function. From Eqs.~3! and~9!, l I

can be determined as

l I
25«2~Gp /rc!2

and Eq.~13! becomes

1

k
¹w5«r i8~g!. ~14!

Taking derivative of Eq.~14! with respect tog yields

1

k
~¹w!85«r I9~g!1«8r I8~g!, ~15!

where

1

k
~¹w!85

1

k
~r I8•¹!¹w5

1

k2«
~¹w•¹!¹w5¹«.

Then, Eq.~15! is written as

«r I9~g!1«8r I8~g!5¹«. ~16!

Taking the dot product of Eq.~14! with r I8(g) yields

dw

dg
5k«. ~17!

Integrating this equation along an intensity streamline, we
have

w5w01E
0

g

k« dg, ~18!

wherew0 is an initial phase.
Let n be the principal normal unit vector of intensity

streamline, and we have

Kn5r I9~g!, ~19!

whereK is curvature. Equation~16! becomes

«Kn1«8r I8~g!5¹«

and taking the dot product of this equation withn yields

K5
1

«
¹«•n. ~20!

If e is constant, the curvatureK[0 and the intensity stream-
line is a straight line. If the gradient direction ofe is always
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parallel tor I8 , the curvatureK[0 and the intensity stream-
line is a straight line.

III. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF INTENSITY
STREAMLINES

When I50, the direction of intensity streamline cannot
be determined. The point at whichI50 is called the singular
point of the differential equations of intensity streamlines.
Because the independent fundamental variables aboutI are
Gp andw, we discuss the following three cases.

~a! At a singular pointXa(xa ,ya ,za), Gp50 but ¹w
Þ0. The differential equations~11! hold formally and be-
come

dx

]w/]x
5

dy

]w/]y
5

dz

]w/]z
. ~21!

Mathematically, the singular pointXa can be canceled and
the curve of integrating Eqs.~21! passing through the point
Xa exists. But the curve cannot present the way of energy
flow and is not an actual intensity streamline.

Let La be the integral curve passing through the point
Xa . Since¹•I50, the energy flow alongLa cannot break
off suddenly. At the pointXa , Gp50 and I50. It can be
found that no energy flow exists or thatI[0 alongLa . Be-
cause¹wÞ0, thenGp[0 alongLa . Thus the pointXa is not
isolated. All the point like the pointXa can form a subspace
Ma in which there is no energy flow.

Since Gp>0 in the sound fields, at the points ofGp

50, ¹Gp50. From Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~10!, we arrive at the
fact that on the subspaceMa the sound intensityI , the reac-
tive sound intensityQ and the sound vorticityV vanish and
the subspaceMa is a silent space.

~b! At a singular pointXb(xb ,yb ,zb), GpÞ0 but ¹w
50. In the vicinity of the pointXb , we have

]w

]x
5S ]2w

]x ]xD
Xb

•~x2xb!1S ]2w

]y ]xD
Xb

•~y2yb!

1S ]2w

]z]xD
Xb

•~z2zb!,

]w

]y
5S ]2w

]x ]yD
Xb

•~x2xb!1S ]2w

]y ]yD
Xb

•~y2yb!

1S ]2w

]z]yD
Xb

•~z2zb!,

and

]w

]z
5S ]2w

]x ]zD
Xb

•~x2xb!1S ]2w

]y ]zD
Xb

•~y2yb!

1S ]2w

]z]zD
Xb

•~z2zb!.

Using parametert, the differential equations of intensity
streamline become

5
dx

dt

dy

dt

dz

dt

6 5@Jb#H x2xb

y2yb

z2zb

J , ~22!

where

@Jb#5F ]2w

]x ]x

]2w

]y ]x

]2w

]z]x

]2w

]x ]y

]2w

]y ]y

]2w

]z]y

]2w

]x ]z

]2w

]y ]z

]2w

]z]z

G
Xb

~23!

evaluated at the pointXb . Apparently, the coefficient matrix
@Jb# is real and symmetrical, so that the eigenvaluesl i ( i
51,2,3) of @Jb# are real and satisfy.

l11l21l35S ]2w

]x ]xD
Xb

1S ]2w

]y ]yD
Xb

1S ]2w

]z]zD
Xb

5~¹2w!Xb
. ~24!

At the point Xb , GpÞ0 and¹w50, and from Eq.~7!
we have (¹2w)Xb

50 and

l11l21l350. ~25!

Of the eigenvalues there is at least one to be positive. The
point Xb is an unstable point which is called saddle point.
Considering that the energy flow cannot break off suddenly,
we can obtain that no intensity streamline passes through the
point Xb and that the pointXb is a separating point of inten-
sity streamlines.

At the pointXb , I50 andV50, butGpÞ0, so that the
reactive sound intensityQÞ0. Although no energy flow
passes through the pointXb , yet at the pointXb exists energy
that has a relation withQ and cannot be transferred.

~c! At a singular pointXc(xc ,yc ,zc), Gp50 and ¹w
50. According to the discussion above, the pointXc is also
a saddle point and no intensity streamline passes through the
point Xc . From Eqs.~3!, ~4! and ~10!, it is followed that at
the pointXc , I50, Q50 andV50. Thus the pointXc is a
silent point.

At all the singular points of the differential equations of
intensity streamlines, the sound vorticityV5¹3I50. It
also implies that the intensity streamline cannot be closed in
three-dimensional sound fields.

IV. VORTICITY STREAMLINES

When the sound intensityI is rotational, the curves of
integrating sound vorticities are called vorticity streamlines,
on which the tangent is in the direction of sound vorticityV.
A vorticity streamline satisfies the following equations

dx

Vx
5

dy

Vy
5

dz

Vz
, ~26!
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whereVx , Vy, andVz are the components of sound vortic-
ity V in Cartesian coordinates.

From Eq.~10!, we have that¹•V50 and the vorticity
streamlines cannot break off suddenly. A vorticity stream-
tube can be formed by vorticity streamlines in the same way
as the intensity streamtube. At any two cross sectionsA1 and
A2 along the vorticity streamtube, we find

E E
A1

V•n1 dA15E E
A2

V•n2 dA2 . ~27!

The integral behavior of vorticity streamlines could have
also three kinds of possibilities. But one of them, that the
beginning is on the sound source surface and the end extends
into the infinite, is not true.

Suppose that it is true. Then a vorticity streamtube can
be formed around the vorticity streamline of which the be-
ginning is on the sound source surface and the end extends
into the infinite. Letr be the distance between the beginning
and any point along the vorticity streamline. In the far field,
asr→`, uI u tends to zero by the order 1/r 2 anduVu tends to
zero by the order 1/r 3. The area of the cross sectionA2 along
the vorticity streamtube can tends to infinity by the orderr 2.
Therefore, in the far field,**A2

V•n2 dA2 becomes zero. It is
in contradiction with Eq.~27! and the supposition is not true.

The integral behavior of vorticity streamlines in three-
dimensional sound field is that the beginning and the end are
attached to the sound source surface or that the vorticity
streamline is closed itself.

Let rV(g) be the radial vector of vorticity streamline,

rV~g!5$x~g!,y~g!,z~g!%,

where g is distance along a vorticity streamline, from Eq.
~10!, we have

¹Gp3¹w5lVrV8 ~g!, ~28!

wherelV is a proportion function andrV8 (g) is the tangent
unit vector on the vorticity streamline. Taking the dot prod-
uct of Eq.~28! with ¹Gp yields

rV8 ~g!•¹Gp50

or

dGp

dg
50. ~29!

Equation~29! shows that along a vorticity streamlineGp is
constant. Thus a vorticity streamline lies on a constant po-
tential surface (Gp5constant!. Taking the dot product of Eq.
~28! with ¹w yields

rV8 ~g!•¹w50

or

dw

dg
50. ~30!

Equation~30! shows that along a vorticity streamline,w is
constant. Thus a vorticity streamline lies on a constant phase
surface (w5constant!.

From the point of geometry, a vorticity streamline is a
curve intersected by a constant potential surface and a con-
stant phase surface. If the curve is intersected again by the
sound source surface, the beginning and the end of the vor-
ticity streamline are attached to the sound source surface. If
the curve is not intersected by the sound source surface, the
vorticity streamline is a closed curve. If the constant poten-
tial surfaces coincide with the constant phase surfaces corre-
spondingly,¹Gp //¹w at any point and it is followed from
Eq. ~10! that the sound intensity field is irrotational.

V. EXAMPLES

We discuss simple source, dipole source and quadrupole
source which are harmonic and lie at the original point of the
coordinates. Letr be the distance between a pointX(x,y,z)
in the sound field and the origin,r 25x21y21z2.

A. Simple source

The sound pressureP at any pointX is

P5
jkrcS0

4pr
e2 jkr , ~31!

whereS0 is the source strength. Equation~31! is rewritten in
the complex exponential form as

P5
krcS0

4pr
e2 j (kr2 p/2).

From Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the phase functionw and the auto-
spectrumGp of sound pressure are, respectively,

w5kr2
p

2
~32!

and

Gp5
G0

k2r 2 , ~33!

where

G05
1

2 S k2rcS0

4p D 2

.

Then we find

¹w5k¹r , ~34!

I5
G0

rck2r 2 ¹r , ~35!

and

V5¹3I50. ~36!

Using Eq.~34!, we obtain that«25(1/k2) ¹w•¹w51,
so that¹«50 and the intensity streamlines are straight lines.
In the sound field,Gp and¹w do not vanish and there is no
singular point. Equations~32! and ~33! show that the con-
stant potential surface and the constant phase surfaces are
spherical, and they coincide correspondingly. It just reflects
the fact that the sound intensity field of simple source is
irrotational.
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B. Dipole source

Let the source strength beDx . The sound pressureP at
any pointX is

P5
jkrcDx

4p

]

]x S e2 jkr

r D
5

krcDx

4p

x

r 3A11k2r 2
•e2 j [kr1tg21 ~1/kr !] . ~37!

Then, the phase functionw and the auto-spectrumGp of
sound pressure are, respectively,

w5kr1tg21
1

kr
~38!

and

Gp5G0

x2

k4r 6 ~11k2r 2!, ~39!

where

G05
1

2 S k3rcDx

4p D 2

.

It is not difficult to obtain that

¹w5
k2r 2

11k2r 2 k ¹r , ~40!

I5
G0

rc
•

x2

k2r 4 ¹r , ~41!

and

V5¹3I5
2G0

rc
•

x

k2r 4 S 2
z

r
ny1

y

r
nzD , ~42!

wherenx , ny andnz are the unit vectors in the directions of
the coordinates.

Using Eq.~40!, we have

«25S k2r 2

11k2r 2D 2

. ~43!

Equation~14! reduces to

¹r 5r I8~g!. ~44!

Thus ¹«//¹r //r I8(g), and the intensity streamlines are
straight lines.

In the sound field,¹wÞ0, but on the plane ofx50,
Gp50. Therefore on the plane ofx50, the straight lines are
not actual intensity streamlines, there is no energy flow and
V50. The plane is a silent subspace.

In order to obtain the vorticity streamlines, substituting
Eq. ~42! into Eq. ~26! yields

dx50, ~45!

dy

2z
5

dz

y
. ~46!

Equation~46! is rewritten as

d~y21z2!50. ~47!

Giving a pointX0(x0 ,y0 ,z0) in the sound field and integrat-
ing Eqs. ~45! and ~47!, the vorticity streamline passing
through the pointX0 is obtained as

x5x0 , ~48!

y21z25y0
21z0

2. ~49!

Apparently the vorticity streamlines are the circles of which
the centers are on thex axis.

C. Quadrupole source

Let the source strength beQxy . The sound pressureP at
any pointX is

P5
jkrcQxy

4p
•

]2

]x ]y S e2 jkr

r D
5

krcQxy

4p
•

xy

r 5A9k2r 21~32k2r 2!2

•e2 j [kr1tg21(32k2r 2/3kr)] . ~50!

From this equation, the phase functionw and the auto-
spectrumGp of sound pressure are, respectively,

w5kr1tg21S 32k2r 2

3kr D ~51!

and

Gp5G0

x2y2

k6r 10~913k2r 21k4r 4!, ~52!

where

G05
1

2 S k4rcQxy

4p D 2

.

Further we have

¹w5
k4r 4

~913k2r 21k4r 4!
k ¹r , ~53!

I5
G0

rc
•

x2y2

k2r 6 ¹r , ~54!

and

V5¹3I5
2G0xy

k2r 7 •@xznx2yzny1~y22x2!nz#. ~55!

It is easy to demonstrate that¹«//¹r //¹w//r I8(g) and
the intensity streamlines are straight lines.

In the sound field¹wÞ0, but on the plane ofx50 or
the plane ofy50, Gp50. The straight lines on the plane of
x50 or on the plane ofy50 are not actual intensity stream-
lines, where there is no energy flow. From Eqs.~54! and
~55!, I50 andV50 on the plane ofx50 or on the plane of
y50.

Substituting Eq.~55! into Eq.~26!, the differential equa-
tions of vorticity streamlines become

dx

xz
5

dy

2yz
5

dz

y22x2 . ~56!

From the first equation, we have
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y dx1x dy50 ~57!

and from the second equation, we have

2
x2

y
dy1y dy1z dz50. ~58!

Equations~57! and ~58! reduce to

d~xy!50 ~59!

and

d~x21y21z2!50. ~60!

Giving a pointX0(x0 ,y0 ,z0) in the sound field and integrat-
ing above equations, the vorticity streamline passing through
the pointX0 is obtained as

xy5x0y0 , ~61!

x21y21z25x0
21y0

21z0
2. ~62!

The vorticity streamline is a closed curve intersected by a
spherical surface described by Eq.~62!, which is a constant
phase surface, and a quadratic surface described by Eq.~61!,
which is a constant potential surface.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In three-dimensional sound fields, the integral behavior
of intensity streamlines is that the beginning and the end are
attached to the sound source surface or that the beginning is
on the sound source surface and the end extends into the

infinite. The intensity streamlines depend one. If e is con-
stant or if the direction of gradient ofe is parallel always to
the direction of the corresponding sound intensity, the inten-
sity streamlines are straight lines.

All the points at whichGp50 and¹wÞ0 form a sub-
space on which the curves of integrating sound intensities
exist, but are not actual intensity streamlines. In the subspace
there is no energy flow. The point at which¹w50 is a
separating point of intensity streamlines, called as the saddle
point. No intensity streamline passes through the saddle
point.

The integral behavior of vorticity streamlines is that the
beginning and the end are attached to the sound source sur-
face or that the vorticity streamline is closed itself. The vor-
ticity streamline is the curve intersected by a constant poten-
tial surface and a constant phase surface. When the sound
intensity field is irrotational, the constant potential surfaces
coincide with the constant phase surfaces each other.
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In this paper, a modified impulse method is proposed which allows the determination of the
influence of the excitation characteristics on acoustic filter performance. Issues related to nonlinear
propagation, namely wave steepening and wave interactions, have been addressed in an approximate
way, validated against one-dimensional unsteady nonlinear flow calculations. The results obtained
for expansion chambers and extended duct resonators indicate that the amplitude threshold for the
onset of nonlinear phenomena is related to the geometry considered. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~00!00402-1#
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INTRODUCTION

Acoustic filters are generally conceived so that an opti-
mum sound attenuation is attained in the linear regime. In-
deed, most of the literature, either related to theoretical pre-
diction or to experimental characterization, confirms this
statement. The only exceptions are related to mufflers with
perforated ducts, where the importance of the intrinsic non-
linear behavior of the flow at the holes is apparent even in
the case of low-amplitude excitations.1 However, in practice
it is possible that acoustic filters optimized for attenuation of
low-amplitude perturbations may be subject to higher-
amplitude, nonlinear excitations. This is the case, for in-
stance, of intake and, mainly, exhaust systems of internal
combustion engines. In these cases there may exist a reason-
able uncertainty with respect to the actual acoustic perfor-
mance of the filter, and therefore, an estimation of the even-
tual differences expected is required.

Such an estimation should be obtained from experiment,
since only relatively simple elements admit a suitable repre-
sentation in the frame of nonlinear flow calculations, and this
only for the low-frequency range.2,3 This is one of the main
reasons for the wide use of linear theory in acoustic filter
design, even when it is known in advance that nonlinear
excitations will be present, as in the case of internal combus-
tion engines. Hence, an experimental procedure must be de-
vised which permits the characterization of nonlinear and
dissipative effects on the acoustic performance of a filter,
while keeping the results essentially dependent on the filter
characteristics, not on the particular excitation chosen.

In order to achieve this goal, several measurement pro-
cedures have been analyzed, in order to evaluate their possi-
bilities to be modified in this sense. The classical evaluation
method is the impedance tube,4 where pure tones are used as
excitation and an anechoic termination is needed. This
method is not well suited for this work, as the determination
of the filter characteristics from the standing waves estab-
lished in the impedance tube assumes linear behavior of the
flow field all throughout the system. Hence, the excitation

must be kept necessarily small if uncertainties due to the use
of some nonlinear propagation model are to be avoided.
Other possibilities come from the use of two-sensor methods,
such as the two-microphone method5 and the transfer func-
tion method.6–8 These methods do not require a separate
measurement for each frequency, but instead use a pseudo-
random excitation that allows for the simultaneous determi-
nation of the acoustic properties at all the frequencies of
interest. With these methods, which can all be proved to be
equivalent,9 any exchange of spectral content between the
different harmonics present in the pseudorandom excitation
cannot be accounted for. However, since in this case the
hypothesis of linear propagation is assumed only between
the two sensors, and the space between them cannot be too
large due to spatial aliasing,10 the results obtained may give
an estimate of the actual influence of flow nonlinearity on
filter performance. Two-sensor methods may be extended to
include the presence of a mean flow and acoustic damping,11

thereby approaching realistic conditions. The main drawback
of these methods for the present work is the need for an
anechoic termination, due to the expectable changes in the
reflection properties of any termination associated with the
amplitude of the perturbations used. A further development
that avoids the use of an anechoic termination is the two-
source location method,12 where two pairs of sensors are
used. Although this method is theoretically well founded,13

in the literature there is no evidence of its application, even
for the purely linear regime.

By comparison, the impulse method14 seems to be par-
ticularly well suited for the present investigation. In this
method, the muffler is excited by means of a pressure pulse
which, in the original method, is generated by means of a
digital/analog~D/A! converter in order to obtain a spectrum
as flat as possible and within the linear range. The incident,
reflected and transmitted pulses are isolated in the time do-
main by means of a suitable windowing of the pressure
records obtained, and the transmission loss is obtained di-
rectly from the frequency analysis of these signals.

In this paper, some modifications of the impulse method
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are proposed and validated to allow a more flexible approach
to the determination of the influence of the excitation char-
acteristics on acoustic filter performance. Problems associ-
ated with nonlinear propagation, due both to wave steepen-
ing and to wave interactions, have been solved in an
approximate way that provides sufficient accuracy, as has
been verified by means of one-dimensional unsteady nonlin-
ear flow calculations. The method is applied to expansion
chambers and extended duct resonators, indicating that the
amplitude threshold for the onset of nonlinear phenomena
depends on the geometry considered.

I. MEASUREMENT METHOD

In order to justify the development of the measurement
method proposed, first the application of the original impulse
method, with some minor modifications, will be discussed.
From the analysis of the results obtained, the main issues in
the application of the method to the case of weakly nonlinear
excitations will be discussed, and then the modified impulse
method will be described.

A. Original impulse method: Discussion

Since the study focuses on the influence of the excita-
tion, it is convenient to dispose of isolated pressure pulses, of
which characteristics such as amplitude, duration, and shape
may be controlled. In the original impulse method, the only
requirement is that the incident spectrum is flat, so that the
pulse can be generated by means of a D/A converter.15 Fur-
thermore, the actual exciting signal was not a single pulse,
but a train of pulses modulated by the windowing function
used. Therefore, for the purposes of the present work, the
original impulse method was first modified in two senses,16

~i! The incident pulse is generated by means of an elec-
trovalve that controls the discharge from a high-
pressure reservoir. By modifying the upstream pres-
sure it is possible to obtain excitations of different
amplitudes, and therefore, it is possible to obtain pres-
sure pulses close to those impinging on the filter when
it operates in realistic conditions. In addition, by
changing the opening time of the valve it is possible
to ensure that the spectrum associated with the inci-
dent pulse remains essentially flat.

~ii ! The length of the ducts placed between the valve and
the first transducer, the first transducer and the muf-
fler, and the muffler and the open end, have been cho-
sen so that no windowing is necessary in order to
isolate the incident, the reflected, and the transmitted
pulses.

The experimental setup resulting from these modifications is
shown in Fig. 1. The first transducer was located 15 m away
from both the valve and the filter, and the second one was
placed 0.1 m downstream of the filter, and 15 m away from
the open end. Typical pressure records from transducers 1
and 2 in the case of an expansion chamber are shown in Fig.
2, where it is observed that the above requirements are ful-
filled. It should be noted that the duct lengths were large

enough to avoid overlap between incident and reflected
pulses.

These signals allow a simple processing, isolating the
incident, the reflected, and the transmitted pulses in the time
domain. By performing the fast Fourier transform of the pro-
cessed signals, one may estimate the modulus of the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients,R andT, of the filter, as a
function of frequencyf,

uR~ f !u5uB~ f !/A~ f !u, ~1!

uT~ f !u5uC~ f !/A~ f !u, ~2!

whereA, B, andC are, respectively, the complex amplitudes
of the incident, the reflected, and the transmitted pulses. Of
course, the phase might also be obtained, but it will be
mainly determined by the intermediate ducts. The results of
applying Eqs.~1! and ~2! are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, com-
pared with a theoretical linear prediction accounting for
mean flow and viscothermal dissipation.17 It can be observed
that, while the transmission coefficient shown in Fig. 3 fol-
lows the linear behavior quite closely, especially at low fre-
quencies, this is not the case for the reflection coefficient,
where a certain similitude is observed only at very low fre-
quencies. As demonstrated below, this is due to the fact that
the pulses recorded by transducer 1 are not exactly those
incident on and reflected by the filter, but are affected by
nonlinear development along the connecting duct, whereas

FIG. 1. Scheme of the measurement setup.

FIG. 2. Pressure recorded by transducers 1~top! and 2~bottom!.
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the transmitted pulse, being recorded just downstream of the
filter, does not incorporate this feature to the same extent.

Although duct lengths are kept to the minimum, ensur-
ing the absence of wave overlapping, the distance to be cov-
ered by the pressure pulse from the upstream transducer to
the filter and back is considerably long. Thus a certain de-
formation of the pulse may be expected due to the nonlinear
development associated with the amplitude considered, as
indicated by Earnshaw’s equation for simple homentropic
waves,

u/a056@~p/p0!j21#/~gj!, ~3!

whereu is the local velocity,p is the pressure,a0 andp0 are,
respectively, the speed of sound and the pressure of the un-
perturbed medium,j5(g21)/2g (g is the adiabatic coeffi-
cient!, and the plus sign1 corresponds to a forward simple
wave and the minus sign2 corresponds to a backward
simple wave. Equation~3! expresses the dependence of
propagation speed on pressure amplitude, which implies the
steepening of pressure pulses and the smoothing of rarefac-
tion pulses. Thus pulses recorded by transducer 1 contain
information related not only to the reflection properties of the
filter, but also to the particular propagation path.

In order to assess the influence of this fact quantita-
tively, a numerical simulation has been performed by using a

version of the MacCormack finite differences scheme18 to
solve the unsteady one-dimensional flow equations. The
pressure pulse recorded at transducer 1 has been imposed as
a boundary condition at the inlet of a simple duct. At the
outlet of the duct, an open end has been considered, so that
the development of both a pressure wave~the incident pulse!
and a rarefaction wave~the pulse reflected from the open
end! may be studied. The results of this calculation are
shown, in the time domain, in Fig. 5, where pulse deforma-
tion associated with the distances involved can be appreci-
ated. It should be noticed that, while the incident pressure
pulse exhibits small variations in shape once it reaches a
certain degree of development, the reflected rarefaction pulse
experiences a considerable deformation. The corresponding
frequency-domain representations are shown in Fig. 6: in the
upper part, the evolution of the incident spectrum is depicted,
while in the lower part the same evolution for the reflected

FIG. 3. Transmission coefficient~modulus! of expansion chamber as a func-
tion of nondimensional frequencyf L/a (L: chamber length,a: speed of
sound!: Measured~solid!, calculated~dash!.

FIG. 4. Reflection coefficient~modulus! of expansion chamber (x-axis as in
Fig. 3!: Measured~solid!, calculated~dash!.

FIG. 5. Development of pressure and rarefaction pulses~numerical results!:
time domain.

FIG. 6. Development of pressure and rarefaction pulses~numerical results!:
frequency domain. Top: pressure pulses; bottom: rarefaction pulses. Section
~a! ~dash-dot!, section~b! ~dash!, and section~c! ~solid! ~sections labeled as
in Fig. 5!.
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spectrum is shown. It is apparent that, although differences
are observed in the evolution of pressure pulses, they are
much lower than for the development of rarefaction pulses.
Of course, this cannot be explained attending only to the
eventual losses associated with pulse propagation, since such
losses should be independent of the direction of propagation.
The explanation lies in the intrinsic differences in behavior
between pressure and rarefaction pulses in nonlinear condi-
tions. Actually, the nonlinear development of a pressure
pulse leads to the formation of an asymptotic singularity~in
the limit, a shock wave!. Therefore, once the pulse has
reached the asymptotic region any further nonlinear develop-
ment should be scarcely noticeable, both in the time and the
frequency domains. On the contrary, the development of a
rarefaction pulse does not lead to any asymptotic singularity,
but to a continuous deformation of the pulse shape. This
determines the changes in the frequency spectrum observed
in Fig. 6, which arise not only in the level but also in the
very shape of the spectrum. This difference in behavior, on
the one hand, justifies the differences observed between the
transmission and reflection coefficients, but on the other
hand, indicates the need to take measurements closer to the
filter in order to obtain the actual response of the filter itself.
It should be noted that, if wave development is not to be
noticeable, then the possibility to isolate the incident and the
reflected pulses in the time domain is lost. This limitation
may only be overcome with a substantial modification of the
method.

B. Modified impulse method

Consider the same experimental setup as shown in Fig.
1, but adding a third pressure transducer located 0.1 m up-
stream of the filter. The pressure recorded by this new trans-
ducer will be the result of the nonlinear addition of the inci-
dent and the reflected pulses, according to19

@p/p0#j5@pi /p0#j1@pr /p0#j21, ~4!

where pi and pr are, respectively, the incident and the re-
flected pulses whose Fourier coefficients should be used in
Eqs.~1! and~2!. Of course, is it not possible to identify these
pressure components from a single pressure measurement.
One possible solution would be to move transducer 1 to the

vicinity of the filter, and then apply wave decomposition9 in
order to extract this information from a conventional two-
sensor measurement. However, apart from the fact, already
commented upon, that linear propagation must be assumed
between the two transducers, a pulsed excitation such as the
one considered here is not well suited for conventional de-
composition algorithms. Therefore, an alternative solution
has been devised, where the isolated incident pulse recorded
by transducer 1 is propagated up to the position of the trans-
ducer just upstream of the filter, as detailed below.

First, it should be recalled that the propagation of the
incident pulse is intrinsically nonlinear. Therefore, a simple
translation of the pulse recorded by transducer 1 to the new
measurement station is not possible. Second, the existence of
nonlinear wave interactions upstream of the filter implies
that, even if one is able to propagate the incident pulse up to
the filter inlet, the result will not be the same as in the real
situation, where the incident pulse is modified by the pres-
ence of the reflected one,19 which is not known in advance.
Therefore, the influence of this second issue will be ad-
dressed first in order to determine the importance of the in-
teraction effect, and then the possibilities to propagate the
incident pulse will be discussed.

1. Upstream pressure decomposition

To determine the influence of interaction on the incident
pulse, the same numerical calculation as before has been
used, taking advantage of the fact that, with a full knowledge
of the flow variables, it is possible to compute the two com-
ponents of the pressure at a given point as3

pi5p0@~11a/a01gju/a0!/2#1/j, ~5!

pr5p0@~11a/a02gju/a0!/2#1/j, ~6!

wherea is the local speed of sound at the point considered.
Comparison ofpi , as given by Eq.~5!, with the pressurep̃i ,
computed at the same point but removing any reflecting sin-
gularity ~that is, with an anechoic termination!, will indicate
the influence of wave interaction and hence the feasibility of
propagating, by any means, the pulse recorded at transducer
1 to the location of the transducer just upstream of the filter.

To consider flow conditions as much adverse as pos-
sible, an open end has been taken as the reflecting singular-

FIG. 7. Nonlinear local pressure decomposition: Pressure~solid!, incident
component~dash!, and reflected component~dash-dot!.

FIG. 8. Incident component as given by Eq.~5! ~solid! and pressure pulse
with anechoic termination~dash!.
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ity. The results of the computation are shown in Fig. 7,
where the pressure near the open end, together with the in-
cident and reflected components computed from Eqs.~5! and
~6!, are represented. A comparison between this incident
pulse and the one computed with an anechoic termination is
shown in the time domain in Fig. 8, where it can be observed
that, even though the shape of both pulses is substantially the
same, there appear some differences in the level. Neverthe-
less, as can be observed in the corresponding spectrum
shown in Fig. 9, differences in modulus are at most of the
order of 1 dB, while the phase is not affected in any notice-
able manner. Since the amplitude of the pulse reflected by a
given filter will be, in general, lower than that of the pulse
reflected by an open end, one may thus conclude that the
propagation of the incident pulse to the inlet section of the
filter, neglecting the influence of the interaction with the re-
flected pulse, gives a sufficient approximation to the actual
pulse exciting the filter. The value of the corresponding re-
flected signal is then obtained as

p̃r5p0@11@p/p0#j2@ p̃i /p0#j#1/j. ~7!

Comparison ofpr , as computed from Eq.~6!, and p̃r , as
given by Eq.~7!, is shown in Figs. 10 and 11, where it is
observed that the accuracy obtained is comparable to that
found for the incident pulse. Notice that, according to Eqs.
~1! and ~2!, the reflection coefficient will be affected by the
approximation proposed both in the numerator and the de-

nominator, whereas the transmission coefficient is affected
only in the denominator, since no additional processing is
required for the transmitted pulse.

2. Incident pulse determination

The possibilities to propagate the incident pulse from
transducer 1 to the muffler inlet section will be now consid-
ered. One possibility would be the use of a nonlinear propa-
gation model similar to the one used earlier in order to de-
termine the importance of wave development. However, this
numerical solution of the unsteady nonlinear flow equations
may be affected by the presence of numerical dispersion,
even when using the MacCormack scheme,18 especially con-
sidering the duct lengths involved in the experiment. Conse-
quently, the use of such a propagation method would intro-
duce additional uncertainties in the measurement results.
Therefore, an experimental solution has been preferred,
where an additional test is performed. Here, the filter is re-
moved from the measurement system, so that the pressure
pulse recorded at the position corresponding to the filter inlet
is preciselyp̃i , the anechoic termination being simulated by
the absence of overlapping. For this solution to be suitable, it
is imperative to ensure that the pulses used in both tests, with
and without filter, are comparable. This is checked by evalu-
ating the difference between the autocorrelation of the pulse
recorded by transducer 1 in the test without filter, and the
cross correlation between the pulses recorded with and with-
out filter. The repeatability of the pulse generator used per-
mits values of this difference below 5%, which are sufficient
in practice.

3. Summary of the method

Summarizing the previous discussion, the measurement
method consists of the following steps:

~1! Determination of the incident pulse at the inlet of the
filter p̃i , by means of a test without the filter.

~2! Measurement of the instantaneous pressure at the inlet of
the filter ~composition of incident and reflected signals!
and the outlet~transmitted signal!, checking the compa-
rability of the incident pulse to that used in step 1.

~3! Determination of the reflected pulse at the filter inletp̃r

by means of Eq.~7!.

FIG. 9. Incident component spectrum~solid! and pressure spectrum with
anechoic termination~dash!. Top: modulus; bottom: phase.

FIG. 10. Reflected component as given by Eq.~6! ~solid! and reflected
pressure pulse computed with Eq.~7! ~dash!.

FIG. 11. Reflected component spectrum from Eq.~6! ~solid! and reflected
pulse spectrum from Eq.~7! dash. Top: modulus; bottom: phase.
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~4! Frequency analysis of the incident, reflected, and trans-
mitted signals, and computation of the complex trans-
mission and reflection coefficients.

It should be noticed that the reflected pulse recorded by
transducer 1 is no longer used for the filter characterization.

II. RESULTS

In order to check the proposed measurement method,
two simple filter geometries with well-known acoustic re-
sponses have been chosen: the expansion chamber and the
extended duct resonator. The schemes of the cases consid-
ered are shown in Fig. 12. Apart from the simple expansion
chamber@Fig. 12~a!#, two different designs of extended duct
resonator have been considered: with extended inlet and out-
let ducts of different lengths@nonsymmetric configuration,
Fig. 12~b!#, so that the resonator characteristic frequencies
are located at the chamber passbands, and with equal lengths
@symmetric configuration, Fig. 12~c!#. In all the cases, com-
parisons are presented between the results of the measure-
ment and linear one-dimensional models,17 in order to assess

both the reliability of the method and its ability to account
for eventual nonlinear and dissipative features.

Results for the simple expansion chamber are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14. In the theoretical calculation, the end cor-
rection proposed by Davies20 has been used. The complex
transmission coefficient represented in Fig. 13 exhibits an
excellent agreement between measurement and calculation,
in both the modulus and the phase, considering that no
smoothing has been performed on the experimental results.
By comparing these results with those shown in Fig. 3, a
considerable improvement in the determination of the trans-
mission coefficient can be appreciated. Looking at the reflec-
tion coefficient shown in Fig. 14, the agreement may be re-
garded as good, with the same trends in the measurement and
the calculation. The differences found in the precise values
are relatively small, especially if these results are compared
with those obtained using the original method, and shown in
Fig. 4. The deviations from the theoretical results, however,
are higher than in the case of the transmission coefficient.
This is partly due to the fact, as previously commented upon,
that the uncertainty in the determination of the reflection
coefficient is higher than for the transmission coefficient,
since the assumptions associated with pressure decomposi-
tion upstream of the filter appear in the two signals used.
However, this can only explain a part of the difference ob-
served, the rest being due to nonlinear dissipation~since lin-
ear dissipation is accounted for by the calculation!. The re-
sults found would suggest that this dissipative behavior
arises mainly in its reflection properties.

In the case of the extended-duct resonators, the end cor-

FIG. 13. Transmission coefficient of expansion chamber: measured~solid!
and calculated~dash!.

FIG. 14. Reflection coefficient of expansion chamber: measured~solid! and
calculated~dash!.

FIG. 15. Transmission coefficient of nonsymmetric extended duct resonator:
measured~solid! and calculated~dash!.

FIG. 12. Systems considered:~a! simple expansion chamber,~b! nonsym-
metric extended duct resonator,~c! symmetric extended duct resonator.
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rection used was that proposed in Ref. 21. Considering first
the nonsymmetric configuration, the results shown in Figs.
15 and 16 exhibit the same trends as for the expansion cham-
ber, with an excellent agreement in the transmission coeffi-
cient and differences in value, but not in the shape, in the
case of the reflection coefficient. However, a closer look at
the results indicates that a new feature has appeared, mainly
at low frequencies, where the differences between the mea-
sured and the calculated moduli present a certain periodicity,
which could be related to nonlinear exchange of energy be-
tween different harmonics. The effect is of similar impor-
tance both in the transmission and the reflection coefficients.

A clearer assessment of this effect is obtained from the
study of the symmetrical configuration, whose results are
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Here, the coupling between the
effects of both resonators may give rise to local flow condi-
tions inside the filter producing, on the one hand, an increase
in dissipation and, on the other hand, a magnification of non-
linear energy transfer mechanisms, which are essentially de-
pendent on the geometry, since the pulses used have been
comparable in both cases. Both issues are confirmed by the
results obtained: near the resonance frequency of the ex-
tended ducts, the measured behavior is much more dissipa-
tive than the predicted one, and for the low frequencies it can
be clearly observed that the measured behavior oscillates
around the predicted curve, the effect being more observable
for higher frequencies than in the nonsymmetric case.

III. CONCLUSIONS

A modified impulse method has been proposed that al-
lows for the study of the frequency response of acoustic fil-
ters when subject to a weakly nonlinear pulse. Nonlinear
issues in pulse propagation and interaction have been ad-
dressed in an approximate but sufficiently accurate fashion,
as verified by means of numerical unsteady flow calcula-
tions. The application of the method to simple filter geom-
etries indicates that, depending on the geometry considered,
different results may be obtained with the same excitation
characteristics. In some cases, only quantitative deviations
from the expected linear behavior are observed, due to the
extra amount of dissipation associated with nonlinear flow.
In other cases, however, qualitative differences appear, with
changes in the detail of the curves which, in principle, can be
explained by attending to the possibility of nonlinear energy
exchange between harmonics.

Further work is being performed in order to establish the
origin of this phenomenon and highlight the relationship be-
tween the geometry and the amplitude threshold for the onset
of this feature.
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An approach for avoiding the problem of environmental uncertainty is tested using data from the
TESPEX experiments. Acoustic data basing is an alternative to the difficult task of characterizing
the environment by performing direct measurements and solving inverse problems. A source is
towed throughout the region of interest to obtain a database of the acoustic field on an array of
receivers. With this approach, there is no need to determine environmental parameters or solve the
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INTRODUCTION

There has recently been a great deal of interest in in-
verse problems in ocean acoustics.1–11 One of the main mo-
tivations for this line of research is the demand for tech-
niques for locating sources. Matched-field processing
techniques for solving this problem are based on generating
replica fields by solving the wave equation for a source at an
arbitrary location, comparing with acoustic data, and search-
ing for the source location that gives the best fit.12 Although
there have been many advances in the development of these
approaches,13–25 the problem of environmental uncertainty
severely restricts their practicality. The sound speed, density,
attenuation, bathymetry, and other parameters of the ocean
and sediment layers must be input to the propagation model
that is used to generate replica fields. Relatively small errors
in this information can cause matched-field processing tech-
niques to break down.26–28

Environmental uncertainty can be eliminated by solving
the inverse problem before solving the localization problem,
but this approach is extremely difficult in the large regions
that are typically of interest~source ranges of a few to many
kilometers!. Focalization is an alternative approach for deal-
ing with environmental uncertainty that involves searching
for the source location and environmental parameters
simultaneously.19,25 This approach exploits a parameter hier-
archy in which source location outranks environmental pa-
rameters and avoids over-resolving the medium for the given
frequency, system configuration, and source location. Focal-
ization reduces the emphasis on the environmental inverse
problem, which is of great interest for some applications but
may be of no direct interest when the goal is to localize a

source. In this paper, we investigate an approach for over-
coming environmental uncertainty that completely avoids the
inverse problem.

Acoustic data basing involves measuring replica fields
rather than computing them, which can be performed by
towing a source throughout the region of interest. In some
scenarios, this approach requires a small fraction of the effort
that is required to determine the environmental parameters
throughout the region. It does not require solving the wave
equation or making difficult decisions regarding accuracy
and resolution in the measurement of environmental param-
eters. We test this approach using data from the TESPEX
experiments, which were conducted in 1993 and 1994 by
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. We
discuss the TESPEX experiments in Sec. I. We discuss and
illustrate acoustic data basing in Sec. II. We present
matched-field processing results based on acoustic databases
in Sec. III.

I. THE TESPEX EXPERIMENTS

The feasibility of acoustic data basing was tested in the
TESPEX experiments, which involved shallow-water envi-
ronments. TESPEX-93 was conducted in May 1993 in the
region off the eastern coast of New Zealand that is depicted
in Fig. 1. TESPEX-94 was conducted in June 1994 in the
region off the northern coast of Australia that is depicted in
Fig. 2. These experiments also tested the possibility of ex-
ploiting complexities associated with variations in the prop-
erties of the medium and source motion.

Environmental uncertainty can be an overwhelming
problem when a large number of parameters is required to
characterize a region of the ocean. Environmental uncer-
tainty and environmental complexity are closely related;
there is usually uncertainty where there is complexity. Envi-
ronmental complexity may therefore be regarded as a serious

a!Present address: Marine Physical Laboratory, Scripps Institution of Ocean-
ography, La Jolla, CA 92093.
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difficulty in matched-field processing. One of the goals of
the TESPEX experiments was to test the idea that environ-
mental complexity can also be regarded as an advantage that
can be exploited.15 The ambiguity of the source location
tends to decrease as the complexity of the environment in-
creases. In a homogeneous medium, it is only possible to
determine the elevation angle of a distant source with a ver-
tical array of receivers. Sufficient depth dependence in the
properties of the medium makes it possible to determine
range and depth. Sufficient three-dimensional dependence
makes it possible to determine all three source coordinates.

Another goal of the TESPEX experiments was to test the
idea that source motion also introduces complexity that can
be exploited, especially in a complex environment.23 It is
impossible to determine anything about the location of a
fixed source with a single receiver at a single frequency.
Sufficient depth dependence makes it is possible to partially
determine the track of a moving source with a single receiver
at a single frequency. Sufficient three-dimensional depen-
dence makes it possible to completely determine the track of
a moving source with a single receiver at a single frequency.

II. ACOUSTIC DATA BASING

An acoustic database can be obtained by towing a source
throughout the region of interest and measuring the acoustic
field on an array of receivers. In some scenarios, acoustic
data basing is much easier than environmental data basing.

At low frequencies in shallow water, for example, an acous-
tic database can be obtained by performing tows at a rela-
tively small number of source depths while avoiding the dif-
ficult inverse problem for sediment parameters.

The quality of an acoustic database depends on several
factors. Navigation is important because the source positions
must be known accurately. The source level must be suffi-
ciently high to reduce contamination by noise to an accept-
able level. The source level must be kept constant~or its
variations must be taken into account! for some
applications.23 The depth of the source must be controlled
carefully as it is towed. The source must be towed slowly
enough so that high-quality covariance matrices can be ob-
tained by averaging over time windows of sufficient dura-
tion. The acoustic field must be adequately sampled in space.
Noise can be suppressed by using the eigenvector that cor-
responds to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
as the quantity stored in the acoustic database.24 Even if all
of these requirements are met, the quality of an acoustic
database may degrade over time as the environmental param-
eters vary. This problem can be reduced by working at rela-
tively low frequencies and taking acoustic databases under
different environmental conditions. Experimental results in
Ref. 29 indicate that it takes more than a week for some
acoustic databases to degrade.

We obtained a 75-Hz acoustic database in the region
depicted in Fig. 1 during TESPEX-93. The length of the

FIG. 1. Location and bathymetry in meters of TESPEX-93. The receiver was placed 176 m below the surface in 198 m of water. An acoustic database was
obtained by towing a 75-Hz source 47 m below the surface throughout the region marked by the polygon. The length of the northern boundary of the polygon
is approximately 11 km. The bathymetry variations at this site were exploited to perform environmental source tracking with a single receiver at a single
frequency.
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northern boundary of this region is approximately 11 km. A
receiver was placed 176 m below the surface in 198 m of
water at 39° 35.578 S and 177° 48.508 E. The source was
towed 47 m below the surface along radial tracks, which pass
through the receiver location, and cross tracks, which were
not used in the acoustic database. Table I contains a sum-
mary of the tows and an explanation of the notation that is

used to designate the tows. The ten radial tracks were sepa-
rated in azimuth by 5° and spanned from 90°~east! to 135°
~southeast!. The end points of the radial tracks were approxi-
mately 5.6 and 16.7 km from the receiver. The tow speeds
ranged from approximately 2 to 2.5 m/s. The radial tows
took approximately 80 min apiece. Turning and positioning
the ship prior to each tow took approximately 20 min. The
acoustic field was mapped out in approximately 26 h, which
is a small fraction of the time it would take to obtain the
same information by mapping out the environmental param-
eters and then solving the wave equation. Since cross tracks
were also obtained during this period, the actual time
required to obtain the acoustic database was approximately
17 h.

The acoustic database appears in Fig. 3. Each point in
this database was obtained by processing 16-sec slices of
data. This initial attempt at obtaining an acoustic database
was not performed under ideal conditions. After being de-
layed by hardware problems, time limitations forced us to
use a relatively coarse azimuthal sampling. Large swells
made it difficult to control the depth of the source, which
varied by perhaps a few meters during the tows. Working
with a single receiver, we were not able to suppress noise by
forming a covariance matrix and extracting the leading
eigenvector.24 The database may contain degradations due to
variations in source level, which is a crucial issue for single-
receiver acoustic database.23 Despite these limitations, the
main features in the acoustic field appear to vary smoothly in

FIG. 2. Location and bathymetry in meters of TESPEX-94. An array of 32 receivers was placed in 220 m of water. An acoustic database was obtained by
towing a 160-Hz source 50 m below the surface along the track to the north of the array. The tows along this track ranged between approximately 3 and 15
km from the array.

TABLE I. The source tows of TESPEX-93. The notation includes the letters
A, B, and C, which designate ranges of 5.6, 11.1, and 16.7 km, and bearings
measured clockwise from north. For example, the first tow A090C090 was
due east from the receiver beginning 5.6 km from the receiver and ending
16.7 km from the receiver. The tows marked with asterisks were used to
form an acoustic database.

Tow Date Start time End time

*A090C090 May 23 13:00 14:30
C090A090 May 23 14:50 16:10

*A095C095 May 23 16:20 17:40
*C100A100 May 23 18:00 19:20
*A105C105 May 23 19:40 21:00
*C110A110 May 23 21:30 22:56
*A115C115 May 23 23:20 00:32
*C120A120 May 24 01:06 02:36
A120C090 May 24 02:50 04:20
C090A120 May 24 04:50 06:34
A120B090 May 24 06:50 07:35
B090C125 May 24 08:05 09:20

*C125A125 May 24 09:40 11:00
*A130C130 May 24 12:09 13:23
*C135A135 May 24 13:26 15:20
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both range and azimuth. The azimuthal dependence of the
acoustic field is evidently due mostly to variations in
bathymetry.

III. MATCHED-FIELD PROCESSING RESULTS

During TESPEX-93, we performed environmental
source tracking,23 which is a matched-field processing tech-
nique for determining the path of a moving source. This
approach is based on the fact that the field at a fixed receiver
varies as a source moves through a waveguide. In suffi-
ciently complex environments, the variations are sufficiently
unique to the path that tracking can be performed using only
a single receiver and a single frequency.23 Tracking prob-
lems are very difficult in general. For example, it takes five
parameters to describe a path in the relatively simple sce-
nario in which the source level, velocity, and depth are as-
sumed to be constant. We reduce the problem to two dimen-
sions by assuming that the initial or final position of the
source is known.

We perform environmental source tracking using a least-
squares fit of amplitudes along tracks.23 We consider seg-
ments of a radial track and two cross tracks. The radial track
C090A090, which is not part of the acoustic database, was
obtained immediately after the first radial track in the acous-
tic database was obtained. We use a segment of this track
between ranges of 6 and 12 km. One of the cross tracks is a
9.58-km segment along A120C090 that begins at a range of

5.9 km and ends at a range of 14.6 km. The other cross track
is a 9.27-km segment of C090A120 that begins at a range of
14.3 km and ends at a range of 5.9 km.

Source tracking ambiguity surfaces appear in Fig. 4 for
the radial track. One of these surfaces corresponds to assum-
ing that the initial location was known. The other surface
corresponds to assuming that the final location was known.
The end point locations are recovered fairly accurately for
both cases. Source tracking ambiguity surfaces appear in Fig.
5 for the cross tracks. The main peak is fairly close to the
location of the unknown end point for one of the cross
tracks. The breakdown in the tracking for the other case is
probably due to a combination of noise contamination, varia-
tions in source depth, and coarse azimuthal sampling in the
acoustic database. Much better tracking results should be
achievable in this region by reducing these data quality limi-
tations.

During TESPEX-94, we investigated the effects of en-
vironmental variability on acoustic data basing. A vertical
array of 32 receivers was placed in 220 m of water at 9°
54.238 S and 129° 59.628 E. The receivers were spaced by 5
m, with the top receiver 56.8 m below the surface. Over a
period of four days, a 160-Hz source was towed several
times along the track north of the array that is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The tow speed averaged approximately 1.7 m/s but
was varied during some of the tows in an attempt to keep the
source 50 m below the surface. The tows ranged from ap-
proximately 3 km from the array out to approximately 15 km

FIG. 3. The 75-Hz acoustic database obtained during TESPEX-93. The amplitude of the acoustic field is shown in decibels on a relative scale. The contours
indicate the main features in the bathymetry, which is provided quantitatively in Fig. 1.
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and took approximately 2 h. An acoustic database was con-
structed from the first tow by forming covariance matrices
from 20-sec segments of data and extracting the leading ei-
genvector.

We performed matched-field processing using data from
a tow that was performed immediately after the acoustic da-

tabase was taken and a tow that was performed four days
later. Appearing in Fig. 6 are ambiguity surfaces that were
obtained by taking the inner products of eigenvectors from
the acoustic database and from the subsequent tows. For the
tow that was performed on the same day, the largest peaks
correctly occur along the main diagonal, which stands out

FIG. 4. Environmental source tracking results for a segment of a radial track from TESPEX-93. The ambiguity surface was constructed using the cost function
defined in Ref. 23. Red corresponds to close agreement between the data and the replicas, which were obtained from the acoustic database. Blue corresponds
to poor agreement. The circles mark the known positions. The triangles mark the unknown positions.~a! The initial range is assumed to be known and the final
range is assumed to be unknown.~b! The final range is assumed to be known and the initial range is assumed to be unknown.
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prominently in the ambiguity surface. The relatively minor
breakdowns that occur along this track~e.g., near a range of
10 km! are probably due to variations in source depth. For
the tow that was performed four days later, the largest peaks

occur along the main diagonal out to a range of about 8 km.
The complete breakdown at longer ranges is apparently due
to changes in the sound-speed profile in the water column
that occurred during the four-day interval between tows.

FIG. 5. Environmental source tracking results for segments of cross tracks from TESPEX-93. The ambiguity surface was constructed using the cost function
defined in Ref. 23. Red corresponds to close agreement between the data and the replicas, which were obtained from the acoustic database. Blue corresponds
to poor agreement. The circles mark the known positions. The triangles mark the unknown positions. The far end point is assumed to be known for each case.
~a! The main peak is fairly close to the correct location for track A120C090.~b! The ambiguity surface contains similar features for track C090A120 but is
severely corrupted by false peaks.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Acoustic data basing is a direct approach for avoiding
the problem of environmental uncertainty. Acoustic fields
can be measured directly and stored in a small fraction of the
time that it takes to obtain the same information by deter-

mining the environmental parameters and solving the wave
equation. The feasibility of this approach was investigated
during the TESPEX experiments. The acoustic database ob-
tained during TESPEX-93 was applied to perform environ-
mental source tracking. The acoustic database obtained dur-

FIG. 6. Degradations of the 160-Hz acoustic database of TESPEX-4 that were apparently caused by environmental variations. Matched-field processing
ambiguity surfaces for the source range. Red corresponds to close agreement between the data and the replicas, which were obtained from the acoustic
database. Blue corresponds to poor agreement. Strong peaks along the main diagonal correspond to successful localizations.~a! Immediately after the database
was obtained, the source was localized out to 15 km.~b! Four days later, the source was localized out to about 8 km.
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ing TESPEX-94 was used to illustrate the effects of environ-
mental variations.
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Internal waves of a given strength will produce acoustic effects that vary from water mass to water
mass. Presented here is a means of predicting the strength of acoustic fluctuations due to internal
waves, given the basic climatology, that is, measurements of depth, temperature, and salinity of an
oceanic region. An acoustic fluctuation strength parameterF is defined as the ratio of the fractional
potential sound-speed change to the fractional potential-density change. HereF is calculated at three
depth levels~275, 550, and 850 m!, on a one-degree grid of latitude and longitude, using NODC/
OCL’s World Ocean Atlas 1994. Representative values ofF are presented for 15 upper water
masses that range fromF55 in the North Pacific toF534 in the North Atlantic, with a typical
value for most of the upper waters beingF515. Results for two depth levels within 12 intermediate
water masses range fromF57 in the North Pacific toF562 in the North Atlantic, with a typical
value ofF520, although there is considerable variation. In general,F exhibits higher values in the
Atlantic Basin than in the Indian or Pacific, and has a maximum at 550 m. The main use ofF will
be the prediction of travel-time fluctuations in acoustic propagation experiments, which will be
proportional to the value ofF, given a universal strength of internal waves. ©2000 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!02302-X#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Pc, 43.30.Re@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 20 years, internal waves have been estab-
lished as a dominant contributor to the fluctuations in the
travel time of acoustic pulses sent over long distances
through the ocean.1–5 A first-order view of the world-ocean
internal-wave field has been provided to us by Garrett and
Munk6,7 ~GM! and has been verified by many acoustic ex-
periments such as those referenced above. GM’s original
view had the internal-wave strength having a universal value
represented by a specific energy densityE0 . Later, the
internal-wave strength was expressed in terms of a displace-
ment variance of about 50 m2 at a depth at which the buoy-
ancy frequency has a value of 3 cph. More recent analysis of
megameter-scale measurements has yielded consistent values
more like 25 m2.8 In this article, we will return to the original
statement of GM in terms of energy density because we want
to relate ocean regions that have different buoyancy frequen-
cies.

It is the purpose of this article to survey the world’s
ocean for variations in the travel-time fluctuations in long-
range acoustic propagation, under the assumption of univer-
sal internal-wave strength. We will find that there is a sig-
nificant variation in the expected travel-time fluctuations in
different parts of the ocean. We will also find that dividing
the world ocean into water masses, following long-standing
oceanographic analysis,9,10 will help to systematize our un-
derstanding of internal-wave acoustic effects.

We define an acoustic fluctuation strength parameterF
as the ratio of the fractional sound-speed variation to the
fractional density variation, both due to internal waves. Since
both sound speed and density are dependent on temperature
T and salinityS, it is theT–S behavior of ocean waters that

determineF. We perform the calculation ofF for all geo-
graphic locations, and are therefore able to map regions that
are acoustically ‘‘sensitive’’ to internal waves. We also de-
termine representative values ofF for each of the water
masses defined by oceanographers.

The parameterF is related to a parameterG defined in
the book by Flatte´ et al.1 in Equation~1.1.9!. However,G is
a local variable that is not dimensionless, whileF takes into
account more of the water column, is dimensionless, and is
defined independently of vertical gradients.

The significance ofF is mainly for acoustic measure-
ments of internal-wave strength. In order to calculate the
travel-time fluctuations due to internal waves~as well as
other acoustic effects of internal waves! it is necessary to
know the specific profiles of sound speed, density~buoyancy
frequency!, and the strength of internal waves. Even if a
universal strength of internal waves is assumed, the internal-
wave-induced density fluctuations depend on the profile of
buoyancy frequency, and thus the size of travel-time fluctua-
tions will depend on the profiles of both the buoyancy fre-
quency and the parameterF. We present results at three
depths in order to provide a partial view of depth depen-
dences. More detailed calculations of internal-wave effects
on acoustic propagation can be done with a code namedCAFI

~calculations of acoustic fluctuations due to internal waves!
written by Flatté and Rovner,11 and available through
the internet at URL: http://www.es.ucsc.edu/;smf/
research.html.

The profile of sound speed in most of the world’s ocean
has a negative gradient in the top 1000 m, due to temperature
decreasing with depth. As a result, acoustic energy propa-
gates along rays that have upper turning points in the top
1000 m, and the effect of internal waves on these rays is
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maximum in those depth regions. For this reason we have
concentrated on the behavior of water masses in these upper
depth regions~but not the very shallow mixed layers!.

I. ACOUSTIC FLUCTUATIONS FROM INTERNAL
WAVES

A combination of geometrical-acoustics ray theory and
numerical integration of statistical quantities along these rays
has provided successful predictions of acoustic fluctuation
quantities for ocean-acoustic experiments.11 One of the most
important examples of acoustic fluctuation quantities is the
travel-time variance for a pulse. The expression for such a
variance in terms of ocean-medium properties is the follow-
ing:

t25
1

C̄2 E
0

R

dx ^m2&Lp , ~1!

where the integral is along a deterministic ray from a source
at the origin to a receiver at rangeR; C̄ is a reference sound
speed in the deep ocean, typically 1500 m s21; m is the frac-
tional deviation of the sound speed from its mean value at
the point of evaluation; andLp is the correlation length of
internal waves along the deterministic ray at the point of
evaluation.

We wish to expresŝt2& more explicitly in terms of the
ocean medium. We need to express both^m2& and Lp in
terms of the buoyancy frequency and theT–S relation for
the water being traversed. BecauseLp involves integrals over
both the frequency and the vertical mode number spectrum
of internal waves, it contains information about the disper-
sion relation of internal waves. In particular, vertical and
horizontal wave number components,kV andkH , are related
to frequency and vertical mode number through the follow-
ing equations:

kV5a jn~z!, ~2!

kH5a jAv22v i
2, ~3!

wherej is the vertical mode number,n(z) is the local buoy-
ancy frequency,v is the internal-wave frequency,v i is the
inertial frequency, anda is a constant that depends on the
buoyancy-frequency profile,

a215
1

p E
0

D

n~z! dz, ~4!

andD is the depth of the ocean.
In terms of these quantities, the internal-wave horizontal

correlation length can be expressed as

Lp~0!5
N

av i
, ~5!

where N is a dimensionless normalization constant whose
value is 0.3.12

The expression for̂m2& in terms of appropriate quanti-
ties is more complicated. We will present the relationship
between internal-wave energy density and internal-wave dis-
placement variance, and then relate displacement variance to

^m2&. In this way, we will develop an expression for^t2& in
terms of the buoyancy frequency and water-mass properties.

The energy density of internal waves can be expressed
as

E052 r̄@n~z!#2^z2&, ~6!

wherez is the displacement of the internal-wave field. Thus
a constant internal-wave energy requires the rms displace-
ment to vary inversely as the buoyancy frequency. This can
be confusing, because the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin–
Jeffreys~WKBJ! solution of a particular displacement eigen-
function scales inversely as the square root of the buoyancy
frequency. One cannot use an individual eigenfunction to
draw conclusions about scaling of the internal-wave field.

Once the scaling of displacement with buoyancy fre-
quency is established, we can relate^m2& to ^z2&.

First, we consider the fractional changes in sound speed
caused by internal waves:

S dC

C̄ D 5S 1

C̄

DCu

Dz D z. ~7!

In order to evaluate this quantity under the constraint of
constant internal-wave strength, we need to express it in
terms of water-mass quantities and the buoyancy frequency.
In other words, we want to avoid any gradients with depth
other than the buoyancy frequency. We do this by transfer-
ring the gradient in potential sound speed to a gradient in
potential density:

S dC

C̄ D 5S 2
r̄

C̄

DCu

Dru
D S 1

r̄

Dru

Dz D z. ~8!

However, the gradient in potential density can be ex-
pressed in terms of the buoyancy frequency:

S dC

C̄ D 5S 2
r̄

C̄

DCu

Dru
D S n2~z!

g D z. ~9!

We note the important fact that the first factor in this
expression is a water-mass property and not dependent on
any gradient that has substantial variability over the world’s
oceans. We designate this factor as a new parameterF,
whose value will enter into the evaluation of acoustic fluc-
tuation quantities:

F[2
r̄

C̄

DCu

Dru
. ~10!

The final definition ofF does not involve gradients, but
it does involve the evaluation of density and sound speed at
two different points within a water mass. Those two different
points might be at different depths~the case we will use! or
they might be at different geographical locations; as long as
they are within the water mass they can be used.

Squaring Eq.~9! and taking its expectation value, we
find the relation we seek between^m2& and ^z2&,

^m2&5F2
n4~z!

g2 ^z2&, ~11!

and, returning to the internal-wave energy density, we find
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^m2&5F2
n2~z!

r̄g2 E0 . ~12!

We now have the results with which to express the local
contribution to^t2& at positionx along the deterministic ray.
Although both^m2& andLp are functions of the details of the
ray, it is known that for long-range propagation in the deep
ocean, the main contributions to^t2& come from the upper
turning points of the ray, and thus depend on^m2& andLp at
one particular depth, and near where the ray is horizontal.
Therefore we can write this differential contribution to^t2&
as

d

dx
^t2&5S N

pr̄C̄2g2D S E0F2

v i
D S @n~z!#2E

0

D

n~z! dzD .

~13!

The first factor on the right is a constant independent of
geographic position. The second factor is a function of geo-
graphic position because the inertial frequency depends on
latitude, because the internal-wave energyE0 might not be
universal, and more interestingly becauseF is a function of
geographic position. The third factor depends only on the
buoyancy frequency. Munk13 suggested a universal function
for the buoyancy frequency as a function of depth, at least in
the deep ocean. If this ‘‘canonical profile’’ was valid, the last
factor would not vary with geographical position, and the
only term whose geographical variability is not easily under-
stood would beF2. Taking a canonical buoyancy profile and
example values ofE054 Jm23 and F525, we find at2

contribution from a 10-km path length to be about 1 ms2.
Again note that̂ t2& does not depend in an explicit way

on the details of the sound-speed profile. The sound-speed
profile enters mainly in controlling the path of the determin-
istic geometrical-optics ray through the ocean. However, the
exact shape of this path does not strongly affect the value of
^t2&.11 In order to make detailed calculations, rather than try
to make a systematic overview such as we are doing in this
paper, it is helpful to have a complete compendium of sound-
speed profiles. This is available in an atlas compiled by
Worcester and Ma.14

II. DATABASE DETAILS

For our calculations ofF, we have used theWorld
Ocean Atlas 1994~WOA94!,15 which was initiated by Levi-
tus and Gelfeld,16 and from which we have used the tempera-
ture and salinity means by month and within bins of one
degree in latitude and longitude. Two technical papers17,18

describe the objective analysis techniques used to check the
quality of the data. There is a modification of this database
called ‘‘Replacement CTD data’’ that has corrected some
data in the original. We have checked that these modifica-
tions do not affect our analysis, mainly because we did not
use raw data and we have restricted ourselves to depths in
the upper ocean.

For each of our three chosen depths, we need two nearby
depths from which to obtain differences in sound speed and

density. Thus, we extracted the temperature and salinity data
for six standard depths as shown in Table I.

Although we carried out the calculations for every
month, we present details just for the month of June, as the
results show the same general patterns for every month. This
is not surprising because theT–S relation below the top few
hundred meters is insensitive to season. We used the formu-
las of Chen and Millero19 for calculating density and sound
speed from temperature, salinity, and pressure. We inverted
Fofonoff’s formulas20 for calculating depth from pressure
and latitude.

III. RESULTS

This section describes our results forF and some asso-
ciated quantities. TheF results for 275, 550, and 850 m are
given in Fig. 1.

We first discuss the results at 275-m depth. For temper-
ate and equatorial latitudes,F lies in the range of 10–30.
Regions of high latitude,>50 degrees, on the other hand,
exhibit F values<10. There are some regions in whichF
goes below zero; later we will show that negative values for
F do not imply a problem with unstable stratification. They
come rather from the fact that the sound speed is quite a
different function of temperature and salinity than is the den-
sity, so that a reverse gradient of sound speed is possible in
the presence of a stable density gradient.

Continuing at 275-m depth, we can contrast the Pacific
and Indian Oceans between plus and minus 40 degrees lati-
tude, whereF is 10–20, with most of the Atlantic, whereF is
20–30. Thus experiments in the shallow Atlantic will tend to
encounter larger internal-wave effects, other parameters be-
ing equal. Furthermore, the very northern Pacific, near
Alaska, has quite small values ofF.

The Circumpolar Ocean shows low values ofF inter-
spersed with a few regions with high values ofF. We have
investigated these regions of high horizontal gradient, and
they are not associated with very sparse data or some other
artifact of the database.

Descending to the 550-m depth, some significant
changes are noted.F in the temperate and equatorial latitudes
has generally increased from 10–20 to 20–50. The Southern
Atlantic Ocean has particularly largeF values of about 30–
40, or greater. A distinct band between'215 degrees and
'245 degrees latitude shows values ofF that vary between
30 and 60; it is particularly well developed in the narrower
Indian and Atlantic Ocean Basins, although it is present in
the Pacific. The Circumpolar Ocean again shows large areas
of low F containing smaller regions of highF, though the

TABLE I. WOA94 standard depths~from WOA94 documentation!.

Standard level Depth~m!

11 250
12 300
14 500
15 600
17 800
18 900
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values ofF are generally higher than at 275-m depth, andF
is varying in a smoother fashion. The Arctic Ocean shows
more variability than it did at 275 m.

The F values at 850-m depth have substantially de-
creased in the Southern Atlantic, whereF lies mostly in the
range 0–20. The Western North Atlantic, on the other hand,
shows a definite increase inF, to about 30–40. The regions
of high F that were apparent in the Southern Pacific have
disappeared in favor of smooth areas withF between 20 and

30. Changes in the Indian and Circumpolar Oceans are rela-
tively mild. The Arctic Ocean has an overall decrease inF
value ~<210!, although there are widespread, discontinu-
ously changing regions of highF. Throughout each of the
depths studied,F has consistently been quite high~>50! in
the area of the Greenland and Norwegian Seas.

We remind the reader here that an increase inF from
one ocean region to another of a factor of 2 means an in-
crease in the travel-time fluctuation due to internal waves of

FIG. 1. Contour plots ofF: The top,
middle, and bottom plots are for ocean
depths of 275, 550, and 850 m, respec-
tively.
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a factor of 2, even when the internal-wave energy level has
the same universal value in the two ocean regions.

Since^t2& depends on the buoyancy frequency as well
asF, even ifE0 is constant, it should be relevant to plot the
buoyancy frequency as a function of geographic location and
depth. Figure 2 shows the fractional potential gradient of
density for our three depths. This plot shows very distinct
maxima near the tropics, particularly in the Pacific Ocean.
The fractional potential gradient plots of density for the 550-

and 850-m depths are less dramatic. There are relatively few
areas of negative~unstable! gradient, showing that most of
the structure inF in the polar regions comes from the sound-
speed behavior, not from unstable density gradients.

We have attempted to avoid a dependence on the entire
sound-speed profile as a function of geographical location by
showing three representative depths. We remind the reader
that acoustic rays receive most of their internal-wave effects
from the shallow depths where the rays have their upper

FIG. 2. Contour plots of fractional po-
tential gradient of density: The top,
middle, and bottom plots are for ocean
depths of 275, 550, and 850 m, respec-
tively. The units are 1026 m21.
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turning points. Thus the information needed is mainly pro-
vided by the upper two depths of Figs. 1 and 2.

IV. F VALUES FOR SPECIFIC WATER MASSES

In 1986, W. J. Emery and J. Meincke10 updated existing
maps and tables of water masses which had first been com-
piled and published in 1942 by Sverdrupet al.,9 and had
remained largely unchanged since then. Emery and Meincke
list the names and~temperature and salinity! characteristics
of water masses for three depth regions: upper water masses
~0–500 m!, intermediate water masses~500–1500 m!, and
deep water masses~.1500 m!. In addition, they give distri-
bution maps which include the location of source waters, and
T–S diagrams for the major water masses in each ocean
basin. Since we considered depths in the upper 1000 m only,
we will focus on the upper and intermediate water masses.

Table II summarizes Emery and Meincke’s results for
the upper water masses. Figure 3 shows the geographic lo-

cations of the water masses and locations of their sources.10

Table III lists the names and temperature and salinity
characteristics that Emery and Meincke associated with the
intermediate waters, while Fig. 4 shows their geographic lo-
cations as well as the locations of their sources.10

Figure 5 gives theT–S curves for the water masses of
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Note that theseT–S
curves include the deep water masses which we have ne-
glected in our discussion. Table IV provides a key to the
acronyms for the deep waters.10

We identified the latitudes and longitudes of the water
masses defined by Emery and Meincke10 by comparing the
temperature and salinity characteristics identified for each
water mass~see Tables II and III! with our own potential
temperature and salinity plots.

Our selections of the latitude and longitude ranges for
the upper waters at 275 m are given in Table V, and the
selections for the intermediate waters at 550 and 850 m are

TABLE II. Characteristics of the upper water masses~0–500 m! ~from Ref. 10!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

At. Subarc. Up.~ASUW! Bengal Bay~BBW! Pa. Subarc. Up.~PSUW!
0.0–4.0 °C; 34.0–35.0 25.0–29.0 °C; 28.0–35.0 3.0–15.0 °C; 32.6–33.6
W. N. At. Cen.~WNACW! Arab. Sea~ASW! W. N. Pa. Cen.~WNPCW!
7.0–20.0 °C; 35.0–36.7 24.0–30.0 °C; 35.5–36.8 10.0–22.0 °C; 34.2–35.2
E. N. At. Cen.~ENACW! ln. Eq. ~IEW! E. N. Pac. Cen,~ENPCW!
8.0–18.0 °C; 35.2–36.7 8.0–23.0 °C; 34.6–35.0 12.0–20.0 °C; 34.2–35.0
S. At. Cen.~SACW! Indo. Up. ~IUW! E. N. Pa. Tr.~ENPTW!
5.0–18.0 °C; 34.3–35.8 8.0–23.0 °C; 34.4–35.0 11.0–20.0 °C; 33.8–34.3

S. In. Cen.~SICW! Pa. Eq.~PEW!
8.0–25.0 °C; 34.6–35.8 7.0–23.0 °C; 34.5–36.0

W. S. Pa. Cen.~WSPCW!
Circumpolar 6.0–22.0 °C; 34.5–35.8

Subant. Surf.~SASW! E. S. Pa. Cen.~ESPCW!
3.2–15.0 °C; 34.0–35.5 8.0–24.0 °C; 34.4–36.4
Antarctic Surf.~AASW! E. S. Pa. Tr.~ESPTW!
21.0–1.0 °C; 34.0–34.6 14.0–20.0 °C; 34.6–35.2

FIG. 3. Global distribution of upper waters~0–500 m!. Water masses are labeled in abbreviated form with their boundaries indicated by solid lines. Formation
regions for these water masses are marked by cross hatching and labeled with the corresponding acronym title~from Ref. 10!.
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FIG. 4. Global distribution of intermediate water~500–1500 m!. Lines, labels, and hatching follow the same format as described for the upper waters~from
Ref. 10!.

FIG. 5. The T–S curves for the
world’s water masses. Note that the
Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, and Circum-
polar Oceans are represented by solid,
dotted, dashed, and dash-dot lines, re-
spectively.

TABLE III. Characteristics of the intermediate water masses~500–1500 m! ~from Ref. 10!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

W. At. Subarc. Int.~WASIW! Antarctic Int. ~AAIW ! Pa. Subarc. Int.~PSIW!
3.0–9.0 °C; 34.0–35.1 2.0–10.0 °C; 33.8–34.8 5.0–12.0 °C; 33.8–34.3
E. At. Subarc. Int.~EASIW! Indonesian Int.~IIW ! California Int. ~CIW!
3.0–9.0 °C; 34.4–35.3 3.5–5.5 °C; 34.6–34.7 10.0–12.0 °C; 33.9–34.4
Antarctic Int. ~AAIW ! Red Sea/Persian E. S. Pa. Int.~ESPIW!
2.0–6.0 °C; 33.8–34.8 Gulf Int.~RSPGIW! 10.0–12.0 °C; 34.0–34.4
Mediterranean~MW! 5.0–14.0 °C; 34.8–35.4 Antarctic Int.~AAIW !
2.6–11.0 °C; 35.0–36.2 2.0–10.0 °C; 33.8–34.5
Arctic Int. ~AIW !
21.5–3.0 °C; 34.7–34.9
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TABLE IV. A Key to Emery and Meincke’s acronyms for deep water
masses.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

N. At. Deep~NADW! Circ. Deep~CDW! Circ. Deep~CDW!
Antarctic Bottom~AABW !
Arctic Bottom ~ABW!

TABLE V. Latitude/longitude limits of the upper water masses~275 m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~ASUW! ~IEW! ~PSUW!
45–80 N/0–20 and 305–360 E 20 S–0/45–80 E 45–60 N/145–215 E
~WNACW! ~IUW! ~WNPCW!
15–40 N/275–320 E 20–5 S/80–125 E 10–35 N/125–190 E
~ENACW! ~SICW! ~ENPCW!
25–60 N/330–355 E 30–20 S/30–115 E 10–35 N/190–220 E
~SACW! ~ENPTW!
35–15 S/320–345 E 10–35 N/220–250 E

~PEW!
5.S–10 N/150–240 E
~WSPCW!
35–10 S/150–215 E
~ESPCW!
35–5 S/215–250 E
~ESPTW!
40–5 S/250–290 E

TABLE VI. Latitude/longitude limits of the intermediate water masses~550
and 850 m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~WASIW! ~AAIW ! ~PSIW!
25–40 N/275–320 E 45–15 S/40–115 E 20–35 N/125–215 E
~EASIW! ~IIW ! ~CIW!
35–60 N/320–345 E 15–5 S/80–125 E 10–35 N/200–245 E
~AAIW ! ~RSPGIW! ~ESPIW!
45 S–20 N/305–360 E 15 S–20 N/45–90 E 40 S–0/260–290 E
~MW! ~AAIW !
25–45 N/320–355 E 45–15 S/155–230 E
~AIW !
65–85 N/0–20 and 350–360 E

TABLE VII. Latitude/longitude of the characteristic point for the upper
water masses~275 m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~ASUW! ~IEW! ~PSUW!
45 N/0 E 1 S/45 E 50 N/180 E
~WNACW! ~IUW! ~WNPCW!
25 N/295 E 7 S/85 E 20 N/130 E
~ENACW! ~SICW! ~ENPCW!
25 N/335 E 23 S/45 E 26 N/200 E
~SACW! ~ENPTW!
25 S/330 E 31 N/225 E

~PEW!
5 N/200 E
~WSPCW!
17 S/160 E
~ESPCW!
20 S/225 E
~ESPTW!
20 S/250 E

TABLE VIII. Latitude/longitude of the characteristic point for the interme-
diate water masses~550 and 850 m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~WASIW! ~AAIW ! ~PSIW!
550 m: 25 N/275 E 550 m: 29 S/55 E 550 m: 30 N/160 E
850 m: 30 N/295 E 850 m: 20 S/75 E 850 m: 30 N/160 E
~EASIW! ~IIW ! ~CIW!
550 m: 45 N/330 E 550 m: 13 S/80 E 550 m: 20 N/230 E
850 m: 40 N/320 E 850 m: 15 S/100 E 850 m: 20 N/240 E
~AAIW ! ~RSPGIW! ~ESPIW!
550 m: 20 S/345 E 550 m: 0 N/55 E 550 m: 25 S/260 E
850 m: 20 S/345 E 850 m: 10 S/45 E 850 m: 25 S/260 E
~MW! ~AAIW !
550 m: 30 N/325 E 550 m: 20 S/155 E
850 m: 30 N/320 E 850 m: 30 S/220 E
~AIW !
550 m: 70 N/10 E
850 m: 65 N/0 E

TABLE IX. Average values ofF0 andu0 for the upper water masses~275
m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~ASUW! ~IEW! ~PSUW!
F0534/u054 °C F0516/u0512 °C F055/u054 °C
~WNACW! ~IUW! ~WNPCW!
F0512/u0518 °C F058/u0512 °C F0511/u0518 °C
~ENACW! ~SICW! ~ENPCW!
F0528/u0513 °C F059/u0517 °C F0519/u0514 °C
~SACW! ~ENPTW!
F0515/u0515 °C F0514/u0510 °C

~PEW!
F0518/u0510 °C
~WSPCW!
F0512/u0517 °C
~ESPCW!
F0517/u0512 °C
~ESPTW!
F0516/u0511 °C

TABLE X. Average values ofF0 /u0 for the intermediate water masses~550
and 850 m!.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

~WASIW! ~AAIW ! ~PSIW!
550 m: 20/15 °C 550 m: 33/11 °C 550 m: 21/7 °C
850 m: 36/10 °C 850 m: 17/6 °C 850 m: 7/4 °C
~EASIW! ~IIW ! ~CIW!
550 m: 28/9 °C 550 m: 21/8 °C 550 m: 14/6 °C
850 m: 20/8 °C 850 m: 22/6 °C 850 m: 9/5 °C
~AAIW ! ~RSPGIW! ~ESPIW!
550 m: 34/6 °C 550 m: 14/10 °C 550 m: 24/6 °C
850 m: 12/4 °C 850 m: 13/7 °C 850 m: 12/5 °C
~MW! ~AAIW !
550 m: 14/11 °C 550 m: 33/8 °C
850 m: 11/10 °C 850 m: 24/6 °C
~AIW !
550 m: 62/1 °C
850 m: 35/0 °C
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given in Table VI.~The Bengal Bay and Arabian Sea water
masses are at depths shallower than our smallest depth of
275 m.!

We then extracted the subset of data enclosed by the
chosen rectangles from the full data set. Scatter plots ofF
versus potential temperature for each subset were generated,

and, on the basis of these plots,representativevalues ofF
andu were identified. We call these representative valuesF0

andu0 , respectively.
The Circumpolar upper water masses revealed such a

large variation in the value ofF that we omitted them from
our analysis of water masses.

FIG. 6. Scatter plot of characteristic
values ofF and potential temperature
for water masses of the Atlantic
Ocean. Symbols for depths of 275,
550, and 850 m are black, blue, and
red, respectively.

FIG. 7. Scatter plot of characteristic
values ofF and potential temperature
for water masses of the Pacific Ocean.
Symbols for depths of 275, 550, and
850 m are black, blue, and red, respec-
tively.
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With F0 and u0 identified from the scatter plots, we
again examined the contour plots ofF, plus the contour plots
of u. A point enclosed within each latitude/longitude rect-
angle exhibiting the identified representative values ofF0

and u0 for that water mass was selected, and we further
required that this point be surrounded by a neighborhood of
other points with similarF andu characteristics. The latitude
and longitude of each of these selected points for the 275-m
depth are given in Table VII.

Then for each water mass, we began at the selected char-
acteristic location identified in Table VII for upper waters
and Table VIII for intermediate waters, and chose data for
water-mass membership by requiringF andu to be within a
small interval of the reference location values.

Table IX summarizes the average values ofF0 and u0

for the clusters representing the upper water masses, and
Table X summarizes the same quantities for the intermediate
water masses.

Comparing the source locations identified by Emery and
Meincke10 with the same geographic locations on our color
contours, we find thatF often attains a large negative value
at the location of a water mass source, particularly at high
latitudes~>40 degrees!, which is where most of the upper
waters are formed. We did not include these regions in our
plots of water-mass results forF0 .

Color scatter plots ofF0 vs u0 for all of the representa-
tive clusters are found in Figs. 6–8. These figures will be
valuable for experimental work: either for deciding where to
carry out an experiment or for predicting the acoustic fluc-
tuations that will be seen in an experiment. By connection to
a particular water mass that extends over a substantial geo-
graphical region, a prediction will be that much more robust

than would be the case of judging from a map ofF at a
particular depth.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A dimensionless factorF has been defined that provides
a measure of acoustic travel-time fluctuations in the presence
of a universal internal-wave field. The systematics ofF have
been presented for the world ocean, showing thatF varies by
a considerable factor among ocean basins. The values ofF
for different water masses have also been presented. In high-
latitude water-mass source regions,F tends to become nega-
tive. Within temperate-latitude locations, the travel-time
fluctuation observed in an experiment could vary by as much
as a factor of 3 depending on the particular ocean basin cho-
sen.
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Long time-base observations of surf noise
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A year of surf noise observations in the very near shore region of La Jolla Shores beach are
presented. Ambient sound levels and surface wave height were recorded for 9 min every hour from
July 1997 through June 1998 at a monitoring station located 360 m seaward of the beach in 8-m
deep water. Sound segments that were dominated by the noise from breaking surf formed the basis
of a correlation analysis between surf noise level and wave height, wave period, wind speed, and
mean water depth. The analysis shows that surf noise is primarily determined by wave height, and
scales approximately with the wave height squared. The surface wave energy flux onto the beach
also scales with wave height squared, leading to the conclusion that the conversion of the
mechanical energy of the surface wave field into noise energy is approximately constant. In fact, the
ratio of noise energy to surface wave energy flux varies by up to a factor of 3 over the range of
energy fluxes considered~100–3000 W per m!. © 2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!01602-7#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Nb, 43.30.Pc@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Although quite a lot is known about ambient noise in the
open ocean,1 considerably less is known about surf noise.
Bardyshevet al.,2 Zakharov and Kirshov,3 and Wilsonet al.4

published some of the first surf noise measurements in the
early 70’s and 80’s. More recent studies are those of Wilson
et al.5 and Fabre and Wilson6 who presented source level
densities for surf noise at Monterey Bay, CA, and Duck, NC.
The source level densities were calculated from surf noise
measurements made a few km offshore over a period of a
few days during heavy surf. Didenkulov and Korotkov7 have
also published measurements of the spectral-correlational
characteristics of surf noise. Studies of individual breaking
waves in the surf zone have been published by Deane8,9 and
Bass and Hay.10 However, none of these earlier works have
considered the relationship between surf noise level and the
driving environmental parameters, such as surface wave
height and wind speed, which is the topic of this paper.

A description of the surf noise experiment can be found
in Sec. I, which gives an overview of the ambient noise
monitoring station and its surrounding environment. Because
there are many sources of sound in the very near shore re-
gion in addition to the noise of breaking surf, it was neces-
sary to review the entire data set and remove any 9-min
segments dominated by sources other than breaking surf. A
survey of the identifiable noise sources is given in Sec. II,
and Sec. III presents a correlation analysis of segments of
surf-dominated noise with wave height and wind speed. Sec-
tion IV contains the concluding remarks.

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The surf noise measurements began in July 1997 with
the deployment of a sound and wave height monitoring sta-
tion at 32° 51.9978 North, 117° 15.5218 West, approximately
150 m Southwest of Scripps Pier. A scale drawing of the
deployment site detailing the position of the array relative to
the pier and the average of the lower low water height is

shown in Fig. 1. The gray rectangle is a contour plot of the
sea floor bathymetry, and the image to the right shows an
underwater photograph of the monitoring station. The hydro-
phones were cleaned regularly to remove marine growth, and
the photograph was taken during one of the monthly main-
tenance operations.

The array consisted of four International Transducer
Corporation 6050C hydrophones positioned on the vertices
of a cube, nominally 1 m apart and 0.8 m above the sea floor.
The average water depth at the array location was 8 m. The
spatial arrangement of the hydrophones allowed sound
power spectral density and coherence to be measured in the
vertical and along two horizontal axes. A pressure sensor
was deployed with the hydrophones to measure average wa-
ter depth and the pressure fluctuations associated with waves
passing overhead. Signals from the hydrophones and pres-
sure sensor were brought to the pier and a computer-
controlled recording station through a steel armored cable.
The hydrophones and digital-audio recording system pro-
vided broadband data in the frequency range 10 Hz–22.5
kHz. Nine-minute segments of ambient noise and pressure
time series were recorded hourly until mid June, 1998 pro-
viding over 8000, 9-min data records over the 12-month op-
erating period. The monitoring array was augmented with a
meteorological station in mid-December of 1997. The station
was mounted at the end of Scripps Pier and recorded samples
of the wind speed and direction every minute at a height of
20 m above sea level.

The beach around Scripps Pier is representative of the
west coast of the continental United States. The sea floor is
composed of a medium grained, lithogenous sand with a
mean grain diameter of 570 m overlying a denser, rocky
substrate. The sand layer thickness varies throughout the
year, from 2 m or more during the summer months to zero
after winter storms. The average beach angle in the wave
breaking zone is 1.4 degrees, which corresponds to a slope of
1 in 40. Thus a typical 2-m change in water depth due to the
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tide varies the range between the breaking surf and the moni-
toring station by approximately 80 m over a 6-h period.

II. SOURCES OF AMBIENT SOUND IN THE SURF
ZONE

Figure 2 shows a time series plot of the root mean
square~rms! wave height and a sound pressure density spec-
trogram of the ambient sound recorded at the monitoring
station during the month of January 1998~see Sec. III! for a
description of the data processing method!. The significant
wave height is often quoted as a measure of wave activity,
and is four times the rms height. The sound levels are plotted
in dB relative to 1mPa2/Hz. Although breaking surf gener-
ates noise up to at least 20 kHz,8 the sound at the monitoring

array at frequencies above 1 kHz is dominated by colonies of
snapping shrimp that live beneath Scripps Pier, and for this
reason the spectrogram has been cutoff at 1 kHz. From the
ambient noise analysis~described in Sec. III! it was deter-
mined that the dominant noise source at the monitoring array
during January was breaking surf. As will be shown, the surf
noise scales approximately with the energy of the incident
swell, which explains the strong visual correlation between
wave height and ambient noise level evident in the figure.

There are, in addition to surf noise, a large number of
sound sources operating in the very near shore region. A
close inspection of the spectrogram in Fig. 2 shows sudden,
large variations in sound level~see, for example, the two
broadband lines around Julian Day 5! that are not accompa-
nied by increased wave activity. Such events are more
clearly seen in Fig. 3, which shows a summary of rms wave
height and ambient noise for the month of September 1997.
Although there is still a visual correlation between sound
level and wave height during this month, it is clear that there
are noise sources that are not correlated with breaking activ-
ity. The daily peaks in level centered on 200 Hz around
Julian Day 255, for example, are due to a species of drum
fish that chorus in the evening hours during the months of
February through October.

As Fig. 3 suggests, there are many sources of sound
active in the near shore region in addition to surf noise. Hy-
drodynamical, biological, and mechanical sources were all
recorded during the 12-month observation period, and an ex-
tensive and detailed analysis was required to isolate seg-
ments of surf noise. The entire data set consists of roughly
1200 h of recordings, the entirety of which were processed
into 1200 spectrograms~the processing details are provided
in Sec. III!. Visual examination of the spectrograms was the
primary method of analysis used to determine if a given
9-min sound segment contained noise from sources other
than surf. Although tedious, and subjective, the method is
quite effective if the individual evaluating the spectrograms

FIG. 1. A scale drawing of Scripps Pier and the location of the ambient
noise monitoring state. The gray rectangle is a contour map of the bathym-
etry around the monitoring station. The image to the right was taken during
one of the monthly maintenance operations and shows a diver cleaning the
marine growth off one of the hydrophones.

FIG. 2. A summary plot of ambient noise power spec-
tral density and rms wave height for the month of Janu-
ary 1998. The time series have been formed by concat-
enating 9-min segments of noise and wave height into a
continuous plot. Ambient noise levels can be seen to
rise and fall with the rms wave height of the incident
wave field.
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is familiar with the time-frequency patterns of interfering
sources. This issue is discussed further in the concluding
remarks.

Since the variety and characteristics of acoustic sources
operating in the surf zone are of interest in their own right,
examples of the hydrodynamical, biological, and mechanical
sources identified in the data set are given below. The iden-
tification of a given sound with a category of source was
made by identifying similar patterns of time-frequency varia-
tion in the spectrograms and then listening to the recording.
It is relatively easy, for example, to distinguish between bio-
logical and mechanical noise this way. Spectrograms illus-
trating the noise from the various source categories are
shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. In order to emphasize the relevant
features of each source, the spectrograms are plotted on dif-
ferent time and frequency scales, so inter-comparisons
should be made with care.

A. Biological sources

The biological sources identified at La Jolla Shores were
snapping shrimp, members of the Sciaenidae family of fish
~i.e., croakers, also known as Drum fish!, seals, and dolphins.
There are three marine mammals commonly observed in the
vicinity of the SIO pier. These are the harbor seal,Phoca
vitulina, the California sea lion,Zalophus californianus, and
the bottle-nose dolphin,Tursiops truncatus. The gray whale,
Eschrichtius robustus, are also observed in the pier vicinity
during their yearly migration.

Snapping shrimp create distinctive broadband, impulsive
snaps with source levels as high as 190 dBre: 1 mPa2 s at 1
m and containing frequencies up to 200 kHz and beyond.11

In concert, the shrimp sound similar to frying bacon. Colo-
nies of shrimp are known to live among the mussels and
barnacles that encrust the pilings of Scripps Pier, and the
sound of their activity was ubiquitous and dominated the surf
noise spectrum above about 1 kHz. Species of snapping
shrimp known to live along the San Diego coastline areSyn-

alpheus lockingtoni, Alpheus californiensis, Alpheus belli-
manus, andAlpheus clamator.12 The randomly placed, thin,
white vertical lines seen throughout the spectrogram in Fig.
4~a! are due to snapping shrimp. The constant and high lev-
els of shrimp noise effectively limited the analysis of surf
noise to frequencies below 1 kHz.

Members of the Sciaenidae family of fish, also known as
croakers or drum fish, have drumming muscles attached to
their air bladder which they use to produce sound. Individu-
als produce a short burst of taps every 3 to 7 s.13 Croakers
are known to congregate in schools and chorus between the
hours of dusk and early morning.14 The vocalizations we are
attributing to croakers were observed in the frequency band
200 Hz–800 Hz during the months of February through Oc-
tober for about 3–5 h after sunset. A spectrogram of a 10-s
segment of the noise is shown in Fig. 4~c!. There are ten
species of croakers known to inhabit the coastal regions of
California.15 Recordings of croaker choruses made by
Johnson14 around Scripps Pier between 1942 and 1947 indi-
cated the presence of one or more of the species: black
croaker,Sciaena saturna, spotfin croaker,Roncadro stearnsi,
and yellowfin croaker,Umbrina roncador.

Unlike snapping shrimp~colonies of which create sound
continuously! and croakers~which exhibit regular seasonal
and diurnal patterns of vocalization!, seals and dolphins were
heard at seemingly random intervals throughout the data set.
A spectrogram containing dolphin vocalizations is shown in
Fig. 4~a!. Both broadband clicks and whistling tones can be
seen. The whistles and clicks were not a significant source of
sound below 1 kHz, which is the upper limit of the band for
the surf noise analysis.

Seal vocalizations, which sound like a series of barks,
are illustrated in Fig. 4~b!. As the spectrogram shows, the
calls are a significant source of sound within the surf noise
analysis band~10 Hz–1 kHz!, and 9-min segments contain-
ing seal barks were excluded from the data set. Seal calls
were sometimes accompanied by loud taps on one of the

FIG. 3. A summary plot of ambient noise power spec-
tral density and rms wave height for the month of Sep-
tember 1997. Ambient noise levels were not recorded
for the first four days of the month. The large variations
in ambient level are due to biological and manmade
sources which were active during the summer months.
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hydrophones. The strong impression gained by listening to
the recording is that the hydrophone, possibly the object of a
seal’s curiosity, was being knocked or chewed on.

B. Hydrodynamical sources

The category of ‘‘hydrodynamical sources’’ includes
breaking surf, wind-induced wave breaking~white caps!,
rain, flow noise caused by wave-induced water flow past the
hydrophones and pressure variations caused by wave motion
over the hydrophones. Hail and snow also create underwater
sound, but these meteorological conditions were not encoun-
tered during the recording period.

1. Surf noise

Figure 5 shows a short segment of ambient noise re-
corded at 3 am on February 4, 1998 when the surf was heavy
and dominated the sound field below 1 kHz. The spectro-
gram at the top of the figure shows 4 min of noise processed
into sound pressure density and plotted in dBre: 1 mPa2/Hz
over the frequency band 10 Hz–1 kHz. The lower plot shows
the surface wave field over the same time period. At the
range of the monitoring station, approximately 360-m sea-
ward of the mean lower low water line, the sound of indi-
vidual waves breaking were distinguishable above the en-
semble of more distant events. The white, vertical bands that
persist of 5 s or so andextend over the entire frequency

FIG. 4. Spectrograms showing ex-
amples of biological noise.~a! Both
whistles and clicks from dolphins and
broadband snaps from shrimps living
on Scripps Pier can be seen.~b! Seal
sounds.~c! Chorusing vocalizations of
drum fish.

FIG. 5. A spectrogram of surf noise and a time series
plot of ocean surface elevation taken during a period of
moderate surf activity. The sound of individual break-
ing waves appears a broadband bursts of noise that per-
sist for 5 s or so.
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spectrum in the spectrogram are the sound of individual
waves breaking on the beach. This fact was easy enough to
verify during the course of the experiment by visually corre-
lating wave breaking activity on the beach with the sound at
the monitoring state. There is not a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the sound signature of a breaking wave and
the wave height peaks because of the time delay between
waves passing over the monitoring station and breaking on
the shore.

The surf noise is loudest below 300 Hz, but extends up
to 1 kHz and beyond. Breaking surf is known to generate
noise up to at least 20 kHz,8 but ambient noise above about
1.6 kHz in the present data set was dominated by the sound
of snapping shrimp living on Scripps Pier. Figure 6 shows
the average broadband, power spectral density, estimated
from 4 min of noise data taken during light, moderate, and
heavy surf. The broad peak in the power spectrum between 2
and 8 kHz is due to snapping shrimp, and shows an anti-
correlation with surf activity. Although this might be caused
by an increasing reluctance of the shrimp to snap with rising
surf activity, a more likely explanation is that the drop in
sound level is caused by the acoustic absorption due to the
large numbers of bubbles created by the surf between the
monitoring station and the shrimp colonies on the pier. In the
absence of other biological and mechanical noise sources,
the power spectral density below 1 kHz is dominated by surf
noise and increases with increasing surf activity.

Of the possible noise-generating mechanisms associated
with surf breaking over sand, including free bubble oscilla-
tions and collective oscillations of bubbles in bubble plumes,
splashes, sediment disturbance, hydrodynamic pounding of
the sea floor~‘‘surfseisms’’!, and bubble amplified turbu-
lence, the dominant source of noise between about 500 Hz
and 50 kHz is the oscillation of newly crated bubbles.8

2. Whitecap noise
When the wind speed exceeds about 5 m/s, wind-

induced wave breaking occurs across an extended region of

ocean surface forming whitecaps which contribute sound to
the ambient noise field. The noise from whitecaps extends
well below 1 kHz, and it was not possible to distinguish
between noise from whitecaps and surf noise by examining
the ambient noise spectrograms. This is not entirely surpris-
ing given the similarity between the physical processes oc-
curring beneath breaking surf and wind-induced whitecaps.
The contribution of whitecaps to the ambient noise field have
not been removed from the noise analysis, and wind-induced
effects on the ambient noise field are discussed in greater
depth in Sec. III.

3. Rain noise

The underwater noise of rain has been well-studied.16–21

As discussed by Nystuenet al.,17 the underwater sound pro-
duced by rain depends on the total rainfall rate. Light rain
with total rainfall rate of less than 2.5 mm per h produces a
broad, wind-sensitive, spectral peak at 15 kHz. Heavy rain-
fall with a total rainfall rate greater than 7.5 mm per h pro-
duces broadband noise at least in the range 4–21 kHz. Rain
noise was fairly easy to identify in the data set as continuous,
broadband noise well below 1 kHz and lasting for several
hours or days. In addition, a log book was maintained on a
daily basis throughout the experiment into which weather
conditions, including rain, were noted. Nine-minute noise
records containing rain noise were excluded from the surf
noise analysis.

4. Flow noise

Pressure fluctuations associated with the flow of water
past a hydrophone produce low frequency pseudo-sound.22

In the absence of turbulence caused by the physical presence
of the hydrophone, the main source of noise is the advection
of any existing turbulent pressure field past the hydrophone.
Wave-induced water flow around the noise monitoring sta-
tion had the dual effect of creating a turbulent flow around
the supporting structure during one-half of the wave cycle,
and then advecting the induced turbulence over the hydro-
phones as the flow direction reversed. It is not possible to
estimate the amplitude of the resulting infrasonic noise with-
out measurements of the turbulent velocity field at the noise
monitoring station, but a reasonable assumption is that the
noise measurements contain some component of flow noise
below about 50 Hz. This view is supported by measurements
of the ambient noise coherence between pairs of hydro-
phones. Figure 7 shows a plot of the real and imaginary parts
of the coherence between the two hydrophones lying parallel
to the shore line. The broadband coherence between two hy-
drophones with a fixed separation is defined as

G~v,r 1 ,r 2!5
^S1~v,r 1!S2* ~v,r 2!&

A^S1~v,r 1!S1* ~v,r 1!&^S2~v,r 1!S2* ~v,r 1!&
,

~1!

where Sj is the pressure spectral density at hydrophonej
located atr j , v is the angular frequency,* denotes complex
conjugation, and̂ & denotes the expected value. The coher-
ence function for acoustic noise fields has the property that it
tends to unity as frequency tends to zero and the hydrophone

FIG. 6. Plots of the ambient noise power spectral density calculated from
4-min segments of noise recorded during heavy, moderate, and light surf
conditions. The noise segments were selected from recordings free of bio-
logical and mechanical sounds. The spectrum between 100 Hz and 1.6 kHz
is dominated by surf noise; the spectrum above 1.6 kHz comes from the
sound shrimps living on Scripps Pier.
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separation becomes a small fraction of a wavelength. The
plot in Fig. 7, however, shows the coherence rapidly drop-
ping to zero for frequencies less than about 50 Hz. This is a
clear indication that the pressure fluctuations measured at
frequencies less than 50 Hz are local to the hydrophone and
are not associated with a propagating acoustic field. Because
of the flow noise, the surf noise analysis is restricted to fre-
quencies greater than 50 Hz.

C. Mechanical noise

The main source of mechanical noise was associated
with human activity during the summer months and mainly
came from small fishing and pleasure craft within a few ki-
lometers of the monitoring station, although occasionally
noise was heard from much larger vessels further off the
coast or light aircraft passing over the monitoring station@see

Fig. 8~a!, ~b!#. These sources of noise were present largely
during the daylight hours, and created both broadband and
narrow-band noise across the entire spectrum of interest.
Nine-minute records containing identifiable ship or aircraft
noise were removed from the data set.

Additional mechanical noise can from Scripps Pier
which supports two large submersed pumps to supply seawa-
ter to the Stephen Birch Aquarium and various research labo-
ratories on the Scripps campus. The pumps operate at irregu-
lar intervals depending on the varying demand for seawater,
and create underwater sound between 40 Hz and 1 kHz@see
Fig. 8~c!#. This is in frequency band of interest and 9-min
records with low surf noise levels which also contained
pump noise were largely eliminated from the data set. How-
ever, too many records contained pump noise for all of them
to be removed and the pumps remained a noticeable source
of noise contamination at low surf levels.

III. AMBIENT NOISE ANALYSIS

Each day of data collection resulted 24, 9-min segments
of noise. Roughly 8000 noise segments were collected dur-
ing the course of the experiment, but because many of these
contained interfering sources of noise only a relatively small
subset of the total were selected for the surf noise analysis.
Figure 9 shows how the data set was processed. Spectro-
grams of the noise power spectral density were generated by
playing the noise recordings through a 10-Hz to 1.6-kHz
band-pass filter and sampling the filtered noise at 4 kHz with
a 12 bit analogue to digital converter. The resulting data
stream was transformed with a real-time Fast Fourier Trans-
form processor and averaged into 2-s power spectral density
estimates. All the noise recordings were processed into spec-
trograms and 9-min surf noise segments that were not obvi-
ously contaminated by other sources were selected manually.

FIG. 7. The real and imaginary components of ambient noise coherence
plotted as a function of frequency during a period of moderate surf activity.
The noise field is not well correlated at frequencies less than about 50 Hz,
indicating that the ambient noise recordings are contaminated by low fre-
quency flow noise.

FIG. 8. Spectrograms showing ex-
amples of mechanical noise.~a! Air-
plane noise.~b! Ship noise.~c! Noise
from one of the seawater pumps oper-
ating on Scripps Pier.
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Eliminating noise segments contaminated by noise sources
other than surf noise left a data set of approximately 1300
data points.

The noise segments selected as being surf noise domi-
nated were processed further by forming six octave-band av-
erages between 32 Hz and 1024 kHz and then time averaged
over an entire segment. The octave bands centered on 32 and
64 Hz were contaminated by flow noise, and were not in-
cluded in the correlation analysis. Thus every 9-min noise
segment was reduced to four numbers, each of which repre-
sents the time-averaged energy level in an octave frequency
band between 128 and 1024 Hz. In addition to the noise
measurements, the average rms wave height, mean water
depth, peak wave period, mean wind speed, and mean wind
direction were calculated for each 9-min data segment. The
calculation of the instantaneous surface elevation from the
pressure time series is described in the Appendix.

A. The correlation between surf noise and wave height

Table I shows the results of a correlation analysis of the
octave-band average noise levels and the rms wave height,
wave peak frequency, mean water depth~representing tidal

variations!, and wind speed. Of the four environmental vari-
ables, rms wave height stands out as having the strongest
correlation with the average noise levels, followed by wind
speed. Scatter plots of mean noise level plotted in dBre:
1 mPa2/Hz versus rms wave height for the four octave bands
are shown in Fig. 10. As expected from the correlation co-
efficients, there is a strong, positive correlation between
noise level and wave height. The scatter plots can be pro-
cessed into mean noise levels by sectioning the wave height
axis into bins and averaging all the points that lie within a
given bin. The resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 11. The
dots indicate the linear mean noise level and the length of the
vertical bars passing through the dots indicate the standard
deviation of the noise level within a bin.

The curves show a systematic trend to lower noise level
with increasing frequency, and increasing noise level with
rms wave height. Across the four octave bands the noise
power density scales roughly as the rms wave height
squared. This is a suggestive dependence. The mechanical
energy in the incident surface wave field is also proportional
to the rms wave height squared, implying that the noise
power density at the monitoring station is proportional to the
flux of wave energy incident on the beach. This idea is sup-
ported by the plots in Fig. 12, which show the ratio of am-
bient noise intensity, averaged over an octave band, to the
surface wave field energy flux~calculation of the surface
wave energy flux is described in Appendix A!. Note that the
surface wave energy flux is integrated over the depth of the
water column but the noise intensity is not, so the ratio of
these two quantities has dimensions of per m per Hz. The
ratio is a measure of the efficiency of breaking waves in
turning mechanical energy into sound energy measured at
the recording station location. As the measurement site is
remote from the breaking surf, the ratio is a result of both
sound source mechanisms acting within the breaking surf
and the absorption and scattering of sound between the surf
and the monitoring station.

The numerical value of the energy flux ratio is very
small because the conversion of mechanical energy in the
surface wave field to sound energy is a very inefficient pro-
cess. Although the points in the scatter plots show consider-
able variability, there are frequency and wave-energy-flux
dependent trends in the ratio. These trends can be seen more
clearly in Fig. 13, which shows average ratio values, found
by sectioning the wave energy flux axis into bins and aver-

TABLE I. The cross-correlation coefficients between the 1340 9-min surf noise level averages, rms wave
height, wave peak frequency, mean water depth, and rms wind speed. Frequencies refer to the center frequency
of surf noise octave band averages. The cross-correlation coefficients are for the log of the octave band average
levels.

128 Hz 256 Hz 512 Hz 1024 Hz Wave height Wave freq. Mean depth Wind speed

128 Hz 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.94 20.15 20.19 0.30
256 Hz 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.87 20.19 20.27 0.23
512 Hz 1.00 0.95 0.83 20.15 20.31 0.28
1-24 Hz 1.00 0.84 20.14 20.29 0.39
Wave height 1.00 20.18 20.09 0.35
Wave freq. 1.00 20.16 0.18
Mean depth 1.00 20.13
Wind speed 1.00

FIG. 9. A flowchart of the noise data analysis and 9-min segment selection
process for the surf noise analysis. The 32-Hz and 64-Hz octave band aver-
ages are contaminated with flow noise and did not form part of the correla-
tion analysis.
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aging all the points that lie within a given bin. For wave
energy fluxes greater than 100 W per m, the maximum and
minimum values of the average ratio generally differ by no
more than a factor of 3. The scatter in the ratio for wave
energy fluxes less than 100 W per m is probably due to
interfering sound sources that become important at low surf
levels and were not successfully eliminated from the data set.

At octave-band frequencies of 128, 256, and 512 Hz,
there is an obvious peak in the ratio. Since the acoustic en-
ergy level at the monitoring station is a function of both the
breaking wave source strength and wave guide propagation
through the near shore region, it would be an oversimplifi-
cation to infer that the peak is due to an optimal conversion
of mechanical energy to sound~although this could, in fact,

be the case!. An alternative explanation is that acoustic ab-
sorption by the increasingly large numbers of bubbles gen-
erated by high surf levels causes an apparent decrease in the
efficiency of mechanical to sound energy conversion. Such a
mechanism would be a low frequency analogue of the high
frequency absorption of surface generated noise at high wind
speeds described by Farmer and Lemon.23 A similar effect is
also seen in rain-generated noise during heavy rain, as de-
scribed by Nystuen, McGlothin, and Cook.17 Although ap-
pealing, this explanation requires acoustical absorption by
quite large bubbles. From Minnaert’s equation,24 the peak in
the 128-Hz octave band implies absorption from bubbles
about 5 cm in diameter. Although bubbles of this size may
well be generated by breaking surf,25 buoyancy forces will

FIG. 10. Scatter plots of the octave-
band-averaged noise level versus rms
wave height. Each plot corresponds to
noise level averages across the indi-
cated octave band. Reference lines
showing rms wave height squared
scaling are also plotted.

FIG. 11. Average values of noise
level. The scatter plots in Fig. 10 have
been processed into mean noise levels
by sectioning the rms wave height axis
into bins and averaging the points that
lie within a given bin. The resulting
mean noise level for each bin is plot-
ted as a dot; the length of the vertical
line above the dot shows the standard
deviation of the levels lying within the
bin. The reference lines show rms
wave height squared scaling.
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rapidly remove them from the water column. The absorption
of sound by assemblages of bubbles at low frequencies is
another possibility. The collective oscillation of bubble
clouds was independently suggested as a source of low fre-
quency sound in the ocean by Carey26 and Prosperetti.27

These structures certainly exist in the surf zone, and their
passive acoustic behavior represents an alternative mecha-
nism for the scattering and absorption of low frequency
sound.

B. The correlation between ambient noise and wind
speed

Figure 14 shows a scatter plot of the~linear! avenge
noise level versus rms wind speed for each of the octave

bands. Positive values of wind speed indicate the wind is
blowing from offshore toward the beach. There is consider-
able variance in the distribution of points within the plots
because the noise level is primarily determined by wave
height, not wave speed. The scatter plots have been pro-
cessed into mean levels by sectioning the wind speed axis
into bins and averaging all the points that lie within a given
bin. The resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 15. The average
curves show that the noise level averaged over wave height
is independent of wind speed, for speeds less than about 5
m/s. Above 5 m/s the noise level increases with increasing
wind speed, an effect almost certainly due to the additive
noise generated by wind-induced white caps. Although the
white caps are not as energetic as the breaking surf, they

FIG. 12. Scatter plots of the ratio of
ambient noise intensity to the surface
wave field energy flux, plotted as a
function of the wave field energy flux.
The ratio is a measure of the efficiency
of the conversion of mechanical en-
ergy in the surface wave field into
sound energy at the monitoring sta-
tion. The conversion process includes
both noise generation processes within
the breaking surf and sound propaga-
tion from the surf to the monitoring
station.

FIG. 13. Average values of the noise
intensity and surface wave energy flux
ratio, formed by sectioning the wave
energy flux axis into bins and averag-
ing the points that lie within a given
bin.
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occur over a larger area of ocean surface and their integrated
radiation adds noticeably to the ambient noise level. Repre-
sentative values for the noise due to white caps alone can be
calculated by taking the power spectral density at a wind
speed of 10 m/s and subtracting the surf noise component,
estimated from the noise level at wind speeds less than 2
m/s. The resulting 10-m/s wind speed levels are: 89 dB at
128 Hz, 81 dB at 256 Hz, 75 dB at 512 Hz, and 71 dB at
1024 Hz.

Douglas28 has studied the influence of wind on breaking
surf in a laboratory flume. He found that onshore winds
cause waves to break in deeper water and form spilling
breakers while offshore winds tend to form plunging break-
ers in shallower water. Given the dependence of breaker lo-
cation and type on the direction of the wind, it might be
expected that the noise generated by breaking surf would
also depend on wind direction. Figure 16 shows a plot of
power spectral density versus the East/West component of
wind speed for the four octave bands. The wind speed com-
ponent is positive for winds out of the West. Any differences
in noise level induced by an offshore versus an onshore
breeze would be apparent in the plots as an asymmetry in the
placement of data points about the vertical axis of the scatter
plot. The plots are, however, quite symmetrical and it ap-
pears from this data set that the noise level does not show a
dependence on wind direction over the 100-Hz to 1000-Hz
frequency band.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ambient noise recorded in the near shore region off
La Jolla Shores beach arose from a multitude of hydrody-
namical, biological, and manmade mechanical sources.
Noise from snapping shrimp, drum fish, seals, dolphins,

ships, airplanes, pumps on Scripps Pier, rain, and open-ocean
white caps were recorded in addition to the sound of break-
ing surf. Noise levels were highly variable depending on
which sources happened to be radiating within a given re-
cording segment. It seems likely that noise levels measured
at a different site, with a different resident marine population
and different levels of cultural activity, would be different.
The noise due to breaking surf, however, should be typical of
any beach with a similar bathymetry and seafloor. Recording
many noise segments over the course of a year has made it
possible to select periods of surf dominated noise for a vari-
ety of wind and surface wave conditions.

The main result of this study is the discovery that be-
tween 100 and 1000 Hz, surf noise scales with the squared
rms wave height of the incident surface waves. Figure 10
shows the relationship between mean noise power density in
an octave band and the rms wave height of the surface wave
field, measured 1.8 m above the sea floor in 8-m deep water,
360-m seaward of the mean lower low water line. The pro-
portionality between surf noise and rms wave height squared
implies that the conversion of wave mechanical energy into
breaking wave noise is approximately constant. In fact, the
ratio of noise power spectral density to surface wave energy
flux varies by a factor of 2–3 over the range of surface wave
energy fluxes measured~roughly 100–3000 W per m of
wave crest!.

For the 128-, 256-, and 512-Hz octave bands, the ratio of
noise power spectral density and surface wave energy flux
has a local maximum that moves systematically to lower
values of surface wave energy flux with increasing fre-
quency. If a peak exists in the ratio for the 1024-Hz band, it
is masked by the presence of interfering noise sources that
become important at surface wave energy fluxes less than
100 W per m. It is not obvious from the data set whether the
peak in the ratio is due to an optimal conversion of mechani-
cal energy to sound occurring in the breaking surf for a par-

FIG. 14. Scatter plots of the octave-
band-averaged noise level versus rms
wind speed. Each plot corresponds to
noise level averages across the indi-
cated octave band.
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ticular value of surface wave energy flux, or whether acous-
tic absorption by the increasingly large numbers of bubbles
generated by high surf levels causes an apparent decrease in
the efficiency of mechanical to sound energy conversion at
large values of surface wave energy flux.

The analysis of the correlation between ambient noise
and wind speed showed that noise from wind-induced white
caps begins to contribute noticeably to the ambient noise
level across the four octave bands at the monitoring station
when the wind speed exceeded 5 m/s. A study of the effect
of on-shore versus off-shore wind direction did not show any
influence of wind direction on surf noise generation over the
100-Hz to 1000-Hz frequency band.

One of the limiting factors of this study is the mixture of

surf noise with other shallow water sound sources, which
were numerous at the La Jolla Shores site~cf. Fig. 3!. A
resolution of this problem, and the one adopted here, is to
find periods of time when surf noise dominates the sound
field and include only these in the noise analysis. The diffi-
culty with this method lies in its implementation; it is diffi-
cult to be certain whether a particular noise segment is domi-
nated by surf noise when the emissions from competing
sources have a similar time-frequency pattern to surf noise.
This is the case with wind-induced, wave breaking noise, for
example. In addition, manual selection of sound segments
dominated by surf noise introduces a subjective element into
the analysis. Automated selection, however, brings its own
pitfalls and in this study the flexibility offered by a thinking

FIG. 15. Average values of the noise
level computed from the points in Fig.
14 by sectioning the rms wind speed
axis into bins and averaging the points
that lie with a given bin. The ambient
noise levels increase across the four
octave bands when the wind speed ex-
ceeds about 5 m/s.

FIG. 16. Scatter plots of the octave-
band-averaged noise level versus the
East/West component of the rms wind
speed. Offshore and onshore breezes
are, respectively, plotted as positive
and negative values. The plots do not
show any obvious differences between
onshore and offshore winds.
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analyst was preferred over the repeatability of an automated
analysis. Probably the most significant improvement to this
study would be to make measurements at a site less subject
to competing sound sources, particularly at high or low lati-
tudes where snapping shrimp noise is absent.
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APPENDIX. CALCULATION OF SURFACE ELEVATION
AND ENERGY FLUX

The calculation of the instantaneous free surface eleva-
tion and surface wave energy flux discussed below is based
on linear, shallow water wave theory. The tacit assumption is
that nonlinear effects are small, so that the principle of su-
perposition can be applied. The requirement for linear wave
theory is thatkH/2 be small, wherek is the wave number and
H is the peak-to-trough wave height. For the shortest period
waves of interest~about 5 s!, and the largest peak-to-trough
wave heights observed~about 2 m!, kH/2 has a value of 0.17
in the 8 m ofwater at the noise monitoring station. Thus we
can expect linear theory to provide a good approximation for
the surface wave properties.

A. Calculation of the surface elevation

The calculation of surface elevation from the measured
pressure time series at the monitoring station requires some
explanation. Linear, shallow water wave theory provides a
relationship between the pressure field associated with a har-
monic, progressive wave and the surface displacement~see,
for example, Dean and Dalrymple,29 p. 83!:

p52rgz1rghKp~z!, ~A1!

where

Kp~z!5
cosh~k~h1z!!

cosh~kh!
, ~A2!

r is the water density,g is the acceleration due to gravity,z
is depth measured from the still water surface,h is the in-
stantaneous surface displacement,k is the wave number, and
h is the water depth. The first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~A1! is the hydrostatic term determined by the mean
water depth. The second term is known as the dynamic pres-
sure and is a function of the instantaneous wave height, wave
frequency~through the wave number!, and depth. The in-
stantaneous wave height can be determined from a pressure
time series segment as follows. The mean value of the pres-
sure is subtracted from the time series, leaving the dynamic
pressure. The dynamic pressure is Fourier transformed into
spectral components, each of which is then scaled by the
factor 1/(Kprg) before inverse Fourier transforming. Note

that the calculation ofKp requires determining the wave
number for a given frequency component. The relationship
between wave number and frequency is given by the gravity
wave dispersion relationship:

k5
v2

g

1

tanh~kh!
, ~A3!

wherev is the angular frequency of the wave. An approxi-
mate solution fork as a function ofv that is accurate to
within about 5% is given by Eckart30

k5
v2

g

1

Atanh~v2h/g!
. ~A4!

A practical problem encountered when compensating for the
filtering effect of the water column is thatKp decreases rap-
idly from increasing frequency and water depth. Thus the
dynamic pressure variation caused by short period waves de-
cays rapidly with depth and there is some frequency at which
the signal becomes lost in the noise of the transducer used to
record the pressure variations and attempts to recover the
signal result in the amplification of electronic noise. This
practical difficulty can be overcome by limiting the range of
frequencies for the inversion process.

B. Calculation of the surface wave energy flux

The surface wave energy flux for a harmonic, progres-
sive wave is given by~see, for example, Dean and
Dalrymple,29 p. 98!

F5H2Ke , ~A5!

where

Ke5
1

16
rg

v

k
11

2kh

sinh~2kh!
, ~A6!

and H is the wave amplitude measured from the peak to
trough. Equation~5! can be used to calculate the surface
wave energy flux in an analogous manner to the free surface
elevation. Using Parseval’s theorem, the total energy flux in
the surface wave train is estimated by summing the surface
elevation power spectral density components weighted by
Ke .
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Bubble plumes of various void fractions and sizes were produced by varying the flow velocity of a
water jet impinging normally on a water surface. The bubbles entrained at the surface were carried
downwards by the fluid flow to depths ranging from 33 to 65 cm, and formed roughly cylindrical
plumes with diameters ranging from 12 to 27 cm. The acoustic emissions from the plumes were
recorded onto digital audio tape using a hydrophone placed outside the cloud at distances ranging
from 50 cm to 16.0 m. Closeup video images of the individual bubbles within the plume were also
taken in order to gain knowledge of the bubble size distributions. The experiments were performed
in both fresh-water and salt-water environments. The fresh-water clouds emitted sounds with a
modal structure that was significantly different from that produced by the salt-water clouds.
Furthermore, the smaller bubbles present in the salt-water clouds have a fundamental effect on the
amplification of turbulence noise, generating sound at significant levels for frequencies up to several
hundred Hertz. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03012-X#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Nb, 43.30.Es@SAC-B#

INTRODUCTION

A. Bubbles in the ocean

In recent decades there has been much work related to
understanding and modeling the wide array of mechanisms
responsible for generating underwater ambient noise in the
ocean.1–4 Over the past several years the impact that subsur-
face bubbles and bubble clouds have on this ambient noise
field has been realized.5 In particular, the work described
here is concerned with bubble-related noise generation fol-
lowing breaking wave events: These will typically be char-
acterized by the entrainment of many thousands of bubbles
in highly excited states, occupying a localized region of
space (<m3) and occurring over a fairly short period of time
~; seconds!. Such bubble clouds will typically have quite
complex distributions of bubbles~in both size and density!,
and will be influenced by such things as surface interactions,
dissolution, coalescence, bubble shearing, and bubble trans-
port by various fluid flows beneath the ocean surface. Fol-
lowing a breaking wave event one would typically expect to
find a bubble cloud with a relatively dense core~high void
fraction! surrounded by an outer sheath with substantially
lower bubble density; the transition between the two is likely
to be exponential in character. Simplified structures are often
used to model the general shape and structure of these
bubble clouds; to date the types of structures actively being
considered include fractals, hemispheres, cylinders, and
more extended shapes such as horns.6–10

The importance of bubbly structures to ocean acoustic
propagation and noise modeling can be seen from the fact
that compact bubble clouds distributed throughout a region
of the ocean can dramatically affect the bulk acoustical prop-
erties: They are essentially pockets of media with acoustic
phase speeds around an order of magnitude slower~at fre-
quencies well below individual bubble resonance! than the
sound speed of the surrounding sea water. For these low
frequencies the acoustic phase speed can be expressed ap-

proximately as a function of the void fractionb via Wood’s
equation,11

cWood'A P0

rwb~12b!
. ~1!

This equation is valid for void fractions in the range
0.002,b,0.94,9 this upper limit being a gross overestimate
for bubble clouds formed under even the most violent of
breaking waves. P0 is the ambient pressure (;1.01
3105 Pa for near-surface clouds!, and rw is the density of
the bubbly water which, for the bubble clouds in the ocean
which will be considered in this work, is still quite close to
1000 kg/m3. From ~1! it is evident that even for void frac-
tions of only 1% the acoustic phase speed is reduced to about
300 m/s. To a good approximation such a compact bubble
cloud is equivalent to introducing a resonant cavity: If such a
cavity were roughly cylindrical in shape with a length of 1
m, the fundamental longitudinal mode of oscillation would
occur at around 150 Hz.

Low-frequency collective oscillations of clouds of
bubbles can be sharply contrasted with the relatively high-
frequency spectrum of individual bubble resonance for
bubble sizes typically found in the ocean. From very general
physical considerations~i.e., conservation of energy!
Minnaert12 and later Strasberg13,14 have shown that for a
spherical bubble pulsating radially, the natural frequency,
f 0 , will be given by the formula

f 05
1

2p
A3gP0

rwRb
2, ~2!

whereg ~51.4! is the ratio of specific heats, andRb is the
radius of the bubble.12 In the experiment described in this
paper even the largest fresh-water bubbles had radii well
below 3.5 mm, for which the Minnaert frequencies as calcu-
lated by~2!, are well above 1 kHz. Thus it is expected that a
typical cloud’s resonance frequencies are sufficiently far be-
low the main resonance peaks of the individual bubbles
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within the cloud, and as such the extremely high attenuation
associated with driving a bubble at resonance is absent.15

This has prompted many researchers to suggest that a group
of bubbles can behave as a collective mass, provided that the
bulk acoustical properties of the bubbly medium occur in a
sufficiently compact region of space.6–10,15–23

Much still remains to be determined about bubble cloud
resonances and excitation mechanisms, particularly in the
ocean, where it is not an easy task to catch a freely resonat-
ing cloud while simultaneously making comprehensive mea-
surements of the bubble field and other pertinent parameters.
Several attempts have been made to produce bubbly struc-
tures in a more hospitable~controlled! environment;6–9,24 in
each case they are found to mimic certain aspects of bubble
clouds found in the ocean. In particular, experiments usually
have inaccurate bubble-field realizations with respect to real
ocean parameters. In this study, a jet of water impinging on
a horizontal water surface at normal incidence is used to
continuously entrain a cloud of bubbles.~See Sec. I for de-
tails.! This experiment was carried out with the specific in-
tent of looking for signs of clouds resonating while maintain-
ing the gross dimensions of the cloud over a long time
period, and allowing only those processes involved in en-
trainment to excite the cloud. In particular, we were looking
for differences in the acoustic emissions of these bubble
clouds when going from a fresh-water environment to a salt-
water environment.

The analysis of the data collected in this experiment
strongly suggests that any data concerning ambient noise in
the ocean should be conducted in saline conditions. Certain
conclusions one might infer from fresh-water experiments
may be misleading or possibly erroneous in salt-water envi-
ronments. While much of the physics of the entrainment and
resonance processes are the same for the two environments,
there are crucial differences~particularly those concerned
with the surface properties! that lead to drastic differences in
the bubble populations which, in turn, have marked effects
on the acoustic properties.

B. Effects of salt and other surfactants

A detailed examination of the bubble entrainment pro-
cess is beyond the scope of the work presented here. In terms
of the effect on the acoustics, of most concern to us is that
the bubble populations in the fresh-water and salt-water parts
of our experiments are markedly different, and, furthermore,
that the smaller-sized bubble populations we observed in the
salt-water environment are to be expected in the ocean. How-
ever, we will briefly mention the effect salt has on the phys-
ics of bubbles and offer directions to some of the earlier
work done by others that concern the entrainment process
and give indications as to why the bubble sizes are so much
smaller in salt water.

Salt, comprising NaCl and the impurities that come with
it, alter the surface properties of the air–water interface. A
water jet impinging on a still water surface will drag down
the surface of the water, opening up a small wedge-shaped
cavity from which bubbles are entrained~see Fig. 1!. In re-
ducing the surface tension by introducing salt into the water,
the cavity opened up is smaller and results in the production

of smaller bubbles. In addition, there are other agents present
in ocean waters which impede bubble coalescence, dissolu-
tion, and bursting at the surface: The net effect is that in the
ocean we expect to see much smaller bubble size distribu-
tions within the bubble clouds, and that these bubbles will
remain in the water column for longer times. As a direct
result of this, salt-water~and in particular, ocean! bubbles
and bubble clouds have ‘‘long-term’’ properties, occurring
over time scales beyond those of typical acoustic emissions
from, say, breaking waves. All of these properties, but par-
ticularly the extended life of the bubbles in the water col-
umn, combine with hydrodynamic effects~such as swell,
Langmuir circulation, and turbulence! to cause dramatic
changes in the acoustic behavior of such clouds.

Koga25 performed some controlled experiments involv-
ing bubble entrainment when a laminar fluid jet impinges
normally on the surface of an identical fluid. He noticed that
a cavity opens up alongside the jet which varies in size and
shape depending upon the conditions~such as angle of inci-
dence, flow rate, etc.!, and that the larger the cavity the more
unstable it was. These larger cavities were found to entrain
both more and bigger bubbles than those produced by the
smaller, more stable cavities. He went on to describe the
interaction of the jet with the surface as a balance of forces
between the downward, dynamic force produced by the jet
flow opposing an upward restoring force from the surface
tension. As the flow increases the horizontal surface experi-
ences more downward pull by the jet~which manifests itself
as a progressively smaller radius of curvature for the fluid at
the jet–surface interface, as illustrated in Fig. 1! until the
surface tension is overcome, at which point the surface is
then bent downwards and regular entrainment of air bubbles
ensues.

Lin and Donnelly26 also noticed the air cavity between
the incoming jet and the deformed surface: For viscous fluids
they observed that a thin cavity could extend down to several
millimeters below the surface. They also showed that the
addition of even a small amount of surfactant has the effect
of entraining smaller bubbles. In the light of Koga’s work,
we see that the addition of a surfactant lowers the surface
tension of the fluid and hence reduces the size of the cavity
formed by the deformation of the surface. The result is the

FIG. 1. This figure shows the different degrees of entrainment as a function
of jet velocity. Below the threshold velocityv2 , the surface tension causes
the water surfaces to adhere to one another. There are no sharp edges or
pockets to collapse and form bubbles. As the velocity increases tov2 , the
radius of curvature of the meniscus becomes progressively smaller. This is a
particularly critical regime for bubble entrainment in that even small defor-
mations of the surface of the water jet can cause bubble entrainment when
they hit the horizontal water surface. As the jet velocity is increased even
further, the water surface can no longer support the jet and sharp corners and
pockets are created, entraining hundreds to thousands of bubbles at a time.
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entrainment of smaller bubbles. At higher flow rates~with
Reynolds numbers of 2000 or more! the fluid jet is no longer
laminar and surface irregularities were observed: Upon im-
pact with the horizontal water surface these irregularities also
open up cavities and lead to what Lin and Donnelly de-
scribed as ‘‘vigorous’’ entrainment. For the jets investigated
in these experiments the Reynolds numbers were in excess of
10 000, putting us well into the regime where we would ex-
pect a great deal of entrainment to be continually occurring
at the plunging point of the jet.

It is important to point out that tabulated values of the
surface tension of water with dissolved NaCl show that the
values increase slightly with increasing NaCl concentration.
However, Scott27 points out that ‘‘salt’’ contains much more
than just NaCl; even the table salt we use in the home con-
tains soaps and other impurities that have surfactant proper-
ties. The salt water encountered in the ocean is actually
‘‘dirty’’ water in the sense that it will contain a variety of
chemical agents that will lower the surface tension.~This
will, of course, vary from location to location, but will al-
ways be much smaller than for fresh water.! Thorpe and
Stubbs28 did quote measurements of surface tension for both
clean and dirty bubbles where the dirty bubbles had a surface
tension half of that of the clean bubbles. They also note that
the surface action on the dirty bubbles stops them from dis-
solving as quickly as clean bubbles. Furthermore, in Scott’s
careful experiments reported in Ref. 27 it was shown that, in
the absence of all other impurities, NaCl alone has surface
properties which make it more difficult for bubbles to coa-
lesce in NaCl solutions at concentrations relevant to the

ocean. Once the small bubbles are produced, there are
mechanisms present which inhibit their disappearance by
dissolution or coalescence and even retard their bursting at
the surface.

I. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiments described in this work were carried out
in two parts: One was conducted in the fresh water of Lake
Washington, east of Seattle, while the other was carried out
in the brackish water of Puget Sound, west of Seattle. With
the exception of needing to use portable electrical generators
on the Puget Sound part of the experiment, the equipment
~see Fig. 2! used was identical to both.

A pontoon platform was constructed from a rigid frame
mounted over four large styrofoam floats: these floats were
of such a large footprint that they only extended below the
water surface by a few centimeters even when the platform
was fully loaded. This platform was used to hold a water jet
nozzle, an underwater camera and lighting~on adjustable
mounts!, and a hydrophone and preamplifier. To isolate this
system from the noise of the pump and water intake, this
float was allowed to drift roughly 20 m away from a boat
holding the remainder of the equipment. The intensity of the
underwater lighting could be controlled from the boat (2
3500 W maximum!, as could the pan, tilt, and zoom features
of the underwater camera. The bubble plume was generated
by directing a fast stream of water from the nozzle at normal
incidence onto the water surface.

Figure 3 shows a schematic for the data acquisition sys-
tem. Video images from the underwater camera for which
Figs. 4 and 5 are representative were stored on a high-quality
SVHS recorder while simultaneous audio from the hydro-
phone~after filtering! was recorded onto the audio track: this
audio track was used as a reference to match events on the
recordings of the DAT recorder which were of much higher
fidelity. A digital oscilloscope was used to perform some
on-site analysis using its built-in fast Fourier transform
~FFT! capabilities.

Water was fed to the nozzle down a 30-m hose held at
the surface by floats: the intake end was at the boat, where
the water was sucked in using a centrifugal pump driven by
a variable-speed motor.~The flow rates were calibrated for
each setting of the motor controller as listed in Table I.! A
~fairly crude! measure of the void fraction was made by sam-
pling the water for a specific period of time and measuring
the volume of air present.

FIG. 2. A schematic of the experimental setup. A pump
with its intake hose submerged nearby the boat forced
water out through a nozzle approximately 20 m away
forming a jet that impinged normally onto the surface.
A typical cloud was roughly cylindrical in shape with a
length of 50 cm and a diameter of 20 cm. The acoustic
emissions were detected using a hydrophone placed
outside the cloud and, after filtering, were recorded on a
DAT recorder. Simultaneous video images were also
recorded on a SVHS VCR.

TABLE I. Flow rates and mean jet velocities measured over the useful
range of the pump controller settings. Below a setting of 35 the pump was
not able to force enough water through the system to produce a steady cloud
at the pontoon. At a setting of 75 and above the pump was operating at
maximum rpm and no further increase in flow rate was possible.

Pump setting
~%!

Flow rate
~l/s!

Jet velocity
~m/s!

35 0.91 1.42
40 1.01 1.57
45 1.12 1.74
50 1.28 1.98
55 1.44 2.23
60 1.54 2.39
65 1.61 2.50
70 1.64 2.54
75 1.67 2.59
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All bubble cloud sizes and individual bubble size mea-
surements were made from images obtained using the under-
water video camera. Digital images were later grabbed onto a
computer and enhanced using commercially available soft-
ware. Suitable scales were usedin situ in order to calibrate
these images. When sizing clouds we assumed that, on aver-
age, they were azimuthally symmetrical. For sizing the
bubbles, the semi-major and semi-minor axes of their ellip-
tical images were measured and their volumes were calcu-
lated assuming they are prolate ellipsoids. From this volume
a radius is calculated for the equivalent spherical bubble,
since it is this quantity that dominates in the calculation of
individual bubble resonance frequencies.~Strasberg13

showed that even drastically deformed bubbles still resonate
close to the Minnaert frequency based on spherical bubbles.!

For cloud sizing the camera was mounted several meters
away from the cloud, with a meter ruler periodically placed
in the field of view for calibration purposes. For individual
bubble size measurements, the camera was placed inside the
bubble cloud: The camera that was used had a sufficiently
small focal length to enable it to clearly see bubbles right
outside its pressure dome. In order to reduce bubble-image
overlap, a frosted screen was mounted a few centimeters
beyond the pressure dome so that only those bubbles passing
between the screen and the camera would be viewed. This
screen was illuminated from behind using one of the under-
water lamps, and a small scale with 1-mm markings was
mounted to the bottom edge so that it was continuously in
the view of the camera. There was sufficient light present to
enable the video camera to be shuttered down to1

500 s which
prevented blurring of the bubble images as they passed in
front of the camera.

Figure 6 shows the bubble size distribution measured in
the fresh water of Lake Washington. With the exception of
the 60% flow rate, the distributions are similar in shape: The
maxima occur at bubble radii between 0.5 and 1 mm with
tails on the upper end and very few bubbles with radii below

0.5 mm. At flow rates of 60% and above there was some
difficulty in accurately measuring the bubble size distribution
due to excessive image overlapping. However, given the
similarity of all the distributions at the lower flow rates we
do not expect any significant changes to be occurring at these
slightly higher flow rates. In any case, most of the acoustic
data used in this current work was for the flow rates where
we do have clear measurements of the bubble size distribu-
tions.

Figure 7 shows the bubble size distribution for the com-
bined data of all measurements below the 60% flow rate.
This figure is based on 632 measurements of bubble vol-
umes, which now enables us to divide the results into smaller
bins. One can infer from this figure that the bubble size dis-
tribution is log-normal in nature: Fig. 8~a! shows a log-
normal least squares fit to the data binned in 0.5-mm bins.
We should not be too surprised at this since it has been
known for some time29 that gas bubbles in a turbulent liquid
flow are distributed according to a log-normal distribution.
We would further expect to see this bubble size distribution
in results of ongoing studies looking at bubble fields close to

FIG. 3. A schematic for the data acquisition system. Video images from the
underwater camera were stored on a high-quality SVHS recorder while si-
multaneous audio from the hydrophone~after filtering! was recorded onto
the audio track: this audio track was used as a reference to match events on
the recordings of the DAT recorder which were of much higher fidelity. A
digital oscilloscope was used to perform some on-site analysis using its
built-in FFT capabilities.

FIG. 4. Typical bubble clouds entrained by a water jet at the surface as
observed from below using the underwater video camera. The image in~a!
is from the fresh-water phase of the experiment, while the one in~b! is from
the salt-water phase. The salt-water cloud had more diffuse edges than the
fresh-water cloud and was composed of much smaller bubbles.
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the surf zone, where there will be more fully developed tur-
bulence present from the action of breaking waves.

Extracting the bubble size distribution for the salt-water
experiments proved to be far more difficult than for the
fresh-water experiments. On each captured video image there
were many hundreds of bubble images, all of which had to
be carefully measured in order to avoid any biasing that
might be occurring from one part of the image to another.
~By contrast, each fresh-water image contained only a few
tens of bubbles to be sized.! Furthermore, the bubbles were
much smaller in the salt water, and it was clear from the
images that there were clouds of microscopic bubbles
present that were far too small to be resolved on the video
images. However, we were able to make measurements for
the upper sizes in the distribution, the results of which are
shown in Fig. 9 for two flow rates.~Making comprehensive
and accurate measurements from the salt-water bubble im-
ages was too time consuming to allow more than two flow
rates to be analyzed. Additional measurements would in any
case have very little further to add to the experiment.! The

sharp dropoff on the low end of the distribution at radii of
0.2 mm is a direct result of the minimum bubble sizes that
could be measured: Bubbles with volumes below roughly
0.034 mm3 could not be resolved. Figure 8 shows the log-
normal fit to the salt-water bubble size distribution in which
a minimum size~radius! cutoff of 20mm has been assumed:
This is likely to be a slight underestimate of the minimum
size given that many experimenters in the past have mea-
sured distributions in sea water that cut off anywhere from
roughly 10mm up to roughly 40 or 50mm, depending on the
conditions present.30–32 Sea water has higher salinity and,
when breaking events are present, higher dissolved gas con-
centrations than the brackish waters encountered in Puget
Sound: higher salinity and higher dissolved gas concentra-
tions both tend to raise the lower cutoff for the bubble size
distribution. ~The lower salinity causes larger bubbles to be
entrained at the surface, and the lower dissolved gas means
that any small bubbles present will tend to dissolve into so-
lution more rapidly.!

Measurement of the gross bubble cloud dimensions was
a relatively straightforward task since the object being sized,
namely the bubble plume, was quite large and filled a sub-
stantial portion of the video images. As mentioned earlier,
calibration of the images was achieved by periodically plac-
ing a suitable measure in the field of view of the underwater
video camera. The results for fresh and salt water are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The cloud widths were
found by measuring the vertical cross-sectional area of the
cloud and then dividing by the length. Each point on the four
plots in these two figures are based on ten measurements, the
error bars being the standard deviation of these ten measure-
ments.

Only a fairly crude measurement of the cloud void frac-
tion was available at the time of these experiments. The air
entrained close to the surface was carried down to depth by
the fluid flow and then moved outwards and upwards, return-
ing to the surface primarily due to its own buoyancy. It was
these returning bubbles that were collected by allowing them
to displace water from a cylindrical container of known vol-
ume and cross-sectional area. From the cloud video images
we calculated an approximate rise velocity for these bubble
clouds, and hence were able to estimate the void fraction
from this. The results are shown in Fig. 12: It should of
course be emphasized that this method only samples the re-
turning air, and we would certainly expect some variation
towards the core of the cloud~where entrainment is occur-
ring and the bubbles are carried downwards! and out towards
the edge of the cloud~where the bubble density becomes
more diffuse!.

There are several sources of uncertainty in the measure-
ment of the void fraction. By far the largest is the determi-
nation of the average bubble rise velocity, but there are also
uncertainties in the volume of air collected, the time taken to
perform this collection, the effect that the measurement pro-
cess itself has on the quantity being measured, and the pos-
sibility that a portion of~especially! the smaller bubbles are
evading detection. All combined, we estimate our measure-
ment of the void fraction to have uncertainty between 15%
and 20%.

FIG. 5. Portions of the bubble clouds in fresh-~a! and salt-water~b! envi-
ronments. In the salt-water image one can see the scale used for calibration
purposes. The field of view in both cases is roughly the same, which illus-
trates that the bubbles entrained in the fresh-water environment are much
larger than those of the salt-water case.
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FIG. 6. Bubble size distributions measured in the fresh-water of Lake Washington. The sequence of~a!–~f! is for flow rates of 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 55%,
and 60% respectively, and are compiled using 142, 151, 116, 121, 102, and 119 bubble images, respectively. At flow rates of 60% and above there were
difficulties in measuring the bubble sizes due to image overlap, which resulted in the bubble size distribution losing its log-normal shape: These higher
flow-rate distributions in fresh water were therefore taken to be unreliable. The bubble sizes were measured from images obtained with an underwater video
camera: the recorded images were grabbed onto a computer and reduced using commercially available software.
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II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
LOW-FREQUENCY AMBIENT NOISE DUE TO BUBBLE
ENTRAINMENT

A. Collective oscillations as resonant cavities

While there have been several previous works address-
ing many of the issues surrounding low-frequency collective
bubble oscillations, the bubble cloud geometries have been
limited in nature. The two most often used geometries are
cylindrical clouds which span the entire water column within
fresh-water tanks and semi-spherical clouds in the open
ocean.6,22,23Neither of these geometries are close to that cur-
rently under investigation, the former because the cloud in
this experiment occupied only about 5% of the water col-
umn, and the later because we are in the near field for the
frequencies being considered here whereas open ocean stud-
ies have concentrated on the far field. A further complication
is that the wave-guide nature of the experimental locations
creates boundary conditions that differ from those used in the
literature and which must be addressed in order to solve the
problem correctly.

The collective oscillation of bubbles within a cloud is
essentially acoustic energy within a leaky resonant cavity.
This can be seen by considering more closely the phase
speed in the interior of the cloud. Acoustic energy is trapped
within the cloud by virtue of the fact that the cloud has a
large impedance mismatch with the liquid outside the cloud;
this is due to a large positive gradient in the phase speed as
one moves from the interior of the cloud through the less
densely populated outer sheath and on out to the pure liquid.
A correct treatment of the physics of the cloud results in a
formula for the wave number spectrum in the bubbly mix-
ture, the real part of which reduces to~1! at frequencies well
below bubble resonance.6,10 The imaginary part of the wave
number spectrum corresponds to the dampening effect cre-

ated by the acoustic absorption~i.e., conversion of acoustic
energy into the heat!. As different sized bubbles resonate and
absorb at different rates the wave number must be a quantity
which is a function of the bubble size distribution10,20

kint
2 5

v2

cext
2 14pv2n̄E

0

` af~a! da

v0
22v212ibv

, ~3!

where the subscripts ‘‘int’’ and ‘‘ext’’ refer to values internal
and external, respectively. In~3! n̄ is the average number of
bubbles per unit volume, andf(a) is the bubble-size distri-
bution, normalized such that

E
0

`

f~a! da51. ~4!

The resonance angular frequency,v0 (52p f 0), and damp-
ening constantb appearing in~3! are functions of the the
ratio of specific heatsg ~51.4!, the surface tension

FIG. 7. The bubble size distribution in fresh water for the combined data
from flow rates of 35%–55%. These data encompass all the flow rates where
there are reliable bubble size measurements and where most of the acoustic
measurements were made. There is a theoretical basis~see Ref. 29! for
expecting this log-normal distribution of bubble sizes in such a turbulent
flow field.

FIG. 8. In ~a! we show the least-squares fit to the fresh-water bubble size
distribution as presented in Fig. 7, while~b! shows the least-squares fit to the
salt-water bubble size distribution as presented in Fig. 8. As can be seen
from the log-log plots, the curves are parabolas, indicating that the best fits
to the bubble size distributions are log-normal.
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s ~50.079 N/m for fresh water and50.06 N/m for salt wa-
ter!, the kinematic viscositym ~50.001307 Ns/m2!, the
bubble radius a, the ambient pressureP` (51.11135
3105 Pa), theLaplacepressurePLaplace, the thermal diffu-
sivity D, the thermal conductivity in water k
50.024 42 W/~mK!, and the angular frequencyv (52p f )
through the set of equations10,20

PLaplace52s/a, ~5!

D5
~g21!kT

gP`
, ~6!

P05P`1PLaplace5P`1
2s

a
, ~7!

x5
D

va2 , ~8!

F5
3g

123~g21!ix@Ai /x coth~Ai /x!21#
, ~9!

v0
25

P0

ra2 S Re~F!2
2s

aP0
D , ~10!

b5
2m

ra2 1
P0

2ra2v
Im ~F!1

v2a

2cext
. ~11!

At the frequencies of interest here, well below the reso-
nance frequency of the biggest of bubbles, both the phase
speed and attenuation are relatively insensitive functions of
the void fraction. As can be seen from Fig. 12, jet velocities
in the salt-water portion of the experiment have correspond-
ing void fractions to those found in fresh water at about a
10% reduction in jet velocity. Yet, to investigate whether the

FIG. 9. Bubble size distributions measured in the brackish water of Puget
Sound. ~a! is the distribution for a flow setting of 40%, based on 1755
bubble images. In~b! is the distribution for a flow setting of 70%, based on
708 bubble images. One can immediately see how much smaller the bubbles
are in the salt-water: the image overlap problems present for the higher flow
rates in the fresh water of Lake Washington were not present here, making
it possible to size the bubbles at the maximum flow rates. Unlike the situa-
tion for the fresh-water bubble size measurements, the sharp drop in
~equivalent! bubble radii below roughly 0.2 mm is a direct result of the
resolution of the digitized images; bubbles with volumes less than roughly
0.034 mm3 could not be resolved.

FIG. 10. Cloud sizes@cloud width in~a!, cloud length in~b!# for the fresh-
water environment of Lake Washington, as a function of the jet flow rate~in
arbitrary units!. Each point is the average of ten measured values, the error
bars being the standard deviations of those ten values. The solid lines rep-
resent the least-squares fit to the data using a cubic polynomial.
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acoustic emissions from the clouds were due to collective
effects, a fair basis of comparison was determined to be the
corresponding cloud size. Picking the closest void fraction to
1% and clouds with approximately the same length, we will
use data from the 40% flow rate from the fresh-water portion
of the experiment and 50% flow rate from the salt-water
portion. These flow rates correspond to a void fraction of
1.25% ~i.e., b50.0125) and a cloud height ofh50.45 m.
Using the log-normal bubble size distributions fit to the ex-
perimental data we have calculated the phase-speed and at-
tenuation curves using~3! and the relations

c05
v

Re~kint!
m/s, ~12!

A520 log10~e!Im ~kint! dB/m ~13!

~see Figs. 13 and 14!. The phase speed in both the fresh and
salt water are more than an order of magnitude less than that
of the surrounding liquid (cext is taken to be iso-velocity and

1500 m/s!: Yet, the maximum difference between the phase
speeds~that is between fresh and salt water! represents only
0.67% of the phase speed in water. Also it can be seen from
Figs. 10 and 11 that the cloud geometries are very similar for
these flow rates. Consequently, one would expect,a priori,
that the resonant behavior will be similar between the 40%
fresh-water and 50% salt-water data.

Having defined the geometry and the wave number
spectra in the interior of the cloud, we must relate the phys-
ics of sound-generating mechanisms of individual bubbles to
the acoustical properties of the cloud in order to determine

FIG. 11. Cloud sizes@cloud width in ~a!, cloud length in~b!# for the salt-
water environment of Puget Sound, as a function of the jet flow rate~in
arbitrary units!. Each point is the average of ten measured values, the error
bars being the standard deviations of those ten values. The solid lines rep-
resent the least-squares fit to the data using a cubic polynomial.

FIG. 12. Cloud void fraction as a function of jet flow rate~in arbitrary units!
for the fresh-water~3’s! and salt-water~s’s! environments. Because of the
importance of void fraction a proper comparison of the two phases of the
experiment is valid only for flow rates which produce similar void fractions.
Thus the data for a 50% flow in salt water was compared with the data for
a 40% fresh-water flow~both generating clouds with a void fraction of
approximately 1.25%!.

FIG. 13. Phase speed in the bubbly mixture as a function of frequency. The
difference between these curves is only about 0.67% of the phase speed in
the water outside the clouds. We can conclude that changes in the resonant
behavior are minimally affected by differences in the bubble size distribu-
tions for frequencies this far below the resonant frequencies of the bubbles.
In this frequency regime only the gross void fraction of the bubble cloud
drives the phase speed.
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the resonant behavior. This is because the resonant cavities
created by the jet are acoustically driven by the combined
contributions of the bubbles set into excited states by the
entrainment process. The measured quantity is the sound
level ~SL!, defined in dB by33

SL510 log10 uS̃~r ,v!u2, ~14!

whereS̃(r ,v) is the spectral function

uS̃~r ,v!u25
4puP̃~r ,v!u2

TPref
2 /Hz

. ~15!

HereT is the total time of the sampling interval,Pref is the
reference pressure level taken as 1mPa, andP̃(r ,v) is the
time-averaged Fourier transform of the pressure.6,22,33

To start we make the usualansatzof superposition, i.e.,
that P̃(r ,v) can be represented as a sum of complex pres-
sures; each contribution to the total field comes from the
pressure field created by an individual bubble. Furthermore,
we suppose that the field contribution from each bubble can
be separated into that portion due to the strength of the
source and that which is the solution to the boundary-value
problem with a unit source at each bubble positionrn , so
that

P̃~r ,v!5(
n

P̃BV~r ,rn8 ,v!3 P̃B~rn8 ,v!, ~16!

whereP̃B(rn8 ,v) is the spectral contribution from a bubble at
position rn8 , and P̃BV(r ,rn8 ,v) is the solution to the
boundary-value problem @i.e., P̃BV(r ,rn8 ,v)5Gv(r ur 8)
where Gv(r ur 8) is the Green’s function for the acoustic wave
equation#.

Clearly the physical system under consideration~i.e., jet,
bubbles, and cloud! is dynamic, and as such~16! will be
implicitly, if not explicitly, time dependent. A solution to
this type of deterministic problem is beyond the scope of this
work, since this would require a full solution to theNavier–

Stokesequation. Fortunately the acoustic data are composed
of long records that the effects associated with time depen-
dence can be averaged out and a relatively good spectrum
can be obtained. Henceforth we will consider all quantities to
be their time-averaged ones and thusT in ~15! can be nor-
malized to one. As long as we are interested in the field
outside the cloud we may redefine the averaged pressure
field as

^P̃~r ,v!&5 P̃bv~r ,v!3 P̃S~v!, ~17!

where nowP̃bv(r ,v) is the solution to the boundary-value
problem with a constant boundary condition defined over the
cross-sectional area at the top of the cloud.P̃S(v) is now the
effective source function over the disk at the top of the cloud
@see Fig. 15~a!#, which accounts for all of the bubbles en-

FIG. 14. Attenuation as a function of frequency in a bubbly mixture with a
void fraction of 1.25%. For the clouds considered in this experiment sound
generated at the center of these clouds will be attenuated by no more than
5–6 dB in traversing to the exterior.

FIG. 15. The geometry encountered in this experiment, shown here, is that
of a cylindrical bubble cloud entrained at the surface, occupying only a
fraction of the water column, extending from the water surface down to a
depth ofHc . The fluid flow created by the jet flow forces the bubbles to
some depth,Hc , before they leave the area of the downward forces and
begin to rise under their own buoyant forces. The boundary conditions on
the bottom atz5L are now either of Neumann or mixed type, depending on
the composition of the bottom.
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trained. By equating the acoustic energy flux ofP̃S(v)
through the disk at the top of the cloud with that due to the
total sum of the bubbles themselves through the surface area
of the cloud we can apply Gauss’ theorem to find the
relation6,22

pRc
2uP̃S~v!u25E

SC

d(
C

S NTE
amin

amax
da f~a!uP̃b~r ,v!u2D ,

~18!

whereNT is the average number of bubbles entrained in a
given timeT, Rc is the radius of the cloud,SC is a cylindri-
cal surface surrounding the bubble cloud, andP̃b(r ,v) the
pressure field induced by a single bubble of radiusa.

B. Dipole source functions

The method of describing the strength of the bubbles as
acoustic sources is accomplished by considering an oscillat-
ing bubble close to a pressure-release surface: Together with
its image source formed by reflection through that surface
this pair forms a dipole. This approximation is strictly speak-
ing only valid in the regimekd!1, whered is the magnitude
of the dipole separation vector~for our experimental setup
this is essentially twice the depth of average bubble forma-
tion!. Counter-intuitively this condition is certainly met for
the lower frequencies under consideration here~i.e., f
,500), but not necessarily for higher frequencies; this is
entirely due to the functional dependence of the phase speed
upon the frequency.~See Fig. 13.! Nevertheless, we assume
for the purposes of this calculation that this condition is sat-
isfied.

Consider a time-dependent acoustic field in the far-field
from a single oscillating bubble. The dipole strength is de-
termined from the leading-order contribution of a series ex-
pansion of the pressure field: The term we seek is that pro-
portional to 1/r and is given through the relation

lim
r→`

Pb~ t2r /c0!5
D0 cosu

r
exp@2b~ t2r /c0!#

3cos@v0t2k0r 1u0#, ~19!

wherev0 is the natural resonance frequency of the bubble,
c0 is the phase speed of the bubbly mixture at that resonance
frequency,k0 is the associated wave number,u0 is the phase
of oscillation of the bubble att50, andD0 is the ‘‘dipole
strength.’’ To determine the frequency response of the term
Pb(t2r /c0) we Fourier transform ~19! and hence
uP̃b(r ,v)u2 is defined as

uP̃b~r ,v!u2'uD̃~v!u2
cos2 u

r 2 ,

~20!

uD̃~v!u25
D0

2

2p

v0
2

~b22v21v0
2!214v2b2 .

We are left only with determining the appropriate value to
use for the dipole strength.

Pumphrey and Ffowcs-Williams discussed three differ-
ent causes of bubble oscillations that might give large
enough sound levels and derived their respective dipole

strengths.34 They arehydrostaticandLaplacepressures, sur-
face oscillations that couple into the volume oscillation
modes, and forces associated with the liquid and the initial
bubble wall velocity. Of these three only the last mechanism
is thought to be significantly large enough to explain the
rather high observed source levels. The dipole strength due
to this mechanism is given by

D052rc0k0
2a2hU0 , ~21!

whereh is the depth of the bubble at pinch-off, andU0 is the
initial velocity of the bubble wall. Some recent studies have
corroborated this by suggesting that it is this converging fluid
flow around the neck of a pocket of air near pinch-off which
is the most important for setting the bubble into an oscillat-
ing excited state. Basically the fluid~at the moment of pinch-
off! has nowhere to go except up and down. This results in
upward and downward directed jets, the downward one be-
ing responsible for exciting the bubble.22

C. The boundary-value problem

From the video images captured during these experi-
ments it is evident that the source mechanisms could not
possibly have been well localized. The dynamical effects of
the incoming jet caused bubble pinch-off, turbulence, and the
pinch-off of smaller clouds that separated from the main
bubble plume, all of which occur at different places within
the overall structure of the cloud. The dipole strength of an
individual bubble is linearly~21! dependent upon its distance
from the surface, and so bubbles formed at greater depths
will have a much larger contribution to the acoustic excita-
tion of the whole bubble cloud. We will err on the side of
weaker stimulation and assume that the vast majority of the
bubbles are created within a few centimeters of the surface.
Thus the impulse response~i.e., PBV) of the cloud is calcu-
lated by solving the relevant boundary-value problem where
the field is identity at the top of the cloud~i.e., z50 andr
,Rc) and zero at the other boundaries.6,22

The composition of the sediment in the vicinity of the
experiment consisted of several meters of silt. The relatively
low sound speed of this type of medium allows us to sim-
plify the problem considerably by making the bottom bound-
ary conditions approximately Dirichlet, i.e.,P50. Following
the definitions in Fig. 15~b!, we defineP(1) as the pressure in
the cloud itself,P(2) to be the pressure beneath the cloud,
and P(3) as the pressure outside the cylindrical surface de-
fined byr 5Rc . The boundary conditions for such a physical
system are

P~1!~z50!51, ~22!

P~3!~z50!50, ~23!

P~2!~z5L !50, ~24!

P~3!~z5L !50, ~25!

P~1!~z5Hc ;0<r<Rc!5P~2!~z5Hc ;0<r<Rc!, ~26!

P~1!~0<z<Hc ;r 5Rc!5P~3!~0<z<Hc ;r 5Rc!, ~27!

P~2!~Hc<z<L;r 5Rc!5P~3!~Hc<z<L;r 5Rc!, ~28!
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]P~1!

]z b z5Hc
0<r<Rc

5
]P~2!

]z b z5Hc
0<r<Rc

, ~29!

]P~1!

]r b0<z<Hc
r 5Rc

5
]P~3!

]r b0<z<Hc
r 5Rc

, ~30!

]P~2!

]r bHc<z<L
r 5Rc

5
]P~3!

]r bHc<z<L
r 5Rc

. ~31!

Technically all axial modes will be present, yet we will
use the simplifying approximation that the time average
shape of the cloud is that of a cylinder and thus only axially
symmetric solutions time average to nontrivial values. The
general solutions,P(1), P(2), andP(3), can easily be written
as a combination of aFourier andDini series.35 Because of
the physical prescription for the wave number in the bubbly
mixture the boundary conditions at the radial boundary of the
cloud and the water column (r 5Rc), as well as the base of
the cloud (z5Hc), must be matched through the constant
coefficients of the series representations. In view of this, the
most general form of the solution field for each region is

P~1!5 (
N51

` FAN
~1! sin@ln

~1!z#
J0~mn

~1!r !
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1Bn
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and

P~3!5 (
n51

` FAn
~3! sin @ln

~3!z#
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~1!~mn
~3!r !

H0
~1!~mn

~3!Rc!
G . ~34!

For theFourier series part of the solutions in~32!–~34! the
vertical wave numbersln

(1) , ln
(2) , andln

(3) are given by

ln
~1!5

np

Hc
, ~35!
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~2!5
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Hc2L
, ~36!

ln
~3!5
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L
, ~37!

and the radial wave numbersmn
(1) , mn

(2) , andmn
(3) are given

by

mn
~1!5Akint

2 2ln
~1!2

, ~38!

mn
~2!5Akext

2 2ln
~2!2

, ~39!

mn
~3!5Akext

2 2ln
~3!2

. ~40!

The second terms in~32! and~33! are formally called a
Dini series.35 As opposed to aBesselseries thenn’s are the
zeros of the derivative of the Bessel functionJ0 , i.e.,
J1(nnRc)50. By using this fact in conjunction with the
boundary conditions of~22! and ~26!, we can immediately
set all of the constantsBn

(1) andBn
(2) to zero, except forB1

(1)

andB1
(2) , which are both one identically@becausen150 and

J0(0)51]. Thus~32! and ~33! become
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1 (
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and
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~2! sin @ln
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. ~42!

It is seen that~41! and ~42! represent solutions which
satisfy the boundary conditions on the surface and bottom
and the conservation of pressure between regions one and
two. The conservation of particle velocity between regions
one and two,~29!, and the other interface conditions~26! and
~27! and ~30! and ~31! all have to be satisfied by matching
the series coefficientsAn

(1) , An
(2) , andAn

(3) . This is accom-
plished by taking various inner products of the solution se-
ries and equating terms. In this way a set of simultaneous
equations is developed for each frequency that is solved us-
ing standard linear algebra techniques.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Long acoustic time series~several minutes! were re-
corded in both the fresh- and salt-water environments for a
range of jet flow rates. From listening to a loudspeaker set to
broadcast the incoming signal, it was noted that there were
marked differences between the two environments. In the
case of the fresh-water environment there were three distinct
types of sounds that could be discerned. The most prominent
of the three was loud slapping sounds that appeared as a
rapid succession of discrete events with a period on the order
of 0.1–0.5 s: from the video recordings it could be seen that
these loud events occur when parts of the bubble plume
thrust outwards from the main body of the bubble plume, or
when small clouds of bubbles broke away from the main
plume. A sample time series is shown in Fig. 16 where one
can see a continuous succession of loud and discrete events.
Closer inspection of these discrete events within the time
series show that the sound emitted has frequencies ranging
from a few hundred hertz up to about a kilohertz. The second
type of sound is similar to what is heard when pouring a
glass of water, the source of which is the oscillation of sev-
eral individual bubbles. These sounds were very intermittent
in nature and are likely to be dominated by the acoustic
emissions from the other two sources. Figure 17 shows a
portion of the time series from the fresh-water environment
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in which one can see the ring-down of an individual bubble
oscillation superimposed upon a lower-frequency back-
ground: this particular portion of the time series was taken
from between two of the large discrete events described
above. From this figure we estimate the bubble oscillation to
be roughly 8500 Hz, which from~2! means this particular
bubble had a radius of about 0.4 mm. Finally the third type
of sound was a continuous whooshing that was always
present in the background: in the time series of Fig. 16 this
sound forms the bulk of what can be seen between the louder
discrete events. In contrast to the three types of sound
present in the fresh-water environment, the salt-water envi-
ronment exhibited only the third type of~whooshing! sound:
Fig. 16 shows a typical portion of the time series for the

salt-water environment. This salt-water time series resembles
the portions of the fresh-water time seriesbetweenthe dis-
crete large events.

The loud slapping sounds in the fresh-water environ-
ment, while discrete in nature, did not exhibit any stochastic
behavior over the long term~minutes!, as is evident from the
spectrogram of the data@see Fig. 18~a!#. Here we see a
strong and persistent structure to the sounds emitted, indicat-
ing that the source must be quite constant over time. The
spectrogram for the salt-water environment exhibits sound
levels that are much lower and display less structure, al-
though it is evident that this structure is nonetheless persis-
tent; we shall address it presently.

A time average of the fresh-water spectrogram yields the
plot shown in Fig. 19~a!, which has several obvious features.
First, there are several large peaks clustered below roughly
200 Hz, followed by another cluster of peaks between
roughly 300 and 1100 Hz. All of these structures sit on a
sloping background that can clearly be seen for the lower
flow rates at frequencies above 1200 Hz: As the jet flow
velocity rises the sound emissions increase in intensity. The
second group of peaks~;300–1100 Hz! was identified ear-
lier as being from bubbly structures that grow out from the
main bubble plume or detach from it. The structure of this
group of peaks is similar for all the flow rates, which leads us
to conclude that the formation and detachment of smaller
bubbly structures around the edge of the plume is a process
that is already fully developed even at the lowest flow rate of
the experiment, and higher flow rates serve only to produce
more of the structures and generate higher levels of sound.

FIG. 16. Typical time series for the acoustic emissions of continuous bubble
plumes in fresh-water and salt-water environments. In fresh-water~a! we
can see several discrete, loud events that occur in intervals of 0.1 to 0.5 s.
These are the result of the growth and detachment of small bubble clouds
around the edge of the main bubble plume, and are the dominant noise
generation mechanism for frequencies ranging from roughly 300–1100 Hz.
By comparison, in salt-water~b! this mechanism does not exist since the
bubble cloud, while grossly the same dimensions as the fresh-water clouds,
remains intact around its edges. The pressure amplitudes seen in the salt-
water time series are similar to the sections of the fresh-water time series
occurring between the large-amplitude discrete events.

FIG. 17. Time series of the acoustic emissions of a bubble plume in a
fresh-water environment. In fresh water, the acoustic emissions contain a
continuous series of loud, discrete events: This particular data is taken from
the background region between these events. Such data bears a strong re-
semblance to the emissions from bubble clouds in a salt-water environment,
both of which are the result of amplification of noise from turbulence. Also
notice the creation and ringdown of an individual bubble beginning at
roughly 0.005 s: This oscillation is at a frequency of roughly 8.5 kHz, which
means a bubble with a radius of roughly 0.4 mm was formed. In the fresh-
water environment the oscillation of individual bubbles~or a few bubbles!
could sometimes be heard, but these sounds were so intermittent that they
will have very little influence on the long-term~tens of seconds! character-
istics of the acoustic emission spectra.
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For reference, we have also shown a noise background curve
in Fig. 19~a! in red at the bottom of the plot: It corresponds
to the sound levels when no plume is present but the instru-
mentation and machinery is running, i.e., pump, generator,
etc.

To compare with the fresh-water environment, Fig.
19~b! shows an equivalent time-averaged spectrogram for the
salt-water portion of the experiment. The most obvious dif-
ference is the lack of the large peaks between 300 and 1100
Hz: the bubble plumes in the salt-water environment, while
grossly the same size and shape as those in the fresh-water

environment, remain more uniform and intact around the
edges, providing no mechanism for the continuous series of
loud slapping events responsible for the elevated sound lev-
els in the fresh-water environment. The absence of the loud
events in the salt-water environment exposes the two peaks
in Fig. 19~b! at frequencies of roughly 500 and 675 Hz that
result from collective modes of the bubble plume. One
would expect similar such peaks in the fresh-water environ-
ment also, but they are hidden beneath sound from the other
sources described earlier.~Below 80 Hz in the salt-water
spectra there is a rapid drop off in the measured sound levels.

FIG. 18. Spectrogram of 60 s of data
for both the fresh water~a! and salt
water ~b!. This figure represents only
the first 1000 Hz of the total bandwidth
of 22 kHz, and shows several strong
resonant peaks that are stable over
long periods of time. In comparison
the emissions from the salt-water cloud
were much quieter with the strong
resonant peaks being completely ab-
sent. However, there are three weaker
emissions at frequencies of 200, 500,
and 675 Hz which apparently result
from collective cloud oscillations.
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FIG. 19. Acoustic emissions measured in the fresh- and salt-water environments for a variety of jet flow velocities. As one might expect, the sound level
increases monotonically with the flow rate. For comparison the orange~bottom! curves are the sound levels recorded when no bubble cloud is present but all
of the mechanical and electronic instruments were operating~i.e., background reference level!. There are large emissions that we associated with hydrody-
namic noise generated by the incoming water jet. In fresh water~a! we see that from 300 to 1100 Hz there are several large resonant peaks. These result when
small bubbly structures break away from the main bubble plume. Both of these sets of emissions lie on a background of turbulent noise generated within the
body of the bubble cloud. In~b!, the two sets of loud emissions present in the fresh-water environment are now absent in the salt-water environment. However,
we still see the turbulent noise background spectrum and three weaker emissions at frequencies of roughly 200, 500, and 675 Hz. These weaker emissions
correspond to theoretical results from an analysis of the collective modes of oscillation of the bubble plume.
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This is a direct result of filtering due to a large 60-Hz noise
component in the salt-water phase of the experiment.! In-
creasing the flow rate from minimum to maximum has the
effect of increasing the sound level by about 5–6 dB: the
higher flow rate entrains more bubbles at the surface and
hence there are more sound sources present to drive the reso-
nant modes of the plume. We have already described in some
detail how to model this cloud as a cylindrical resonant cav-
ity standing vertically at the top of a wave guide and driven
from above by the bubbles being entrained at the surface.
Modeled in this way, the system will generate the spectrum
shown in Fig. 20, which shows qualitative agreement with
the measured values. Indeed, all of the features present in the
measurements are also present in the results from the model,
other than the curved background, of course, which must be
generated by an entirely different mechanism.

The absence of the large peaks present in the fresh-water
environment between 300 and 1100 Hz make the back-
ground curve present in the salt-water environment very
clear. The acoustic power spectrum resulting from turbu-
lence induced noise will behave as36

uPturbu;rc2Fv
cG22/2S c

vL D 7/2

, ~43!

and thus have a characteristic slope ofv27/2. In Fig. 20 we
have included such a theoretical spectrum with the measured
power spectrum in the salt-water environment for a flow of
50%: clearly the background portion of the measured spec-
trum results from the amplification of turbulence noise. At

frequencies below 500 Hz the sound levels become quite
high and contribute to the noise spectrum just as much as the
collective bubble plume oscillations. In the measured data
one can also see a small peak near 875 Hz for which there is
a corresponding theoretical peak: In this instance the mea-
sured levels are now lower than the theoretical values by
approximately 8 dB due to a combination of absorption in
the sediment and uncertainties in the dipole strength of the
entrained bubbles as a function of frequency.

In the fresh-water environment, where we were not suf-
fering from interference by noise at low frequencies, there
appears to be some structure to the sound below 200 Hz. We
digitally low-pass filtered the data to 200 Hz and listened to
only this low-frequency portion, which sounded very much
the same as the wooshing sound from the plumes in the
salt-water environment with the obvious difference that it
contains a much stronger low-frequency component that had
to be filtered out in the experiment performed in the salt-
water environment. These sounds could not have been pro-
duced by large individual bubble oscillations or acoustically
excited bubbly structures ringing down. Rather, they were
the result of hydrodynamic noise, and almost certainly re-
lated to the water jet at the core of the bubble cloud, where
the flow velocities and length scales are of suitable magni-
tude to produce such low-frequency sound. However, in the
case of the salt-water environment this part of the experiment
was so contaminated by low-frequency noise that the signal
had to be filtered below 70 Hz and the quality of the infor-
mation is not good enough to be able to say a great deal more
about the similarities between the fresh-water and salt-water
environments down at these very low frequencies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Like all laboratory experiments, this study mimics only
certain aspects of what happens at the air–water boundary in
the open sea. It has been known for some time that bubbles
entrained in a salt-water environment are a great deal smaller
than in fresh water, and more recently there have been stud-
ies showing how the presence of bubbles has such a dramatic
influence on the phase speed and attenuation of underwater
sound. Here we were looking for differences in the noise
generated by continuous bubble plumes in fresh-water and
salt-water environments.

Several differences were found between the two envi-
ronments. In particular, the greatest impact was brought
about by the growth and detachment of small bubbly struc-
tures around the edge of the main plume—a mechanism that
was present only in the fresh-water environment. These were
found to generate a great deal of sound between 300 and
1100 Hz, often elevating the power spectrum levels by 15 dB
or more ~depending on the jet flow rates producing the
bubble plumes, and the frequency! over the levels measured
in the salt-water environment. In contrast to the fresh-water
clouds, the salt-water environment produced bubble plumes
that, while grossly the same sizes, remained smoother and
intact around the edges: This has important ramifications on
the final analysis of some experiments performed in fresh-
water tanks.

FIG. 20. Comparison of the measured acoustic emissions from a continuous
bubble plume in salt water~solid line! with theoretically calculated values
~dashed line!. The theoretical calculations are for a vertical cavity acousti-
cally driven by the noise generated by the continuous bubble pinch-off
occurring at the surface, where the incoming water jet is entraining bubbles.
Gross features present in the measured data that are not related to hydrody-
namic noise are reproduced in the calculations, other than some uncertain-
ties in frequency. To resolve these differences it would be necessary to
further refine the calculations by using a model that accounts for the fact that
the bubble plume is not a uniform cylinder, and that it contains a dense core
of bubbles where the incoming jet is entraining air. We have also included a
curve that would correspond to turbulence-induced noise~dotted curve!.
Despite the fact that it is not possible to ascertain the correct absolute levels,
its shape alone is suggestive.
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Modeling the plumes as resonant cavities in a wave
guide yielded results that, while not in exact agreement with
the measured values, produced not only approximate sound
levels but also reproduced all the major features in the spec-
tra. Modeling the bubble cloud as a vertical cylinder that
does not fill the entire water column makes the problem far
more difficult than the geometries previously attempted by
others.

One result of this work that warrants future investigation
is the finding of such high levels of turbulence-induced noise
and amplification produced by the presence of bubbles.
While rather obscured by other mechanisms in the fresh-
water environment, this turbulence noise is profuse in the
salt-water environment and appears to be the dominant
mechanism over large parts of the low-frequency spectrum.
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The results of ultrasonic absorption and velocity measurements for the system
perfluoromethylcyclohexane-carbon tetrachloride are presented. In addition, viscosity
measurements were made. Ultrasonic absorption at 5, 7, 10, 15, 21, and 25 MHz, above critical
temperatureTc , is analyzed using the dynamic scaling theory of Ferrell and Bhattacharjee. The
values ofa/ f 2 vs f 21.06 show a good agreement with the theory. The experimental values ofa/ac

for the binary mixture are compared to the scaling functionF(v* ). © 2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!02409-1#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Bf@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

There are several theories available to analyze ultrasonic
absorption measurements.1–3 However, in this article, the dy-
namic scaling theory of Ferrell and Bhattacharjee4 is applied
to analyze the absorption and velocity data for the critical
binary mixture of perfluoromethylcyclohexane and carbon
tetrachloride. This binary mixture has an upper critical tem-
peratureTc of 301.622 K and a critical composition of
0.5527 volume fraction carbon tetrachloride.5

In the literature, the available ultrasonic absorption data
are not enough to evaluate measurements using the dynamic
scaling theory. The ultrasonic absorption was measured by
Kruus6 for the frequencies 3.5, 10.0, and 16.6 MHz at the
critical temperature and two other temperatures. Accord-
ingly, in the present work further absorption data are mea-
sured for an extended temperature range 301.62–333.16 K
and frequency range of 5–25 MHz to support FB theory
which enables us to measure and calculate some thermody-
namic quantities. The experimental results of absorption are
compared to the prediction of the dynamic scaling theory.4

The theory indicates thata/ac in Eq. ~10! should be a func-
tion of the reduced frequencyv* , and should scale with the
scaling functionF(v* ).

The shear viscosity of the perfluoromethylcyclohexane
and carbon tetrachloride as a function of temperature at criti-
cal concentration has also been studied in order to determine
the value ofv0 in Eq. ~2!. The critical amplitudes of the
shear viscosity, mutual diffusion coefficient, thermal expan-
sion, and specific heat of the mixture have been obtained.
The adiabatic coupling constantg and the change in critical
temperature with respect to pressure (dTc /dp) are calcu-
lated. In addition, values of adiabatic and isothermal com-
pressibilities are calculated

I. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the dynamic scaling theory the total absorption coef-
ficient at the critical temperature and concentration can be
simply expressed as7

a~crit,Tc!/ f 25S f21.061b, ~1!

where b represents the contribution of the frequency-
independent background absorption. TheSvalue is given by4

S5@$pCpcg
2vcœ%/$2zg TcCp

2~ t f !%#@av0/2p#œ/zg. ~2!

Here œ50.11 andzg51.9 are the critical exponents,8 Cpc is
the critical amplitude in the following expression for the spe-
cific heat at constant pressure of a mixture of critical
composition:9

Cp5Cpct
2œ1Cpb . ~3!

Cpb is the background specific heat,a5(v/v0) t f2zg is a
dimensionless scaling factor of order unity,10 v0 is a charac-
teristic temperature-dependent relaxation rate,g is the adia-
batic coupling constant,vc is the adiabatic sound velocity at
Tc , andCp(t f) is the specific heat at a characteristic reduced
temperature t f , which can be approximated byt5(T
2Tc)/Tc value at whicha(crit,Tc)/ f 2 for a given frequency
is one-half its value atTc .7

The adiabatic coupling constantg was introduced by
Ferrell and Bhattacharjee and is given by4

g5rcCp@~dTc /dP!2~Tap /rCp!#

>~CpcapcTc /Cpc!2apbT, ~4!

whererc is the density at critical temperature and concentra-
tion, ap is the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient which
can be represented by a power law of the form11

ap5apct
2œ1apb . ~5!

Note that apc and apb being the critical and background
parts of the thermal expansion coefficients.

The absorption coefficienta(crit,v,T) can also be ex-
pressed as a function of the dimensionless reduced frequency
v* ,

v* 5v/vD52p f /v0tzg, ~6!

wherevD is given by7

vD5kBT/3p hj35~kBTc/3p h0j0
3!tzg5v0tzg. ~7!

HerekB designates Boltzmann’s constant, and the correlation
lengthj and the shear viscosityh are given by
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j5j0t2g ~8!

and

h5h0t2xhg, ~9!

wherexh50.06 is the critical exponent.
The expression for the critical term of the absorption as

a function of reduced frequencyv* is4

a~crit,v,T!/a~crit,v,Tc!5a/ac5F~v* !

5~11v* 20.5!22,
~10!

wherea(crit,v,T) is the critical term at critical concentra-
tion and temperatureT, anda(crit,v,Tc) is the critical term
at critical concentration and critical temperatureTc .

The isothermalbT and adiabaticbs compressibilities
and specific heat at constant volumeCv can be represented
under the assumptions that all the quantities are expressed as
power laws of the form11

bT5bTct
2œ1bTb , ~11!

bs5bsct
2œ1bsb , ~12!

Cv5Cvct
2œ1Cvb , ~13!

where bTc , bsc , Cvc and bTb , bsb , Cvb are critical and
background parts of the mentioned quantities, respectively.

II. EXPERIMENT

The purified carbon tetrachloride CCl4 and perfluorom-
ethylcyclohexane C7F14 were obtained from Fisher Scien-
tific. The chemicals were used without any further purifica-
tion. The absorption and velocity measurements were made
with a Matec pulse-echo system. The shear viscosity was
measured using a Brookfield digital viscometer. Setup and
operational procedures are discussed in our previous
papers.12–17

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The binary mixture C7F14–CCl4 has an upper critical
temperature of 301.622 K and a critical composition of
0.5527 volume fraction carbon tetrachloride.5 The thermo-
static control error was60.01 °C. The absorption measure-
ments were made for the frequencies 5, 7, 10, 15, 21, and 25
MHz in one region starting at 60 °C toward critical tempera-
ture Tc528.47 °C.

In Fig. 1 the temperature dependence of the absorption
a/ f 2 for the critical binary mixture of C7F14–CCl4 at six
different frequencies are shown. The error in the absorption
measurements was less than 3%.

Figure 2 shows a plot of absorptionac / f 2 at critical
mixture and temperatureTc vs f 21.06. A least-square fit
yields an experimental slopeS of 0.993102760.08
31027 cm21 s0.94 and an intercept of 529.25310217

cm21 s2 which represents the frequency-independent back-
ground term ofac / f 2. The data form a straight line as pre-
dicted by FB theory. The calculated value ofSusing Eq.~2!
and the calculated value ofg50.15860.009 is S50.74
3102760.0831027 cm21 s0.94. Using our calculated values

of (dTc /dP) and (]T/]P)s , the adiabatic coupling constant
g is 0.22260.008, so the corresponding value ofS is 1.28
3102760.0931027 cm21 s0.94. Kruus6 has measured the
absorption coefficient for C7F14–CCl4 binary mixture for the
frequencies 3.5, 10.0, and 16.6 MHz at critical temperature
and two other temperatures. His data were evaluated using
the Fixman’s theory andac / f 2 is plotted versusf 21.06 along

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofa/ f 2 for the critical binary mixture of
perfluoromethylecyclohexane and carbon tetrachloride.

FIG. 2. ac / f 2 values versusf 21.06 at Tc of Kruus ~Ref. 6! data along with
our data for the critical mixture of perfluoromethylecyclohexane and carbon
tetrachloride.
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with our data as shown in Fig. 2. From a least-square fit of
his data, the slope isS51.0131027 cm21 s0.94 and the inter-
cept is 516310217cm21 s2. Our values~absorption, slope,
and intercept! show good agreement with Kruus’s data. For
example, at frequency 10 MHz andT528.37 °C his mea-
surement of absorption is'900310217cm21 s2, and our
measurement at the same frequency and temperatureT
528.50 °C is 891310217cm21 s2.

The experimental values ofa/ac at different frequencies
are plotted versus the reduced frequencyv* along with the
theoretical curveF(v* ) as shown in Fig. 3. The value ofv0

was calculated using the measured shear viscosityh0

50.73760.012 centipoise shown in Fig. 4.
The velocity versus temperature and frequency at critical

concentration are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. A least-square fit

of 5, 15, and 25 MHz yields the values of critical velocities
and slopes at different temperatures. The sound velocity as a
function of temperature at a critical concentration can be
expressed by

v5662.0323.44~T2Tc! in m/s for 5 MHz,

v5663.8423.44~T2Tc! in m/s for 15 MHz,

FIG. 3. Plot ofa/ac versus the reduced frequencyv* . The smooth curve is
the scaling functionF(v* ) given by Eq.~10!.

FIG. 4. The measured values of the shear viscosityh(cp) vs t20.04 for the
critical mixture of perfluoromethylecyclohexane and carbon tetrachloride.

FIG. 5. The velocity versus temperature at critical concentration at three
different frequencies.

FIG. 6. The velocity versus frequency at critical concentration at three dif-
ferent temperatures.
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v5667.5823.55~T2Tc! in m/s for 25 MHz.

The error in the velocity measurements was less than 0.2%.
No anomaly was observed near the critical temperature.

The regular part~background! of the specific heat at
constant pressure has been given by5

Cpb50.8183107 erg/g K.

Using this value and the two-scale factor universality,4 apc

andCpc can be calculated, where

j0@œrcCpc /kB#1/35j0@œTcapc /kBTc8#1/350.270.

The density data for the critical mixture of C7F14–CCl4 as a
function of temperature has been reported by Darrellet al.18

From their density data, Fig. 7, the slope (]r21/]T)p has
been estimated from the linear fit ofr21 at various tempera-
tures, where (]r21/]T)p59.5831024 cm3/g K. Using the
thermal expansion coefficientap[r(]r21/]T)p and the
power law ofap , Eq. ~5!, yields a value ofapb . The values
of the thermal expansion and specific heat are then calculated
to be

ap52.68331024t20.1119.79531024 K21,

Cp50.1283107t20.1110.8183107 erg/g K.

The thermodynamic quantities,Cpc , Cpb , apc , apb ,
Tc , and (dTc /dP)5Tc8 enable us to determine the adiabatic
coupling constantg and the thermodynamic quantities men-
tioned in Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~13!. Some measured and cal-
culated quantities are given in Table I.19

IV. CONCLUSION

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the absorption coefficient
for the critical concentration increases as the critical tem-
perature is approached from the high-temperature region for
all frequencies. The velocity for the critical mixture increases
with increasing frequency. This indicates the dispersion in
the sound velocity as expected for binary liquid mixtures.
The experimental values ofv* for the critical binary mixture
at different frequencies show good agreement with the theo-

FIG. 7. The reciprocal densityr21 versus the temperature for the critical
mixture of perfluoromethylecyclohexane and carbon tetrachloride. Points
represents the data obtained by Darrellet al. ~Ref. 18!.

TABLE I. Some measured and calculated values.

Quantity Measured Calculated From references

Tc (K) 301.622a

j0 (Å) 2.28b

h0 (cp) 0.737
v0 (Hz) 4.7331010

D0 (cm2/s) 1.3131025

rc (g/cm3) 1.633c

vc (cm/s) 66 220
apc (K21) 2.68331024

apb (K21) 9.79531024

Cpc (erg/g K) 0.1283107

Cpb (erg/g K) 0.8183107a

(dTc /dP) (cm2 K/dyne) 3.87931028

(]T/]P)s (cm2 K/dyne) 2.63631028

S (cm21 s0.94) 0.9931027 1.2831027 1.0131027d

0.7431027

g 0.158
bTc (cm2/dyne) 1.04310211

bTb (cm2/dyne) 50.63310211

bsc (cm2/dyne) 0.12310211

bsb (cm2/dyne) 48.46310211

Cvc (erg/g K) 0.1083107

Cvb (erg/g K) 0.7833107

aReference 5.
bReference 19.
cReference 18.
dReference 6.
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retical functionF(v* ) at the low ~v*,10! and high (v*
.103) reduced frequenciesv* . The measured absorption of
the ac / f 2 vs f 21.06 yields a straight line as predicted by the
FB theory. The coupling constantg is positive which indi-
cates that the phase separation near the critical point is in-
duced by a sudden increase of the pressure.
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Analytical solutions of Lamb functions for symmetric and antisymmetric elastodynamic modes
propagating within a solid layer embedded in an infinite medium are presented. Alternative
theoretical analyses of such modes are performed, first in terms of the usual approach of harmonic
heterogeneous plane waves~real frequency and complex slowness! and then in terms of transient
homogeneous plane waves~complex frequency and real slowness!. An example structure of a
0.1-mm-thick ‘‘alpha case’’~an oxygen-rich phase of titanium that is relatively stiff! plate
embedded in titanium is used for the study. A large difference between the usual dispersion curves
calculated in real frequency and complex slowness and those calculated in complex frequency and
real slowness is shown. Thus the choice between a spatial and a temporal parameter to describe the
imaginary part of the guided waves is shown to be significant. The minima and the zeros of the
longitudinal and shear plane-wave reflection coefficients are calculated and are compared with the
dispersion curves. It is found that they do not match with the dispersion curves for complex
slowness, but they do agree quite well with the dispersion curves for complex frequency. This
implies that the complex frequency approach is better suited for the comparison of the modal
properties with near-field reflection measurements. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!03101-5#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive testing and measurement of material
properties by ultrasonic methods are key research areas. The
techniques are based on the use of acoustic waves that propa-
gate in the material being tested. They normally rely on the
analysis of short-duration signals and their interactions with
interfaces within the material. When the waves are incident
at oblique angles, then the techniques can include the gen-
eration and detection of guided modes within layered struc-
ture. Within this context, researchers have, for a number of
years, studied the properties of guided waves in plates and
particularly Lamb waves. The well-known free~lossless!
wave propagation modes of an elastic plate in vacuum were
first described by Rayleigh and Lamb.1 Wave interactions
and guided waves in the liquid/solid/liquid configuration
have already been studied by many authors, for example
Chimenti and Nayfeh,2 Chimenti and Rokhlin,3 Nafeh and
Chimenti,4,5 Plona et al.,6 Fiorito et al.,7 Fiorito and
Uberall,8 Worlton,9 Lenoir et al.,10 Izbicki et al.,11 and Junru
and Zhemin.12

The usual approach, relating the excitation of guided
modes to obliquely incident waves, assumes that the zeros of

the plane-wave reflection coefficient indicate directly the
modal properties of the plate. Thus the reflection coefficients
for an immersed plate in water are measured using the coin-
cidence angle hypothesis, and it is concluded that each zero
of the longitudinal plane-wave reflection coefficient corre-
sponds to the generation of a plate mode. The dispersion
curves for the plate can thus be plotted from measured re-
flection coefficient minima over ranges of angle and fre-
quency. For many configurations this approach is accurate,
for example for most of the modes in an aluminum plate
immersed in water~Fig. 1!.

However, it has been shown that the modal properties
and the zeros of the longitudinal plane-wave reflection coef-
ficient for a fluid-coupled elastic layer are both modified un-
der fluid loading2–5 or solid loading13–17 and are not in gen-
eral coincident. In fact the hypothesis that the minima of the
plane-wave reflection coefficients correspond to the modal
properties of the plate appears to be accurate only when the
impedance of the loading material is very much lower than
that of the layer.

The conventional approach when modeling guided
waves in an immersed or embedded plate is to assume a
steady-state condition with real frequency and complex
slowness.14 This is easy to understand physically. As the
~continuous! waves propagate along the layer, they can leak
energy into the embedding material~liquid or solid! in the

a!Alternate address: Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial Col-
lege of Science and Technology, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2BX,
United Kingdom.
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form of outgoing waves. The amplitudes of the plate waves
must then decay as they travel and a complex parameter is
needed to describe their spatial attenuation.

Thus the analysis has almost always been done in terms
of real frequency and complex wave number, which is also
equivalent to a real frequency and a complex slowness. The
calculation of the dispersion curves for this problem then
involves calculating the roots of a functionF of the form:
F(v,* S)50, where the prefix* denotes a complex quantity.

However, in general, we should also consider the possi-
bility of a complex frequency, allowing, for the direct repre-
sentation, waves that are transient in time. Thus the com-
pletely general form of the wave function should have
complex parameters for both frequency and slowness, so that
the characteristic equation is of the formF(* v,* S)50. In
this paper we study this but we will restrict the complex
frequency calculation to the special case in which the slow-
ness is real, so that the characteristic equation is of the form
F(* v,S)50. The attenuation of the wave is then described
in time. This kind of transient approach has already been
considered in seismology and identified as an attractive
model for calculating the modal properties of the waves ex-
cited by an earthquake or explosion point source.18,19 In that
context the interest was focused on temporal solutions rather
than on the space. The complex frequency approach is dif-
ferent from the complex slowness approach and there is no
reason to expect the dispersion curves should be the same.

Very recently, results have been obtained and examined
by Poncelet and Deschamps for the propagation of transient
heterogeneous waves in a fluid-loaded plate using the con-
cept of complex frequency. They showed that, since in prac-
tice the excitation signals are bounded both spatially~by the
size of the transducers! and temporally~by the switching on
and off of the electric source!, the use of transient~time
attenuation! heterogeneous waves~spatial attenuation! seems
to allow a more realistic modeling; the complex slowness
models the space effects and the complex frequency models
the time effects. They argue that it is preferable to represent
the spatial properties by the slowness rather than the wave

number because the slowness is truly independent of the fre-
quency, whereas the wave number contains a dependence on
frequency:* K5* v* S. Their work in this topic has thus
shown that waves which are characterized by amplitudes
which decay in time are of key importance when Lamb
waves are excited by transient signals in an immersed isotro-
pic or anisotropic plate.20–23 One of the findings of their
studies of fluid-loaded plates is that there is a very good
correlation between the dispersion curves calculated in com-
plex frequency and the zeros of the reflection coefficient.
Their results tend then to suggest that the coincidence angle
principle is still valid for fluid-loaded plates if the attenuation
is described by complex frequency. The modal properties of
the plate can then still be linked directly with the zeros of the
reflection coefficient.

Multilayered plates such as adhesive joints and
diffusion-bonded joints are of great interest in nondestructive
testing, and Lamb wave properties could potentially be used
to detect defects including poor cohesion and poor adhesion,
as considered by a number of authors and reviewed by Lowe
and Cawley.17 However, Lowe and Cawley studied such
joints and showed that the zeros of the reflection coefficient
when an incident wave in the adherent material reflects from
the bond layer do not match the dispersion curves~for the
bond layer! calculated in real frequency and complex
slowness.13,15–17 The purpose of this paper is therefore to
investigate a bonded joint example using complex frequency
and real slowness to see whether better agreement is ob-
tained with this choice of solution. The geometry of the
structure is similar to that considered by Poncelet and Des-
champs except that the plate, which is now the bond layer, is
‘‘immersed’’ in a solid ~the adherent material! instead of a
fluid.

I. THEORY

The theory for elastic waves in multilayered plates is
well established and was, for example, reviewed by Lowe.14

Here we state the problem in summary and present specific
forms of solution that have been derived for a single loaded
layer and which are amenable to analytical study. We adopt
the Cartesian coordinate systemX(x,y,z) and arbitrarily as-
sign x to the direction of propagation of the guided waves
along the plate,y to the normal to the plate surface, andz to
form an orthogonal set~Fig. 2!. We denote the particle dis-
placements by the vectoru, the Lame´ constants byl andm,
and the density byr. The dynamic equilibrium in an infinite
elastic isotropic solid is then satisfied by the equation

FIG. 1. Comparison between the reflection coefficient zeros~s! and disper-
sion curves~—! calculated in real frequency and complex slowness for
1-mm-thick aluminum plate immersed in water.

FIG. 2. Plate configuration: layer embedded in a solid medium showing
partial waves.
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r
]2u

]t2 5~l12m!¹~¹u!1mDu, ~1!

where ¹5(]/]x,]/]y,]/]z) and D5(]2/]x21]2/]y2

1]2/]z2).
In an infinite solid, two possible equations for displace-

ment satisfy this equation of motion, one describing longitu-
dinal plane waves~L! and the other describing shear plane
waves~T!. Both have the form

uL,T
6 5Re$* jL,T

6 * Pei ~* vt2* K .M !%, ~2!

where* j is the complex amplitude~1 for the waves travel-
ing toward the positivey-direction, 2 otherwise! and * P
5P82 iP9 represents the unit length polarization vector
(* P•* P51). Because the polarization is complex, the dis-
placements are described by ellipses whose major and minor
axes are defined, respectively, byP8 andP9, the imaginary
part of the amplitude representing therefore the position of
the displacement vector in the reference (P8,P9). Further-
more, * K5K 82 iK 9 stands for the complex wave number,
* v5v81 iv9 is the complex angular frequency,M is the
position vector in space, and the notation Re$ % denotes the
real part.

The real part of the wave numberK 8 is the propagation
vector and the imaginary partK 9 is the attenuation vector.
However, as the frequency is considered as a complex quan-
tity, and in order to separate the information due to the space
from the information due to the time, as discussed earlier, a
more convenient notation to express the wave number is to
split it into * K5* v* S, where* S is the well-known slow-
ness~inverse of the velocity!. Therefore, the displacements
become

uL,T
6 5Re$* jL,T

6 * Pei @v8~ t2S8•M !2v9S9•M #%

3e2v9~ t2S8•M !2v8S9•M ). ~3!

The real positive scalarv8 stands for the angular frequency.
The parameterv9 is the extinction coefficient (v9.0) or
the switching-on coefficient (v9,0) of the source. This co-
efficient describes the time dependence in terms of an expo-
nential transient. From an experimental point of view, the
hypothesis of real slowness is satisfied if very large transduc-
ers are used such that an incident wave can be considered to
be a plane wave rather than a bounded beam. Also, the hy-
pothesis of complex frequency is satisfied if the signal pre-
sents a discontinuity in time. As a result, it is interesting to
note that if the slowness vector is real (S950), and if a plane
of constant phase is considered, then the attenuation factor in
the amplitude term of Eq.~3! disappears, which means that
the waves do not leak. Further information concerning the
notion of complex frequency and the differences it implies
compared to the usual harmonic heterogeneous plane waves
is presented in Refs. 20–23.

All the quantities being complex, the superscript indices
* on the left-hand side of the quantities will now be omitted.

Let us now consider an infinite plane parallel elastic
plate of thickness 2h, densityr2 , longitudinal bulk velocity
cL2 , and shear bulk velocitycT2 , embedded in a solid of
densityr1 , longitudinal bulk velocitycL1 , and shear bulk

velocity cT1 , shown in Fig. 2. Because the connections be-
tween medium 1 and medium 2 are assumed to be ideal, the
continuity of the displacements and of the stresses on the two
boundaries must be satisfied. The resolution of these limit
conditions leads to a system of eight equations with eight
unknowns~represented by four partial waves in medium 2
and four outgoing waves in the embedding medium: two in
the top half-space and two in the bottom half-space!.

At this stage, two different problems can be examined:
either the response problem, which consists of determining
the reflection and the transmission coefficients of waves
when a wave is incident, or the modal problem, which relates
to the guided wave propagation properties of the system in
the absence of an incident wave.

A. Response problem

In this section, the longitudinal plane-wave reflection
coefficient for an incident longitudinal plane wave and the
shear plane wave reflection coefficient for an incident shear
plane wave are calculated, the incident wave characteristics
being known. The following problem has to be solved:

@A#$x%5 HBL,T

0 J , ~4!

where

@A#

5FL1
1 T1

1 2L2
2 2T2

2 0 0 2L2
1 2T2

1

0 0 2L2
2 2T2

2 L1
2 T1

2 2L2
1 2T2

1G ,

~5!

$x%5$jL1
1 jT1

1 jL2
2 jT2

2 jL1
2 jT1

2 jL2
1 jT2

1 %T. ~6!

The first and the second lines of Eq.~5! represent the bound-
ary conditions on the top and on the bottom interfaces of the
embedded layer, the vectorBL ,T stands for the longitudinal
or shear incident wave, andL andT describe the longitudi-
nal and shear partial waves traveling within the embedded
layer. The indices on the bottom right-hand side ofL or T
indicate the medium in which the waves propagate and the
sign ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘ 2’’ on the top right-hand side shows whether
the waves travel in the positive or in the negativey-direction.

In this kind of problem, the orientation of the shear wave
polarization vectors is arbitrary. However, in order to sim-
plify, we set the polarization vectors of the partial shear
waves within the plate such that their projection on the
x-axis is positive and at the contrary we fix the polarization
vectors of the shear waves outside the plate such that their
projection on thex-axis is negative. Hence Eq.~5! can be
expressed in terms of two matrices of dimension 434,

@A#5@M#1@C#5FM 0

0 M G1F 0 C

C 0 G , ~7!

where
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M5S Sxf1 2SyT1f3 2Sxf6 2SyT2f8

2SyL1f1 2Sxf3 2SyL2f6 Sxf8

a1f1 g1SyT1f3 2a2f6 g2SyT2f8

2g1SyL1f1 a1f3 2g2SyL2f6 2a2f8

D
~8!

and

C5S 0 0 2Sxf5 2SyT2f7

0 0 SyL2f5 2Sxf7

0 0 2a2f5 g2SyT2f7

0 0 g2SyL2f5 a2f7

D . ~9!

The incident wave components~longitudinal or shear! are
defined by

BL5U2Sxf2

SyL1f2

2a1f2

g1SyL1f2

, ~10!

BT5U2SyT1f4

2Sxf4

g1SyT1f4

a1f4

, ~11!

and all the variables used in these equations by

f15e2 imh, f55e2 iph, p25v2SyL2 ,

f25eimh, f65eiph, q25v2SyT2 ,

a1,252 ir1,2~12cT1,2
2 Sx

2!,
~12!

f35e2 inh, f75e2 iqh, m25v2SyL1 ,

g1,2522ir1,2cT1,2
2 Sx

f45einh, f85eiqh, n25v2SyT1 ,

whereSx represents the projection of the slowness bivector
on thex-axis,SyL andSyT the projection of the longitudinal
and shear slowness bivectors on they-axis, respectively, and
1 and 2 indicate medium 1 and 2. The matrixM refers to
each interface and the matrixC represents the coupling be-
tween the two interfaces.

Because of the properties of the matricesM andC, a
matrixR is then introduced to simplify the reflection coef-
ficients formulation as follows:

@A#5@M#~@I#2@R# !, ~13!

where

@R#52@M#21@C#5F 0 R

R 0G with R52M 21C.

~14!

Then, the problem reduces to

$X%5~@I#2@R# !21$S%, ~15!

with

$S%5 HS1

0 J , ~16!

S15M 21BL ,T ~17!

and

~@I#2@R# !215F ~ I 2R2!21 0

0 ~ I 2R2!21GF I R

R I G .
~18!

Finally, using the following relation, the solution of the
equation can be immediately obtained by

S jL1
1

jT1
1

jL2
2

jT2
2

D 5~ I 2R2!21S1 , ~19!

S jL1
2

jT1
2

jL2
1

jT2
1

D 5~ I 2R2!21RS1 , ~20!

whereI stands for the identity matrix,jL1
1 is the longitudinal

plane-wave reflection coefficient, andjT1
1 the shear plane-

wave reflection coefficient, the incident wave having a unit
amplitude.

This method ultimately requires only a division of two
determinants of dimension 434 and is therefore substan-
tially faster than using a full expansion using Cramers
method, which requires solution of two determinants of di-
mension 838.

B. Modal problem

The modal problem is defined by Fig. 2 without any
incident wave. In fact, the system is supposed to be unforced
and the guided wave is able to propagate without input of
energy. Because the geometry is completely symmetric
about thex-axis in terms of waves and layers, the problem
can then be reduced by half. The determinant of dimension
838 linked to the matrixA @Eq. ~5!# can then be trans-
formed into a multiplication of two determinants of dimen-
sion 434 by decomposition into symmetric and antisymmet-
ric modes.

1. Equation for symmetric case

For the symmetric modes, the displacements in the plate
are given by24

u15@2 ikxA2 cos~py!1qB1 cos~qy!#eiv~ t2Sxx!

~21!
u25@2pA2 sin~py!1 ikxB1 sin~qy!#eiv~ t2Sxx!,

where:A2 stands for the amplitude of the longitudinal partial
wave andB1 defines the amplitude of the shear partial wave.
The displacements in the bottom half-space are given by

u15@2 ikxCe2 imy2 inDe2 iny#eiv~ t2Sxx!

~22!
u25@2 imCe2 imy1 ikxDe2 iny#eiv~ t2Sxx!,

whereC andD denote the amplitudes of the longitudinal and
the shear plane waves, respectively. The displacements in the
top half-space are the mirror image. Applying the limit con-
dition on the interface located aty5h, that is the continuity
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of the displacements and of the stresses, a system of four
equations with four unknowns~amplitudes of the waves! is
obtained. The trivial solution to this system is to set the
amplitudes of the waves to zero: no waves propagate. The
other solution is to find the couple (* v,* S) such that the
determinant of the matrix is zero. Thus after expansion of the
determinant, the analytical solution for the symmetric Lamb
function ~Cs! propagating in a plate embedded in a solid is
presented,

Cs5A cot~ph!1B cot~qh!1C cot~ph!cot~qh!1D50;
~23!

with

A54kx
6U21mnU2@r2V12kx

2#2

1kx
2v2~r12r2!U@~r12r2!V24kx

2#,

B5pqU2$4kx
2mn1@r122kx

2#2%, ~24!

C52 ir1r2qmv4, U5r1cT1
2 2r2cT2

2 , kx5vSx ,

D5 ir1r2pnv4, V5
v2

U
.

2. Equation for antisymmetric case

The antisymmetric Lamb function~Ca! propagating in a
plate embedded in solid is easily found by changing the co-
tangents into tangents and by taking the conjugates ofC and
D. Therefore,

Ca5A tan~ph!1B tan~qh!2C tan~ph!tan~qh!2D

50. ~25!

3. Solution

The dispersion curves are the loci of solutions of the
transcendental equationCs50 or Ca50. They are calcu-
lated in complex frequency and real slowness with a
Newton–Raphson algorithm providing fast computation. The
dispersion curves calculated using the conventional assump-
tion of real frequency and complex slowness are calculated
using a general purpose model developed by Lowe14 and
Pavlakovicet al.25

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The example that has been chosen for study relates to
diffusion-bonded titanium. Previous work by Lowe and
Cawley13,17 examined the reflection coefficient minima and
the real frequency dispersion curves for an idealized defec-
tive bonded joint, and those results form a useful basis for
comparison with the dispersion curves for complex fre-
quency. The idealized defective joint consists of a uniform
layer of alpha case~or hard alpha! at the bond line between
the two titanium adherents. The alpha case is brittle and may
be established if oxygen or nitrogen is present during bond-
ing. It has been shown that the bulk velocities of the alpha
case are about 5% to 10% faster than those of the titanium
but that its density is roughly the same.26,27The properties of
those materials have therefore been chosen to be, for tita-
nium, cL156.06 km/s,cT153.23 km/s,r154.46 T/m3, and

for alpha case, cL256.66 km/s, cT253.553 km/s, r2

54.46 T/m3. In this section, the dispersion curves calculated
either in real frequency and complex slowness or in complex
frequency and real slowness will be compared to the minima
and the zeros of the shear and longitudinal plane-wave re-
flection coefficients.

A. Comparison between plane-wave reflection
coefficients and dispersion curves for real frequency
and complex slowness „v5v8…

Predictions of the reflection coefficient results and the
conventional complex slowness dispersion curves for the
layer of alpha case embedded in titanium are shown in Fig.
3. Part~a! of the figure shows the phase velocity (1/Sx8) and
part ~b! presents the attenuation factorKx952vSx9 expressed
in nepers per millimeters, both versus the frequency.13,15–17

Two categories of reflection coefficient results are shown in
part ~a!: ‘‘zeros’’ ~h! correspond to the identification of zero
values of the reflection coefficient; ‘‘minima’’~s! corre-
spond to the identification of locations where there is a clear
dip of the function but not to zero value. Empty symbols~h,
s! correspond to the shear plane-wave reflection coefficient
~shear incident, shear reflected!, filled symbols ~d! corre-

FIG. 3. ~a! Comparison between the dispersion curves~—! calculated in real
frequency and complex slowness~Refs. 13 and 17!, the minima~s! and the
zeros~h! of the shear plane-wave reflection coefficient and the minima of
the longitudinal plane wave reflection coefficient~d! for a 0.1-mm-thick
layer of alpha case embedded in titanium.~b! Attenuation~imaginary wave
number! of these curves versus frequency.
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spond to the longitudinal plane-wave reflection coefficient.
The horizontal dashed lines show the bulk velocities of the
two materials. It should be noted that due to their very high
attenuation leading to nonphysical solutions, some modes
have not been traced or pursued.

It can be seen that there is no region, in this frequency
range, where the minima or the zeros of the reflection coef-
ficients coincide with the dispersion curves, although they
show some similar trends and the leaky shear modes and the
zeros seem to correlate reasonably well near the shear bulk
velocity of the titanium as the frequency increases. The con-
vergence of the zeros toward the modes at high frequency is
also accompanied by a reduction in attenuation@Fig. 3~b!#
and led Lowe and Cawley to suggest that the separation of
zeros and modes is related to the rate of leakage. It is clear,
therefore, that the measurement of zeros of the reflection
coefficient do not reveal the~conventional! harmonic hetero-
geneous modal properties.

B. Comparison between plane-wave reflection
coefficients and dispersion curves for complex
frequency and real slowness

For the same configuration, let us now analyze the zeros
and the minima of both the shear and the longitudinal plane-
wave reflection coefficients and the dispersion curves calcu-
lated using the alternative approach of complex frequency
and real slowness, shown in Fig. 4. Again, part~a! shows the
phase velocity (1/Sx8) and part~b! presents the dimensionless
attenuation factorV5v9/v8. Both are plotted versus the
real part of the frequency (v8/2p). The imaginary parts of
the different modes have been plotted just to point out thatV
is always positive. Therefore, the transient parts of the sig-
nals will be characterized by exponential decreases in time.
The labelsm1 to m6 are arbitrary. It is interesting to observe
that modesm2 andm4 exhibit a cutoff in frequency whenV
tends to infinity. This characteristic was already observed in
the case studied by Poncelet and Deschamps.20

Two different zones of the solution can be differentiated.
Exactly below the longitudinal bulk velocity of the titanium
(cL1), there only exist zeros of the shear plane-wave reflec-
tion coefficient~squares! and, contrary to Fig. 3, they agree
very well with the dispersion curves. The existence of zeros
instead of minima could be because one wave, and one only,
is reflected from the layer, the longitudinal plane wave being
a surface wave beyond the critical angle associated withcL1 .
This observation concerning the simultaneous existence of
the zeros and of a single reflected wave would be in accor-
dance with the liquid/solid/liquid geometry discussed earlier.
In that case, only longitudinal plane waves can be reflected,
of course, and the zeros exist for any incidence angle. The
correlation between the zeros and the dispersion curves for a
resolution in complex frequency is then always observed,
even when the immersed solid is anisotropic.20,22,23

Returning to the present embedded solid case, abovecL1

~second zone! the spectra of the plane-wave reflection coef-
ficients do not present any zeros but only minima~circles!.
As an example of the minima, Fig. 5 illustrates the shear
plane-wave reflection coefficient versus the frequency at a

phase velocity of 8.4 km/s, where clearly the values of the
minima are nonzero.

The agreement between the minima of both the shear
and the longitudinal plane-wave reflection coefficients and

FIG. 4. ~a! Comparison of the dispersion curves~—! calculated in complex
frequency and real slowness, with the reflection coefficient results as shown
in Fig. 3. ~b! Attenuation factorV versus the real part of the frequency for
a 0.1-mm-thick alpha case plate embedded in titanium.

FIG. 5. Example of poor minima in the titanium/0.1-mm alpha case/
titanium structure for the shear plane-wave reflection coefficient at a phase
velocity of 8.4 km/s.
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the dispersion curves degenerates progressively as the phase
velocity increases, with the exception of just a few localized
points. Above velocities of about 8 km/s, the minima and the
dispersion curves are almost totally separated. The minima
of the longitudinal plane-wave reflection coefficient~d!, for
example, do not correspond to any dispersion curves. The
presence of minima instead of zeros abovecL1 may be ex-
plained by the fact that in general both shear and longitudinal
plane waves are reflected when either shear or longitudinal is
incident.

C. Consideration of minima of the complex reflection
coefficient, assuming complex frequency

The minima and zeros of the reflection coefficients were
obtained assuming, conventionally, continuous plane waves
~real frequency and real slowness!. Let us now consider the
possibility of reflection coefficients calculated with complex
frequency and real slowness~transient incident waves!. This
will enable us to reduce the minima to zeros by searching in
the ~now! complex solution space. We study, for example,
the modes labeledm1 andm2 in Fig. 4.

We consider first the modem2. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!
present the comparison between the real and the imaginary

part ~characterized by the dimensionless quantityV
5v9/v8! of the zeros of the shear plane-wave reflection
coefficient ~dashed line!, and the dispersion curves~solid
line! calculated in complex frequency and real slowness ver-
sus the real part of the frequency.

The two zones of solution identified earlier are clearly
seen here since obviously the zeros plotted earlier in Fig. 4
must appear here with zero imaginary part, whereas the
minima must now appear with nonzero imaginary part. For
example, in Fig. 6, the path betweenA and B, above the
longitudinal bulk velocity of the titaniumcL1 , has a non-null
V. The roots of the reflection coefficients are therefore com-
plex and do not correlate with the dispersion curves. How-
ever, the path betweenB andD, below the longitudinal bulk
velocity of the titaniumcL1 , has null imaginary parts. We
can also observe that despite now being able to identify loci
of reflection coefficient zeros~rather than minima! through-
out this solution space, we are still left with a divergence
between the dispersion curves and the zeros when the veloc-
ity is greater thancL1 . The difference is therefore clearly a
fundamental characteristic, and cannot simply be a result of
poor identification of minima. In addition, the larger the
imaginary part of the roots, the greater the divergence be-
tween the minima and the dispersion curves. Moreover, it
can be observed that abovecL1 , the point~E! which has a

FIG. 6. ~a! Comparison between the shear plane-wave reflection coefficient
~¯! and the mode labeledm2 in Fig. 4 ~—!, both calculated in complex
frequency and real slowness,~b! attenuation factor (V5v9/v8) of the zeros
of the reflection coefficient.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 6 but for the mode m1.
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null V, that is when the sign ofV is changing from positive
to negative values, is exactly on the dispersion curve even
though both longitudinal and shear plane waves are being
reflected.

The same analysis can be drawn for the other mode,m1,
shown in Fig. 7. Again, as soon as the imaginary part of the
root of the shear plane-wave reflection coefficient becomes
non-null ~path betweenF and G!, the zeros~dashed line!
move away from the dispersion curves~solid line!. The two
sets of curves have then only one point of agreement after
this separation, exactly when the imaginary part crosses the
x-axis to go from positive to negative values. The same phe-
nomenon has been observed to occur for all the other modes.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Computational solutions of symmetric and antisymmet-
ric Lamb functions and reflection coefficient have been pre-
sented for a plate embedded in a solid. A comparison be-
tween the dispersion curves obtained either in complex
slowness and real frequency or in real slowness and complex
frequency with the minima of the shear and longitudinal re-
flection coefficient has been achieved. A better correlation
with the resolution in complex frequency has been shown,
although some regions still exhibit some disagreements.
Those differences occur where the minima are poorly de-
fined. At such locations, clearly defined zeros of the shear
and longitudinal plane-wave reflection coefficients may still
be found by using a calculation with real slowness and com-
plex frequency. However, these solutions still exhibit poor
correlation with the dispersion curves in these regions. Re-
garding the implication on experimental work, it seems that
the coincidence principle may be used reliably to measure
the modal properties if the modes are calculated using com-
plex frequency and real slowness and if measurements are
restricted to velocities lower thancL in the embedding me-
dium.
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Traditional broadband transmission method for measuring acoustic dispersion requires the
measurements of the sound speed in water, the thickness of the specimen, and the phase spectra of
two transmitted ultrasound pulses. When the sound speed in the specimen is significantly different
from that in water, the overall uncertainty of the dispersion measurement is generally dominated by
the uncertainty of the thickness measurement. In this paper, a new water immersion method for
measuring dispersion is proposed which eliminates the need for thickness measurement and the
associated uncertainty. In addition to recording the two transmitted pulses, the new method requires
recording two reflected pulses, one from the front surface and one from the back surface of the
specimen. The phase velocity as well as the thickness of the specimen can be determined from the
phase spectra of the four pulses. Theoretical analysis and experimental results from three specimens
demonstrate the advantages of this new method. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!04002-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Determination of acoustic dispersion~phase velocity as
a function of frequency! in the frequency domain using a
broadband transmission method has recently found many ap-
plications. Since introduced by Sachse and Pao in 1978, this
method has been used to study the dispersion properties of
metal ~Sachse and Pao, 1978!, epoxy resin~Rokhlin et al.,
1986!, paper materials~Brodeuret al., 1993!, polymeric ma-
terials ~Zellouf et al., 1996!, and ultrasound contrast agent
~Mobley et al., 1998!, as well as to verify Kramers–Kronig
relationship for acoustic waves~Lee et al., 1990; Brodeur
et al., 1993!.

Determination of dispersion using the above transmis-
sion method requires the measurements of a reference
velocity—usually the sound speed in water, the thickness of
the specimen, and the phase spectra of two transmitted ultra-
sound pulses. Since the magnitude of dispersion for most
materials is very small~less than 1% within the frequency
range of 1–10 MHz!, minimizing measurement uncertainties
is particularly important in such applications. In many cases,
the overall accuracy of the dispersion measurement is limited
by the uncertainty of the thickness measurement. In some
cases, the specimen may have irregular surfaces; in other
cases, the specimen may not be rigid enough that the action
of measuring its thickness causes a certain degree of defor-
mation. Even under ideal surface conditions, it has been
shown that the overall uncertainty of the dispersion measure-
ment is dominated by the uncertainty of the thickness mea-
surement when the sound speed in the specimen is signifi-
cantly different from that in water~Mobley et al., 1998!.

In this paper, a new water immersion, broadband
method for determining dispersion in the frequency domain
is described which does not require measuring the speci-
men’s thickness. This new method is essentially an extension
of a time-domain method, first proposed by Kuoet al. ~1990!

and later expanded by Hsu and Hughes~1992!, which deter-
mines the sound speed in the specimen using times-of-flight
data. The instruments and setup used in the new method are
the same as that used in the traditional immersion, broadband
transmission method for measuring dispersion. In addition to
recording two transmitted pulses, the new method requires
recording two reflected pulses, one from the front surface
and one from the back surface of the specimen. The phase
velocity of the specimen is determined from the phase spec-
tra of the four recorded pulses. In addition, using an ap-
proach parallel to the one used by Hsu and Hughes~1992!, it
is shown that the thickness of the specimen can also be de-
termined from the phase spectra of the four pulses. Results
from three specimens are reported and an error analysis is
presented.

I. THEORY

Figure 1 shows the signal paths in the immersion experi-
ment for the dispersion measurement.P0(t) is the initial
pulse launched by the transducer labeled asT1 . Ps(t) and
Pw(t) represent the transmitted pulses with and without the
specimen inserted, respectively, andP1(t) and P2(t) repre-
sent the pulses reflected back from the front and back sur-
faces of the specimen, respectively. If we useA( f )e2 j u( f ) to
represent the Fourier transform of a pulseP(t), and assume
that the dispersion of water is negligible~Rokhlin et al.,
1986!, the phase velocity of the specimen can be obtained
from the phase spectra of the two transmitted pulses,Ps(t)
andPw(t) ~Wu, 1996; He, 1999!

1

Vp~ f !
5

us~ f !2uw~ f !

2p f L
1

1

cw
, ~1!

whereVp( f ) is the phase velocity in the specimen,cw is the
sound speed in water,us( f ) anduw( f ) are the phase spectra
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of Ps(t) and Pw(t), respectively, andL is the thickness of
the specimen.

Using the same analysis~He, 1999!, Vp( f ) can also be
obtained from the phase spectra of the two reflected pulses

1

Vp~ f !
5

u2~ f !2u1~ f !

4p f L
, ~2!

whereu1( f ) and u2( f ) are the phase spectra ofP1(t) and
2P2(t), respectively~to take account of the inherent extra
180°-phase shift betweenP2 and P1 , the recordedP2 is
always inverted first in all the data processing described in
this paper!. From the above two equations, we cancelL and
obtain the phase velocity

Vp~ f !5cwF1123
uw~ f !2us~ f !

u2~ f !2u1~ f ! G . ~3!

This is the basic equation for determiningVp( f ) without
measuring the specimen’s thickness. It should be noted that
eachu( f ) in Eq. ~3! is the absolute phase calculated using
an origin of time (t50) that is the instant whenP0(t) is
launched. Due to the large time delays betweenP0(t) and
the transmitted or reflected pulses, the absolute phases of
these pulses change rapidly with frequency, and phase un-
wrapping is required. In order to accurately determine the
true absolute phase, a large number of zeros are usually ap-
pended to the original pulse to increase the sample density of
the phase function, and the 2mp phase ambiguity needs to
be carefully account for~Wu, 1996; Mobley, 1998!. In order
to simplify the process of phase calculation and reduce the
ambiguity, we employ the following technique to determine
the absolute phase.

We first assume that each ofPs(t), Pw(t), P1(t), and
P2(t) is acquired using a long sampling window that starts
from t50. Instead of directly performing Fourier transform
to the recorded pulse, we first shift the center of the pulse to
the beginning of the sampling window~by circularly rotating
to the left all the samples within the sampling window! and
then calculate the phase spectrum of the shifted pulse. The
relation between the phase spectra of the original and shifted
pulses is

u~ f !5f~ f !12p f t, ~4!

wheref( f ) is the phase spectrum of the shifted pulse, and
t5n/ f s is the time shift, wheref s is the sampling frequency
and n is the number of samples being shifted. Substituting
Eq. ~4! into Eq. ~3!, the equation for determining dispersion
becomes

Vp~ f !5cwF1123
fw~ f !2fs~ f !12p f ~ tw2ts!

f2~ f !2f1~ f !12p f ~ t22t1! G , ~5!

wherefw( f ), fs( f ), f2( f ), f1( f ) are the phase spec-
trum of shifted Pw(t), Ps(t), 2P2(t), P1(t), respec-
tively, andtw , ts , t2 , t1 are the respective time shifts.

We next consider that in a typical experiment, the pulse
is recorded using a relatively small sampling window that
starts not att50 but after a trigger delaytd , as shown in
Fig. 2. In this case, the recorded pulse is still shifted to the
beginning of the sampling window and the phase spectrum
of the shifted pulse is then calculated asf( f ). The total time
shift, t, used in Eqs.~4! and ~5! in this case should include
both the time shift,t, within the sampling window and the
trigger delay,td , of the sampling window

t5td1t. ~6!

In both cases, the change~with frequency! of the phase
spectrum,f( f ), can be minimized by adjusting the amount
of time shift, and phase unwrapping is normally not needed
~or rather easy to perform! in determiningfw( f ), fs( f ),
f2( f ), and f1( f ) ~as we will show later in Fig. 4!. As a
result,Vp( f ) can be determined accurately by Eq.~5!.

Equations~3! and ~5! indicate that the absolute phase
velocity Vp( f ) determined by the above method is directly
proportional to cw which changes with temperature~Del
Grosso and Mader, 1972!. If we express dispersion as the
relative change in phase velocity, then the need for measur-
ing cw can also be eliminated:

Vp~ f !2Vp~ f 0!

Vp~ f 0!
5

F~ f !2F~ f 0!

1/21F~ f 0!
, ~7!

where f 0 is a reference frequency, and the functionF( f ) is
defined as

F~ f !5
fw~ f !2fs~ f !12p f ~ tw2ts!

f2~ f !2f1~ f !12p f ~ t22t1!
. ~8!

In this case, the uncertainty of the dispersion measurement is
solely determined by the uncertainty of the time measure-
ment.

If we cancelVp in Eq. ~1! and Eq.~2!, and make use of
Eq. ~5!, we obtain an estimate for the thicknessL:

FIG. 1. Signal paths in the immersion experiment for the dispersion and
thickness measurements.

FIG. 2. Temporal relations of the initial pulseP0(t), sampling window, and
recorded pulseP(t).
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L̂5
cw

4p f
@u22u112~uw2us!#

5
cw

4p f
@f22f112~fw2fs!

12p f ~ t22t112tw22ts!#. ~9!

In theory, the frequency dependence of all the components
on the right side of Eq.~9! should be completely canceled
out, making L̂ a perfect constant. In practice, however,L̂
calculated from the experimental data will not be a perfect
constant, but will change with frequency. The mean ofL̂
within the frequency range of the measurement system is
used as the estimated thicknessL and the standard deviation
of L̂ can be used to judge the reliability of the new method in
estimating thickness and measuring dispersion.

A comparison between the method presented here and
the methods proposed earlier by Kuoet al. ~1990! and Hsu
et al. ~1992! can be made at this point. The method presented
here is based on the frequency-domain analysis and it mea-
sures the phase velocity of the specimen as a function of
frequency. The methods proposed by Kuoet al. and Hsu
et al. are performed in the time domain, and both measure
the speed of sound of the specimen at unspecified frequency.
If the time shift, t, in Eq. ~4! is adjusted in such a way that
uf( f )u is minimized within the frequency range of interest,
the time shifts,tw , ts , t2 , andt1 in Eq. ~5! and Eq.~9! then
represent the gross propagation delay ofPw , Ps , P2 , and
P1 , respectively. Then, if one ignores dispersion by assum-
ing fw( f )5fs( f ), andf2( f )5f1( f ), Eq. ~5! is reduced
to Eq. ~6! in the paper by Kuoet al. ~1990! and Eq.~9! is
reduced to Eq.~10! in the paper by Hsuet al. ~1992!. In
other words, the time-domain methods proposed by Kuo
et al. and Hsuet al. can be considered as approximations to
the frequency-domain method presented here.

II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A typical setup for immersion experiment is used to test
the new method~He, 1999!. A focused transducer~Panamet-
rics V382, 3.5 MHz, 13-mm aperture, 8.9-cm focal distance!
is used as the transmitter/receiver (T1 in Fig. 1! and a non-
focused transducer~Panametrics V384, 3.5 MHz, 6.35-mm
aperture! is used as the receiver~T2 in Fig. 1!. This pair of
transducers gives a useful frequency range of 1–5 MHz in all
the experiments reported in this paper. The distance between
T1 and the front surface of the specimen is approximately 10
cm. The pulser/receiver used in the experiment is Panamet-
rics 5052 PR. The amplified pulse is A/D converted by a
SONY/TEK 390 AD programmable digitizer which has an
adjustable digital delay for triggering the sampling window.
Each sampling window contains 512 samples and the sam-
pling frequency is 60 MHz. The samples are transferred to a
PC and processed using a software packageMATLAB ~Math
Works, MA!. The water temperature is 21.2 °C, which gives
cw51485.968 m/s~Del Grosso and Mader, 1972!.

A Plexiglas, a high-density polyethylene, and a low-
density polyethylene sample are used in the experiment. The
origin of the Plexiglas sample is unknown. The two polyeth-

ylene samples are both obtained from Poly Hi Solidur
~Scranton, PA!. The densities of the three samples are 1.176,
0.966, and 0.918 g/cm3, respectively. The thickness of each
sample is measured at five locations using a digital caliper
~model 599-571-4, Brown & Sharpe, North Kingstown, RI!,
and the mean and standard deviation are listed in Table I.
The mean thickness is used for calculating dispersion using
the traditional method as well as for comparing with the
thickness estimated using the new method.

Figure 3 shows the four pulses obtained using the Plexi-
glas sample and Fig. 4 shows their phase spectra~P2 is first
reversed! after being shifted to the beginning of the respec-
tive sampling window. As shown in the figure, all the phase
spectra change slowly with frequency. As a result, phase
unwrapping is not needed in determining these spectra.

Figure 5~a! compares the phase velocity of the Plexiglas
sample determined using the new method~solid line! and the
traditional method~dashed line!. The solid line is obtained
using Eq.~5! based on the phase spectra~f1 , f2 , fw , and
fs) shown in Fig. 3. In this particular experiment, the time
shifts t1 , t2 , tw , and ts are 96.517, 125.450, 108.150, and
75.783ms, respectively. Only four representative error bars
at frequencies 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 MHz are presented in the
figure. These error bars are calculated using Eq.~12!, which
will be derived later in Sec. III, based on an uncertainty of
0.1 °C in the temperature measurement and an uncertainty of
8.3331029 s in the time measurement. The dashed line in
the figure is calculated using Eq.~1! with a measuredL
539.942 mm, as listed in Table I.

Figure 5~b! plots the estimated thickness using Eq.~9!.

As expected,L̂ calculated from the experimental data is not a
perfect constant, but the change~with frequency! is very
small. Since the apparent flatness of this curve can be arbi-
trarily changed by changing the vertical scale of the plot, we
chose the vertical plot range to be approximately61%
around the mean value~in this case, it is from 39.9–0.4 mm
to 39.910.4 mm). The mean and standard deviation of the
estimated thickness are calculated within the frequency range
of 1–5 MHz, and the results are listed in Table I.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results from the high-
density polyethylene sample, and Fig. 7 shows the experi-
mental results from the low-density polyethylene sample.
Again, the mean and standard deviation of the thickness es-
timation for each specimen are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Measured thickness using a digital caliper~average at five loca-
tions! and estimated thickness using Eq.~9! within the frequency range of 1
to 5 MHz for three specimens.

Measured
thickness~mm!
~five locations!

Estimated
thickness~mm!

~1–5 MHz!

Plexiglas 39.94260.008 39.88860.004
High-density
polyethylene

18.7660.03 18.70660.004

Low-density
polyethylene

3.15660.009 3.14960.006
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III. DISCUSSION

The most directly noticeable fact exhibited by the ex-
perimental results is the excellent agreement between the
measured and estimated thickness of the samples, as seen in
Table I. The discrepancy between the measured and esti-
mated thickness for each sample is 0.14%~Plexiglas!, 0.29%
~high-density polyethylene!, and 0.22%~low-density poly-
ethylene!, respectively. This accuracy of thickness estima-
tion is slightly better than the accuracy~from 0.16% to
0.80%! obtained by Hsu and Hughes using the time-domain,
pulse-overlap method~1992!. The results in Table I also
show that within the frequency range of 1–5 MHz, deviation
of L̂ from a perfect constant is very small: 0.01%~Plexiglas!,
0.02% ~high-density polyethylene!, and 0.19%~low-density
polyethylene!, respectively. On the one hand, this high de-
gree of flatness ofL̂ obtained in the present experiment pro-
vides a strong support to the proposed method of using
mixed spectra~of transmitted and reflected pulses! to deter-
mine dispersion. On the other hand, the degree of flatness of

L̂ obtained in a particular experiment may be used to judge
the validity of the dispersion measurement for that experi-
ment. The relatively large fluctuation ofL̂ from the low-
density polyethylene sample is associated with the low am-
plitude of P2 , which is in turn caused by the large
attenuation of the material~measured as 21 dB/cm at 3 MHz,
as compared with 3.5 dB/cm for the Plexiglas sample and 5.2
dB/cm for the high-density polyethylene sample!. It is ex-
pected that if the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected signal
were too weak, the fluctuation ofL̂ would be very large,
indicating that the calculated dispersion using the mixed
spectra would be no longer reliable.

Direct validation of the new method for measuring dis-
persion is more difficult because there are no standard dis-
persion data for the three samples used in this experiment.
Kuo et al. ~1990! measured the sound speed in three Plexi-
glas samples and obtained values ranging from 2750 to 2766
m/s. The solid curve shown in Fig. 5 is in the same range. In
addition, the attenuation and dispersion properties of the
same Plexiglas sample have been carefully studied before
and the results presented in this paper are in excellent agree-

FIG. 3. Actual waveforms of the four recorded pulses:P1 and P2 are the
pulses reflected back from the front and back surfaces of the specimen,
respectively, andPs andPw are the transmitted pulses with and without the
specimen inserted between the two transducers, respectively. Notice the
extra 180°-phase shift ofP2 with respect toP1 . The time interval per
sample is 1/60ms.

FIG. 4. The phase spectra of the four pulses shown in Fig. 3 after their
centers being shifted to the beginning of the respective sampling window.
Notice the second curve from the top is the phase of the invertedP2 .
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ment with the results obtained in the previous experiments
~He, 1990!. O’Donnellet al. ~1981! measured the attenuation
and dispersion of polyethylene in the frequency range of 1 to
10 MHz but did not specify the density of the specimen.
From the large attenuation value~16 dB/cm at 3 MHz! re-
ported by these investigators, it is judged that the acoustic
properties of their specimen are close to that of the low-
density polyethylene sample used in this study. Their disper-
sion curve shows a 45-m/s change in the phase velocity
when the frequency is changed from 1 to 5 MHz. The dis-
persion curve plotted in Fig. 7~a! shows a similar change in
the phase velocity. Wu~1996! measured dispersion of both
high-density and low-density polyethylene. The dispersion
curve of the high-density polyethylene sample plotted in Fig.

6 is in good agreement with the dispersion curve reported by
Wu @Fig. 5~a!, 1996#. However, that curve in Wu’s paper is
labeled as from the low-density polyethylene. It is noticed
that the phase velocity of the low-density polyethylene re-
ported by Wu is higher than that of the high-density polyeth-
ylene, which is in contradiction with the results obtained by
this author. To further examine this discrepancy, we used the
time-domain, pulse-overlap method~Hsu and Hughes, 1992!
to measure the sound speed in these two samples, and ob-
tained a speed of 2560 m/s for the high-density polyethylene
and a speed of 2066 m/s for the low-density polyethylene.
This independent measurement verified that the high-density
polyethylene used in this study indeed has a higher sound
speed than the low-density polyethylene. The exact source of

FIG. 5. ~a! Solid line—phase velocity of the Plexiglas sample determined
using the new method. Representative error bars are shown at 1.5, 2.5, 3.5,
and 4.5 MHz. Dashed line—phase velocity determined using the traditional
method with a thickness of 39.942 mm.~b! Thickness of the same sample
determined using the proposed method. The plot range in the vertical direc-
tion is approximated61% around the mean value.

FIG. 6. ~a! Solid line—phase velocity of the high-density polyethylene
sample determined using the new method. Representative error bars are
shown at 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 MHz. Dashed line—phase velocity deter-
mined using the traditional method with a thickness of 18.76 mm.~b! Thick-
ness of the same sample determined using the proposed method. The plot
range in the vertical direction is approximated61% around the mean value.
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the discrepancy between Wu’s results and our results is not
known at this time.

Several observations can be made from the plots in Figs.
5~a!, 6~a!, and 7~a!. In each figure, the solid line is obtained
using both the transmitted and reflected pulses but without
using the specimen’s thickness, while the dashed line is ob-
tained by the traditional method that uses the transmitted
pulses only and a particular value for the sample’s thickness.
Although it appears that the two methods produce different
dispersion curves, the discrepancy between the two curves in
each figure is very small: 0.1% in Fig. 5~a!, 0.2% in Fig.
6~a!, and 0.1% in Fig. 7~a!. In fact, if the thickness of the
sample used to calculate the dashed curve in Fig. 5~a! is
decreased by 0.054 mm~a mere 0.14% change!, the new

dashed curve would move up and overlap almost exactly
with the solid curve. The same results can also be produced
with the curves in Fig. 6~a! and Fig. 7~a!. Since the immer-
sion broadband transmission method for dispersion measure-
ment is a well-established method, the above observations
validate the accuracy of the new method in measuring dis-
persion that does not need to know the specimen’s thickness.
On the other hand, the above observations also suggest that
the traditional method is very sensitive to the choice of the
specimen’s thickness. By eliminating the need for measuring
the specimen’s thickness, it is expected that the overall un-
certainty of the dispersion measurement will be reduced in
the new method. We now perform an error analysis to quan-
titatively investigate the improvement of the new method in
reducing the uncertainty of the dispersion measurement.

For the traditional method that determines the phase ve-
locity based on Eq.~1!, the variance of the phase velocity
can be determined based on the theory of error propagation
to first order in the measurement uncertainties~Bevington,
1969; Mobleyet al., 1998!
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uncertainties~variances! of L, us , uw , andcw , respectively.
Using Eq. ~4!, we can separateu into two parts: a linear-
with-frequency part,vt, where t is the gross propagation
delay, and a nonlinear part,f, which contains the dispersion
effect. Since the first part (vt) is much larger then the sec-
ond part ~f!, we can use the following approximations in
estimating the measurement uncertainty: (us2uw)>v(ts

2tw)5vL(1/Vp21/cw), sus

2 >suw

2 >v2s t
2, wheres t

2 is the

variance of the time measurement. With these approxima-
tions, Eq.~10! can be reduced to
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Equation~11! indicates that ifVp>cw , the contribution of
the uncertainty of the thickness measurement may not be
significant. On the other hand, ifVp is significantly different
from cw , the contribution of the last term in Eq.~11! can be
very large. To demonstrate this, we substitute in Eq.~11! the
following values found in the Plexiglas experiment:Vp

52753 m/s~at about 3 MHz!, L54 cm, andcw51486 m/s.
For the sampling frequencyf s560 MHz, s t is estimated as
0.531/f s58.3331029 s. For the temperature within the
range of 19.2 °C60.1 °C, cw changes from 1479.546 m/s to
1480.174 m/s~Del Grosso and Meder, 1972!. Consequently,
scw

is estimated as 0.3 m/s. With these data, the first two
terms on the right side of Eq.~11! can be first determined as
4.97 ~m/s!2 and 1.06~m/s!2, respectively. In this case, if the
fractional uncertainty of thickness,sL /L, is larger than
0.095%, orsL.0.0038 cm, the last term in Eq.~11! will be
dominant. Mobleyet al. ~1998! used a fractional uncertainty

FIG. 7. ~a! Solid line—phase velocity of the low-density polyethylene
sample determined using the new method. Representative error bars are
shown at 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 MHz. Dashed line—phase velocity deter-
mined using the traditional method with a thickness of 3.156 mm.~b! Thick-
ness of the same sample determined using the proposed method. The plot
range in the vertical direction is approximated61% around the mean value.
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sL /L57% in their error analysis in measuring the phase
velocity in Albunex® suspensions. Such an uncertainty may
be too large for solid specimens. If we use a more conserva-
tive sL /L50.5%, orsL50.02 cm, the last term in Eq.~11!
becomes 136.9~m/s!2, that is, 22 times larger than the sum of
the first two terms on the right side of Eq.~11!.

For the new method that determines phase velocity
based on Eq.~3!, the variance of phase velocity can be evalu-
ated using the same analysis
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Comparing Eq.~12! with Eq. ~11!, one notices that the po-
tential major source of uncertainty associated with the thick-
ness measurement is eliminated in the new method. The
magnitudes of the remaining two terms associated withs t

andscw
are not significantly changed from that in Eq.~11!

~in this particular example, they are slightly decreased to
1.71 and 0.31~m/s!2, respectively!.

The proposed method can also be used to improve the
accuracy of attenuation measurement. It is typical that in a
broadband transmission experiment, both attenuation and
dispersion are measured at the same time~Lee et al., 1990;
Wu, 1996; He, 1999!. Just like dispersion, the measured at-
tenuation is dependent on the thickness of the specimen. If
the specimen’s thickness cannot be determined accurately, a
large error may occur in the attenuation measurement. Using
the proposed method, the specimen’s thickness can be first
determined from the transmitted and reflected pulses. The
estimated thickness is then used to determine the attenuation.

The method proposed in this paper may be particularly
useful for real-time measurement of dispersion/attenuation
when the thickness of the specimen changes with time.
Rokhlin et al. ~1986! reported a measurement of frequency
dependence of ultrasound velocity and attenuation during the
curing reaction of epoxy resin. According to the authors, the
shrinkage of the sample during the curing reaction was 1%–
2%. Based on Eq.~11! and the related arguments, one would
expect that~relatively! significant errors would occur when a
fixed initial thickness is used to calculate the phase velocity
and attenuation. By eliminating the need for thickness mea-
surement, the new method is immune from the error pro-
duced by the change in the sample’s thickness.

There are several limitations of this new method; all are
related to the requirement of obtaining two reflected pulses.
First, in order to obtain two nonoverlapping echoes, the
thickness of the specimen cannot be smaller than the axial
resolution of the ultrasound system. Second, two surfaces of
the specimen should be parallel to each other and should be
kept normal to the beam. Otherwise, significant distortion in

echo waveform and phase spectrum may occur. Finally, if
the acoustic impedance of the specimen is very close to that
of the surrounding medium, or if the attenuation of the speci-
men is too large, the magnitude of the echo from the back
surface may be reduced to the noise level. This last limitation
may be the major obstacle in applying this method to certain
biological tissues.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the measurement of acoustic dispersion using the tra-
ditional water-immersion broadband transmission method, if
one can also reliably obtain reflected pulses from the front
and back surface of the specimen, the phase velocity as well
as the thickness of the specimen can be determined from the
two transmitted and two reflected pulses. The degree of flat-
ness of the estimated thickness within the useful frequency
range of the system can be used to judge the reliability of the
dispersion measurement. Experimental results from three
specimens demonstrate the accuracy of the new method in
determining the thickness and measuring the phase velocity.
Theoretical analysis indicates that when the sound speed in
the specimen is much different from that in water, the overall
accuracy of the dispersion measurement can be significantly
improved by eliminating the uncertainty associated with the
measurement of the specimen’s thickness.
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Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy~RUS! of a spherical sample in a pressurizing gas atmosphere
was investigated experimentally and theoretically. Measurements were made on a fused silica
sphere in He, Ar, and N2 gases up to pressures of 120 bar. The pressure-dependent shift in the
resonant frequency,D f , and theQ-factor were measured for the S00, S11, and T02 modes. A
theoretical model based on acoustic radiation impedance was used to calculateD f and the
radiation-resistance component,Qr , of the Q-factor. Agreement between theory and experiment
was good forQr , but there were discrepancies forD f . It was found that the theoreticalD f due to
gas-loading effects associated with acoustic radiation was very small and consistent with the
observed dependence on pressure and gas species for the T02 mode but not for the S00 and S11
modes. We conclude that the T02 mode is the most reliable of these modes to use in measuring
third-order elastic constants by RUS. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!03601-8#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Cg@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 30 years, resonant ultrasound spectroscopy
~RUS! has emerged as a powerful tool to study the elastic
properties of small specimens1 and single crystals.2 In recent
years the RUS technique has been extended to high tempera-
tures, albeit at ambient pressures.3,4 High temperature RUS
measurements have been used to extract the elastic constants
of minerals in the Earth’s mantle at high temperature, and to
show that the specific heat at constant volume,Cv , of MgO
obeys the Dulong and Petit limit exactly up to 1800 K,5 and
that its bulk modulus,Ks is linearly dependent upon the
enthalpy.6 Armed with this latter fact, Anderson6 obtained
extrapolated values ofKs up to about 3000 K, which is the
upper limit of reliable measurements of the enthalpy of
MgO.

RUS single crystal measurements are generally done
with specimens prepared as right-rectangular
parallelepipeds2,7 or spheres.8,9 There are excellent reviews
of the RUS technique given in two articles by Maynard10 and
by Leisure and Willis11 and a comprehensive book by
Migliori and Sarrao.12 There is also a review covering the
beginning of RUS on spheres by Anderson.13

The RUS technique may also be used to determine third-
order elastic properties of minerals and single crystals by
performing RUS measurements under pressure attained with
various gases. This procedure is attractive since it is rela-
tively simple to perform. Thus a full set of elastic moduli
may be obtained from one frequency scan under pressure,
rather than requiring several measurements using different
wave polarizations and crystal directions. However, gas pres-
sure loading of the vibrating surfaces of the resonating speci-
mens does provide a complication. In previous RUS mea-
surements, it was correctly assumed that gas loading of the
surfaces provided by ambient pressure does not significantly

affect the resonance spectrum of the specimens being
measured.2,7,12 But under pressure, when the density of the
surrounding gas can approach a significant fraction of the
density of the specimen, it is possible that the increased
acoustic coupling to the surrounding gas could displace the
resonance curves by a measurable amount. Ohnoet al.14 at-
tempted to circumvent this problem by using He as the pres-
surizing gas. They measured the pressure dependence of the
shear modulusG of isotropic steel spheres, and found a value
for (]G/]p)T equal to 1.8 which was within the range of
values 1.5–2.0 found by other acoustic techniques. Thus they
certainly demonstrated experimentally that the acoustic im-
pedance mismatch between He and steel bracketed whatever
effect gas loading would have on the value of the third-order
elastic constants to less than 15% of the accepted value.
However, no precise estimate was provided for the effect of
gas loading.

Recently, RUS pressure measurements on a rectangular
parallelepiped of fused quartz were reported by Zhang
et al.15 They included an analysis of the effect of gas pres-
sure on both the quality factorQ and the resonance fre-
quency of the peaks obtained in the RUS frequency spec-
trum. Both quantities were investigated in order to ascertain
the validity of the theoretical model and of the approxima-
tions that were made. The shift in the resonance peaks could
be produced by two factors: one, the effect of pressure on the
elastic constants of fused quartz; and, two, the shift in fre-
quency due to acoustic gas loading of the surfaces of the
specimen, which is a dynamic effect arising from the cre-
ation of acoustic waves in the surrounding gas by the vibrat-
ing surfaces of the specimen. The frequency shift due to
acoustic gas loading was described by Zhanget al.15 as a
‘‘mass-loading’’ effect and was related to the reactive com-
ponent of radiation impedance.
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Because both sources of frequency shift are simulta-
neously present, it is not possible to determine from the ex-
periments how much of the observed frequency shift is due
to the third-order elastic constants and how much is due to
acoustic gas loading. On the other hand, the change in the
quality factor of the peaks produced by the pressurizing gas
may be totally ascribed to acoustic gas loading, once it is
experimentally deduced that the background losses are pres-
sure independent. Therefore, Zhanget al.15 proceeded under
the assumption that if the theoretical model could account for
the shift in quality factor as a function of pressure and also as
a function of the molecular mass of the pressurizing gas, then
the values predicted by the model for the shift in frequency
due to acoustic gas loading would be justified. The authors
found both quantitative and qualitative agreement between
the experimental values for the changes in quality factor as a
function of pressure and molecular mass for the compres-
sional modes of the specimen. It was deduced that the shift
in frequency produced by acoustic gas loading for this mode
was a small fraction of the experimentally observed shifts.
However, for the torsional modes the theoreticalQ’s were as
much as three and a half times lower than seen experimen-
tally and the theoretical changes in frequency were some-
where between a quarter and a twelfth of the experimental
ones.

In their theoretical model, Zhanget al.15 made two sim-
plifying assumptions: one, they treated the six radiating rect-
angular surfaces of the parallelepiped independently, and
then obtained the total radiation loading effect by adding the
contributions from each surface; and, two, each surface was
treated as a baffled planar source. It was not known if these
assumptions caused the discrepancy for the torsional modes.
Therefore, one of those authors, D. E. Beck, is working on a
method to solve the radiation from a rectangular parallelepi-
ped exactly. In the meantime, it was felt that the validity of
the assumption that the change in acoustic losses was en-
tirely due to acoustic radiation into the surrounding gas
should be checked with a specimen shape that was more
amenable to an exact theoretical solution. Therefore, the
present authors initiated a RUS investigation of fused silica
spheres. Isaaket al.16 have published a preliminary account
of this investigation where they report the value (]G/]p)T

523.43 obtained by extrapolating their experimental results
with helium, nitrogen, and argon to a pressurizing gas of
zero mass. Their extrapolated value falls within the range
obtained by Meisteret al.17 of 23.39 and Gerlich and
Kennedy,18 23.48, found by ultrasonic interferometry. In
this paper, we will compare our theoretical results with the
experimental values found for the changes in quality factor
for both spheroidal modes and toroidal modes, and the fre-
quency shift found for toroidal modes.

I. SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We obtained a spherical specimen of fused silica whose
radius is 2.414 mm. Table I lists the lowest seven modal
frequencies calculated by Odaet al.9 when 2.210 g/cm3 is
the density,r, and 37 and 31.3 GPa are the respective adia-
batic bulk modulus,KS , and shear modulus,G. The T’s
represent toroidal modes, the S’s spheroidal modes. The

mode numbern is given first, followed by the harmonic,l
corresponding toYlm in spherical harmonic notation, wherel
refers to the total angular momentum andm refers to the
projection of angular momentum in thez direction.

Pressure measurements for three different pressurizing
gases, helium, nitrogen, and argon, were done on the sphere.
The maximum pressure attained was in the range of 0.011–
0.015 MPa~110–150 bar!, depending on the gas used. Pres-
sure was measured with a Bourdon tube pressure gauge that
was accurate to about 1%.

The sample was placed between lead zirconium titanate
~PZT! transducers that had 500-kHz natural frequencies. We
used two mechanisms to ensure contact between transducers
and specimen. One method was to fix a transducer and gently
press the other, movable transducer to the specimen with a
small spring on the back side of this second transducer. An
alternative method was to gravity load with a small weight
attached to the second transducer. There were no meaningful
differences in the data acquisition using these two methods
of contacting the transducers to the specimen. Further, the
Q-factor for the PZT transducers is orders of magnitude less
than for the specimen, resulting in no discernable shift in the
specimen frequencies from the transducer resonances.

Temperature inside the pressure cell was monitored with
two Type T Cu–CuNi thermocouples. Temperature was
measured to 0.1°. The two thermocouples, placed on oppo-
site sides of the specimen, never showed a difference of
more than 0.1° from each other. After increasing or decreas-
ing pressure, we waited for the temperature inside the vessel
to stabilize to within 0.1°, or so, of room temperature. In our
pressure runs, room temperature was usually within a degree
of 25° throughout the run. We generally found excellent
agreement in the up- and down-pressure data once they were
all referenced to isothermal conditions.16

We recorded pressure data in intervals of 0.0005 MPa~5
bar! while increasing pressure up to 0.005 MPa~50 bar!,
after which intervals of 0.001 MPa~10 bar! were used. When
decreasing pressure, we used 10-bar intervals throughout the
pressure range. We made three separate pressure runs for
each of the three pressurizing gases~He, N, Ar! and recorded
data only when going up in pressure. The one exception was
that we also recorded data while decreasing pressure for the
last argon pressure run. No hysteresis was observed during
this run.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This work will concentrate on resonance peaks associ-
ated with three modes of the fused silica spherical specimen.

TABLE I. Lowest calculated modal frequencies for fused silica sphere.

Mode f 0 ~MHz!

T02 0.620 58
S02 0.652 04
S11 0.804 53
S00 0.944 70
T03 0.958 90
S03 0.961 98
S02 1.147 91
S04 1.226 34
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The curve in Fig. 1 shows the resonance peak for the toroidal
T02 mode. The diagram in the bottom half of the figure
indicates the displacement at the surface of the sphere for
m50. Formulas for the displacements in theu andf direc-
tions for the three degenerate modesm5061,62 are given
next to this diagram. The anglesu andf are defined in the
figure. This is a pure shear mode with no motion in the radial
direction. It is the lowest frequency mode for this sphere. As
may be seen, there are three closely spaced peaks associated
with this mode. We believe that this is caused by a break in
the degeneracy due to a small asphericity in the specimen.19

It is obvious that the peak around 622 kHz is better coupled
to the transducer. We believe that this is them561 mode,
since it contains motion in theu direction at the poles, and
therefore the shear transducers could more easily couple to
this mode and both deliver more energy to it and more sen-
sitively detect its oscillations. Since this mode is more tightly
coupled to the transducers, the half-width of the peak is also
more dependent on theQ of the transducers and therefore it
was not used in the analysis of the data~presented in Fig. 4!.

The resonance peak for the pure breathing mode S00 is
shown in Fig. 2. At the bottom is the relation for the radial
displacementur at the surface of the sphere. This figure also
contains the S00 peak at a pressure of 25 bar of He. Peaks for
the spheroidal mode S11 are shown in Fig. 3. These were
obtained at zero pressure and at a pressure of 20 bar of He.
The displacements for the degenerate modes are shown at the
bottom.

As may be seen in Fig. 1, at least two of the peaks are
visibly non-Lorentzian. In order to extract the quality factor

and the resonant center frequency from the resonance peak,
an appropriate background has to be subtracted from the
data. This was done for all the data reported in this paper
following the procedure described in Zhanget al.15 The data
points for the three modes as a function of pressure for three
different gases are plotted in Figs. 4~a!, ~b!, 5, and 6, except

FIG. 1. Measured resonance peak for T02 mode. The lower half of the
figure contains expressions for the displacement patterns on the sphere, with
the m50 pattern displayed.

FIG. 2. Measured resonance peak for S00 mode. The lower half of the
figure contains expressions for the displacement pattern.

FIG. 3. Measured resonance peaks for S11 modes. The lower half of the
figure contains expressions for the displacement patterns.
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for Fig. 4~b!, which contains data for Ar and He only. Figure
4~a! shows the experimental shift in central frequency as a
function of pressure. Figures 4~b!, 5, and 6 plot the experi-
mental energy loss due to acoustic radiation 1/Qr vs pres-
sure. As described in Zhanget al.,15 this latter quantity is

obtained by subtracting a constant loss due to sample support
and electronic losses.

It is evident that except for Fig. 4~b! the data may be fit
with straight lines. As was mentioned earlier, the effect of
third-order elastic constants would be to shift the central fre-
quency linearly with pressure. The changes in losses 1/Q due
to gas loading should not depend significantly on the third-
order elastic constants. The toroidal mode shown in Fig. 1
has no radial motion, so that the coupling to the surrounding
gas is through viscous motion. We shall see that this yields
the square root dependence shown in Fig. 4~b!.

III. THEORY OF ACOUSTIC GAS LOADING

The equations for the resonant frequencies of a vibrating
isotropic sphere were derived by Lamb20 and developed in
greater detail by Lapwood and Usami,21 whose approach we
follow for the oscillations of an isotropic sphere in the ab-
sence of a surrounding gas. Later, we introduce the effects of
a surrounding gas through an acoustical impedance at the
surface of the sphere.

The oscillations of an isotropic material are governed by
the wave equation

r
]2ui

]t2
5(

j

]Ti j

]xj
, ~1!

wherer is the mass density,ui is the i th component of the
displacementu, and Ti j is the stress tensor, which for an
isotropic material is given by

Ti j 5l¹•ud i j 1mS ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D , ~2!

where l and m are the Lame´ coefficients, andd i j is the
Kronecker delta function. As elucidated by Lamb in 1882,
the basic solutions of the wave equation for an isotropic
sphere can be categorized into the following three classes: I.
Irrotational; II. Equivoluminal with zero radial displacement;
and III. Equivoluminal with nonzero radial displacement.
Following Lapwood and Usami21 we assume time depen-
dence of the form exp(ivt), wherev is the angular frequency

FIG. 4. ~a! Measured frequency shift versus pressure for the T02 mode. The
theoreticalD f due to acoustic gas loading by the viscous gas is labeled as
‘‘viscous gas loading.’’~b! Measured and calculated 1/Qr vs pressure for
the T02 mode. (1/Qr is the part of the total 1/Q that is due to the presence
of the gas.!

FIG. 5. Measured and calculated 1/Qr vs pressure for the S00 mode.

FIG. 6. Measured and calculated 1/Qr vs pressure for the S11 mode.
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of oscillation, and modifying their notation slightly, we write
the first class of solutions~irrotational! as

uI5¹Feivt, ~3!

where F is a scalar function that satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

¹2F1h2F50, ~4!

andh5v/cL5v/A(l12m)/r, with cL being the longitudi-
nal velocity of sound. The physical solutions of Eq.~4! in
spherical coordinates (r ,u,f) are finite at the origin and
have the form

F5 j l~hr !Ylm~u,F!, ~5!

where j l is the spherical Bessel function andYlm are spheri-
cal harmonics.22

The second class solutions~equivoluminal withur50)
can be written as

uII5¹3 r̂ceivt, ~6!

where c is a scalar function that satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

¹2c1k2c50, ~7!

andk5v/cT5v/Am/r with cT being the transverse velocity
of sound. In Eq.~6! r̂ is the unit vector alongr . The physical
solutions of Eq.~7! have the form

c5 j l~kr !Ylm~u,f!. ~8!

The third class of solutions~equivoluminal with ur

Þ0) can be written as

uIII 5~1/k!¹3¹3rxeivt, ~9!

where x is the scalar function that satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

¹2x1k2x50, ~10!

which has the physical solutions

x5 j l~kr !Ylm~u,f!. ~11!

It is customary to group these three sets of solutions into
spheroidal modes, which have some radial displacement, and
toroidal modes, which have only rotational displacement.
Thus for the spheroidal modes we have

u5AuI1BuIII , ~12!

whereA andB are constants. While for toroidal modes, we
have

u5CuII , ~13!

whereC is a constant.
For an unloaded sphere of radiusa, the eigenfrequen-

cies, or resonance angular frequencies,v0 , are found by
applying the free-surface boundary conditions that all
stresses vanish at the surface of the sphere (r 5a). In terms
of the stress tensor elements in spherical coordinates, this
condition is

Trr 5Tru5Trf50 at r 5a. ~14!

For a sphere that is gas loaded, the boundary conditions
are

Trr 52P at r 5a ~15!

and

Tru5Trf50 at r 5a, ~16!

where in Eq.~15!, P is the dynamic pressure of the gas.
~Only the dynamic, or time varying part, of the pressure is
relevant here.! The boundary condition Eq.~16! applies only
if the viscosity of the gas is neglected. Later, when we con-
sider the toroidal modes in detail, we will need to take into
account the viscosity of the gas, and this will cause Eq.~16!
to be modified.

To determine the eigenfrequencies of the loaded sphere,
we need to use the pressure field of the gas in Eq.~15!, and
relate it to the displacement of the surface of the sphere. This
leads to a transcendental equation for the angular frequency
v. The solutions of this equation give the eigenfrequencies
of the sphere, which are now complex numbers. The real part
of the complex frequency is associated with the frequency
shift due to gas loading and the imaginary part is associated
with radiation losses due to gas loading. The analysis is sim-
plified by introducing the radiation impedance,Z, for the
sphere. By definition,

Z[P/vg at r 5a, ~17!

where vg is the ~radial! velocity of the gas particles. By
continuity of displacement at the surface of the sphere,vg at
r 5a is equal to the radial velocity of the surface. Therefore,
vg5 ivur and

Z5P/ ivur at r 5a. ~18!

A useful expression forZ can be found in terms of the
properties of the gas, independent of the properties of the
sphere. To do this, we use the equation of motion for the gas

2
]P

]r
5rg

]vg

]t
, ~19!

whererg is the mass density of the gas. In the region outside
the sphere, there is only outgoing radiation emanating from
the sphere. Consequently, the pressure in the gas must be of
the form

P5Dhl
~2!~kgr !Ylm~u,f!eivt, ~20!

where D is a constant,hl
(2) is the Hankel function of the

second kind@necessitated by our adoption of the Lapwood
and Usami convention of exp(ivt) time dependence#, kg

5v/cg is the wave vector in the gas, andcg is the speed of
sound in the gas. Noting thatvg}exp(ivt), we can use Eqs.
~19! and ~20! in the expression Eq.~17! to find

Z52 irgcghl
~2!~kga!/hl

~2!8~kga!. ~21!

The above expression forZ has all the information we
need concerning the acoustic gas loading, assuming that the
viscosity of the gas is negligible. To obtain the complex
eigenfrequencies we define the functionF(v) as follows:

F~v![Trr /ur at r 5a, ~22!
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and combine this with Eqs.~15! and ~18! to get

F~v!52 ivZ. ~23!

As shown below, the functionF(v) can be found from Eq.
~22! by explicitly evaluatingTrr in terms ofur for the mode
of interest. This function depends only onv, a and the ma-
terial parametersr, l andm.

By itself, Eq. ~23! guarantees that boundary condition
Eq. ~15! is satisfied, but it is also necessary to satisfy bound-
ary condition Eq.~16!. The latter is automatically satisfied
for the case of the purely radial breathing mode, or S00
mode, because the tangential stressesTru andTrf identically
vanish in that mode. For other spheroidal modes, it is neces-
sary to explicitly require that the boundary condition Eq.
~16! is satisfied. This is done by evaluatingTru and Trf in
terms of the displacementu and using these expressions in
Eq. ~16!. As illustrated below for the S11 mode, the result is
a linear homogeneous equation relating the coefficientsA
and B that appear in expression Eq.~12! for u. This deter-
mines the ratioA/B. Evaluation ofF(v)[Trr /ur yields an
expression that depends onA and B only through the ratio
A/B. Upon substituting the previously determined value of
A/B into this F(v) expression, we finally obtain an expres-
sion for F(v) that contains neitherA nor B, but rather is a
function of onlyv, a, r, l, andm. Subsequent solution of Eq.
~23! now guarantees that both boundary conditions, Eqs.~15!
and ~16!, have been satisfied.

Solution of the transcendental equation~23! for the com-
plex frequencyv is simplified in the small-loading limit,
where one can writev5v01Dv, where v0 is the real
eigenfrequency corresponding to the unloaded sphere and
Dv is a small correction. For the unloaded sphere,Z van-
ishes, as can be seen by taking the limit of vanishing gas
density in Eq.~21!, in which case Eq.~23! reduces to

F~v0!50. ~24!

We emphasize that Eq.~23! is the equation satisfied by the
complex eigenfrequencyv for arbitrary gas loading, while
Eq. ~24! is the equation satisfied by the real eigenfrequency
v0 in the absence of gas loading. In the limit of vanishing
gas density,Z→0 and the two equations become equivalent.

To obtain an approximate solution for the complex fre-
quency shiftDv, we expand the left-hand side of Eq.~23! to
the first order inDv and formally regardZ on the right-hand
side of Eq.~23! to be small sinceZ vanishes for the unloaded
sphere. After making use of Eq.~24! in this expansion, we
obtain

Dv52 iv0Z~v0!/F8~v0!, ~25!

where Z(v0) is the value of Z obtained by settingkg

5v0 /cg in the expression Eq.~21! for Z. Expression Eq.
~25! is an excellent approximation for the complex frequency
shift provided thatuDvu!v0 , which is the case for our ex-
periments.

Now F(v0) is a real function~to ensure thatv0 is real!.
ThusF8(v0) is also real and we deduce from Eq.~25! that

Re
Dv

v0
5

Im Z~v0!

F8~v0!
~26!

and

Im
Dv0

v0
52

ReZ~v0!

F8~v0!
. ~27!

The real part ofDv is the shift in the resonance angular
frequency due to gas loading. Denoting the corresponding
frequency shift~in Hz! asD f , Eq. ~26! implies that

D f

f 0
5

Im Z~v0!

F8~v0!
, ~28!

where f 0 is the original resonance frequency for the un-
loaded sphere. The imaginary part ofDv is related to the
quality factor by the expression 1/Q52 ImDv/v0. Applying
this to the contribution 1/Qr due to acoustic gas loading, and
using Eq.~27!, we find that

1

Qr
522

ReZ~v0!

F8~v0!
. ~29!

We now apply these results to the spheroidal modes S00
and S11, and extend our analysis to the toroidal modes as
well. In our calculations we use the following known values
for the physical parameters for the sphere:a50.2414 cm,
r52.210 g/cm3, cT53.76343105 cm/s, and cL55.9687
3105 cm/s. The loading gases He, N2, and Ar are treated as
ideal gases.

A. S00 mode

The first spheroidal mode, S00, corresponds to the first
solution of the form given by Eq.~12! with l 50 and m
50. This is the pure radial breathing mode whose pattern is
given by

ur5A j08~hr !eivt, ~30!

with uu5uf50. @For this mode, only the irrotational solu-
tions uI contribute in Eq.~12!, sinceuIII 50 for l 5m50.]
The stress tensor elementsTrr for a mode having only radial
displacement is given by21

Trr 5~l12m!dur /dr12lur /r , ~31!

and the resultingF(v), defined by Eq.~22!, is

F~v!5~l12m!h j09~ha!/ j 08~ha!12l/a. ~32!

For the unloaded sphere,v0 is found by numerical so-
lution of Eq. ~24!, and leads to a natural frequency of oscil-
lation, f 05v0/2p, equal to 0.944 68 MHz, in excellent
agreement with the value in Table I. To find the complex
frequency shift by Eqs.~26! and ~27!, we need the imped-
ance expression Eq.~21! for the l 50 case, and this is given
by

Z~v0!5rgcgF11 i ~kga!21

11~kga!22 G , ~33!

wherekg5v0 /cg is the wave vector for sound in the gas.Z
can also be expressed in terms of the static pressurep and the
molecular massM of the gas by using the ideal gas expres-
sionsrg5pM/kBT, andcg5(gp/rg)1/2, wherekB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andg is the ratio of specific heats.
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The real and imaginary parts ofZ are shown in Fig. 7.
We note that for the experiments reported here,kga@1 so
that we are in the asymptotic regions of the curves.~The
values ofkga are 15.5 for He, 41.0 for N2, and 49.1 for Ar.!
We remark that the impedance curves for modes with higher
l values, e.g., the S11 mode, are similar to the curves in Fig.
7.

From Eqs.~28!, ~32!, and ~33!, we obtain theoretical
values for the real frequency shiftD f , plotted in Fig. 8. From
Eqs.~29!, ~32!, and~33!, we obtain values for 1/Qr . These
results are plotted along with the experimental data in Fig. 5.
The theoretical dependence ofD f and 1/Qr on the static
pressurep and molecular massM of the gas can be easily
understood from the relationsD f }Im Z and 1/Qr}ReZ and
from the behavior ofZ(v0) in the kga@1 regime. Thus
D f }Im Z'rg cg /kga5rgcg

2/v0a}p, and independent of the
molecular massM, where we have used the fact that for an
ideal gas at constant temperaturerg}pM and cg}M 21/2.
Similarly, 1/Qr}ReZ'rg cg}pMM21/25pM1/2.

B. S11 mode

The S11 mode is the first spheroidal mode withl 51. It
is triply degenerate, withm521, 0, or11. According to Eq.

~12!, both uI and uIII displacement classes contribute. The
displacement pattern for them50 mode has the form

ur5S Ah j18~hr !1
2B

kr
j 1~kr ! D cosueivt, ~34!

uu52S Ah j1~hr !

r
1

B

kr

d

dr
@r j 1~kr !# D sinueivt, ~35!

uf50, ~36!

whereA and B are constants. The displacement pattern for
m561 is

ur5S Ah j18~hr !1
2B

kr
j 1~kr ! D sinuei ~vt6f!, ~37!

uu5S Ah j1~hr !

r
1

B

kr

d

dr
@r j 1~kr !# D cosuei ~vt6f!, ~38!

uf5S Ah j1~hr !

r
1

B

kr

d

dr
@r j 1~kr !# Dei ~vt6f6p/2!, ~39!

where the upper sign is form511 and the lower sign is for
m521.

To find v0 , the real eigenfrequency in the absence of
gas loading, the free stress boundary condition Eq.~14! must
be used. Evaluating the elements of the stress tensor for the
displacement patterns given by either Eqs.~34!–~36! or
~37!–~39! leads to the condition that

a~v0!d~v0!2b~v0!g~v0!50, ~40!

where

a~v!52~l12m!h2 j 1~ha!1~4mh/a! j 18~ha!

1~4m/a2! j 1~ha!, ~41!

b~v!5~4m/k!@k j18~ka!/a2 j 1~ka!/a2#, ~42!

g~v!5m@h j18~ha!/a2 j 1~ha!/a2#, ~43!

d~v!5mk j19~ka!. ~44!

Thev-dependence ofa, b, g, andd arises through the quan-
tities h and k, which as introduced in Eqs.~4! and ~7!, are
defined byh5v/cL andk5v/cT , respectively. The solution
of the transcendental equation~40! gives the real frequency
v0 , which, as in the case of the S00 mode, is in excellent
agreement with the correspondingf 0 value given in Table I.

To find the complex eigenfrequencyv for the S11 mode
in the presence of gas loading, it is necessary to satisfy the
boundary condition equations~15! and ~16!. Using the stan-
dard expressions21

Tru5mS 1

r

]ur

]u
1

]uu

]r
2

uu

r D , ~45!

Trf5mS 1

r sinu

]ur

]f
1

]uf

]r
2

uf

r D , ~46!

we find that for the S11 mode, Eq.~16! yields the single
relation

g~v!A1d~v!B50, ~47!

FIG. 7. Real and imaginary parts of the impedanceZ vs kga.

FIG. 8. Theoretical frequency shift due to acoustic gas loading for the S00
mode and S11 mode.
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whereA and B are the coefficients appearing in expression
Eq. ~12! for u.

Using the standard expression21

Trr 5l¹•u12m
]ur

]r
, ~48!

and the definitionF(v)[Trr /ur , we find that for the S11
mode

F~v!5
a~v!A1b~v!B

Ah j18~ha!/a1~2B/ka! j 1~ka!/a2 . ~49!

Substitution of the value ofA/B from Eq. ~47! into Eq. ~49!
yields

F~v!5
a~v!d~v!2b~v!g~v!

hd~v! j 18~ha!/a2~2g~v!/ka! j 1~ka!/a2 . ~50!

Note that our final expression forF(v) depends only onv, a
and the material parametersr, l, andm, just as we assumed
in the theoretical development following Eq.~23!. The
v-dependence arises through the quantitiesh andk that ap-
pear in Eq.~50! and that appear in the definitions Eqs.~41!–
~44! of the quantitiesa~v!, b~v!, g~v!, andd~v!. Also note
the consistency check: If we were to setF(v)50, which
would be appropriate only in the absence of gas loading, we
obtainv5v0 , wherev0 is the solution to Eq.~40!.

Using our finalF(v) expression in Eqs.~28! and ~29!,
along withZ(v) from Eq.~21! for l 51, we obtain 1/Qr and
D f . The results shown in Figs. 6 and 8. Following the same
argument as for the S00 mode, but with the appropriate
Z(v0) expression in place of Eq.~33!, we find thatD f }p
and 1/Qr}pM1/2, which is the case for all spheroidal modes.

C. T02 mode

Toroidal modes have zero radial displacement, and
hence, there is no direct coupling to the pressure field of the
surrounding gas. This means that for a nonviscous gas we
would haveD f 50 and 1/Qr50. If we include viscous cou-
pling, the new boundary condition replacing Eq.~16! is that
the tangential stress of the material matches the viscous
stress in the gas at the surface of the sphere.

Since the toroidal modes are (2l 11)-fold degenerate
for a given l value, it is simplest to restrict attention to the
case of toroidal modes havingm50, in which case the dis-
placement pattern is

ur5uu50, ~51!

uf5C jl~kr !
]Pl~cosu!

]u
eivt, ~52!

wherePl is the Lengendre polynomial. The only nonvanish-
ing elements of the stress tensor within the sphere areTrf

andTfr , which are identical. When the displacement com-
ponents given by Eqs.~51! and~52! are used in Eq.~46!, we
find that

Trf5CmS k j l9~kr !2
j l~kr !

r D ]Pl~cosu!

]u
eivt. ~53!

The resonant frequencyv0 is found from the transcen-
dental equation obtained from the unloaded sphere boundary
conditionTrf50 at r 5a. For the T02 mode,l 52 and the
resonant frequency is given by the first solution of this tran-
scendental equation forl 52. As in the previous cases, the
resulting value ofv0/2p is in excellent agreement with the
correspondingf 0 value in Table I.

For the loaded sphere, the new boundary condition to be
satisfied atr 5a is that the tangential stress within the sphere
matches the tangential stress due to viscosity in the gas. That
is,

Trf5Trf
g at r 5a, ~54!

whereTrf
g is the viscous stress in the gas, and is given by23

Trf
g 5hg

]vgf

]r
, ~55!

wherehg is the viscosity coefficient of the gas, andvgf is
the f-component of the velocity field of the gas.

A relevant measure of the viscosity of a gas is the vis-
cous lengthdv , which is defined bydv5A2hg /rgv.23 In
the present experiments,dv!a, which implies that to an
excellent approximation the velocity field for the viscous
wave created in the boundary layer outside the sphere has the
form similar to that in a planar boundary layer; thus,vgf

}exp(2k8r), wherek85(11 i )/dv .23 In this case, Eq.~55!
reduces to

Trf
g 52hg

~11 i !

dv
vgf at r 5a. ~56!

The boundary condition equation~54! can now be cast
into the same form as Eq.~23! if we define the impedanceZ
for toroidal modes as follows:

Z[2Trf
g /vgf at r 5a. ~57!

The expression Eq.~56! is analogous to the impedance
definition Eq. ~17!, which was appropriate to spheroidal
modes. Combining Eqs.~56! and ~57!, we obtain

Z5
hg~11 i !

dv
. ~58!

Finally, we can cast Eq.~54! into the desired form Eq.~23! if
we define

F~v![
Trf

uf
at r 5a, ~59!

in which case we find

F~v!5mS k
j l9~ka!

j l~ka!
2

1

aD , ~60!

where we have used Eqs.~57! and ~59! and the relationuf

5vgf / iv at r 5a, which follows from continuity of dis-
placement at the surface of the sphere.

Theoretical values forD f and 1/Qr are obtained from
Eqs.~28!, ~29!, ~58!, and~60!. The results are shown in Fig.
4 along with experimental data. The values used forhg were
the Handbook of Chemistry values at 20 °C, namely, 1.94,
1.75, and 2.22 in units of 1025 Ns/m2 for He, N2, and Ar,
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respectively. We note that the theoretical values forD f and
1/Qr are proportional top1/2, though the values ofD f are so
small that thep1/2 behavior ofD f is not visible in the figure.
The p1/2 behavior follows from the fact thatZ}hg /dv and
thathg is independent ofp while dv is proportional torg

21/2.
Thus Z}rg

1/2}(Mp)1/2, which implies, via Eqs.~28! and
~29!, thatD f and 1/Qr are also proportional to (Mp)1/2.

D. Other modes

The theoretical method presented above can be used for
all the modes of a gas-loaded spherical sample. All relevant
details concerning the gas are contained in the impedanceZ,
which is given by Eq.~21! for spheroidal modes and Eq.~58!
for toroidal modes. All relevant details concerning the elastic
medium are contained in the functionF(v), which is de-
fined by Eq.~22! for spheroidal modes and Eq.~59! for tor-
oidal modes. To obtain the complex eigenfrequencyv for
any mode, the key equation that needs to be solved is Eq.
~23!. For the weak-coupling case considered here, this leads
to expressions Eqs.~28! and ~29! for D f and 1/Qr , respec-
tively. These expressions can be combined to give the very
general result

D f / f 0

1/Qr
5

2Im Z~v0!

2 ReZ~v0!
, ~61!

which shows that the ratio ofD f / f 0 to 1/Qr depends only on
the properties of the surrounding gas and the resonance fre-
quency of the unloaded sample. Because of this dependence
and the general structure of our derivation, we conjecture
that Eq.~61! may be applied to more general shapes than the
sphere, provided that the appropriate impedance is evaluated
at the surface of the sample.

IV. DISCUSSION

The theoretical results for the losses 1/Qr for the sphe-
roidal S00 mode, which is the fundamental pure radial dis-
placement mode, are plotted as straight lines in Fig. 5. It is
apparent that the fit is excellent for the helium data, very
good for the argon data, and good for the nitrogen data. The
slope of these straight lines is proportional to the square root
of the molecular mass of the gases. This relation appears to
yield a reasonable fit to the data. It should be emphasized
that these are absolute value fits for the changes in losses as
a function of applied pressure. Therefore, our model for the
source of the change inQ, namely the increase in acoustic
radiation into the surrounding gas due to the increase in den-
sity of the gas and the resultant decrease in acoustic imped-
ance mismatch between the fused silica sphere and the sur-
rounding gas, appears to be justified. Thus by extension, we
can safely say that our model accounts for the full effect of
acoustic gas loading on the frequency shift of the central
frequency of the S00 resonance peak. This acoustic gas-
loading frequency shift has been plotted in Fig. 8. It is linear
with pressure and independent of the molecular mass of the
gas. The effect of acoustic gas loading is one or two orders
of magnitude smaller than the experimentally observed fre-
quency shifts, which are not shown.

The theoretical results for 1/Qr andD f for the S11 mode
are plotted in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. We note that the
theoretical results for the S11 mode are approximately a fac-
tor of 4 smaller than for the S00 mode. This is expected from
the fact that for a given total energy in each of these modes,
the average amplitude of the radial displacement over the
surface of the sphere is considerably smaller for the S11
mode than for the S00 mode. Thus the coupling to the gas is
smaller for the S11 mode than for the S00 mode.@Indeed, if
one calculates the average square of the displacement pattern
for the S11 mode as given in Eqs.~34! and ~35!, one finds
that by virtue of theu dependence ofur and uu that only
one-third of the total square of the displacement over the
surface of the sphere arises from radial motion, apart from
any differences in the radial functions appearing inur and
uu .] From Fig. 6 we observe that the agreement between
theory and the experimental data for 1/Qr is reasonable. On
the other hand, the theoretical calculation of the frequency
shift due to acoustic gas loading for S00 and S11 modes are
between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than the
experimentally observed frequency shifts, which are again
not shown and will be discussed later.

The theoretical curves forD f and 1/Qr for the funda-
mental pure shear mode T02 are plotted in Fig. 4~a! and~b!,
respectively. Once again the theoretical values forD f are
negligible compared to those for the experimentally acquired
data. However, this time there is a mass dependence exhib-
ited in the theoretical curves as well as in the experimental
data. The mass-dependent part of the experimentalD f and
the theoreticalD f due to acoustic gas loading are both small
compared to the total measuredD f , and both show a char-
acteristicAM dependence. Thus at least qualitatively, the
data are consistent with the theoretical results once a mass-
independent background due to the third-order elastic con-
stant effect is subtracted from the data.~It can be assumed
that the He data constitute the background data since the
correction due to the acoustic gas loading would only de-
crease the experimental value at 100 bar by about 0.7%, or
about 2.5 Hz.! Quantitatively, however, there is a discrep-
ancy between the data and the theory as far as the size of the
mass-dependent contribution toD f is concerned, with the
data showing a variation that is a few times larger than the
theoretical variation.24

The attenuation data for helium and argon are plotted in
Fig. 4~b!. The theoretical curves pass through the data rea-
sonably well, particularly when it is noted that the attenua-
tion values are an order of magnitude smaller than the ones
shown for the S00 and S11 modes. As mentioned before, this
is to be expected since the coupling to the surrounding gas is
through viscous damping and not through gas–pressure fluc-
tuations caused by the radial displacement of the sample’s
surface. The actualQ’s measured are in the range of 3
3104 while the changes correspond toQr ’s which are an
order of magnitude larger and thus represent changes in total
Q of less than 10%. This fact accounts for the scatter of the
data around the theoretical curves particularly for the helium
data. These observed changes inQ almost correspond to the
sensitivity in the measurements ofQ in our apparatus.

Now let us discuss the perplexing experimentally ob-
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served variations in the frequency shiftsD f for the spheroi-
dal modes which have purposefully not been plotted. For the
S00 mode,D f is negative for Ar and He and positive for N2.
And, while D f is negative for the three gases for the S11
mode, it does not depend monotonically on the mass of the
pressurizing gas in either case. It is true, though, that the
frequency shift due to the third-order elastic constants for
these two modes should be negative. However, if there were
to be a mass dependence, it would be expected that the order
of the effect on the frequency change would be similar to
that observed for 1/Qr , namelyD f ~N2! should lie between
D f ~He! and D f ~Ar!, and the smallest effect should be ob-
served for He. Since the present theory does give good
agreement with the observed radiation loss, it should also
give a reasonable account of the frequency shift produced by
acoustic gas loading on this breathing mode. Thus we are left
with the tentative deduction that some other effect is causing
the differences inD f observed experimentally for the differ-
ent gases. It has been suggested~by Al Migliori ! that this
effect could be produced by gas diffusion into the oscillating
sphere or into the springs holding the transducer in place.
However, as was mentioned in Sec. I, there was no signifi-
cant difference between the data taken when the pressure
was being increased and when it was being decreased. So no
hysteresis was observed. One would expect to notice hyster-
esis if significant gas diffusion was involved in this process.
It was also mentioned in Sec. I that two different methods
were used to produce contact between the transducers and
the specimen, one used a spring and the other a weight.
Again, no meaningful differences were found. In addition,
the frequency shifts and 1/Qr ’s observed for the T02 mode,
and which were obtained during the same pressure runs, are
consistent with the theoretical results, and with third-order
elastic constant measurements reported by other researchers
using alternate ultrasonic techniques. Therefore, it appears
that gas diffusion is not the source of these perplexing re-
sults.

A calculation using a scattering approach is being car-
ried out by D. Beck,25 in order to determine if different the-
oretical results may be obtained concerningD f while still
retaining the proper values for 1/Qr . However, preliminary
results indicate that essentially the same results as found in
the present calculation are also obtained by Becket al.25 It
may be possible that another mechanism, which is not re-
lated to third-order elastic constants or coupling of the speci-
men to the surrounding pressurizing gas, is producing theD f
effects observed for the S00 and S11 modes. However, until
a source for these observed discrepancies is determined, it
appears obvious that only the data obtained with the T02
mode may be used for determining third-order elastic con-
stants. This is the assumption that was made by Isaaket al.16

following our collaboration at the Physical Acoustics Sum-
mer School held in Asilomar, California in June 1997.

Since the resonance data for all three modes were ob-
tained during the same pressure run for each individual gas,
and the toroidal mode yields consistent results for bothD f
and 1/Qr , but the spheroidal modes only yield consistent
results for 1/Qr , it appears that the perplexing frequency
shifts for the spheroidal modes must be caused by subtle

experimental conditions. Therefore, new measurements are
in progress in order to resolve the discrepancies observed for
the experimentally measured frequency shifts of the spheroi-
dal modes. It should be noted that there is one feature in the
frequency shifts of the S00 mode and the S11 mode which is
suggestive, and that is that the magnitude of the experimen-
tally observed frequency shifts for the three gases are closer
together by approximately a factor of 4 for the S11 mode
than they are for the S00 mode. This is the same factor that
is observed for theQr ’s for the two modes; and it has already
been mentioned that this reduction is due to the fact that the
radial fraction of the motion is less for the S11 mode than the
S00 mode. Therefore, it appears that the perplexing fre-
quency shifts may be associated with the radial motion of the
sphere.

V. SUMMARY

Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy of a spherical sample
of a fused quartz sphere in a pressurizing gas atmosphere
was performed in order to try to understand the effect of
acoustic gas loading on the resonant modes of a solid shape
which is amenable to an exact theoretical solution. The
acoustic gas-loading effect is a dynamic effect due to acous-
tic radiation created in the surrounding gas by the vibrating
sample. It gives rise to a loss 1/Qr and a shift in the resonant
frequencyD f which have been related to the real part and
the imaginary part of the impedance functionZ by means of
expressions Eqs.~29! and ~28!, respectively. Note that Eq.
~61! provides a direct way to determine the acoustic gas-
loading contribution toD f in terms of the acoustic radiation
loss 1/Qr without having to evaluate the elastic displace-
ments and stresses for the sphere. Thus if 1/Qr can be de-
duced from experimental data,D f due to acoustic gas load-
ing can be immediately obtained from Eq.~61!. The result is
especially simple in the case of toroidal modes, where the
right-hand side of Eq.~61! equals21/2.

We found that the observed changes in 1/Q with gas
pressure were reasonably well described by the acoustic gas-
loading expression Eq.~29!. This indicates that the change in
1/Q with pressure finds its origin in the acoustic gas-loading
effect. We deduce that changes in background losses due to
the presence of a gas and changes in intrinsic losses in the
sample due to increasing pressure of the gas are negligible
compared to measured values.

The primary reason for performing RUS experiments in
a pressurizing gas is to try to obtain experimental values for
third-order elastic constants, or equivalently, for pressure de-
rivatives of second-order elastic constants. In general, the
experimentalD f vs pressure curves contain contributions
from third-order elastic constants, the change of sample di-
mensions with pressure, acoustic gas loading, and, possibly,
some pressure-dependent background effects due to trans-
ducers or some other unknown source. It is straightforward
to incorporate the change of sample dimensions into the
analysis of the data~see, for example, Ref. 16!. For the case
of spheres at least, we are also able to include the effect of
acoustic gas loading by means of Eq.~28!. Consequently,
third-order elastic constants can be deduced from the RUS
data if there are no appreciable pressure-dependent back-
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ground effects due to transducers or other unknown sources.
Therefore, a critical issue is whether the experimental RUS
data are consistent with the assumption that these pressure-
dependent background effects are negligible. As mentioned
earlier, the 1/Q results for all modes were consistent with
this assumption. However, as summarized below, this is not
the case for theD f results for the spheroidal modes S00 and
S11. This is in contrast to theD f results for the T02 mode,
which are consistent with the assumption that pressure-
dependent background effects are negligible compared to the
measured values ofD f .

The theoretical results for acoustic gas loading associ-
ated with the radial motion of the S00 and S11 modes prop-
erly describes the experimentally observed broadening of the
D f curves for these two modes as a function of pressure of
the three gases used in the measurements. The broadening
was less for the S11 mode, which has a lower fraction of the
total energy in the radial motion component than does the
purely radial S00 mode. The effect of gas pressure on the
experimentalD f for these two modes was perplexing, since
for the S00 mode it was as large as what would be expected
for the third-order elastic constant effect and varied with the
molecular mass of the gas in a nonmonotonic way. However,
the effect was smaller for the S11 mode, and by the same
proportion as it was for broadening the resonance curves. In
contrast, the theoreticalD f due to acoustic gas loading is
independent of the molecular mass of the gas and two orders
of magnitude smaller than the observed spread inD f for the
different gases. Therefore, acoustic gas loading of the sphere
cannot account for these anomalous experimentally observed
frequency shifts. Experiments are in progress in order to as-
certain the source of the excess frequency shift.

Since toroidal modes have zero radial displacement, the
coupling to the surrounding gas is through the viscosity of
the gas. This leads to acoustic gas-loading contributions to
1/Q and D f that are proportional to the square root of the
static pressure. For the T02 mode, we obtained reasonable
agreement between the measured changes in 1/Q with pres-
sure and the values obtained from our theoretical expression
Eq. ~29! for the losses due to acoustic radiation. Further-
more, for this mode, the frequency-shift data are qualita-
tively consistent with our theory, which predicts a very small
mass-dependent contribution due to acoustic gas loading. In-
deed, as shown by Isaaket al.,16 the neglect of acoustic gas
loading in the analysis of RUS data for the T02 mode leads
to a value for the pressure derivative of the shear modulus
that is near the values obtained by other measurement tech-
niques. Therefore, it appears, for now, that the T02 mode
should be the one used for evaluating third-order elastic con-
stants.
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The recent experimental results of J. Holzfuss, M. Ru¨ggeberg, and R. Mettin@Phys. Rev. Lett.81,
1961~1998!# in which a second harmonic drive system was used to generate sonoluminescence~SL!
have been analyzed in the context of the dissociation hypothesis~DH! of D. Lohse and S.
Hilgenfeldt@J. Chem. Phys.107, 6986~1997!#. The second harmonic introduces two more variables
that are under experimental control: a phase and an additional pressure term to the acoustic drive
pressure. Diffusive equilibrium curves for a fixed gas concentration were calculated as was the
Mach criterion. A phase space diagram was constructed to permit the prediction of regions of stable
SL, unstable SL, stable non-SL, and unstable non-SL. These were compared to Holzfuss’
experimental observations, and excellent quantitative agreement was seen. The results provide
further evidence that the underlying assumptions of DH are sound. They also indicate the utility of
DH for determining appropriate experimental conditions to achieve SL and for optimizing an
experimental system. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05112-7#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ei@HEB#

INTRODUCTION

An air-filled bubble acoustically trapped in a sound field
undergoes periodic radial oscillations. With the proper
choice of experimental parameters, the bubble can emit a
pulse of light each acoustic cycle resulting in single bubble
sonoluminescence~SBSL!.1 Some of the interesting features
of SBSL are its dependence on noble gas concentration,2

light pulse lengths on the order of 100 ps,3 and a spectrum
that shows no distinct peaks.4

Over the laser few years, there has been an interest in
increasing the energy output of SBSL. Several approaches
have been suggested, each aiming to increase the expansion
ratio ~ER!, a measure of the maximum bubble radiusRmax

divided by the ambient radiusR0. These approaches can be
broken into methods that focus on~i! optimizing fixed ex-
perimental parameters such as drive frequency5 and methods
that focus on modifying the acoustic drive signal with~ii !
harmonics6 or with a ~iii ! pressure spike.7,8 Both methods~i!
and ~ii ! lend themselves to steady-state analysis, while
method~iii ! does not.

Rather than using a pressure spike, Holzfusset al.6 have
recently attempted to increase the light output of SL by add-
ing a second harmonic to the drive signal. This introduces
two new variables since the phasef and the drive pressure
of the second harmonic are under experimental control. Fig-
ure 1 shows the key results taken from Figs. 1 and 4 of Ref.
6. Figure 1~a! indicates thez displacement of the bubble
measured from the antinode as the phase of the second har-
monic is varied with respect to the fundamental. This is in
contrast to the single drive frequency case which displays
minimal translation as the acoustic drive pressurePa varies.9

Also shown in Fig. 1~a! are points that displayed unstable
behavior~•!.

Figure 1~b! shows the results of the theoretically pre-
dicted z translation with the spatial mode profile of the ex-

perimental system included in the calculations. Comparison
to Fig. 1~a! reveals close agreement. Finally, Fig. 1~c! shows
the relative light intensity as the phase of the second har-
monic was varied. What is interesting about Fig. 1~c! is that
there were two stable ‘‘islands’’ of SL. Holzfusset al.6 also
observed that the maximum intensity of light in Fig. 1~c! was
twice that when only the fundamental drive frequency was
used.

The goal in the remaining sections of this paper is to
explain the above observations in terms of the dissociation
hypothesis~DH! of D. Lohse and S. Hilgenfeldt.10 DH per-
mits the prediction of bubble behavior in theR0 vs Pa phase
space, based primarily on the dissolved gas content in the
fluid. Stable non-SL is determined by the total amount of gas
initially dissolved in the fluid, whereas stable SL is deter-
mined by the noble gas content. At lowPa the bubble dis-
solves or is unstable as it undergoes ‘‘dancing’’ behavior. As
Pa is increased, the bubble begins to dissociate its diatomic
gas content and enters a stable chemical equilibrium as the
dissociation offsets growth by rectified diffusion.11 With fur-
ther increase inPa , the diatomic gas completely dissociates,
and only the noble gas remains. This view of SL has been
shown to be consistent with experiment.12–14

The ability of DH to quantitatively explain the observa-
tions of Holzfusset al.6 would provide further proof of its
utility as a predictive tool for steady-state SL experiments.
First, the theoretical tools to assemble a phase space diagram
are introduced, and a phase diagram for a single drive fre-
quency is presented. Then the phase space diagrams for an
ideal and for the experimental second harmonic drive system
will be discussed. Finally, the ERs resulting for each case
will be compared, and additional phase space predictions
will be made.
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I. THEORY

The theoretical tools to develop phase space diagrams
based on DH are briefly introduced here. A more detailed
description can be found in Refs. 10 and 15.

A. Rayleigh–Plesset equation

The radial oscillations of a bubble are described by the
Rayleigh–Plesset equation16
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where the acoustic drive pressure isP(t)52Pa cos(wt).
The ambient radiusR0 represents the static equilibrium size
the bubble would have if the ambient pressure were 1 atm
and no diffusive effects could occur. The expression for
Pgas(R,t) includes a van der Waals hard core termh
5R0/8.86.17

The parameter values used in all the calculations to fol-
low are ambient pressureP05101 325 Pa, surface tension
s50.072 N/m, sound speed in watercw51481 m/s2, water
densityr51000 kg/m3, and water viscosityn51026 m2/s.
The polytropic exponent is taken to beg51, arguments for
which can be found in Ref. 10. The driving frequency used
in the calculations isv/2p523.4 kHz which results in a pe-
riod of T543 ms.

B. Diffusive equilibrium

In the presence of a sound field, an oscillating bubble
can undergo growth or dissolution through the process of
rectified diffusion.11 Under the right conditions, it can also
enter an equilibrium where its mass content remains steady
over an acoustic cycle.18 Diffusive equilibrium curves are
found from19
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wherePgas(R,t) was defined in Eq.~2!, andR(t) is the so-
lution of Eq.~1!. Gas saturation is normally referred to as the
ratio C5C` /C0, where C` is the concentration at some
point far from the bubble andC0 is the concentration at 1
atm. This equation gives the gas saturation necessary for a
bubble to remain at diffusive equilibrium to within'10%
for R0.20

C. Mach criterion

The final item of interest is the location in phase space
of the stable chemical equilibrium which arises as the rate of
diatomic gas dissociation offsets the amount of mass enter-
ing the bubble each acoustic cycle. The actual calculation of
the chemical equilibrium is very sensitive to how the tem-
perature of the gas in the bubble is modeled during
collapse.10 However, the Mach criterion15

M5
Ṙ

cgas
.1, ~4!

provides an excellent approximation that also shows good
agreement with experimental data.21 The Mach criterion in-
dicates when the collapse is violent enough to launch a shock
wave toward the center of the bubble. Since the collapse is
more energetic, temperatures inside the bubble increase, per-
mitting the diatomic gases to dissociate.

II. SINGLE DRIVE FREQUENCY

The case of just a single drive frequency will be dealt
with first since it illustrates the main features of the phase
space diagram. The key items of interest are diffusive equi-
librium curves for the noble gas content used in the experi-
ments and the Mach criterion.

Figure 2 shows a phase space diagram with the diffusive
equilibrium curvesC540% ~solid!, C50.4% ~dashed!, and
C50.3% ~dotted!. The C50.4% andC50.3% curves rep-
resent the argon gas content for the experimental range of air
saturations:C540% to 30%.22 A positive slope represents a
stable diffusive equilibrium while a negative slope represents
an unstable equilibrium as indicated by the growth~g! and
dissolution~d! trends next to each curve. The Mach criterion
~dash-dotted! represents the path a bubble travels as it moves
from stable non-SL to stable SL behavior. The true chemical
equilibrium may lie somewhat to the right of the Mach cri-
terion and could be slightly steeper.

For a gas saturation of 40% air, thePa at which only the
noble gas remains and SL begins isPa'1.26 bar. This is the
pressure at which the slope of theC50.4% curve turns posi-

FIG. 1. Highlights of results from Figs. 1 and 4 of Ref. 6 showing the effect
of the addition of a second harmonic on~a! experimental and~b! theoretical
bubble translation, and~c! light intensity when phase was varied through
360°. Unstable behavior as experimentally observed is marked with ad. As
phase varied, the bubble underwent significant translation and two distinct
regions of stable SL were observed.
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tive. Note thatPa51.25 bar is not a stable point. A few
features of stable SL behavior asPa increases are worth
noting. First,R0 increases and the bubble gets brighter asPa

increases. Second, the ERdecreasesas Pa increases.14,21

Third, there is a value ofPa above which instabilities cause
the bubble to break up.15 This extinction threshold pressure
varies with gas concentration and drive frequency. These
three points will be useful when discussing the phase space
diagrams.

For simplicity, only the gas saturation ofC540% air
will be used in the following analysis of the second harmonic
drive system. The general analysis is not affected by this
restriction, but specific parameter values will change slightly
if a different total saturation is used.

III. IDEAL SECOND HARMONIC DRIVE

As a starting point for interpreting the experimental data
we begin with the ‘‘ideal’’ second harmonic drive case hav-
ing a drive signal at the pressure antinode of

P~ t !5P1 cos~vt !1P2 cos~2vt1f!. ~5!

The drive signalP(t) is now described by the magnitude of
each frequency component,P1 and P2 and the phasef of
the second harmonic. The values used by Holzfusset al.6 to
generate Fig. 1 wereP151.25 bar andP250.3 bar. These
are also the values used for all the calculations presented
here. Since the pressure amplitudes are now fixed, we can
considerf as an effectivePa when generating a phase dia-
gram. This was clearly seen in Fig. 1 where the light inten-
sity varied withf, just as ifPa were being varied in a single
drive frequency system.

Figure 3~a! shows the phase space diagram for the ex-
perimental case of a 40% air saturation. The diffusive equi-
librium curves were computed with Eq.~3! usingP(t) as the
drive pressure. TheC540% curve~j! represents an un-
stable equilibrium and theC50.4% curve~s!, a stable equi-
librium as indicated by the growth~g! and dissolution~d!
trends next to each curve. This phase space diagram differs

somewhat from the earlier single drive frequency case, but it
can be interpreted in the same way. We start by only exam-
ining the range off50°–180° and describe the expected
experimental behavior based on DH.

From f50°–30° the bubble behavior is determined by
the C540% curve. Because the curve is in the range of the
typical seed size for levitation, some bubbles will tend to
dissolve~d! while others will tend to grow~g! by rectified
diffusion.18,23The bubbles that grow will display ‘‘dancing’’
behavior1,13,24,25as they repeatedly grow and pinch off when
they intersect a shape stability threshold~not shown! at '7
mm or higher.25

From f540°–70° a seeded bubble begins above or
grows to the Mach criterion~dashed!. This indicates that the
energy of collapse is now sufficient to dissociate the di-
atomic gases in the bubble, and the bubble can reach a stable
non-SL equilibrium. If the Mach criterion were in fact the
true chemical equilibrium, the bubble would travel along this
path until only the noble gas content remained. However,
since the true chemical equilibrium may actually lie to the
right of the Mach criterion, the region of the stable non-SL
may be smaller.

From f570°–100° the bubble only contains noble gas
since the oxygen and nitrogen have been completely disso-
ciated. Now the bubble is stable and luminescing, and its
location in phase space is determined by the curve represent-
ing the argon concentration (C50.4%). Asf increases, the
light intensity increases and the ERdecreasesuntil the
bubble reaches the extinction threshold at'6 mm25 ~not
shown!, at which point it breaks up and no new bubble can
be seeded. Beyond the extinction threshold, fromf5100°–
180°, no stable or unstable bubble can be acoustically
trapped.

The instability at the extinction threshold occurs on a
much faster time scale than the instability causing ‘‘danc-
ing’’ behavior15 and is still not completely understood. It
may result from a build up of higher order shape modes,21

from bubble translation caused by the instantaneous Bjerknes
force,9,26 or from a fast time scale instability such as the

FIG. 2. Diffusive equilibrium curves computed for a single drive frequency
of 23.4 kHz atC540% ~solid!, C50.4% ~dashed!, andC50.3% ~dotted!.
A positive slope indicates a stable equilibrium and a negative slope an
unstable equilibrium as the growth~g! and dissolution~d! trends indicate.
The Mach criterion~dash-dotted! provides an approximation of the stable
chemical equilibrium.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram~a! for an ideal second harmonic drive with an air
saturation of 40%. TheC540% curve~j! represents an unstable equilib-
rium and theC50.4% curve~s! a stable equilibrium as indicated by the
growth ~g! and dissolution~d! trends. The Mach criterion~dashed! approxi-
mates the stable chemical equilibrium. An increasing peak negative pressure
for P(t) ~b! indicates a more violent collapse.
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Rayleigh–Taylor27 or Richtmyer–Meshkov28 instabilities.
The boundary in phase space between unstable ‘‘dancing’’
behavior and extinction is not clearly defined. Loosely
speaking, extinction is more likely to occur at higher drive
pressures after following a path of stable SL and both the
extinction threshold and shape instabilities occur at lowerR0

asPa increases.9,15,21,25,29,30

The expected behavior described above forf50°–180°
is nearly the same as for the single drive frequency case. In
fact, from f5180°–360° the phase diagram is just a mirror
image of a single drive frequency case, and the behavior is
therefore just the reverse of what was described above with
the bubble showing stable SL fromf5260°–290° and stable
or dancing non-SL behavior fromf5290°–360°.

We can see why this symmetry arises by viewing the
peak negative pressure~PNP! vs f @Fig. 3~b!#. The PNP
provides a means of relating the harmonic drive signalP(t)
to the single drive frequency amplitudePa . For both cases,
the negative pressure largely determines theRmax that the
bubble reaches before undergoing inertial collapse.31 Thus,
an increase in the PNP leads to a largerRmax and a more
violent collapse, just as with an increase inPa . Based on
these observations, we would expect to see an increasing
PNP fromf50°–180° since the violence of collapse is in-
creasing withf. This is indeed what is observed in Fig. 3~b!.
The PNP then decreases fromf5180°–360° leading to the
symmetry of the phase diagram aboutf5180°.32

Now that we have a phase diagram for the ideal 40% air
second harmonic drive system, we can compare the ideal
second harmonic case to the single drive frequency case us-
ing the same initial conditions. The effect of the ideal second
harmonic on the radial responseR(t) of a bubble can be seen
in Fig. 4~a!. The solid curve shows theR(t) curve for a
single drive frequency withPa51.27 bar andR054 mm.
These parameters represent a point on theC50.4% curve
from Fig. 2. This radial response can be compared to the

same bubble driven byP(t) @Eq. ~5!# where f578° and
R054 mm ~dashed!. These parameter values correspond to
the C50.4% curve from the ideal second harmonic phase
diagram~Fig. 3!.

One interesting feature of Fig. 4~b! is that the drive sig-
nals look almost the same. BecauseP2 is relatively small
compared toP1, the drive signal of the ideal second har-
monic still maintains the general features of the fundamental
frequency. However,P(t) ~dashed! reaches a PNP of21.32
bar which is less than and delayed from the21.27 bar PNP
of Pa(t) ~solid!. The more negative PNP forP(t) allows the
bubble to grow to a slightly largerRmax. The time delay in
the PNP leads to a delay in the growth and inertial collapse
of the bubble.

Both these effects are visible in theR(t) curves for each
drive signal@Fig. 4~a!#. The bubble driven byPa(t) ~solid!
reaches Rmax536.39 mm. The bubble driven byP(t)
~dashed! reachesRmax536.86 mm and has a delay in its
growth and collapses. Because both cases have the same am-
bient radius (R054 mm!, the ER of the ideal second har-
monic case is larger than the single drive frequency case by
about 1.3%.

While this change in ER may seem small, it can in fact
lead to substantially increased light output from the bubble.
Mosset al.33 have shown numerically that a 15% change in
ER results in a nearly twofold increase in the number of
photons emitted. Gaitan and Holt14 have also experimentally
found that with a single drive frequency,

photons

Vol
}S Rmax

R0
D 4.1

, ~6!

or the number of photons emitted per volume goes nearly as
the fourth power of ER.

Based on Eq.~6! and assuming it can be extended to a
system with multiple drive frequencies, a 1.3% increase in
ER for the ideal second harmonic case would result in a
bubble about 5% brighter than with just a single harmonic
drive. Remember that the parameters for the two cases were
chosen so that the gas concentration (C50.4%) and ambient
radius (R054 mm! were the same. The number of atoms
available to emit light are therefore the same for each case.
Thus, for the same initial conditions, the addition of the sec-
ond harmonic truly leads to a brighter bubble as well as a
higher energy concentration.

We should also mention that ifP2 were set to zero in the
above analysis, the resulting bubble would dissolve or start
‘‘dancing’’ just as was observed by Holzfusset al.6 This
behavior is seen in Fig. 2 where there is no stable equilib-
rium for C50.4% atPa51.25 bar.

We have therefore established that a second harmonic
drive can indeed lead to a brighter bubble for the same initial
conditions. However, the phase space diagram discussed
above and bubble behavior predicted from it clearly do not
agree with the experimental results from Fig. 1. To obtain a
phase diagram that corresponds to experiment, the spatial
mode profile in thez direction must be considered.

FIG. 4. Comparison of~a! R(t) curves and~b! drive signals for a single
drive frequency~solid! and an ideal second harmonic~dashed!. Both cases
represent a diffusively stable SL bubble withR054 mm taken from theC
50.4% concentration curves in Figs. 2 and 3. For the single drive fre-
quency,Pa51.27 bar, and for the ideal second harmonic case,P151.25
bar, P250.3 bar, andf578°. Rmax for the ideal second harmonic case is
slightly greater since it has more time to grow due to the small delay in its
drive signal reaching the peak negative value.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SECOND HARMONIC DRIVE

As was seen in Fig. 1~a!, the bubble undergoes a signifi-
cant translation asf varies. This translation arises from
changes in the time-averaged Bjerknes force on the bubble,
which counteracts the effect of buoyancy and pushes the
bubble toward the antinode.34 A similar translation occurs in
single drive frequency systems, but is usually neglected, be-
cause its overall effect on bubble dynamics is minor.26 It is
normally assumed that the bubble rests at the antinode and
that thez spatial profile of the standing wave can be ignored.
However, this is not true of the experimental second har-
monic drive system for which the translation inz must be
considered when interpreting the experimental results. The
translation inz means that the effective drive pressure varies
as the bubble moves in the sound field.

We therefore use the spatial profile measured by Holz-
fusset al.6

P̂~ t !5P1 cos~vt !cosS k

2
zD

1P2 cos~2vt1f!cos~2kz2p/2!, ~7!

where the wave numberk5v/cw , and as beforeP151.25
bar andP250.3 bar. This description of the spatial profile is
somewhat surprising for two reasons. First, the spatial term
for P1 is k/2 rather than the expectedk. Second, ifz50, the
P2 term has no effect on the drive signal and the bubble
responds as if only a single drive frequency were present.
Thus, the Bjerknes force is the reason the bubble sees the
second harmonic at all. The above points indicate the diffi-
culty in achieving ideal one dimensional standing waves in
an experimental system that is really a superposition of wave
components in three dimensions.

Figure 5~a! shows the phase space diagram relevant to
an experiment using a 40% air saturation whenz translation
is included in the calculations. The translationz(f) was
taken from Fig. 1~b! since this represents the theoretical

translation. As in the ideal case, theC540% curve~j! rep-
resents an unstable equilibrium, and theC50.4% curve~s!
represents a stable equilibrium. Trends for growth~g! and
dissolution~d! are indicated next to each curve. The curves
were computed with Eq.~3! with P̂(t) as the drive pressure.
Also shown in Fig. 5~a! is the Mach criterion~dashed!.

The first obvious feature of this phase diagram is that it
looks like two of the ideal second harmonic phase diagrams
~Fig. 3! placed back to back. This behavior results from the
PNP swinging more negatively twice@Fig. 5~b!# while only
once in the ideal case@Fig. 3~b!#. As the PNP becomes more
negative, the bubble collapse becomes more violent, and the
lower diffusive equilibrium curves being to stand out. As in
the ideal case, we will focus on only one range off ~37°–
127°! due to the symmetry of the phase diagram. The analy-
sis largely follows that for the ideal case and thus will not be
dealt with in depth.

From f537°–45° the bubble still contains 40% air and
the behavior is determined by theC540% curve. Normally
the bubble will lie above the curve when seeded, and will
thus display dancing behavior. Fromf545°–90°, the bubble
collapse enters the regime where dissociation may occur.
The bubble may therefore exhibit stable non-SL behavior as
it reaches a chemical equilibrium, but as noted earlier, it may
just as well continue dancing untilf590°. Fromf590°–
127° the bubble now contains only noble gas, and it thus
follows the C50.4% curve. Nearf5127°, the bubble ap-
proaches the extinction threshold and may display unstable
behavior or break up. However, if we assume that the extinc-
tion threshold occurs atR0'6 mm,25 then the bubble will
remain stable even atf5127°. As the bubble travels along
theC50.4% curve and the PNP increases, its light emission
will increase but the ER willdecrease.

The behavior for the remaining range off is based on
the above analysis. Fromf5127°–220° the behavior is the
mirror image of that fromf537°–45°. Then because of the
symmetry of the PNP, the behavior fromf537°–220° just
repeats itself fromf5220°–397°.

Using the above analysis, we can now predict the ex-
perimental behavior for a 40% air saturation@Fig. 5~a!#. In
the rangef590°–160° andf5271°–343° there should be
stable SL@region 3 of Fig. 5~c!#, and the bubble should fol-
low theC50.4% curve. The intensity of the SL increases as
the radius of the bubble increases, and since the bubble ap-
proaches the extinction threshold at its largestR0 values, it
could display some unstable behavior or extinction for a
small range off in the middle of the SL regions.

In the range off where the bubble collapse is not vio-
lent enough to cause any dissociation, the bubble will display
dancing motion~region 2!. In the region where dissociation
~region 1! is possible, the bubble may show stable non-SL
behavior due to the chemical equilibrium, but it may also
display dancing behavior. We therefore expect to see two
regions where stable SL occurs. Asf increases through each
region, the bubble reaches a maximum light output toward
the center of the region and then decreases back down to
zero. Outside of the SL ranges, the bubble most likely dis-
plays unstable dancing behavior.

Comparison of the predicted phase space behavior with

FIG. 5. ~a! Phase space diagram for the experimental second harmonic drive
for a 40% air saturation. TheC50.4% curve~s! and the Mach criterion
~dashed! represent stable equilibria: TheC540% curve~j!, unstable equi-
librium. ~b! An increasing peak negative pressure forP̂(t) indicates a more
violent collapse.~c! f is broken into regions of stable SL~3!, unstable
non-SL ~2!, and stable or unstable non-SL~1!.
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the experimental data~Fig. 1! reveals excellent agreement.
The experimental data show two regions of SL@Fig. 1~c!#
from f567°–175° andf5258°–331° which are nearly the
same as the ranges predicted above. The SL regions also
show a trend of increasing light intensity toward their center
as predicted by DH. A small region of unstable SL@Fig.
1~a!# was observed near the center of the first SL region
~f'160°!, which is consistent with the bubble approaching
the extinction threshold. In the region where no SL was ob-
served, the bubble displayed dancing behavior except for
f.330°, where it likely was able to reach a stable chemical
equilibrium. Clearly, the overall behavior asf varies is con-
sistent with the earlier phase space predictions. However, a
direct comparison ofR02f values is not possible, because
R0 values were not measured by Holzfusset al.6

We can also compare the radial response of the experi-
mental second harmonic case to the single drive frequency
case, as was done for the ideal second harmonic drive case.
This time we takef5280° andR054 mm from the stable
C50.4% curve in Fig. 5~a!. The R(t) responses and drive
signals look essentially like those in Fig. 4 except that now
Rmax537.34mm, which is slightly greater than for the ideal
second harmonic case. This represents an increase in ER of
2.6% over the single drive frequency case that hadPa

51.27 bar andR054 mm. Based on Eq.~6!, the bubble
should be about 10% brighter for the same initial conditions.

The second harmonic can therefore lead to a brighter SL
emission. However, the above comparison does not account
for the 100% increase in light emission observed by Holzfuss
et al.6 when the second harmonic was added. The difference
of 100% was not for the same values ofR0 in each case
though. The maximum intensity for the single drive fre-
quency case was found by adjustingPa to just below the
extinction threshold (Pa'1.33 bar!, while the maximum in-
tensity for the second harmonic case was taken from Fig.
5~c! at f5150°. Therefore, the bubbles do not have the same
number of argon atoms inside them making a direct compari-
son more difficult. This can be partly resolved by looking at
the ER of the bubble as it traverses its respective concentra-
tion curves.

V. EXPANSION RATIOS

Figure 6 shows the ER computed using the diffusively
stable points along theC50.4% curves for the single drive

frequency case in Fig. 2 and the experimental second har-
monic case in Fig. 5~a! in the rangef5270°–300°. The data
points are plotted againstR0 rather thanf, since the result-
ing relationship between ER and brightness is not ambigu-
ous: for a fixedR0, a larger ER leads to a brighter bubble.
Since an increasingR0 is the same as an increase in eitherPa

or the PNP ofP(t), a largerR0 leads to a brighter bubble.
However, asR0 increases, the ERdecreases.14 The bubble
gets brighter in spite of a less energetic collapse, because the
emitting volume grows as does the number of argon atoms
available to emit light, offsetting the fact that the photons
emitted per unit volume decreases.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, for a fixedR0 the harmonic
drive case always has a larger ER by'2.6%. Therefore, we
expect the harmonic drive case to be about 10% brighter, as
was estimated earlier. Since Holzfusset al.6 observed a
maximum difference in SL intensity of 100% between the
two cases, the bubbles were likely not at the sameR0. Be-
cause the values forR0 and Pa were not measured, we can
only estimate them and then determine how the brightness
should differ between the two cases.

For example, if we assume the extinction threshold for
the single drive frequency case occurs atR055 mm and
Pa51.3 bar, then the resulting ER is 8.831~Fig. 2!. For the
experimental second harmonic case, we take the brightest
point at f5306° andR055.6 mm, which gives an ER of
8.916@Fig. 5~a!#. This assumes that the extinction threshold
occurs at a differentR0 for the two cases. Then, using Eq.~6!
we find that the second harmonic case should appear about
45% brighter than with just the fundamental. Without know-
ing the values forR0 and with the true air saturation ranging
between 30% to 40%, the estimated maximum difference in
intensity is quite reasonable. Clearly, knowing all of the ex-
perimental parameters would allow one to make better quan-
titative comparisons of light emissions.

Interestingly, Holzfusset al.6 reported that when further
adjustments were made toP1 and P2 of P̂(t), the second
harmonic drive case could be made 300% brighter than with
just the fundamental. This would shift the position of the
diffusive equilibrium used to determine the location of stable
SL points in phase space. Thus, the radial response of the
bubble would change and affect the ER. Since small changes
in ER can lead to large changes in light emission,35,36 a dif-
ference of 300% does not seem unreasonable and should be
consistent with a phase space analysis using DH.

VI. PHASE SPACE PREDICTIONS

Having shown DH can be successfully applied to the
second harmonic case with a 40% air saturation, we can also
use DH to make predictions for other air saturations. Figure
7 shows a family of diffusive equilibrium curves computed
with Eq. ~3! using the functionz(f) from Fig. 1~b! to com-
pute P̂(t). The curves range from a high concentration of
C510% ~j! to a low concentration ofC50.1% ~3!. As the
value of C decreases from 10%, the curves begin to wrap
around, forming closed loops starting atC'0.8% ~m!. Since
the closedC curves are diffusively stable, these are the con-
centrations of noble gas needed in an experiment to achieve

FIG. 6. Expansion ratios vsR0 for a single drive frequency~j! and for the
experimental second harmonic~s! for a 40% air saturation. The single drive
frequency reprsents the stable portion of theC50.4% curve in Fig. 2. The
experimental second harmonic represents theC50.4% curve from Fig. 5 in
the rangef5270°–300°.
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stable SL. Thus, for an air saturation of 30% theC50.3%
curve ~l! would determine the behavior for stable SL.

Based on Fig. 7 we can make the following predictions:
~i! Whenc is decreased, thef ranges for the two islands

of SL should decrease. This can be seen by comparing the
C50.3% andC50.1% curves. Since the diameter of the
closedC loops indicates the range off where SL is ob-
served, the lower concentration clearly will span a smaller
range.

~ii ! Also, asC decreases, clear regions of stable non-SL
should become visible to either side of the SL islands. Since
the f ranges of the SL islands decreases with decreasingC,
this opens up a broader range off where chemical equilib-
rium can set in@regions 1 of Fig. 5~c!#. Therefore, as in the
single drive frequency case,13,25 a chemical equilibrium is
more likely to occur. This effect should be clearly seen for a
case withC50.1%.

~iii ! WhenC is increased and the loops begin to ‘‘open
up,’’ unstable behavior should become more visible in the
center of each SLf range. As theC curves steepen and cross
the shape threshold atR0'5 – 6 mm,25 they will lie above
the shape threshold over a larger range off. For the range of
f where the curve is above the threshold, the bubble grows
to the threshold and pinches off, displaying a ‘‘dancing’’
unstable motion.15 Extinction is also possible, but is not as
likely since it was not observed by Holzfusset al.6 for a 40%
air saturation. To reach the extinction threshold, one would
need to further increase the PNP, which could not be done
without adjustingP1 andP2 as has been observed.22 There-
fore, it seems more likely that unstable SL will be observed
for the center ranges off as C increases, and these ranges
will increase asC increases.

~iv! Finally, asC is decreased, the ER should increase
but the SL intensity shoulddecrease.21 This is also as in the
single drive frequency case where a more violent collapse
does not necessarily result in a brighter bubble.14 Since de-
creasingC also lowersR0 for a fixed Pa , the emitting vol-
ume decreases.21 Even though the ER increases for a de-
creasing value ofC, the bubble appears fainter because there
are fewer atoms available for emission.

VII. SUMMARY

We have shown that DH can be used to interpret the
experimental results of Holzfusset al.6 While the data could
not be directly compared to a theoretical phase space dia-
gram becauseR0 was not measured, all of the trends pre-
dicted by DH were observed in the data. In particular, the
prediction that stable SL is determined by the noble gas con-
tent of the bubble agrees very well with the experimental
results. Both cases revealed two ‘‘islands’’ of SL asf was
varied over 360°, and these ‘‘islands’’ occurred at nearly the
same values off. The regions off where dancing was ex-
pected and a chemical equilibrium could occur also agreed
very well with the phase space predictions based on DH.

For a bubble of the same size,R0, and saturationC, it
was found that the addition of a second harmonic to the drive
signal can lead to a brighter bubble. This arises because the
PNP of P̂(t) reaches a more negative value than the PNP of
Pa(t), permitting the bubble to grow to a largerRmax. The
ER of the second harmonic case is therefore larger, indicat-
ing a more violent and energetic collapse. Since both cases
have the same number of emitting atoms, the second har-
monic case is brighter because it has a higher energy con-
centration. This represents a true optimization over a single
drive frequency case since both ER and brightness increase.

By adding additional harmonics, further optimization is
possible.6 Based on the analysis presented here, the phasing
of the additional harmonics should be chosen so as to con-
tribute to the negative pressure of the acoustic cycle, since
this approach has the main effect on the ER viaRmax. Holt
and Roy have proposed experiments along a similar line.37 In
the limit of an infinite number of harmonics, a negative pres-
sure spike on top of the fundamental would be the ideal drive
signal. Interestingly, this conclusion is the opposite of the
positive pressure spike suggested by Mosset al.7

In real experimental systems, which are seldom ideal,
unwanted harmonics could easily creep in to affect the
acoustic drive signal. Depending on the phasing of the har-
monics relative to the fundamental, they may either enhance
or reduce the ER by a small amount, resulting in changes in
light emission. This may explain why experimental groups
working at the same drive frequency observe different maxi-
mum light intensities when using the same gas
concentrations.38

In conclusion, the results presented here provide further
evidence that the underlying assumptions of DH for steady-
state SL conditions10 are valid and point to the utility of
using DH to determine the optimum experimental param-
eters. By first predicting where SL should occur, one can
take some of the guess work out of performing SL experi-
ments. As the focus on increasing the energy concentration
of SL intensifies,39 the ability to predict bubble behavior in
advance of experiments5 will become more and more impor-
tant.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common type of driver for use in thermoa-
coustic refrigeration applications is the ordinary electrody-
namic loudspeaker. This paper examines some of the issues
involved in matching an electrodynamic driver to a thermoa-
coustic refrigerator.

Most thermoacoustic refrigerators to date have had basic
structures similar to those schematically depicted in Fig. 1.
The driver is placed at the end of an acoustical resonator in
which it creates a standing wave, as in Fig. 1~a!. The back
side of the driver is enclosed. The rear enclosure confines the
working fluid ~often a pressurized mixture of helium and
argon! and provides equal mean pressures on the front and
rear of the piston. This enclosed gas also provides a restoring
force to the piston in the form of a gas spring.

Thermoacoustic refrigerators contain a heat-pumping el-
ement, called a ‘‘stack,’’ that is flanked by heat exchangers
~not shown!. For best efficiency, stacks are usually placed
near pressure antinodes. In the example shown in Fig. 1~b!, a
volume is placed opposite the driver to act as an acoustic
compliance, approximating an open end. If the driving fre-
quency is chosen to make this a quarter-wavelength resona-
tor, then the driver is at a location of high acoustic imped-
ance, and the stack is placed near the driver~the dashed line
is an approximate pressure amplitude profile!. It is also pos-
sible to make resonators where the driver is at a position of
low acoustic impedance, as in Fig. 1~c!. Other arrangements
are possible,1 with the acoustic load seen by the face of the
piston somewhere within this range from large to small.

This paper examines the questions of how to select an
appropriate driver for a particular thermoacoustic applica-
tion, and how the requirements differ depending on whether
the driver is in a location of high or low impedance. The
results are that the driver should be chosen to have a large
product (Bl)2/(ReRm), defined below; the suspension stiff-
ness should be chosen to make the combined impedance of
the mechanical and acoustical parts of the system entirely
real at the operating frequency; and the piston area should be
selected to maximize electroacoustic efficiency~or other de-
sired parameter! by matching the acoustic load to the opti-
mum mechanical load for the particular driver. Alternately, if

the piston area is fixed, the operating frequency can be ad-
justed to make this same match.

I. PHYSICAL MODEL AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

The objective is to optimize the transfer of electrical
power to acoustic power in the resonator. Two cases are
considered. The first case is optimization of electroacoustic
efficiency, the likely desired operating condition for a prac-
tical, working refrigerator. The second case, maximization of
acoustic power in the resonator for maximum allowable elec-
trical current in the voice coil, might be preferred for a small
demonstration device.

The problem is analyzed using the simplified physical
model shown in Fig. 2. The driver is modeled in the ordinary
way, as a mass-spring-dashpot system driven by a coil of
length l in a magnet gap with inductionB. In this paper,B
and l appear only as the force factorBl, which is assumed to
be a purely real number—‘‘a typical situation prevailing
with conventional moving-coil transducers.’’2 The piston
has massMm and an areaS that is not necessarily the same
as the cross-sectional area of the resonator at that end. The
mechanical complianceCm , related to the mechanical stiff-
nesskm by km51/Cm , includes the suspension stiffness and
the effective spring constant of the gas in the enclosure. It is
assumed that the enclosure is small enough that wave effects
in the enclosure can be neglected at the~low! frequencies of
interest. The resonator has a complex acoustic impedanceza

at the piston, the real part of which includes the dissipation
due to the stack, heat exchangers, and resonator.

An equivalent circuit3 of the simplified system is shown
in Fig. 3~a!. An ej vt time dependence is assumed throughout
this paper. The electrical capacitanceCe has been included
to allow for the possibility of adding a capacitor to improve
the power factor of the device. In Fig. 3~b!, all elements have
been brought through the transformers into the mechanical
mobility domain, with

Xe5vLe21/~vCe!, ~1a!

Xm5vMm2km /v, ~1b!

Ra5Re@S2za#, ~1c!

Xa5Im@S2za#. ~1d!
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The quantityE/(Bl) has been assigned the symbolue be-
cause it has units of velocity.Fa is the force on the piston
face due to the acoustical oscillations of the gas in the reso-
nator, proportional to the pressure amplitude there;ua is the
velocity of the piston.

Converting all elements into the mechanical impedance
domain results in Fig. 4.

The electroacoustic efficiencyh is the ratio of the time-
averaged acoustic power to the time-averaged total input
power,

h5
Re@Faua* #

Re@Feue* #
. ~2!

The asterisk denotes complex conjugation, used here to fa-
cilitate taking the time-average of quantities represented in
complex notation.

Using Fa5(Ra1 jXa)ua and defining the total equiva-
lent input impedance of the circuit asZT[Fe /ue , gives the
form

h5
Re@~Ra1 jXa!uaua* #

Re@Fe~Fe* /ZT* !#
5

Ra

Re@1/ZT#
Uua

Fe
U2

. ~3!

Defining an equivalent mechanical reactanceX of the me-
chanical and acoustic impedances as

X[Xm1Xa , ~4!

simplifies subsequent expressions. The total mechanical im-
pedance can be obtained from Fig. 4 by adding in parallel the
three legs of the circuit,

1

ZT
5

Re

~Bl !2 1
jXe

~Bl !2 1
1

~Rm1Ra!1 jX
, ~5!

so

ReF 1

ZT
G5

Re

~Bl !2 1
Rm1Ra

~Rm1Ra!21X2 . ~6!

The ratio Fe /ua is the impedance of the mechanical–
acoustical leg only, so

UFe

ua
U2

5~Rm1Ra!21X2. ~7!

FIG. 1. ~a! A typical thermoacoustic refrigerator comprises an acoustical
resonator, a driver that creates a standing wave in the resonator, and a
smaller ‘‘enclosure’’ behind the driver that holds in the working fluid.~b! A
configuration that puts the driver at a pressure antinode.~c! An alternative
configuration that puts the driver at a pressure node. The dashed lines rep-
resent the acoustic pressure swings.

FIG. 2. The simple physical model used in this analysis.

FIG. 3. Equivalent circuits for the physical model. Part~a! shows the electrical, mechanical, and acoustical parts of the system each in their respective
domains, linked by transformer elements. Part~b! represents the same system, but with all parts converted to equivalent mechanical mobility elements.
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Substituting these expressions into Eq.~3!, the electroacous-
tic efficiency is found to be given by4

1

h
5

ReRm

~Bl !2

Rm

Ra
S 11

Ra

Rm
D 2

1S 11
Rm

Ra
D1

ReRm

~Bl !2

X2

RmRa
.

~8!

We would also like to find the conditions that will give
the greatest possible acoustic power in the resonator without
destroying the driver. One limit on the driver is the maxi-
mum currentI max that can be sustained before the voice coil
burns up, so the case considered here is that of the time-
averaged acoustic power at maximum current,Pa(I max). Ex-
amination of Fig. 4 shows the acoustic power~i.e., the power
in the resistive elementRa! to be

Pa~ I max!5
Re@Faua* #

2
5

~BlI max!
2

2

Ra

~Rm1Ra!21X2 .

~9!

The factor of 1/2 assumes the use of peak~not root-mean-
square! values for the amplitudes of oscillating variables
such as forces, velocities, and currents.

II. THE REACTANCES X AND Xe

In Eqs.~8! and~9!, bothh andPa(I max) are maximized
whenX50. That is, the combined equivalent impedance of
the mechanical and acoustical parts of the device should be
purely real. One way to satisfy this condition is to operate at
a frequency of resonance or antiresonance of the acoustical
resonator, whereXa50, and to adjust the compliance of the
driver so that the mechanical reactanceXm is also zero at this
frequency. However, theX50 condition can also be satisfied
for any other frequency by adjusting the stiffness of the
driver suspension~including the gas spring of the enclosure!
so that2 Xm52Xa .

Both h and Pa(I max) are independent of the electrical
reactanceXe . If performance of the system is optimized by
settingX50, then the imaginary part of the total equivalent
electrical input impedance of the system is simply the reac-
tance of the electrical components,Xe . If the driver is induc-
tive, as is likely for an electrodynamic device, then the total
electrical impedance can be made real by the addition of a

series capacitor, thereby eliminating the reactive component
of the load seen by the driving amplifier without otherwise
affecting the performance of the device.

In subsequent sections it is assumed that the stiffness of
the driver suspension has been adjusted to makeX50.

III. OPTIMIZATION OF Ra AND PISTON AREA

In driving the acoustical resonator withX50, the driver
sees an equivalent mechanical resistanceRa5S2 Re@za#. By
adjusting the piston areaS, the value ofRa can be selected to
optimizeh or Pa(I max). In this section, the derivatives with
respect toRa of Eqs.~8! and~9! have been set to zero to find
the best values ofRa , and thus forS.

A. Adjusting Ra for maximum efficiency

The electroacoustic efficiencyh is maximized whenRa

is set to the valueRh such that

~Ra!hmax
[Rh5RmA~Bl !2

ReRm
115RmAb115sRm ,

~10!

whereb[(Bl)2/(ReRm) and s5Ab11. For this value of
acoustic load, the efficiency takes on its maximum value of5

hmax5
b

b12Ab1112
, ~11!

or, in terms ofs,

hmax5
s21

s11
. ~12!

The numbers is a figure of merit for the driver, determining
the maximum efficiency of the driver. For larges, hmax

.122/s.
From the point of view of efficiency, all drivers can be

ranked in quality simply by calculatinghmax. The maximum
efficiency depends only on the parametersBl, Re , andRm .
For this reason, it is useful to conceptually separate the pis-
ton and the suspension stiffness from the motive parts of the
driver. The magnet and voice coil together form a linear
electrical motor that is functionally separate from the piston.
Although it is possible to connect any particular ‘‘motor’’ to
any area of piston or suspension spring, it is actually only the
motorthat has a potential efficiencyhmax, independent of the
rest of the device. To attain this maximum efficiency, the
motor must work into the particular mechanical loadRh ,
which also depends only on the ‘‘motor parameters’’Bl, Re ,
andRm .

Any acoustic load can be converted into the optimally
efficient mechanical load for a particular driver motor by
using the optimum piston areaSh given by

Sh5A Rh

Re@za#
5A sRm

Re@za#
. ~13!

While the driver may be said to be a ‘‘high-impedance’’ or
‘‘low-impedance’’ device depending on the acoustic load, it
is important to remember that the thing which is ‘‘high’’ or
‘‘low’’ is the acousticimpedance at the piston face, which

FIG. 4. Equivalent circuit in the mechanical impedance domain.
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depends on the piston area. The motor, by contrast, works
most efficiently only at a singlemechanical impedance,
namelyRh , which is independent ofS.

One of the most important consequences of this fact
concerns the required piston excursion. The power provided
to the acoustic load isPa5uuau2Ra/2, whereua is the peak
velocity of the piston. Since the value ofRa is fixed atRh by
the requirements of motor efficiency, the power requirement
of the device dictates the piston velocity. Since a particular
thermoacoustic device will also have a set operating fre-
quency, the power of the device is directly linked to the
piston stroked52ua /v. For a given frequency and power,
an efficiently configured driver with a particular motor will
have to have a certain fixed stroke, regardless of piston area
and placement. If the driver is placed at a pressure node, the
piston area will be large and thevolume velocitywill be
large; the piston’s linear velocity, however, is fixed by effi-
ciency considerations. Assuming that optimum efficiency is
a requirement, placing the same motor at the pressure antin-
ode will necessitate the use of a smaller piston, butcannot
reduce the required piston excursion. This contradicts the
idea that piston excursion can be controlled by placing the
driver at a pressure antinode, an idea that is found in some of
the classic papers that are the primary references for the
study of thermoacoustic engines. For example, Swift’s article
in the Encyclopedia of Applied Physics6 states that ‘‘...the
loudspeaker-like driver was located at a pressure antinode of
the standing wave, so that the acoustic power was delivered
with high force and small displacement, easing engineering
difficulties associated with the flexing portion of the driver.’’
However, the electroacoustic efficiency was then maximized
by making the piston area small, thereby increasing the dis-
placement. The analysis presented here shows that the result-
ing displacement of maximum efficiency is the same regard-
less of the placement of the driver within the standing wave.

Table I lists motor parameters and maximum efficiencies
and powers for some drivers that have been used by thermoa-
coustic researchers.

B. Adjusting Ra for maximum power

At maximum current, the acoustic powerPa(I max) is
maximized when (Ra)Pmax

[RP5Rm. This corresponds to a

best piston area ofSP5ARm /Re@za#. Thus the best mechani-
cal load for maximum~current limited! acoustic power is
smaller than that for best efficiency by a factor ofs, andSP

is smaller thanSh by a factor ofAs. For such a small piston,
the driver may reach its stroke limit before it reaches its
current limit. The important point is that piston sizessmaller
thanSh can increase acoustic power output.

This provides another way to think about the earlier case
of maximum efficiency. There are two loss mechanisms in
the driver: electrical loss in the voice coilPe5uI u2Re/2, and
mechanical loss in the suspensionPm5uuau2Rm/2. The pis-
ton area that minimizes the sum of these losses,Pm1Pe ,
gives maximum efficiency. For a fixed acoustic power, the
mechanical loss can always be reduced by increasing piston
area and thereby decreasing the necessary velocity; however,
I is minimized forS5SP,Sh , so any increase of the piston
area fromSh increases the electrical loss.

The main result for thermoacoustic applications is that
trade-offs can be made between stroke, power, and effi-
ciency. At fixed frequency and maximum current, reducing
piston area from the most efficient value ofSh in order to
increase acoustic power will not only degrade efficiency—it
will necessarily increase the piston stroke as well, placing
further demands on the suspension. On the other hand, using
S.Sh will result in decreased stroke, but also decreased ef-
ficiency and decreased maximum power delivery. The ways
in which efficiency, acoustic power, and stroke depend onS
~for fixed current and frequency! are shown in Fig. 5. The
plot shows results of calculations for a particular high-
efficiency driver designed for a thermoacoustic application,
with s59.1 andhmax580% ~the SETAC diver from Table
I!. The exact shapes of the curves depend ons. The rapid
increase in stroke asS is decreased fromSh means that limits
on the stroke could make it impossible to reachSP , even if

TABLE I. Motor parameters for various drivers that have been used by thermoacoustics researchers. The first
three are ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ loudspeakers. The STAR and SETAC drivers are custom designed and built moving-
coil devices. The last three drivers are moving-magnet devices designed for single-frequency transduction at
high efficiency and power.

Driver
Bl

@N/A#
Re

@V#
Rm

@kg/s# s
nmax

@%#
Pelectric

@W#

MW-142a 7.5 5.1 1.9 2.6 44 150
JBL 2206Hb 18.1 5.3 9.5 2.7 47 300
Altec 290-16 Kc 21.5 10.6 2.8 4.1 61 10
STARd 15.3 8.2 1.8 4.1 61 20
SETACe 18 1.7 2.2 9.4 81 200
B-300f 8.0 0.05 15 9.3 81 300
C-2f 41 0.24 48 12 85 2000
C-10f 85 0.52 80 13 86 10 000

aMorel Acoustics USA, Inc., 414 Harvard St, Brookline, MA 02446-2902. The numbers listed in the table are
the measured values of a particular driver used at this lab.

bSee Ref. 1.
cSee Ref. 10.
dSee Ref. 11.
eSee Ref. 12.
fSee Ref. 13.
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that were desired. In this case, adding a stroke-limit line to a
plot such as Fig. 5 will give the absolute maximum power
for the driver and the load required to attain it, and will show
the penalty in efficiency fromhmax.

IV. OPTIMIZING Ra BY ADJUSTING OPERATING
FREQUENCY

The foregoing discussion assumes that one can select the
area of the piston. What if one wishes to use a driver ‘‘off-
the-shelf,’’ in which case the piston area is already deter-
mined? Is it still possible to achieve optimum efficiency?
Provided that the piston area is within a certain range, this
can be done by adjusting the operating frequency of the de-
vice.

A. Selection of operating frequency for fixed piston
area

In general, the piston area of optimum efficiencySh

5ARh /Re@za# is a function of frequency because the acous-
tic resistance Re@za# is a function of frequency. As an ex-
ample, consider a resonator consisting of a simple cylinder.
The real and imaginary parts of the acoustic impedance7 are
shown in Figs. 6~a! and ~b!.

The dotted cursor lines show the lowest two frequencies
for which za is purely real,v r ~resonance! andva ~antireso-
nance!. Near these frequencies the most efficient piston area
Sh , shown in Fig. 6~c!, takes on its smallest and largest
values. If the piston areaS is between these two values, then
optimum efficiency can be achieved by operating at a fre-
quency where Re@za(v)#5S2Rh . This design procedure as-
sumes knowledge of the shape of the resistance curve for the
resonator in question. This could be obtained with a mea-
surement, or by modeling using a computer program such as
DELTAE.8

B. Effect of operating frequency on required
suspension stiffness

For a particularS, the acoustic resistance takes on the
most efficient value at more than one frequency. Consider,
for example, a driver with a piston that is slightly larger than
Sh min

5Sh(vr); the designer must decide on an operating fre-
quency either just above or just belowv r . The two options
have different consequences for the suspension.

Recall that efficient operation requires thatX5Xm1Xa

50. The mechanical reactance isXm5vMm2km /v, so the
required driver suspension stiffness is

km5v2Mm1vXa5v2Mm1vS2 Im@za#. ~14!

The v2Mm term means thatkm tends to increase with in-
creasing frequency. Just abovev r , however, Im@za# is nega-
tive, so in some circumstances the required suspension stiff-
ness may actually beless just abovev r than just below it.
Whether or not this occurs depends on the details of the
resonator impedance curves. Maximum efficiency requires
both X50, as expressed in Eq.~14!, and S25Rh /Re@za#.
Combining these expressions gives

km5v2Mm1vRn

Im@za~v!#

Re@za~v!#
. ~15!

Two example curves are plotted in Fig. 7. The lighter curves
are for a very heavily damped resonator (Q55), for which

FIG. 5. Dependences of efficiency, acoustic power, and stroke as functions
of piston area at a single frequency and current for the SETAC diver~see
Table I!, a high-efficiency driver designed for thermoacoustic refrigeration.

FIG. 6. The real.~a! and imaginary~b! parts of the acoustic impedance of a
resonator. These particular curves are for a cylinder. Part~c! shows the
optimum piston areaSh as a function of frequency.
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higher frequency always results in a need for higherkm . The
heavy curves are for a resonator typical of thermoacoustic
refrigeration applications (Q515). In this case, moving
abovev r results in enough resonator stiffness to decrease the
demands on the mechanical springkm .

V. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

This paper has examined only a few of the issues in-
volved in using electrodynamic drivers in thermoacousitc re-
frigerators. There are others. For example, Ward has devel-
oped a method to minimize the pressure difference across the
piston.1 In a highly pressurized device with large pressure
amplitudes, this pressure difference becomes a serious con-
cern. Preliminary measurements made at this lab9 provide
some experimental support for the conclusions of this paper
concerning attainability of maximum electroacoustic effi-
ciency.
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A new type of loudspeaker that generates sound by means of the electrostrictive response of a thin
polymer film is described. Electrostrictive polymer film~EPF! loudspeakers are constructed with
inexpensive, lightweight materials and have a very low profile. The films are typically silicone and
are coated with compliant electrodes to allow large film deformations. Acoustical frequency
response measurements from 535 cm ~planar dimensions! prototype EPF loudspeakers are
presented. Measurements of harmonic distortion are also shown, along with results demonstrating
reduced harmonic distortion achieved with square-root wave shaping. Applications of EPF
loudspeakers include active noise control and general-purpose flat-panel loudspeakers. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!00502-6#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ja, 43.58.Vb@SLE#

INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses measurements of the sound pro-
duced by electrostrictive polymer film~EPF! loudspeakers.
The goal of the work was to develop a lightweight loud-
speaker that can be made essentially flat or can be contoured
to a surface. The speaker may be useful for general audio
applications in which a low profile is important. It may also
have application to active noise control, where many systems
require compact, lightweight sound sources. A previous
paper1 introduced the EPF loudspeaker and presented some
modeling and preliminary test results. The present paper
builds on the earlier work and discusses recent results.

In this paper, the term electrostriction is used to mean
the stress and strain response of a material to an electric field.
Polymer-film electrostriction has been investigated for use in
‘‘artificial muscle’’ actuators for robots, manipulators, un-
manned vehicles, and other applications. These actuators
produce thickness strains of up to 0.30 and actuation pres-
sures of up to 1.9 MPa.2 An acoustical actuator based on
electrostriction of a polymer film was developed by Schein-
beim et al.3 In Scheinbeim’s actuator, sound is generated by
a change in thickness of a film, or stack of films, caused by
electrostriction. The EPF loudspeaker also operates by vary-
ing the thickness strain of the film. In contrast to Schein-
beim’s device, however, the EPF loudspeaker generates
sound by using out-of-plane film deformation resulting from
the thickness strain. Because large out-of-plane film motions
are possible, the EPF loudspeaker can produce significant
sound power.

I. PRINCIPLE AND OPERATION OF THE EPF
LOUDSPEAKER

Figure 1 illustrates the actuation of an EPF element. A
polymer film is sandwiched between compliant electrodes
and is squeezed by electrostatic forces when voltage is ap-
plied. The film thickness strain is equal~to a linear, first-
order approximation! to the force per unit area of the film
divided by the elastic modulus of the polymer,

s5
« r«0E2

Y
5

« r«0v2

h2Y
, ~1!

wheres is the strain in thickness,Y is the polymer-film elas-
tic modulus,E is the electric field strength,« r is the relative
dielectric constant of the polymer,«0 is the dielectric con-
stant of free space,h is the film thickness, andv is the
applied voltage. It is important to point out that the squeez-
ing force in Eq.~1! assumes compliant electrodes.4 These,
along with a relatively high film dielectric constant, are im-
portant to achieving large strains. Figure 2 shows measured
and predicted data for the thickness strain of a silicone film
(« r52.8– 3.0) as a function of applied electric field strength.

Figure 3 is a schematic view of the EPF actuator, which
shows a film with electrodes on top of a dense grid of holes.
The closed plenum volume below the grid is at a slight nega-
tive pressure~alternatively, it could be slightly positive!. The
film thickness decreases when voltage is applied, and since
the polymer is incompressible~Poisson ratio approximately
0.5!, the film area increases. The plenum pressure causes the
film ‘‘bubble’’ elements to deform uniformly downward, and
the volume acceleration of the air resulting from film-
element oscillations generates sound. In the future it may be
possible to eliminate the differential static pressure across the
film by mechanically biasing the film.

The EPF loudspeaker has a number of attractive fea-
tures. With large film thickness strains, it is possible to ob-
tain large volumetric displacements and correspondingly
high radiated sound pressures from a very compact actuator.
Plenum depth influences the acoustical output, but the ple-
num can be quite shallow~a few millimeters deep! and the
speaker essentially flat. Furthermore, the design of Fig. 3
allows small- or large-area loudspeakers~the difference be-
ing the number of film elements! to be fabricated from the
same set of processing steps. The layered structure of the
EPF loudspeaker implies that it can eventually be built with
batch processing methods.
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II. COMPARISON OF EPF WITH OTHER
LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGIES

A. Electrostatic loudspeakers

There are similarities and important differences between
EPF loudspeakers and more familiar electrostatic loudspeak-
ers. In an electrostatic loudspeaker, a thin, lightweight dia-
phragm is separated from a stationary, conducting electrode
by a narrow air gap. ‘‘Push–pull’’ electrostatic loudspeakers
~Fig. 4! have electrodes on both sides of the diaphragm. The
diaphragm is a strong polymer~such as Mylar! with a thick-
ness of 5 to 50 micrometers, and is held in tension on a rigid
frame. The air gap spacing is on the order of a few millime-
ters. The diaphragm oscillates and radiates sound when a
direct current~d.c.! bias voltage and alternating current~a.c.!
drive voltage are applied between the diaphragm and station-
ary electrode. The applied d.c. bias is typically several thou-
sand volts, and the a.c. voltage amplitude can be comparable.

Both electrostatic and EPF loudspeakers can produce
high sound pressures by means of large diaphragm displace-
ments, but the driving force on the film is greater in an EPF
loudspeaker. One reason for this difference is that the rela-
tive dielectric constant equals one for the air gap of an elec-
trostatic actuator, while it is always greater than one for a
polymer film. A second reason is that the conversion of field
energy to mechanical work occurs principally by narrowing
the air gap in a rigid-electrode electrostatic actuator. In an
EPF actuator with compliant electrodes, field energy is con-
verted to work through narrowing or thinning of the film
~thickness strain! and also by stretching the film~area in-

crease!. This results in a higher force per unit area than in a
rigid-electrode electrostatic actuator of the same area.4

Electrostrictive polymer films can be driven at much
higher electric field strengths than are possible with electro-
static loudspeakers. An air gap of a few millimeters in an
electrostatic loudspeaker will break down at a field strength
of about 3 V/mm. In comparison, the films of EPF loud-
speakers are routinely driven at 20 V/mm and higher, and
these field strengths result in large film displacements.

Another difference relates to applied voltage and gap
width. When the diaphragm of an electrostatic actuator
reaches a threshold displacement it becomes unstable and
attaches itself to the stationary electrode. To get large dia-
phragm displacements without instability, the gap width and
the applied voltage must be increased simultaneously. In
other words, high sound pressures require large air gaps and
large voltages. In contrast, there is no instability associated
with film displacementin the EPF actuator. It is theoretically
possible for an instability in film thickness strain to occur if
the strain becomes very large. A model for the simplest case
predicts instability at thickness strains larger than 0.33,5 but
this model ignores various effects that tend to increase the
threshold, such as an increasing elastic modulus as film
strain increases. Maximum thickness strains of 0.4 to 0.6
~depending on the specific film material! have been mea-
sured in the laboratory.

Finally, it is important to point out that since film thick-
ness strain is related to applied electric field strength, it is

FIG. 1. Principle of electrostrictive-polymer film actuation.

FIG. 2. Experimentally measured~points! and theoretically predicted~solid
line! strain response of a silicone polymer.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional view of the electrostrictive-polymer-film loud-
speaker, showing the design approach for obtaining out-of-plane displace-
ment.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of a double-sided, or push–pull, electrostatic
loudspeaker.
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possible to produce the same thickness strain at lower volt-
age by reducing film thickness. This suggests the possibility
of EPF loudspeakers operating at much lower voltages than
are possible with electrostatic loudspeakers.

B. Electret transducers

An electret is a dielectric material with a permanent
electrical polarization. Electrets used in electroacoustic ap-
plications may be permanently charged organic polymers,
such as Teflon, or inorganic dielectrics, such as silicon diox-
ide. One of the first, and still most common, applications is
the electret microphone, made practical in the 1960s by
Sessler and West,6 who used thin~25-mm! films of Teflon,
metallized on one side. The diaphragms in more recent elec-
tret microphones are typically micromachined silicon.7 Elec-
trets have also been used as electroacoustic speakers, such as
in earphones.8 A significant advantage of electret micro-
phones and speakers is that they require no external d.c. bias,
although they often do not have the long-term stability of
devices that operate with an external d.c. bias.

A basic similarity between EPF and electret transducers
is that an electric field is applied across a dielectric film or
diaphragm and the output is related to motion of the dia-
phragm. An obvious difference is that the EPF film is not
permanently charged. A more important difference is that
both electrodes of the EPF diaphragm are directly attached to
the film, and the film is squeezed by the applied electric field.
In contrast, for a typical electret transducer, one electrode is
a metallized layer on one face of the diaphragm and the other
is a stationary back plate. An electret loudspeaker is there-
fore more like an electrostatic loudspeaker, having both a
stationary electrode and an air gap, than like an EPF actuator
~which has neither!. An electret loudspeaker has similar limi-
tations on diaphragm motion as those of an electrostatic
loudspeaker; the diaphragm will collapse into the back plate
if threshold voltages and displacement amplitudes are ex-
ceeded.

III. EPF LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN

EPF loudspeakers are a new technology and a number of
issues relating to design, fabrication, and performance are
being investigated. This section describes the ‘‘baseline’’
EPF loudspeaker design and current methods of fabrication.
In subsequent sections, recent experimental performance re-
sults for acoustical frequency response and harmonic distor-
tion are presented.

Figure 5 is a schematic of the baseline speaker design.
The films of most of the prototype EPF loudspeakers were
made from Dow Corning HS3 silicone, a relatively soft poly-
dimethyl siloxane~PDMS!-based silicone with an elastic
modulus of 0.1 MPa. Other silicone elastomers of lower and
higher modulus have been tested, but HS3, which has maxi-
mum elongations of over 300% and very good tear resis-
tance, has given the best results to date. The films are spin-
coated onto a wafer and released. Film thicknesses have
ranged from 50 to 150mm, with most being about 100mm.

Compliant electrodes are a critical feature of EPF speak-
ers. The electrodes must be sufficiently compliant to keep the

film from being too stiff~which would lower strain!, while
remaining conductive enough at audible frequencies to dis-
tribute charge uniformly across the film. Electrodes consist-
ing of graphite powder in a gelatin-glycerol-salt binder meet
these requirements and are also convenient to fabricate.
Graphite powder is first spread on the film. The binder is
mixed as a solution of 50% isopropyl alcohol and 50%
gelatin–water solution. Alcohol is added to enhance wetting
of the graphite, along with glycerol~1 ml! to prevent drying,
and salt~0.1 mg NaCl per 20 ml gelatin! to increase conduc-
tivity. The graphite layer is covered with approximately
0.039 ml of binder solution per square centimeter of elec-
trode surface.

Loudspeaker acoustical performance will be degraded if
the electrodes are not sufficiently conductive at the frequen-
cies of interest. A sputtered gold layer on the grid below the
film and conductive silver grease on top of the film~Fig. 5!
act as charge-distribution layers. These layers lower the elec-
trode resistance, which in turn lowers the exponential time
constant~product of resistance and capacitance! governing
the speed with which the film responds to applied voltage.
The topmost layer is a flexible acetate film~25 to 100mm in
thickness! with holes matching the grid-plate pattern.

Figure 6 is a photograph of an EPF loudspeaker proto-
type. This speaker has an active area of 535 cm, with an
array of 72 circular film elements, each 5.5 mm in diameter.
The film thickness is 83mm.

IV. LOUDSPEAKER PERFORMANCE

The acoustical output from an EPF loudspeaker is af-
fected by several design parameters~Fig. 7!, including the
film-element ~‘‘bubble’’ ! diameter, the total actuator area,
the plenum depth, and the film prestrain. Operational param-
eters that affect output are the applied voltage across the film
and the pressure in the plenum beneath the film.

As with electrostatic loudspeakers, EPF loudspeakers
are driven with a d.c. bias voltage and an a.c. signal voltage.
For driving a typical 100-mm film, d.c. bias voltages range
from 1000 to 1500 V, and a.c. voltage zero-to-peak ampli-
tudes are in the range from 100 to 600 V. Since film strain
depends on electric field strength rather than voltage, thinner

FIG. 5. Film and electrode layers in the baseline EPF loudspeaker design.
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films require lower voltages to generate the same acoustical
output.

Figure 8 shows a measured spectrum of sound pressure
level ~SPL! produced by a loudspeaker similar to that of Fig.
6. The measurements were performed in a 33439 m
anechoic chamber. A microphone was located 1 meter from
the speaker along the centerline axis. The speaker was driven
with a swept sine wave and the response was measured on a
HP 35670 A dynamic signal analyzer. The Fig. 8 response is
typical of the speakers tested. The SPL rises at a rate of
approximately 18 dB per octave to a primary resonance, the
frequency of which is determined by the film tension and the
effective air load mass on the film bubble elements.9 A null,
or antiresonance, typically follows the primary resonance.
The sharpness of the resonance and the depth of the antireso-
nance are affected by film and electrode materials and thick-
ness, plenum pressure, and any added acoustical damping.
The film-element oscillation at frequencies less than the
resonance frequency is unimodal. The film oscillation at fre-
quencies above resonance, which may feature higher-order
vibrational modes, has not yet been measured. From the
standpoint of loudspeaker design, it is noteworthy in Fig. 8
that the response was essentially flat up to at least 20 kHz.
Off-axis SPL measurements have not been made to date.

Figure 9 shows the spectrum between 100 Hz and 5 kHz
of the SPL produced on-axis at a distance of 1 m by a 5
35 cm loudspeaker. The response of the speaker was mea-
sured at ten applied voltages. The two response spectra in the

figure correspond to the lowest~1000 V bias, 200 V a.c.! and
highest voltages~1500 V bias, 600 V a.c.! used. The film
thickness at zero voltage was 83mm, which meant that a
lower bound on the maximum field applied across the film
was 25 V/mm. At the highest voltage, the SPL at 1 m was
greater than 80 dBre 20 mPa at frequencies above reso-
nance, and was 50 dB or more at frequencies above 390 Hz.
Figure 9 represents the highest sound pressure level mea-
sured to date. However, it is estimated that the silicone film
could have been driven at 2500 volts~total d.c. plus a.c.!
without breakdown, with the speaker generating 3 to 5 dB
greater SPL at each frequency.

These results show that moderately high sound pressure
levels can be generated from EPF speakers of compact size.
The plenum depth of the speaker in Fig. 9 was only 5 mm.
Speakers with plenums of 5 and 20 mm have been tested. In
general, the acoustic output was less with a smaller plenum
depth, because the effective stiffness of the air enclosed
within the plenum is greater. However, speaker plenum

FIG. 6. Photograph of prototype EPF loudspeaker. The active surface area is
535 cm and the sound-radiating film elements are 5.5 mm in diameter. The
depth of the plenum beneath the film is 5 mm. Film thickness is 83mm.

FIG. 7. Cross section of the EPF loudspeaker, showing the important design
and operational parameters.

FIG. 8. Measured frequency response spectrum of an EPF loudspeaker. The
sound pressure level is in decibels relative to 20mPa and was measured at 1
meter along the principal axis.

FIG. 9. Sound pressure levelsre 20 mPa measured at 1 meter along the
principal axis for a 535 cm EPF loudspeaker: 1000 V bias, 200 V a.c.
~lower curve!, 1500 V bias, 600 V a.c.~upper curve!. The silicone film was
83 mm in thickness and had 10% prestrain. Film elements were 5.5 mm in
diameter, and plenum depth was 5 mm.
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depths even less than 5 mm are feasible, if low-frequency
performance is not critical.

The most important design parameter is the size of the
radiating film elements. The diameter of the film elements
for the Fig. 9 actuator was 5.5 mm. Larger film elements
radiate more sound per unit area, so to increase the SPL from
an EPF speaker of given overall size, one uses larger diam-
eter film elements~assuming comparable area coverage is
possible!. Most of our work to date has involved 5.5-mm-
diameter elements because good reliability and fabrication
yield were achieved at this element size. However, loud-
speakers with element diameters ranging from 1.5 to 25 mm
have been fabricated. The primary resonance frequency
drops as film-element diameter increases. Conversely, the
resonance frequency increases with increasing film tension
~the film of the loudspeaker of Fig. 9 was prestrained by
10%!.

V. HARMONIC DISTORTION

The sound pressure radiated by a film bubble element is
proportional to the volume acceleration of air caused by el-
ement expansion and contraction. Harmonics in the sound
pressure are unavoidable even if each element of the loud-
speaker deforms ‘‘perfectly’’ when voltage is applied. This
is because the thickness strain of the film varies as the square
of applied voltage~Fig. 2!, which introduces second-order
harmonics in the voltage–strain relationship, and because
there is a nonlinear relationship between film thickness strain
and film-element volume.

Figure 10 is an analytical prediction of harmonic distor-
tion in the mean-square sound pressure produced by a sinu-
soidally excited electrostrictive-polymer film element. The
model~described in Ref. 1! predicts the sound pressure radi-
ated by a film element as a function of applied voltage and
geometric parameters, including film thickness and film-
element base diameter and height. The model assumes that
the film maintains its basic shape~a spherical section! as it
expands and contracts, and ignores dynamic effects such as
resonance or modal behavior. Figure 10 shows that both sec-
ond and third harmonics of the sound pressure signal in-
crease as the a.c. drive voltage amplitude increases~they also
increase with increasing d.c. bias!. However, second har-
monics dominate the distortion.

Figure 11 shows typical measured harmonic distortion
levels for an EPF loudspeaker. The silicone film was 91-mm
thick and the loudspeaker had 18 identical film elements 5.5
mm in diameter. Measurements were made at four frequen-

FIG. 10. Model prediction of second~solid line! and third ~dashed line!
harmonic levels as functions of the a.c.-to-d.c. voltage ratio. Harmonic level
is expressed in decibels relative to the fundamental on-axis mean-square
sound pressure at 1 m. The model assumed that the bias is 1500 V and that
the film ‘‘bubble’’ elements have a height equal to one-fourth of the base
diameter.

FIG. 11. Measured relative harmonic levels of an EPF loudspeaker with 5.5
mm film elements: second harmonic~solid lines!, third harmonic~dashed
lines!. Harmonic levels are shown for four ratios of a.c.-drive-to-d.c.-bias
voltage: 0.1~* !, 0.2 ~s!, 0.3 ~3!, 0.4 ~1!.

FIG. 12. Frequency response spectrum of the EPF loudspeaker correspond-
ing to the relative harmonic distortion shown in Fig. 11. Applied voltage:
1400 V bias, 420 V a.c. Loudspeaker area is 2.532.5 cm. The SPLre 20
mPa was measured at 1 meter along the principal axis.

FIG. 13. Simplified schematic illustrating the approach for driving the loud-
speaker with a square-root waveform.
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cies and four a.c. drive voltages, using a constant d.c. bias.
The relative levels of the second harmonics were large and
increased with a.c. voltage, as the analytical model predicts.
However, the harmonic content varied strongly with fre-
quency~the model predictions are frequency independent!.
The frequency dependence in the data can be understood
from the shape of the frequency-response curve for this
speaker, which is shown in Fig. 12. For fundamental fre-
quencies well below the 1450-Hz resonance, relative har-
monic levels were amplified because of the high sensitivity
at the harmonic frequencies. In contrast, for fundamental fre-
quencies near resonance and above, the sensitivity at har-
monic frequencies was comparable to that at the fundamen-
tal.

We have demonstrated two methods by which harmonic
distortion in EPF speakers can be reduced. One method is to
drive the loudspeaker in a configuration analogous to the
push–pull configuration of the electrostatic loudspeaker~Fig.
4!. Push–pull operation of an EPF speaker requires drive
electronics similar to that of Fig. 4 as well as some relatively
simple modifications to the basic actuator geometry of Fig. 3.
Push–pull test results are discussed in Ref. 10. A second
method is to tailor the shape of the electrical waveform that
drives the speaker. The wave shaping approach uses stan-
dard, single-actuator drive electronics along with the basic
actuator geometry, but requires additional electronic circuitry
to shape the waveform. In experiments to date, push–pull
and wave shaping approaches have given comparable distor-
tion reduction, although push–pull performance is somewhat
better at low frequencies~500 Hz and less!. Only the wave
shaping test results are presented here.

The wave shaping tests emphasized the use of a square-
root waveform; that is, in place of the standard d.c. bias plus
a.c. drive input@B1A sin(vt)# , the loudspeaker was driven
with a signal@B1A sin(vt)#0.5. The motivation for this ap-
proach is that it compensates for the quadratic nonlinearity in
the relation between applied voltage and film thickness
strain. The drive-circuit configuration is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 13.

Results from the square-root wave shaping tests are
shown in Figs. 14 and 15. These figures plot measured total
harmonic distortion~t.h.d.! at discrete frequencies between
500 and 4000 Hz, for two cases in which the a.c. amplitude
~zero-to-peak! is equal to 10% of the d.c. bias and 20% of the
d.c. bias, respectively. The t.h.d. is expressed as a percentage
of the root-mean-square amplitude at the fundamental fre-
quency. At 2500 Hz and above, square-root wave shaping
reduced t.h.d. to 1% or less. The reductions in t.h.d. below
resonance~1450 Hz! are also substantial, considering the ini-
tially high levels. Most of the t.h.d. decreases result from
lower second harmonics; third harmonics remains about the
same or decrease slightly. For these measurements, the t.h.d.
with square-root wave shaping was greater than 10% only at
500 Hz for the case of 20% a.c. drive voltage.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Sound generation has been demonstrated with loud-
speakers in which the transduction is based on the electros-
trictive response of a thin polymer film. More than 60 pro-
totype EPF loudspeakers have been fabricated and tested.
On-axis sound pressure levels of over 80 dB re 20mPa at 1
meter have been measured in anechoic chamber tests. Two
methods for reducing harmonic distortion have also been
demonstrated. EPF loudspeakers are compact and light-
weight, and are potentially useful in active noise control ap-
plications and as general-purpose flat-panel speakers.
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This paper presents a new hybrid method for predicting overestimating and underestimating
indicators of the acoustic power radiated by a vibrating surface even in the presence of other
surrounding acoustic sources. This method is applicable to plates or low curvature surfaces radiating
in open acoustic fields. The method is hybrid in the sense that the vibration field is measured and
the parietal pressure field is predicted considering two extreme academic cases ‘‘baffled’’ and
‘‘unbaffled.’’ Many simplifications are made and justified in order to save running time. The method
is successfully validated in comparison with experimental results on both laboratory and real life
structures. This method has led to a quick tool, allowing one to obtain a good approximation of the
radiated power in a few minutes. It provides a natural extension of a classical analyzer for
vibroacoustics engineering. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!04901-8#
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INTRODUCTION

In a practical problem of noise reduction for a multiple-
source noisy machine, the first step is to identify sources and
to quantify the radiated acoustic power relative to each
sources. However, in practice, it is often difficult to do it
rigorously, as it is difficult to measure the acoustic power
radiated by a particular part of a complex system without
being contaminated by other close noisy parts. Very often,
different natures of sources are superimposed~structure-
borne noise, jet noise, fan noise, etc.!, and they are so inter-
active that it is not possible to remove a source to quantify
another one. For example, a PC fan radiates noise and simul-
taneously excites the steel tower case which radiates too, so
that the fan cannot be stopped when quantifying the
structure-borne sound radiated from the tower. Many other
examples can be found in common machines~compressors,
ventilation systems, etc.!. Today, the classical way of esti-
mating the radiated acoustic power remains intensimetry.1,2

The undesirable contributions are masked using partial cov-
erage with sound barriers materials. This remains often a
rough solution because of unavoidable acoustic leaks
through the partial coverage, the difficulty in properly defin-
ing scanning surfaces and sometimes the impossibility of
using the intensity probe because of a lack of space~as anin
situ engine car, for example!.

Theoretically, two unknowns must be identified to esti-
mate the acoustic power radiated from a vibrating structure:
its vibration field and the parietal acoustic pressure loading
the vibration field.

To identify the vibration field, two methods are avail-
able, simulation or direct measurement. For the simulating
approach, the finite element method~FEM! is a good tool for
predicting the first modes of the structure. However, this ap-
proach remains limited to low frequencies, because of the
large amount of data that must be processed when a fine

mesh is used. Moreover, for predicting a real vibration field,
a great limitation of FEM is the impossibility of knowing the
mechanical and acoustical excitations that must be intro-
duced in the model to predict the good vibration response.
Using FEM, measurements have to be done anyway to vali-
date the model, so that in a practical case, the quicker way to
identify the vibration field is to measure it.

To identify the pressure field, once again, simulation and
direct measurement can be considered. In this case, the direct
measurement method is not possible. More precisely, for es-
timating the radiated power, the resistive part of the pressure
~the part which is in phase with the velocity vibration field!
must be measured in the near acoustic field of the vibrating
structure, in the area where the acoustic field is mainly reac-
tive ~out of phase with the velocity vibration field!. In prac-
tice, because of the limited dynamics of transducers and
measurement bench, it is impossible to extract the resistive
part of the pressure field from the dominant reactive part. In
such a case, advanced techniques like ‘‘near-field acoustic
holography’’ have to be used to extract the parietal pressure.

In summary, one original way to overcome the previous
limitations and difficulties is to use a hybrid method: mea-
suring the vibration field and simulating the pressure field

In this way, several authors have attempted to develop
new hybrid techniques which will be detailed in the follow-
ing lines. A common feature of all these techniques is that
they all start from the measurement of the vibration field.
They are differentiated by the assumptions that they make
when simulating the pressure field.

Lovat et al.3 have proposed an ‘‘equivalent monopoles’’
technique. In this method, the pressure field is approximated
as being generated by a superposition of a finite number of
discrete monopolar sources in the infinite space. The diffrac-
tion induced by surrounding objects and vibrating structure
shape is not taken into account. The vibrating surface is di-
vided into elementary subsurfaces on which normal velocity
is measured. Then, each subsurface is replaced by an equiva-
lent monopole, with a strength proportional to the normala!Electronic mail: Olivier.beslin@gme.usherb.ca
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velocity and area of the subsurface. This technique is very
easy to use and can be applied to odd shape structures, but it
leads to an overestimation of the true power as it considers
only monopolar terms. The division of the vibrating surface
into discrete elementary elements require a fine mesh to
reach accurate results in midrange frequencies.

Koopman, Fahnline, and Paddock4,5 have proposed a
more precise method that takes into account the acoustic
field diffracted by the shape of the vibrating object and sur-
rounding objects by ‘‘measuring’’ the Green’s function of
the problem. It can be used in the case of odd shape struc-
tures and not only for plane structures. This very interesting
method is in two steps. First, the motionless structure is di-
vided into elementary subsurfaces, and the radiation imped-
ancies matrix of the structure is measured in the following
way: A reference monopolar source is placed on an elemen-
tary subsurface and the acoustic pressure on all the subsur-
faces is measured. This procedure is repeated for all the other
positions of the reference monopolar source. In a second
step, the structure is turned on and normal velocities on all
the subsurfaces are measured. Then, the radiated acoustic
power is calculated by multiplying the velocities vector by
the radiation impedancies matrix. This method is interesting
as it permits us to take into account the complete geometry
of the structure, allowing a precise measurement of the radi-
ated acoustic power. However, the measurement of the ra-
diation impedancies takes a long time proportional toN2 if N
is the number of subsurfaces. Moreover, it requires a spe-
cially built transducers set.

An alternative to the Fahnlineet al.approach is to simu-
late the matrix radiation resistances using a classical bound-
ary element method~BEM! code6,7 and to measure the real
vibration field. This permits a simplified experimental proce-
dure ~no reference source needed!. However, the vibrating
surface and the surrounding geometries must be meshed and
a diffraction calculation must be done with all the pre- and
postprocessing that comes with a FEM modelization, so that
it remains a heavy procedure for the one who wants a quick
estimation of anin situ radiated power estimation.

The method the authors are proposing could be classi-
fied between Lovat and Koopman approaches. It has the sim-
plicity of the Lovat approach for the measurement procedure
but the predicted pressure field is closer to the reality than a
discrete monopole distribution. The approach of Koopman is
very fine; however, the authors’ goal was to develop a simple
tool, using classical transducers and a quick measurement
procedure allowing an estimation in a few minutes in order
to answer the daily needs of numerous vibroacoustics engi-
neers in diagnostic procedures. This method is limited to
plane or low curvature structures radiating in acoustic open
fields. This method cannot work if the structure stands in a
close cavity having low damped acoustic modes since no
vibroacoustic coupling is taken into account. This is the price
to pay for quickness. This open field assumption allows us,
however, to answer numerous practical problems.

The methodology of the proposed method is summa-
rized in Fig. 1. In a first step, normal accelerations or veloci-
ties are measured on a mesh, using accelerometers~or better,
a scanning laser vibrometer!. More precisely, a particular

point is chosen as a reference point and its acceleration au-
tospectrum is measured. Transfer functions are measured be-
tween the reference point and a running point of the mesh.
The measured data is then imported into a numerical code
where the vibration field is expressed as an expansion over
two-dimensional~2D! Fourier series. Then a minimum and a
maximum indicator are calculated for estimating the acoustic
power radiated from the vibration field. The first indicator is
calculated considering the vibration field surrounded by an
infinite baffle ~Rayleigh integral! while the second indicator
is calculated considering the vibration field alone in the infi-
nite space~unbaffled case!. These two extreme and academic
situations allow a quick simulation since the influence of the
surrounding objects is neglected. The baffled case results
give an overestimation of the true radiated power while the
unbaffled case gives an underestimation.

This paper presents several scientific and technical origi-
nalities. ~i! The importation of the measured vibration field
into a numerical model is done via a trigonometric functions
basis set, which allows us to keep a physical meaning of all
equations and consequently to physically justify the assump-
tions that are made for saving running time and memory.~ii !
When calculating radiation impedancies, the trigonometric
functions allow us to transform double surface integrals into
single surface ones because of their well-known properties to
simply transform sums of their arguments into product of
sine functions. This cannot be made so easily using polyno-
mial functions as in classical BEM codes.~iii ! Technically,
the method allows us to obtain an estimation of the radiated
power from a vibrating surface surrounded by other sources
without having to muffle or remove them. So, it really gives
a good diagnostic tool for multi-source systems when inten-
simetry becomes tricky to handle in some extreme situations.
~iv! No special measurement bench is needed, but simply a
classical two-channel analyzer, accelerometers or a laser
scanner and a personal computer with standard perfor-
mances.~v! Hot spots of radiating power can be quickly
identified.~vi! This method can be used in a ‘‘try and fail’’
procedure to test quickly the influence of a structural modi-
fication. ~vii ! The greater feature of this method~which was
the goal the authors have initially set! is its blasting running
time performances. This is a very important point since this
is the reason why such a tool will be used or not in practice
by engineers. Very often, in practical situations, measure-

FIG. 1. Methodology.
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ments have to be made on temporarily available costly ma-
chines because of industry constraints. In such situations, for
the engineer it is very important to quickly obtain results and
to be insured of its accuracy before leaving the machine.

The main results shown in this paper can be summarized
as follows.~i! The proposed indicators actually allow a good
estimation of the radiated power.~ii ! The old classical Ray-
leigh integral remains a good approximation for describing
radiation of structures even if they are not completely
baffled. In all the cases we have tested, the baffled indicators
were always closer to the reality than the unbaffled ones.~iii !
Many simplifications can be made to save time without al-
tering results.~iv! This new tool was revealed to be a natural
complement of the analyzer since it provides a quasi-real-
time estimation of the radiated acoustic power. For example,
455 measurement points can be processed from 64 to 6000
Hz with a frequency step of 4 Hz in less than 5 min on a
Pentium II 333 MHz.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I, the proce-
dure for importing the vibration field into the semi-analytical
formulation is described. In Secs. II and III we present the
theoretical formulations for estimating the acoustic radiated
power in the case of the baffled and unbaffled vibration
fields, respectively. In Sec. IV we present all the approxima-
tions that have been made to save running time and memory
size while keeping a good precision for estimating the acous-
tic power. Finally, in Sec. V, the efficiency of the method is
demonstrated on three cases with increasing complexities,
from the academic simply supported plate to a real life air-
plane fuselage part.

I. IMPORTING THE VIBRATION FIELD

The first step of this hybrid method is to import the
measured vibration field into an analytical basis in order to
have a vibration field expressed as if it was coming from a
numerical or semi-analytical simulation program. In the pro-
posed formulation, the vibration field is imported using a
collocation method as following.

A. Presentation of the basis functions set

The displacement vibration fieldw(M ,t) is measured on
a finite number of points belonging to a rectangular area of
dimensionsa3b, of the vibrating structure, in order to set a
vector$wpq

mes% of ‘‘measured displacements.’’

wpq
mes[w„M ~xp ,yq!…ej vt, ~p,q!PVw

mes, ~1!

whereVw
mes is defined as

Vw
mes[$~p,q!PN, such that 1<p<2Nx and

1<q<2Ny%, ~2!

whereNx andNy determine the size of a Cartesian mesh on
the vibrating structure, and (xp ,yq) Cartesian coordinates
that will be defined in Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

Then, the measured vibration displacement field is im-
ported into a basis of functions, in order to be expressed as
follows:

w~M ,t !5 (
~m,n!PVw

c
wmncmnS x

a
,
y

bDej vt, ~3!

where the$cmn% basis set is the classical two-dimensional
Fourier basis

cmn~j,h![e2 j 2p~mj1nh! ~4!

and where$Vw
c% represents the set of integer couples defined

by

Vw
c[$~m,n!PZ, such that2Nx<m<Nx and

2Ny<n<Ny%, ~5!

The expansion coefficientswmn have to be identified.
The 2-D Fourier basis set~4! has been retained for sev-

eral reasons:~i! It is a complete set~in the sense of global
convergence in Fourier series! which allows a true represen-
tation of the vibration field.~ii ! This set presents ‘‘natural
wavelength’’ for describing flexion motion and finding as-
sumptions based on physical criteria.~iii ! When calculating
radiation power, it greatly facilitates the calculation of radia-
tion impedancies. As sums and products of trigonometric
functions are easy to handle, it allows us to transform
double-surface integrals into single-surface integrals.8,9

To identify the unknown expansion coefficientswmn , a
simple collocation method is used, which leads to solving the
following linear system:

@Ppqmn#$Wmn%5$Wpq
mes%, ~6!

wherePpqmn matrix elements are defined by

Ppqmn[cmnS xp

a
,
yq

b D . ~7!

B. Avoiding the nonuniqueness problem

It is well known, using collocation methods, that care
must be taken in the choice of collocation points.10 It must be
ensured that collocation points do not coincide with the zeros
of eachcmn function so that the expansion coefficientwmn

can always be defined. It is easy to verify that the following
points mesh inM (xp ,yp) can satisfy this criteria:

xp5
a

2 S 3p11

3Nx11D , p50,1,...,2Nx , ~8!

xq5
b

2 S 3q11

3Ny11D , q50,1,2,...,2Ny . ~9!

The distancedx between two columns anddy between two
rows is then

dx[
3

2
aS 1

3Nx
11D , ~10!

dy[
3

2
bS 1

3Ny
11D . ~11!

This mesh is summarized in Fig. 2.
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C. Spatial sampling criterion

If the mechanical parameters of the structure are un-
known or if the structure is complex~containing stiffeners,
rivets, multi-layered, variable thickness,...!, it is difficult to
calculatea priori a spatial sampling criterion since the dis-
persion law of such a structure is unknown. However, in the
case of homogeneous platelike structure, some guidelines
can be used as summarized in the following lines.

Let us call l mesh the greatest distance between two suc-
cessive rows~or two successive columns! of the measure-
ment mesh. Following Shannon criterion, the minimum vi-
bration wavelength that can be measured islmin52lmesh. For
a homogeneous platelike structure, the dispersion law of
flexural waves in infinite platel25pAE/3r(12n2)(h/ f )
can be used to approximate the correspondence between the
wavelengthl and the frequencyf, where E is the Young
modulus,r is the density,n is the Poisson ratio, andh is the
thickness of the plate. Using this dispersion law, the follow-
ing criterion can be announced: If measurements have to be
made up to frequencyf max, the mesh stepl meshmust be such
as l mesh

2 <(p/4)AE/3r(12n2)(h/ f max).

II. BAFFLED VIBRATION FIELD FORMULATION

The first radiated power indicator is calculated by pro-
longing the imported vibration field with an infinite baffle. It
is well known in literature11–14 that baffle assumption tends
to overestimate the radiated power. This first indicator gives
an overestimating indicator of the truly radiated power.

In the baffled case, the acoustic pressure fieldp(M0)
generated by the vibration field is given by the well-known
Rayleigh integral11–14

p~M0!52r0v2E
S
w~M !Gk0

~M ,M0! dS~M !, ~12!

wherer0 is the air density,Gk0
(M ,M0) is the semi-infinite

space Green function,

Gk0
~M ,M0!5

1

2p

e2 jk0R

R
~13!

with

R[A~x2x0!21~y2y0!21~z2z0!2, ~14!

S is the surface of the vibrating field,k05v/c0 is the wave
vector,v is the angular frequency, andc0 is the sound ce-
lerity.

Let us callnW the unit vector, normal to the surfaceS.
Then the normal acoustic intensityI n(M0) radiated by the
vibration field is

I n~M0![ 1
2 Re„p~M0!nn* ~M0!…, ~15!

whereM0 is a point situated on the surfaceS, andnn(M0) is
the normal acoustic velocity. Because of normal velocity
continuity condition between the fluid and the structure, the
normal acoustic velocity can be related to the vibration dis-
placement field as follows:

nn* ~M0!52 j vw* ~M0!. ~16!

The radiated acoustic power is defined by

P rad
baf5E

S
I n~M0! dS~M0!, ~17!

which can be rewritten using the pressure field expression
~12!:

P rad
baf5

1

2
j r0v3E

S
E

S
w~M !Gk0

~M ,M0!w* ~M0!

3dS~M ! dS~M0!, ~18!

which can be expressed introducing radiation impedances
Zpqmn

baf ,

P rad
baf5

1

2
v2 (

~m,n!PVw
c

(
~p,q!PVw

c
wmn Re~Zpqmn

baf !wpq* ,

~19!

whereZpqmn
baf is defined as

Zpqmn
baf 5 j r0v3E

S
E

S
cmn~M !Gk0

~M ,M0!cpq* ~M0!

3dS~M ! dS~M0!. ~20!

This last expression can be summarized by the following
matrix equation:

P rad
baf5 1

2Z0v2$wpq* %T
•@Rpqmn

baf #•$wmn%, ~21!

whereRpqmn
baf denotes the adimensional real part ofZpqmn

baf /Z0

with Z05r0c0 denoting the characteristic impedance of the
air.

In summary, the calculation of the acoustic power radi-
ated by the baffled vibration field is simply given by the
matrix equation~21! and it requires the calculation of the
frequency-dependent termsRpqmn

baf .

FIG. 2. Mesh measurement.
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III. UNBAFFLED VIBRATION FIELD FORMULATION

The second radiated power indicator is calculated con-
sidering the unbaffled vibration field. In this case, the pres-
sure field generated by the vibration field is given by

p~M0!5E
S

p̄~M !
]Gk0

~M ,M0!

]nM
dS~M !, ~22!

where]Gk0
/]nM denotes the normal derivative of the infi-

nite space Green’s function on the surfaceSand wherep̄(M )
is the pressure drop across the surfaceS.

The continuity of normal velocities between the fluid
and the structure can be expressed as

r0v2w~M0!5
]p~M0!

]nM0

. ~23!

Inserting the pressure expression~22! into ~23! leads to the
following relation between the known vibration field dis-
placementw(M0) and the unknown pressure dropp̄(M ):

w~M0!5
1

r0v2 E
S
p̄~M !

]2Gk0
~M ,M0!

]nM0
]nM

dS~M !. ~24!

This last expression is very difficult to handle to identify the
pressure drop since it contains a double derivative of the
singular Green’s function. To circumvent this singularity, a
variational form of Eq. ~24! can be found in the
literature.15,16 It is shown that the solutionp̄(M ) satisfying
Eq. ~24! and vanishing at the boundary of the domainS
~which is the case here! must also be the solution that mini-
mizes the following functionalF:

F„p̄~M !…[
1

2

1

r0v2 J„p̄~M !,p̄~M !…

1E
S
w~M !p̄~M ! dS~M !, ~25!

whereJ denotes the quadratic functional defined as

J„p̄~M !,p̄~M0!…[2E
S
E

S
Fk2p̄~M ! p̄~M0!1

] p̄~M !

]x

3
] p̄~M0!

]x0
1

] p̄~M !

]y

] p̄~M0!

]y0
G

3Gk0
~M ,M0! dS~M ! dS~M0!. ~26!

In order to identify the unknown pressure dropp̄(M ), it is
searched as an expansion on a functions basis$f i j %, insuring
the nullity of p̄(M ) at the boundary of the domainS,

p̄~M !5 (
~ i , j !PV p̄

p̄i j f i j ~M !, ~ i , j !PV p̄ , ~27!

wheref i j functions are given by

f i j ~M ![sinS ipx

a D sinS j px

b D ~28!

and whereV p̄ is defined by

V p̄[$~ i , j !PN/1< i<Mx and 1< j <M y% ~29!

~Mx andM y are adjusted for convergence!.
The stationarity of functionalF versus coefficientsp̄i j is

classically expressed

]F

] p̄i j
50, ;~ i , j !PV p̄ , ~30!

which leads to the following linear system:

@Akli j #•$ p̄i j %5@Sklmn#•$wmn%,

~k,l !PV p̄ , ~ i , j !PV p̄ , ~m,n!PVw
c ,

~31!

where Sklmn is a transfer matrix from base$cmn% to base
$fkl%,

Sklmn[E
S
fkl~M !cmn~M ! dS~M !,

~k,l !PV p̄ , ~m,n!PVw
c , ~32!

andAkli j is a frequency-dependent matrix defined by

Akli j 5Mkli j 2
Kkli j

v2 , ~33!

whereKkli j and Mkli j are defined as the following double-
surface integrals:

Mkli j [
1

r0c0
2 E

S
E

S
fkl~M !Gk0

~M ,M0!f i j ~M0!

3dS~M ! dS~M0!, ~34!

Kkli j [
1

r0
E

S
E

S
F]fkl~M !

]x

]f i j ~M0!

]x0
1

]fkl~M !

]y

3
]f i j ~M0!

]y0
GGk0

~M ,M0! dS~M ! dS~M0!. ~35!

The normal acoustic intensity generated by the unbaffled vi-
bration field is

I n~M0!5 1
4 Re„p̄* ~Mn!nn~M0!… ~36!

Similarly to the baffled case, the total acoustic power gener-
ated in a half-space by the unbaffled field is given by the flux
of the acoustic intensity over the entire surfaceS, which
leads to the following matrix equation:

P rad
unbaf52

v

4
~$ p̄i j* %T

•@Si jmn#•$Wmn%!,

~ i , j !PV p̄ , ~m,n!PVW
c . ~37!

In summary, the acoustic power radiated by the un-
baffled vibration field is calculated as follows:

~i! First, the matrix equation~31! is solved in order to
identify the pressure drop unknownp̄(M ) via the ex-
pansion coefficientsp̄i j .

~ii ! Second, the radiated acoustic power is calculated with
the matrix expression~37!.

IV. SAVING CPU TIME AND MEMORY

The most time-consuming steps of the method can be
summarized as follows.
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~i! The linear system~6! must be solved to import the
vibration field into the analytical basis~4!.

~ii ! The real part of the frequency-dependent termsZpqmn
baf

@Eq. ~20!# must be calculated for estimating the first
~baffled! radiated power indicator.

~iii ! The frequency-dependent termsKkli j andMkli j @Eqs.
~34! and ~35!# must be calculated for estimating the
second~unbaffled! radiated power indicator.

~iv! The linear system~31! must be solved to calculate the
second radiated power indicator.

This section presents the assumption that can be made to
accelerate computing time and minimize memory size.

A. Linear systems resolutions

The matrix@Ppqmn# in the linear system~6! that must be
solved to import the measured data in the analytical basis is
not frequency dependent; only the second-hand vector
$wpq

mes% depends on frequency. Therefore, for saving time, a
LU decomposition17 ~product of lower triangular by upper
triangular matrices! of matrix @Ppqmn# can be made instead
of a classic ‘‘Gauss pivot’’ method.

If N is the rank of the matrix to be solved, the ‘‘Gauss
pivot’’ method is anN3 process that is called for each fre-
quency point. With the LU method, the matrix is decom-
posed one time for all in an upper and a lower triangle ma-
trix. Then, for each frequency point, two triangular systems
have to be solved, which is only anN2 process.

The other linear system~31! to be solved is frequency
dependent, but matrix@Akli j # is symmetric. In this case, a
simple symmetric pivoting method is used.

B. Baffled vibration field

The first radiated power indicator requires the calcula-
tion of the frequency-dependent matrix, defined by the fol-
lowing double-surface integral terms:

Rmnpq
baf 5

jk0

2p E
S
E

S
cmn~M !

sin~k0R!

R
cpq* ~M0!

3dS~M ! dS~M0!. ~38!

As shown in this section, several simplifications can be made
to accelerate the running time of the program while keeping
a good calculation precision.

1. The ‘‘dominant diagonal terms’’ assumption

A first way to save cpu time is to neglect the off-
diagonal terms of the matrixRmnpq

baf . Figure 3 represents 3-D
plots of the relative magnitudes ofRmnpq

baf terms versus~m,n!
and ~p,q! sequences, for four different frequencies:~a! 100
Hz, ~b! 500 Hz, ~c! 1000 Hz, and~d! 5000 Hz. For this
example the dimensions of the surfaceSwerea51.36 m and
b50.54 m. It can be observed in these four figures that the
diagonal terms are always dominant, in comparison with off-
diagonal terms. It must be noted also that at high frequency
~5000 Hz here!, the diagonal terms are tending toward the
same value ‘‘1.’’ This fact will be used later in this section.

2. Frequency interpolation of radiation resistances

Radiation resistancesRmnpq
baf depend on frequency via the

wave vectork0 as it can be seen in definition~38!.
Figure 4 represents examples of the frequency depen-

dency of R4411
baf and R3333

baf terms ~for a51.36 m and b
50.54 m!. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the frequency depen-
dency is smooth so thatRmnpq

baf terms can be interpolated
instead of being calculated at each frequency point. For ex-
ample, Fig. 4 shows the effect of interpolating using a 50-Hz
frequency step. It can be observed that interpolated and exact
data are quite comparable.

3. The overcritical wave vector assumption
As shown previously in Fig. 4, radiation resistances tend

toward unity at high frequency so that it is not necessary to

FIG. 3. Negligibility of extra diagonal terms in the matrices of the adimen-
sional radiation resistancesRmnpq at ~a! 100 Hz, ~b! 500 Hz, ~c! 1000 Hz,
and ~d! at 5000 Hz.
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compute them at each frequency step. However, they are not
reaching the unity plateau at the same frequency point, it
depends onm, n, p, q, indices. Instead of plotting radiation
impedancies versus frequency, they can be plotted versus the
adimensional parameterk0 /kmn werekmn is the ‘‘wave vec-
tor’’ relative to the basis functioncmn and defined as

kmn5AS 2pm

a
D 2

1S 2pn

b
D 2

. ~39!

Figure 5 represents such a plot of radiation resistances versus
the parameterk0 /kmn for numerous different values ofm, n,
p, q. This time, all resistances present the same behavior
versus the adimensional parameterk0 /kmn . It can be seen in
Fig. 5 that whenk0 /kmn is greater than 3, resistances can be
approximated by unity with an error less than 10%, which is
quite sufficient. This criteria has been retained in this pre-
sented method.

4. The unity radiation factor assumption

Classically, in the literature of radiating structures, the
acoustic radiation of a vibrating structure is quantified by a
radiation factors, defined as follows:

s5
P rad

SZ0^n
2~M ,t !&S,T

, ~40!

whereP rad is the acoustic power radiated by the structure,S
is the area of the structure,Z0 is the characteristic impedance
of the fluid medium, and̂n2(M ,t)&S,T is the mean quadratic
velocity over time and space of the vibrating structure.

It is well known in the literature11,14 that at high fre-
quency, beyond a critical frequency, the radiation factor
tends toward unity. In this frequency area, the structure
reaches a full effective radiating state. The program devel-
oped on this presented method calculates this radiation factor
at each frequency point. When it is detected that the radiation
factor is close to unity for several successive frequency
points, the calculation of radiated acoustic power is greatly
simplified by using expression~40!, settings to unity, which
leads to the simple expression

P rad5SZ0^n
2~M ,t !&S,T . ~41!

Note that in expression~41!, it is not necessary to import the
measured velocity into the analytical basis so that no linear
system has to solved; the quadratic velocity is directly ob-
tained from the measured data as follows~using the notations
of Sec. I A!:

^n2~M ,t !&S,T5
1

~2Nx11!~2Ny11! (
~p•q!eVW

mes
uWpq

mesu2. ~42!

C. Unbaffled vibration field

The second indicator of radiated acoustic power requires
the calculation of the frequency-dependent termsAkli j as de-
fined in Eqs.~33!–~35!.

1. Frequency interpolation of matrix A

The frequency dependency of matrixMkli j is similar to
Rmnpq

baf dependency so that it is treated in the same way. How-
ever, for the termKkli j /v2, the interpolation can be made
before or after dividing byv2. It has been found that the best
way to interpolate theKkli j /v2 term is to treat separately the
real and imaginary part. Figure 6 represents an example of
real part interpolation for the particular termK1212. The ef-
fect of interpolating before dividing byv2 is shown in Fig.
6~a! while the effect of interpolating after dividing byv2 is
reported in Fig. 6~b!. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the best
way of interpolating the real part ofKkli j /v2 is to first in-
terpolate the termKkli j and then to divide byv2. This leads
to a very smooth curve presenting a good slope continuity
which matches well the noninterpolated curve. At the oppo-
site, it is shown in Fig. 7 that for the imaginary part, dividing
after interpolation leads to bad results. In this case, it is pref-
erable to interpolate the global termsKkli j /v2. This gives a
poorer quality of interpolation than for the real part, but it
remains quite acceptable.

2. Stopping calculations at high frequency

It is well known in literature that the acoustic radiation
power differences between a baffled and unbaffled structure
are vanishing at high frequencies. The effect of ‘‘acoustic
short cut’’ which is important at low frequencies, where the
acoustic wavelengths are greater than the structure flexion
wavelengths and/or surface dimensions, is decreasing versus
frequency when the acoustic wavelength becomes shorter.

FIG. 4. Frequency interpolation of radiation resistances. Thin solid line:
noninterpolated data, thick dashed lines: interpolated data~50-Hz steps!.

FIG. 5. Adimensional radiation resistances versus the adimensional fre-
quency parameterk0 /kmn with k05v0 /c0 .
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Then it is needless calculating the second power radiation
indicator at high frequency when it gives the same results as
the first indicator.

This argument is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the two
power indicators are plotted for the case of a stiffened rect-
angular plate~complete characteristics of the stiffened plate
are given in Sec. V A 2!. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that both
indicators are merging beyond around 1200 Hz. Stopping
automatically, the calculation of the second indicator can be
implemented very simply by comparing systematically both
indicators. When the two results are closer than a user-
defined criteria, for several successive frequency points, the
calculation of the second indicator is skipped, allowing a
great running time savings.

V. VALIDATION

This section presents the experimental validation of the
proposed method. First, the method is tested on academic
‘‘laboratory structures,’’ having a low modal density and low
damping properties. Finally, the efficiency of the method is
demonstrated on a real life structure having a high modal
density, heterogeneities, and higher damping.

A. Laboratory structures

1. A simply supported plate

The first tested structure was a rectangular aluminum
homogeneous plate having dimensions 0.4830.42 m2, 6 mm
thick. The experimental boundary conditions were very close
to be simply supported. The plate was excited with a shaker.

The excitation signal was a white noise~from 0 to 5600 Hz!.
The plate normal accelerations were measured on a regular
mesh of 63 points~9 columns by 9 rows!. Using the spatial
sampling criterion defined in Sec. I C, this mesh can allow
accurate results up to around 4000 Hz. However, it must be
noted that the critical frequency of a 6-mm aluminum plate is
around 2000 Hz. As explained in the end of Sec. IV B, over
the critical frequency, the vibration field is no more imported
in the trigonometric basis, the radiated acoustic power is di-
rectly calculated as being proportional to the mean quadratic
velocity, and this mean quadratic velocity is directly calcu-
lated by averaging the quadratic velocities measured at the
mesh points. This means that what is important is to import

FIG. 6. Interpolation of the real part of elements of matrixK/v2. Solid line:
noninterpolated data. Dashed lines: interpolated data~50-Hz frequency
step!. ~a! Interpolating before dividing byv2 . ~b! Interpolating after divid-
ing by v2.

FIG. 7. Interpolation of the imaginary part of elements of matrixK/v2.
Solid line: noninterpolated data. Dashed lines: interpolated data~50-Hz fre-
quency step!. ~a! Interpolating after dividing byv2. ~b! Interpolating before
dividing by v2.

FIG. 8. Radiated acoustic power of a baffled~solid line! and unbaffled
~dashed line! stiffened plate.
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accurately the vibration field up to 2000 Hz. Over this fre-
quency, the vibration field is no more imported. This ex-
plains why radiated acoustic power results are good up to
5600 Hz. The plate was not baffled but a thick maintaining
aluminum frame was surrounding the plate boundaries, act-
ing as a strip baffle having a width of 5 to 6 cm. The whole
system was standing vertically on a motionless table, the
table acting as a partial reflecting surface. In summary, the
plate was neither baffled nor unbaffled. It was only sur-
rounded by some diffracting objects as it is the case in prac-
tical situations. The radiated acoustic power was directly
measured with an intensity probe by scanning the surfaces of
a virtual parallelepiped fronting the plate. The comparison
between the direct measurement and the estimations of the
radiated acoustic power is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen
that the method allows a good estimation of the radiated
power. It can be seen that the baffled indicator is closer to the
reality than the unbaffled one. This confirms the assumption
repeatedly made in literature that the Rayleigh integral is
often a good approximation when calculating the radiation of
a vibrating structure, even if this structure is not extended
with an infinite baffle. It must be noted that the intensity
measurement shown here as a ‘‘reference’’ is not the exact
radiated power since intensity measurement presents its own
limitations ~finite difference approximation for the acoustic
velocity, influence of the reactive pressure field in the near
field of the structure, etc.!. This is particularly true in low
frequencies where high levels have no physical meanings.

2. A stiffened plate

One can object that the case of a simply supported plate
is not sufficient to validate the method, since the natural
modes of such a plate are sine functions and that the method
uses also sine~and cosine! functions as interpolation func-
tions, which is a particularly ‘‘advantageous’’ case for a vali-
dation. In order to show that the method still works for more
complex cases, the same type of measurement has been done
with the same plate with an added strong T-shaped stiffener
as shown in Fig. 10. In such a case, the mode shapes of the
structure are no longer sine functions. The comparison be-
tween direct intensity measurement and estimating indicators
is reported in Fig. 11. It can be seen that even in this case,

the method works very well. Once again, the baffled indica-
tor fits well the direct measurements, even in very low fre-
quency.

B. A real life structure: An airplane fuselage

The method has been tested on part of an airplane fuse-
lage as shown in Fig. 12. The typical dimensions of the panel
were 132.3 m2. The panel was curved with a curvature ra-
dius of 1.34 m. The thickness of the panel was variable from
0.8 to 2 mm. This aluminum panel was riveted on an array of
5 by 8 curved stiffeners~portions of rings!. This structure is
representative of a real life structure, with heterogeneities,
ribs, rivets, complex damping mechanisms, etc.

The structure was excited with a shaker~white noise!
and normal accelerations have been measured on a rectangu-
lar area of the panel~rectangle of 1.3630.54 m2!. The accel-
eration measurements have been done with accelerometers,
on 455 points~35 columns by 13 rows!. The radiated acous-
tic power was estimated using a classic intensity probe.

Figure 13 shows the comparisons between the measured
acoustic power and the minimal and maximal indicators
computed from the acceleration measurement using the pro-
posed method. The total running time to obtain this curves
was less than 5 min on a 333-MHz PentiumII with 64 Meg
RAM, which was quite a ‘‘middle of the road’’ PC at the
time this article was written. Even for such a complex struc-

FIG. 9. Radiated acoustic power of a simply supported plate. Grey thick
line: experimental; black solid line: baffled vibration field; black dashed
line: unbaffled vibration field.

FIG. 10. Geometry of the stiffened plate.

FIG. 11. Radiated acoustic power of a stiffened plate. Grey thick line:
experimental; black solid line: baffled vibration field; black dashed line:
unbaffled vibration field.
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ture, it can be seen that the method works quite well on the
large frequency spectrum, and the true radiated power is well
contained in the estimators.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new hybrid method has been presented in this paper,
which allows us to estimate the radiated acoustic power from
a portion of a vibrating surface, using only measured normal
velocities as input data. This paper can be summarize in
three points:

A strategy has been set to develop a quick tool, using a
standard measurement bench and a personal computer,
which could help vibroacoustics engineers in quantifying the
power of each source in a multiple-source environment,
where classical techniques are not satisfactory. This method

has led to an effective tool that can be considered as a natural
complement of a classical analyzer for measuring almost in
real time~about 5 min of computation! a good estimation of
radiated acoustic power from vibrating surfaces.

Specific calculationshave been used to accelerate run-
ning time.~i! A real situation has been approximated by two
‘‘bounding’’ simple cases:baffled and unbaffledvibration
field. ~ii ! The vibration field has been expanded on a2D
Fourier basis to easily transform quadruple integrals into
double ones and to formulate calculus simplifications on a
‘‘physical meaning’’ basis.~iii ! At each step of the program,
simplifications have been successively made~i.e., dominant
diagonal termsassumption,frequency interpolationof radia-
tion resistances,overcritical wave vectorassumption,unity
radiation factorassumption!.

Engineering applicationsof this tool are numerous.~i!
Measurement of radiated power from subcomponents, struc-
tures, and subparts of structures valid in a heavily acousti-
cally contaminated environment.~ii ! Identification of high
radiating zones to help designing quieter solutions.~iii ! Pro-
totyping tool for experimental ‘‘try and fail’’ procedures.
Actually, it gives a quick answer to each new modifications
with the great advantage of working on the real structure.

The effectiveness of the method has been demonstrated
on simple and complex structures. Of course, the presented
method is limited to rectangular domains and low curvature
surfaces, but this is the price to pay to obtain a quick esti-
mation. Nevertheless, it will answer numerous problems.
Moreover, in practice, mesh measurements are often defined
as rectangular areas to simplify the measurement procedure
and the display of results.

The quickness of the method, coupled to a scanning la-
ser vibrometer, opens the way to intelligent measurement
methods where the measurement mesh could be defined by
an interactive program which could adapt the measurement
mesh to the vibration field characteristics in an interactive
process.
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Rotating machinery dynamics simulation. I. Rigid systems
with ball bearing nonlinearities and outer ring ovality
under rotating unbalance excitation
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The radial clearance in rolling bearing systems, required to compensate for dimensional changes
associated with thermal expansion of the various parts during operation, may cause dimensional
attrition and comprise bearing life, if unloaded operation occurs and balls skid@D. Childs and D.
Moyer, ASME J. Eng. Gas Turb. Power107, 152–159~1985!#. Also, it can cause jumps in the
response to unbalance excitation. These undesirable effects may be eliminated by introducing two
or more loops into one of the bearing races so that at least two points of the ring circumference
provide a positive zero clearance@D. Childs, Handbook of Rotordynamics, edited by F. Ehrich
~McGraw-Hill, NY, 1992!#. The deviation of the outer ring with two loops, known as ovality, is one
of the bearing distributed defects. Although this class of imperfections has received much work,
none of the available studies has simulated the effect of the outer ring ovality on the dynamic
behavior of rotating machinery under rotating unbalance with consideration of ball bearing
nonlinearities, shaft elasticity, and speed of rotation. To fill this gap, the equations of motion of a
rotor–ball bearing system are formulated using finite-elements~FE! discretization and Lagrange’s
equations. The analyses are specialized to a rigid-rotor system, by retaining the rigid body modes
only in the FE solution. Samples of the results are presented in both time domain and frequency
domain for a system with and without outer ring ovality. It is found that with ideal bearings~no
ovality!, the vibration spectrum is qualitatively and quantitatively the same in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. When the ring ovality is introduced, however, the spectrum in both
orthogonal planes is no longer similar. And magnitude of the bearing load has increased in the form
of repeated random impacts, between balls and rings, in the horizontal direction~direction of
maximum clearance! compared to a continuous contact along the vertical direction~direction of
positive zero clearance!. This underlines the importance of the vibration measuring probe’s
direction, with respect to the outer ring axes, to capture impact-induced vibrations. Moreover, when
the harmonic excitation is increased for a system with ideal bearings, the spectral peaks above
forcing frequency have shifted to a higher-frequency region, indicating some sort of a hard spring
mechanism inherent in the system. Another observation, is that for the same external excitation,
vibration amplitude at forcing frequency in the bearing force spectrum is the same for systems with
or without outer ring ovality. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!00802-X#

PACS numbers: 43.55.At@PJR#

INTRODUCTION

Rotating machinery incorporating radial rolling element
bearings is widely used in industrial applications. These rotor
systems are highly nonlinear, and among the sources of non-
linearities are the bearing radial clearance, deadband, and
nonlinear stiffness. However, the radial clearance between
the rolling elements and the races is required to compensate
for dimensional changes associated with differential thermal
expansion of the parts during operation. The radial clearance
may cause dimensional attrition and compromise bearing
life, if unloaded operation occurs and balls skid.1 Moreover,
the bearing clearance can cause jumps in the response to
unbalance excitation. Such undesirable effects may be elimi-
nated by introducing two or more lobes into one of the bear-
ing races so that at least two points of the ring circumference
provide a positive zero clearance. In these cases of close
clearance contact, the race is designed so that it may elasti-

cally deform to avoid excessive compression forces on the
moving balls.2 For an outer ring with two lobes, the circum-
ferential deviation, known as ovality, is a special case of the
outer ring out-of-roundness, which in turn is one of the bear-
ing distributed defects. These distribution defects include
misaligned rings, eccentric races, off-size rolling elements,
and out-of-round components. Another class of the bearing
imperfections is local defects that include pits, spalls, and
cracks in the rolling surfaces as well as contamination of the
lubricant; see, for example, Refs. 3–5. The main sources of
the outer ring vibrations in ball bearings are the cyclic varia-
tions in the bearing compliance to load~these vibrations are
present even in a geometrically perfect bearing! and the ex-
citations generated by the rolling elements rolling over geo-
metrical imperfections.6 The contribution of the distributed
geometrical imperfections to the bearing vibrations has re-
ceived both extensive analytical and experimental
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studies.7–11 The effect of the inner ring waviness and non-
uniform diameters of the bearing rollers on vibrations of a
rigid-rotor bearing system under a pure radial load due to the
rotor weight was studied analytically and experimentally.7

The bearing stiffness was modeled by a linear spring assum-
ing weight to be supported on only two rollers at a time. And
the relative displacements between the bearing inner and
outer rings are assumed to be unaffected by both the elastic
deformation of bearing and the rotor dynamics. The author
ascribed poor agreement, especially for heavy loads, between
the measured and calculated vibrations to approximations in
the analytical model. The effect of the surface waviness and
roughness of rings of preloaded roller bearings has been ex-
perimentally and analytically studied.8 It was found that the
outer ring imperfections can produce vibration spectra hav-
ing tones at harmonics of the outer race ball passing fre-
quency~outer race defect frequency!. In Ref. 9, analytical
expressions relating amplitudes of the imperfections on the
bearing surfaces to the excitation forces of a thrust loaded
ball bearing were presented. The Hertz equation for elastic
contact was used to calculate ball forces where the relative
approach between the races was approximated by a mean
steady component~constant for all balls! due to applied load
plus a smaller time-dependent component due to waviness.
The second component is approximated by a spring constant
equal to the slope of the load deflection curve at the mean
deflection. Such approximations had left the author with a
poor correlation between some of the measured and com-
puted spectra. In Ref. 10, a theoretical linearized~with re-
spect to displacement and form errors! model for the re-
sponse of a shaft bearing system caused by waviness of both
the outer and inner rings of axially loaded angular ball bear-
ings has been presented. Examples for rigid-rotor bearing
systems with system weight being neglected were presented.
In Refs. 7–10, the bearing inner ring is rotating whereas the
outer one is stationary.

In Ref. 11, the spectrum response due to distributed de-
fects of axially loaded ball bearings with a rotating outer ring

and a stationary inner one was analytically studied. The ball
force is composed of a constant component plus a time vary-
ing, sinusoidal, one. The magnitude of both components is
the same and assumed to be of the same value for all balls.
Among defects considered is the outer ring ovality, and the
model simulates only one malfunction at a time. A theoreti-
cal analysis of the vibration response of a rotating rigid shaft
supported by two radial deep groove lubricated ball bearings
under a rotating unbalance/inner ring surface waviness exci-
tation was presented.12 The bearings and their films are ap-
proximated by a set of nonlinear elastic springs and dampers
and the analysis assumes continuous negative interference
between the bearing balls and rings. In Refs. 7–12, the cen-
trifugal action of the bearing rotating elements was ne-
glected. Recently,13 the axial and radial vibrations of a rigid
shaft supported on a pair of geometrically perfect angular
contact ball bearings as affected by the number of balls and
the axial preload were theoretically studied. In Refs. 7–10
and 13, the external load~if it exists! is due to the shaft
weight only. To the author’s knowledge, the effect of the
outer ring ovality and the shaft elasticity of systems incorpo-
rating radial ball bearings under a mass unbalance has not
been studied before. This work simulates the outer ring oval-
ity effect on vibrations of a rotor supported on nonlinear
radial ball bearings and driven by a mass unbalance. Here we
present a general formulation and a rigid shaft response.

I. ANALYTICAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows a rigid disk of a circular shape mounted
through its center to an elastic shaft which in turn is mounted
on two elastic radial ball bearings. These supporting bear-
ings, however, are mounted into their rigid housings. The
bearing details are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 1, the triadXYZis
a global coordinates system with its origin at the geometrical
center of the shaft left bearing, where theX axis coincides
with the shaft bearing’s center line in the nonworking~zero
speed! position of the system. The orientation of the de-

FIG. 1. Rotating shaft–ball bearings system.

FIG. 2. Ball bearing elements and coordinate systems.

FIG. 3. Rotor deflected element.

FIG. 4. Euler angles.
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flected rotor element in space~Fig. 3! is monitored using
Euler angles~Fig. 4!. The elastic rotating shaft is discretized
using aC0 four-node isoparametric beam finite element~Fig.
5! with four degrees of freedom~DOF! per node: two trans-
lational motions plus two total rotations. TheC0 beam finite
elements were first used in rotor dynamics in Ref. 15, using
a weak formulation, where the authors demonstrated the ex-
cellent performance of theC0 elements compared to their
counterparts ofC1, reported in the literature. The author14

has presented a rotating shaftC0 finite-element model using
the finite-element displacement method taking into account
translational motions, rotary inertia, shear deformations, gy-
roscopic moments, and mass unbalance forces. The advan-
tages of our formulation compared to those of Ref. 15 are
discussed in Ref. 14.

A. Shaft finite-element displacement field

In Fig. 4,XYZis an inertial coordinate system andabc is
a body-fixed coordinate system that rotates with the shaft
differential element and represents its principal directions
wherei a , i b , i c are unit vectors along axesa, b, c ~Fig. 3!.
x̄ ȳ z̄ is an auxiliary, moving frame system that initially co-
incides withXYZ. Euler angles are:~1! rotationc about theX
axis results inY coinciding with ȳ; ~2! rotation u about ȳ
results in the moving frame coinciding withaȳz% ; and ~3!
spin f about thea axis results in the moving frame coincid-
ing with frameabc. The angular velocity vector isv̄5v̄ai a

1v̄bi b1v̄ci c . Its components, expressed in the body coor-
dinate system, are14

@v̄a v̄b v̄c#
T5@ċ cosu1ḟ ċ sinu sinf

1 u̇ cosf ċ sinu cosf2 u̇ sinf#T.

~1!

Figure 5~a! shows a typical four-node beam element of
length 2l k

e wheree andk refer to an element and its number.
A generic point located in a general position within thekth
element has two translational motionsv, w alongb, c axes,
respectively, plus two total rotationsub , uc around b, c.
These local deformations are related to their global counter-
parts dk

e5@y z uy uz#
T by the transformation matrixQ̄s ,

such that

hk
e5Q̄sdk

e , hk
e5@v w ub uc#

T,

Q̄s5FQs 02

02 Qs
G , Qs5F cosVst sinVst

2sinVst cosVst
G .

0̄2 is a 232 null matrix. The shaftkth finite element has

16-DOF@Fig. 5~b!# and its 1631 global deformation vector,
qk

e , and the local counterpart,uk
e , are qk

e5@yj zj uy j uz j#
T,

uk
e5@v j wj ub j uc j#

T5Āsqk
e , j 51,2,3,4. In transformation

matrix, Ās5diag@Q̄s Q̄s Q̄s Q̄s#; each of its off-diagonal en-
tries is a 434 null matrix. The global deformation vector,
dk

e , is related to the element nodal point variables vector,qk
e ,

such that

dk
e5Nqk

e , N5FNj 0 0 0

0 Nj 0 0

0 0 Nj 0

0 0 0 Nj

G , j 51,2,3,4. ~2!

N is 4316 matrix of the elementC0 shape functions where
N1 , N2 , N3 , N451/16@2(12r )(123r )(113r ), 9(12r )
3(123r)(11r ),9(12r )(113r )(11r ),2(123r )(113r )
3(11r )#.

B. Shaft finite-element energy expressions

Utilize Eq. ~1! and the assumption of small deflections
and small angles of rotations@uy ,uz ,Vs5u cosc,u sinc,ḟ
1ċ, ( ˙ ) indicates differentiation with respect to time,t# and
follow the analyses of Ref. 14, the element kinetic energy
Tk

e51/2(q̇k
e)TMk

eq̇k
e11/2(q̇k

e)TḠk
eqk

e1rk
eVs

2I pk
e det(Jk

e). I pk
e is

the element cross sectional area polar moment of inertia and
rk

e is the material mass density.Mk
e is the inertia matrix and

Ḡk
e is the matrix due to gyroscopic effect, both defined in the

XYZ frame. det(Jk
e) is a determinant of the Jacobian matrix,

Jk
e .

~Ḡk
e ,Mk

e!5E
21

1

~N!TS F 0̄2 0̄2

0̄2 rk
eVsI pk

e Ĩ 2
GN,

F rk
eAk

eI 2 0̄2

0̄2 rk
eI dk

e I 2
GND det~Jk

e!dr.

Ĩ 25F 0 1

21 0G ,
I 2 is a 232 identity matrix, andAk

e is the element cross
sectional area. In Ref. 14, the element strain tensorek

e

5@]u/]a (]u/]b1]v/]a) (]u/]c1]w/]a)#T, wherea, b,
and c are the element spatial coordinates@Fig. 5~a!# and u
5u(a,b,c)5(cub2buc) is the axial displacement field of a
point located in a general position in the cross section, from
the centroidal axis, and stress vectorsk

e

5diag@Ek
e GI k

eK̄k
e GI k

eK̄k
e#T, where (Ek

e ,GI k
e) are the moduli of

elasticity and shear, respectively, andK̄k
e is the cross sec-

tional shear factor, along with the assumption of symmetrical
cross section, were used to obtain the element potential en-
ergy

Pk
e51/2~qk

e!TKk
eqk

e , Kk
e5E

21

1

~Bk
e!TDk

eBk
e det~Jk

e!dr,

Dk
e5diag@K̄k

eGI k
eAk

e K̄k
eGI k

eAk
e Ek

eI dk
e Ek

eI dk
e #,

FIG. 5. Rotating shaft finite element.
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Bk
e5F I 2]~Jk

e!21/]r 2 Ĩ 2

0̄2 I 2]~Jk
e!21/]r

GN.

Kk
e , Bk

e , Dk
e are the element stiffness, global strain displace-

ment, and material constants matrices.I dk
e is the diametral

moment of inertia. The matrix multiplication in theBk
e’s

equation carries out differentiation ofN with respect tor.
Assume thekth finite-element mass unbalance to be uni-
formly distributed along the element length, then its
generalized unbalance load vector is

Fuk
e 5*21

1 ~N!T~Q̄s!
TQuk

e Zuk
e det~Jk

e!dr,

FIG. 6. ~a! Time domain ofyd @light load ~LL !, ideal bearings~IBS!#, ~b! time domain ofzd ~LL,IBS!, ~c! FFT of yd andzd ~LL,IBS!, ~d! FFT of the left
bearing motions~LL,IBS!, ~e! time domain of the left bearing forceFyl

b ~LL,IBS!, ~f! time domain of the left bearing forceFzl
b ~LL,IBS!, ~g! FFT of Fyl

b and
Fzl

b ~LL,IBS!.
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whereZuk
e 5@abk

e ack
e 0 0#T, with abk

e , ack
e the mass center

eccentricities along theb, c axes, and

Quk
e 5Frk

eAk
eVs

2I 2 0̄2

0̄2 0̄2
G

C. Discrete rigid disks

The jth disk kinetic energy,Tj
d , when expressed in the

XYZ system, is Tj
d51/2(q̇ j

d)TM j
dq̇j

d11/2(q̇ j
d)TḠj

dqj
d

11/2I p j
d Vs

2, qj
d5@yd zd uy

d uz
d#T,

M j
d5Fmj

dI 2 0̄2

0̄2 I d j
d I 2

G ,

Ḡj
d5F 0̄2 0̄2

0̄2 VsI p j
d Ĩ 2

G .

qj
d , M j

d , Ḡj
d are the disk global displacement vector and

mass~inertia! and gyroscopic matrices, respectively.mj
d is

the mass, andI p j
d and I d j

d are as defined before but for the
disk. Let ab j

d , ac j
d be the disk mass center eccentricities in

the b, c directions, then its generalized unbalance force vec-
tor is

Fu j
d 5~Q̄s!

TFmj
dVs

2I 2 0̄2

0̄2 0̄2
G @ab j

d ac j
d 0 0#T.

D. Ball bearing with outer ring ovality

The advantages of the bearing model14,16 compared to
other existing analyses~see references listed in Ref. 14! are
discussed in Ref. 14. This model is extended herein to ac-
count for outer ring ovality. Figure 2 depicts a ball bearing
system without outer ring ovality and with uniform radial
clearance where the global coordinate systemXYZ has its
origin at the bearing center with theX axis coinciding with
the bearing axis. The framex̄bȳbz̄b is a rotating coordinate
system spinning with the bearing cage angular speed,Vc

~rad/s!, where thex̄b axis coincides with the bearing axis.
The bearing inner ring is lightly fitted on its shaft and is
modeled as an integral part of it and thus rotates with the
angular speedVs . The bearing outer ring is fitted into its

rigid and nonrotating housing. The bearing is treated as a
2-DOF system and is allowed to oscillate along, respectively,
Y, Z axes, where coupling between bearing rotating elements
and elastic rotating shaft is of the force-elastic oscillations
type, i.e., the input to the bearing is shaft elastic motions and
in return, the generated bearing loads are input to the shaft
model.

Let the global vibrations of thekth rotating shaft element
at its lth bearing point of action beyb, zb along theY, Z
directions that when transformed to the systemx̄bȳbz̄b are
given by

ūlk
b 5@ v̄b w̄b#T5Qcqlk

b ,

Qc5F cosVct sinVct

2sinVct cosVct
G . qlk

b 5@yb zb#T.

The superscriptb denotes bearing whereas the subscriptsl ,k
stand for the bearing number and the element number. The
relative displacement between thelth bearing outer and inner
rings at the instantaneous position of thejth ball is Aj

5@cosfj sinfj#ūlk
b . Aj is measured in the spinning frame

system wheref j is the radial position of thejth ball mea-
sured relative to the rotating axisȳb . The combined effect of
the bearing clearance~s! and outer ring surface deviation is

D j
b5Do

b1do
b cos 2~Vct1f j !. ~3!

D j
b is the value of the bearing total clearance at the instanta-

neous position of thejth ball, Do
b is the constant value of the

bearing radial clearance, anddo
b is the amplitude of the outer

ring out of roundness. In Eq.~3!, do
b should always be<Do

b ,
to avoid a negative interference between the rotating balls
and the rings. Moreover, the formula is designed to produce
an outer ring with elliptical deviation only. Other forms of
deviation will be presented in paper~s! to follow. If do

b

5Do
b , the time-dependent variation in the bearing clearance

will simulate an outer ring ellipticity with a maximum clear-
ance of a value of 2Do

b along theY axis and a positive zero
clearance along theZ axis. If K̄b is the bearing stiffness
constant, then in the bearing rotating frame the ball compres-
sion force,Pj , is

Pj5H K̄b~Aj2D j
b!3/2 for Aj.D j

b ~M1!

2K̄b~ uAj1D j
bu!3/2 for Aj,2D j

b ~M3!

0 for uAj u,D j
b ~M2!.

~4!

The horizontal and vertical components of the bearing force
when expressed in thex̄

b
ȳbz̄b frame are @ f y

b f z
b#o

T

5( j 51
Nb Pj@cosfj sinfj#

T, whereNb is the bearing number of
balls. These forces when expressed in theXYZ frame are
given by @Fy

b Fz
b#o

T5(Qc)
T@ f y

b f z
b#o

T . The inner ring global
force vector is Flk

b 5@Fy
b Fz

b# i
T5@2Fy

b 2Fz
b#o

T . The outer
subscriptsi, o denote bearing inner and outer races and the
inner onesy, z stand forY, Z directions. For the purpose of
the element global load vector assembly, let inner ring global
load vector, denoted byFlk

e , be written in an expanded form
as Flk

e 5@(Flk
b )T (Mlk

b )T# i
T . Mlk

b 5@M y
b Mz

b# i
T5@0 0# i

T is the
inner ring global loading moment vector.M y

b , Mz
b are the

moments aroundY, Z axes.

FIG. 6. ~Continued.!
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E. Equations of motion and solution scheme

It is convenient to apply Lagrange’s equations at the
element level and then assemble into global matrices. Ad-
justing the dimension ofFlk

e to 1631, the element external
load vector isQk

e5Fuk
e 1( l 51

NebFlk
e , whereNeb is the number

of bearings supporting thekth shaft element. UsingTk
e , Pk

e

~subsection Sec. I B!, Qk
e , and apply Lagrange’s equations,

the kth finite-element global equations of motion areMk
eq̈k

e

1Gk
eq̇k

e1Kk
eqk

e5Qk
e . Gk

e51/2@Ḡk
e2(Ḡk

e)T# is the gyroscopic

matrix. Similarly, for the jth rigid disk we get M j
dq̈j

d

1Gj
dq̇k

e5Fu j
d . Let Q, M, G, K denote the system overall

global load vector, mass, gyroscopic, and stiffness matrices.
They are assembled from the individual elements using the
one-dimensional ~1D! array scheme for banded/sparse
matrices.17 If q denotes overall global displacement field,
then equations of motion areMq̈1Kq5Q2Gq̇. Premulti-
plying by (FN)T and use transformations@(q)T (q̇)T#T

5@(FNh)T (FNḣ)T#T where h is the modal displacement

FIG. 7. ~a! The disk whirl orbit@heavy load~HL!, ideal bearings#, ~b! ẏd vs yd ~HL,IBS!, ~c! time domain ofyd ~HL,IBS!, ~d! the first portion of signal of
~c!, ~e! FFT of yd andzd ~HL,IBS!, ~f! time domain of the left bearing forceFyl

b ~HL,IBS!, ~g! FFT OFFyl
b andFzl

b ~HL,IBS!.
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vector, we getḧ1vI 2h5F. F5(FN)TQ2(FN)TGFNḣ is
the load vector expressed in the normal coordinates system.
FN is the normalized modal matrix obtained by solving the
nonrotating shaft eigenvalue problem with free–free end
conditions.vI 2 is the spectral matrix. The scheme used to
solve for the rigid body motions ishp(t j1Dt)5hp(t j )
1Dtḣp(t j )1(Dt)2Fp(t j ), ḣp(t j1Dt)5ḣp(t j )1DtFp(t j ),
ḧp(t j1Dt)5Fp(t j ). p51,2, . . . ,Nr ~5system total number
of rigid body modes!. The expressionshp , ḣp have been
presented in Ref. 18 without derivation. In their derivation,14

the forceFp(t j ) is taken constant during time step,t j 112t j

~i.e.,Dt has to be small!. A second constraint onDt which is
independent of the numerical integration scheme used comes
from bearing nonlinearity. To change the contact mode from
M1 to M3 or vice versa@Eq. ~4!#, the ball has to pass
throughM2 ~no contact!. To maintain this sequence of op-
eration,Dt has to be small. That is, ifDt is large enough to
cause a jump fromM1 directly toM3 or vice versa without
executingM2, this violates problem physics and causes bear-
ing force and hence vibration amplitude to grow without
limits, causing numerical instability. A smallDt introduces
input energy/loss of input energy due to impact/loss of con-
tact at the clearance boundary into the system smoothly, to
avoid instability. Here,Dt5231028 s provides accurate
clearance simulation and results.

II. RIGID SHAFT RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The system data are: Shaft:Vs547.683 72 Hz, shaft
length50.5 m, shaft diameter530 mm,Ee5200 GPa, Pois-
son’s ratio50.3, re57500 kg/m3, K̄e50.883; disk:md52
kg, I p

d50.03 kg•m2, ab
d5ac

d5variable; bearings:Nb59,
Db59.525 mm, bearing bore diameter530 mm, outer bear-
ing diameter562 mm, bearing width516 mm, inner race
diameter537.175 mm, outer race diameter556.225 mm, in-
ner raceway groove curvature radius54.810 mm, outer race-
way groove curvature radius55.048 mm,Dol

b 5Do
b5variable

whereDo
b is the bearing radial clearance and subscriptsl and

r denote left and right bearings.dol
b 5dor

b 5variable wheredo
b

is the amplitude of the ring ovality. The shaft is discretized
with free–free end conditions and the eigenvalues problem
of the system at rest is solved using the subspace iteration

method with spectral shift to extract zero eigenvalues.17 To
simulate the rigid shaft motions, only the first four modes
corresponding to zero eigenvalues are retained in the modal
analysis. The solution is carried out for 16 shaft cycles and
only the last 8 are reported.

A. System with ideal ball bearings

Figure 6~a! and ~b! show time domains of the disk mo-
tions in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
for a light load (mb

d5mc
d550 mm! and ideal bearings (Dor

b

5Dol
b 5dol

b 5dor
b 50). Here the main period~not marked! of

the reported eight shaft cycles is 1/f s s ( f s5Vs). Figure 6~c!
shows spectra ofyd and zd where f 15 f s . The amplitudes
are typically the same in each of theY direction and the
vertical direction. In other words, for a rotor–ideal bearings
system under mass unbalance, the vibration signatures along
the two principal directions should be identical. In Fig. 6~c!,
the other marked vibrations are (f 2 , f 3)5(190.35,286.10)
5(4 f s,6f s), ( f 4 , f 5)5(925.06,1020.43)5(19f s1 f c,21f s

1 f c), ( f 6 , f 7)5(1163.48,1258.85)5(24f s1 f c,26f s1 f c)
Hz. f c518.979 Hz is the cage frequency. The frequency
spacing between the two vibrations of each pair is 2f s . The
vibration pairs can also interpreted as whole numbers plus
fractions of f s , for example,f 7526.4f s . The left bearing
orbit is similar to that of the disk~both not included!, except
for a minute difference which is attributed to the rocking
~rotational! motions of the gyroscopically coupled system.
The difference can be seen in fast Fourier transform~FFT!
for the left bearing motionsyl

b , zl
b alongY, Z axes shown in

Fig. 6~d!, compared to Fig. 6~c!. The right bearing spectra
~not shown! when compared to each of these two plots re-
flect a small dissimilarity in the energy content. Thus the
rigid shaft vibrations can be modeled by retaining the rigid
body modes only in the FE solution. The left bearing reac-
tion forces are shown in Fig. 6~e! and ~f! for horizontal and
vertical loads,Fyl

b , Fzl
b , and their spectra are shown in Fig.

6~g!, where the peaks,f 12 f 5 , correspond, respectively, to
f 1 and f 42 f 7 in each of Fig. 6~c! and ~d!.

Figure 7~a! illustrates disk orbit for a heavy load (mb
d

5mc
d5800mm! and ideal bearings. Because supporting bear-

ings are identical and free from defects and external excita-
tion is a mass unbalance, the trajectory envelope is almost a
circle. The phase spaceẏd vs yd is given in Fig. 7~b! and żd

vs zd ~not shown! is similar. For brevity, only the time do-
main plot ofyd is included in Fig. 7~c!. The motion attractor
is given in Fig. 7~d!, on an expanded time scale, for the first
portion of the record in Fig. 7~c! where the response has a
main period of 1/f s s. The marked one cycle comprises 39
equally spaced oscillations. That is, the frequency of each of
these vibrations is 39f s and this tone coincides with the peak
f 651859.665 Hz539f s in the spectrum depicted in Fig. 7~e!
for yd andzd. Again, the energy content is the same for both
oscillations and f 15 f s . In Fig. 7~e!, ( f 2 , f 3)
5(343.32,438.69)5(8 f s22 f c,10f s22 f c) or (7.2f s,9.2f s),
( f 4 , f 5)5(1473.43,1568.79)5(30.9f s,32.9f s), ( f 6 , f 7)
5(1859.66,1955.02)5(39f s,41f s), ( f 8 , f 9)5(3771.78,
3867.15)5(79.1f s,81.1f s) Hz. Fyl

b in the time domain is

FIG. 7. ~Continued.!
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shown in Fig. 7~f!. The Fzl
b plot is not shown; however, its

FFT is given in Fig. 7~g!, which shows the spectrum ofFyl
b

as well as wheref 12 f 7 coincide with f 1 and f 42 f 9 of Fig.
7~e!, respectively. Increasing unbalance from 50 to 800mm
shifts vibrations abovef s to a higher region~the system be-
comes stiffer!. Since the rotor system is linear axisymmetric
and its bearing forces are nonlinear, the nonlinearity acts as a
hardening spring.2

B. System with ball bearing outer ring ovality

For the system under the heavy load andDol
b 5Dor

b

5dol
b 5dor

b 51 mm, the disk orbit shown in Fig. 8~a! reflects
the elliptical variation in clearance around bearing rings, the
shaft-disk system has more freedom to oscillate along theY
direction whereas in theZ direction there is a continuous
contact between the passing balls and the rings. This can be
seen from the signalsyd, zd in the time domain@Fig. 8~d!

FIG. 8. ~a! The disk whirl orbit@HL, defected bearings~DBS!#, ~b! ẏd vs yd ~HL,DBS!, ~c! żd vs zd ~HL,DBS!, ~d! time domain ofyd ~HL,DBS!, ~e! time
domain ofzd ~HL,DBS!, ~f! FFT of yd ~HL,DBS!, ~g! FFT OFzd ~HL,DBS!, ~h! FFT of ẏd ~HL,DBS!, ~i! time domain of the left bearing forceFyl

b ~HL,DBS!,
~j! time domain of the left bearing forceFzl

b ~HL,DBS!, ~k! FFT of Fyl
b ~HL,DBS!, ~l! FFT of Fzl

b ~HL,DBS!.
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and~e!# and bearing forces@Fig. 8~i! and~j!#. As a result, the
motions in theXY andXZ planes are no longer similar@see
Fig. 8~b! and~c! for plotsyd vs ẏd, zd vs żd#. Figure 8~f! and
~g! show spectra foryd andzd where f 15 f s . The yd spec-
trum is characterized by equispaced peaks:f 3– f 12, with a
spacing of 2f s . f 554 f o , the components marked(.,:,A)
correspond to (5f o,6f o,7f o) and f 12'8 f o ( f o5Nb f c

5170.811 Hz is the outer ring ball passing frequency!. Some
of these vibrations are due to modulation off o harmonics,

for examplef 75877.38 Hz is contributed by 5f o11.23f c .
The equispaced tones are not visible in Fig. 8~g!, however,
( f 1 , f 2 , f 3)5( f s,9f o,9f o12 f c). Figure 8~h! shows the spec-
trum of the disk velocity,ẏd, where f 454 f o . The bearings
spectra for both displacement and velocity~not included!
show that the equispaced spikes start to emerge at 4f o .

The left bearing forces in the time domain are depicted
in Fig. 8~i! and ~j!. Fyl

b is characterized by a series of re-
peated random impacts between the bearing balls and its

FIG. 8. ~Continued.!
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rings whereasFzl
b reflects a continuous contact. These pat-

terns of variation are due to clearance variation as mentioned
earlier. The maximum amplitude ofFyl

b exceeds that ofFzl
b

by a factor of about 1.4. The dominant vibration,f 15 f s , has
the same amplitude for both loads@see Fig. 8~k! and ~l!#. In
Fig. 8~k!, the vibrations marked~4,6,.,11,13,14! are equal to
(4 f o,5f o,6f o,7f o,10f o,11f o) and the equispaced peaks are
visible. From Figs. 7~g!, 8~k!, and~l!, we see that amplitude
of f 15 f s is the same for the system with or without bearing
ovality. As we can see, with the bearing ovality, the spec-
trum along theY axis is different from that along theZ axis.
That is, the orientation of the vibration measuring probe with
respect to the outer ring axes is important, to capture the
impact induced peaks. This finding is in agreement with the
experimental observation for a ball bearing system with an
outer ring with two localized defects.5

C. Conclusions

Analytical analyses are presented for the dynamic analy-
sis of rotating machinery incorporating radial ball bearing
nonlinearities and outer ring ovality subject to a mass unbal-
ance. Rotating shaft finite elements, with shear deformation,
rotary inertia, elastic bending, and gyroscopic effect, in-
cluded along with Lagrange’s equations, are employed to
obtain equations of motion. The analyses are specialized to a
rigid shaft system by retaining the rigid body modes only in
the finite-element solution. Results in both time and fre-
quency domains are discussed and the following concluding
remarks pertain.~1! With ideal bearings, the response spec-
trum is qualitatively and quantitatively the same in both the
horizontal and vertical directions.~2! With outer ring ovality,
the spectra in both directions are dissimilar. In the maximum
bearing clearance direction~Y axis!, the spectrum is charac-
terized by a bundle of equispaced vibrations abovef s , and
harmonics of the outer ring ball passing frequency are promi-
nent. The bearing dynamic force in theY direction exhibits a

pattern of repeated random impacts between the bearing
balls and rings compared to continuous contact in the posi-
tive zero clearance direction~Z axis!. Therefore, the vibra-
tion measuring probes’ orientation with respect to outer ring
axes is important, to capture impact induced vibrations.~3!
With ideal bearings, increasing mass unbalance caused vibra-
tion peaks abovef s to shift to a higher-frequency region, and
system nonlinearity acts as a hardening spring.~4! The
adopted modeling approach, that is solving for a rigid shaft
system using existing FE codes for rotor dynamics, may be
of interest to the dynamicist.
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Reverberation time and maximum background-noise level
for classrooms from a comparative study of speech
intelligibility metrics
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Speech intelligibility metrics that take into account sound reflections in the room and the
background noise have been compared, assuming diffuse sound field. Under this assumption, sound
decays exponentially with a decay constant inversely proportional to reverberation time. Analytical
formulas were obtained for each speech intelligibility metric providing a common basis for
comparison. These formulas were applied to three sizes of rectangular classrooms. The sound source
was the human voice without amplification, and background noise was taken into account by a
noise-to-signal ratio. Correlations between the metrics and speech intelligibility are presented and
applied to the classrooms under study. Relationships between some speech intelligibility metrics
were also established. For each noise-to-signal ratio, the value of each speech intelligibility metric
is maximized for a specific reverberation time. For quiet classrooms, the reverberation time that
maximizes these speech intelligibility metrics is between 0.1 and 0.3 s. Speech intelligibility of
100% is possible with reverberation times up to 0.4–0.5 s and this is the recommended range. The
study suggests ‘‘ideal’’ and ‘‘acceptable’’ maximum background-noise level for classrooms of 25
and 20 dB, respectively, below the voice level at 1 m in front of the talker.
@S0001-4966~00!03002-2#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Hy, 43.55.Fw, 43.71.Gv, 43.55.Br@JDQ#

INTRODUCTION

Reverberation and background noise control speech in-
telligibility in a room. Several objective speech intelligibility
metrics that take into account both the room sound reflec-
tions and noise have been proposed.1–5 Many of them can be
measured in real rooms, and, for some, commercial measur-
ing equipment is available. No thorough comparative study
exists concerning the adequacy of the various speech intelli-
gibility metrics that have been proposed. An approach for
such a study could be experimental, evaluating the speech
intelligibility metrics in rooms with different reverberation
times and background-noise levels. Room acoustics simula-
tions in a laboratory would avoid the difficulty of finding real
rooms that cover the necessary range of the acoustical vari-
ables. However, both methods are costly and time consum-
ing. When the sound field in the room is diffuse, analytical
formulas for the speech intelligibility metrics can be devel-
oped. In this case, the room reverberant response results in
an exponential decay, with the decay constant of the room
inversely proportional to reverberation time. The influence of
the background noise can be taken into account in the form
of a noise-to-signal ratio, where the signal is the speech en-
ergy at the receiver position. Although the diffuse sound
field condition is difficult to achieve in real rooms, when
applied uniformly to all the speech intelligibility metrics, it
provides conditions for these comparisons. Another possible
approach for comparing speech metrics would be to use

room acoustics computer simulations such as ray-tracing-
type programs. This approach is also under development by
the authors.

There have been a number of modern studies of speech
intelligibility in classrooms such as that of Houtgast6 who
experimentally verified the effect of background noise on
speech intelligibility in classrooms. Bradley7 developed an
acoustical energy-based useful-to-detrimental sound ratio,
and correlated it with speech intelligibility test scores in real
classrooms. He also derived optimum conditions, in terms of
background noise and reverberation time, for rooms for
speech.8 Hodgson9 surveyed almost 50 university classrooms
with respect to speech intelligibility conditions, and recently
measured and developed empirical prediction models of typi-
cal speech and background-noise levels in university
classrooms.10 However, no study has systematically verified
the adequacy of different speech intelligibility metrics when
applied to classrooms. It was felt that specific important is-
sues particular to classroom acoustics, such as recommended
reverberation time and classroom-noise criteria, could be ob-
tained from a comparative study of available speech intelli-
gibility metrics.

A survey of the available speech intelligibility metrics
that take into account the room sound reflections and back-
ground noise reveals that they can be classified into three
different categories. The first category includes speech intel-
ligibility metrics that make use of the acoustical energy ratio
concept. This concept classifies the available acoustical
energy (direct1reflected1noise) into a useful part
~direct1earlier arriving reflected! and a detrimental part
(later arriving reflected1noise). The ratio of these has

a!Visiting Scientist, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Polytechnic
School, University of Sa˜o Paulo, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil.
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proven to be correlated to speech intelligibility by different
authors.1–3 The second category is used by just one type of
metric known as the speech transmission index STI, and
makes use of the concept of the modulation transfer
function4 m(F). The third category is an experimental based
procedure that gives an expected articulation score as a func-
tion of the reverberation time and the signal-to-noise ratio.
The articulation score is that of a syllable articulation type of
test in which the result is given as the articulation loss of
consonants.5 Although the form of these types of measures is
quite different, a recent experimental study showed their val-
ues to be strongly correlated.11

All of the acoustic energy ratio-based speech intelligi-
bility metrics make use of the concepts derived from the
experimental results of Haas12 in the beginning of the 1950s.
These results, using speech sounds, show that reflections ar-
riving at the listener with delays as long as 40 ms after the
direct sound are not perceived as echoes. The listener per-
ceives an increase in loudness, a pleasant modification of the
quality of the sound, and an apparent spatial enlargement of
the sound source. These conditions are considered useful for
speech intelligibility because they give support to the source.
Reflections, which arrive later, are subjectively judged as
reverberation or even echoes in the most unfavorable cases.
Reverberation and echoes, as well as noise, are detrimental
to speech communication.

The inertia or the integrating properties of the hearing
system, which lead to early reflections being subjectively
summed with the direct sound to increase its apparent
strength, were reported as early as 1935 by Aigner and
Strutt.13 They were the first to suggest an acoustic-energy-
ratio-based formula to quantify the combined effects of room
acoustics and background noise on speech intelligibility.
They called their measure impressionQ, which is given by

Q5~Ed1Ee!/~El1En!, ~1!

whereEd is the direct sound energy,Ee is the useful part of
the reflected sound energy, which comes to the ear not later
than 1

16 s after the direct sound,El is the remaining part of
reflected sound energy coming later than1

16 s, andEn is the
noise energy. Aigner and Strutt went further by putting a
lower threshold ofQ51 for a satisfactory ‘‘sound impres-
sion.’’

In fact, Q is what we call today a useful-to-detrimental
sound ratio, and forEn50 we get what is called a useful-to-
late sound ratio. Equation~1! essentially forms the basis of
most speech intelligibility metrics that were later developed.
The importance of the findings of Aigner and Strutt were
perhaps too advanced to be appreciated at that time.

Lochner and Burger1 further developed the useful-to-
detrimental sound ratio concept in a long series of experi-
ments. In their speech metric the useful part of the ratio
included a weighted energy sum of early reflections. The
weighting varied according to the amplitude and time of ar-
rival of each early reflection. Latham2 evaluated the Lochner
and Burger procedure in a number of theaters, and only with
minor modifications found it to be a quite successful predic-
tor of speech intelligibility. Several authors suggested that a

50-ms early time limit was appropriate for speech. For ex-
ample, Thiele14 proposed an early-to-total sound ratio termed
definition D ~or ‘‘Deutlichkeit’’ !, and more recently
Bradley3,7 used the early-to-late sound ratio, calledC50, both
to characterize the effects of a room on speech intelligibility.
Bradley3 also simplified Lochner and Burger’s useful-to-
detrimental sound ratio concept by using a simple un-
weighted sum of the useful~early! speech energy over the
first 50 ms.U50, the resulting useful-to-detrimental sound
ratio, was found to be well correlated with articulation
scores.

The speech transmission index STI is based on the con-
cept of the modulation transfer functionm(F). In the begin-
ning of the 1970s Houtgast and Steeneken4 introduced this
totally different concept for the use in the field of room
acoustics. When the speech signal is transmitted through an
enclosure, its amplitude modulation, rather than the carrier,
contains the important information. The room reverberation
and noise cause a decrease in the amplitude modulation.
Herem(F) quantifies the degree of preservation of the origi-
nal speech amplitude modulations, as a function of modula-
tion frequency, as it is transmitted throughout the room.

It can be shown15,16 that the complex modulation trans-
fer function equals, apart from a constant factor, the complex
Fourier transform of the sound power density impulse re-
sponse function. As originally proposed by Houtgast and
Steeneken, them(F) only reflects the amplitude characteris-
tic of modulation transfer and the phase characteristic is dis-
regarded. Hence,

m~F !5
u*0

`p~ t !e2 j 2pFt dtu
*0

`p~ t ! dt
, ~2!

where p(t) is the room sound power density impulse re-
sponse. Herep(t) is nothing more than the time derivative of
the sound decay curve.

Eachm(F) value is converted into an apparent signal-
to-noise ratio, averaged, and normalized, resulting in a single
figure of merit called the speech transmission index STI,
ranging from zero to one, for each octave frequency band of
interest. A procedure to obtain the STI as a single number,
based on weighted STI values in seven octave frequency
bands, from 125 Hz to 8 kHz, is given by Houtgastet al.15

The STI also has a simplified version, called rapid speech
transmission index RaSTI, and calculated only in the 500 Hz
and 2 kHz octave frequency bands.17 Both the STI and
RaSTI were found to correlate well with speech
intelligibility. 15,17

Another measure of the intelligibility of speech in rooms
known as the articulation loss of consonants Alcons was pro-
posed by Peutz,5 based on tests conducted under varying
conditions of reverberation, distance to the source, and back-
ground noise. These tests resulted in the development of an
empirical relationship, without background noise, where the
articulation loss of consonants is expressed as a function of
the distance to the sourcer, the room volumeV, and the
reverberation timeT, in the form

%Alcons5
200•~rT !2

V
, ~3!
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where %Alcons is the articulation loss of consonants as a
percentage. Equation~3! should be used with S.I. units, and
is valid as long as the distance to the source is less than or
equal to a certaincritical distance, after which %Alcons is
constant and equal to 9T. The critical distancer c is given by
0.21AV/T in meters. The %Alconsis normally evaluated with
the reverberation timeT given in the 2-kHz octave or one-
third octave frequency band.

The logarithm of %Alcons was found to be linearly re-
lated to the background noise, expressed as a signal-to-noise
ratio, and having the reverberation time as a parameter. The
expression for %Alcons that incorporates both the room
acoustics and the background noise will be presented later.

I. SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY METRICS BASED ON
THE ACOUSTICAL ENERGY RATIO

The impulse response completely defines the properties
of a system such as a room. Thus, the steady-state response
and the reverberant response can both be determined from
the impulse response. For the analytical formulation of the
various speech intelligibility metrics, it is first necessary to
establish an expression to describe the room impulse re-
sponse. Although the impulse response of a room can be
found experimentally, it can also be obtained in analytical
form, assuming the sound field in the room is diffuse.18 Un-
fortunately, the assumption of a diffuse sound field is only an
approximation to conditions in most rooms.

As shown elsewhere,19 the stationary direct and reflected
sound energy densitiesed ander are respectively given by

ed5
qP

4pcr2 ~4!

and

er5
qP

4pcrh
2 , ~5!

whereq andP are the directivity index and the sound power
of the acoustic source, respectively, andc is the sound ve-
locity. Herer is the distance from the acoustic source to the
receiver, andr h is thereverberation distance, defined as the
distance for which the reflected sound energy density equals
the direct sound energy density (er5ed). The square of the
reverberation distance is given by

r h
25

kVq

4pc~12ā !
. ~6!

In Eq. ~6!, V is the room volume,ā is the average sound
absorption coefficient, andk513.82/T, whereT is the rever-
beration time.

Assuming for simplicity that the direct and the reverber-
ant fields are established at a distancer from the source at the
same timet50, it can be shown18 that the sound power
density describing the room impulse response fort>0 is
given by

p~ t !5
qP

4pc F 1

r 2 d~ t !1
k

r h
2 e2ktG , ~7!

whered(t) is the Dirac delta function att50. The second
term in Eq.~7! shows that for the diffuse field, the reflected
sound power density decays exponentially with decay con-
stant2k.

Once the impulse response is known, the sound energy
density to arrive at the receiver position in the time interval
@02t# can be found using the following integral operation:

e02t5E
0

t

p~ t ! dt. ~8!

The room stationary sound energy densitye5ed1er is
found by puttingt5`.

We shall now develop the speech intelligibility metrics
based on the useful-to-detrimental sound ratio concept under
the fundamental assumption of diffuse sound field inside the
enclosure. This ratio varies according to what is considered
useful and detrimental sound energy for speech communica-
tion. There is no complete agreement on how to quantify
these different energy portions of an impulse response. Sev-
eral authors propose different forms for doing that, some of
them simply recommend different values for the duration of
the early time interval, while others suggest different pre-
scriptions to quantify this ratio.

A. The impression Q in a reverberant enclosure with
diffuse sound field

Once the enclosure impulse response function is known,
Eq. ~8! allows the determination of the sound energy density
that exists between any specified time limits of integration,
from zero to infinity. Hence an expression for the Aigner and
Strutt13 impressionQ can now be obtained at a given re-
ceiver in any reverberant enclosure for which the assumption
of diffuse sound field holds.

Equation~1! written in terms of sound energy densities
is given by

Q5~ed1ee!/~el1en!, ~9!

whereed , ee , andel are the sound energy densities of the
direct, early, and late sounds, respectively, anden is the
background noise energy density given bypn

2/rc2. Herer is
the air density, andpn

2 is the mean square value of a uniform
and stationary noise pressure inside the room. For a thresh-
old of separation of116 s for the early-reflected sound energy
density, and with the help of Eqs.~7! and~8!, Eq. ~9! can be
written as

Q5
11~r h /r !22e20.86/T

e20.86/T110~Ln2Lr !/10, ~10!

where (Ln2Lr) can be taken as 10 1g(pn
2/pr

2), wherepr
2 is

the mean square value of the reflected sound pressure.

B. The definition D50

Metrics using the ratio of energies concept began to be
measured and correlated with speech intelligibility in the
1950s. One of the earliest attempts was due to Thiele,14 who
used the early-to-total sound energy ratio instead, and named
it definition D. The early~useful! sound was considered to be
the direct and the reflected sound energy that arrives at the
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receiver position within 0.05 s after the direct sound. In this
case, with the aid of Eqs.~7! and ~8!, an expression forD50

can be found in the form

D505
11~r h /r !22e20.69/T

11~r h /r !2 . ~11!

Definition D, as it was originally proposed, does not take
into account the detrimental effect of background noise. Its
importance lies in the fact that it represents one of the earli-
est attempts to numerically quantify the influence of the
acoustics of the room on speech intelligibility.

C. The useful-to-detrimental sound ratio U50 , and the
useful-to-late sound ratio C50

One of the most tested predictors of speech intelligibility
in classrooms, which uses the useful-to-detrimental sound
ratio concept, is in fact a variation of the impressionQ.
Bradley7 found that a useful-to-detrimental sound ratio with
an early time limit of 0.05 s, expressed in decibels and called
U50, is better suited for the evaluation of speech intelligibil-
ity in classrooms and other similar sized rooms:

U50510 lgF11~r h /r !22e20.69/T

e20.69/T110~Ln2Lr !/10G . ~12!

A useful-to-late sound-ratio-based speech intelligibility
metric, calledC50, can also be obtained by putting the sec-
ond term in the denominator of Eq.~12! equal to zero:

C50510 lgF11~r h /r !22e20.69/T

e20.69/T G . ~13!

D. Weighted useful-to-detrimental sound ratio

Lochner and Burger1 found in experiments with single
echoes that a fraction of the energy arriving within the time
limit of 0.095 s is integrated with the direct sound. The frac-
tion a depends on the strength of the reflection and delay
time relative to the direct sound. This weighted useful-to-
detrimental sound ratio was called signal-to-noise ratioRsn,
and can be calculated according to

Rsn510 lgF *0
0.095a~ t !p~ t ! dt

*0.095
` p~ t ! dt110~Ln2Lr !/10G . ~14!

Different curves for the fractiona(t) of the reflected
sound energy, integrated with the direct sound energy by the
hearing mechanism, were obtained for different levels and
delay times relative to the direct sound. For the current cal-
culations these were approximated by the linear relation for
a(t):

a~ t !51 for 0<t,t1 ,

a~ t !5
t22t

t22t1
for t1<t<t2 ,

and ~15!

a~ t !50 for t.t2 ,

with t150.035 s andt250.095 s.

When Eqs.~7! and~15! are substituted into Eq.~14!, an
expression for Lochner and Burger’s signal-to-noise ratioRsn

can be found in the form

Rsn510 lgF11~r h /r !211.21T~e21.31/T2e20.48/T!

e21.31/T110~Ln2Lr !/10 G .
~16!

E. The detrimental sound energy based on an ideal
reverberant decay curve

A similar approach to that of Lochner and Burger was
adopted by Niese,20 who suggested the same form fora(t)
as given by Eq.~15!, but with different time limits, t1

50.017 s andt250.033 s, in order to calculate the useful
sound energy. Niese considered as detrimental not all the
reflected sound energy, but only that portion that arrives after
t250.033 s and which is in excess of an idealized impulse
response. For enclosures with a diffuse sound field for which
the impulse response is given by Eq.~7!, Niese’s idealized
impulse response is never exceeded. The Niese approach to
this problem is useful to identify strong detrimental reflec-
tions ~echoes! in room impulse responses obtained experi-
mentally.

F. Useful-to-detrimental sound ratios for r @r h in the
absence of background noise

At receiver positions sufficiently far away from the
sound source, for whichr @r h , and in the absence of back-
ground noise, the impressionQ reduces to a useful-to-late
sound ratioQ8. The corresponding expression, in decibels, is
then given by

QdB8 510 lgS 12e20.86/T

e20.86/T D . ~17!

In the absence of background noiseU50 will be equal to
C50, andRsn will be given by Eq.~16!, with the second term
in the denominator equal to zero, which will be calledRsn8 .

Figure 1 shows plots of the useful-to-late sound ratios
Rsn8 , QdB8 , andC50 as a function of the reverberation timeT,
which were calculated withr h /r 50 ~becauser @r h). All
three measures show an increase in the useful-to-late sound
ratio as the reverberation time decreases, and tend asymptoti-
cally to infinity as the reverberation time approaches zero.

FIG. 1. Values of the useful-to-late sound ratiosRsn8 ~h!,
QdB8 (n), C50 (s), andD50 in dB ~L!, as a function of the reverberation
time T.
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All three follow similar trends with only shifts in levels for
the same reverberation time. Also shown in Fig. 1 is the
curve forD50 in dB, which was calculated using Eq.~11!, for
r h /r 50. It can be seen thatD50 in dB follows a trend similar
to the other three useful-to-late sound ratios, for reverbera-
tion times as low as 1 s or so,below which it tends asymp-
totically to zero instead. Therefore, as far as correlating the
room acoustical effects with speech intelligibility is con-
cerned, the useful-to-late sound ratios provide a larger
change in dB than the useful-to-total sound ratio for the same
change in reverberation time, when the reverberation time is
less than about 1 s. This makes the useful-to-late sound ratios
more convenient than the useful-to-total sound ratio for
‘‘fine-tuning’’ the reverberation time for best speech intelli-
gibility. This is an important characteristic since it is gener-
ally accepted that the reverberation time for speech in small
rooms such as classrooms should lie somewhere below 1 s.

G. The classroom noise-to-signal ratio

In the denominator of the expressions for all of the
useful-to-detrimental sound ratios, the effects of the noise
appear as a noise-to-signal ratio instead of the conventional
signal-to-noise ratio. Since the noise-to-signal ratio
10(Ln2Lr )/10 is a form that naturally occurs in the derived
formulas for the useful-to-detrimental sound ratios, it will be
used throughout this paper rather than the conventional
signal-to-noise ratio. HereLn is the background-noise level,
assumed to be stationary and uniform throughout the class-
room, andLr is the reflected sound pressure level. The latter
is, in fact, the reflected speech level in the classroom that we
will simply call the classroom level Lclasrm. The classroom
level will then be given by

Lclasrm5Lsp1m110 lgS 1

r h
2DdB, ~18!

whereLsp1m is the long-term anechoic speech level at 1 m
straight ahead of the talker. Forc5344 m/s, and considering
that k513.82/T, the substitution of Eq.~6! into Eq. ~18!
results in

Lclasrm5Lsp1m110 lgF T

0.0032•V•q
e20.16~V/S!~1/T!GdB.

~19!

According to Eyring’s reverberation formula,19 the ex-
ponential term in Eq.~19! is equal to (12ā). This quantity
gives the fraction of the sound energy remaining in the room
after the very first reflection at the room surface with areaS.
It is a function of the reverberation timeT and the ratioV/S.
Most regularly shaped rooms have volume-to-surface area
ratios between 0.5 and 2.5 m. Rectangular shaped classrooms
have a volume-to-surface area ratio around 1 m. In this case,
in Eq. ~19!, V/S51 m, and the classroom noise-to-signal
ratio can be written as

10~Ln2Lr !/10510~Ln2Lclasrm!/10

5F0.0032
V•q

T
e0.16/T

•10~Ln2Lsp1m!/10G . ~20!

When Eq.~20! is substituted into the denominator of the
useful-to-detrimental sound ratios, they can be readily calcu-
lated from the room volume, the reverberation time, the vo-
cal output level at 1 m, the directivity, and the noise level.
For a given room volume, this therefore allows the speech
intelligibility metric to be determined as a function of the
reverberation time and the expected noise-to-signal ratio.
The latter is now more adequately defined as a function of
parameters readily available at the design stage of a room,
that is, the vocal~or other source! output at 1 m, the direc-
tivity straight ahead, and the expected background-noise
level. The important consequence of this procedure is that a
general comparison among the speech intelligibility metrics,
which take into account both the room acoustics characteris-
tics and the background noise, can now be made using the
same common basis. That is, all the speech intelligibility
metrics that have been proposed can be directly expressed as
a function of the reverberation time, for rooms in which the
assumption of a diffuse sound field is valid. In these rooms
the reverberation decay is purely exponential, and, as expe-
rience shows, it is just an approximation to the actual acous-
tic field in real rooms. However, at the acoustical design
stage one does not have any other analytical tool, and the
calculation procedures presented here provide a useful means
for estimating speech intelligibility from reverberation time
and noise-to-signal ratios.

II. REVERBERATION TIME T* THAT MAXIMIZES THE
USEFUL-TO-DETRIMENTAL SOUND RATIO

Figure 1 shows that the useful-to-late sound ratios in-
crease without bound as reverberation time tends to zero.
This result, however, does not correspond to the whole pic-
ture of what happens in a real room. Background noise is
always present. As the reverberation time decreases, the
useful-to-late sound ratio increases while the reflected speech
signal-to-noise ratio decreases for a given background noise.
The former effect is beneficial while the latter is detrimental
to speech intelligibility. The useful-to-detrimental sound ra-
tio is therefore one type of speech intelligibility metric ca-
pable of taking both effects into account.

It is expected that there should be a reverberation time
for which the useful-to-detrimental sound ratio is maxi-
mized, which should correspond to the condition for the best
possible speech intelligibility for a given background noise.
As shown in Fig. 2, that is indeed the case. Figure 2 is a plot
of the useful-to-detrimental sound ratiosRsn, Q in dB, and
U50, for a 300-m3 classroom, calculated using Eqs.~10!,
~12!, and ~16!, respectively, in the reverberant field, that is,
for r h /r 50, and for threeLn2Lsp1m values, withq52. It
can now be seen that the incorporation of the noise-to-signal
ratio, in the form given by Eq.~20!, into the useful-to-late
sound ratiosRsn8 , QdB8 , andC50, puts a limit on the growth
of the speech intelligibility metric as the reverberation time
tends to zero. It also produces a reverberation time for which
the useful-to-detrimental sound ratio is maximized. The re-
verberation time for which the speech intelligibility metric
reaches its maximum value, for a givenLn2Lsp1mvalue, will
be calledT* . It can be seen in Fig. 2 thatT* decreases as
Ln2Lsp1mdecreases, and that for reverberation times greater
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than aboutT* the useful-to-detrimental sound ratios follow
similar trends, with only small shifts in levels for the same
reverberation time. Also, for reverberation times lower than
aboutT* , the values of the useful-to-detrimental sound ra-
tios coincide for the same reverberation time.

T* can be found by taking the useful-to-detrimental
sound ratio derivative with respect to the reverberation time
and setting it equal to zero. The solution of the resulting
equation isT* , which is the reverberation time for which the
useful-to-detrimental sound ratio reaches a maximum value.
A simpler procedure is to read them off curves such as those
shown in Fig. 2. Table I showsT* values forQ, Rsn, and

U50, which were calculated for three classrooms volumes
and for fiveLn2Lsp1mvalues. These reverberation times are
for a frequency band that represents the room acoustical con-
ditions that are important for speech intelligibility, e.g., the
1-kHz band.

III. ARTICULATION FOR THE SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY METRICS BASED ON THE
ACOUSTICAL ENERGY RATIO

The speech intelligibility metrics based on the useful-to-
detrimental sound ratio give an indication of how the time of
arrival of speech energy in a reverberant enclosure will in-
fluence the perception of the speech. They are, in fact, physi-
cal measures based on different separations of useful and
detrimental speech energy. In a previous section analytical
expressions for each of these physical measures have been
developed based on the assumption of diffuse sound field.

It is now necessary to relate these physical measures to
the actual speech intelligibility experienced by listeners. The
assessment of speech intelligibility is based on articulation
tests. These basically consist of the production of speech test
material at one point in a room and listeners who try to
correctly identify the speech material at some other point.
The percentage of correctly identified material is the articu-
lation score. There are different types of speech test material

FIG. 2. Values of the useful-to-detrimental sound ratiosRsn (h), Q in dB
~n!, andU50 (s), as a function of the reverberation timeT, for a 300-m3

classroom and forLn2Lsp1mequal to~a! 210 dB,~b! 220 dB, and~c! 230
dB.

TABLE I. Reverberation timeT* that maximizes the speech intelligibility
metric for three classroom volumes and for fiveLn2Lsplm values. These
reverberation times are for a frequency band that represents the room acous-
tical conditions that are important for speech intelligibility, e.g., the 1-kHz
band.

Ln2Lsplm

~dB!

Speech
intelligibility

metric

T* ~s!

Classroom volume~m3!
100 300 500

Q 0.4 0.6 0.6
Rsn 0.5 0.6 0.7

210 U50 0.4 0.5 0.6
STI 0.5 0.7 0.8
Alcons 0.5 0.7 0.8

Q 0.3 0.4 0.5
Rsn 0.4 0.5 0.5

215 U50 0.3 0.4 0.4
STI 0.3 0.4 0.5
Alcons 0.4 0.5 0.6

Q 0.2 0.3 0.3
Rsn 0.3 0.4 0.4

220 U50 0.2 0.3 0.3
STI 0.2 0.3 0.4
Alcons 0.3 0.4 0.4

Q 0.2 0.2 0.3
Rsn 0.2 0.3 0.3

225 U50 0.2 0.2 0.2
STI 0.2 0.2 0.3
Alcons 0.2 0.3 0.3

Q 0.2 0.2 0.2
Rsn 0.2 0.2 0.3

230 U50 0.1 0.2 0.2
STI 0.1 0.2 0.2
Alcons 0.2 0.2 0.3
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that result in different articulation scores. These can vary
from complete sentences to single test words or even non-
sense syllables, although they should all be representative of
the range of sounds found in a particular language. Speech
test material that includes some redundancy, such as com-
plete sentences, can be easier to identify in adverse condi-
tions and may lead to higher articulation scores than material
such as nonsense syllables.

There have been few attempts to relate the results of
different types of articulation tests in rooms. In addition each
of the speech metrics described in this paper were usually
developed and tested in terms of different articulation tests
and thus it is very difficult to make precise comparisons. A
further complication is that many of the earlier metrics were
based on broadband acoustical measurements, while some
newer metrics are based on octave-band measurements. For
example, Lochner and Burger’s signal-to-noise ratioRsn was
derived using unfiltered impulse responses, but newer met-
rics such asU50 and STI have been developed based on
acoustical measurements filtered in octave bands.

A. The limiting distance

The distance beyond which the direct sound is of no
significance anymore is known as the limiting distancer l .
The limiting distance can be defined as the distance for
which the direct-to-reflected sound energy density is equal to
210 dB. In this caser l5A10•r h . For a 300-m3 classroom in
which the reverberation time is 0.5 s, the limiting distancer l

is approximately 7.3 m. For the same conditions the rever-
beration distancer h is approximately 2.3 m. For first-order
estimates of speech intelligibility in the reverberant field, it
seems possible to substitute for the rather generalr @r h con-
dition the more specificr .r l condition. This means that the
results obtained in what follows are calculated forr h /r 50
~becauser @r h), but can be applied at distances from the
sound source greater thanr l , for which the direct sound is of
no significance anymore. This is a worst case scenario since
at distances less thanr l there is an increasing contribution
from the direct field as the receiver approaches the speaker.
Therefore, we are on the safe side with respect to the evalu-
ation of the overall speech intelligibility performance of the
room.

B. Speech intelligibility for metrics that make use of
the concept of useful speech level

The process of estimating speech intelligibility by two
metrics to be discussed below requires the calculation of
both the useful-to-detrimental sound ratio and the useful
speech level at the receiver. These metrics consider that the
reflected speech sound at the receiver is composed of two
parts, a useful, earlier arriving reflected speech sound, and a
detrimental, later arriving reflected speech sound. For an
early arriving time limit for the reflected sound of116 s, as
originally proposed by Aigner and Strutt,13 the useful speech
level Lpuseful

is given by

Lpuseful
5Lclasrm110 lg~12e20.86/T!. ~21!

Speech intelligibility metrics that make use of the con-
cept of useful speech level, and that incorporate both the
room effects and the background noise, have been proposed
by Lochner and Burger1 and also by Mankovsky.21 The latter
reports on the use of the original Aigner and Strutt impres-
sion Q, as given by Eq.~1!, with the namefactor of rever-
beration interferenceor the Sukharevsky–Strutt factor.
Mankovsky21 shows that the impressionQ, multiplied by the
reverberation timeT, and by a factorkL which depends on
the useful speech level, gives a good correlation with syl-
lable articulation measurements carried out by various ex-
periments. The Sukharevsky–Strutt factorQ9 is then given
by

Q95kL•T•Q, ~22!

where

kL50.039•Lpuseful
•e2Lpuseful

/70. ~23!

HerekL is the loudness reduction factor, originally proposed
by Knudsen,22 and results in the expected articulation due
only to the influence of the speech level. Equation~23! is, in
fact, a representation proposed by Mankovsky,21 to a curve
presented by Knudsen,22 of articulation in percent versus
speech levels at the receiver. In Eq.~23! Mankovsky21 uses
the useful speech level instead of the speech level as it origi-
nally appears in Knudsen’s curve.22

Mankovsky21 presents a curve of syllable articulation
versusQ9, without detailing the type of syllable articulation
test used. A fourth-order polynomial fit to his curve results in
the following expression relating the speech intelligibility SI
~%! to Q9, with R-square~coefficient of determination! equal
to 0.997.

SI5223.6•~Q9!41211.4•~Q9!32694.5•~Q9!2

1998.7•~Q9!2441.5 ~%!. ~24!

Although the curve relating SI~%! to Q9 presented by
Mankovsky21 is only given in the range 1.0<Q9<2.1 that
corresponds to 50%<SI<92%, Eq.~24! was found taking
into accountQ9 values also in the range 2.1,Q9<3.0, to
extrapolate values of SI~%! to the range 92%,SI<100%.

Figure 3 is a plot of speech intelligibility versus rever-
beration time, calculated using Eq.~24!, havingLn2Lsp1mas
a parameter, for a 300-m3 classroom. The useful speech level
was calculated withLsp1m565 dB andq52. To ensure good
articulation Mankovsky21 recommends thatQ9 should not be
less than 2. Also indicated in Fig. 3 is the ‘‘minimum accept-
able’’ value for speech intelligibility of 90%, which corre-
sponds toQ952. In Fig. 3, SI ~%! values for Ln2Lsp1m

equal to210 dB are less than 50%, for any reverberation
time, and were not plotted.

Lochner and Burger1 also made use of the useful speech
level concept in what they calledeffective speech level Lefs,
which was here calculated according to

Lefs5Lclasrm110 lg@111.21•T•~e21.31/T2e20.48/T!#.
~25!

Lochner and Burger1 present curves of speech intelligi-
bility versus the effective speech levelLefs, having their
signal-to-noise ratioRsn as a parameter. The articulation test
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consisted of Afrikaans monosyllabic word lists, which, ac-
cording to them, are similar to the Harvard PB-50 articula-
tion test lists~50 phonetically balanced word lists!.

Figure 4 is a plot of speech intelligibility versus rever-
beration time, extracted from the curves given by Lochner
and Burger,1 havingLn2Lsp1m as a parameter, for a 300-m3

classroom. The effective speech levelLefs was calculated
with Lsp1m565 dB andq52.

C. Speech intelligibility for a modified version of
Lochner and Burger’s signal-to-noise ratio

Latham2 used what he called a modified version of
Lochner and Burger’s signal-to-noise ratioRsn to account for
the effect of fluctuating background noise on speech intelli-
gibility. In its modified version, the background noise was no
longer considered as a stationary value, but considered in-
stead in terms of its transient and spectral characteristics
given by L10 and the preferred noise criteria curves~PNC
curves!, respectively. This modification has no effect on the
present work since we are treating the background noise as
being stationary. Latham’s work is considered here because
it provides a direct correlation between speech intelligibility
and Lochner and Burger’s signal-to-noise ratioRsn, in its

modified form, without taking into consideration the effec-
tive speech levelLefs as originally proposed by Lochner and
Burger.1 It is therefore a simpler procedure than that of
Lochner and Burger’s for estimating speech intelligibility.

Articulation tests were carried out by Latham in seven
different auditoriums, in which the experimentally obtained
impulse responses were filtered in the 1-kHz octave band to
obtain the modified signal-to-noise ratio~S/N!8. The articu-
lation test used was the Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test. In this test,
the task response consists of recognizing only the initial con-
sonant of test words. Consonants contain most of the infor-
mation but less of the energy in continuous speech. A third-
order polynomial fit to the curve presented by Latham2

results in the following expression relating the speech intel-
ligibility SI ~%! to ~S/N!8, with R-square~coefficient of de-
termination! equal to 0.993:

SI50.0038•~S/N!8310.0188•~S/N!82

10.7773•~S/N!8196.013 ~%!, ~26!

valid for 223 dB<(S/N)8<5 dB in the 1-kHz octave band.
Figure 5 is a plot of speech intelligibility versus rever-

beration time, calculated using Eq.~26!, with ~S/N!8 ob-
tained from Eq.~16!, havingLn2Lsp1mas a parameter, for a
300-m3 classroom. Also indicated in Fig. 5 is the ‘‘minimum
acceptable’’ value of 97.5% speech intelligibility recom-
mended by Latham.2

D. Speech intelligibility for U50

Bradley7 performed a series of articulation tests and
acoustical measurements in ten occupied classrooms. The
Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test was applied to 12- to 13-year-old
students in their regular classroom and class time. Room
impulse responses were obtained with gunshots as the sound
source. Using the useful-to-detrimental sound ratio calcu-
lated from the filtered impulse response in octave bands, he
concluded that a threshold of sound separation of 0.05 s was
better than 0.08 s for predicting speech intelligibility in
classrooms. From the regression analyses carried out he pro-
posed the following best-fit curve relating articulation scores
to U50 values at 1 kHz:

SI520.838•~U50!
211.027•~U50!199.42 ~%!, ~27!

FIG. 3. Speech intelligibility given by a syllable articulation test, calculated
using Eq.~24!, with the Sukharevsky–Strutt factorQ9 given by Eq.~22!, as
a function of the reverberation timeT, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn

2Lsp1m equal to 220 dB ~n! and 230 dB ~h!. SI ~%! values for Ln

2Lsp1m equal to210 dB are less than 50%, for any reverberation timeT,
and were not plotted. Indicated in this figure is the ‘‘minimum acceptable’’
value of 90% speech intelligibility recommended by Mankovsky~Ref. 21!.

FIG. 4. Speech intelligibility given by a test using Afrikaan monosyllabic
words, similar to the Harvard PB-50 Test, extracted from Lochner and Burg-
er’s curves~Ref. 1!, with the effective speech levelLefs and the signal-to-
noise ratioRsn obtained using Eqs.~25! and~16!, respectively, as a function
of the reverberation timeT, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn2Lsp1mequal
to 210 dB ~s!, 220 dB ~n!, and230 dB ~h!.

FIG. 5. Speech intelligibility given by the Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test, calcu-
lated using Eq.~26!, with ~S/N!8 obtained from Eq.~16!, as a function of the
reverberation timeT, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn2Lsp1m equal to
210 dB ~s!, 220 dB ~n!, and230 dB ~h!. Indicated in this figure is the
‘‘minimum acceptable’’ value of 97.5% speech intelligibility recommended
by Latham~Ref. 2!.
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valid for 210 dB<U50<0 dB in the 1-kHz octave band.
Figure 6 is a plot of speech intelligibility versus rever-

beration time, calculated using Eq.~27!, with U50 obtained
from Eq. ~12!, having Ln2Lsp1m as a parameter, for a
300-m3 classroom. Indicated in this figure is the ‘‘minimum
optimum’’ value of 100% speech intelligibility recom-
mended by Bradley.8 This is a little higher than the limit of
97.5% recommended by Latham,2 because Bradley consid-
ered that a more conservative limit was appropriate for such
a simple test.

IV. THE SPEECH TRANSMISSION INDEX STI

If the room impulse response given by Eq.~7! is substi-
tuted into Eq.~2!, an expression for the modulation transfer
function m(F), for r h /r 50, can be found in the form

m~F !5F11S 2p

13.82
F•TD 2G21/2

•@1110~Ln2Lclasrm!/10#21.

~28!

For each room volumeV, m(F) is then calculated using Eq.
~28!, in each of the 142F one-third octave-band speech
modulation-frequency valuesF from 0.63 to 12.5 Hz, for
each reverberation timeT, havingLn2Lsp1mas a parameter.
The corresponding STI value, for each reverberation timeT,
is then calculated using a procedure shown elsewhere.15

As revealed by Houtgast and Steeneken,23 the speech
transmission index STI has been demonstrated to have a
broad range of validity. In addition to background noise and
reverberation, it can take into account other types of speech
disturbances including the effect of masking from a lower
frequency band upon a higher one. It has also been found
that the spectral shape of the interfering noise is not critical,
and that it applies to various types of articulation test, al-
though, of course, with not a unique~test-independent! rela-
tionship. It also appears to hold for languages other than
Dutch.17 The main body of articulation tests was performed
with monosyllabic nonsense phonetically balanced words
~PB words!, for the Dutch language, of consonant–vowel–
consonant type~C–V–C type!. It has been recognized that
for the major disturbances encountered in room acoustics,
namely, reverberation and background noise, the STI calcu-

lation scheme as presented above will suffice. The STI cal-
culations here include the same important simplification as
the other speech metrics based on the acoustic energy ratio,
that the reverberant field is assumed to be diffuse.

Since STI can vary considerably with frequency, one
should determine the STI value in each octave frequency
band from 125 Hz to 8 kHz, to obtain a weighted mean of
these frequency-specific STIs.15 In many cases only the
500-Hz and 2-kHz octave frequency bands are used as such
when calculating the rapid STI~RaSTI!. Therefore, implicit
in the RaSTI calculation scheme17 is the fact that in rooms
for speech the analysis restricted to only the 500-Hz and the
2-kHz octave frequency bands will suffice. A further simpli-
fication introduced here has restricted the evaluation of STI
in just one frequency band. This frequency band can be con-
sidered to be one that represents the room acoustical condi-
tions that are important for speech intelligibility, e.g., the
1-kHz band. Otherwise, a more detailed room acoustic de-
scription would be necessary in terms of the reverberation
time in other octave frequency bands, which is not within the
scope of the present work.

Figure 7 is a plot of STI values versus reverberation
time, havingLn2Lsp1m as a parameter, for a 300-m3 class-
room. Indicated in this figure is the subjective intelligibility
scale associated with different ranges of STI values.17

Similar to Fig. 2, Fig. 7 also shows that for eachLn

2Lsp1m value there is a reverberation time that maximizes
STI, which we are callingT* . Table I shows the reverbera-
tion times T* that maximize STI for three classroom vol-
umes and for fiveLn2Lsp1m values. These reverberation
times are for a frequency band that represents the room
acoustical conditions that are important for speech intelligi-
bility, e.g., the 1-kHz band.

V. THE ARTICULATION LOSS OF CONSONANTS
Alcons

A common list of words used in syllable articulation
tests is of theC–V–C ~consonant–vowel–consonant! type.
These are monosyllabic words, which are made up of pho-
nemes. Phonemes are elementary speech sounds representa-
tive of all the vowels and consonants used in a particular
language. When the subjects are asked to listen to these
monosyllabic words in an articulation test, they in fact listen

FIG. 6. Speech intelligibility given by the Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test, calcu-
lated using Eq.~27!, with U50 obtained from Eq.~12!, as a function of the
reverberation timeT, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn2Lsp1m equal to
210 dB ~s!, 220 dB ~n!, and230 dB ~h!. Indicated in this figure is the
‘‘minimum optimum’’ value of 100% speech intelligibility recommended
by Bradley~Ref. 8!.

FIG. 7. Speech transmission index~STI! as a function of the reverberation
time T, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn2Lsp1m equal to210 dB ~s!,
220 dB ~n!, and 230 dB ~h!. Indicated in this figure is the subjective
intelligibility scale associated with different ranges of STI values~Ref. 17!.
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to phonemes. As pointed out by Peutz,24 individual pho-
nemes are considered to be a neutral-form of message in that
they are not recognizable by linguistic, logical, or any other
than acoustic cues. This characteristic, at least in principle,
makes the nonsense syllables a superior type of testing ma-
terial and it is recognized as giving more accurate results,
when compared to tests using words and sentences. On the
other hand, the application of such a test requires that the
subjects be thoroughly trained, meaning that the announcer
must correctly pronounce the phonemes and the subjects
must record in phonetic symbols what they have heard. The
result is expressed as the percentage of syllables of which all
three component sounds are perceived correctly.

Knudsen,22 by quantifying the nature of errors in the
syllable articulation test, found that the number of errors due
to incorrectly perceived vowels was smaller than for conso-
nants. The preponderance of the consonant errors was among
the final consonants, probably as a result of the masking
produced by the reverberation of the preceding vowel. This
happens mainly because the energy and the duration of
vowel sounds are greater than the consonant sounds. Never-
theless, most of the speech information is carried by the
sound of consonants. The greater duration and energy of
vowel sounds increases the masking of the consonant sounds
by vowels as the reverberation time increases.

Peutz5 also found that the articulation loss of vowels
was much smaller than that for consonants. He then defined
the articulation loss of consonants Alcons, and the articulation
loss of vowels Alv , respectively, as the proportion of conso-
nants and vowels wrongly perceived. Peutz obtained a better
and more coherent set of relations regarding the influence of
room acoustics on speech intelligibility in the form of articu-
lation loss of consonants. He also found that no reliable num-
bers for the articulation loss of vowels could be obtained.

Articulation tests utilizing phonetically balanced,
C–V–Ctype, nonsense words as well as meaningful ones, in
the Dutch language, were anechoically taped, and later
played back in rooms with different reverberation times, at
various source-to-listener distances, and background-noise
levels. Peutz5 found that the articulation loss of consonants
increases with increasing distance from the sound source up
to the critical distance, after which it remains constant and
equal to 9T. The critical distancer c in meters is given by
0.21AV/T, with V in cubic meters andT in seconds. The
critical distancer c is approximately equal to the limiting
distancer l . For distances less than or equal to the critical
distance, and without background noise, an empirical rela-
tion for %Alcons was derived in the form of Eq.~3!. Peutz5

presented the results regarding the influence of background
noise in graphical form, expressing %Alcons as a function of
the signal-to-noise ratio~S/N!, and having the reverberation
time T as a parameter.

The expression that follows was curve-fitted by us to the
Peutz graphical results and gives %Alcons, taking into ac-
count, in analytical form, the room effects, represented by
the reverberation timeT in seconds, as well as the back-
ground noise represented by the noise-to-signal ratio~N/S! in
dB:

%Alcons5KC•~1.071•T20.0285!251~N/S!, ~29!

where KC59•T for r .r c , and KC59•T•(r /r c)
2 for r

<r c . Equation~29! is valid for (N/S)>225 dB. Normally
%Alcons is evaluated with the reverberation timeT given in
the 2-kHz octave or one-third octave frequency band.

Figure 8 is a plot of %Alcons versus reverberation time,
having Ln2Lsp1m as a parameter, for a 300-m3 classroom.
The %Alcons was calculated using Eq.~29! for r .r c , and,
due to the fact thatr c'r l , these results are therefore appli-
cable to distances beyond the limiting distancer l . Indicated
in Fig. 8 is the subjective intelligibility scale associated with
different ranges of %Alcons values.5

Similar to Fig. 2, Fig. 8 also shows that for eachLn

2Lsp1m value there is a reverberation time that maximizes
%Alcons, which we are callingT* . Table I shows the rever-
beration timesT* that maximize %Alconsfor three classroom
volumes and for fiveLn2Lsp1m values. These reverberation
times are for a frequency band that represents the room
acoustical conditions that are important for speech intelligi-
bility, e.g., the 1-kHz band.

VI. RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY METRICS

The results obtained so far show that the speech intelli-
gibility metrics used in the present study, namely, useful-to-
detrimental sound ratios, the STI, and Alcons, are different in
detail but indicate the same general trends. To study the re-
lationship among these metrics, Bradley11 calculated values
of STI, U50, and %Alcons from experimentally obtained im-
pulse responses, which covered a wide range of acoustical
conditions, and for different speech-to-noise ratios. He then
developed regression equations relating these metrics of
speech intelligibility that permit conversions among them.
The %Alconswas for the 2-kHz octave-band results. The STI
andU50 values used in these regression equations were ob-
tained as single numbers, by weighting the octave-band val-
ues. They should be comparable to the results obtained in the
present study, which are thought to represent broadband val-
ues of these speech metrics, but are derived assuming that
the sound field in the room is ideally diffuse.

Contrary to what is generally assumed, it was verified18

that no unique relationship, independent of the classroom

FIG. 8. Articulation loss of consonants %Alcons, as a function of the rever-
beration timeT, for a 300-m3 classroom and forLn2Lsp1mequal to210 dB
~s!, 220 dB ~n!, and230 dB ~h!. Indicated in this figure is the subjective
intelligibility scale associated with different ranges of %Alcons values
~Ref. 5!.
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volume and the noise-to-signal ratio, holds between %Alcons

and STI, and also between %AlconsandU50. This, however,
is not the case withU50 and STI. A unique linear relationship
seems to exist between them, independent of the classroom
volume, and of theLn2Lsp1mvalue. This relationship can be
seen in Fig. 9. The data points in this figure are from the
results of the present study, obtained for two classroom vol-
umes ~100 and 500 m3!, two Ln2Lsp1m values ~210 and
230 dB!, and for reverberation times in the range between
0.1 and 10 s. Bradley’s experimentally based relationship11 is
also shown in Fig. 9, which seems to be in good agreement
with the results of the present study, for STI values greater
than about 0.5. Also shown in Fig. 9, is a linear curve-fit to
the data points, relatingU50 to STI, which is given below as
Eq. ~30!. This linear relation is more suited for the data
points of the present study, which are valid for ideal expo-
nential decays and classrooms with diffuse sound fields:

U50528•STI216. ~30!

No unique relationship was found betweenU50 andQ9,
although the pair of speech intelligibility metricsU50 andRsn

are linearly related.18 Figure 10 is a plot ofU50 vs Rsn, with
the data points obtained from the results of the present study,
for two classroom volumes~100 and 500 m3!, two Ln

2Lsp1m values ~210 and 230 dB!, and for reverberation

times in the range between 0.1 and 10 s. As shown in Fig.
10, a unique linear relationship holds betweenU50 andRsn,
independent of the classroom volume and theLn2Lsp1m

value. This relationship is given by

U5050.8•Rsn22.7. ~31!

The above results show that the speech intelligibility
metrics,U50, Rsn, and STI, are very well correlated to each
other, and that it is possible to establish a unique linear re-
lationship for each pair, independent of the classroom vol-
ume and the value ofLn2Lsp1m. The proposed relationships
given by Eqs.~30! and~31! are valid at least over the range
of the acoustical variables used to obtain the data points of
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, which are based on ideal expo-
nential decays and classrooms with diffuse sound fields.

According to Eqs.~30! and ~31!, for U5050 dB, STI
50.6, andRsn53.5 dB. ForU5050 dB speech intelligibility
is 100% based on the Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test; and forRsn

53.5 dB, speech intelligibility is 98% based on a test similar
to the Harvard PB-50 Test. STI50.6 corresponds to the lim-
iting value between what is considered ‘‘fair’’ and ‘‘good’’
in the subjective speech intelligibility scale.17 This compari-
son suggests that there may be differences in the prediction
of speech intelligibility as given by different speech metrics.

VII. REVERBERATION TIMES FOR 100% SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY, AND COST-EFFECTIVE
REVERBERATION TIME

As can be seen in Figs. 3–6, there is for each speech
intelligibility metric, and for someLn2Lsp1mcurves, a range
of reverberation times that correspond to 100% speech intel-
ligibility. It is possible to obtain an equation, for each one of
these metrics, that will give the aforementioned range of re-
verberation times. This can be done by knowing the value of
the speech intelligibility metric for 100% speech intelligibil-
ity. Then, for a given classroom volume andLn2Lsp1m

value, it is possible to solve the resulting equation for the
desired range of reverberation time values. Also, we can de-
fine the cost-effective reverberation time as theT value for
which 100% speech intelligibility is reached with the mini-
mum amount of sound absorption. Then the cost-effective
reverberation time is the highest value ofT, which satisfies
the above-mentioned equation identically. This procedure for
obtaining these reverberation time values was pursued in an
extended report.18 A simpler procedure is to read the range
of reverberation times for 100% speech intelligibility and the
cost-effective reverberation time off the plots such as those
shown in Figs. 3–6. This same simpler procedure could be
also applied to different design goals, e.g., cost-effective re-
verberation time for 90% speech intelligibility.

Table II shows, for three classroom volumes and for five
Ln2Lsp1m values, the range of reverberation times that give
100% speech intelligibility, and the cost-effective reverbera-
tion time, for each acoustical energy ratio-based speech in-
telligibility metric, and also for STI and %Alcons. The values
for STI and %Alcons used to obtain the reverberation times
for 100% speech intelligibility correspond to ‘‘excellent’’17

and ‘‘very good’’5 in the respective subjective intelligibility
scales. The reverberation times listed in Table II are for a

FIG. 9. Relationship betweenU50 and STI, with data points obtained from
the results of the present study for two classroom volumes: 100 m3 ~j h!
and 500 m3 ~m n!; for two Ln2Lsp1mvalues:210 dB ~closed markers! and
230 dB ~open markers!; and for reverberation times in the range between
0.1 and 10 s.

FIG. 10. Relationship betweenU50 andRsn, with data points obtained from
the results of the present study for two classroom volumes: 100 m3 ~j h!
and 500 m3 ~m n!; for two Ln2Lsp1mvalues:210 dB ~closed markers! and
230 dB ~open markers!; and for reverberation times in the range between
0.1 and 10 s.
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frequency band that represents the room acoustical condi-
tions that are important for speech intelligibility, e.g., the
1-kHz band.

VIII. DISCUSSION

It can be seen in Table I that there is good agreement
among the reverberation timesT* that maximize each one of
the speech intelligibility metrics, especially for lowerLn

2Lsp1m values. HereT* increases with the classroom vol-
ume and with theLn2Lsp1m value. This is due to the neces-
sity of increasing the reflected sound in larger and/or noisier
classrooms. In quieter classrooms, forLn2Lsp1m equal to
225 and230 dB,T* is almost independent of the classroom
volume. Under this ideal condition, the reverberation time
T* that maximizes the speech intelligibility metrics is in the
range between 0.1 and 0.3 s.

Table II shows that it is still possible to achieve 100%
speech intelligibility for each specific speech intelligibility

metric used in the present study, within a range of reverbera-
tion times as shown in this table. The aforementioned range
of reverberation times varies according to each speech intel-
ligibility metric considered. This is due to different articula-
tion tests used to derive each metric, and, in the case of STI
and %Alcons, is also due to a rather arbitrary way of estab-
lishing the cutoff values in the subjective speech intelligibil-
ity scale. Both factors also influence the different values for
the cost-effective reverberation time as given by each speech
intelligibility metric. Nevertheless, Table II shows that the
cost-effective reverberation time can be at least double the
reverberation timeT* that maximizes the speech intelligibil-
ity metrics. This means that forLn2Lsp1m values in the
range between230 and225 dB, reverberation times of at
least 0.4–0.5 s are still capable of guaranteeing 100% speech
intelligibility. For some metrics the cost-effective reverbera-
tion time can be even higher while still giving 100% speech
intelligibility. For conditions where 100% speech intelligibil-

TABLE II. Range of reverberation times to achieve 100% speech intelligibility and cost-effective reverberation
time, as given by different speech intelligibility metrics, for three classroom volumes and for fiveLn2Lsplm

values. These reverberation times are for a frequency band that represents the room acoustical conditions that
are important for speech intelligibility, e.g., the 1-kHz band.

Ln2Lsplm

~dB!

Speech
intelligibility

metric

Range of reverberation times
to achieve 100% speech

intelligibility a ~s!
Cost-effective

reverberation time~s!

Classroom volume~m3!

100 300 500 100 300 500

210

Q9 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Rsn ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~S/N!8 0.4–0.5 ¯ ¯ 0.5 ¯ ¯

U50 0.2–0.9 ¯ ¯ 0.9 ¯ ¯

STI ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Alcons ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

215

Q9 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Rsn ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

~S/N!8 0.2–0.8 0.4–0.6 ¯ 0.8 0.6 ¯

U50 0.1–1.0 0.2–0.9 0.2–0.8 1.0 0.9 0.8
STI ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Alcons ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

220

Q9 0.3 ¯ ¯ 0.3 ¯ ¯

Rsn 0.2–0.5 ¯ ¯ 0.5 ¯ ¯

~S/N!8 0.1–0.8 0.2–0.8 0.2–0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7
U50 1.1–1.0 0.1–1.0 0.1–0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
STI 0.2–0.4 ¯ ¯ 0.4 ¯ ¯

Alcons 0.2–0.7 ¯ ¯ 0.7 ¯ ¯

225

Q9 0.2–0.4 0.2–0.3 ¯ 0.4 0.3 ¯

Rsn 0.1–0.5 0.2–0.5 0.2–0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4
~S/N!8 0.1–0.8 0.1–0.8 0.1–0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
U50 0.1–1.0 0.1–1.0 0.1–1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
STI 0.1–0.4 0.2–0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3

Alcons 0.1–1.1 0.1–0.8 0.3–0.4 1.1 0.8 0.4

Q9 0.1–0.4 0.1–0.4 0.2–0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

230

Rsn 0.1–0.5 0.1–0.5 0.1–0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
~S/N!8 0.1–0.8 0.1–0.8 0.1–0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
U50 0.1–1.0 0.1–1.0 0.1–1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
STI 0.1–0.4 0.1–0.4 0.2–0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Alcons 0.1–1.1 0.1–1.1 0.1–1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

aThe values for STI and Alcons used to obtain the range of reverberation times correspond to ‘‘excellent’’
~>0.75! and ‘‘very good’’ ~<10%! in the respective subjective intelligibility scales.
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ity is possible, a cost-effective reverberation time of 0.4 s is
supported by 94% of the data in Table II, withLn2Lsp1m

values in the range between210 and230 dB.
With respect to the effects of background noise on

speech intelligibility, Table II shows 100% speech intelligi-
bility in all classrooms, forLn2Lsp1m equal to230 dB, ac-
cording to all metrics considered in the present study. For
Ln2Lsp1m equal to225 dB,Q9 indicates that 100% speech
intelligibility is no longer possible in the 500-m3 classroom,
while STI indicates that ‘‘excellent’’ speech intelligibility is
barely possible for a reverberation time of 0.3 s in this same
classroom. All metrics indicate that forLn2Lsp1m equal to
220 dB, 100% speech intelligibility is only possible in the
100-m3 classroom, while~S/N!8 andU50 indicate that 100%
speech intelligibility can still be achieved in all classrooms.
For Ln2Lsp1mequal to215 dB only~S/N!8 andU50 indicate
that 100% speech intelligibility is still possible in all class-
rooms, with the exception of~S/N!8 in the 500-m3 classroom.
According to these same metrics, forLn2Lsp1mequal to210
dB, 100% speech intelligibility is still possible in the 100-m3

classroom. The reason why~S/N!8 and U50 are less restric-
tive with respect to the influence of background noise on
speech intelligibility is due to the fact that they are based on
the Fairbanks’ Rhyme Test, which is considered to be a very
simple type of articulation test. Therefore, different speech
metrics may give different speech intelligibility results when
the same room acoustical conditions are given.

A criterion should be adopted for the establishment of
maximum background-noise levels in classrooms, based on
the current comparative study of speech intelligibility met-
rics. Such a criterion could be that of a maximumLn

2Lsp1m value that can still guarantee 100% speech intelligi-
bility unanimously byall metrics considered in the present
study. Taking into consideration the above discussion with
respect to the effects of background noise on speech intelli-
gibility, an Ln2Lsp1mvalue of220 dB satisfies this criterion
for classrooms volumes less than or equal to 100 m3, along
with an Ln2Lsp1mvalue of225 dB for classrooms volumes
less than or equal to 300 m3, and anLn2Lsp1mvalue of230
dB for classrooms volumes less than or equal to 500 m3. It
can be seen in Table II that anLn2Lsp1mvalue of225 dB in
the 500-m3 classroom does not give 100% speech intelligi-
bility only according toQ9. Therefore,225 dB could be
considered as a ‘‘border line’’ value forLn2Lsp1m, in order
to achieve 100% speech intelligibility in all three classrooms.
Another way of putting it is to consider for standard class-
rooms in general an ‘‘ideal’’ and an ‘‘acceptable’’ value for
Ln2Lsp1m of 225 and220 dB, respectively.

Therefore, based on the current analysis of speech intel-
ligibility metrics, recommended desirable goals for acousti-
cal conditions in classrooms are a reverberation time of 0.4–
0.5 s or less, and a background-noise level 25 dB below the
voice level measured at 1 m straight ahead of the talker.

IX. BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLASSROOM
ACOUSTICAL DESIGN

The results obtained in the present study allow us to
make some basic recommendations for classroom acoustical
design. More specifically, recommendations can now be

made with respect to reverberation time and the classroom-
noise criteria. These recommendations will be compared
with other similar studies for classrooms. Of course, these
recommendations are only based on the indications of the
calculated intelligibility metrics assuming diffuse field con-
ditions.

A. Recommended reverberation time

In a previous study,7 in real classrooms, an optimum
reverberation of 0.5 s was obtained. The present study shows
that for very quiet classrooms, of standard sizes and shapes,
the reverberation timeT* that maximizes the speech intelli-
gibility metrics is in the range between 0.1 and 0.3 s. Nev-
ertheless, in very quiet classrooms, 100% speech intelligibil-
ity can still be guaranteed, byall the speech intelligibility
metrics used in this study, with a reverberation time of 0.4–
0.5 s. Our findings agree with current recommendations
given by the Acoustical Society of America25 of 0.4–0.6 s,
or less, for the reverberation time in occupied classrooms.
For some metrics 100% speech intelligibility can still be ob-
tained with higher reverberation times. Thus these new
analyses do not lead to precise and unambiguous indications
for recommended reverberation times. However, recent sub-
jective studies26 have suggested that optimum conditions for
speech do not require such precision in assigning an opti-
mum reverberation time.

Under the assumptions made, the reverberation time is
the only physical parameter that characterizes the classroom
acoustical conditions. Since reverberation time is a
frequency-dependent quantity, the reverberation time recom-
mended here should be equally applicable to all frequency
bands that contribute to speech intelligibility. The present
study suggests that in order to achieve 100% speech intelli-
gibility in very quiet classrooms, the reverberation time
should be 0.4–0.5 s. However, we are all aware of the prac-
tical difficulties in achieving these low reverberation time
values at low frequencies, particularly in the 125- and
250-Hz octave frequency bands. Although it is convenient to
have a low reverberation time at these frequency bands to
reduce masking of the consonants sounds by vowels, most of
the speech information is carried out by the sound of conso-
nants, which comprises the higher frequency part of the
speech spectrum. Therefore, it seems possible to relax some-
what the requirement to have the reverberation time at such
low values in the 125- and the 250-Hz octave frequency
bands. Another practical difficulty is to have a uniform re-
verberation time value in the octave frequency bands be-
tween 500 Hz and 4 kHz. In most rooms, reverberation time
moderately decreases with increasing frequency above 500
Hz. Also, the reverberation time in the 1-kHz octave fre-
quency band is approximately equal to the average value in
the octave frequency bands between 500 Hz and 4 kHz.
Therefore, the reverberation time recommended by the
present study can be considered not only as that required for
the 1-kHz octave frequency band, but also as the average
value in the octave frequency bands between 500 Hz and 4
kHz.
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B. Recommended room-noise criteria for classrooms

A maximum desirable goal for the background-noise
level in classrooms is, of course, very much dependent on
the voice level. In a previous related study,8 maximum ac-
ceptable A-weighted background-noise levels of 35 and 42
dB were obtained for classrooms. These were calculated
based on ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘raised’’ A-weighted anechoic
voice levels of 51 and 59 dB at 1 m, respectively. The more
restrictive limits, derived assuming a ‘‘normal’’ voice level,
can be described as ‘‘ideal’’ goals, while the limits derived
from a ‘‘raised’’ voice level may better be referred to as
‘‘acceptable’’ goals.

Kingsbury27 proposed maximum acceptable noise levels
for classrooms based on an analysis of ventilation-type
noises and using theArticulation Indexprocedure. Based on
A-weighted anechoic voice levels of 61 to 63 dB at 1 m, he
calculated that a NC-40 criterion would be acceptable in
classrooms up to 200 m3 and a NC-35 would be required for
larger classrooms. These would approximately correspond to
A-weighted levels of 48 and 43 dB, respectively.

Based on a survey of voice levels reported in the
literature,18 it was found that an anechoic voice level of 65
dB at 1 m in front of the talker is more representative of the
average voice level produced by teachers in classrooms for
children. This is equivalent to an A-weighted level of 63 dB,
according to a relation between linear and A-weighted levels
for voices provided by Pearsonset al.28 The current study
suggests an ‘‘ideal’’ and an ‘‘acceptable’’ value forLn

2Lsp1mof 225 and220 dB, respectively~Sec. VIII!; that is,
a background-noise level 25 and 20 dB below the voice level
at 1 m in front of the talker. This would correspond to an
‘‘ideal’’ A-weighted maximum background-noise level for
classrooms of 38 dB. This is similar to other ‘‘ideal’’ goals
for maximum background-noise levels, including the Acous-
tical Society of America25 recommendation of an
A-weighted level of 35 dB. The corresponding ‘‘acceptable’’
A-weighted maximum background-noise level for class-
rooms would be 43 dB. This is similar to other ‘‘acceptable’’
background-noise levels for classrooms and other similar
rooms for speech.

The Acoustical Society of America25 also recommends a
classroom signal-to-noise ratio of 15 dB. ForLn2Lsp1m

equal to225 dB, it can be verified with the aid of Eq.~20!,
that this goal can be achieved with a reverberation time of at
least 0.3 s in a 300-m3 classroom. ForLn2Lsp1m equal to
220 dB, the reverberation time should be at least 0.7 s. This
means that the ‘‘ideal’’ value forLn2Lsp1m of 225 dB, to-
gether with the recommended reverberation time, provides
conditions that achieve a classroom signal-to-noise ratio of
more than 15 dB. The ‘‘acceptable’’ value forLn2Lsp1m of
220 dB, together with the recommended reverberation time,
would give, in a 300-m3 classroom, a classroom signal-to-
noise ratio of approximately 13 dB, which nevertheless can
still be considered as an ‘‘acceptable’’ value for this param-
eter.

C. Extensions of the present work to other rooms for
speech

The speech intelligibility metrics and the analytical for-
mulations derived here can be applied to first-order estimates
of speech intelligibility to be expected in other rooms for
speech. Of course, the results will be less accurate if the
sound diffusion condition is not met. There are, however,
means of improving somewhat the accuracy of the predic-
tions by modifications of these formulas. One of the simpli-
fications introduced in the present study was to consider that
the room volume-to-surface area ratio is equal to 1 m. For a
more accurate prediction in rooms with shapes different from
the regular rectangular shape found in most classrooms, for
which the above-mentioned simplification holds, a more re-
alistic estimate forV/S might be necessary. This, however,
can be easily accommodated knowing the expected geomet-
ric configuration of the room under study. A probably more
serious cause of inaccuracy using these analytical formula-
tions in larger rooms is the decrease of the reflected sound
energy density further away from the source. According to
Barron,29 Eq. ~5! is found to predict the reflected sound en-
ergy density correctly at the source, but beyond, the reflected
sound energy density is less. Barron proposes to take into
account the decrease in the reflected sound energy density
with distance by including an additional exponential term in
Eq. ~5!, which depends on the distance from the source and
the reverberation time. Following this proposal, Eq.~5!
would read

er r
5

qP

4pcrh
2 e20.04r /T, ~32!

whereer r
is the reflected sound energy density at a distance

r from the source. The analytical formula for the speech
intelligibility metric that results using Eq.~32! has the draw-
back that now the distance from the sourcer must also be
specified in the reverberant field.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The following are the principal conclusions of this work:

~i! There is no difference in the overall behavior of the
useful-to-late sound ratiosRsn8 , QdB8 , andC50, only
shift in levels for the same reverberation time.

~ii ! When the useful-to-detrimental sound ratiosRsn, Q,
andU50 are plotted versus reverberation time, they all
follow similar trends, with only small shifts in levels
for reverberation times greater than aboutT* . For
reverberation times lower than aboutT* , the values
of these useful-to-detrimental sound ratios coincide
for the same reverberation time.

~iii ! For very quiet classrooms of standard sizes and
shapes, the reverberation timeT* that maximizes all
the speech intelligibility metrics is in the range be-
tween 0.1 and 0.3 s.

~iv! For very quiet classrooms of standard sizes and
shapes, 100% speech intelligibility is still possible
with a reverberation time of at least 0.4–0.5 s, and
this is the recommended range.
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~v! Different ranges of reverberation time for 100%
speech intelligibility given by different metrics, for a
given Ln2Lsp1m value, are thought to be due to the
different articulation testing methods used to derive
each metric, and, in the case of STI and Alcons, also
due to a rather arbitrary way of establishing the cutoff
values in the subjective speech intelligibility scale.

~vi! All the speech intelligibility metrics used in the
present study are related to each other, however a
unique relationship, independent of the classroom vol-
ume and theLn2Lsp1m value, was only established
between pairs of metrics involving STI,Rsn, and
U50.

~vii ! When the same room acoustical conditions are given,
different speech metrics may give different speech in-
telligibility results.

~viii ! The ‘‘ideal’’ and the ‘‘acceptable’’ maximum
background-noise levels for classrooms are respec-
tively 25 dB and 20 dB below the voice level at 1 m
in front of the talker.

~ix! The ‘‘ideal’’ maximum background-noise level, to-
gether with the recommended reverberation time, pro-
vides conditions that achieve a classroom signal-to-
noise ratio of more than 15 dB.
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Broadband control of plate radiation using a piezoelectric,
double-amplifier active-skin and structural acoustic sensing
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The potential of a piezoelectric, double-amplifier active-skin with structural acoustic sensing~SAS!
is demonstrated for the reduction of broadband acoustic radiation from a clamped, aluminum plate.
The active-skin is a continuous covering of the vibrating portions of the plate with active,
independently controllable piezoelectric, double-amplifier elements and is designed to affect control
by altering the continuous structural radiation impedance rather than structural vibration. In
simulation, acoustic models are sought for the primary and secondary sources that incorporate finite
element methods. Simulation indicates that a total radiated power attenuation in excess of 10 dB
may be achieved between 250 and 750 Hz with microphone error sensing, while under SAS the
radiated power is reduced by nearly 8 dB in the same frequency range. In experiment, the adaptive
feed forward filtered-x LMS ~least mean square! algorithm, implemented on a Texas Instruments
C40 DSP, was used in conjunction with the 6I6O control system. With microphone error sensing,
11.8-dB attenuation was achieved in the overall radiated power between 175 and 600 Hz, while
inclusion of SAS resulted in a 7.3-dB overall power reduction in this frequency band. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!00702-5#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Vn@PJR#

INTRODUCTION

Recent work in the areas of active noise control~ANC!
and active structural acoustic control~ASAC! have shared a
common trend: the pursuit of practical active control systems
that may be applied in more generalized noise control envi-
ronments. In such general environments, the necessary actua-
tors and sensors must comply with predetermined space and
weight requirements. Furthermore, the influence of the sec-
ondary system on the performance of the primary structure
must also be considered in design. Example applications
where such design issues are of prime concern arise in the
automotive and aeronautical fields. In order to satisfy the
constraints imposed in these and other applications, light-
weight, compact, and robust control systems must be de-
vised. This motive has led to the investigation of a wide
variety of control approaches. One approach, discussed in
this paper, consists of a complete covering of the radiating
surface of a structure with a specially designed conformal
skin. This skin may exhibit both passive and active charac-
teristics and in many cases is comprised of a number of
individual skin elements that make use of one or both of
these tactics. In this approach one is concerned with sound
radiated from the surface of the skin rather than the primary
structure. Since the active-skin functions by modifying the
radiation impedance, it is not necessary to directly modify
the structural vibration and the approach is suitable for mas-
sive or stiff structures that have low mobility. The skin may
also possess integrated sensing capabilities, such as struc-
tural acoustic sensing~SAS!. SAS consists of the prediction
of acoustic error from vibration information taken from a
number of structurally mounted sensors. Maillard and Fuller
have shown, both analytically and experimentally, that SAS

is an effective technique for the estimation of an acoustic
cost function in multichannel ASAC systems.1,2

An example of a passive–active skin, provided by Gen-
try, Guigou, and Fuller, is one that integrates a number of
independent polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF! actuators in a
foam layer located on a vibrating piston.3,4 This approach
offers an increase in the low-frequency performance of the
foam skin while still taking advantage of the passive proper-
ties of the foam at high frequency. For another skin ap-
proach, described in this paper, consider a primarily active-
skin consisting of a number of independent skin cells, which
are used to prevent radiation through the minimization of an
acoustic cost function.5 With this scheme, the skin cells must
provide substantial control authority over the entire band-
width of interest. Kugel and others have developed analytical
models for the dynamic characterization of piezoelectric
~PZT! acoustic transducers intended for use in an active-skin
of this nature.6

Ross and Burdisso have also devised an interesting ap-
proach to the passive skin concept, by designing what is
essentially a single degree of freedom~DOF! skin element.7

When this passive device is applied to a vibrating surface,
the mass component of the single DOF element is forced to
vibrate at one level, while the base surrounding the mass
element shares the original vibration level of the primary
structure. Thus for frequencies above the resonance of this
single DOF system, the mass and base elements vibrate out
of phase. By determining the appropriate areas for the base
and mass surfaces of the skin element, an acoustic dipole is
created.

A number of examples of the skin concept in the control
of sound were discussed in the previous paragraphs. In each
of these examples the goal lies in the development of a com-
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pact noise suppression system, albeit passive or active, that
allows for application to a wider variety of noise control
problems. It is such a system that will be evaluated here. The
active-skin concept applied in this work is depicted in Fig. 1.
By exciting the PZT bimorphs comprising the flexible leg
elements of the active-skin, an amplified diaphragm response
is obtained. The cell design employed here, shown in Fig. 2,
provides two means of amplification of the acoustic response
which are designed to provide a high level of diaphragm
vibration with only a small space requirement. First, the use
of bimorph PZT actuators, driven out of phase, provides an
amplified flexural response of the legs of the cell. Since the
cell legs are clamped at their base, the maximum leg dis-
placement occurs at the joint between the legs and the cell
diaphragm. By driving the two legs of a cell with opposite
polarity, the diaphragm is forced to vibrate. Here the second
stage of amplification is encountered as the response of the
diaphragm tip is geometrically amplified with respect to the
leg motion. The active-skin is then comprised of a number of
these cells, each independently controllable. The indepen-
dence of the individual cells provides the needed flexibility
for attenuation of high-order modes, while also introducing
the possibility of acoustic coupling between cells. This po-
tential problem is handled by careful choices in error sensing
and, in general, it is wise to use more error sensors than skin
cells to prevent such interaction.

This work shall serve two main purposes. First, to de-
velop a numerical model describing the active-skin system,
as applied to plates, for investigation of the active-skin as a
viable control approach in generalized structural radiation
problems. Second, to verify the analytical findings by realiz-
ing the active-skin in experiment. The chosen primary struc-
ture is a clamped plate, which represents a building block
common to many structures encountered in noise control ap-
plications, e.g., buildings, cars, machinery casings, etc.8

I. NUMERICAL ACTIVE-SKIN MODEL

In this section the numerical representation of the active-
skin is introduced. The structural modeling techniques shall
be discussed in the context of a single active-skin cell, as
depicted in Fig. 2. This cell design makes use of bimorph
PZT actuators on the legs of the cell and a light speaker
paper material for the diaphragm. A description of the acous-
tic modeling approach follows, including the integration of
SAS into the simulated error sensing. Once the necessary
models are developed, a description of the control simulation
is given. Finally, the setup of the virtual active-skin system is
described, including the primary structure, skin cell, and er-
ror sensor locations.

A. Structural modeling

The IDEAS® finite element method~FEM! package was
used for the creation of a 180-element, 210-node, represen-
tation of a single active-skin element.9 A thin-shell element
type was adopted for this model, providing six degrees of
freedom ~DOF! for each of the four nodes comprising an
element. These DOF include translational motion along and
rotational motion about the three coordinate axes. The ele-
ment formulation also requires definition of the element
thickness, mass density, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s
ratio for each element. For the purposes of this model, the
materials are assumed to behave isotropically.

Having briefly introduced the FEM approach adopted in
this analysis, a discussion of important mesh features will
now be undertaken which pertain to the active-skin cell.
First, as shown in Fig. 2, the bimorph PZT actuators are
comprised of three layers of material, in which two 0.6-mm
layers of PKI550 PZT sandwich a 0.1-mm layer of brass
shim. The variation of material properties across this section
is ignored for this model~along with the bonding layers!,
with PZT material properties assumed over the entire cross
section. Similarity between the brass and PZT mechanical
properties suggests that such an assumption should not sig-
nificantly affect the modeling results. Second, three creased
bends exist in the paper diaphragm of the active-skin cell.
These bends, or hinges, are modeled by torsional springs,
which act to impose resistance against the free rotation of the
diaphragm about these creases. With this approach, the tor-
sional stiffness may be tuned to match experimentally ob-
served behavior. Clamped boundary conditions were as-
sumed for nodes at the base of the PZT legs.

The simultaneous vector iteration approach is used to
determine the mode shapes and resonant frequencies for the
active-skin cell.9,10 Each mode shape is expressed as a vector
whose components represent the nodal displacements associ-
ated with a given mode. For such a multidegree of freedom
system, the response to a harmonic input may be expressed
as a summation over the orthogonal modes by

w~n,t !5 (
m51

M

AmFm~x,y!sin~vt !, ~1!

wherew represents the displacement function,n refers to the
nodal coordinate system,t is time, Am is a complex modal
amplitude,Fm is themth mode shape, andv is the excitation

FIG. 1. The active-skin concept.

FIG. 2. The active-skin cell~dimensions in mm!.
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frequency.10 To determine the induced modal amplitudes for
an arbitrary harmonic excitation, the assumed solution of Eq.
~1! must be substituted into the transformed equation of mo-
tion, which reduces to

@F#T@M #@F#$2v2A%1@F#T@K#@F#$A%5@F#T$F%,
~2!

whereF is the modal matrix,M is the mass matrix,K is the
stiffness matrix,A represents the modal amplitude vector,
andF is the nodal force vector. Further reduction of Eq.~2!
yields themth modal amplitude as

Am5
1

md~vm
2 2v2!

$Fm%T$F%, ~3!

where md is the normalization constant such that
$Fm%T@M #$Fm%5md , and vm is the natural frequency of
the mth mode.

At this stage, it remains only to discuss the determina-
tion of a nodal force vector that appropriately represents the
action of the piezoelectric actuators of the active-skin cell.
The approach applied here was first proposed by Crawley
and De Luis for the representation of one-dimensional piezo-
electric actuators.11 In 1991, Dimitriadis, Fuller, and Rogers
developed an extension to two-dimensional scenarios, such
as that encountered in this work.12 The goal in the implemen-
tation of this model is to determine equivalent external edge
moments to apply to the FEM models for characterization of
the vibrational behavior of the active-skin cell. It should be
noted that the approaches suggested in the references above
do not directly apply here, due to the relative thickness of the
piezoelectric material in the skin cell to the underlying struc-
ture. The models are used only to provide a more realistic
loading of skin cell by application of the control voltage and,
for purposes of simulation, are sufficient to meet this end.

B. Acoustic modeling

The objective of the acoustic modeling is to predict the
far-field radiation from the active-skin. Since the skin may
be effectively viewed as a baffled, planar radiator, it is the
simple half-space radiation problem that requires attention.
Under this limitation, the far-field radiated pressure depends
only upon the normal surface velocity of the radiating struc-
ture. Each FEM element is treated as a component source of
the complex radiating structure. When each of these compo-
nent sources is small compared to the acoustic wavelength
~maximum dimension!l), the analysis will appropriately
model the phase variation of the radiated pressure.13 Thus
under these assumptions, the pressure radiated to a point in
the acoustic medium may be written in terms of Rayleigh’s
integral as

p~rY !5
j vr0

2p (
S

Fnn~rYs!
e2 jkur 2r su

urY2rYsu
GdS, ~4!

wherep is the observed acoustic pressure,r0 is the density
of the acoustic fluid,nn is the normal velocity,rY is the posi-
tion vector of the point at which the pressure is determined,
andrYs is the position vector locating a surface element of the
vibrating structure.8

From the FEM representation of a vibrating structure,
the velocity of the structure at a number of defined nodal
locations is known. Combining the nodal velocities with
knowledge of the structure’s geometry, the normal surface
velocity may be computed for each element comprising the
structure. This discretized normal surface velocity suggests
that Rayleigh’s integral must be approximated by a sum over
the elements comprising the complex structure. This discreti-
zation takes the following form:

p~rY !5 (
m51

N
j vr0

2p
Smnm

e2 jkRm

Rm
, ~5!

where the indexm identifies an element of the vibrating
structure,N is the total number of elements,Sm is the area of
the mth element,nm is the normal velocity of themth ele-
ment, andRm is the distance between the center of themth
element and the point in the acoustic medium at which the
pressure is to be evaluated. As long as the maximum element
dimension satisfies the above low-frequency assumption, a
discretized evaluation of Eq.~4! will yield an accurate mea-
sure of the pressure radiated to desired points in the acoustic
medium. Note that this method is most appropriately applied
to planar, baffled radiators; however, when the size of a non-
planar source is small compared to the acoustic wavelength,
it may also be represented in this manner.13

This modeling approach may also be modified for use in
the study of structural acoustic sensing~SAS! with the
active-skin. The basis of the SAS technique is that, for rela-
tively simple geometries, the acoustic radiation may be pre-
dicted from a thorough knowledge of the surface velocity
over a vibrating structure. In the previous paragraphs, acom-
pleteknowledge of this information was available, allowing
for direct determination of the radiated pressure. The idea
behind SAS is to accurately predict the radiated pressure
from only apartial knowledge of the surface velocity field.
As with the results in the previous paragraph, the radiated
pressure will be expressed as a sum over a number of com-
ponent radiators; however, here the component radiators will
consist of a number of elements rather than one. In this work,
the radiation from these areas is assumed to resemble a
monopole, although an unlimited number of alternative pres-
sure formulations may be assumed for the discretization.1,2

For this model, the pressure estimate at a point in the acous-
tic medium may be written, in the frequency domain, as a
summation of the accelerometer signals as

p~rY !5 (
m51

N
r0

2p
Smam

e2 jkRm

Rm
, ~6!

where the indexm identifies an accelerometer of the SAS
array,N is the total number of SAS sensors,Sm is the area of
the radiating surface associated with themth sensor,am is
the normal acceleration at a point in themth component area,
andRm is the distance between themth sensor and the point
in the acoustic medium at which the pressure is to be evalu-
ated, which is defined by the position vectorrY.

In order to implement SAS in real-time as a supplement
to a time-domain feed forward algorithm, an array of digital
filters modeling the various sensor paths is required.1,2 The
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appropriate digital filters necessary for modeling these trans-
fer functions must be found using a numerical curve fit with
a reasonable number of finite impulse response~FIR! filter
weights. The difficulty in developing a practical SAS system
lies in achieving an adequate representation of the acoustic
radiation with a minimal number of structural sensors. These
ideas will resurface below when SAS is applied in experi-
ment with the active-skin.

C. Control simulation

In practice, the active-skin will be used as part of an
adaptive control system making use of the filtered-x LMS
feed forward algorithm.14 In simulation it is impractical to
mimic such an algorithm, prompting for an alternative means
for time-domain evaluation of the control performance of the
active-skin system. The method adopted in this work takes
advantage of the quickness of a frequency-domain solution
and the practicality of a time-domain approach. With this
method, the optimal control compensator responses,W(z),
are determined in the frequency domain using linear qua-
dratic optimal control~LQOC! theory.15 This approach en-
tails writing the quadratic cost function~a sum of the squared
error! in terms of the disturbance and control inputs and sub-
sequently determining the optimal control inputs which re-
sult in the minimization of this cost function. It is assumed in
this analysis that the presence of the active-skin does not
affect the acoustic radiation of the primary structure, limiting
the analysis to the far-field control problem. Once the fre-
quency responses have been isolated, theMATLAB ® function
INVFREQZ may be used to design digital filters for use in
time-domain simulation.16 This transformation uses a curve-
fitting technique to provide the best possiblecausalrepresen-
tation ~for a defined number of weights! of the desired com-
plex frequency response. This transformation places a
realistic limit on the performance of the control compensa-
tors, as found in experiment with a feed forward approach.
Upon determination of the control compensators, an arbitrary
time signal may be generated for the disturbance and fed
through the primary and secondary control paths for evalua-
tion of the control performance. Thus this hybrid approach to
simulation entails the design of digital filters from
frequency-domain transfer functions, along with the time-
domain implementation of these filters with respect to a ran-
dom disturbance, generated inMATLAB ®.

D. Plate and active-skin coordinate systems

As mentioned earlier, in this work the active-skin is ap-
plied to a clamped, aluminum plate. The plate is rectangular,
of dimensions 170315031.5 mm, and is mounted in a
baffle. A broadband disturbance is provided to the plate
through a piezoelectric actuator (3833030.1 mm! located
for effective excitation of the first six plate modes. The lo-
cation of the disturbance actuator on the plate is shown in
Fig. 3. The response of the plate is determined using a FEM
approach analogous to that used with the active-skin cell. For
brevity this model is not presented here, but let it be noted
that the acoustic response of the plate is again determined
from the structural response by means of Rayleigh’s integral,

which is evaluated in a discretized form. For the purposes of
this work, the active-skin is mounted just above the surface
of the plate, preventing vibrational coupling between the two
structures. It is further assumed that the acoustic fields of
these two structures may be determined separately and su-
perposed for determination of the complete sound field. A
typical configuration of the active-skin is represented by Fig.
4, with the origin of the coordinate system taken at the center
of the plate.

In Sec. I C, the combined frequency-time-domain simu-
lation approach was described. While a reference signal is
not required for the frequency-domain determination of the
optimal control compensator responses, a reference signalis
necessary for the time-domain evaluation of these compen-
sators under an arbitrary excitation. The ideal reference~the
disturbance input! is assumed for this work. The error signals
are sound pressure, measured or predicted~in the case of
SAS! at a number of far-field locations. The sound pressure
at a number of distinct observation points is also monitored
for estimation of the global control performance. Both acous-
tic directivity and radiated sound power comparisons are
made between the controlled and uncontrolled responses of
the system.

II. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Three key results will be presented in this section. First,
the tuned FEM model is presented and compared to experi-
mentally measured resonant frequencies. Next, the complete
active-skin model is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of
this control approach in a 6I6O control system, which uses

FIG. 3. The piezoelectric disturbance actuator.

FIG. 4. 6I6O active-skin cell configuration.
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microphones as error sensors. Finally, an investigation of the
effect of SAS on the active-skin is undertaken using the de-
veloped numerical model.

A. Structural modeling

The FEM approach to modeling the active-skin cell was
outlined earlier in this paper. In order to tune the torsional
springs used along the bends in the diaphragm of the active-
skin cell, experiments were conducted in which the vibra-
tional response of a single cell was observed for a broadband
voltage excitation. In these experiments, a laser vibrometer
was used to collect normal velocity data over the surface of
the diaphragm. By computing the experimental frequency
response function~FRF! relating the applied voltage to the
cell vibration at various positions, the experimental modes
and mode shapes of the active-skin cell were obtained. Only
the first two modes made significant contributions to the ob-
served response; therefore, it is the first two modes that will
be presented here. Figure 5~a! displays the mode shape ob-
tained from the FEM model for the first mode of the active-
skin cell. Beneath this depiction, the FEM resonant fre-
quency is given along with the experimentally observed
value, the latter in parentheses. This mode dominates the
frequency response except near the second resonance. Exci-
tation of the first mode results in the desired diaphragm mo-
tion for efficient sound radiation. In Fig. 5~b!, however, a
less efficient radiating second mode is depicted. Here, the
upper and lower halves of the diaphragm vibrate out of
phase, resulting in reduced far-field radiation for low fre-
quencies.

B. Microphone error sensing results

The first simulation performed with the active-skin is
intended to show the potential of the secondary acoustic
sources, the skin cells, for application to generalized struc-
tural radiation problems. Microphone error sensing is used to
meet this end, before a more compact SAS sensing scheme is

employed. Six cells are used for this embodiment of the
active-skin, shown in Fig. 4. The accelerometers depicted in
this figure are used only for simulation with SAS, below. the
skin cells were distributed evenly over the surface of the
plate and the microphones were positioned to sense all six
radiating modes included in the analysis.

The time-domain portion of the simulation was per-
formed with a sample rate of 1600 Hz, employing 96 coef-
ficient FIR filters in the control path and 255 coefficient FIR
filters serving as control compensators. This means that 255
FIR coefficients are used to model the optimal compensator
frequency responses, as determined from LQOC theory. A
target control bandwidth was chosen ranging from 250 to
750 Hz, encompassing six structural modes of the clamped
aluminum plate. Figure 6 depicts the control performance in
terms of the radiated sound power from the plate/skin sys-
tem. An overall reduction in the acoustic power of 11.7 dB is
observed between 250 and 750 Hz.

FIG. 5. Displacement magnitude:~a! first active-skin cell mode: 246 Hz~250 Hz! and ~b! second active-skin cell mode: 374 Hz~390 Hz!.

FIG. 6. Radiated acoustic power before and after control.
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C. SAS error sensing results

Here, a SAS sensing scheme will be incorporated into
the model of the previous section as a step toward a more
practically realizable control system. The six active-skin cell
locations from above were retained; however, an accelerom-
eter is positioned at the center of the diaphragm of each skin
cell, as depicted in Fig. 4. These sensors provide the struc-
tural information necessary for prediction of the acoustic er-
ror signals.

In order to isolate the effect of SAS on the control per-
formance of this system, the simulation parameters from the
previous control configuration are retained here. A compari-
son between the SAS-predicted and the analytically deter-
mined transfer functions relevant to the system was made
prior to simulation. Only minor phase error~at high fre-
quency! was evident from this comparison, suggesting that
the SAS system provides an adequate model of both the
control-to-error and disturbance-to-error paths. Implementa-
tion of this SAS active-skin system yields a 7.9-dB reduction
in the overall sound power radiated from the plate/skin sys-
tem. The radiated sound power frequency spectra for this
simulation are shown in Fig. 7, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVE SKIN

Before presenting experimental results achieved with the
active skin, it is necessary to first discuss the means for prac-
tical implementation of the active skin and the SAS error
sensing technique. As mentioned above, the adaptive feed
forward filtered-x LMS algorithm is applied through the use
of a digital signal processor~DSP!. Familiarity with algo-
rithms of this nature shall be assumed and the unfamiliar
reader is referred to the literature.14,17,18 In the absence of
far-field microphone error sensing, a second DSP is used to
implement the SAS sensing scheme. Previous work with
SAS has relied on the known radiation behavior of special-
ized geometries, while in this work a convenient experimen-
tal technique is used to determine relationships between the
measured structural vibration and the desired far-field acous-
tic response. After a discussion of the application of SAS,

the experimental setup will be introduced, which includes an
improved skin cell design relative to that used in the numeri-
cal study.

A. Structural acoustic sensing in experiment

This section is devoted to the development of an experi-
mental methodology for the prediction of the radiated acous-
tic pressure using a number of accelerometers, which are
distributed over the radiating surfaces of the active skin. The
accelerometer signals are used in conjunction with an array
of specially designed digital filters to construct signals cor-
responding to the acoustic pressure at desired points in the
far-field. For accurate prediction of the acoustic error, the
influence of a given structural response on the acoustic pres-
sure at a desired error location must be known. As discussed
above, this relationship between the structural sensors and
the error locations may be found using analytical methods.
Alternatively, it is possible in some instances to measure the
relationships directly. One way to do this is to excite each
isolated area of the radiating surface independently, measur-
ing the desired frequency response functions~FRF’s! in the
process. Fortunately, the individual skin cells of the active-
skin provide a convenient means for the isolation of these
influence functions. Thus the desired influence relationships
are determined by exciting a single skin cell and directly
measuring the transfer functions between an accelerometer
mounted on the cell to each of the far-field microphones.
This process yields the necessary information for relating the
skin vibration to the measured acoustic response in the far-
field, but fails to characterize the relationship between the
plate vibration and the associated far-field acoustic distur-
bance. By placing a single additional accelerometer on the
plate and issuing a disturbance to the plate via a shaker, a
similar set of measurements may be made which character-
izes the effect of the plate vibration on the net error. It is
important to note that any ‘‘cross-talk’’ between the struc-
tural sensors would serve to dissolve the validity of this ap-
proach. This coupling is eliminated by mounting the skin
cells on a perforate sheet~acoustically transparent! slightly
above the surface of the plate. Once the influence functions
have been determined, they must be incorporated into a real-
time DSP code. Thus an array of digital filters modeling the
various sensor paths is required.

B. Experimental setup

A rough schematic of this skin cell design is given in
Fig. 8~a!. In this sketch, the dashed lines depict an exagger-
ated motion of the skin cell frame, while solid black lines
represent the motion of the diaphragm. This improved cell
design includes piezoelectric material inside the frame, with
an outer covering of steel for protection of the piezoelectric
material. A stiff, lightweight carbon–graphite material is
used for the diaphragm, preventing high-order diaphragm
modes from dominating the response of the device. The ac-
tual devices used for this experimentation were designed and
fabricated by the Material Research Laboratory at the Penn-
sylvania State University at State College, Pennsylvania.6

One such device, which is approximately 55355320 mm in
size, is shown in Fig. 8~b!. In this most recent design, the

FIG. 7. Radiated acoustic power before and after control with structural
acoustic sensing.
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additional piezoelectric material employed on the bottom of
the skin cell allows for even greater displacement of the cell
diaphragm. Again, the active skin is implemented on a
clamped, aluminum plate of dimensions 170315031.5 mm.
The plate is mounted in a baffle inside an anechoic chamber
(4.232.532.2 m!. A tubular hemisphere was used to sup-
port a number of microphones and a traverse boom was used
to acquire in-plane acoustic directivity data over the 180°-
space on the front side of the baffle. Sixteen microphones
were mounted on the hemisphere, six for use as error sensors
in microphone sensing configurations and an additional ten
to provide a picture of the total radiated acoustic power. Note
that each of these ten locations is distinct from the micro-
phone error sensor locations. A schematic of the experimen-
tal setup is given in Fig. 9. Dashed lines are used with the
microphones to indicate that either microphone or SAS sens-
ing is adopted for a particular control configuration. As de-
picted in Fig. 9, a shaker mounted to the plate from the
backside of the baffle disturbs the plate. The skin cells are
mounted to a perforated aluminum support plate approxi-
mately 5 mm in front of the surface of the plate. An accel-
erometer is mounted to each radiating structure, one on each
of the six skin cells and another on the backside of the plate.
The signals from each accelerometer are passed along to the
SAS filter DSP, see Fig. 9, where the SAS filtering is per-

formed on a TI-C30 DSP. Thirty coefficients are employed
in each of the 42 SAS paths at a 1300-Hz sample rate. A
TI-C40 DSP is used to implement the filtered-x control algo-
rithm at a sample rate of 2000 Hz, accepting error signals
from the SAS filter DSP. With this sample rate, the control
compensators and system identification filters may possess
up to 175 and 96 FIR coefficients, respectively. The ideal
reference~the disturbance input! is used in this work. The
maximum filter length is applied in each control configura-
tion. The limiting factor in the controllable bandwidth of this
application of the active skin is the 1300-Hz sample rate of
the SAS sensing. Hence, all control experiments are con-
ducted for a band-limited random disturbance between 175
and 600 Hz to ensure accurate prediction of the far-field
acoustic error.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The primary objective of this work is to show the poten-
tial of the active-skin in the control of structural radiation;
however, a secondary objective is to demonstrate the utility
of such a skin in tandem with SAS. Thus the skin is em-
ployed first with far-field microphones serving as error sen-
sors and second with the integration of SAS. The six-cell
active-skin, mounted to a perforated aluminum sheet, is de-
picted in Fig. 10, showing the accelerometers mounted at the
center of the diaphragm of each cell. Note that a seventh
structural sensor is located on the backside of the aluminum
plate. The following paragraphs summarize the results ob-

FIG. 8. The active-skin cell design:~a! schematic and~b! a single active-skin cell.

FIG. 9. The active-skin experimental setup.
FIG. 10. The active-skin in a top-mounted structural acoustic sensing con-
figuration.
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tained for this mounting configuration under the aid of mi-
crophone and SAS sensing systems, respectively.

To set the pace for the SAS system, the microphone
sensing setup is adopted first. For this 6I6O control system,
the error microphones were distributed evenly over the tubu-
lar hemisphere described above. The shaker attached to the
plate was driven with band-limited random noise between
175 and 600 Hz. While several plate modes are present in the
frequency range investigated, the response of the plate is
dominated by two modes due to the nature of the shaker
loading. The filtered-x algorithm was employed with a
sample rate of 2000 Hz and 175 coefficients were used in
each of the six adaptive FIR control compensators. Follow-
ing a three-minute period of system identification, the control
compensators were allowed to adapt for two minutes. An
estimate of the radiated sound power is given in Fig. 11 for
the controllable bandwidth, which reveals significant attenu-
ation around each resonant frequency of the aluminum plate.
An impressive 9.5-dB reduction is achieved in the controlled
power radiation from the plate-skin system in the 175- to
600-Hz bandwidth.

Having established a baseline performance for the
active-skin, the primary objective of this work, as discussed
above, is satisfied. The SAS system shall now be included to
predict the acoustic error at each of the microphone locations
used in the previous experiment. The 42 influence paths,
relating the seven structural signals to each of the six error
estimates, were obtained using the experimental procedure
outlined in Sec. III A of this work. Once these paths have
been identified, a straightforward application of the control
algorithm is made. Again, a sample rate of 2000 Hz was
used, in conjunction with 175 coefficient adaptive control
compensators. A 1300-Hz sampling frequency was adopted
with the SAS controller, using 30 coefficients in each of the
SAS influence paths. A total radiated power reduction of 7.3
dB was attained over the 175 to 600 Hz bandwidth. The
corresponding frequency spectra are given in Fig. 12.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, both numerical and experimental methods
were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of a piezoelectric

double-amplifier active-skin in conjunction with SAS for the
control of broadband radiation from a clamped, aluminum
plate. A comparison between SAS and traditional sensing
arrangements was made in both the numerical and experi-
mental studies in order to validate the practically of an
active-skin approach to systems where far-field microphone
error sensing is impractical. FEM techniques were used to
develop a structural model of a single active-skin element,
which was, in turn, applied to the numerical determination of
the acoustic radiation from this source. Integration of this
structural-acoustic model into a combined frequency- and
time-domain control approach led to the numerical evalua-
tion of the 6I6O active-skin system. Numerical results indi-
cate that the total radiated sound power may be reduced by
as much as 11 dB using microphone sensing and by nearly 8
dB using SAS. In experiment, microphone error sensing led
to an approximate attenuation of 10 dB in the total radiated
sound power, while SAS error sensing yielded roughly a
7-dB attenuation. Significant attenuation in radiated sound
power was achieved with each active-skin configuration.
While the SAS configurations resulted in a lessened control
performance with respect to the corresponding microphone
sensing result, substantial reduction was still obtained. This
degradation of control performance is suspected to depend
on the maximum sample rate and filter lengths attainable
with the SAS filter DSP. These results further suggest that
the active-skin system is conducive to the inclusion of SAS,
which makes the actuator-sensor system more compact and,
hence, more practical than many previously developed
ASAC or ANC systems.

The main conclusion drawn from this work is that the
piezoelectric, double-amplifier active-skin system shows po-
tential for application to broadband structural radiation prob-
lems, including those where far-field microphone sensing
would represent an impractical error sensing scheme and
when the radiating structure is relatively massive.
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FIG. 11. Radiated sound power spectra, top-mounted accelerometer con-
figuration with microphone sensing.

FIG. 12. Radiated sound power spectra, top-mounted accelerometer con-
figuration with structural acoustic sensing.
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A comparison of the sparseness~simplicity! norm criterion blind deconvolution methods of Cabrelli
and Wiggins is made in order to ascertain relative performance for underwater acoustic transient
source signal estimation, especially in the presence of noise. Both methods perform well at high
signal-to-noise ratios, producing source estimates that are significant improvements over the original
received signal for classification purposes. At moderate and lower SNRs, the Cabrelli method tends
to generate results that are superior to the Wiggins method. This is especially true for a damped
sinusoid transient source, for which the Wiggins method fails completely at lower SNRs, while the
Cabrelli method can still produce good source estimates.@S0001-4966~00!06601-7#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.30.Wi@JCB#

INTRODUCTION

An area of interest in several fields of underwater acous-
tics signal processing involves accounting for environmental
distortion introduced into a propagating pulse~Broadhead
et al., 1993!. One useful mathematical model representing
this process is that of convolution, which in turn leads to the
consideration of the deconvolution problem. When only the
received signal is available, along with statistical information
about the system transfer function or input, then the problem
under consideration is called a ‘‘blind’’ deconvolution prob-
lem ~Haykin, 1994!. Such problems, with specific emphasis
on underwater acoustics applications, are the subject of this
paper.

In previous work we have discussed the blind deconvo-
lution technique introduced by Wiggins~1978!, and its ap-
plication to underwater acoustics problems~Broadhead,
1995; Broadheadet al., 1996!. Wiggins’ idea, based on intu-
ition, was to use the varimax norm~or V-norm! as a measure
of sparseness, which was a statistical property his signal
model exploited. He termed this method ‘‘minimum en-
tropy’’ ~not to be confused with maximum entropy or mini-
mum cross-entropy techniques!, which, in hindsight, was not
the most appropriate choice of terminology. However, the
idea was fundamentally new—to develop a filter that would
drive the received signal to a sparser representation in order
to recover the underlying Green’s function. This stimulated
research on a wide range of related deconvolution methods
~e.g., exponential transformation, parsimonious deconvolu-
tion, zero-memory, variable norm, etc.; see Walden, 1985!.

This first period of research activity ended in the mid
1980’s, and the higher order statistics community then took
up the problem by considering the blind system identification
problem with non-Gaussian input~refer to bibliography in
Hatzinakos and Nikias, 1994!. Modern terminology would
cast Wiggins’ method as a cumulant maximization technique
~see, for example, Cadzow, 1996!, although is seems that he
has not as yet been universally recognized by that research
community as the founder of such methods. By the time
Walden’s review paper was written, it was understood that
Wiggins’ method had less to do with entropy than with non-

Gaussianity. TheV-norm could be viewed, essentially, as
kurtosis, which Wiggins’ algorithm seeks to maximize. This
is appropriate, since positive kurtosis is a measure of the
degree of departure from a Gaussian distribution to one with
a longer tail. This is consistent with sparseness~or simplic-
ity! in the structure of the input random process to the blind
deconvolution problem. This point of view allows one to
view Wiggins’ method as a higher order statistics method
~Walden, 1985!.

Another important paper on ‘‘minimum entropy’’ meth-
ods, that by Cabrelli~1984!, appeared toward the end of the
first period of research activity. As far as we can ascertain,
his method is relatively unknown by the modern blind de-
convolution community. Cabrelli developed a measure of
simplicity ~or sparseness! that he referred to as theD-norm.
Otherwise, he proceeded much the same as Wiggins, and the
resulting system of equations gave similar solutions for his
test cases. Cabrelli noted that his algorithm should be more
robust in the presence of noise. However, only two simula-
tion examples are given in his paper to illustrate the success-
ful application of his method in noise. The examples show
successful estimation of two- and three-spike impulse re-
sponse functions with levels of additive noise which are, for
the underwater acoustics problem, considered to be very low.

In the present work, we study the relative performance
of the Wiggins and Cabrelli methods with significantly vary-
ing levels of Gaussian noise in a realistic underwater acous-
tics propagation environment, and verify, at least to some
degree, Cabrelli’s conjecture. We also propose and test some
variations of his algorithm.

I. PROBLEM MOTIVATION AND SIGNAL MODEL

When a sound pulse travels through the ocean, espe-
cially in shallow water, it reflects back and forth between the
sea surface and the ocean bottom. Further interaction with
geologic strata in the occan bottom may also occur, produc-
ing attenuation, scattering, and other distortions. Thus the
pulse at the receiver, some distance from the source location,
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can look quite different from the original pulse. Furthermore,
the addition of noise will create even more distortion. An
automatic pattern classifier may then fail to recognize a sig-
nal after these propagation distortions have been introduced.

In order to account for the effects of environmental dis-
tortion in signal processing schemes, a signal model is
needed. In this paper, we do not explicitly include noise in
the signal model, but rather seek algorithms that are stable in
the presence of noise~considering also possible hybridiza-
tion with noise reduction methods!. We concentrate, then, on
accounting for wave propagation effects~primarily multi-
path! in the signal model, by using the wave equation

D2c~r ,t !5F̄~r ,t !, ~1!

where

D2[r¹•S 1

r
¹ D2

1

c2~r !
] tt . ~2!

Here,c(r ) is the sound speed,r is density,c(r ,t) is acoustic
pressure, andF̄(r ,t) is the sound source. Let us define the
Green’s functionG̃(•), such that
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and assume a separable source
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This implies that
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If we define

G~r ,t,t8!5E
V
G̃~r ,tur 8,t8!F~r 8!dV8, ~9!

then

c~r ,t !5E
2`

`

G~r ,t,t8!S~ t8!dt8. ~10!

Note that, for a spatial point source,G5G̃. Since we assume
that the environment changes on a time scale significantly

greater than the acoustic propagation time scale,G(•) can be
considered independent of the time origin. This property is
called time invariance, and implies that

G~r ,t,t8!5G~r ,t1t* ,t81t* !, ~11!

where t* is a ~sufficiently small! time shift. This condition
would be satisfied ifG(•) only depended onut2t8u, or

G~r ,t,t8!5G~r ,ut2t8u!. ~12!

No contribution fromG(•) occurs until the first arrival time
t0 ~due to causality!. Let us assume that the pulse length (tL)
is less than (t0), so thatt>t8, for t8<tL . Then,

G~r ,t,t8!5G~r ,t2t8!, ~13!

giving

c~r ,t !5E
2`

`

G~r ,t2t8!S~ t8!dt8, ~14!

which is the convolution equation.
Note that this development always holds for point

sources, and also holds for extended sources when the sepa-
rability condition is ~at least approximately! appropriate.
Henceforth, we will adopt the convolution equation as the
basis for our signal model, whereS(t) is the source signature
that is propagated,G(r ,t,t8) encodes the multipath environ-
mental distortion effects, andc(r ,t) is the received signal at
ranger and depthz. The source is placed at the origin at
depthz8, and r5(r ,z) ~we use cylindrical coordinates, and
assume azimuthal symmetry!. In a briefer form we could
write

c~ t !5S~ t !* G~ t !, ~15!

where it is understood thatG(t) is associated with some
fixed, specified source–receiver geometry.

II. THE DECONVOLUTION PROBLEM

To exploit the convolutional signal model to remove the
environmental distortion introduced byG(t) into measure-
ments of a propagatingS(t), it is necessary to solve the
following inverse problem: givenc(t) and G(t), solve for
S(t). This is called the deconvolution problem, and has re-
ceived much study. For some discussion of this problem and
its literature in the area of ocean acoustics, see Broadhead
et al. ~1993!.

In general, the classical single channel deconvolution
problem is mathematically ill-posed. This implies that it may
be difficult, even under the best conditions, to achieve stable
and meaningful results. In the presence of uncertainties in
G(t), and with additive noise, the problem is exacerbated.
Two potential remedies are the use of multichannel methods
and regularization methods@see Broadheadet al. ~1993! for
further discussion#. In this paper, however, we set aside the
deterministic approach and focus our attention on imple-
menting a statistical interpretation of the signal model. This
avoids the need for accurate knowledge of the source loca-
tion, and complete environmental information, in order to
calculateG(t).
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A. Reduced problem

We will, in general, assume knowledge of two things:
~1! the received signal, and~2! some appropriate, exploitable
statistical characterization ofG(t) @but, notG(t) itself#. Un-
der these ‘‘blind’’ conditions, and some appropriate param-
eterization associated with the signal model, we should be
able to produce a class of candidate solutions. Our goal is to
produce schemes such that~1! the candidate solution class
contains one or more elements that are ‘‘sufficiently close’’
to S(t), and~2! the class size is sufficiently small.

This reduced goal may not be adequate in general prob-
lems; but for classification the solution class can be pre-
sented to the classifier to see if there is any recognition.
Then, in a sense, the classifier and its training signature set
become part of the information exploited in the statistical
approach. Of course, additional information or assumptions
about the signal model invoked will help reduce ambiguity in
the solution class. Also, when multiple received signals over
significantly different transmission paths are available, sig-
nificant ambiguity reduction can probably be accomplished.
The results of that study will be published elsewhere.

B. Statistical signal model

Wiggins ~1978! gives the key idea that we employ here
in a slightly generalized form. We considerG(t) to be a
realization of a non-Gaussian random process, input to a lin-
ear system whose impulse response isS(t). From previous
calculations~Broadheadet al., 1996!, we know that non-
Gaussianity is appropriate because of the high, positive kur-
tosis ofG(t). This is due to its sparseness~or simple struc-
ture, or lower entropy! relative to a Gaussian random signal.

How, then, do we accomplish the estimation ofS(t)?
The following approach is a generalization, and in some
sense, an extension of Wiggins’ approach. We wish to design
a filter f (t) that increases the sparseness measure of the re-
ceived signal. The goal is to ‘‘drive’’ the received signal
towardG(t). The rationale is that the convolution process is
a smearing process that moves the signal to less sparseness
~i.e., it makes it more Gaussian!. The main assumption is that
increasing the non-Gaussianity will drive it towardsG(t).

After deconvolution is used to estimate the filter, an es-
timate of S(t) is readily provided by the inverse filter
f 21(t). Let sp$•% represent some sparseness measure. We
seekf (t) such that

sp$ f * c%.sp$c%. ~16!

To do this, we can use a gradient operator~Cadzow, 1996!. If

f * c'G, ~17!

then we have

f 21* f * c' f 21* G,
~18!

c' f 21* G.

Comparing to the initial assumption

c5S* G, ~19!

we conclude that

S' f 21. ~20!

III. DECONVOLUTION METHODS

A. Wiggins’ method

Wiggins ~1978! used a measure of ‘‘simplicity’’~or
‘‘sparseness’’! borrowed from factor analysis, i.e., the
V-norm:

V~y!5(
j

y j
4Y S (

j
y j

2D 2

. ~21!

Here we give Cabrelli’s~1984! statement of Wiggins’ algo-
rithm ~also see Walden, 1985!. ConsiderN observed signals
x1 ...xN . for eachi ( i 51,...,N), and letxi be represented by

xi5s* gi , ~22!

wheres is the source signal, andgi represents the propaga-
tion distortion. Suppose that each signalxi is convolved with
the same filterf in order to obtain an output

yi5 f * xi5~ f * s!* gi . ~23!

To determine the filter, the varimax criterion is then applied
to the outputsyi in order to maximizeV(y) over all filters
f5( f 1 ,...,f l) of fixed lengthl. DifferentiatingV(y) with re-
spect to the filter coefficientsf l , and equating to zero, a
nonlinear system of equations is obtained which can be re-
written in matrix form as

R~ f!•f5h~ f!, ~24!

whereR5R~f! is a Toeplitz matrix, andh5h~f! is a column
vector whose coefficients depend uponf. Choosing an initial
filter f05(0,...,0,1,0,...,0), an iterative algorithm can be gen-
erated by taking

fn115$R~ fn!%21h~ fn!, ~25!

which leads to a satisfactory solution.

B. The D-norm and Cabrelli’s method

Cabrelli used certain geometrical considerations to sug-
gest another criterion for simplicity, which he called the
D-norm, defined by

D~y!5 max
1< j <m

uyj u/iyi , ~26!

where iyi5(( j y j
2)1/2 is the Euclidean norm. TheD-norm

leads to a nonitcrative algorithm for the multichannel blind
deconvolution problem. TheN3m matrix Y5(yi j ) is de-
fined by

yi j 5(
l

f lxi , j 2 l 11 , ~27!

where f is a filter to be determined, and thexi are input
channels of data. Let us rewrite the matrixY as a Nm-
dimensional vector, Y[(y11 ,...,y1m ,y21 ,...,y2m ,...,
yN1 ,...,yNm). TheD-norm applied to this vector yields

D~Y!5max
i , j

~ uyi j u/iYi !, ~28!
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where iYi5(( i , j yi j
2 )1/2. The formation of the vectorY is

based on the multichannel kurtosis norm introduced by Ooe
and Ulrych ~1979!. With respect to Cabrelli’s method,Y
defines the sparseness measure over the set of all the filter
outputs instead of summing the sparseness measure over the
individual filter outputs. Use of this idea makes extension of
the D-norm to multichannel@Eq. ~28!# straightforward. The
next step is to compute

max
i , j

$sup
f PR8

~ uyi j u/iYi !}, ~29!

which can be found by considering]iYi /] f l . The algorithm
obtained requires the computation of

R5(
i

Ri , ~30!

whereRi is the matrix of autocorrelations of theith sample
input, andxi , j is the transpose of@xi , j ,xi , j 21 ,...,xi , j 2( l 21)#,
with xk50 if k¹$1,...,m%. A set of filters is then generated
by calculating

f i j 5R21xi j . ~31!

The filters are applied to the input to generateY( i j ), and the
algorithm terminates by computing maxi,j(uyij

(ij )u/iY( i j )i). The
filter is then theith filter associated with theD-norm.

IV. DECONVOLUTION RESULTS

Two test transient signals are used to compare the per-
formance of the Wiggins and Cabrelli deconvolution meth-
ods. The first transient is a short durationpulseshown with
its amplitude spectrum in Fig. 1. The second is a longer
duration exponentiallydamped sinusoid, shown with its am-
plitude spectrum in Fig. 2.

Multipath propagation-distorted versions of the signals
are generated by convolution of the two source transients
with three model Green’s functions. The Green’s functions
were created using a time-domain parabolic equation model
and realistic geoacoustic parameters for an experimental site
in the Atlantic Ocean at the southern end of the Blake Pla-
teau~Field and Leclere, 1993!. The receiver depth is 250 m
in a 915-m water column, and the Green’s functions are cal-
culated at 600 m, 4300 m, and 7900 m upslope from the
receiver. Thus the Green’s functions, shown at the three
source-to-receiver ranges in Fig. 3, are realistic representa-
tions of those that occur in the ocean. Note that the closeness
of the multipath interactions in the Green’s functions occur
over much shorter time durations than either of the test sig-
nals, indicating that the multipath arrivals in the propagated
signals will not be visually separable.

The two blind deconvolution methods evaluated in this
paper require sparse Green’s functions, or high kurtosis, to
work successfully. Each of the three Green’s functions has a
significantly large value of kurtosis, at 124.63, 37.98, and
27.33 for the 600-m, 4300-m, and 7900-m ranges, respec-
tively.

To evaluate the performance of the deconvolution algo-
rithms, the source estimate generated by the algorithm is
compared to the known source signal using the peak absolute
value of the correlation coefficient, given by

g5maxUu^ v
susv

U ~32!

for two functionsu andv. Higher values ofg indicate more
similarity betweenu andv, andg51 indicates that the two
signals are equal~within a scale factor!. Although the clas-
sifiers used in practice will generally be much more sophis-

FIG. 1. The short pulse~a! time signal, and~b! energy spectrum. FIG. 2. The exponentially damped sinusoid~a! time signal, and~b! energy
spectrum.
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ticated and involve many signal features, the correlation co-
efficient is a convenient numerical measure of performance
that lends itself to straightforward comparison between the
deconvolution methods.

In this paper, determining whether a method is ‘‘suc-
cessful’’ depends on three factors. If a classifier is designed
to sort through each source estimate produced by a set of
filter lengths, searching for a match to a known signal type,
then a method is successful if it produces only one source
estimate with a high correlation coefficient. However, if sev-
eral source estimates with high correlation coefficients are
produced, a classifier can identify a signal with more confi-
dence. Thus the number of good source estimates for a given
set of filter lengths is a second measure of a method’s suc-
cess. Finally, a method is conditionally successful if it pro-
duces source estimates that are superior to the unprocessed
or original source estimate, which is the original received
signal, corrupted by propagation. The term ‘‘conditional’’
encompasses the uncertainty of how much improvement will
ultimately be enough to significantly improve classification
capability.

A. Simulations without noise

The Wiggins and Cabrelli methods are initially com-
pared using the two test signals with no additive noise. The
Wiggins method requires that a convergence criterion be
chosen for determining the stopping point for the iterations.
It was found that a useful stopping criterion was when the
current and previous source estimates have a correlation co-
efficient between them of 0.9999. The Wiggins and Cabrelli
methods both occasionally require a small degree of prewhit-
ening during the autocorrelation inversion. A value of 0.01%
is found to be sufficient for stabilization in the cases where

prewhitening is required, and is thus used for all test cases to
preserve consistency, and reflect a realistic application sce-
nario where instabilities cannot be predicted efficiently. Fil-
ter length in each method ranges from 1 to 50 points.

We also assume that it is reasonable to expect that an
estimate of the signal passband would be available for use in
the deconvolution routines. As such, the source estimates
produced by the two deconvolution methods are subjected to
a bandpass filter before processing as well as again preceding
classification, i.e., before the correlation coefficient of the
source estimate is calculated. For the pulse, the passband
filter is defined over 25–150 Hz, and for the damped sinu-
soid, over 0–100 Hz. The primary effect of this step will be
to improve SNR when we add noise.

The results from the two methods are shown in Figs. 4
and 5 for the pulse and damped sinusoid signals, respec-
tively. These figures show the correlation coefficients for the
source estimates versus filter length for the three test ranges
of 600 m, 4300 m, and 7900 m. For completeness, the cor-
relation coefficient for the original received signal, i.e., the
source estimate that is available with no processing, is de-
picted by the dashed horizontal lines for the three ranges.
Note that use of the original received signal for classification
includes the initial application of the bandpass filter. The
maximum correlation coefficients over filter length for the
two methods are also provided in the legend boxes.

For both test signals, the Wiggins and Cabrelli methods
produce several to many source estimates that are superior to
the original received signal~the solid curves exceed the
dashed lines!. This indicates that, although filter length is an
important parameter, the methods often produce good results
for several filter lengths. Except for the pulse signal at the
4300-m range, the Wiggins method produces as many or
more source estimates with correlation coefficients of 0.90 or
higher for the tested filter lengths than the Cabrelli method,
as indicated by the results in Table I. Also, as indicated by
the maximum correlation coefficients in Figs. 4 and 5, the
best source estimate over filter length is generated by the
Wiggins method, rather than the Cabrelli method, in all but
one case.

B. Simulations with noise

To assess the performance of the Wiggins and Cabrelli
methods in noise, simulated independent Gaussian noise is
generated and added to each received signal before applica-
tion of the deconvolution algorithms. The SNR is defined as
the ratio of signal and noise standard deviations, and con-
verted to decibels~dB! for display. Again, in these simula-

TABLE I. Number of filter lengths~out of 50! for which the Wiggins and
Cabrelli methods produce source estimates with correlation coefficients of at
least 0.9.

600 m 4300 m 7900 m

Pulse Wiggins 10 31 0
Cabrelli 0 35 0

Damped Sinusoid Wiggins 23 3 26
Cabrelli 0 0 18

FIG. 3. Modeled Green’s functions at 250 m depth and ranges of~a! 600 m,
~b! 4300 m, and~c! 7900 m.
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tions, the bandpass filter is applied twice: first, it is applied to
the received signal before input to the deconvolution algo-
rithm; and second, it is applied to the source estimate gener-
ated by the algorithm.

Results depicting the maximum correlation coefficients
produced by the two methods for a series of SNRs from210
dB to 30 dB are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the pulse and
damped sinusoid signals, respectively. The correlation coef-

ficients for the original received signal~no processing! are
also included~solid curves!.

At all three ranges, both the Wiggins and Cabrelli meth-
ods produce source estimates that are superior to the original
received for the pulse signal~Fig. 6!. At the 600-m range, the
Wiggins method produces slightly better results than the Ca-
brelli method at SNRs above 22 dB, but the Cabrelli method
produces better results at all the lower SNRs. In the 4300-m

FIG. 4. Correlation coefficients be-
tween the known pulse source and the
source estimates produced by the~a!
Wiggins and~b! Cabrelli methods ver-
sus filter length. The correlation coef-
ficients between the true source and
the original received signal are de-
noted by dashed lines.

FIG. 5. Correlation coefficients be-
tween the known damped sinusoid
source and the source estimates pro-
duced by the~a! Wiggins and~b! Ca-
brelli methods versus filter length. The
correlation coefficients between the
true source and the original received
signal are denoted by dashed lines.
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range case, the Wiggins and Cabrelli methods produce com-
parable results at SNRs above 14 dB, but the Cabrelli
method is superior at lower SNRs. In the 7900-m case, the
Wiggins method performs better at SNRs between 14 dB and
20 dB, but the Cabrelli method performs better at all other
SNRs. Below about 8 dB, at all three ranges, the best Wig-
gins methods source estimate occurs at a filter length of 1
~correlation coefficient50.67!. While this result seems better
than the unprocessed signal, it is only because the particular
source signal is a pulse-type signal, similar in form to the
approximate delta function source estimate generated by the
filter length of 1. Thus this moderately high correlation co-
efficient of 0.67 is strictly signal dependent, and cannot gen-
erally be expected to occur. In fact, it does not occur for the
second test signal used in this paper.

Figure 7 depicts the deconvolution results for the
damped sinusoid signal. In this case, the Wiggins method
completely fails at SNRs below 10–14 dB while the Cabrelli
method can still produce some good source estimates below
10 dB. That is, the Cabrelli source estimates are superior to
the original received signal, and in some cases~SNRs of
4–16 dB for the 4300-m and 7900-m ranges! the source
estimate correlation coefficients are quite high. For the
600-m case, the Wiggins method exceeds the Cabrelli
method at only the highest SNRs. The inferior performance
of the Cabrelli method from SNRs of 18–28 dB in the
4300-m case and 18–22 dB in the 7900-m case can be made
superior to the Wiggins method by removing or reducing the
prewhitening used in the autocorrelation matrix inversion. In
the 4300-m case, for example, the correlation coefficients for
the Cabrelli source estimates between 18 and 22 dB when

prewhitening is removed are 0.95 or 0.96. While the Wiggins
results shown here do not appear to be adversely affected by
the level of prewhitening used, they may be for other test
cases. A more sophisticated implementation of both of these
algorithms would include a test for ill-conditioned matrices
and a determination of the appropriate level of prewhitening.

Detailed results for the Wiggins and Cabrelli methods at
SNR510 dB are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for the two test
signals. For the pulse signal~Fig. 8!, neither method pro-
duces source estimates with correlation coefficients above
0.90 for any of the three ranges tested. However, comparison
of the two sets of curves indicates that the Cabrelli method
produces a better selection of source estimates than the Wig-
gins method for the 4300-m and 7900-m ranges, many hav-
ing higher correlation coefficients than the original received
signal. The higher correlation coefficients are mostly be-
tween 0.70 and 0.85, however, and it is unknown whether
this degree of improvement in the source signal estimate will
translate into improved classification performance. For the
damped sinusoid signal~Fig. 9!, the Cabrelli method is ob-
viously superior to the Wiggins method, generating four and
seven source estimates with correlation coefficients above
0.90 for the 4900-m and 7900-m cases, as well as many
source estimates that are improvements over the original re-
ceived signal for all three ranges. This example illustrates
that the Cabrelli method is, at least in some cases, more
robust to additive noise than the Wiggins method.

V. CABRELLI METHOD WITH ALTERNATIVE NORMS

The Cabrelli method uses maximization of theD-norm
to extract a source signature from received data. Alternative

FIG. 7. Correlation coefficients between the known damped sinusoid signal
and source estimates produced by the Wiggins~3! and Cabrelli~s! meth-
ods in Gaussian noise for ranges of~a! 600 m,~b! 4300 m, and~c! 7900 m.
The solid lines indicate correlation coefficients for the original received
signal.

FIG. 6. Correlation coefficients between the known pulse signal and source
estimates produced by the Wiggins~3! and Cabrelli~s! methods in Gauss-
ian noise for ranges of~a! 600 m, ~b! 4300 m, and~c! 7900 m. The solid
lines indicate correlation coefficients for the original received signal.
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norms can also be used in the Cabrelli method. As an ex-
ample, we implement the Cabrelli algorithm with the
D-norm at the final stage in the algorithm replaced by therth
order normalized cumulant

Cr5(
k

yk
r Y iyi r , ~33!

for cumulant ordersr 53, 4, 5, and 6. For the damped sinu-
soid signal at range57900 m, the fourth and sixth order cu-
mulant norms give results comparable to theD-norm, as
shown in Fig. 10~no prewhitening is used in this example!.
In contrast, the third and fifth order cumulant norms do not
produce good source estimates at most SNRs. This example
is representative of therth order results for the damped si-

FIG. 8. Correlation coefficients be-
tween the known pulse source and the
source estimates produced by the~a!
Wiggins and~b! Cabrelli methods ver-
sus filter length for SNR510 dB. The
correlation coefficients between the
true source and the original received
signal are denoted by dashed lines.

FIG. 9. Correlation coefficients be-
tween the known damped sinusoid
source and the source estimates pro-
duced by the~a! Wiggins and~b! Ca-
brelli methods versus filter length for
SNR510 dB. The correlation coeffi-
cients between the true source and the
original received signal are denoted by
dashed lines.
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nusoid at the 600-m and 4300-m ranges. Since the Green’s
function in this example is close to symmetrically distributed
~i.e., a skewness of20.93!, the poor performance with the
odd order cumulants is not surprising. Odd order cumulants
may work well, however, for other applications. Examples of
successful odd order alternate norms in the Wiggins method
can be found in Nandi~1997!, and a comparison of alternate
norms in the Wiggins and Cabrelli methods can be found in
Pflug and Broadhead~1998!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a general scheme for apply-
ing blind deconvolution as a preprocessor to improve classi-
fier performance for passive acoustic transients. We also pre-
sented two particular algorithms from the literature and
showed that they can perform well in an ocean acoustics
setting~albeit, they were both developed for oil-exploration
related problems in reflection seismology!. Furthermore, we
have given a relative performance comparison in the pres-
ence of significant levels of additive noise. The evaluation
included using the correlation coefficient between the source
estimate and true source to quantify similarity, and compared
the level and frequency of occurrence of correlation coeffi-

cients produced for a predefined set of filter lengths. The two
methods gave good results for both the pulse and damped
sinusoid test signals when noise was absent or the SNR was
high. At moderate and lower SNRs, the Cabrelli method
tended to generate results that were superior to the Wiggins
method. For the damped sinusoid signal, the Wiggins
method failed completely below SNR510 dB, producing
source estimates that were more distorted than the original
received signal. In contrast, the Cabrelli method at this and
lower SNRs still produced some good source estimates. We
also implemented a variation of the Cabrelli algorithm to
accommodate third through sixth order cumulants and pre-
sented simulation results from the modified method that
showed comparable results for theD-norm, fourth, and sixth
order cumulant norms.
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A macro-mechanical model of the guinea pig cochlea
with realistic parameters
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The post-mortem transfer function of the cochlea of the guinea pig was compared to the transfer
function generated by a model with parameters derived from physical measurements of the guinea
pig cochlea. Both the formulation and parameters of the model were carefully chosen to be realistic
using evidence from published measurements. The fit between the transfer function of the model
and recent mechanical measurements of the passive guinea pig cochlear response was good, with a
root mean square ratio of 6.3 dB in amplitude and 0.33p rad in phase. The model was used to
explore the effect of cochlear partition mode factor and duct geometry upon the mechanical
response of the cochlea. Possible inadequacies of the model which could explain the remaining
differences between the output of the model and measurements are discussed. ©2000 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!04701-9#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Kc@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

The mechanics of the cochlea are often divided into
micro-mechanical and macro-mechanical parts, where
‘‘micro-mechanics’’ refers to the internal mechanics of the
organ of Corti and ‘‘macro-mechanics’’ refers to the remain-
der of the mechanics of the cochlea. The micro-mechanics
are thought to become important to the response of the co-
chlea at low levels of acoustic stimulation in the physiologi-
cally intact cochlea~see the review of de Boer, 1991!.
Hence, the mechanical response of the cochlea at high levels
or in the recently post-mortem cochlea can be modeled by
the passive macro-mechanics alone. Such a model will be
developed in this paper.

This is not the first attempt to match the transfer func-
tion of a macro-mechanical model to mechanical measure-
ments made in real cochleae in the passive state. Some ex-
amples of previous attempts are listed below:

~1! Viergever ~1980! attempted to match the transfer func-
tions generated by a two-dimensional, one degree of
freedom model to the passive mechanical measurements
of Johnstone and Yates~1974! and Wilson and
Johnstone~1975! using realistic parameters. He largely
failed to find a simultaneous match of both the amplitude
and phase of the transfer function.

~2! Viergever and Diependaal~1986! corrected some of the
deficiencies of Viergever’s ~1980! approach and
achieved a good match to the mechanical data of
Johnstone and Yates~1974! using a single degree of
freedom, two-dimensional model solved using the
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillioun ~WKB! approximation.
However, their model was a ‘‘box model’’ with scalae
1.4 mm high by 0.7 mm wide. Even at the place of
observation this is not a very realistic size, either in
cross-sectional area or ‘‘aspect ratio’’—the ratio of
height to width~Fernandez, 1952; Stevens and Davies,

1938!. When these dimensions are corrected the transfer
function of the model cannot be made to match the me-
chanical data.

~3! Although not attempting to specifically match passive
mechanical data, the model of Mammano and Nobili
~1993! uses a realistic macro-mechanical model with pa-
rameters derived from measurements made from the
guinea pig. However, the ‘‘passive’’ output of this
model~shown in Fig. 5 below! fails to match mechanical
measurements made in the guinea pig. In particular, the
phase of the transfer function generated by this model
fails to accumulate as quickly with increasing frequency
as that measured in real cochleae. I think that this is due
to the values of some of the parameters used, in particu-
lar the effective mass and effective width of the cochlear
partition.

In this paper I shall use a model which is basically simi-
lar to that used by Mammano and Nobili~1993!, except that
the parameter values used are more carefully chosen and
realistic. With the exception of some inherent problems,
which will be discussed later, this model matches passive
mechanical data quite well.~See the results of Fig. 5 below.!

The model developed in this study can be thought of as
being ‘‘realistic’’ since its predicted transfer function closely
matches mechanical measurements made in real cochleae
while its mechanical parameters are carefully chosen to
match published measurements. This is in contrast to the
models of Viergever~1980! and Mammano and Nobili
~1993! which fail to generate transfer functions which match
mechanical measurements, and also the model of Viergever
and Diependaal~1986! which, although matching the me-
chanical measurements, does not use realistic parameters.

Although the generation of a realistic macro-mechanical
cochlea model can be seen as an end in itself, this study is
intended to provide a starting point for more complete me-
chanical models of the cochlea which incorporate both real-
istic macro-mechanical and micro-mechanical features. Such
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a model can be thought of as a macro-mechanical model
with additional features to simulate the micro-mechanics~see
de Boer, 1991!. For such a complete mechanical model of
the cochlea to be realistic it must necessarily incorporate
realistic macro-mechanics.

I. METHOD

A. The measurements to which the model response
will be compared

A comprehensive set of measurements of the mechanical
response of the guinea pig cochlea, both in a live, sensitive
condition and recently post-mortem, were made by Nuttall
and Dolan~1996a, b!. From these results we can derive the
complex transfer function from the stapes footplate to the
point of measurement on the basilar membrane.

Unfortunately, measurements in the living, sensitive ani-
mal were not made at a high enough level~maximum acous-
tic stimulus 80–90 dB SPL! that the responses become com-
pletely passive. Evidence for this is provided by the fact that
at these levels the transfer function remains nonlinear. How-
ever, there is a complete set of measurements made in a
recently post-mortem animal~2381#2po.txt!. We shall use
these measurements to compare with the results of our
model.

Figure 1~a! shows the gain and phase of the transfer
function for this animal. As the post-mortem response is es-
sentially linear at these levels, we can put together all of the
responses, with stapes footplate velocity magnitudes of 0.2

to 400 mm/s. From these results we can derive both a mean
transfer function and a measure of the noise and experimen-
tal variation of the measurements. The average 95% confi-
dence interval of the mean of the transfer function is62.3
dB in gain and60.12 rad in phase.

Figure 1~b! shows the post-mortem transfer function to-
gether with transfer functions recorded from the same place
in the same animal in its sensitive~active, nonlinear! state.
The stapes velocity amplitudes of 0.1, 1, and 10 mm/s cor-
respond to sound pressure amplitudes of around 30, 50, and
70 dB SPL at the best frequency. This figure shows that the
‘‘passive’’ response from the post-mortem state is similar to
what we would expect in the sensitive state if the stapes
velocity amplitude were increased further. This continuity
between the trend of the high level responses and the post-
mortem response is evidence that the post-mortem responses
are the result of a simple ‘‘switching off’’ of the cochlear
amplifier rather than other changes occurring in the mechan-
ics of the cochlea.

Figure 2~a! shows a comparison between the passive
cochlear mechanical transfer function measured in the guinea
pig by Nuttall and Dolan~1996b! and some earlier measure-
ments. To aid comparison between measurements made at
different locations along the cochlear partition we assume a
‘‘scaling symmetry’’ as detailed by Zweig~1991!. Figure
2~b! shows the measurements plotted against ‘‘scaled fre-
quency’’ defined as

FIG. 1. The mechanical measurements~from Nuttall and Dolan, 1996b! with which the output of the model is to be compared.~a! Shows the gain and phase
of the complex cochlear gain or transfer function~cochlear partition velocity/stapes velocity! from post-mortem measurements made in animal 2381. The
cochlear partition velocity measurements were made close to the position of the first row of outer hair cells. All measurements, with stimulus velocity
amplitudes from 0.2 to 400 mm/s, are shown, each marked as a separate cross. The phase is presented in units of pi radians~i.e., 2 units51 cycle!. ~b!
Comparison of the cochlear gain, for the same position in animal 2381, in the sensitive and post-mortem state. The gain measured in the sensitive stateis
shown for stapes velocity amplitudes of 0.1, 1, and 10 mm/s. The mean of the gain measured in the post-mortem state is shown, marked ‘‘passive.’’
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Scaled frequency5
f

Fch

, ~1!

wheref is the frequency of measurement andFch is the char-
acteristic frequency of the place of measurement~or fre-
quency at which maximum amplitude of the transfer function
occurs!.

The validity of Nuttall and Dolan’s~1996b! measure-
ments is suggested by the qualitative similarity of all the
measurements. However, there are substantial differences—
with ratios of up to 20 dB in gain and 2p rad in phase. I
suggest the following reasons for these differences~none of
which invalidate Nuttall and Dolan’s measurements!:

~1! Differences in measurement techniques. Nuttall and
Dolan ~1996a! and Cooper and Rhode~1992! both used
laser interferometry techniques, Johnstone and Yates
~1974! used a Mossbauer technique, and Wilson and
Johnstone~1975! used a capacitive probe technique that
required the draining of the scala tympani. Each of these
measurement techniques will disturb the cochlea macro-
mechanics to a greater or lesser extent and thus give rise
to differences between the sets of measurements.

~2! Differences between the measurement sites in each of
the measurements. The site of recording of cochlear par-
tition vibration can vary in both the longitudinal and
radial directions. The transfer function of Cooper and
Rhode ~1992! was obviously measured at a site much
more basal than the other measurements. A break down

of scaling symmetry would cause this transfer function
to be different from the others. Differences in transfer
functions will also be caused by radial differences in
measurement site. For instance, a transfer function mea-
sured at the edge of the basilar membrane will have a
lower gain than one measured towards the center of the
basilar membrane.

~3! Intraspecies differences between the cochleae of differ-
ent guinea pigs.

B. The model

The geometry of the model of the cochlea used in this
paper is shown in Fig. 3. The model consists of two straight
semicircular sectioned fluid-filled tubes, of varying cross-
sectional area, joined at a wall. Part of this wall, the cochlear
partition, can move in response to the difference in pressure
across it. The cochlear partition consists of a set of thin flex-
ible parallel beams arranged perpendicular to the longitudi-
nal direction, along which thex dimension varies. At the
apical end of the cochlea (x5L) is an opening~representing
the helicotrema! at which the pressure difference across the
cochlear partition becomes zero.

The input to the model is the acceleration of the oval
window (j vVs) which is positioned atx,0. This move-
ment, together with the corresponding motion of the round
window, sets up a pressure difference across the cochlear
partition. The cochlear partition responds by moving at ve-
locity Vcp@x#, which is the output of the model. Each of the

FIG. 2. ~a! Comparison of the amplitude and phase from four sets of mechanical measurements of cochlear transfer function made from guinea pigs in a
‘‘passive’’ state. Key:nd 1996, from Nuttall and Dolan~1996b!, mean of measurements from animal 2381 in a post-mortem state;cr 1992, from Cooper and
Rhode~1992!, measurements from animal GP60 with 100 dB SPL in the ear canal;jy 1974, from Johnstone and Yates~1974!, measurements shown in their
Fig. 3; wj 1975, from Wilson and Johnstone~1975!, measurements from animal 160 made at location 6 with 100 dB SPL in the ear canal.~b! The same
measurements as in~a! with frequency scaled according to Eq.~1!.
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thin beams making up the cochlear partition is restrained by
an impedanceZcp@x#. A force per unit lengthFz@x# along
the cochlear partition is generated byVcp@x# acting across
this impedance. This force is resisted by force per unit length
Fs@x#1Fcp@x#. Fs@x# is the force per unit length due to the
motion of the oval window transmitted through the fluid tox.
Fcp@x# is the force per unit length due to the motion of the
cochlear partition transmitted through the fluid tox.

Mechanically this model is believed to behave some-
what like the cochlea. However, for reasons of tractability
and ease of computation of the solution method many sim-
plifications and assumptions have been made. These simpli-
fications and assumptions include:~1! only the cochlear par-
tition and the round and oval windows are free to move, all
other fluid boundaries are perfectly rigid;~2! the fluid filling
the cochlea is inviscous and incompressible;~3! the motion
of the fluid is irrotational and thus can be characterized in
terms of potential flow;~4! all motions in the cochlea are
linearly proportional to the forces generating them;~5! the
cochlear partition can be characterized as a set of thin later-
ally uncoupled parallel beams;~6! the fluid-filled chambers
of the cochlea are semicircularly sectioned and straight;~7!
the parallel beams move as pistons~i.e., no variation of ra-
dial mode shape along cochlea! and only in a transverse di-
rection; ~8! the radial mode shape of the motion of the real
cochlear partition can be simulated by reducing the effective
width of the partition;~9! that the oval and round windows
are positioned so that the force propagator is greatest atx
50; ~10! that the round and oval windows are positioned far
enough away from the cochlear partition that the ‘‘local’’
part of the force propagator is negligible;1 ~11! the Green’s
functions for the fluid flow are described well by the ap-
proximate formulas given in Mammano and Nobili~1993!;2

~12! in the case of the recently post-mortem~passive! co-
chlea the impedance restraining the cochlear partition
(Zcp@x#) can be characterized as a passive, linear, one degree
of freedom, damped oscillator with characteristic that varies
smoothly along the length of the duct; and~13! the stapes is
driven from a velocity~infinitely high impedance! source.

A solution to the model is found using a modification of
the solution method developed by Mammano and Nobili
~1993! and Nobili and Mammano~1996!. An outline of the
solution method is given in Appendix A.

C. The parameters of the model used to calculate the
Green’s functions

The stapes force propagator and Green’s functions were
calculated according to the methods of Mammano and Nobili
~1993!. In order to calculate the functions three sets of geo-
metric measurements are required:

Effective area of the round window. Fernandez~1952!
measured the cross-sectional area of the oval window in the
guinea pig to be about 1.4131026 m2 ~mean of six ears!.
However, since the edges of the oval window are constrained
not to move, we cannot assume that it moves as a piston. We
can define an ‘‘equivalent area’’ of the oval window:

Ast5Aow3mode factor of oval window, ~2!

whereAst is the equivalent area of the oval window;Aow is
the actual area of the oval window; and the mode factor is
the ratio of the volume displaced by the oval window when
the stapes is moved a given distance and the volume that
would be displaced if the whole window were to move this
distance as a piston.

The area of the stapes footplate in the guinea pig is
about 0.8831026 m2 ~Littler, 1965, mean of eight ears!. We
shall assume that all of this area is fixed to the center of the
oval window and vibrates like a piston. If the remaining part
of the oval window vibrates with a linear mode shape, the
mode factor is about 0.9. This gives an equivalent area of the
oval window of about 1.2631026 m2.

Cross-sectional area of the cochlea ducts. Fernandez
~1952! gives the cross-sectional area of the scala vestibuli
plus the scala media and of the scala tympani in the guinea
pig ~measured from two orthogonal mid-modiolar sections,
average of three ears for each section!. We shall use these
values in this paper.

Effective width of the moving part of the cochlear par-
tition. Both Guild ~1927! and Fernandez~1952! give mea-
surements of the width of the basilar membrane of the guinea
pig. These measurements differ by less than 25%. What is
more difficult to ascertain is exactly how much of the width
of the cochlear partition moves and what the mode shape of
that motion is.

Fernandez~1952! judges that all structures up to the
osseous spiral lamina or the edge of the limbus are thin

FIG. 3. Longitudinal and transverse sections of the geometry of the model used in this paper. Note that, for reasons of clarity, the scale in the longitudinal
direction is smaller than that in the other directions.
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enough to participate considerably in the motion of the co-
chlear partition. This assumption adds up to 25% to the ef-
fective width of the moving part of the cochlear partition, at
the apical end of the cochlea. In this paper we shall use this
larger width for the moving part of the cochlear partition
~marked ‘‘Y’’ ! in Fig. 3 of Fernandez, 1952!.

We can define a mode factor for the moving part of the
cochlear partition in much the same way as for the oval
window. The value of this mode factor depends upon the
unknown transverse mode shape of the vibration of the co-
chlear partition. For instance, the mode factor could be 0.5
~if it behaved like a uniform beam clamped at both ends! or
about 0.637~if it behaved like a uniform beam hinged at
both ends!.

Many investigators have assumed that the cochlea parti-
tion behaves as a uniform clamped beam@e.g., in the original
model of Mammano and Nobili~1993!#. However, two
pieces of evidence lead me to conclude that the cochlear
partition behaves as though it were hinged at its edges:~1!
the sheet of transverse fibers which probably account for
most of the stiffness of the cochlea becomes considerably
thinner at its edges~Iurato, 1962! and ~2! the inner hair cell
stereocilia are mounted close to the modiolar edge of the
cochlear partition which must be hinged if they are to bend
appreciably in response to motion of the cochlear partition
~Davis, 1958!.

However, the cochlear partition probably does not have
the mode shape of a uniform hinged beam. Variations in
stiffness across its length and the loading of structures such
as the organ of Corti will cause a complicated mode shape
with an unknown mode factor~but probably less than 0.637!.
In this paper I shall set the default cochlear partition mode
factor to be 0.637, but will also examine the effect of reduc-
ing it to 0.5.

D. The parameters of the cochlear partition

We shall model the impedance of the cochlear partition
~in its passive state! as a single degree of freedom mass–
spring–damper system. The impedance of the cochlear par-
tition is

Zcp@x,v#5H@x#1 j ~vM @x#2K@x#/v!

5M @x#v0@x#H d@x#1 j S v

v0
D 2S v0@x#

v
D J ,

~3!

where H@x#, M @x#, and K@x# are the effective damping,
mass, and stiffness per unit length respectively;j
5(21)21/2; v52p f is the angular excitation frequency;
v0@x#5(K@x#/M @x#)1/2 is the ‘‘in vacuoresonance’’ of the
cochlear partition; andd@x#5H@x#(M @x#K@x#)21/2 is the
damping coefficient.

Taking each of the parameters of Eq.~3! in turn, we
have the following.

Mass per unit length of cochlear partition. Fernandez
~1952! states that the cross-sectional area of the structures
attached to the basilar membrane~CSA@x#! has a minimum
of 1231029 m2, increases to a maximum of 1731029 m2

(17.531023 m from the base!, and falls to 1531029 m2

near the apex. Since most of this mass is situated close to the
center of the moving part of the cochlear partition and its
density is close to that of water~r! we approximate the mass
per unit length of the moving part of the cochlear partition as
M @x#5rCSA@x#. Figure 4~b! shows the mass per unit
length of the moving part of the cochlear partition used in
this paper. It is based upon an interpolation of the cross-
sectional areas given in Fernandez~1952!.

In vacuoresonance of cochlear partition. The ‘‘in vacuo
resonant frequency’’ of the cochlea is the resonant frequency
of a particular short section of the cochlear partition were it
to be mechanically excited with the effect of the fluid cou-
pling removed.

In a nonuniform transmission line model of the cochlea
@such as the energy flow model of Lighthill~1991!#, the
place of the ‘‘cutoff’’ of a particular input frequency occurs
at the place which has anin vacuo resonance equal to that
input frequency. The ‘‘cutoff place’’ is the position along the
cochlear partition at which energy of a particular frequency
ceases to flow as propagating waves and flows in an evanes-
cent mode. In the lightly damped case the cutoff place is
marked in the response by a rapid change of phase gradient
from its maximum to close to zero. Slightly basal to the
cutoff place the group velocity of the propagating waves
reaches its minimum~Lighthill, 1991!. Spatially, the maxi-
mum of the amplitude of the response~the characteristic
place! also occurs slightly basal to the cutoff place, and
hence the place of thein vacuoresonance for the input fre-
quency. This effect is clearly visible both in measurements
of the mechanical response of the cochlea@see, for instance,
Robleset al. ~1986! and Nuttall and Dolan~1996a, b!# and in
the results of various mechanical models@see, for instance,
Steele and Taber~1979! and Kanis and de Boer~1993!#.

The model used in this paper is not a transmission line
model. Nevertheless, the same relationship between thein
vacuoresonance and the cutoff point of the response holds
true, except for very low frequencies at the very apical end of
the cochlea.3 For frequencies within vacuoresonances at the
apical end of the cochlea, reflection from the helicotrema
invalidates the unidirectional energy flow argument above
and the cutoff point occurs somewhat basally to thein vacuo
resonance. Such effects do not concern us here since we are
modeling measurements close to the basal end of the co-
chlea.

We can find an approximation to thein vacuoresonance
by finding the characteristic frequency map for low-level in-
puts along the cochlea. Several such sets of measurements,
made in guinea pig, are presented in Greenwood~1990!. This
data can be fitted reasonably well to the equation

Fch@x#545 000322410x, ~4!

where Fch@x# is the characteristic frequency for a placex
meters from the basal end of the cochlear partition.

The above equation gives a characteristic frequency half
a turn basal of the helicotrema (Fch@0.01775#) of 290 Hz.
This corresponds with the direct mechanical measurements
of Cooper and Rhode~1995!.
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However,Fch@x# is not equal to (1/2p)v0@x# since the
characteristic place is slightly basal to thein vacuoresonance
and hence (1/2p)v0@x# must be slightly higher thanFch@x#.
An estimate of the difference at the basal end of the guinea
pig cochlea can be found by comparing sensitive low-level
amplitude and phase responses for animal 2381#2 from Nut-
tall and Dolan~1996b!. At Fch@x#518 kHz in this animal,
Fch@x# is about 20% lower than (1/2p)v0@x#. At the apical
end of the cochlea the difference is more difficult to estimate
due to the irregularity of the response and lack of a definite
point at which the gradient of the phase changes, probably
due to reflections from the apex@see, for instance, the results
of Cooper and Rhode~1995!#. However, the results of Coo-
per and Rhode~1995! suggest that thein vacuoresonance is
about 600 Hz~or about one octave aboveFch@x#) at x
517.5 mm. Logarithmically interpolating between these two
points gives us thein vacuo resonance function that I will
use in this paper:

v0@x#52p347 250322355x. ~5!

Damping coefficient of cochlear partition. Mammano
and Nobili ~1993! derive an estimate of the damping per unit
length (H@x#) from fluid mechanical considerations and es-
timated dimensions of the subtectorial space. Their dimen-
sions for the subtectorial space correspond well with pub-
lished pictures of sections of the organ of Corti. We shall use

these values ofH@x# to find the damping constant of the
cochlear partition in this paper.

Longitudinal coupling. Mammano and Nobili~1993!
showed that realistic values of longitudinal coupling~shear-
ing resistances of around 10210 kg.m/s along the cochlear
partition! made a significant contribution to the response of
their active model of the cochlea.

Increasing the longitudinal coupling to these values in
our passive model only makes a significant change to its
transfer function at a small region just before the place ofin
vacuoresonance. This region is localized to a 0.1-mm-long
section of the cochlea and the rest of the transfer function is
changed insignificantly by the introduction of longitudinal
coupling.

We attribute the negligible effect of longitudinal cou-
pling to the fact that the damping forces are much larger than
the shearing resistance in our passive model. In an active
model, such as that of Mammano and Nobili~1993!, the
activity balances out the damping forces to the point where
the shearing resistance becomes significant.

Place of measurement of motion of the cochlear parti-
tion. Nuttall and Dolan~1996a! do not state the longitudinal
position on the cochlear partition from which responses were
recorded. However, examination of the responses of animal
2381#2 from Nuttall and Dolan~1996b! ~to which the re-
sponse of the model will be compared! show that the phase

FIG. 4. Some of the parameters of the model used in this and other papers. Key:this paper, parameters used in this paper,nm 1993, parameters used by
Mammano and Nobili~1993!; vd 1986, parameters used by Viergever and Diependaal~1986! to fit to the passive guinea pig data of Johnstone and Yates
~1974!. ~a! The effective width of the moving part of the cochlear partition used in each model.~b! The mass per unit length of the cochlear partition used in
each model.~c! The in vacuoresonance of the cochlear partition used in each model.~d! The damping constant of the cochlear partition used in each model.
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gradient change occurs at 18 900 Hz. If we take this to be the
in vacuo resonance of the place of measurement, then ac-
cording to our model’sin vacuofrequency map the measure-
ments were made atx53.72 mm. This will be the place
along the cochlear partition from which the model’s output is
taken in order to calculate the transfer function.

The discretization mesh of the model. The ‘‘discretiza-
tion mesh’’ defines where the points$x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN% are
placed along the longitudinal axis of the cochlear partition.
As the time to find a solution increases as the cube of the
number of mesh points, it is advantageous to use as few
mesh points as is consistent with an accurate solution. In
general, a regularly spaced discretization mesh is not opti-
mal. The maximum phase gradient of high-frequency re-
sponses is much steeper than the maximum phase gradient of
low-frequency responses. Therefore the discretization mesh
is arranged to decrease its density~using an exponential
function! by a factor of 20 from base to apex. Furthermore,
the phase gradient of the response for a particular frequency
increases markedly at around the place of thein vacuoreso-
nance for that frequency. Therefore, the mesh density is in-
creased, in a smooth manner~using a hyperbolic secant func-
tion!, by a factor of up to 8 for about 1 mm either side of the
place of thein vacuoresonance for the frequency being in-
vestigated.

All of the model results reported in this paper were gen-
erated using a nonuniform 400-point discretization mesh. In-
creasing the number of points to 600 made an insignificant
difference to the solution~a ratio of only 0.4 dB in amplitude
and 0.02p rad in phase!. Reducing the number of points to
200 only changed the amplitude by a maximum of 1 dB and
the phase by a maximum of 0.1p rad. This indicates that a
400-point nonuniform mesh is sufficient for an accurate so-
lution.

With a 400-point discretization mesh a single run of the
model ~at one frequency! takes about 90 s on a 200-MHz
Pentium based computer.

II. RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the amplitude and phase of the transfer
function obtained by running the model with the parameters
discussed above. These results were obtained by running the
model at a selection of frequencies between 1 and 18.6 kHz
~with the discretization mesh optimized for each frequency!.
The complex velocity transfer function between the stapes
and the place of measurement on the cochlear partition was
then plotted~in the log amplitude/phase domain! against fre-
quency.

Also shown are the mean and 95% confidence intervals
of the mechanical measurements made on the post-mortem
guinea pig~2381#2po! by Nuttall and Dolan~1996b!. The
root mean square of the ratios between the mean of the Nut-
tall and Dolan~1996b! data and the output of the model is
6.3 dB in amplitude and 0.33p rad in phase. The maximum
difference was 13 dB in amplitude and 0.5p rad in phase.

The fit between the model and the mechanical data is
good at low frequencies~1–2 kHz! and follows the general
trend of the data towards the peak of the amplitude~2–13
kHz!. However, the transfer function of the model fails to

follow the rapid amplitude transitions, particularly at 5 and
10 kHz where it is up to 12 dB different. I believe that these
rapid amplitude transitions are due to reflection phenomena
~such as standing waves! and cannot be simulated in a model
with smoothly varying parameters, such as the one described
in this paper. Beyond the peak the model transfer function
matches the mechanical data quite well with both the phase
and amplitude falling rapidly to the correct level. However,
there are differences: both the amplitude and phase fall too
late and too quickly, and the ‘‘plateau’’ in the phase response
occurs too early.

A. The effect of reducing the cochlear partition mode
factor

Figure 5 also shows the transfer function obtained when
the mode factor of the cochlear partition was reduced from
0.637 ~that of a uniform beam hinged at both ends! to 0.5
~that of a beam clamped at both ends!. The differences be-
tween the two transfer functions are significant at frequencies

FIG. 5. Amplitude and phase of the cochlear transfer function both pre-
dicted by various models and from mechanical measurements made in the
guinea pig. Key:nd data with 95% ci, mechanical measurement data from
Nuttall and Dolan~1996b! animal 2381#2po, the solid line is the mean and
the dotted lines enclose the 95% confidence interval at each frequency;
Hinged mode, results from the model run with all parameters set as de-
scribed in Sec. I C;Clamped mode, results from the model run with the
cochlear partition mode factor set to 0.5;mn 1993, results from the passive
model of Mammano and Nobili~1993!.
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between the peak amplitude and thein vacuo resonance
~with ratio of up to 15 dB in amplitude and 1.5p rad in
phase!.

In view of this result, I conclude that any quantitative
model of the cochlea must pay significant attention to the
mode factor of the vibration of the cochlear partition if it is
to generate accurate results. The model in this paper uses the
mode factor of a simple hinged beam, on the basis of rather
nebulous arguments. Obviously, some further investigation
of this matter is required.

B. The effect of changing the geometry of the scalae

Figure 6 shows the effect of changing the geometry of
the cross-sectional shape of the scalae, while their cross-
sectional area remains the same.

Figure 6~a! compares a model with square sectioned
ducts and a model in which pressure is constant across the
cross section of the duct~the so-called ‘‘long wave’’ ap-
proximation! to our model with semi-circular sectioned
ducts. The Green’s function for the model with square sec-
tioned ducts was derived using a 2D approximation outlined
in Appendix B. There is a significant difference between the
transfer functions generated by the models with different ge-
ometries, particularly after the peak amplitude frequency~a
ratio of up to 35 dB and 2p rad between the long wave and
semi-circular ducted models and up to 20 dB and 1.2p rad
between the square and semi-circular ducted models!. This

demonstrates that neither the square ducted nor the long
wave models are adequate representations of a semi-circular
ducted cochlea.

The formulation of the approximation to the Green’s
function for the model with square ducts allows us to inves-
tigate the effect of altering the aspect ratio~width/height! of
a rectangular duct. Figure 6~b! shows transfer functions gen-
erated by models with rectangular ducts with aspect ratios of
0.5, 1, and 2. There is a significant change in the transfer
function ~with ratios of up to 25 dB in amplitude and 1.5p
rad in phase! caused by altering the aspect ratio.

I conclude that the cross-sectional shape of the scalae
has a considerable effect upon the cochlear transfer function,
and therefore that any quantitative model must reflect realis-
tic scalae geometry. Although a semi-circular duct is prob-
ably the most realistic of the geometries considered in this
paper, it probably still does not adequately reflect the true
geometry of the guinea pig cochlea~see Stevens and Davis,
1938!.

III. DISCUSSION

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that, although the transfer
function predicted by the model in this paper follows the
general trend and reproduces many of the features of the
measured mechanical data, there are still quite large discrep-
ancies between the measured and predicted transfer func-

FIG. 6. Amplitude and phase of the cochlear transfer function from both the model and mechanical measurements made in the guinea pig. Key:nd data, mean
of the mechanical measurement data from Nuttall and Dolan~1996b! animal 2381#2po;Semi circular ducts, results from the model run with all parameters
set as described in Sec. I C;Rectangular ducts b/h52, Square ducts and Rectangular ducts b/h50.5, results from the model run with the Green’s function
describing a two-dimensional rectangular duct with aspect ratios~width of duct/height of duct! set to 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively;Long wave approx, results
from the model in which pressure was not allowed to vary across the cross section of the duct.
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tions. There are a very large number of possible reasons for
these discrepancies. However, I suggest the reasons listed
below as the most likely explanations:

~i! In the model used in this paper the scalae are assumed
to have a semi-circular cross section. In the real
guinea pig cochlea the scalae cross sections are not
this shape~Stevens and Davis, 1938!. Furthermore, in
the real cochlea the shape of the scalae is further com-
plicated by the coiling of the cochlea. The study in
this paper has shown that the scalae cross-sectional
shape has a significant effect upon the transfer func-
tion generated by the model. Modeling the complex
shape of the real scalae probably requires a numerical
method for finding the Green’s functions.

~ii ! In the model presented here the cochlear partition im-
pedance is represented as the point impedance of a
one degree of freedom oscillator. This is probably too
simple a model. For instance, because the real cochlea
must provide good coupling to the inner hell cell ste-
reocilia, the micro-mechanics~hair cell stereocilia–
tectorial membrane complex! must play a significant
role in the partition impedance, even in the passive
cochlea. To model these effects would require a mul-
tiple degree of freedom impedance model.

~iii ! The round and oval windows are assumed to be some-
what basal to the end of the cochlear partition in the
model presented in this paper. This allows us to as-
sume that the cochlear partition is driven by a simple
pressure difference across its basal end and to ignore
any evanescent coupling effects between the window
motion and the cochlear partition. In the real guinea
pig cochlea the round and oval windows drive into the
vestibule over the basal end of the cochlear partition.
The proximity and position of the windows may well
have a significant effect upon the mechanical response
of the cochlea.

~iv! In the model presented here the parameter values are
assumed to vary smoothly along the length of the co-
chlear partition. I have adopted these ‘‘smooth’’ pa-
rameters since the available measurements only pro-
vide a few points of reference, the rest of the data
being derived by interpolation. The mechanical mea-
surements show rapid fluctuations across frequency,
which I believe can only be modeled by reflections
caused by irregularities in some of the parameters.
Irregularities in the parameters could be found by op-
timizing the model parameters, all along the length of
the cochlea, so that the model output fits the mechani-
cal data. Such a scheme~e.g., conjugate gradient
minimization! would require large amounts of com-
puting time since the model would have to be run
many times and a single run of the model at many
frequencies takes several tens of minutes~on a 200-
MHz Pentium processor based computer!.

~v! The model presented here is driven from a velocity
~infinitely high impedance! source. This is obviously
unrealistic since the real cochlea is driven via a finite
impedance dependent upon the middle and outer ears

and the driving arrangement used to deliver the sound
stimulus. The driving impedance will affect the co-
chlea transfer function, in particular standing waves
may occur at some frequencies. The rapid fluctuations
in the real transfer function may be due to these fac-
tors. To investigate this would require the model to be
driven from an impedance derived from a realistic
model of the middle and outer ears and the driving
arrangement. Such a model would require that the
acoustic parameters of the driving arrangement as
well as those of the middle and outer ears to be mea-
sured. These measurements were not published by
Nuttall and Dolan~1996a!, so such a model is not
possible at present. It would be useful to those at-
tempting to model the data if future publications of
mechanical measurements included details such as the
Thevenin parameters of the sound source.

~vi! Most of the parameter values used in this paper were
obtained from rather old sources@for instance, many
parameters were derived from Fernandez~1952!#.
Since these sources were compiled, many advances
have been made, both in measurement and reporting
techniques, which could result in more accurate val-
ues for many of the parameters. It would be beneficial
to make new measurements of many of the macro-
mechanical structures of the cochlea of the guinea pig,
and to report both means and individual differences
between animals.

~vii ! In the model presented here the mode factor of the
cochlear partition was assumed to be that of a hinged
uniform beam. In view of the complex structure of the
cochlear partition this assumption is probably incor-
rect. It has been shown that even quite small varia-
tions of the cochlear partition mode factor can have
significant effects upon the transfer function gener-
ated by the model. A realistic value for the cochlear
partition mode factor can probably be found by a
combination of mechanical measurements and theo-
retical studies.

~viii ! The cochlea duct dimensions are changing rapidly at
around our place of measurement. This could cause
our approximation for the Green’s function of the
duct to become significantly inaccurate, giving rise to
inaccuracies in our predicted transfer function. This
matter could be resolved by finding a better approxi-
mation for the Green’s functions, for instance, by us-
ing numerical methods.

~ix! The procedure for making mechanical measurements
of the motion of the cochlear partition is very inva-
sive. They involve gaining physical access to the in-
side of the cochlea, and in many cases the placing of
a small mass upon the moving part of the cochlear
partition. Disturbance of the mechanical process by
such procedures probably accounts for the discrepan-
cies between the measurements shown in Fig. 2. Mod-
ern measurements are carried out using the minimum
of disturbance, to the point where the ‘‘active pro-
cess’’ at low levels is still present. It is an implicit
assumption of this study that modern measurements,
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such as those performed by Nuttall and Dolan
~1996a!, accurately reflect the mechanics of the undis-
turbed cochlea. However, in view of the history of
improving measurements being obtained by proce-
dures that cause less perturbation of the cochlear me-
chanics, we must question the validity of all cochlear
mechanical measurements.

~x! The guinea pigs used to obtain the mechanical mea-
surements of cochlear response were different animals
from those used to obtain the parameters of the model
used in this paper. None of the sources of the model
parameters include details of the variation of those
parameters among individual animals. The possibility
exists that this variation is quite wide. If this is the
case, then we should properly only compare mechani-
cal response measurements with a model using pa-
rameters from that animal.

~xi! In our model the ‘‘output’’ of the cochlear vibration is
taken at a point of the greatest amplitude of vibration
across the cochlear partition 3.72 mm from the base.
In fact, the measurement was taken from a point on
the cochlear partition below the outer hair cells. Given
our ignorance of the mode of vibration of the cochlear
partition, we cannot tell if this is the point of maxi-
mum amplitude of vibration, or, if it is not, then what
proportion of the maximum vibration is present at this
point. The point of measurement in thex direction
~3.72 mm from the base! was chosen to match the
frequency of the start of the ‘‘phase plateau’’ of the
transfer function to thein vacuoresonance of the co-
chlear partition. In fact, even in our model, these fre-
quencies do not quite match. The start of the phase
plateau for an input of 18 900 Hz is some 0.25 mm
basal to thein vacuo resonance for that frequency.
This difference appears to be a function of damping
with smaller damping reducing the difference. Other
factors, such as longitudinal coupling, also affect this
difference. In view of the foregoing, we may be com-
paring the transfer functions taken from a different
point in the model and in the real cochlea from which
the mechanical measurements were made.

IV. SUMMARY

~1! The post-mortem transfer function of the cochlea of the
guinea pig was compared to the transfer function gener-
ated by a model@based upon that of Mammano and No-
bili ~1993!# with parameters derived from physical mea-
surements of the guinea pig cochlea.

~2! The transfer function generated by the model is quanti-
tatively quite similar to that measured in the real guinea
pig cochlea. The model transfer function follows the
general trend and has many of the features of the real
data~see Fig. 5!.

~3! Experiments with the model show the importance of co-
chlear partition mode factor and duct geometry upon the
passive response of the cochlea~see Figs. 5 and 6!.

~4! There are features of the real data which the model fails
to simulate. In particular, there are rapid fluctuations
across frequency in the real transfer function. These

cause differences of up to 12 dB between the amplitudes
of the transfer functions of the real guinea pig and the
model ~see Fig. 5!.

APPENDIX A: OUTLINE OF THE GREEN’S FUNCTION
SOLUTION METHOD USED IN THIS PAPER

The solution method can be derived from the assump-
tion that the forces transmitted through the fluid in the co-
chlea are exactly balanced by the force generated by the
impedance of the moving cochlear partition. At distancex
along the cochlea this balance of forces, acting upon the
cochlear partition, can be written

Fs@x#1Fcp@x#5Fz@x#, ~A1!

whereFs@x# is the force per unit length, acting atx, due to
the motion of the stapes coupled via the cochlear fluid;
Fcp@x# is the force per unit length due to the combined mo-
tion of the whole of the cochlear partition coupled via the
cochlear fluid; andFz@x# is the force per unit length due to
the mechanical impedance of the moving cochlear partition.
Figure 3 shows these forces diagrammatically. Note that all
forces and velocities are expressed as amplitudes since the
model is linear and we are working in the frequency domain.

Taking these forces one by one,

Fx@x#52 j vGs@x#Vs , ~A2!

whereVs is the velocity of the stapes andGs@x# is the stapes
force propagator, giving the force per unit length atx due to
unit velocity of the stapes. The value of the stapes force
propagator can be determined from fluid mechanical consid-
erations. Details are given in Mammano and Nobili~1993!
and Nobili and Mammano~1996!:1

Fcp@x#52 j vE
x850

x85L
G@x,x8#Vcp@x8# dx8, ~A3!

whereVcp@x8# is the velocity of the cochlear partition atx8;
L is the length of the cochlear partition; and G@x,x8# is the
Green’s function, giving force per unit length atx due to unit
velocity atx8:

Fz@x#5Vcp@x#Zcp@x#, ~A4!

where Zcp@x# is the impedance per unit length of the co-
chlear partition to transverse motion.

An approximate value of the Green’s function in the
cochlea can be determined from fluid mechanical consider-
ations. For example, see the analysis of Mammano and No-
bili ~1993! and Nobili and Mammano~1996!.2 Such an
analysis results in a Green’s function that is the sum of a
‘‘long range part’’ ~without a singularity atx5x8) and a
‘‘singular part’’ ~with a singularity atx5x8). Equation~A3!
can then be written
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Fcp@x#52F j vE
x850

x85L
Glw@x,x8#Vcp@x8# dx8G

2F j vE
x850

x85L
Gsing@x,x8#Vcp@x8# dx8G , ~A5!

where Glw and Gsing are the ‘‘long range’’ and ‘‘singular’’
parts of the Green’s function, respectively.

We can discretize the model by defining a set ofN11
points along the cochlear partition$x1 ,x2 ,x3 , . . . ,xN ,xN11%
where x150,x2,x3 . . . ,xN,xN115L. The model is
thus discretized intoN sections each of lengthDn5xn11

2xn . Using this discretization, Eq.~A5! can then be ap-
proximated by

Fcp@xr #'2 j v(
c51

N
1

2
Dc~Vcp@xc#Glw@xr ,xc#

1Vcp@xc11#Glw@xr ,xc11# !

2 j v(
c51

N S 1

2
~Vcp@xc#

1Vcp@xc11# !E
x85xc

x85xc11
Gsing@xr ,x8# dx8D . ~A6!

Here Vcp@xN11#50, since force per unit length across the
partition is zero at the helicotrema~at x5L). Finally, a set of
simultaneous equations@with a similar form to Eq.~A1!# for
the whole system can be written in matrix form:

~ j vGM1ZM !VV52 j vVsS
V, ~A7!

whereGM is a full square matrix of sizeN3N, with ele-
ments

GM

55
E

x85x1

x85x21

2
Gsing@xr ,x8# dx81

1

2
D1Glw@xr ,x1#, c51,

E
x85xc

x85xc11
Gsing@xr ,x8# dx81

1

2
~Dc211Dc!Glw@xr ,xc#,

cÞ1,
~A8!

r ,cP$1,2, . . . ,N21,N%,

ZM5diag †$Zcp@x1#,Zcp@x2#, . . . ,Zcp@xN21#,Zcp@xN#%‡,
~A9!

VV5†$Vcp@x1#,Vcp@x2#, . . . ,Vcp@xN21#,Vcp@xN#%‡T,
~A10!

SV5†$Gs@x1#,Gs@x2#, . . . ,Gs@xN21#,Gs@xN#%‡T. ~A11!

We shall define the complex ‘‘gain of the cochlea,’’ or gain
at xn asVcp@xn#/Vs . In other words,Vcp@xn# whenVs is set
to unity. If G@x8,x#, Gs@x#, andZcp@x# are known, then Eq.

~A7! can be solved withVs51, for any frequency of input, to
find the gain of the cochlea at all points.

APPENDIX B: A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
APPROXIMATION FOR THE GREEN’S FUNCTION OF
A RECTANGULAR DUCT OF VARYING CROSS-
SECTIONAL AREA

The Green’s function for a rectangular duct of varying
cross section can be approximated using a similar technique
to that of Mammano and Nobili~1993!. The Green’s func-
tion can be expressed as the sum of a long range part, deter-
mined by the cross-sectional area all along the duct, and a
singular part, determined by the geometry of the duct local to
the singularity.

The force per unit length generated by the motion of the
cochlear partition propagated by the cochlear fluid can be
written

Fcp@x#52 j vE
x850

x85L
~uG@x,x8#1 lG@x,x8# !Vcp@x8# dx8,

~B1!

where uG@x,x8# is the Green’s function representing the
force transmitted by the fluid in the upper fluid space~scala
vestibuli and scala media! and1G@x,x8# is the Green’s func-
tion for the lower fluid space~scala tympani!.

HereuG@x,x8# can be approximated by

uG@x,x8#'uGlw@x,x8#1uGsing@x,x8#

'uGlw@x,x8#1uG2d@x,x8#2uGlwc@x,x8#, ~B2!

where

uGlw@x,x8#5rb@x#b@x8#E
e5Max@x,x8#

e5L 1
uh@e#ub@e#

de, ~B3!

which is the ‘‘long range’’ part of the upper fluid space
Green’s function~Mammano and Nobili, 1993!:

uG2d@x,x8#5
rb@x#

pub@x#
E

x850

x85L
2b@x8#S LnF2UcoshF px

uh@x#
G

2coshF px8
uh@x#

GUG2
pL

uh@x#
D dx8, ~B4!

which is the Green’s function for a two-dimensional ‘‘box’’
model ~constant cross section rectangular duct! with height
and width equal to the height and width of the fluid space at
x ~Diependaal, 1989!:

uGlwc@x,x8#5rb@x#b@x8#
12Max @x,x8#

ub@x#uh@x#
, ~B5!
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which is the long range part of the Green’s function for a
‘‘box model’’ with height and width equal to the height and
width of the fluid space atx ~Diependaal, 1989!; andb@x# is
the width of the moving part of the cochlear partition atx;
ub@x# and uh@x# are the height and width of the rectangu-
larly sectioned upper fluid space atx; r is the density of the
fluid, and Max@x1,x2# is a function returning the larger of
x1 or x2.

A similar expression to approximation~B2! exists for
1G@x,x8#.

uGsing@x,x8#'uG2d@x,x8#2uGlwc@x,x8# holds because
the right-hand side of this expression is equal to the singular
part of the Green’s function of a two-dimensional box model
with cross section equal to that of the varying cross section
rectangular duct atx. The singular part of the Green’s func-
tion decays rapidly asx moves away from the source atx8. It
is therefore assumed that the characteristics of the singular
part of the Green’s function are mostly determined by the
local dimensions of the duct.

Expression~B1! can be discretized using a similar pro-
cedure to that adopted by Diependaal~1989!. Using the same
coordinate system as was used in Appendix A, this yields

Fcp
V 52 j vGrect

M
–VV52 j v~uGlw

M 1uG2d
M 2uGlwc

M 11Glw
M

11G2d
M 21Glwc

M !–VV, ~B6!

where

Fcp
V 5†$Fcp@x1#,Fcp@x2#, . . . ,Fcp@xN21#,Fcp@xN#%‡T,

~B7!

uGlw
m , uG2d

m , uGlwc
m , 1Glw

m, 1G2d
m , and 1Glwc

m are full square
Green’s function matrices of sizeN3N, with elements

uGlw
M @r ,c#5H 1

2Dcrb@xr #b@xc#S@r #, c51,

1
2~Dc1Dc21!rb@xr #b@xc#S@r #, c.1 and c<r ,

1
2~Dc1Dc21!rb@xr #b@xc#S@c#, c.1 and c.r ,

~B8!

S@ i #5
1

2(k5 i

N

DkS 1
ub@xk#

uh@xk#
1

1
ub@xk11#uh@xk11#

D ,

uG2d
M @r ,c#5

¦

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

g2d
1 @xr ,D r #

ub@xr #
, r 51 and c51,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

g2d
2 @xr ,D r 21#

ub@xr #
, r 52 and c51,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

Dcg2d
0 @xr ,xc#

ub@xr #
, r .2 and c51,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

~Dc1Dc21!g2d
0 @xr ,xc#

ub@xr #
, ur 2cu.2 and c.1,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

Dcg2d
0 @xr ,xc#1g2d

2 @xc ,Dc21#

ub@xr #
, r .2 and c5r 21,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

g2d
1 @xc ,Dc#1g2d

2 @xc ,Dc21#

ub@xr #
, r .1 and c5r ,

2
1

2
rb@xr #b@xc#

Dcg2d
0 @xr ,xc#1g2d

1 @xc ,Dc#

ub@xr #
, c5r 11,
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g2d
0 @xr ,xc#5

1

p
Ln F2U coshFpxr

h
G1coshFpxc

h
GUG2L

h
,

g2d
1 @x,D#5

1

pS D Ln FsinhFpD

2h G G2D2p coth @pD/2h#

4h
2

D

2
12x Ln Fsinh@p~2x1D!/2h#

sinh@px/h#
G1DLn FSinhFp~2x1D!

2h G G
2

Dp~2x1D!

4h
cothFp~2x1D!

2h G2
xDp coth @px/h#

2h
1D Ln @4#2

DpL

h D , ~B9!

g2d
2 @x,D#5

1

pS DLnFsinh FpD

2h G G2D2p coth @pD/2h#

4h
2

D

2
12x Ln F sinh @px/h#

sinh @p~2x2D!/2h#G1D Ln FSinh Fp~2x2D!

2h G G
2

Dp~2x2D!

4h
coth Fp~2x2D!

2h G2
xDp coth @px/h#

2h
1D Ln @4#2

DpL

h D ,

h5uh@xr #,

uGlwc
m @r ,c#55

1
2Dcrb@xr #b@xc#

L2xr

uh@xr #
ub@xr #

, c51,

1
2~Dc1Dc21!rb@xr #b@xc#

L2xr

uh@xr #
ub@xr #

, c.1 and c<r ,

1
2~Dc1Dc21!rb@xr #b@xc#

L2xc

uh@xr #
ub@xr #

, c.1 and c.r ,

~B10!

and the lower fluid space Green’s function matrices (1Glw
m ,

1G2d
m , and 1Glwc

m ) being defined in the same way as their
upper fluid space counterparts, but with1h@x# and 1b@x#
substituted foruh@x# andub@x#.

Finally, we can find the solution for the whole system as
before in Appendix A. To do this we solve the system of
simultaneous equations:

~ j vGrect
M 1ZM !VV52 j vVsS

V. ~B11!

1The stapes force propagator derived by Mammano and Nobili~1993! as-
sumes that the geometry of the cochlea is such that the iso-potential sur-
faces of the potential fluid flow correspond to the cross sections of the
cochlea ducts. In particular, the oval and round windows are assumed to be
sufficiently far from the cochlear partition that the ‘‘short range part’’ of
the stapes force propagator is negligible. Without detailed study of the
geometry of the vestibule of the cochlea the validity of this assumption
cannot be assessed.

2The Green’s functions used by Mammano and Nobili~1993! are derived by
assuming that the Green’s function is the sum of two parts, the ‘‘long’’ and
‘‘short’’ range parts. The long range part corresponds to the solution de-
rived using the ‘‘long wavelength assumption’’ of Wentzel–Kramers–
Brillouin ~WKB! models~de Boer, 1991!. The short range part corresponds
to the difference between the solution for the full three-dimensional geom-
etry of the cochlea and that derived using the long wavelength assumption.
This short range part is derived by assuming that the part of the cochlea
close to the source is a cylinder of constant cross section. The cross-
sectional area of this cylinder is equal to the sum of the cross-sectional
areas of the upper and lower ducts around the source. The validity of this
assumption is not known, particularly in the vestibule where the cross sec-
tion of the ducts changes very rapidly. In addition, the cross-sectional areas
of the upper and lower ducts vary by a ratio of up to 3.75:1~Fernandez,
1952!.

3Mammano and Nobili~1993! argue that since the total hydrodynamic load-
ing of the cochlear partition greatly exceeds that of the total mass of the

cochlear partition, we cannot directly relate thein vacuoresonance to the
cutoff point. I would argue that since the local hydrodynamic loading falls
to zero at thein vacuoresonance@see Steele and Taber~1979! for a lucid
explanation of this phenomena in the 2D box model#, the total hydrody-
namic loading is irrelevant. Irrespective of these arguments, the place of the
in vacuoresonance and the cutoff point are within a fraction of a millimeter
of one another in the basal 85% of the cochlea, both in the model presented
in this paper and in Nobili and Mammano’s own model.
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Statistical properties of electrically stimulated~ES! and acoustically stimulated~AS! auditory nerve
fiber responses were assessed in undeafened and short-term deafened cats, and a detection theory
approach was used to determine fibers’ abilities to signal intensity changes. ES responses differed
from AS responses in several ways. Rate-level functions were an order of magnitude steeper, and
discharge rate normally saturated at the stimulus pulse rate. Dynamic ranges were typically 1–4 dB
for 200 pps signals, as compared with 15–30 dB for AS signals at CF, and they increased with pulse
rate without improving threshold or changing absolute rate-level function slopes. For both ES and
AS responses, variability of spike counts elicited by repeated trials increased with level in accord
with Poisson-process predictions until the discharge rate exceeded 20–40 spikes/s. AS variability
continued increasing monotonically at higher discharge rates, but more slowly. In contrast,
maximum ES variability was usually attained at 100 spikes/s, and at higher discharge rates
variability reached a plateau that was either maintained or decreased slightly until discharge rate
approached the stimulus pulse rate. Variability then decreased to zero as each pulse elicited a spike.
Increasing pulse rate did not substantially affect variability for rates up to 800 pps; rather, higher
pulse rates simply extended the plateau region. Spike count variability was unusually high for some
ES fibers. This was traced to response nonstationarities that stemmed from two sources, namely
level-dependent fluctuations in excitability that occurred at 1–3 s intervals and, for responses to
high-rate, high-intensity signals, fatigue that arose when fibers discharged at their maximum
possible rates. Intensity discrimination performance was assessed using spike count as the decision
variable in a simulated 2IFC task. Neurometric functions~percent correct versus intensity
difference! were obtained at several levels of the standard~I!, and the intensity difference (DI )
necessary for 70% correct responses was estimated. AS Weber fractions (10 logDI/I) averaged
10.2 dB (DI dB53.1 dB) for 50 ms tones at CF. ES Weber fractions averaged212.8 dB (DI dB

50.23 dB) for 50 ms, 200 pps signals, and performance was approximately constant between 100
and 1000 pps. Intensity discrimination by single cells in ES conditions paralleled human
psychophysical performance for similar signals. High ES sensitivity to intensity changes arose
primarily from steeper rate-level functions and secondarily from reduced spike count variability.
© 2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!07912-6#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Me, 43.64.Pg, 43.66.Ba@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

A major problem in hearing mediated by cochlear im-
plants is the limited dynamic range over which useful infor-
mation can be presented. The typical dynamic range in im-
planted humans is 4–10 dB for brief~100–200ms phase!
biphasic pulses presented to bipolar electrodes~Donaldson
et al., 1997!, and it seldom exceeds 20 dB~Shannon, 1993!.
This is in sharp contrast with the dynamic range of more than
100 dB for normal acoustic hearing. Various compression
schemes are used in implant processors in an attempt to map
the useful acoustic range to the limited electric range. A
potential problem with compression is that it may render
important amplitude changes inaudible. The seriousness of
this problem would be mitigated if sensitivity to intensity
changes were significantly greater in electric hearing than in
acoustic hearing. Psychophysical data indicate that intensity
difference limens~DLs! in implanted humans vary consider-

ably among subjects but are not appreciably smaller than
those observed in normal acoustic hearing~Nelson et al.,
1996!.

Intensity coding mechanisms for electric stimulation
~ES! can be inferred from auditory nerve fiber~ANF! re-
sponses, but the data are too limited to permit much insight.
It is known that ES rate-level functions are much steeper
than those for acoustic stimulation~AS!, dynamic range is
correspondingly smaller, and dynamic range depends on
stimulus pulse rate~Moxon, 1971; Hartmannet al., 1984;
Javel, 1990; Dynes and Delgutte, 1992!. Steeper rate-level
functions alone suggest that intensity discrimination should
be much better for ES than for AS, since a smaller intensity
increment would be needed to achieve a criterion change in
discharge rate. However, it is generally thought that the psy-
chophysical ability to discriminate intensity also depends on
variability in responses to nominally identical stimuli. Such
variability or ‘‘internal noise’’ is a characteristic of sensory
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processing and is incorporated in all recent models of acous-
tic intensity discrimination.

Response variability in ES has only begun to be consid-
ered~Bruceet al., 1999!, and the role it plays in perceptual
processing is not well understood. The impact of stochastic
response properties in intensity discrimination by ANFs can
be investigated directly using a simulated psychophysical
task ~Relkin and Pelli, 1987!. Although such analyses have
provided insights into basic aspects of intensity coding in AS
conditions ~Delgutte, 1987; Viemeister, 1983, 1988; Win-
slow and Sachs, 1988; Winter and Palmer, 1991!, no com-
parable analyses exist for ES.

Several investigators have incorporated random noise
sources into single-cell models for ES as a way of introduc-
ing probabilistic response behavior~Verveen, 1962; White
et al., 1987; Bruceet al., 1999!. Although this approach pro-
duces the needed effects, the stochastic properties of the
noise and the effects of absolute and relative refractoriness,
both of which affect the form of the variance function, are
still uncertain. Bruceet al. ~1997! took stochastic behavior
into account in developing a neural population model for ES,
and they applied it to intensity discrimination. However,
their model was based on limited physiological data from
undeafened and acutely deafened ears. It is not clear that the
same results would have been obtained if model neurons
were based on responses from chronically deafened cochleas,
in which fibers often exhibit degraded stimulus coding capa-
bilities ~Shepherd and Javel, 1997!.

Chronic deafness leads to variable, time-dependent loss
of spiral ganglion cell peripheral processes, cell death, and
reduction of average central-process axon caliber in surviv-
ing cells ~Leake and Hradek, 1988; Spoendlin and Schrott,
1989!. Biophysical models of neuronal excitability to electric
stimuli predict an inverse relationship between response vari-
ability and the diameter of the node of Ranvier at the active
spike initiation site, and they predict a direct relationship
between node diameter and rate-level function slope
~Verveen, 1962!. Loss of peripheral processes necessarily
causes spike initiation sites to shift to central processes, and,
on average, central processes have larger diameters than pe-
ripheral processes~Liberman, 1980; Liberman and Oliver,
1984!. This implies steeper, rate-level functions and reduced
response variability, which translates into smaller intensity
difference limens. On the other hand, deafness-induced re-
ductions in average central-process caliber implies shallower
rate-level functions and higher variability, and cell loss im-
plies that fewer spikes are available for perceptual decision-
making. These effects would increase intensity difference li-
mens. Thus chronic deafness can have opposite effects on ES
intensity discrimination.

The first part of this paper examines variability in ANF
responses, with a particular emphasis on the statistical prop-
erties of driven activity. It will be shown that spike count
variability behaves differently in ES than in AS, with ES
variability typically being much smaller. It will also be
shown that increasing pulse rate generally does not increase
variability, at least for pulse rates up to 800 pps, and that
some ES fibers exhibit time-dependent fluctuations in excit-
ability, the effect of which is to increase variability.

The second part examines the role spike count variabil-
ity plays in intensity coding. A detection theory approach is
used to examine ANF’s abilities to signal intensity changes,
and single-cell performance is related to psychophysical per-
formance in humans. It will be shown that fibers’ abilities to
discriminate intensity are substantially better in ES than in
AS, and that steeper slopes of rate-level functions and de-
creased variability of spike counts both contribute to the ef-
fect. It will also be shown that single-cell performance
matches perceptual findings in implanted humans relatively
well, but it falls somewhat short of accounting for perfor-
mance in normal acoustic hearing.

I. METHODS

Single ANF responses to electric and acoustic stimuli
were recorded in cats. All AS animals and six ES animals
possessed normal hearing prior to the experiment. Three
other ES animals were deafened 6–12 weeks prior to single-
unit experiments by co-administering kanamycin and
ethacrynic acid in a single session~Xu et al., 1993!. This
method effectively eliminates outer and inner hair cells, as
evidenced by a lack of acoustic responsiveness and no ran-
dom spontaneous activity in the great majority of fiber re-
sponses. It also produced 20%–40% peripheral process loss
in the basal cochlear turn by 12 weeks post-deafening. One
other ES animal was profoundly deafened as a kitten by se-
rial kanamycin administration and experimented upon 3.7
years later.

Animals were anesthetized with pentobarbital~40 mg/
kg, IM! and tracheostomized, and the animal’s head was
mounted in a stereotaxic frame. The skull overlying the lat-
eral posterior fossa was exposed and opened, and a portion
of the cerebellum was aspirated to reveal the cochlear
nucleus and brainstem. Small cotton pledgets were wedged
between the brainstem and skull wall to expose the eighth
nerve at its point of exit from the internal auditory meatus. A
Davies chamber was affixed to the skull, filled with warmed
mineral oil, and sealed by a clear plastic cover plate on
which a miniature hydraulic microdrive~FHC, Inc.! was
mounted. The microdrive carried a 3M KCl-filled recording
micropipette with an ac impedance of 20–30 MV at 1 kHz.
The tip of the micropipette was visually positioned over the
eighth nerve using an operating microscope, and the elec-
trode was advanced into the nerve with a remote-controlled
stepping motor.

ES animals were acutely implanted with a custom-built
electrode array that was a smaller-diameter version of a
Nucleus~Cochlear Corp.! implant. It possessed 0.3 mm plati-
num bands on 0.75 mm centers. Band diameters decreased
from 0.6 mm at the basal end to 0.4 mm at the tip. To install
the array, the bulla was opened from a posterolateral direc-
tion, the round window membrane was excised, and the array
was gently inserted into scala tympani to a depth of approxi-
mately 6 mm. This located the apical-most band nominally at
the 15 kHz cochlear place~Liberman, 1982!.

Custom software was used to specify stimulus sequences
consisting of digitally synthesized 50–100ms phase biphasic
pulse trains~ES animals! or CF tones~AS animals!. The
digital-to-analog conversion rate was 100–200 kHz. For AS
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signals, conversion rates were chosen to put all aliased spec-
tral components above 60 kHz. Unit activity was detected
with probe stimuli consisting of 100 pps pulse trains pre-
sented at 1–2 mA in ES animals and 100 ms wide-band
noise bursts presented at 70–80 dB SPL in AS animals. ES
responses were obtained to pulse trains presented at user-
specified rates, typically 200 pps, through an isolated
voltage-to-current converter~Bak!. ES signals were deliv-
ered in 50–400 ms trains to a bipolar electrode pair consist-
ing of the most apical band and the second-or third-most
apical band. AS signals were sinusoids of 50 ms duration
presented through a calibrated Beyer DT-48 earphone in a
closed system. The duty cycle was 25%–50% for ES signals
and 33% for AS signals. Single-fiber responses were col-
lected as input–output functions for 20–200 repetitions of
signals presented in increasing order of intensity. Step sizes
were 0.2–0.5 dB for ES signals and 5 dB for AS signals.

Action potentials recorded by the micropipette were am-
plified ~WPI Instruments! and displayed on an oscilloscope.
Stimulus artifact caused by ES signals was eliminated by
microprocessor-controlled sample-and-hold blanking that be-
gan at pulse onset and was maintained for a user-specified
time, normally slightly longer than the duration of the pulse.
The rising phases of spikes were voltage discriminated using
the oscilloscope’s trigger circuit. Trigger pulses coincident
with the onset of each oscilloscope sweep were led to custom
timing hardware. Custom software was used to time incom-
ing spikes to 10ms accuracy and to analyze and display
neural responses in real time.

Detailed information about methods, numbers of fibers
recorded from each ES animal, and post-deafening cochlear
morphology is provided in Shepherd and Javel~1997!. ES
responses described here are representative of data obtained
from 200 fibers in undeafened ears and 158 fibers in deaf-
ened ears. AS responses shown here are based on data ob-
tained from 43 fibers in one animal and are representative of
similar data from several other animals. Protocols were re-
viewed and approved by the Creighton University Animal
Care and Use Committee.

II. RESULTS

A. ANF responses

Representative raw and normalized rate-level functions
for ES and AS conditions are shown in Fig. 1. ES and AS
responses came from different animals, but data in each set
came from the same ear. The ES data were obtained from a
cat profoundly deafened for eight weeks prior to the single-
cell experiment. They have been selected to show the range
of thresholds and dynamic range that are typically encoun-
tered. Responses were elicited by 100ms phase, 200 pps
biphasic pulse trains presented for 50 ms. The curves in the
lower left panel of Fig. 1 show the same data as in the upper
left panel, except that threshold has been normalized to 0 dB
and discharge rate is expressed as a percentage of the maxi-
mum expected rate of 200 spikes/s. We define threshold as
the intensity eliciting a discharge rate of 10% of the maxi-
mum driven rate. For 200 pps signals this is 20 spikes/s.

AS responses are shown on the right side of Fig. 1 for

comparison with the ES responses. These were selected on
the basis of similar characteristic frequency~CF!, except for
the fibers with extremely high and low spontaneous rates,
which were included for completeness. The responses ex-
hibit typical variation in threshold and spontaneous and
maximum discharge rates. Normalized responses~lower
right panel! show that slopes are comparable across sponta-
neous rate~Sachs and Abbas, 1974!, and some fibers exhibit
sloping saturations~Sachset al., 1989!.

Consistent with earlier reports~Moxon, 1971; Hartmann
et al., 1984; Javelet al., 1987; Dynes and Delgutte, 1992!,
most ES fibers exhibited dynamic ranges of 1–4 dB. We
define dynamic range as the intensity range over which dis-
charge rate increases from 10% above the spontaneous rate
to 90% of the maximum rate. While 1–4 dB dynamic ranges
are typical for ES, they are much smaller than the 15–30 dB
dynamic ranges normally observed in AS at CF.

Pulse-number distributions~PNDs! are one of several
measures of stochastic behavior~Teich and Khanna, 1985!.
These are formed by plotting the proportion of times a fixed
signal elicits a particular spike count. Representative PNDs
for ES and AS conditions are shown by solid lines in Fig. 2.
The dashed lines are the PNDs predicted by a Poisson pro-
cess with the same mean rate as the corresponding neural
data. The probability density function for a Poisson process
is defined byP5(mNe2m)/N!, where P is proportion of
occurrences,m is the mean count~discharge rate times dura-
tion!, andN is the number of counts. Although it is known
that variability of AS responses deviates from Poisson-
process predictions because of absolute and relative refrac-
toriness~Gray, 1967; Gaumondet al., 1982; Johnson and
Swami, 1983; Young and Barta, 1986!, Poisson-process ex-
pectations form a convenient reference to which ES and AS
response behavior may be compared. Figure 2 shows that
distributions of AS and ES spike counts both deviate pro-
gressively more from Poisson-process predictions as dis-
charge rate increases, and that ES variability is smaller than
AS variability over most of the dynamic range.

Further information on spike count variability is pro-
vided in Fig. 3. These data came from the fibers whose rate-
level functions were shown in Fig. 1, and the same symbols
have been carried forward. The AS data~right panel! indicate
that Poisson-process predictions (variance5mean and s.d.
5Amean, denoted by the solid line! are maintained up to
1–2 counts per 50 ms trial or discharge rates of 20–40
spikes/s, and that variability falls increasingly short of
Poisson-process predictions at higher discharge rates. Re-
sponses of fibers with different spontaneous rates all follow
the same general trend. This implies that variability depends
primarily on overall rate. Important aspects of the AS re-
sponses are that variability increases monotonically with
level and that discharge rate saturation has no obvious effect
on variability.

The ES data shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 also follow
Poisson-process predictions up to 20–40 spikes/s and then
depart at higher discharge rates. However, notable differ-
ences exist between ES and AS data. First, once ES variabil-
ity departs from Poisson-process expectations, it tends to re-
main at a constant value or ‘‘plateau’’ until discharge rate
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approaches the stimulus pulse rate, in this case 200 pps or 10
counts per 50 ms trial. And second, variability rapidly de-
creases to zero when discharge rate approaches the stimulus
pulse rate and responses become deterministic, i.e., every
pulse elicits a spike.

The AS data in Fig. 3 resemble those reported by Young
and Barta~1986!, but average variability is slightly lower.
The discrepancy stems from differences in the counting in-
tervals. That is, Young and Barta considered only the steady-
state portion of the response, and they purposely excluded
spikes occurring during the~nonstationary! rapid and short-
term adaptation periods at response onset~Westerman and
Smith, 1984!. Our data, on the other hand, include these
spikes because the ‘‘perceptual processor’’ likely uses them.
Analyses we performed on AS data, not shown here, indi-
cated that the elevated discharge rates at response onset have
relatively low variability. Although low variability at signal
onset reduces overall variability, the effect is small for sig-
nals with all but the shortest durations. As evidence of this,
one may note the similarity between Winter and Palmer’s

~1991! and Young and Barta’s~1986! variability data, ob-
tained using different counting intervals.

Figure 4 shows rate-level functions and variability data
for signals presented at pulse rates ranging from 100 to 800
pps. Data for three fibers are shown. One fiber came from an
undeafened ear, one came from an ear profoundly deafened
for eight weeks prior to experimentation, and one came from
an ear profoundly deafened for 3.7 years. Rate-level func-
tions exhibit differences in slope across fibers. The fiber
from the undeafened ear~top row! exhibits the type of re-
sponse seen most often, i.e., a discharge rate that saturates at
the pulse rate, no improvement in threshold with increasing
pulse rate, and rate-level function slopes that remain constant
in absolute terms~spikes/s/dB!. The dependence of satura-
tion rate on pulse rate produces a corresponding increase in
dynamic range.

Discharge rates in the fiber from the eight-week-
deafened ear~middle row! also saturated at the stimulus
pulse rate, but thresholds increased with pulse rate. However,
at least some of the threshold increase may be artifactual due

FIG. 1. Representative rate-level functions for ES at 200 pps~left! and AS at CF~right!. Each set of functions came from the same ear. Raw rate-level
functions are shown in the top row. The same functions, normalized for both discharge rate and intensity relative to threshold, are shown in the bottomrow.
SR denotes spontaneous rate.
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to the fact that responses were collected in increasing order
of intensity and pulse rate. That is, data at low intensities and
high pulse rates were collected just after the fiber had fin-
ished responding at high discharge rates to the next-lower
pulse rate, and the fiber may have been temporarily fatigued.
Other fibers from this ear exhibited similar threshold in-
creases with increasing pulse rate. Unlike either of the other
two, the fiber from the long-term-deafened ear~bottom row!
displayed large dynamic ranges and was unable to discharge
at rates higher than 500–600 spikes/s.

The behavior of spike count variability for these fibers is
shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 4. Variability ini-
tially increased with discharge rate in accord with Poisson-
process predictions, and it deviated from predicted behavior
when rates exceeded 20–40 spikes/s. This is similar to be-
havior shown previously in Fig. 3 for 200 pps signals. Vari-
ability decreased somewhat when the discharge rate ex-
ceeded 100 spikes/s, and it maintained a plateau value until
the discharge rate approached the stimulus pulse rate. Vari-
ability increased at high pulse and discharge rates for the
fibers from the undeafened and long-term-deafened ear, but
not for the fiber from the short-term-deafened ear.

The point at which variability increases at high pulse
rates and intensities appears to be related to the maximum
sustained discharge rate a given fiber can generate. In Fig. 4,
increases in spike count variability occurred at 700

spikes/s for the fiber from the undeafened ear and at 450
spikes/s for the fiber from the long-term-deafened ear. These
were the highest sustained rates elicitable from those fibers.
Absence of a variability increase for the fiber from the short-
term-deafened ear likely stemmed from that fiber’s ability to
discharge at very high rates. Although it was not examined,
we suspect that this particular fiber was capable of discharg-
ing in a sustained manner at rates.800 spikes/s.

FIG. 3. Representative variability functions for ES at 200 pps~left! and AS
at CF~right!. Functions are from the same fibers whose rate-level functions
are shown in Fig. 1, using the same symbols.

FIG. 2. PNDs obtained from ANFs at three intensities for ES at 200 pps~left! and AS at CF~right!. Dashed lines denote the distribution of counts predicted
by a Poisson process at the obtained mean rates.
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Maximum discharge rates and variability of responses
from other fibers in all three types of ear were distributed
over a range similar to that shown in Fig. 4. That is, some
fibers could discharge at high sustained rates, and conse-
quently variability did not increase when stimuli at 800 pps
elicited discharge rates of 800 spikes/s. However, other fibers
could not discharge at high rates, and variability increased
when discharge rate approached the maximum possible. Dif-
ferences among fibers likely stem from variation in the du-
ration of the absolute refractory period and the time constant
for recovery from relative refractoriness. These differences
exist in undeafened as well as short-term-deafened and long-
term-deafened ears.

Distributions of maximum spike count variability ob-
served for 50 ms, 200 pps signals are shown in the left-hand
column of Fig. 5. They were obtained by forming a variabil-
ity function for each fiber and noting the highest standard
deviation. As previously indicated in Figs. 3–4, maximum

ES variability normally occurs at 2–5 counts per 50 ms trial,
or 40–100 spikes/s. Spike count variability in our sample
formed two subtypes. One type, indicated in the upper left
panel, displayed low variability. The other type, indicated in
the lower left panel, exhibited variability that spanned a
wide, generally high range. As discussed later, the two sub-
types differed in the extent to which excitability varied from
trial to trial. The dashed lines are a reference. They indicate
the Poisson-process prediction that a mean count of 3~cor-
responding to 60 spikes/s for a 50-ms trial! should possess a
standard deviation of 1.73 counts. The data in Fig. 5 indicate
that, like AS fibers, most ES fibers from deafened ears show
less spike count variability than a Poisson process predicts,
but a subset of fibers exhibits greater variability. Although
our sample size is too small to draw firm conclusions, in-
creased variability appears to be more prevalent in short-
term-deafened animals, and a larger proportion of fibers ex-
hibit high variability as duration of deafness increases. In our

FIG. 4. Rate-level functions~left! and variability-count functions~right! for three ES fibers stimulated at pulse rates ranging from 100 to 800 pps.
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sample, 34.3% of all fibers from short-term-deafened ears
exhibited increased variability, but the proportion increased
from 28% to 42% between 6 and 12 weeks post-deafening.
In contrast, fibers exhibiting increased spike count variability
were rarely encountered in either undeafened or long-term-
deafened ears. Thus increased variability appears to be asso-
ciated with active cochlear degeneration.

The right-hand panel of Fig. 5 shows distributions of
dynamic range for the same fibers whose variability is de-
picted in the left-hand panel. These data indicate that ES
fibers with high spike count variability also possess larger
dynamic ranges than fibers with low variability~3.58 dB vs
2.19 dB!. Differences between subtypes were statistically
significant for both variability (t510.11, d f540.8, p
,0.001) and dynamic range (t54.86,d f560.0,p,0.001).

Examples of rate-level and variability functions for
‘‘high variability’’ fibers are shown in Fig. 6. These data all
came from the same eight-week-deafened ear. The rate-level
functions had typical shapes but larger than normal dynamic
ranges. However, in each case maximum spike count vari-
ability exceeded Poisson-process expectations for mean
counts,7 per 50 ms, or,140 spikes/s. Further examination
of these responses and others like them showed that in every
case increased spike count variability was associated with
periodic fluctuations in sensitivity. We call this phenomenon
‘‘oscillating excitability.’’ An analysis of responses to 200
pps pulse trains in a fiber from an eight-week-deafened cat is

shown in Fig. 7. The fiber’s rate-level function~upper left!
displayed a rather broad dynamic range of 5.25 dB, and
spike count variability~lower left! greatly exceeded Poisson-
process predictions. Dot rasters~middle column! indicated
that at near-threshold intensities the fiber only responded at 3
s intervals. As intensity increased the period of the response
oscillations decreased to about 1 s, then progressively filled
in, culminating in the fiber ultimately producing a spike for

FIG. 5. Left: Distributions of maximum spike count variability for 50 ms, 200 pps stimuli from ES fibers in deafened ears whose excitability remained
constant during data collection~top! and fibers whose excitability fluctuated over time~bottom!. Right: Dynamic ranges of ES fibers with constant~top! and
fluctuating~bottom! excitability.

FIG. 6. Rate-level~left! and variability-count functions~right! for four fi-
bers that exhibited oscillating excitability. All the fibers came from the same
chronically deafened ear.
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every stimulus pulse. PNDs~right column! show two modes
at intensities in which excitability fluctuated, corresponding
to alternating periods of activity and inactivity. The large
range of counts elicited by repeated trials explains the high
spike count variability. Although the observation that fluc-
tuations in excitability disappeared at high intensities is
seemingly enough to rule out the possibility that the phenom-
enon is artifactual, we nonetheless performed several tests to
prove that oscillating excitability did not arise from move-
ment due to heart or respiration rate. It appears to be an
intrinsic property of ANF responses that is especially preva-
lent in recently de-afferented ears, and fibers exhibiting the
phenomenon were interspersed along the same electrode
track with fibers whose trial-to-trial excitability remained
constant. Thus ‘‘oscillating excitability’’ is one form of non-
stationarity that causes increased variability in ES fiber re-
sponses. Its origin is unclear.

We also observed a second form of nonstationarity in ES
fiber responses that occurred only at very high discharge
rates. This consisted of a fatiguelike phenomenon in which
discharge rate progressively decreased during a data collec-
tion run, leading to greater spread in PNDs and higher vari-
ability. Results of one analysis are provided in Fig. 8, which
shows summaries of responses from an ES fiber in an un-

deafened ear that was stimulated by 800 pps trains at 58.3 dB
mA for 50 trials of 100 ms duration. The left-hand panel
shows running averages for mean count~solid line referred
to left-hand axis! and spike count variability calculated over
the 50-trial run~dashed line referred to right-hand axis!. The
discharge rate was initially high~760–770 spikes/s! and de-
cayed with time to an overall rate of 680 spikes/s. Variability
moved in the opposite direction, being initially low and in-
creasing with time. Although the overall standard deviation
of approximately 4 counts per 100 ms was considerably
lower than Poisson-process predictions at 67–70 counts,
namely 8.2–8.4 counts, it is nonetheless high for ES activity.

Analyzing these responses in five-trial blocks produced
the data shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 8. The dis-
charge rate decreased by 100 spikes/s over the first 20–25
trials and then remained relatively constant. However, stan-
dard deviation in each five-trial block was only 1–2 counts
per 100 ms. This is within the range of standard deviations
observed at lower pulse rates~cf. Fig. 5!. Thus increased
spike count variability over the entire duration of the run
stemmed from a progressive decrease in discharge rate over
time, but moment-to-moment variability was considerably
smaller.

FIG. 7. Rate-level function~top left!, variability-count function~bottom left!, selected dot rasters~center!, and PNDs~right! for a fiber that exhibited
oscillating excitability. The fiber came from a chronically deafened ear.
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B. Intensity discrimination

The ability of ES and AS fibers to signal intensity dif-
ferences was assessed in a simulated two-interval-forced-
choice ~2IFC! intensity discrimination task. Proportion cor-
rect discrimination@P(C)# was estimated by computing the
proportion of times the number of spikes elicited by a
higher-intensity presentation (I 1DI ) exceeded the number
elicited by the standard~I!, for each pairing of stimulus pre-
sentations in the 20–200 set of trials. When the counts were
equal, the number of correct responses was increased by 0.5,
corresponding to a ‘‘guess.’’ Estimating performance this
way avoids assumptions about the form of the probability
distributions of counts and thus is advantageous over other
measures, such as those based ond8. Although we did not
make a detailed comparison, it appears thatP(C) based on
d8 ~using means and standard deviations such as those
shown in Figs. 3–4! is nearly identical to the direct estima-
tion of P(C) used here.

For a given value ofI, a ‘‘neurometric function’’~Mov-
shonet al., 1982; Relkin and Pelli, 1987! was constructed by
estimatingP(C) for increasing values ofDI . A sample of
neurometric functions for ES and AS is shown in the upper
and lower panels, respectively, of Fig. 9. ES stimuli were
200 pps pulse trains, and data are from fibers in two short-
term-deafened ears. The fiber whose responses are indicated
by unfilled inverted triangles exhibited oscillating excitabil-
ity, and it was stimulated by 100 ms signals repeated at 200
ms intervals. The other fibers exhibited constant excitability
and were stimulated by 50 ms signals repeated at 100 ms
intervals. AS stimuli were 50 ms CF tones, repeated at inter-
vals of 150 ms. The parameter is pedestal intensityI. In
principle, these functions can be directly compared with psy-
chometric functions for intensity discrimination by human
observers. Unfortunately, neither the present data nor the hu-
man data are sufficiently detailed to make such a comparison
informative.

The level difference at threshold@DI dB510 log(1
1DI/I)# necessary forP(C)50.7 was estimated from the

neurometric functions at each value ofI. Thresholds were
computed only when there were at least two points for which
P(C) was between 0.6 and 0.9 and were based on linear
interpolation between the points closest toP(C)50.7.

The upper panel of Fig. 10 shows Weber functions for
several ES fibers from deafened ears. Discrimination thresh-
olds have been converted to Weber fractions (DI /I ) and are
expressed in dB. This measure is preferable toDI dB prima-
rily because it is considerably less compressive. For refer-
ence, corresponding values ofDI dB are shown on the~non-
linear! right axis. At low intensities the Weber fraction for a
given fiber increases with decreasingI, i.e., performance be-
comes worse as intensity decreases. This simply reflects ab-
solute threshold. That is, whenI is lower than the absolute
threshold, there is no response to the standard andDI at
threshold corresponds to the difference between the~con-
stant! absolute threshold and signal intensity. At high inten-
sities the discharge rate saturates and the Weber fraction be-
comes indeterminate because no intensity increase produces
a reliable increase or decrease in spike count.1 The right-
most points for each Weber function approximately reflect
the saturation intensity. They essentially define the upper
limit of the useful dynamic range for each fiber.

The Weber fraction is approximately constant whenI is
within the fiber’s dynamic range. Some fibers exhibited
greater sensitivity to intensity changes, for example, the fiber
whose responses are indicated by inverted triangles. Ignoring
this fiber, the smallest Weber fractions across fibers are gen-
erally seen at larger values ofI. This trend suggests that

FIG. 8. Behavior of spike counts and their variance as a function of time.
Left: Cumulative mean counts~solid line referred to left axis! and spike
count variance~dashed line referred to right axis! over 50 presentations of a
100 ms ES signal at 800 pps signal and 58.3 dBmA. Right: The same data,
plotted in five trial blocks. Discharge rate decreased from 770 spikes/s to
670 spikes/s during the course of the run. Variance did not change much
from moment to moment, but fatigue increased overall variance substan-
tially.

FIG. 9. Neurometric functions obtained in a simulated 2IFC intensity dis-
crimination task in ES~top! and AS~bottom! conditions. ES stimuli were 50
ms presentations of 200 pps pulse trains, and AS stimuli were CF tones
~AS!. P(C) is the proportion of times the number of counts elicited by a
higher-intensity presentation (I 1DI ) exceeded the number elicited by the
standard~I!. If counts were equal, the response was taken to be correct with
P(C)50.5. Different symbols denote data from different fibers.
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fibers with higher absolute thresholds may be slightly more
sensitive to intensity changes. It is consistent with the notion
that high-threshold neurons are stimulated on their central
processes, which in turn have larger node diameters, steeper
rate-level functions, and lower membrane noise. Sensitivity
to intensity changes should also correlate with latency, which
is generally shorter for central-process activation sites than
for peripheral-process activation sites~Javel and Shepherd,
1999!.

Weber functions for intensity discrimination in AS con-
ditions are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 10. Stimuli were
50 ms CF tones repeated at 150 ms intervals, and all re-
sponses came from the same ear. The data are similar to
those previously reported by Delgutte~1987! and Viemeister
~1988!, and the AS functions are presented here because~1!
data were obtained under conditions closely comparable to
those for ES and~2! the analysis was identical. Two major
differences exist between the AS data and the ES data. As
would be expected from the rate-level functions, the range
over which performance improves is considerably larger for
AS than for ES~note the difference inX-axis scales between
the two panels in Fig. 10!. More importantly, the asymptotic
values for Weber fractions in ES are considerably smaller
than the minimum values for AS.

Distributions of Weber fractions for ES and AS condi-
tions, averaged over values obtained within each fiber’s dy-
namic range, are shown in Fig. 11. Responses of ES fibers
whose excitability remained constant across time are shown
at the top; responses of ES fibers exhibiting oscillating ex-

citability are shown in the middle; and responses of AS fi-
bers are shown at the bottom. Mean performance was212.8
dB for ES fibers displaying constant excitability,28.1 dB
for ES fibers displaying oscillating excitability, and10.2 dB
for AS fibers.

The effect of stimulus pulse rate on intensity discrimi-

FIG. 10. Weber functions for intensity discrimination of 50 ms signals by
several fibers in ES~top! and AS~bottom! conditions. Electric stimuli were
200 pps pulses, and AS stimuli were CF tones. Different symbols denote
data from different fibers. Discrimination thresholds@P(C)50.7# have been
converted to Weber fractions (DI /I ) and are expressed in dB. Correspond-
ing values ofDI dB are shown on the~nonlinear! right vertical axis for
reference purposes.

FIG. 11. Distributions of Weber fractions for intensity discrimination by ES
fibers that did not exhibit oscillating excitability~top!, ES fibers that did
~middle!, and AS fibers~bottom!. ES signals were at 200 pps, and AS
signals were at CF. Signal duration was 50 ms, and all AS fibers came from
the same ear.

FIG. 12. Average intensity discrimination performance as a function of
pulse rate for nine ES fibers from five animals, for 50 ms signals. Solid and
dashed lines indicate mean6 1 s.d. and filled symbols denote data from one
of the fibers.
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nation of 50 ms ES signals is shown in Fig. 12. Solid and
dashed lines indicate mean61 s.d. for data from nine fibers
in five animals, all of which were tested over the entire range
of pulse rates. Filled symbols indicate data obtained from
one of those fibers. Performance is not substantially different
for pulse rates between 100 and 1000 pps. This might be
expected on the basis of equivalent rate-level function slopes
~when measured in absolute units of spikes/s/dB! and com-
parable spike count variability across pulse rate~Fig. 4!.

III. DISCUSSION

A. ANF responses

Steeper rate-level functions and correspondingly re-
duced dynamic range in ES~Fig. 1! reflect the fact that direct
electric stimulation is considerably more effective in eliciting
spikes from spiral ganglion cells than synaptic neurotrans-
mission. In addition, fibers can also respond at much higher
sustained discharge rates in ES than in AS~Fig. 4!. However,
slopes of ES rate-level functions measured in absolute units
of spikes/s/dB are generally no different at high pulse rates
than at low pulse rates, and variability does not change. In
terms of intensity discrimination, this implies that perfor-
mance should not depend on pulse rate. This generalization
holds for both single-fiber responses~Fig. 12! and psycho-
physical performance in implanted humans~Donaldson, per-
sonal communication!.

Variability of both ES and AS spike counts conforms to
Poisson-process predictions up to discharge rates of 20–40
spikes/s and then falls increasingly short of predicted behav-
ior at higher discharge rates. Variability in AS conditions
follows a monotonically increasing curve that resembles a
power function. As noted earlier, several studies have shown
that the discrepancy between observed behavior and Poisson-
process predictions stems primarily from the effects of abso-
lute and relative refractoriness. ES variability is smaller than
AS variability in fibers whose excitability remains constant
across time. Increasing pulse rate does not increase spike
count variability in ES conditions, at least for pulse rates less
than 800 pps in fibers capable of responding at high dis-
charge rates~Fig. 4!. Variability in ES responses is usually
maximal at discharge rates of 100 spikes/s, and it often at-
tains a plateau value that differs from fiber to fiber and is
maintained throughout most of the remaining dynamic range.
One of two behaviors occurs at high pulse and discharge
rates, depending on the fiber’s ability to respond in a sus-
tained manner at discharge rates that exceed the stimulus
pulse rate. For fibers that can do this, variability decreases to
zero when responses become deterministic and each pulse
elicits a spike. For fibers that cannot, variability increases
when the discharge rate approaches the maximum possible
rate. The maximum possible rate appears to depend on dura-
tions of absolute and relative refractory times, and these vary
from fiber to fiber. ES variability becomes increasingly
smaller than AS variability as discharge rates exceed 40
spikes/s, except in fibers exhibiting oscillating excitability.

Stochastic models of ES utilize rate-level functions
whose shapes conform to integrated-Gaussian curves, and
they predict a parabolic relationship between spike probabil-

ity and variance in single-pulse and low-pulse-rate condi-
tions ~Bruceet al., 1999!. While some fibers exhibited para-
bolic variability functions for pulse rates of 200 pps~e.g.,
filled circles in Fig. 3!, most did not. Also, parabolic vari-
ance curves were never observed in high-rate~.400 pps!
stimulation, where refractory effects become significant.
Bruceet al. ~1999! showed that increasing absolute and rela-
tive refractory times flattens variability functions in predict-
able ways, and that choosing appropriate values can produce
curves which conform to the observed data relatively well.
An important point suggested by data presented here is that
the duration of the absolute refractory period and the time
constant of the relative refractory period both need to be
increased substantially to account for ES variance curves.
Furthermore, the existence of plateaus in many ES variability
functions suggests that detailed shapes of rate-level functions
differ for ES vs AS. That is, flattened variability functions
argue that slopes of ES rate-level functions are constant over
much of their extent. Our data also imply that integrated
Gaussians, while convenient, do not describe shapes of ES
rate-level functions precisely. That is, the facts that~1!
‘‘true’’ ES rate-level functions saturate at a very high dis-
charge rates,~2! slopes do not vary appreciably across pulse
rate, and~3! maximum possible discharge rates vary from
fiber to fiber mean that low-pulse-rate stimuli only reveal
part of the underlying function. Given this, a better descrip-
tion of ES rate-level functions would be provided by an in-
tegrated Gaussian that saturates at the maximum possible
discharge rate, appropriately truncated at the stimulus pulse
rate.

Related to the issue of internal noise, Rubinsteinet al.
~1997! presented preliminary neural modeling work that pre-
dicts a decrease in ES input–output slope when inter-spike
intervals ~ISIs! approach the absolute refractory time. The
decreased slope stems from increased noise, which in turn
arises because fewer ion channels are available for conduct-
ing spikes when ISIs are short. Thus as ISI decreases, neu-
rons output spikes that have increasingly more variability,
culminating in an inability to output any spikes when ISIs
reach the absolute refractory time. The increase in variability
we observed when neurons respond at their maximum pos-
sible rates~Fig. 4! is in general agreement with this concept.
However, the observation that maximum possible discharge
rates differ across fibers suggests corresponding differences
in absolute and relative refractory times from cell to cell.
Although our data suggest that these both increase in chronic
profound deafness, a considerably larger sample size is
needed to resolve this issue. The increased variability due to
time-dependent fatigue~Fig. 8! apparently stems from a dif-
ferent source than refractoriness-related effects.

A recurrent theme in developing speech processing strat-
egies for cochlear implants at the present time is that increas-
ing pulse rates in each stimulation channel will change sto-
chastic properties of ES responses such that they better
approximate AS responses~Wilson et al., 1994a!. Changes
in stochastic behavior can be approached from more than one
point of view. On one hand, it can mean increased temporal
spike dispersion, i.e., reduced phase-locking. However, since
Hartmann and Klinke~1990! and Dynes and Delgutte~1992!
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showed that ES responses to sinusoidal current are signifi-
cantly phase-locked to at least 12 kHz, it appears that high-
rate stimulation cannot substantially change this aspect of
stochastic responsiveness. On the other hand, altered sto-
chastic behavior can also mean increased spike count vari-
ability, as evidenced in PNDs with counts distributed over a
larger range of values that better conform to Poisson-process
predictions or AS behavior. Data in Fig. 4 show quite clearly
that stimulation at rates up to 800 pps does not increase
variability unless fibers discharge at their maximum possible
rates, and even then the increase is relatively small. This
suggests that increasing stimulation rates cannot alter the
low-variability nature of intrinsic neural noise, and that a
different approach is needed to increase variability. One way
to achieve this is to add external noise to the signal~Wilson
et al., 1994b!. While this certainly will succeed in increasing
randomness, a problem is that all neurons activated by the
signal will tend strongly to respond in a similar manner.
However, although individual neurons may exhibit increased
probabilistic response behavior when external noise is intro-
duced, variability in the active neural population should not
increase.

The phenomenon of ‘‘oscillating excitability’’ in ANF
responses from chronically deafened ears~Figs. 6–7! has not
been described previously. It resembles the ‘‘rhythmic’’ re-
sponses observed in auditory nerve activity in immature ears
~e.g., Walsh and McGee, 1986!. However, unlike responses
of immature cells, oscillating excitability occurs at slower
rates and its period varies with level. Although the propor-
tion of fibers exhibiting oscillating excitability increased
from 28% to 42% as duration of deafness increased from 6 to
12 weeks, our sample size is too small to draw firm conclu-
sions about the prevalence of the phenomenon.

The origin of oscillating excitability is not clear. One
possibility is that membrane potential slowly fluctuates over
a wide range in de-afferented cells. Verveen’s~1962! in vitro
data, obtained intracellularly from frog sciatic nerve, show
such fluctuations when voltage was clamped to high~290
mV! potentials. This suggests the possibility that ion conduc-
tances responsible for resting potential change when de-
afferentation silences a spiral ganglion cell. An interesting
consequence of widely fluctuating membrane potentials is
that cells may exhibit regular but low spontaneous discharge
rates, even though the cell has no hair cell innervation. In our
sample, several ANFs from deafened ears exhibited low
~1–2 spikes/s! spontaneous activity that tended to occur at
regular intervals.

It is also possible that oscillating excitability is a tran-
sient, ‘‘start-up’’ phenomenon which occurs only when elec-
tric signals force previously silent cells to respond, and it
disappears when activity becomes frequent. Although oscil-
lating excitability clearly occurs, more work is needed to
establish its origin and impact on auditory perceptual pro-
cessing in implanted humans.

B. Intensity discrimination

The difference in variability between ES and AS ac-
counts for only about 4 dB of the large~approximately 13
dB! difference in intensity discrimination thresholds based

on spike count.2 The remainder reflects the steeper rate-level
functions for ES. Rate-level functions for 200 pps signals in
ES are 6–20 times steeper than those for CF tones in AS, as
Fig. 1 illustrates. Consequently, a given intensity change pro-
duces a much larger change in count for ES, and the intensity
change necessary to produce a criterion change in count is
correspondingly smaller.

Figure 13 shows human psychophysical data from
Donaldson~personal communication! for ES intensity dis-
crimination. Although the conditions are only partially com-
parable to those used in the present experiments,3 it is inter-
esting that the thresholds are similar to those shown for the
ES neural data. Furthermore, by pooling selected fibers from
Fig. 10 one can obtain a rough account of the psychophysical
data, including the generally larger dynamic range. Such
pooling would seem to require that responses of saturated
fibers are ignored, similar to a situation that may exist in AS
conditions ~Viemeister, 1983, 1988; Delgutte, 1987; Win-
slow and Sachs, 1988!.

The similarity between the ES neural data and the psy-
chophysical data differs from the situation for AS. The We-
ber fraction for 50 ms, 1 kHz tones measured psychophysi-
cally is about24 dB ~Florentine, 1986!4 versus21 to 12
dB for data from individual cells~Fig. 10! and a mean per-
formance of10.2 dB across cells~Fig. 11!. The smaller
Weber fractions observed in psychophysical experiments can
be reconciled with the neural data by assuming that spike
counts are pooled over several fibers. More specifically, de-
cisions based on optimally weighted counts from six to seven
independent fibers would reduce the neural Weber fractions
to those observed behaviorally. However, the major discrep-
ancy between the neural and psychophysical AS data is not
the difference in Weber fractions but the enormous differ-
ence in dynamic ranges. A multi-fiber, multi-population ar-
gument has been used to explain the psychophysical dy-
namic range for AS~Viemeister, 1988!. Of course, the fiber
populations involved in acoustic intensity coding would be
different at different frequencies, and many fibers would be
required to code intensity over the entire frequency and dy-
namic range of normal acoustic hearing.

The agreement between intensity discrimination perfor-

FIG. 13. Weber functions for intensity discrimination as a function of level
by implanted humans, from Nelsonet al. ~1996!. Different symbols denote
data from different listeners. Corresponding values ofDI dB are shown on the
~nonlinear! right axis for reference purposes.
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mance and dynamic range for ES fibers and implanted hu-
mans is surprising. Extending the argument above for AS,
optimally weighting contributions from fewer than three ES
fibers could reconcile the Weber fractions and the dynamic
ranges. Although it is to be expected that deafness-induced
cell loss would lead to fewer available fibers in implanted
listeners, a functional population~per electrode! so small
seems implausible. One possibility is that similar numbers of
fibers are involved in ES and AS, but ES responses are not
statistically independent. Rather, ES responses are positively
correlated because of high synchronization to the pulsatile
signals. In the limiting case, if responses across fibers were
perfectly phase-locked and deterministic the Weber fraction
for a combination of fibers would be the same as for one
fiber.

Another possibility is that human performance is not
determined by the stochastic behavior of ANF responses and
that the major limitation is ‘‘central noise,’’ one source of
which could be sub-optimal information weighting. In this
case inputs from more than three fibers might be required to
overcome the noise. This view suggests that the agreement
between the human psychophysical data and physiological
data from the auditory nerve is largely coincidental. Our
opinion is that the agreement between neural and psycho-
physical performance in ES conditions is not coincidental.
Rather, it is best explained by assuming statistical homoge-
neity in the population response to ES signals and in the
dynamic ranges of active fibers.

Relative contributions of peripheral~stochastic! and cen-
tral noise to perceptual performance could be examined by
assessing intensity discrimination performance in ANF re-
sponses to stimulus conditions that affect randomness in pe-
ripheral activity. Two examples of these are long-pulsewidth
signals~Dynes and Delgutte, 1992! and pulse rates.800 pps
~Rubinsteinet al., 1997!. With regard to the former, Fergu-
sonet al. ~1998! found that variability in behavioral thresh-
olds to electrical stimuli increases with pulsewidth, in accord
with ANF data and stochastic neural models. This suggests
that peripheral neural processing plays a larger role than cen-
tral processing, at least for tasks related to absolute thresh-
old, and that central noise is both constant and of smaller
magnitude than peripheral/stochastic noise. However, suffi-
cient data to address the roles of peripheral versus central
noise in other tasks, one of which is intensity discrimination,
are not yet available.
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1Weber functions for ES must be U-shaped, similar to those shown for AS.

They do not appear this way in the upper panel of Fig. 10 because for
intensities eliciting discharge rates at and near the stimulus pulse rate, no
value of DI produced the increase in discharge rate needed to estimate a
difference limen. Hence, Weber fractions could not be estimated. This situ-
ation is particularly prevalent in ES because, unlike the situation in AS,
discharge rate saturates abruptly at the pulse rate for low-rate~,600 pps!
signals.

2To see this, consider performance in terms ofd8 rather thanP(C). For the
present situation in which decisions are based on spike count,

d85
c~I1DI!2c~I!

sc
,

wherec(I 1DI ) andc(I ) are mean counts elicited by two signals differing
in intensity andsc is the standard deviation of the counts at intensityI,
assuming equal variance and a constant counting interval. Assuming lin-
earity of the rate-level function in the coordinates of Fig. 1, this becomes

d85
SDIdBT

sc
,

whereS is the slope of the rate-level function in spikes/s/dB andT is the
counting interval. From Fig. 2,sc is lower by approximately a factor of 2
for ES than for AS whenI is within the dynamic range of the fiber. This
reduction in variability increasesd8 by a factor of 2. For 50 ms signals,
rate-level functions in ES are approximately 10 times steeper than those in
AS when measured in absolute units of spikes/s/dB and estimated at the
steepest portion of the function. Thus for a given change in level the overall
d8 should be a factor of 20 greater for ES. To express this in terms of
discrimination thresholds, note thatd8 is proportional toDI dB so, for the
samed8, DI dB will be reduced by a factor of 2 by the reduction insc and
by 10 by the increase inS. From Fig. 5,DI dB is approximately 3.2 dB for
AS. The factor of 2 reduction decreases the Weber fraction by 3.9 dB~to
23.5 dB!, and the factor of 10 reduction further decreases the Weber frac-
tion by 10.5 dB~to 214.0 dB!.

3The stimuli used by Nelsonet al. ~1996! were 200ms phase, 125 pps
biphasic pulse trains presented for 300 ms, and a 3IFC tracking procedure
was employed to estimate the DL that yieldedP(C)50.794 (d851.63).
The data shown in Fig. 13 were obtained with 100ms phase, 200 pps
biphasic pulse trains presented for 50 ms, and the DL was estimated for
P(C)50.70 in 2IFC (d850.75). Decreasing pulse duration from 200 to
100 ms phase would not affect the psychophysical DLs at equal sensation
levels, nor would changing the pulse rate from 125 to 200 Hz~Donaldson,
personal communication!. Based on acoustic data~Florentine, 1986!, de-
creasing duration from 300 ms to 50 ms would increase the Weber fraction
by approximately 2 dB. The psychometric functions presented in Nelson
et al. ~1996! indicate thatd8 is a linear function ofDI . Thus the Weber
fraction would be reduced by 10 log(1.63/0.75)53.4 dB for P(C)50.7 in
2IFC. The net result is that if the psychophysical data had been obtained
under conditions comparable to those used for the neural data, the Weber
fractions would be reduced by 3.42251.4 dB.

4Florentine~1986! used a 2IFC adaptive procedure that estimated the DL for
P(C)50.71. This performance level is nearly identical to the 0.70 value
used to define DLs in our analysis. It is well known that acoustic Weber
fractions decrease with the intensity of the standard, and it appears that this
‘‘near miss’’ to Weber’s Law results from the nonlinear spread of excita-
tion to frequency regions remote from that of the standard~for a review, see
Plack and Carlyon, 1995!. Florentine obtained a Weber fraction of24 dB
at 1 kHz and 40 dB SPL, the lowest level used in that study. We use the
Weber fraction at this level because it is least likely to be affected by
nonlinear spread of excitation and thus is comparable to the situation that
likely exists throughout the lower part of the dynamic range in ES.
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Temporal integration was measured at a relatively low and a relatively high signal frequency under
conditions of off-frequency masking. The masker was typically gated for 300 ms, and the signal was
presented 70 ms after masker onset. In experiment 1, the signal frequency was 500 or 2000 Hz.
Temporal integration was measured in quiet and in the presence of a masker whose frequency was
lower or higher than the signal frequency. In all listening situations, there was less integration at
2000 Hz than at 500 Hz. This effect of frequency was particularly dramatic in the presence of a
lower frequency masker, where there was almost no integration at 2000 Hz. Experiment 2 showed
that this dramatic effect of frequency cannot be understood in terms of the underlying psychometric
functions. Experiment 3 measured temporal integration at 750 and 2000 Hz for a large number of
masker-signal frequency separations for both a tonal and a noise masker, and in conditions where
the masker was gated or continuous. The results with the gated tonal masker largely confirmed the
results of experiment 1. The results with the continuous tonal masker and the gated or continuous
noise masker, however, were quite different. In those cases, the amount of temporal integration at
both signal frequencies was more or less independent of the masker-signal separation; the masked
temporal integration was nearly equal to the integration in quiet. Thus based on the conditions
evaluated here, off-frequency masked temporal integration differs substantially from integration in
quiet only for gated tonal maskers located considerably lower in frequency than the signal. It is
unclear how to account for this finding, although it may be related to attentional factors. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!02102-0#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Cb@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

Temporal integration generally refers to an improvement
in threshold with increasing signal duration~e.g., Hughes,
1946; Greenet al., 1957; Plomp and Bouman, 1959; Zwis-
locki, 1960; Gerkenet al., 1990; Viemeister and Wakefield,
1991; Buus, 1999!. It has been studied extensively and re-
mains a topic of considerable interest, in large part because it
is still unclear what mechanism underlies the improvement
in threshold.

It has been shown that similar amounts of temporal in-
tegration occur in quiet and in broadband noise~Garner and
Miller, 1947; Gengel, 1972; Chung and Smith, 1980!, al-
though the amount of integration may depend upon the noise
level ~Stephens, 1973; Oxenhamet al., 1997!. In both quiet
and broadband noise, the amount of integration is often
smaller at higher frequencies~Hughes, 1946; Plomp and
Bouman, 1959; Elliott, 1963; Sheely and Bilger, 1964; Wat-
son and Gengel, 1969!, although not always~Olsen and Car-
hart, 1966; Florentineet al., 1988!.

Considerably less is known about the influence of off-
frequency masking on temporal integration. Such masking
might not be expected to influence temporal integration in
any fundamental way, and indeed Zwicker and Wright
~1963! reported that a single, theoretically derived curve
could equally as well account for temporal integration for a
wide range of signal frequencies~500–3500 Hz! in quiet and
in the presence of a critical-band-wide masker centered at
1000 Hz. Nevertheless, there are some inconsistencies in the
literature regarding the influence of off-frequency masking

on temporal integration, and in particular on whether there is
an effect of signal frequency beyond that which might be
observed in quiet.

In a series of studies, Fastl~1976, 1977, 1979! measured
temporal integration for tonal signals with frequencies be-
low, at, or above the~center! frequency of a tonal or critical-
band-wide noise masker. He observed similar amounts of
temporal integration for all conditions. Of particular rel-
evance here, he~1976! found less integration at higher fre-
quencies~6500–11 000 Hz! than at lower frequencies~300–
600 Hz! in the presence of a critical-band masker, but noted
that this effect of overall frequency was similar to that which
he observed for tones masked by a broadband masker~he did
not report integration in quiet!. Indeed, the amount of inte-
gration at a given frequency region was similar for off-
frequency and broadband maskers. Thus the results of Fastl
suggest that off-frequency masking does not alter temporal
integration.

Moore and Glasberg~1987! measured temporal integra-
tion at two signal frequencies~450 Hz and 1800 Hz! in quiet
and in the presence of a tonal masker whose frequency was
lower than that of the signal~signal-masker frequency ratio
of 1.8!. They observed similar amounts of temporal integra-
tion at the two signal frequencies in quiet, but less integra-
tion at the higher frequency in the presence of the off-
frequency masker. The results of Moore and Glasberg thus
suggest that off-frequency masking may alter temporal inte-
gration. In particular, their results suggest that there may be
an effect of overall frequency on temporal integration in the
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presence of off-frequency maskers in addition to any effect
that might be observed in quiet and in broadband noise. It is
unclear whether the difference across the studies of Fastl
~1976! and Moore and Glasberg~1987! reflects individual
differences or differences in the type of off-frequency
masker~Fastl used a continuous band-pass noise, whereas
Moore and Glasberg used a gated tone!.

In the context of measuring growth-of-masking func-
tions for two different signal durations, we have recently
observed an effect of overall frequency on temporal integra-
tion in the presence of off-frequency, gated tonal maskers
~Baconet al., 1999!. The primary focus of that study was on
the influence of overall frequency on the slope of the mask-
ing function, and thus temporal integration was not discussed
nor were the data plotted in such a way as to reveal temporal
integration. Some of the functions from that study are plotted
in Fig. 1 to illustrate the effect of interest for the present
study. The signal duration was 20 ms~filled circles! or 200
ms ~unfilled circles!. The signal frequency ranged from 400
to 5000 Hz, and is plotted across panels. In each case, the
masker frequency was three equivalent rectangular band-
widths ~ERBs; Glasberg and Moore, 1990! below the signal
frequency, and the data are averaged across the subjects who
were tested at that particular frequency~two different groups
of subjects are represented, and each was tested at three of
the frequencies!. The amount of temporal integration ob-
served in quiet~compare symbols at the far left in each
panel! is more or less maintained throughout the masking
function at the lower frequencies~top row!, but not at the
higher frequencies~bottom row!. There is thus a clear effect
of overall frequency on temporal integration under condi-
tions of off-frequency masking, beyond the effect observed
in quiet, consistent with the results of Moore and Glasberg
~1987!. Further, this effect is independent of masker level, at
least once there is about 10 dB of masking.

The purpose of the present study was to explore this
overall effect of frequency further. In experiment 1, we mea-
sured the threshold for several signal durations in quiet and
in the presence of a gated tonal masker whose frequency was

either above or below the signal frequency. In experiment 2,
we measured psychometric functions to determine whether
differences in masked temporal integration across signal fre-
quency can be understood in terms of the slope of the under-
lying psychometric function. Finally, in experiment 3, we
measured masked temporal integration for a wide range of
masker-signal frequency separations in order to detail the
effects of relative masker frequency. Moreover, we did this
for both tonal and filtered-noise maskers that were either
gated or continuous, in order to determine whether differ-
ences in the results of Moore and Glasberg~1987! and Bacon
et al. ~1999! on the one hand, and those of Fastl~1976! on
the other, might be due to differences in masker type or
masker gating.

I. EXPERIMENT 1. TEMPORAL INTEGRATION
FUNCTIONS: GATED TONAL MASKER

The purpose of this experiment was to compare tempo-
ral integration functions~threshold versus signal duration! at
a relatively low and a relatively high frequency in quiet and
under two different masking conditions. In one, the masker
was lower in frequency than the signal, and in the other it
was higher in frequency than the signal. The two maskers
were chosen to produce similar amounts of masking. These
results will thus allow us to examine whether the effect of
overall frequency on temporal integration observed by
Moore and Glasberg~1987! and Baconet al. ~1999! is re-
stricted to maskers lower in frequency than the signal.

A. Stimuli

The signal frequency was 500 or 2000 Hz. The signal
was presented in quiet or in the presence of a tonal masker
with a level of 80 dB SPL. The 500-Hz signal was paired
with a masker whose frequency was 300 or 582 Hz, whereas
the 2000-Hz signal was paired with one whose frequency
was 1386 or 2250 Hz. These maskers are either 3 ERBs
below or 1 ERB above their respective signal frequency. The
signal was 20, 40, 80, or 160 ms in duration; when present,

FIG. 1. Growth-of-masking functions
from Baconet al. ~1999!. The signal
duration was 20 ms~filled circles! or
200 ms ~unfilled circles!. The signal
frequency is indicated and varies
across panels. The masker frequency
was 3 ERBs below the signal fre-
quency. Quiet thresholds are shown at
the far left of each panel.
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the masker was 300 ms in duration. All durations include
5-ms cos2 rise/fall times. The delay between the onset of the
masker and the onset of the signal was 70 ms, which resulted
in the 160-ms signal being temporally centered within the
masker. The sinusoidal signals and maskers were digitally
generated and produced at a 20-kHz sampling rate. They
were presented through separate channels of a digital-to-
analog converter~TDT DA1!; each channel was low-pass
filtered at 8 kHz~Kemo VBF 25.01; 135 dB/oct!. Within a
block of trials, the level of the signal was varied adaptively
via a programmable attenuator~Wilsonics PATT!.

The cubic difference tone~CDT! is likely to provide a
cue for signal detection in the conditions where the masker
was located below the signal in frequency. Thus in those
conditions, a noise was presented continuously to mask the
CDT. The noise~GenRad 1381! was low-pass filtered~Kemo
VBF 25.01; 135 dB/oct! at a cutoff frequency equal to the
frequency of the CDT. The spectrum level of the noise was
20 dB SPL. The masker, signal, and low-pass noise were
added together before being presented monaurally~right ear!
through a TDH-49P headphone mounted in an MX/51 cush-
ion.

At high signal levels, the signal might be detected in the
nontest ear~Wegel and Lane, 1924; Baconet al., 1999!.
Thus in the masking conditions, a second noise~GenRad
1381! was presented continuously to the contralateral ear. It
was filtered only by the TDH-49P headphone. The spectrum
level of the noise was 10 dB SPL~see Baconet al., 1999!.

B. Procedure

Testing was completed in a double-walled, sound-
treated booth. An adaptive, two-interval, forced-choice
~2IFC! paradigm was used. The signal was presented in one
of the two intervals~chosen at random!, and the subjects’
task was to choose the interval that contained the signal. A
three-down, one-up decision rule that tracked 79.4% correct
~Levitt, 1971! was employed. Each run consisted of 50 trials.
A 5-dB step size was used for the first two reversals, after
which a 2-dB step size was used. The threshold estimate for
a given run was obtained by averaging an even number of
reversals, excluding the first two or three reversals. Runs
were discarded on the rare occasions when the standard de-
viation of the threshold estimate was greater than 5 dB or
when the number of reversals used for the threshold estimate
was less than six. Three threshold estimates were averaged to
produce a threshold for a given condition. If the standard
deviation of this average was greater than 3 dB, an additional
estimate was obtained and included in the average. This con-
tinued until the standard deviation was less than 3 dB, or a
total of six estimates were obtained and averaged. Most
~98%! of the thresholds had a standard deviation less than 3
dB.

C. Subjects

Four individuals participated. Of these, three were fe-
male and one was male. They ranged in age from 21 to 23
years, and had thresholds of 10 dB HL or lower~ANSI,

1989! for octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. Except
for S1 ~the third author!, the subjects were paid for their
participation.

D. Results and discussion

The results were similar across the four subjects, and
thus only their group average results are shown in Fig. 2. The
thresholds have been referenced to the threshold for the
160-ms signal; the actual thresholds are given in Table I.
First consider the results for the 500-Hz signal~left panel!.
Thresholds improve by about 11–13 dB as the duration of
the signal increases from 20 to 160 ms, regardless of whether
the listening is in quiet~circles! or in the presence of an
80-dB masker located lower~inverted triangles! or higher
~triangles! in frequency than the signal. This amount of inte-
gration is slightly greater than the 9-dB improvement shown
by the solid line without symbols that reflects perfect power
integration~i.e., equal energy!.

For the 2000-Hz signal~right panel!, the amount of im-
provement with increasing signal duration depends upon the
listening situation. There is about 9 dB of integration in quiet
~circles!, 7 dB in the presence of a masker higher in fre-
quency than the signal~triangles!, and only about 2 dB in the

FIG. 2. Results from experiment 1, showing threshold as a function of
signal duration. Results have been averaged across subjects. The threshold
at each duration is referenced to the threshold for the 160-ms signal~actual
thresholds are given in Table I!. The signal frequency was 500 Hz~left
panel! or 2000 Hz~right panel!. For each frequency, listening was done in
quiet ~circles! or in the presence of an 80-dB-SPL masker that was either 1
ERB above~triangles! or 3 ERBs below~inverted triangles! the signal fre-
quency. The solid line without symbols represents perfect power integration.

TABLE I. Group mean thresholds~dB SPL! from experiment 1. The signal
frequency was 500 or 2000 Hz. Thresholds were measured in quiet and in
the presence of an 80-dB-SPL masker. The masker was either lower in
frequency than the signal~300 or 1386 Hz! or higher in frequency than the
signal ~582 or 2250 Hz!.

Signal duration~ms!

20 40 80 160

500 Hz
Quiet 28.4 21.7 17.9 15.8
Lower 53.8 49.8 44.9 41.6
Higher 60.4 55.4 51.5 49.4

2000 Hz
Quiet 18.2 13.2 10.3 9.1
Lower 62.7 60.9 60.6 60.5
Higher 53.0 50.0 48.2 46.0
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presence of a masker lower in frequency than the signal~in-
verted triangles!. This relative lack of integration in the latter
condition is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 1,
where there was little or no temporal integration for signal
frequencies from 2000 to 5000 Hz when the masker fre-
quency was 3 ERBs below the signal frequency, as in the
present experiment.

Each function in Fig. 2 was fitted with a straight line
chosen to minimize the squared deviations. The slopes~dB/
decade!, intercepts, andr 2 values based on those fits are
shown in Table II. Except for one case~2000 Hz in the
presence of the lower frequency masker!, these slopes ac-
counted for between 92% and 99% of the variance in the
data. The following points are worth noting. First, the slope
obtained in quiet is somewhat steeper at 500 Hz than at 2000
Hz, indicating slightly greater integration at the lower fre-
quency, as has been observed by others~e.g., Plomp and
Bouman, 1959; Sheely and Bilger, 1964; Watson and Gen-
gel, 1969; Hicks and Bacon, 1999!. Second, at 500 Hz, the
slope is more or less independent of the masking situation.
And finally, at 2000 Hz, the slope is dependent upon the
masking situation. The value of the slope is greatest in quiet
~210.1!, least in the presence of a lower frequency masker
~22.2!, and intermediate in the presence of a higher fre-
quency masker~27.6!. Thus the effect of overall frequency
on temporal integration under conditions of off-frequency
masking is most obvious for maskers lower in frequency
than the signal; the effect for maskers higher in frequency
appears to largely reflect the effect of frequency that exists in
quiet. These results indicate that, at high signal frequencies,
there is an effect of relative masker frequency on temporal
integration. Importantly, this effect of relative frequency can-
not be attributed to the differences in effective masker level
~i.e., to differences in the amount of masking!, given the
results in Fig. 1 showing that there is little or no integration
at high signal frequencies at essentially all masker levels
~masker lower in frequency than the signal!.

II. EXPERIMENT 2. PSYCHOMETRIC FUNCTIONS:
GATED TONAL MASKER

One theory of temporal integration is multiple looks~Vi-
emeister and Wakefield, 1991!. This theory states that a sub-
ject takes multiple short looks at a relatively long signal and
combines information from those looks to improve signal
threshold. In particular, it is generally assumed that each
look results in a given detectability (d8), and that the overall

detectability for the signal increases with the square root of
the number of looks, assuming that each look gives the same
d8 and that the information from the multiple looks is com-
bined optimally. The amount of integration in dB will de-
pend upon the slope of the psychometric function relatingd8
to signal level. If the function is shallow, a given change in
d8 ~resulting from, say, combining information from mul-
tiple looks! will result in a large change in threshold. If the
function is steep, however, that same change ind8 will result
in a much smaller change in threshold. This raises the pos-
sibility that the small amount of temporal integration for the
high-frequency signal in the presence of the lower frequency
masker might be the consequence of an especially steep psy-
chometric function in that condition. The purpose of experi-
ment 2 was to test this possibility.

A. Stimuli

Stimulus generation and timing was as in experiment 1.
The signal frequency was 500 or 2000 Hz. Psychometric
functions were measured for the 20-ms signal in quiet and in
the presence of a masker 3 ERBs lower in frequency than the
signal; the masker frequency was 300 Hz~500-Hz signal! or
1386 Hz~2000-Hz signal!. The shortest signal that was used
in experiment 1 was used here, as its duration is closest to
the duration of a single look~Viemeister and Wakefield,
1991!. As in experiment 1, when the masker was present, a
continuous low-pass noise was presented to the test ear at a
spectrum level of 20 dB to mask the CDT, and a continuous
broadband noise was presented to the nontest ear at a spec-
trum level of 10 dB to limit ‘‘cross hearing.’’

B. Procedure

Performance was evaluated in a fixed-level, 2IFC proce-
dure. The signal levels were chosen to bracket the threshold
levels obtained in experiment 1. Each psychometric function
consisted of two to seven~but typically four! levels, spaced
1-dB apart. The goal was to choose levels that would yield
percent correct values between 60 and 90. Each block con-
sisted of 55 trials. The first 5 trials were presented at a level
5 dB higher than the remaining 50 trials, in order to provide
the subject with some practice at a relatively easy level; these
practice trials were not included in the data analysis. Four
blocks were run per level, and thus each point on the psy-
chometric function was based on 200 trials.

C. Subjects

The same four subjects tested in experiment 1 partici-
pated.

D. Results and discussion

The percent correct values were converted tod8 values.
In Fig. 3, logd8 is plotted as a function of level in dB. In
order to display the psychometric functions for all four con-
ditions for a given subject conveniently in a single panel, the
functions are placed arbitrarily along the level axis. The
filled symbols depict the results for the 500-Hz signal,
whereas the unfilled symbols show results for the 2000-Hz
signal. Circles represent the results in quiet, and inverted

TABLE II. Slopes~dB/decade!, intercepts, andr 2 values based on the fits to
the temporal integration functions in Fig. 2. The signal frequency was 500
or 2000 Hz. Temporal integration was measured in quiet and in the presence
of an 80-dB-SPL masker. The masker was either lower in frequency than the
signal~300 or 1386 Hz! or higher in frequency than the signal~582 or 2250
Hz!.

500 Hz 2000 Hz

Slope Intercept r 2 Slope Intercept r 2

Quiet 213.9 29.4 0.94 210.1 21.2 0.93
Lower 213.8 30.1 0.99 22.3 4.7 0.75
Higher 212.3 26.3 0.97 27.6 16.6 0.99
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triangles the results in the presence of a lower frequency
masker. The number displaced below each function indicates
the slope of the best-fitting straight line in terms of logd8
versus log signal power.@Because the functions are plotted
in terms of level in dB~i.e., 10 log signal power!, the slopes
of the lines in Fig. 3 are actually one-tenth the values dis-
played.#

Fifteen of the 16 psychometric functions included more
than two points; of these, the fits were generally satisfactory:
Most ~11/15! r 2 values were greater than 0.91, although the
range was from 0.13 to 0.99. When averaged across signal
frequency and subjects, the slope in quiet was 1.7, which is
somewhat greater than the value of 1.0 that is usually ob-
tained in quiet or in broadband noise~e.g., Eganet al., 1969;
Buus et al., 1986; Carlyonet al., 1990!. Variations from a
slope of 1.0 have been observed previously~e.g., Carlyon
et al., 1990!, and it is unclear whether the variations ob-
served here reflect individual differences or differences in
procedure.

The comparisons of particular interest are across condi-
tions within a subject. In particular, the purpose of this ex-
periment was to determine whether the lack of temporal in-
tegration at high frequencies in the presence of a lower
frequency masker is due to an especially steep psychometric
function in that condition. Only the results from S1 are con-
sistent with this possibility: Her slope in that condition~5.5!
is about four times greater than the slope obtained in the
other three conditions. Subject S2 showed a similar trend,
although her slope in the high-frequency masked condition
~2.8! was only about 1.4 times greater than that in the other

conditions. For the other two subjects~S3 and S4!, the func-
tion was not steepest in the high-frequency masked condi-
tion. Hence, the results from the present experiment indicate
that differences across signal frequency in terms of the
amount of temporal integration under conditions of off-
frequency masking~masker lower in frequency than the sig-
nal! generally cannot be understood in terms of differences
in the underlying psychometric function. Psychometric func-
tions from a fifth subject~S5!, derived from adaptive tracks,
were also consistent with this conclusion.

III. EXPERIMENT 3. EFFECTS OF MASKER-SIGNAL
FREQUENCY RELATION, MASKER TYPE,
AND MASKER GATING

Experiment 3 had three purposes. First, to extend the
results from experiment 1 to more masker-signal frequency
separations. We were particularly interested in confirming
the effect of relative masker frequency at high signal fre-
quencies, and mapping it in more detail. The other two pur-
poses related to determining whether differences in the lit-
erature regarding the effects of overall frequency on
temporal integration in the presence of off-frequency
maskers might be due to differences in masker type or
masker gating. In particular, using continuous noise maskers,
Fastl ~1976! did not observe an effect of overall frequency,
whereas using gated tonal maskers, Moore and Glasberg
~1987! and Baconet al. ~1999! did. Thus the second purpose
of experiment 3 was to compare temporal integration in the
presence of tonal and noise maskers, whereas the third pur-
pose was to compare temporal integration in the presence of
gated and continuous maskers. In the present experiment, we
chose to use low-pass or relatively broad band-pass noise
maskers instead of relatively narrow band-pass noise
maskers, as used by Fastl. This was done to avoid the influ-
ence of inherent fluctuations of narrowband noise, which
might depend upon signal duration, and hence might influ-
ence measures of temporal integration~i.e., the fluctuations
might especially increase the detectability of long signals,
due to more opportunities to ‘‘listen in the dips’’ of the fluc-
tuating masker!.

A. Stimuli

The sinusoidal signals and maskers were generated as
described for experiment 1, with the exception that the con-
tinuous tonal masker was generated by a multi-function syn-
thesizer~HP 8904A!. The signal frequency was 750 or 2000
Hz. We chose 750 Hz as the lower frequency~rather than
500 Hz, as in experiments 1 and 2! to allow for a greater
range of masker frequencies on the low-frequency side of the
signal. As suggested by the data in Fig. 1, there should be
little difference between 500 and 750 Hz in terms of masked
temporal integration, at least for maskers located 3 ERBs
below the signal frequency. The signal duration was 20 or
160 ms. When a masker was present, it was either gated for
300 ms~all timing includes the 5-ms cos2 rise/fall times! or
presented continuously. The onset of the signal occurred 70
ms after the onset of the gated masker.

The frequency of the sinusoidal maskers ranged from
25 to 3 ERBsre: the signal frequency. The actual masker

FIG. 3. Results from experiment 2, showing psychometric functions for the
detection of a 20-ms signal. Results for the individual subjects are shown in
separate panels. The functions are displaced arbitrarily along the level axis.
The results for the 500-Hz signal are shown by filled symbols, whereas
those for the 2000-Hz signal are shown by unfilled symbols. Listening was
done in quiet~circles! or in the presence of a masker located 3 ERBs below
the signal frequency~inverted triangles!. The lines represent the best
straight-line fits. The number below each function is the slope of the line, in
terms of logd8 vs log signal power.
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frequencies were as follows. For the 750-Hz signal: 343,
408, 480, 560, 650, 750, 861, 985, and 1123 Hz. For the
2000-Hz signal: 1073, 1220, 1386, 1569, 1774, 2000, 2254,
2537, and 2851 Hz. When the masker and signal were equal
in frequency, they were either 90° out of phase~gated
masker! or their phase relation was uncontrolled and thus
random from trial to trial~continuous masker!. The sinu-
soidal masker was presented at a level of 80 dB SPL.

The noise maskers were either low pass or band pass,
achieved by filtering broadband noise~GenRad 1381! by ei-
ther a single low-pass filter or a low-pass and high-pass filter
in series~Kemo VBF 25.01!. The temporal characteristics
were the same as those employed when using the tonal
masker~i.e., the masker was either gated for 300 ms, includ-
ing the 5-ms cos2 rise/fall times, or presented continuously,
and the signal was presented 70 ms after the onset of the
gated masker!. The noise was gated via a digital gating func-
tion ~TDT DA1! that was low-pass filtered~Kemo VBF
25.01! prior to multiplication.

Low-pass noise was used for maskers lower in fre-
quency than the signal. The cutoff frequency ranged from
25 to 0 ERBsre: the signal frequency. Band-pass noise was
used for maskers higher in frequency than the signal. The
lower cutoff frequency ranged from 0 to 3 ERBsre: the
signal frequency~thus the 0-ERB condition was tested twice,
once with low-pass noise and once with band-pass noise!.
The upper cutoff frequency of the band-pass noise was fixed
at twice the signal frequency. Thus in the two 0-ERB condi-
tions, the bandwidth of the low-pass noise was equal to the
bandwidth of the band-pass noise. The spectrum level of the
noise masker was 60 dB SPL for the 750-Hz signal and 56
dB SPL for the 2000-Hz signal. This level was chosen so
that, in the 0-ERB condition, the overall level of the noise at
the output of the auditory filter centered at the signal fre-
quency would be close to 80 dB SPL~i.e., the level of the
tonal masker!.

When the masker was a sinusoid, a continuous low-pass
noise was presented at a spectrum level of 20 dB to mask the
CDT. The cutoff frequency of the noise was equal to the
CDT frequency. In all masking conditions, a noise was pre-
sented to the contralateral ear at a spectrum level of 10 dB to
eliminate listening in the nontest ear.

B. Procedure

The procedure was the same as that used in experiment
1. Most~98%! of the thresholds had a standard deviation less
than 3 dB.

C. Subjects

Two of the four subjects~S1 and S2! who participated in
experiments 1 and 2 participated; the other two were unavail-
able. A third subject~S5! with normal hearing~the second
author! participated. She had considerable listening experi-
ence in other psychoacoustic tasks, including simultaneous
masking of both short- and long-duration signals. All three
subjects were female and ranged in age from 21 to 29 years.

D. Results and discussion

1. Gated tonal masker

The results for the tonal masker were similar across the
three subjects, and thus only their group mean results are
shown in Fig. 4. The circles in the top row show the thresh-
olds for the two signal durations, whereas the filled triangles
in the bottom row show the amount of temporal integration;
both are plotted as a function of the masker-signal separation
in ERBs. The unfilled triangles are discussed later~Sec.
III D 3 !. The results in quiet are shown at the far right of each
panel. First consider the results for the 750-Hz signal~left
column!. As expected, thresholds decrease as the masker
moves further away from the signal, and this decrease is
more abrupt for maskers higher in frequency than the signal.
For all masker frequencies except 750 Hz~i.e., the 0-ERB
condition!, thresholds are lower for the 160-ms signal~un-
filled circles!, although the amount by which they are lower
depends upon the masker-signal separation, at least for
maskers lower in frequency than the signal. This is shown
more clearly in the bottom panel~filled triangles!. The
amount of temporal integration in quiet is about 12 dB. This
is maintained for masker-signal separations from22 to 3
ERBs ~except for the 0-ERB condition!. For separations
from 22 to 25 ERBs, the amount of temporal integration
declines. This decline appears not to be due to the decreasing
amount of masking, given that the masking produced at25
ERBs is greater than that produced at 2 and 3 ERBs.

The pattern of thresholds for the 2000-Hz signal~right
column! is similar to that for the 750-Hz signal, with the
following three exceptions. First, the slope of the pattern on
the low-frequency side is more gradual than at 750 Hz. Some

FIG. 4. Results from experiment 3 with a tonal masker. The signal fre-
quency was 750 Hz~left panel! or 2000 Hz~right panel!. The top row shows
thresholds as a function of the masker-signal separation in ERBs. The
masker was gated for 300 ms, and the signal duration was 20 ms~filled
circles! or 160 ms~unfilled circles!. The bottom row shows the difference
between these thresholds~filled triangles!. The unfilled triangles show the
difference between thresholds for a 20-ms and 160-ms signal in the presence
of a continuous tonal masker~thresholds not shown!. Results obtained in
quiet are at the far right of each panel.
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of this may be due to greater upward spread of masking at
the higher signal frequency~Bacon et al., 1999!, although
pilot results from S5 suggest that it is at least partly due to
differences in the sensation level~SL! of the masker. At
2000 Hz, the SL of the masker does not change much as its
frequency is lowered; at 750 Hz, however, the SL of the
masker decreases considerably. When the SL of the masker
was equated across the two signal frequencies~by lowering
the level of the masker paired with the 2000-Hz signal!, the
slope of the pattern on the low-frequency side was more
similar at the two signal frequencies. Second, for the 160-ms
signal, thresholds do not decrease monotonically as the
masker moves further away from the signal on the low-
frequency side. Instead, the threshold is lowest when the
masker is closest to the signal, and the thresholds at separa-
tions of21 and22 ERBs are lower than the threshold at23
ERBs. This result is unlikely to be due to the detection of the
CDT. For the two closest spacings, the spectrum level of the
low-pass noise used to mask the CDT was increased from 20
to 40 dB SPL without affecting thresholds appreciably. A
more plausible explanation for these results is that subjects
were detecting beating between the masker and longer signal
at the closest spacings, although the subjects did not report
hearing any beating. Although the spacing between the
masker and signal at a separation of21 ERB is relatively
large~226 Hz!, Mooreet al. ~1998! have suggested that beat-
ing may play a role in masking for spacings greater than 200
Hz. Finally, the third difference in the results between the
two signal frequencies is that, at 2000 Hz, the threshold for
the 160-ms signal is not always noticeably lower than the
threshold for the 20-ms signal. This is shown more clearly in
the bottom panel~filled triangles!. Except for the conditions
~21 and22 ERBs! where thresholds for the 160-ms signal
may have been influenced by beating, temporal integration is
not observed for maskers lower in frequency than the signal.
It does, however, exist for maskers higher in frequency than
the signal. In those cases, there is about 7–8 dB of integra-
tion, compared to the 9 dB observed in quiet.

The results in Fig. 4 confirm the results of experiment 1
~where the masker-signal separation was23 ERBs or 1
ERB!. They also extend those results by showing that inte-
gration exists for a wide range of masker frequencies higher
than the signal~for both signal frequencies!; indeed, it ap-
pears that integration would exist for all such maskers, al-
though we did not use maskers more than 3 ERBs above the
signal frequency, as they would have produced little or no
masking. The present results also extend previous results by
showing that the amount of integration depends upon the
spacing between a signal and a lower frequency masker. The
amount of integration tends to decline as the masker moves
further away from the signal on the low-frequency side, al-
though there is clear evidence of temporal integration at 750
Hz even at the widest separation~25 ERBs!.

Although the results in Fig. 4 confirm differences across
signal frequency in terms of masked temporal integration
~Moore and Glasberg, 1987; Baconet al., 1999!, they also
reveal a pattern of temporal integration that is similar for the
two signal frequencies: For both, temporal integration exists
for maskers higher in frequency than the signal, but declines

~albeit more rapidly at 2000 Hz! as maskers move further
away from the signal on the low-frequency side. As noted
above, the integration at the higher frequency for separations
of 21 and possibly22 ERBs should be interpreted cau-
tiously, as the thresholds for the long signal may have been
influenced by beating. Although the pattern of thresholds at
750 Hz does not suggest that beating was a cue at this fre-
quency, as it does at 2000 Hz, we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that beating played a role at 750 Hz as well. In Fig. 5,
we have re-plotted temporal integration for conditions where
the masker was lower in frequency than the signal, but this
time as a function of masker-signal separation in Hz. Inas-
much as the presence of integration at 2000 Hz is due to
beating between the masker and long-duration signal, and the
decline in integration as the masker moves further away from
the signal results from a loss of the beating cue, then the
overlap of the results at the two signal frequencies is consis-
tent with the possibility that the results atboth signal fre-
quencies were influenced by beating between the masker and
signal. This would explain why the decline in integration
with masker-signal separation in ERBs was more immediate
at the higher signal frequency.

The results in Fig. 5 suggest that, for maskers lower in
frequency than the signal, temporal integration exists only
~or primarily! when beating is a cue. This is obviously not
the case for maskers higher in frequency than the signal, as
temporal integration exists there for all masker-signal spac-
ings, even those where beating would not be a cue~due to
the large spacing in Hz and the considerably lower signal
levels at masked threshold!. In the General Discussion~Sec.
V B!, we address why temporal integration might differ for
maskers higher versus lower in frequency than the signal.

The lack of integration observed in Fig. 4 in the on-
frequency~0-ERB! condition at both signal frequencies is in
contrast to the temporal integration measured by others
~Fastl, 1979; Moore and Peters, 1997; Oxenham, 1998! for
on-frequency tone-on-tone masking, although the effect they
observed was only a few dB for a range of durations similar
to those tested here. The lack of integration observed in Fig.
4 is also in contrast to the effect of duration on gated inten-
sity discrimination~e.g., Carlyon and Moore, 1984; Floren-
tine, 1986!. Although it is unclear, this difference could re-

FIG. 5. The temporal integration results from Fig. 4 with a gated tonal
masker located lower in frequency than the signal, re-plotted as a function of
masker-signal separation in Hz.
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flect differences in stimulus gating: In studies of intensity
discrimination, the pedestal and increment are gated to-
gether, whereas in the present study the masker and signal
were gated asynchronously.

2. Gated noise masker

The results for the noise masker were similar across the
three subjects, and thus only their group mean results are
shown in Fig. 6. Recall that the 0-ERB condition was tested
twice, once with low-pass noise and once with band-pass
noise~located primarily above the signal frequency!. Those
thresholds were nearly identical, and thus were averaged for
presentation. The pattern of threshold versus masker-signal
separation~circles! is similar for both signal durations at the
two signal frequencies, with the exception that the patterns
are steeper on the low-frequency side at 750 Hz than at 2000
Hz. This difference across frequency was noted with the
gated tonal masker as well. The fact that thresholds decline
monotonically here but not in Fig. 4 for the 160-ms, 2000-Hz
signal lends support to the conjecture that beating between
the tonal masker and~long-duration! signal may have influ-
enced some of the results in Fig. 4. Perhaps the most impor-
tant finding revealed in Fig. 6 is that there is a considerable
amount of temporal integration~filled triangles! for all
masker frequencies at both signal frequencies. Further, the
amount of masked temporal integration~averaged across
masker frequency! is similar to the amount of integration in
quiet: For 750 Hz, the two values are 12.5 and 12.2 dB,
respectively; for 2000 Hz, the values are 10.5 and 8.9 dB,
respectively. Although the amount of temporal integration is
not independent of the relative masker frequency~e.g., it
tends to increase with increasing masker-signal separation on
the high-frequency side!, the substantial integration at all
separations contrasts with the results obtained with a gated
tonal masker~bottom panels of Fig. 4!; a possible cause of
this difference is discussed below~Sec. V B!. Furthermore,
these results suggest that the effect of overall frequency on

temporal integration under conditions of off-frequency
masking ~masker lower in frequency than the signal! ob-
served by Moore and Glasberg~1987! and Baconet al.
~1999! was due to their use of a tonal masker. Such an effect
is not observed with bandlimited noise maskers~Fastl, 1976;
present study, Fig. 6!.

3. Continuous tonal and noise maskers

For a given masker type~tonal or noise!, the pattern of
thresholds was similar whether the masker was gated or con-
tinuous, and thus those thresholds are not shown. In fact, for
the noise masker, the thresholds were nearly the same, and
hence the amount of integration was about the same. This
can be seen in the bottom panels of Fig. 6, where the inte-
gration in the presence of the continuous masker~unfilled
triangles! is shown along with the integration in the presence
of the gated masker~filled triangles!. The results are nearly
overlapping for both signal frequencies, although at 750 Hz
there tends to be a few dB more integration in the presence
of the gated masker.

For the tonal masker, the thresholds were lower in the
presence of the continuous masker. We discuss these and
other gated-continuous threshold differences in detail in a
separate paper, where the focus is on these differences and
not on temporal integration~Hicks and Bacon, in prepara-
tion!. For some conditions, thresholds for the longer signal
decreased considerably more than did thresholds for the
shorter signal when the masker was changed from gated to
continuous. Consequently, the amount of temporal integra-
tion in those conditions increased. This can be seen in the
bottom panels of Fig. 4, by comparing the unfilled triangles
~continuous masker! to the filled triangles~gated masker!.
Temporal integration was not measured in the 3-ERB condi-
tion with a continuous masker, because pilot results from S5
indicated that the continuous masker produced relatively
little masking in that condition. First consider the results for
the 750-Hz signal~bottom left panel!. In the presence of the
continuous masker, the amount of integration is more or less
independent of the masker-signal frequency separation, al-
though it is a few dB less than that observed in quiet. Thus
there is no clear indication of a decrease in temporal integra-
tion with increasing masker-signal separation for maskers
lower in frequency than the signal, as there was when the
masker was gated. Note that there is integration in the 0-ERB
condition only for the continuous masker. This result should
be interpreted somewhat cautiously, because the phase rela-
tion between the signal and masker was not controlled when
the masker was continuous. This was the case for both signal
durations, however, and so the difference between the thresh-
olds for the two durations~i.e., the amount of integration!
may have been unaffected by the random phase relation.

For the 2000-Hz signal~bottom right panel!, temporal
integration in the presence of the continuous masker~unfilled
triangles! is less dependent on masker-signal separation than
it is in the presence of the gated masker~filled triangles!.
Importantly, temporal integration now exists for frequency
separations~23 to 25 ERBs! where there was none in the
presence of the gated masker. Thus these results suggest that
the effect of overall frequency on temporal integration under

FIG. 6. As Fig. 4, but for a noise masker. See text for details regarding the
spectral characteristics of the noise.
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conditions of off-frequency masking~masker lower in fre-
quency than the signal! observed by Moore and Glasberg
~1987! and Baconet al. ~1999! was due specifically to their
use of agatedtonal masker.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Temporal integration: Effects of frequency

1. In quiet

As noted in the Introduction, the issue of whether tem-
poral integration decreases with increasing signal frequency
is not clearly resolved in the literature. Although the intent of
the present study was not to evaluate effects of frequency in
quiet, by combining across the data reported in Fig. 1~from
Baconet al., 1999!, Fig. 2, and Fig. 4, it is possible to evalu-
ate the effects of frequency on temporal integration over a
wide range of frequencies, from 400 to 5000 Hz. For signal
frequencies at and below 750 Hz, the average amount of
integration was 12.7 dB~range of 11.7–15.2!. For frequen-
cies above 750 Hz, the average was 9.1~range of 8.1–10.7!.
Thus although the effect of frequency was not large, these
data support the conclusion drawn by many others that there
is less temporal integration at high frequencies than at low.

2. Under conditions of off-frequency masking

Although there can be a small effect of frequency on
temporal integration in quiet or in broadband noise, the
present study was motivated by our serendipitous finding of
an even more dramatic effect of frequency in the presence of
a tonal masker located lower in frequency than the signal
~Baconet al., 1999; see Fig. 1!. After noting this dramatic
effect of frequency, we reviewed the literature and discov-
ered that there had been very little previous research on tem-
poral integration under conditions of masking by narrow-
band, off-frequency maskers. Further, the results of that
research were inconclusive regarding the effect of overall
frequency.

The present study suggests that the differences in the
literature are due to differences in the masker. In experiment
3, we showed that the dramatic frequency effect only exists
with a gated tonal masker. There was only a small frequency
effect for a continuous tonal masker, or for a noise masker
that was either gated or continuous; it was about the same as
that seen in quiet. Thus it appears that the frequency effect
observed in quiet and in broadband noise is also seen in the
presence of an off-frequency noise or tonal masker~with the
caveat that the tonal masker must be continuous!. Although
our data do not provide a critical evaluation of any of the
models of temporal integration, the results suggest that re-
gardless of the way in which temporal integration is
achieved—via long-term integration~Zwislocki, 1969!, mul-
tiple looks ~Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991!, or a matched
filter ~Dau et al., 1997!—it is apparently largely unaffected
by most maskers.

B. What is ‘‘special’’ about gated tonal maskers?

Although the relative lack of temporal integration ap-
pears to be unique to gated tonal maskers located lower in

frequency than the signal, and understanding that situation
may not provide much insight into temporal integrationper
se, it is of interest to speculate why temporal integration is so
affected by these gated tonal maskers.

Although gated tonal maskers often produce more mask-
ing than do continuous tonal maskers, the greater masking
cannot account for the unusual result produced by the gated
tonal masker, as is clearly shown in Fig. 1, where the lack of
integration exists for almost all masker levels. Instead, it ap-
pears that the aspect of gatingper sedisrupts the temporal
integration process. One possibility is that it does this by
drawing attention away from the signal. This places the in-
terference at a rather central site, although that may not be
unreasonable, given that the integration process itself is
likely to be central to the auditory periphery~e.g., Viemeister
and Wakefield, 1991; Dauet al., 1997; Buus, 1999!. Al-
though the 70-ms delay between masker onset and signal
onset may seem sufficient to avoid any ‘‘distraction’’ caused
by gating the masker, there is clear evidence in the literature
that so-called attention filters are considerably broader when
the background noise is gated than when it is continuous. For
example, Dai and Buus~1991! showed that attention was
distributed over a broader frequency range~detectability of
signals at unexpected, remote frequencies was higher! in the
presence of a noise that was gated as opposed to one that was
continuous. In their gated condition, the delay between
masker onset and signal onset was 300 ms, more than a
factor of 4 longer than the delay used in the present experi-
ments. Thus the 70-ms delay is clearly short enough to result
in a relatively broad attention or listening filter in the gated
condition.

Preliminary results with S5 are consistent with the pos-
sibility that gating the maskerper sedisrupts the integration
process. In these pilot conditions, a continuous tonal masker
was paired with a gated masker. The continuous masker was
3 ERBs below the 2000-Hz signal, and it was presented at a
level of 80 dB SPL~as in the main experiments!. The gated
masker was either 4 or 5 ERBs below the signal, and pre-
sented at a level of 50, 60, or 70 dB SPL. Thus the gated
masker was both farther from the signal and lower in level
than the continuous masker. Consequently, the gated masker
should have produced no additional masking at the signal
frequency in terms of spread of excitation. Nevertheless, the
gated masker elevated thresholds,but only for the 160-ms
signal. The 20-ms signal may have been unaffected because
attention filters tend to be broader anyway for short signals
~Wright and Dai, 1994!. The gated masker thus reduced tem-
poral integration. At both24 and25 ERBs, the elevation in
threshold caused by the gated masker was independent of its
level, confirming that its effect was not due to spread of
excitation. Although the process by which the gated masker
disrupts temporal integration is unclear, these preliminary
results are consistent with the possibility that it is centrally
mediated, perhaps related to broad attention filters.

If gating per sedisrupts the temporal integration pro-
cess, then one must address why temporal integration is only
affected by gated tonal maskers located lower in frequency
than the signal, given that the gating of a band-limited noise
masker tends to broaden both the low- and high-frequency
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sides of attention filters~Dai and Buus, 1991!. One possibil-
ity is related to the asymmetry of the excitation pattern. In
particular, if we assume that attention is drawn toward a
relatively steep ‘‘edge’’ along the masker’s excitation pat-
tern, then attention will be drawn toward the low-frequency
~apical! edge. For maskers higher in frequency than the sig-
nal, that edge likely will be masked by the signal. Thus a
clear edge will exist during the entire masker presentation
only for maskers lower in frequency than the signal. The
potential importance of edges was also noted by Wright and
Dai ~1994!, who suggested that the spectral edges of a band-
limited noise could attract subjects’ attention. As we saw in
Fig. 4, however, temporal integration can exist for a gated
tonal masker located lower in frequency than the signal, but
only when beating is likely to influence the threshold for the
long-duration signal. This suggests that, in those cases, the
beating cue can compensate for the disruptive aspect of gat-
ing.

If a clearly audible, steep edge of the masker’s excita-
tion pattern is responsible for the effects of gating observed
with tonal maskers, it is possible that we did not observe an
effect of gating with our noise masker because we used a
low-pass noise, which of course has no low-frequency edge
to its excitation pattern. This possibility could be evaluated
by using a relatively narrow band of noise. As mentioned in
Sec. III, however, there are problems with using such a
noise. In particular, the inherent fluctuations of the noise
could result in lower thresholds, particularly for the longer
signal, for conditions where the masker is lower in frequency
than the signal~e.g., Mott and Feth, 1986; van der Heijden
and Kohlrausch, 1995!. This would lead to greater amounts
of integration, but not as a result of the temporal integration
processper se. Interestingly, if gating a relatively narrow
noise similarly disrupted temporal integration, then differ-
ences in the literature between Moore and Glasberg~1987!
and Fastl~1976! would have to be attributed solely to differ-
ences in gating, and not to differences in masker type.
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Psychophysical correlates of contralateral efferent suppression.
I. The role of the medial olivocochlear system in ‘‘central
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An extensive physiological literature, including experimental and clinical studies in humans,
demonstrates that activation of the medial olivocochlear~MOC! efferent system, by either
contralateral sound or electrical stimulation, can produce significant alterations in cochlear function
and suggests a role for the MOC system in influencing the auditory behavior of binaural hearing.
The present data are from psychophysical studies in nonhuman primates which seek to determine if
the noted physiological changes in response to contralateral acoustic stimulation have a perceptual
counterpart. Four juvenile Japanese macaques were trained to respond to the presence of 1-s
sinusoids, presented to the test ear, in an operant reinforcement paradigm. Thresholds were
compared for frequencies ranging from 1.0 to 4.0 kHz in quiet, with thresholds measured when
continuous, two octave-band noise, centered on the test tone frequency, was presented in the
contralateral ear. Contralateral noise was presented at levels of 10–60 dB above detection threshold
for the test-tone frequency. While some variability was evident across subjects, both in the
frequency distribution and magnitude~as a function of contralateral noise level!, all subjects
exhibited an increase, or suppression of thresholds in the presence of contralateral noise. On
average, thresholds increased systematically with contralateral noise level, to a peak of 7 dB. In one
subject, the threshold increase seen with contralateral noise was significantly reduced when the
MOC was surgically sectioned on the floor of the IVth ventricle. The characteristics of the measured
shifts in behavioral thresholds, in the presence of contralateral noise reported here, are qualitatively
and quantitatively similar to both efferent physiological suppression effects and psychophysical
central masking threshold shifts which have been reported previously. These data suggest that at
least some aspects of ‘‘central masking’’ are efferent-mediated peripheral processes, and that the
term ‘‘central masking’’ may be incorrect. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!06701-1#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Cb, 43.64.Ld@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

The first description of the active mechanical behavior
of outer hair cells~OHCs! was made over 10 years ago
~Brownell et al., 1985!. Since that time, as the OHC’s inner-
vation is primarily from medial-olivocochlear efferents
~MOCs!, there has been an increasing awareness of the im-
portance of the cochlear efferent system in modulating the
activity of the OHCs and, as a result, of the auditory system

as a whole. Numerous modeling and physiological studies
have reported significant alterations in peripheral auditory
function when the MOC efferent system is stimulated with
either noise, presented in the contralateral ear, or electrical
stimuli at the midline of the IVth ventricle.

In acute physiological preparations, activation of the
MOC has been shown to produce alterations in cochlear po-
tentials ~Fex, 1967; Konishi and Slepian, 1970!, cochlear
mechanical and distortion responses~Mountain, 1980; Siegel
and Kim, 1982!, inner hair cell receptor potentials~Brown
and Nuttall, 1984!, ensemble background activity of the au-
ditory nerve~Lima da Costaet al., 1997! and responses of
single auditory afferent nerve fibers~Buño, 1978; Wieder-
hold and Kiang, 1970; Warren and Liberman, 1989a, b; Ka-
waseet al., 1993!. The MOC effects on cochlear function,
whether suppressive~i.e., Warren and Liberman, 1989a, b;
Kawaseet al., 1993! or enhancing~Neider and Neider, 1970;

a!These data were presented in preliminary form at 11th International Sym-
posium on Hearing, 1–6 August, Belton Woods, Grantham, United King-
dom ~Smith, 1998! and at the 22nd Midwinter Research Meetings of the
Association for Research in Otolaryngology, 13–18 February 1999~Smith
et al., 1999!.

b!Corresponding author: Dr. David W. Smith, Hearing Research Laborato-
ries, Division of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Box 3550, Duke
University Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710; electronic mail:
earsdws@duke.edu
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Dolan and Nuttall, 1988; Kawase and Liberman, 1993; Ka-
wase et al., 1993; Lima da Costa, 1997!, are reduced or
blocked when efferent tracts are interrupted or eliminated.

Demonstration of MOC-mediated changes in cochlear
function are not limited to acute physiological preparations
in nonhuman species. With the advent of otoacoustic emis-
sion ~OAE! measurement techniques~Kemp, 1978; Kemp
and Chum, 1980; Kemp and Souter, 1988! it has become
possible to measure the mechanical response of the OHCs
and basilar membrane. Otoacoustic emissions reflect a re-
verse traveling wave resulting from OHC activity, whether
spontaneously generated, or in response to acoustic stimula-
tion ~Probstet al., 1991!. Mott et al. ~1986! have shown that
contralateral acoustic stimulation can produce orderly shifts
in the frequency, and reductions in the amplitude, of sponta-
neous otoacoustic emissions in humans. Numerous experi-
mental studies in humans have shown that contralateral noise
reduces the amplitude of OAEs~Collet et al., 1990; Veuillet
et al., 1991; Rossiet al., 1993; Williams and Brown, 1995!.
Like the acute physiological studies in nonhuman animals,
the effects of contralateral stimulation on OAEs disappear
following sectioning of the vestibular nerve in clinical pa-
tients ~Williams et al., 1993; Scharfet al., 1994!.

The physiological data are suggestive of a role for the
cochlear efferent system in influencing hearing. Given the
extent, and agreement, of the physiological literature on con-
tralateral MOC activity, it is somewhat surprising that few, if
any, analogous psychophysical data have been reported as
indicating a perceptual counterpart.

Scharfet al. ~1994! reported data from one patient who
underwent a vestibular neurectomy for intractable vertigo,
which should have the effect of removing all efferent inner-
vation from the operated ear. While they present OAE sup-
pression data which support that belief~contralateral sup-
pression of OAE amplitude was eliminated following
surgery!, they report no difference between the operated and
unoperated ears in the effectiveness of contralateral noise to
increase thresholds. To determine if MOC activity could
shift psychophysical thresholds, Strickland and Viemeister
~1995! measured increases in threshold for a 20-ms sinu-
soidal stimulus in the presence of pulsed contralateral noise
using a paradigm analogous to that employed with com-
pound action potentials by Liberman~1989!. The increase in
threshold was 4–5 dB at frequencies of 1.0 to 4.0 kHz, but
was not demonstrable in all subjects, or for pure-tone
maskers. The investigators also reported a decrease in the
selectivity of psychophysical tuning curves in the presence
of the contralateral noise.

While not directly conceived to address the role of the
MOC system in binaural interactions, the psychophysical lit-
erature on ‘‘central masking’’ provides evidence that con-
tralateral sound activation does produce systematic changes
in absolute thresholds. Central masking, where detection
threshold for a brief tone in the test ear is increased by the
presence of low-level sound presented in the contralateral
ear, was first reported by Wegel and Lane~1924!. In central
masking, the magnitude of the threshold shift is dependent
on the relative onset of the contralateral masker and test tone,
with the largest threshold shifts occurring when the onset of

the two signals is coincident in time~Zwislocki et al., 1967!.
This paradigm, however, would not allow sufficient neural
conduction time for the contralateral stimulation to reach the
test cochlea~Lima da Costaet al., 1997!. With longer onset
delays, where the onset of the contralateral masker precedes
the onset of the target signal by more than 60–100 ms, al-
lowing for adequate binaural neural conduction times, or
with continuous contralateral maskers, the magnitude of con-
tralateral suppression ranges, with contralateral noise level,
between 2 and 6 dB depending on the contralateral noise
level ~Ingham, 1959; Lide´n et al., 1959; Dirks and Norris,
1966; Blegvad, 1967; Zwislockiet al., 1967, 1971; Snyder,
1973; Benton and Sheeley, 1987!.

When consideration is given to whether or not some
aspects of central masking are dependent on MOC efferent
mechanisms~i.e., where masker test-tone onset delays are
sufficient for inter-cochlear neural conduction times!, it is
important to point out that many, if not most of the MOC
physiological and central masking studies reported in the lit-
erature have employed comparable, if not identical, continu-
ous contralateral stimulus paradigms~e.g., Kawase and
Liberman, 1993; Kawaseet al., 1993; Puriaet al., 1996;
Lima da Costaet al., 1997!. That so many efferent studies
have employed a stimulus paradigm like that used in studies
of central masking, produced comparable shifts in ipsilateral
cochlear function, and showed that these effects are elimi-
nated when the MOC tracts are sectioned, suggests that at
least some aspects of central masking might be efferent-
mediated peripheral processes. Indeed, several investigators
have previously suggested that central masking is an efferent
process~Lidén et al., 1959; Blegvad, 1967; Winslow and
Sachs, 1987; Warren and Liberman, 1989a!.

In summary, the current physiological literature indi-
cates that contralateral acoustic stimulation produces orderly
changes in cochlear physiological function, which are known
to be mediated by the MOC efferent tracts. While the psy-
chophysical literature is suggestive of a role for the MOC
efferent tracts in central masking, to date there has been no
conclusive demonstration of that relationship. The present
data are from psychophysical studies of central masking in
nonhuman primates. The goal of this research was to dem-
onstrate if the MOC efferent system plays a role, comparable
to that played in contralateral efferent suppression, in central
masking.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

Four juvenile male Japanese macaques~Macaca fus-
cata!, obtained as culls from a federally funded regional pri-
mate center, served as subjects in this study. All weighed
between 3 and 6 kg at the outset of the study, and were
maintained on a calorie-restricted diet to facilitate the use of
food as a reward in an operant reinforcement paradigm for
training and testing.

The care and use of the animals in this research was
approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.
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B. Behavioral apparatus

All behavioral test sessions were carried out in two
individual-sized, single-walled sound-attenuating chambers
~Acoustic Systems, Austin, TX! which were housed inside a
large, double-walled sound-attenuating room~Industrial
Acoustics Company, Brooklyn, NY!. The subjects were
seated in custom-designed restraint chairs, which were fixed
to the test chamber during testing to restrict the movement of
the animal relative to the experimental apparatus. Head
movement was restricted by placing the animal’s muzzle
through a set of uprights, and a stop behind the head. A
feeder trough was mounted to the chair within easy reach of
the animal’s mouth. The wall directly in front of the subject
contained a response key and a cue light which served to
communicate the experimental conditions to the animal at all
times. Stimulus presentation and all experimental parameters
were under computer control.

C. Stimuli, transducers and calibration

Stimulus waveforms were computed by a PC-based ar-
ray processor and generated by a rack-mounted digital-to-
analog converter~Tucker-Davis Technologies, Gainesville,
FL!. The output of the digital-to-analog convertor was
passed successively through two programmable attenuators
~Tucker-Davis Technologies!, an anti-aliasing filter, a pas-
sive attenuator to reduce line noise, to Etymotic ER-1~Ety-
motic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL! insert earphones.
Noise stimuli were created by passing the output of a wave-
form generator~Tucker-Davis Technologies!, though a pro-
grammable filter~Tucker-Davis Technologies!. As with the
pure-tone stimuli, noise levels were controlled by feeding the
signal through two programmable attenuators to the ear-
phones. The transducer boxes were fixed to the head stop so
that when the earphone tip was inserted into the ear canal,
the tube of the earphone was out of the reach of the animal.
The earphone terminated in a 10-mm long pediatric foam
eartip, which was inserted approximately 6 mm into the ear
canal after compression. Once inserted, the eartip expanded
to a tight fit which was sufficient to hold the earphone in
place, without moving, during the test sessions.

A separate calibration was performed for each insert ear-
phone,in vivo. In this procedure, a subject was sedated and
fitted with an insert earphone in one, or both ears. A cali-
brated probe microphone~B&K, Type 4134, adapted accord-
ing to Sokolich, 1981! was inserted through the foam ear tip,
and positioned within the ear canal, approximately 2-mm
beyond the tip of the earphone. A periodic, pseudorandom
electrical noise was presented to the earphone with a clock
rate of 200 kHz, and a period of 20.48 ms. To ensure ad-
equate energy for accurate measurements at high frequen-
cies, where both transducer and probe microphone show re-
ductions in sensitivity, the magnitude of the noise was
flattened to 2.5 kHz, and then raised at 20 dB/decade to 40.0
kHz. The microphone signal was amplified by a B&K 2610
measuring amplifier and sampled by a custom, PC-based 18-
bit, analog-to-digital convertor. Both the microphone signal
and digital-to-analog convertor output were averaged by the
collection computer over 200 cycles of pseudorandom noise.

The spectra of the averaged signals were computed by Fou-
rier Transform, and corrected according to the frequency/
phase response of the probe microphone to compute the ac-
tual acoustic spectrum in the ear canal. Finally, the system
transfer function was computed as a ratio of the two spectra.

Acoustic crosstalk was estimated by measuring in one
ear, the presence of the pseudorandom noise presented to
opposite ear. Interaural attenuation was approximately 50 dB
at 100 Hz, increased gradually from 60 dB at 200 Hz to.70
dB at 500–700 Hz, and rose to.80 dB at frequencies above
1.0 kHz. Given the high-frequency limitations of both the
ER-1 earphones and the B&K 4134 condensor microphones,
acoustic crosstalk could not be measured above 10.0 kHz
~.80 dB!.

Pure-tone thresholds were measured for 1-s sinusoidal
stimuli at frequencies between 73 Hz and 31.5 kHz. In gen-
eral, the spectrum varied68 dB between 50 Hz and 16.0
kHz, then decreased rapidly to approximately 20.0 kHz.
Pure-tone frequencies were restricted in these studies to fre-
quencies of 1–4.0 kHz because the spectrum was relatively
flat ~62 dB! within one octave of each test-tone frequency.

Contralateral noise was band limited, two-octave wide,
centered at the test tone frequency. Contralateral noise levels
were set relative to threshold in the contralateral ear for the
pure-tone stimulus presented in the test ear. The noise, when
presented, came on when the animal initiated a trial sequence
by making contact with the lever, then remained on continu-
ously so long as the subject maintained contact. Because of
the normal shape of the threshold contour across frequency,
the maximum noise levels presented varied with frequency,
and were limited to different absolute levels based on acous-
tic crosstalk measurements.

D. Behavioral procedure

The behavioral procedures used in this study are compa-
rable to those used previously and have been described in
more detail elsewhere~Smith and Olszyk, 1997!. The ani-
mals were trained using positive reinforcement in an operant
reinforcement paradigm. Following presentation of a flashing
cue light, the subject was trained to initiate a trial by making
contact with the response lever. When contact was made, the
light would remain on without flashing for the duration of
the trial sequence. If the subject maintained contact with the
lever through out the required hold intervals~1–8 s, with an
average delay of 5 s!, the test stimulus was presented and the
animal was required to release the key to indicate signal
detection. A correct response~i.e., releasing the key in the
presence of the test signal! was followed by delivery of a
190-mg banana-flavored pellet~P. J. Noyes, Lancaster, NH!
through the feeder trough. Releases of the lever at any other
time ~i.e., a false alarm! resulted in a 3–5-s timeout, during
which the cuelight was extinguished and the subject was
required to wait before initiating a subsequent trial sequence.

Stimulus intensity at the outset of a trial sequence was
set at approximately 35 dB above the typical threshold for
that frequency. Thresholds were determined using a tracking
procedure, where stimulus intensity was adjusted on a trial-
to-trial basis by decreasing the intensity 5 dB for the subse-
quent trial following a correct response. Likewise, a miss
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resulted in a 5-dB increase in stimulus intensity for the sub-
sequent trial. The change from a hit to a miss, or vice versa,
defined a transition. Six transitions were presented and
threshold for a given frequency was defined as the stimulus
intensity at which 50% signal detection was reported.

Twenty percent of all trials were ‘‘catch trials,’’ where
all experimental parameters were identical to a test-tone trial,
except the test signal was withheld. As a routine procedure,
data from sessions where the subject responded to more than
20% of the catch trials were not used in summary data cal-
culations. In the present studies, however, there were no such
sessions and the average response to catch trial rate was ap-
proximately 1%.

Data were collected in daily testing sessions lasting 2.5–
3.5 h. Thresholds presented here were the average of at least
15 thresholds at each frequency.

E. Surgical procedures for section of the MOC
efferent system

In order to determine if the increases in threshold ob-
served in the presence of contralateral noise were influenced
by the medial olivocochlear system, we attempted to cut the
MOC fibers as they crossed the floor of the IVth ventricle in
one subject. To section the MOC, subject M04 was anesthe-
tized with acepromazine~1.65 mg/kg, i.m.! and isoflurane
~2%, inhalation!, and a midline incision was performed in the
posterior occipital region, and several small holes were
drilled in the posterior fossa. The posterior fossa was then
thinned to the level of the dura, from the foramen magnum to
the transverse sinus on either side. After the sinuses were
identified, the dura was opened under the microscope, from
the foramen magnum to superiorly and laterally at the edges
of the sinuses on either side. The cerebellum was exposed
and a Maroon retractor was placed in the muscle. The cer-
ebellum was opened over the vermis in the midline, and the
obex was located, beginning from the foramen magnum. The
floor of the IVth ventricle was exposed from the obex to
beyond the facial colliculus on each side, under the micro-
scope. The remaining cerebellum was retracted superiorly
using the Maroon retractor, and landmarks on the floor of the
IVth ventricle were identified according to the descriptions
given by May and MacQuone~1995!. A small Beaver-blade
knife was then used to make vertical knife cuts, parallel to
the midline, on the floor of the IVth ventricle, just lateral to
the facial colliculus on each side. Bilateral cuts in this man-
ner should produce complete loss of MOC efferents to both
ears. The cerebellum was then allowed to return to the usual
position, and the dura was closed with a fine suture. The
muscle and skin were then closed over the posterior fossa
defect.

F. Histological evaluation of the MOC section

Control ~normal! cochleae were prepared for histologi-
cal examination as described by Satoet al. ~1997!, with the
modification that the bones were decalcified in a microwave
oven according to the protocol of Madden and Henson
~1997!.

Forty-one outer hair cells from each of the right and left
cochleae from subject M04 were examined in the transmis-
sion electron microscope for evidence of normal efferent
endings. One ending was found in the right cochlea and two
in the left. Although these were identified as ‘‘probable’’
efferent endings on the basis of position and size, no clear

FIG. 1. ~A! Cross-section of the tunnel of Corti in a normal, control cochlea,
showing approximately one crossing bundle or group for each pillar cell.
Typically, each group consists of one to several fibers. Bar50.5 mm. ~B!
Cross sections of tunnel of Corti in the experimental cochleae, where very
few crossing bundles could be found and there were long expanses where
none could be seen. Bar50.5 mm. Based on these findings, and the exten-
sive TEM examination of the cochleae~see text for details!, it was con-
cluded that the lesion of the MOC in the cochlea was complete.
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synaptic specializations were observed. In addition, cross-
sections of the tunnel of Corti were examined for the pres-
ence of tunnel crossing fibers~Fig. 1!. In normal cochleae
these were observed at regular intervals@Fig. 1~A!#, approxi-
mately one crossing bundle or group for each pillar cell, with
each group consisting of one to several fibers; in the experi-
mental cochleae very few could be found and there were
long expanses where none could be seen@Fig. 1~B!#.

Based on these findings, it was concluded that the lesion
of the MOC in the cochlea was complete.

II. RESULTS

A. Absolute thresholds

Contralateral noise levels in the present studies were set
relative to detection threshold in the test ear~dB SL!. The
primary reason for this decision was that many auditory phe-
nomena, including the active mechanical behavior of OHCs,
are sensitive to the level above threshold at which they oc-
cur. Moreover, setting the contralateral noise in dB SL al-
lows direct comparisons of changes at all frequencies, re-
gardless of the absolute threshold level. Since our intention
was to monitor changes in sensitivity by an interaction of the
two ears, measuring normal thresholds in both ears was a
necessary precursor to contralateral stimulation conditions.

At all test-tone frequencies used in the present studies,
the absolute behavioral thresholds for these animals were
comparable both across animals and with thresholds pre-
sented in the literature for other macaques species, and have
been described in detail elsewhere~Smith and Olszyk, 1997!.
For each animal, thresholds measured in both right and left
ears were within 6 dB at all test frequencies.

B. Changes in absolute threshold with continuous
contralateral noise

Figure 2 presents threshold shifts at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0
kHz, averaged across all four subjects, in the presence of
contralateral noise at 10, 30 and 60 dB SL. On average,
when measured in the presence of contralateral noise, pre-
sented at levels of 30 dB SL and above, thresholds were
increased, or suppressed, relative to thresholds measured in
quiet, in a manner that was intensity dependent. Across the
test frequencies presented here, averaged thresholds were
1–2 dB higher in the presence of 30 dB SL noise, than when
measured in quiet. When the contralateral noise was in-
creased to 60 dB SL, thresholds were suppressed in a
frequency-dependent manner, being, on average, 2.1 dB
higher at 1.0 kHz, 4.1 dB higher at 2.0 kHz and 6.0 dB at 4.0
kHz, as compared with thresholds measured in quiet.

An examination of the group data from Fig. 2 suggests
that thresholds are increased in an intensity and frequency-
dependent manner. A statistical comparison of thresholds
measured in noise with those measured in quiet demon-
strated that thresholds at 2.0 and 4.0 kHz, measured in the
presence of the 60 dB SL contralateral noise, were signifi-
cantly higher than those measured in quiet~paired t test; P
,0.05!.

C. Effects of MOC lesion on contralateral
noise-induced threshold shifts

To determine if threshold increases measured in the
presence of continuous contralateral noise were dependent
on MOC activation, one subject underwent a surgical sec-
tioning of the MOC on the floor of the IVth ventricle. The
left panel of Fig. 3 shows the individual baseline, presurgery
threshold shifts at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz, as a function of
contralateral noise level, for subject M04. There was a trend
for thresholds to increase with contralateral noise level,
reaching an average maximum of 5.0 dB at 1.0 kHz~60 dB
SL noise level!. A statistical comparison of thresholds mea-
sured in noise with those measured in quiet indicated that
thresholds measured at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz in the presence
of 60 dB SL contralateral noise were significantly higher
than those measured in quiet~pairedt test;P,0.05!.

Absolute thresholds for this animal were unaffected by
the MOC lesion. Following surgery the significant increases
in threshold seen with higher contralateral noise levels were
substantially reduced, or eliminated~Fig. 3, right panel!. At
1.0 and 2.0 kHz, a residual 2-dB increase in thresholds was
apparent at both 1.0 and 2.0 kHz test frequencies, though this
shift did not reach statistical significance.

FIG. 2. Threshold shifts, averaged across subjects M03, M04, M05 and
M06, measured in the presence of continuous contralateral noise~see text
for details of the noise paradigm!. Averaged thresholds are presented for the
frequencies of 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz and contralateral noise levels of 10, 30
and 60 dB SL. The magnitude of the shifts was determined by subtracting
the absolute threshold measured in quiet from the threshold measured with
the same stimulus in the presence of continuous contralateral noise. Aster-
isks~* ! denote threshold shifts where the averaged absolute thresholds in the
presence of the contralateral noise are statistically greater than thresholds
measured to the same stimuli in quiet~pairedt; P50.05!.
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III. DISCUSSION

Behavioral thresholds were compared in quiet and in the
presence of continuous, contralateral two octave-band noise.
At contralateral noise levels of 30 dB SL and above, thresh-
olds were increased, or suppressed, relative to those mea-
sured in quiet, in a manner that was both frequency and
intensity dependent. Threshold shifts, however, only reached
statistical significance for contralateral noise levels of 60 dB
SL. Suppression reached a maximum, on average, of 6.0 dB
at 4.0 kHz~60 dB SL noise level!. These findings are in good
agreement with earlier measurements of contralateral sup-
pression in the same animals using continuous, contralateral
broadband noise~Smith, 1998!. This suppression was re-
duced or eliminated in one subject following elimination of
the MOC via sectioning the crossed-olivocochlear bundle on
the floor of the IVth ventricle.

Importantly, these psychophysical findings are in com-
plete agreement, in terms of the frequency and intensity de-
pendence and the magnitude of suppression, with both the
extant physiological MOC contralateral suppression and cen-
tral masking literatures.

A. Physiological mechanisms of contralateral noise-
induced increases in threshold

In principle, contralateral noise could produce the noted
threshold increases in the ipsilateral ear by at least three dif-
ferent peripheral physiological mechanisms: direct masking
via acoustic crosstalk; acoustic/middle ear reflex; and medial
olivocochlear suppression. It is also possible, of course, that
purely central mechanisms might account for the data.

If the contralateral noise were sufficient in level to be
detectable in the ipsilateral ear, transmitted as either an air
borne or bone-conducted stimulus, thresholds would be in-
creased by direct masking of the target stimulus. Several
pieces of data, however, argue against acoustic crosstalk as
having a role in the thresholds seen in with contralateral
noise. First, we have estimated the interaural attenuation in
our animals~see Methods section! and, at the frequencies
where the threshold shifts are greatest, between 1.0 and 4.0
kHz, the interaural attenuation is, in general,.70–80 dB.

Yet, data presented here and in our previous studies in these
same animals~Smith, 1998!, have shown that measurable
threshold shifts are evident at contralateral noise levels as
low as 30 dB SPL~e.g., 30 dB SL noise for a 0 dB SPL
absolute threshold at 4.0 and 8.0 kHz!.

Second, to determine what effects crosstalk might have
on thresholds, we have measured shifts in threshold for the
condition where a wide band noise is presented to the ipsi-
lateral ear at levels of 30–70 dB SPL. In these four subjects,
thresholds between 1.0 and 8.0 kHz were, on average, unaf-
fected by noise at 30 dB SPL, and the average threshold was
increased 7 dB when the noise level was increased to 40 dB
SPL. This means that, to produce a threshold shift of, say,
5–7 dB ~a shift comparable to that seen in the presence of
contralateral noise!, the noise level in the ipsilateral ear
would need to be, for the noise bandwidth and transducers
employed, approximately 30–40 dB SPL. Based on our
acoustic crosstalk measurements preformedin vivo, at the
affected frequencies, the contralateral noise levels necessary
to produce 30–40 dB SPL of ipsilateral noise level would be
greater than 100–110 dB SPL, far above those used in the
present studies.

Finally, if the measured threshold shifts were solely a
result of acoustic crosstalk, the MOC lesion should not have
any measurable effect on the ability of the contralateral noise
to influence ipsilateral thresholds. In subject M04, the ability
of contralateral noise to influence thresholds was signifi-
cantly reduced following the surgical sectioning of the MOC
efferents.

Likewise, the general characteristics of the middle-ear
reflex suggest it unlikely that contraction of the middle-ear
muscles could account for the threshold elevations noted
with contralateral noise. In most species, the acoustic reflex
can be elicited by both ipsilateral and contralateral acoustic
stimuli of .70 dB SPL~Pang and Peake, 1986!, far exceed-
ing the levels necessary to produce measurable alterations in
threshold in the present studies, which were approximately
30–40 dB SPL. Furthermore, when activated, the acoustic
reflex reduces acoustic transmission through the middle ear,
primarily by increasing the stiffness of the ossicular chain by

FIG. 3. The left panel shows average baseline, absolute
threshold shifts measured in the presence of continuous
contralateral noise~see text for details of the noise para-
digm! for subject M04. Averaged thresholds are pre-
sented for the frequencies of 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz and
contralateral noise levels of 10, 30 and 60 dB SL. The
right panel shows average, absolute threshold shifts,
following surgical lesiong of the MOC efferent system
on the floor of the IVth ventricle. The magnitude of the
shifts was determined by subtracting the absolute
threshold measured in quiet from the threshold mea-
sured with the same stimulus in the presence of con-
tinuous contralateral noise. Asterisks~* ! denote thresh-
old shifts where the averaged absolute thresholds in the
presence of the contralateral noise are statistically
greater than thresholds measured to the same stimuli in
quiet ~pairedt; P50.05).
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contraction of the stapedius muscle. Thus, because only low-
frequency transmission is stiffness dependent~i.e., ,1.0
kHz!, the increased impedance of the middle ear would not
likely affect thresholds above 1.0 kHz~Pang and Peak,
1986!, where the largest effects were observed in the present
studies.

The medial olivocochlear neurons arise from regions in
the brainstem surrounding the ipsilateral and contralateral
medial superior olives, and reach out to synapse, character-
istically, under the OHCs in the organ of Corti~cf. Warr
et al., 1986!, where they play a primary role in influencing
cochlear responses by modulating the mechanical behavior
of the OHCs. Perhaps the most widely studied and best un-
derstood effect of MOC activity is that of suppressing con-
tralateral OHC and cochlear activity~cf. Buňo, 1978; Siegel
and Kim, 1982; Warren and Liberman, 1989a, b; Lima da
Costaet al., 1997!. Many of these studies have reported in-
creases in the various measures of neural/physiological
threshold when the MOC is activated by contralateral noise
~Mountain, 1980; Warren and Liberman, 1989a, b; Kawase
et al., 1993; Puriaet al., 1996; Lima da Costaet al., 1997!.
They are thought to exert their influences over OHC me-
chanical behavior by altering the conductance of the hair cell
membrane~Flock and Russell, 1976; Artet al., 1984!. In
keeping with the current data, MOC physiological suppres-
sion is greatest at frequencies of 1.0 to 10.0 kHz~cf. Guinan
and Gifford, 1988; Warren and Liberman, 1989b!, with the
magnitude of the suppression increasing in an intensity de-
pendent manner. This frequency distribution corresponds to
the areas of the basilar membrane which contain the highest
density of MOC innervation~Guinanet al., 1984; Liberman
et al., 1990; Satoet al., 1997!. In all of these studies, the
effects of the MOC activation are eliminated when the MOC
tracts are interrupted.

It is important to emphasize the high degree of corre-
spondence between the magnitude of threshold shifts~i.e.,
suppression! produced by the presence of contralateral noise
in the present study in nonhuman primates, and that reported
in previous studies of ‘‘central masking’’ using comparable
stimulus conditions in human observers: Numerous psycho-
physical studies have reported 2–6 dB increases in threshold
under continuous contralateral noise~Ingham, 1959; Lide´n
et al., 1959; Dirks and Norris, 1966; Blegvad, 1967; Snyder,
1973; Benton and Sheeley, 1987!. Zwislocki et al. ~1967,
1971! argued that central masking is best measured under
stimulus conditions where the onset of the target signal is
coincident with the onset of the contralateral masker: Under
these conditions thresholds are elevated by as much as 12
dB, or more, depending on the masker level. With progres-
sive increases in the delay between the onset of the masker
and target signal, the magnitude of the threshold shift de-
creases to a steady state, intensity-dependent level of 2–6 dB
by 60–120 ms. Indeed, Lima da Costaet al. ~1997! have
shown this steady-state suppression can be maintained for
minutes, or hours. We argue here that this steady-state level
is the same as that measured with continuous contralateral
noise, both psychophysically~Ingham, 1959; Lide´n et al.,
1959; Dirks and Norris, 1966; Blegvad, 1967; Snyder, 1973;
Benton and Sheeley, 1987! and physiologically~Kawase

et al., 1993; Puriaet al., 1996; Lima da Costaet al., 1997;
Perry et al., 1999!, and is a peripherally based MOC re-
sponse.

B. Rethinking ‘‘central masking’’

Numerous previous studies have measured changes in
pure-tone thresholds with various contralateral stimuli in or-
der to characterize the phenomenon of central masking~In-
gham, 1959; Lide´n et al., 1959; Dirks and Norris, 1966;
Blegvad, 1967; Zwislockiet al., 1967, 1968; Zwislocki,
1971; Snyder, 1973; Benton and Sheeley, 1987!. For lack of
evidence of an appropriate peripheral mechanism, the effect
was originally attributed to central processes~Ingham, 1957;
Lidén et al., 1959; Snyder, 1973!, and this attribution may
explain the lack of appreciation that these data may reflect
the effects of the efferent system in auditory psychophysical
phenomena. Importantly, the preponderance of the central
masking literature was established before the first character-
izations of the role of the MOC system in the physiology of
peripheral auditory system function.

Two points are worth mentioning here: First, most pre-
vious psychophysical studies have used continuous contralat-
eral maskers~Ingham, 1959; Lide´n et al., 1959; Dirks and
Norris, 1966; Blegvad, 1967; Snyder, 1973; Benton and
Sheeley, 1987!, comparable to those used in the efferent
physiological literature~cf. Kawaseet al., 1993; Puriaet al.,
1996; Lima da Costaet al., 1997; Perryet al., 1999! and to
those used in the present psychophysical studies. The simi-
larities seen in the suppressive effects of these continuous
contralateral stimuli on behavioral thresholds in humans and
monkeys, and on compound action potentials, single afferent
fiber responses, and otoacoustic emissions suggests a com-
mon mechanism. The repeated physiological demonstration
that this suppression in greatly reduced, or eliminated, fol-
lowing interruption of the MOC tracts indicate these percep-
tual changes are likewise due at least in part to efferent ac-
tivity.

Second, these efferent physiological demonstrations do
not exclude the possibility that a purely ‘‘central’’ binaural
interaction is also not at work. As described above, Zwis-
locki et al. ~1967! has used pulsed maskers and test tones to
show that the largest changes in thresholds occur when the
onset of the masker is coincident with the onset of the test
tone, and the masking effects decrease rapidly with delay
between the onset of the two signals. This timing effect is far
too fast to allow for input from one ear to neurally mediate a
suppressive effect in the opposite ear. For example, the time
constant for MOC activation, in the guinea pig, is greater
than 10–50 ms~Wiederhold and Kiang, 1970; Brown and
Nuttall, 1984; Lima da Costaet al., 1997!.

As a practical issue, the effects of contralateral noise on
ipsilateral thresholds have long been known in the clinical
literature where, when measuring thresholds in an impaired
ear with more than a 40–60 dB threshold shift, it is sug-
gested that one present masking noise in the contralateral,
more sensitive ear to prevent detection of the intense test
signal via transcranial conduction~Palva, 1954; Lide´n et al.,
1959; Dirks and Malmquist, 1965; Martinet al., 1962; Mar-
tin, 1972; Snyder, 1973; Studebaker, 1964, 1967!. This lit-
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erature suggests that a corrective factor of 5–10 dB should
be subtracted from threshold shifts measured with the con-
tralateral noise to compensate for increases in threshold due
to ‘‘central masking’’ ~Snyder, 1973!. Lidén et al. ~1959!
and Blegvad~1967! suggested that this effect~central mask-
ing! is a peripheral phenomenon and is mediated by the ef-
ferent pathways. It is not clear, however, how the contralat-
eral suppression process might be effected by the cochlear
hearing loss and the associated OHC damage.

A reinterpretation of central masking results reported in
the human psychophysical literatures in the context of the
growing efferent literature, including the present study, sug-
gests that the classical phenomenon of central masking may
involve ~at least! two different processes, each acting at a
different level within the auditory system.

When equated for stimulus conditions, there can be little
doubt that central masking under continuous contralateral
noise, including long noise-target onset delays with pulsed
maskers, is a psychophysical manifestation of medial olivo-
cochlear efferent function. This phenomenon likely reflects
the ‘‘steady-state’’ central masking response described origi-
nally by Zwislocki et al. ~1967!. As this process has been
extensively characterized in numerous physiological studies
as being determined by MOC activity, it may be better
termed ‘‘psychophysical contralateral efferent suppression,’’
in keeping with the convention established in the physiologi-
cal literature.

The present data and discussion do not, however, ad-
dress the ‘‘transient’’ central masking response produced by
pulsed contralateral maskers with noise-target onset delays
of ,100 ms~Dirks and Norris, 1966; Zwislockiet al., 1967;
Zwislocki, 1971!. This function may very well reflect a
purely central process, as the briefer noise-target delays are
too short for adequate neural conduction times permitting
contralateral efferent activity to directly affect ipsilateral co-
chlear activity. It is possible that the relatively large ‘‘tran-
sient’’ threshold shifts seen with masker-target signal onset
delays of,20 ms might be attributed to other mechanisms,
such as ‘‘confusion,’’ given the difficulty of the pulsed-
masker paradigm~Trahiotis,personal communication!. War-
ren and Liberman~1989b! have shown that the magnitude of
contralateral efferent suppression decreases when contralat-
eral stimuli are shorter than 100 ms which, as a result, pro-
duce masker-target onset delays of,100 ms. This finding
indicates that the relatively larger transient central masking
effects cannot be an efferent-mediatedperipheraleffect and
should be termed, as it is currently referred to, as ‘‘central
masking.’’

Finally, and importantly, this clarification of the role of
the efferent system in ‘‘central masking’’ indicates that a
substantial psychophysical literature on cochlear efferent
function has existed for several decades in the form of cen-
tral masking studies.

IV. SUMMARY

The changes in psychophysical thresholds produced by
contralateral noise in the present study are both qualitatively
and quantitatively similar to descriptions of contralateral
physiological suppression in the extensive experimental and

clinical physiological literatures, which are known to be pro-
duced by the MOC efferents. These comparisons, and the
fact that many of the studies comprising both the psycho-
physical central masking and physiological MOC literatures
employed comparable continuous contralateral noise stimu-
lus paradigms, and yield comparable cochlear effects, sug-
gest that the psychophysical threshold shift produced by con-
tralateral noise, e.g., central masking, is likewise efferent
mediated.

This notion is further supported by the fact that the con-
tralateral noise effects measured in the present study, at least
in one subject studied~M04!, were reduced, or eliminated
when the MOC was sectioned at the floor of the IVth ven-
tricle. These data, therefore, indicate that central masking
effects produced by long target stimulus/masker delays, or
by continuous contralateral noise conditions, are mediated by
peripheral, MOC efferent mechanisms.
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The effects of frequency region and level on the temporal
modulation transfer functiona)
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Temporal modulation transfer functions~TMTFs! were measured using narrow-band AM and QFM
noises with upper spectral edges from 0.6 to 4.8 kHz, and spectrum levels of 10 and 40 dB SPL. The
cutoff frequency of the TMTF increases as the upper spectral edge is increased up to 4.8 kHz at low
levels, and is constant at higher levels. Sensitivity increases with bandwidth if frequency region is
constant. In a second experiment, these results were compared to predictions of a model
incorporating peripheral and central limitations to modulation detection. To obtain an estimate of
peripheral filtering, frequency selectivity was measured using the notched-noise method, with probe
frequencies and levels chosen to parallel those in the first experiment. The TMTF data were then
predicted using the model. Predicted cutoff frequencies as a function of the upper spectral edge of
the test stimulus were lower than but parallel to those of the subjects at the lower stimulus level. The
model predicted only a slight increase in cutoff frequency with level, and thus predicted an increase
in cutoff frequency with frequency region at the higher level as well, in contrast to the measured
data. These results suggest that there are peripheral and central limitations to temporal resolution,
but the psychoacoustically derived auditory filter may be only an indirect measure of peripheral
filtering, and/or a more complex model may be needed. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!03902-3#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Mk@SPB#

INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental properties of the auditory sys-
tem is the ability to follow time-varying changes in the am-
plitude of sounds. These dynamic changes carry much of the
information in complex sounds of interest, such as speech
and music. Because the auditory system must track, and per-
haps compare, amplitude changes in different frequency re-
gions, it is important to know whether temporal resolution
varies with frequency region. The peripheral auditory system
acts as a bank of overlapping filters whose bandwidths in-
crease approximately proportionately with center frequency.
Because the time constant of a linear filter is inversely re-
lated to the bandwidth, temporal resolution in the auditory
system would be expected to increase with the frequency
region of the signal, at least up to a point. There may be
more central limits to temporal resolution which do not vary
with frequency region. In a given frequency region, temporal
resolution will be determined primarily by whichever of
these factors is most limiting. For this reason, it might be
expected that temporal resolution should vary with periph-
eral filtering in low-frequency regions, and should be con-
stant in higher frequency regions, where central factors are
the limitation.

Various methods have been used to estimate the tempo-
ral resolution of the auditory system. One method is to use a
systems analysis approach, and measure the threshold modu-
lation depth needed for detection of sinusoidal amplitude

modulation of a carrier, yielding a temporal modulation
transfer function~TMTF! ~Viemeister, 1979!. For test stimuli
for which the bandwidth is at least twice the highest modu-
lation frequency, the resulting function has the form of a
low-pass filter~Dau et al., 1997a!. At low modulation fre-
quencies, the system can easily follow the temporal fluctua-
tions, and thus the limiting factor is the intensity resolution
of the system. As the modulation frequency increases, the
system cannot follow the amplitude changes as exactly, and
the function begins to roll off. In carrier conditions where a
low-pass TMTF can be observed, the cutoff frequency is
generally considered to reflect the temporal resolution of the
system.

Physiological measurements of the TMTF support the
idea that there are two types of limits to temporal resolution.
Greenwood and Joris~1996! have shown that TMTF cutoff
frequencies measured in the auditory nerve in cats increase
proportionally with cochlear place up to a place correspond-
ing to approximately 3 kHz, and then begin to approach a
constant limit. They suggest that this is consistent with tem-
poral resolution being limited by mechanical filtering in
lower frequency regions, and temporal filtering in higher fre-
quency regions. The mechanical filtering is presumed to
come from cochlear processing, while the temporal filtering
could be stages after mechanical filtering but before neural
discharge that limit the ability of the neural discharge to
synchronize to the envelope of the signal. There could also
be limitations more central than the VIIIth nerve.

Behavioral data in humans, however, have been less
clear. Several studies have shown an increase in temporal
resolution as frequency region was increased~Rodenburg,
1977; Pattersonet al., 1978; Viemeister, 1979; van Zanten,

a!Portions of this research were presented at the 131st meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America, State College, Pennsylvania, June 1997@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am. Suppl. 1101, S3150~1997!#.

b!Electronic mail: estrick@purdue.edu
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1980; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985; Formby and Muir,
1988!. In most of these studies, however, bandwidth in-
creased with frequency region. Eddins~1993! and Dauet al.
~1997b! found no effects of frequency region when band-
width was kept constant, but bandlimiting was done after
modulation, which decreases modulation depth at the highest
modulation frequencies. Strickland and Viemeister~1997!
and Eddins~1999! also found no effects of frequency region
using AM and QFM noises, which are not filtered after
modulation, for test stimuli with upper spectral edges at 1.2
kHz and above.

These data suggest that there may be an inconsistency
between what is known about peripheral filtering and what is
known about temporal resolution. If peripheral filtering does
limit temporal resolution, it should be most apparent in lower
frequency regions and at low signal levels, where the filter
widths are narrowest. The aim of the first experiment was to
measure temporal resolution as a function of frequency re-
gion and level, including lower frequency regions and levels.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Methods

1. Stimuli

The test stimuli were AM and QFM noises, which are
bandlimited stimuli which are not discriminable on the basis
of long-term spectral cues. These stimuli avoid reduction in
modulation depth which is caused by filtering after modula-
tion ~Strickland and Viemeister, 1997; Eddins, 1999!. They
have been described in detail in a previous paper~Strickland
and Viemeister, 1997!. Briefly, a narrow-band noise was cre-
ated by adding together sinusoidal components, and each
component in the noise was treated as a carrier. Sidebands
were added at the carrier frequency plus and minus the
modulation frequency. For AM noise, the sideband phases
were shifted plus and minusp radians relative to the carrier
phase,1 as shown in Eq.~1!

AM ~ t !5 (
c5 l 1mod

h2mod

Acbcos~2p f ct1fc!1
m

2
~cos~2p~ f c

2 f mod!t1p1fc!1cos~2p~ f c1 f mod!t

2p1fc!!c, ~1!

whereAc is Rayleigh distributed amplitude,fc is a random
phase rectangularly distributed from 0 to 2p radians, andm
is the modulation index~0 to 1!. For the frequency terms,f c

is the frequency of each carrier component,f l and f h are the
lower and upper spectral edges of the noise,f mod is the
modulation frequency,f l 1mod5 f l1 f mod, and f h2mod5 f h

2 f mod.
For QFM noise, the sideband phases were both shifted

p/2 radians relative to the carrier phase, as shown in Eq.~2!

QFM~ t !5 (
c5 l 1mod

h2mod

AcFcos~2p f ct1fc!

1
m

2 S cosS 2p~ f c2 f mod!t2
P

2
1fcD

1cosS 2p~ f c1 f mod!t2
P

2
1fcD D G . ~2!

As shown by Strickland and Viemeister~1997, Fig. 3!,
the amplitude spectra of these stimuli have a central flat area,
composed of carriers and sidebands, and a lower amplitude
region flanking the central area, composed only of sidebands.
The total bandwidth of the stimuli stays constant atf h2 f l ,
and thus the width of the central area decreases and the width
of the sidebands increases withf mod.

Frequency region was varied by setting the upper spec-
tral edge of the test stimuli,f h , at 600, 1200, 2400, and 4800
Hz. Bandwidths used for each frequency region, and the sub-
jects tested in each condition, are shown in Table I. The
modulation frequency was set at 4 to 512 Hz in equal log
steps, with the limitation that it could not exceed half the
bandwidth of the test stimulus. Test stimuli were set at spec-
trum levels of 10 and 40 dB. As shown in Table I, four of the
five subjects were also tested with a broadband noise carrier
~10 to 10 000 Hz! at 30-dB spectrum level. Previous research
has shown that with a broadband carrier, modulation detec-
tion thresholds are invariant with test stimulus level down to
20 dB SL ~Viemeister, 1979; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985!,
and thus these results can be compared to narrow-band re-
sults at different levels.

In a previous study~Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!,
the data suggested that attending to frequency regions above
the test stimulus might effectively increase the modulation
depth for low modulation frequencies. To prevent this, and
also to limit the frequency region available, a band of mask-
ing noise was presented above the test stimulus. The band-
width was the same as that of the test stimulus, and the lower
spectral edge was 50 Hz above the upper spectral edge of the
test stimulus. In the same study, a combination tone at the
modulation frequency was found to serve as a cue in dis-
criminating between the AM and QFM noise. Therefore, a
low-frequency masker was also presented, with the lower
spectral edge at 100 Hz, and the upper spectral edge at 150,
300, and 600 Hz for test stimulus bandwidths of 400, 800,
and 1600, Hz, respectively.

Test stimuli and masking noises were gated together,
and were 500 ms in duration, including 10-ms raised-cosine
ramps. The overall level of the test stimulus was set to be the
same as that of a flat-spectrum noise of the same bandwidth

TABLE I. Conditions for experiment 1.

Upper spectral edge~Hz!
Bandwidth~Hz! 600 1200 2400 4800

400 S1–S5 S1–S4 S1–S4 S1–S4
800 S1–S5 S1–S4 S1–S4

1600 S1–S5 S1–S4

Broadband S1, S2, S4, S5
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at the nominal spectrum level. The spectrum level of the
masking noises was set 10 dB below the nominal spectrum
level of the test stimuli.

The test stimuli were digitally generated and produced
~TDT DA1! at a rate of 16 384 Hz. They were low-pass
filtered at 6 kHz~Kemo VBF/23!. The level was adjusted by
programmable attenuators~TDT PA4!. Stimuli were pre-
sented through one earphone of Sennheiser HD450 head-
phones to a listener seated in a double-walled sound-
attenuating booth.

2. Procedure

Modulation frequency was fixed within a run, and
modulation depth, in units of 20 log(m), was adjusted in an
adaptive two-interval forced-choice procedure with a two-
down, one-up stepping rule, to track 71% correct~Levitt,
1971!. Seventy trials were presented in each block, and feed-
back was given after each trial. The initial step size was 3
dB, and was reduced to 1 dB after the first two reversals. The
threshold estimate for each block was calculated from the
average of the last even number of reversals at the smaller
step size. Threshold values are based on the average of at
least three blocks. If the modulation would have gone be-
yond 100% the track was terminated and not included in the
threshold estimate.

In order to better define the skirt of the TMTF, in some
conditions thresholds were also measured with modulation
depth fixed and modulation frequency adjusted in logarith-
mic steps, a technique used previously by Formby~1985!.
The initial step size as ln~2!/2 ~0.347!, which was reduced to
ln~2!/4 ~0.173! after the first two reversals. The track was
terminated if the bandwidth of the test stimulus would have
been exceeded. Other details of the tracking were the same
as those above.

3. Subjects

Subjects were two males and three females, with an av-
erage age of 23.8 years, and a range of 18 to 36 years. Each
subject had thresholds for pure tones within laboratory
norms for the ear tested, which was the left ear for all sub-
jects. All subjects except S1, who is the author, were paid an
hourly wage.

B. Results

1. Effect of frequency region on the TMTF with
bandwidth fixed

TMTFs may be analyzed in terms of two parameters.
These are sensitivity, defined as the absolute value of the
low-frequency plateau, and the cutoff frequency, defined as
the modulation frequency where thresholds have increased
by 3 dB from the plateau. These may be estimated by fitting
the transfer function of a one-pole Butterworth low-pass fil-
ter to the modulation detection thresholds using a least-
squares algorithm, which will be done later in the paper.

In Fig. 1 average TMTFs are shown for constant band-
widths ~across rows! and levels~across columns! as a func-
tion of frequency region. Symbols with downward arrows
indicate that threshold could not be obtained due to termina-

tion of the track. Data points measured by adaptation on
modulation frequency are plotted with the same symbols
connected by separate lines, and are on the upper skirt of the
functions. Looking first at the left column, where the spec-
trum level of the stimuli was 10 dB, it is clear that the cutoff
frequency of the TMTF depends on frequency region. In the
bottom panel, where the bandwidth is 400 Hz, the cutoff
frequency is lower forf h5600 Hz than for higher frequency
regions. In the middle panel, the cutoff frequency is lower
for f h51200 Hz than for higher frequency regions, when the
bandwidth is 800 Hz. The cutoff frequency changes much
less with frequency region in the top panel, where the
1600-Hz bandwidth means that only the two highest fre-
quency regions could be tested. At this low level, the sensi-
tivity is invariant with frequency region. When the spectrum
level of the stimuli is 40 dB, in the right column, there is no
effect of frequency region on the cutoff frequency of the
TMTF at any bandwidth. There does tend to be a decrease in
sensitivity of 3–5 dB for the lowest frequency region in each
bandwidth. This could be due to upward spread of masking
or modulation detection interference~MDI ! from the low-
frequency masker, which would be closer to the lower fre-
quency stimulus than to any of the higher frequencies. All of
the average effects are reflected in the individual subject
data.

2. Effects of audibility

To ensure that any effects of frequency region were not
due to audibility limitations, threshold was measured for de-

FIG. 1. Average TMTFs as a function of frequency region with bandwidth
and level held constant. The test stimulus spectrum level is 10 dB in the left
column and 40 dB in the right column. Bandwidths ranged from 400 Hz
~bottom row! to 1600 Hz~top row!.
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tection of unmodulated flat-spectrum noise with the same
upper spectral edges and bandwidths as the test stimuli. The
average results for S1–S4 are shown in Fig. 2~S5 was not
tested!. Thresholds were measured in quiet~filled circles!
and with the masking noise set at 0-dB spectrum level~open
triangles!. This is the masker level when the test stimuli are
at a spectrum level of 10 dB. For three of the four subjects,
when the masking noise was present, threshold varied by less
than 5 dB across the frequency range, indicating that there
were no significant differences in audibility. Although there
were differences in audibility across frequency regions for
S3, they did not correlate with changes in TMTF cutoff fre-
quency. As a further test of audibility effects, S1 was also
tested at a spectrum level of 0 dB withf h54800 Hz and a
bandwidth of 400 Hz. Results for this subject are shown in
Fig. 3, along with TMTFs at higher levels. Even at this low
level, for this frequency region the cutoff frequency of the
TMTF did not decrease with level. Therefore, the change in
cutoff frequency with frequency region is not due to differ-
ences in stimulus audibility.

3. Effect of bandwidth and stimulus type on the TMTF

In Fig. 1, for a bandwidth of 400 Hz at a spectrum level
of 10 dB, it would be possible to determine the cutoff fre-
quency for the TMTF for f h5600 Hz, but the estimate
would be less accurate for the higher frequency regions be-
cause the upper skirt of the TMTF is not well defined; that is,
the function has barely begun to roll off. It is not until the

bandwidth increases to 800 Hz for the lower level that it
becomes evident that the cutoff frequency is lower forf h

51200 Hz than for higher frequency regions. The bandwidth
of the test stimulus that can be used is limited by the upper
spectral edge, but the highest modulation frequency that can
be used is limited by the bandwidth. To accurately determine
the TMTF cutoff frequency as a function of frequency re-
gion, comparisons must be made across different bandwidths
as well.

It has been shown previously that when the upper spec-
tral edge of the test stimulus is fixed, the stimulus bandwidth
does not affect the TMTF cutoff frequency when the spec-
trum level is 40 dB or greater~Strickland and Viemeister,
1997; Eddins, 1999!. In the present study, this analysis was
extended to lower frequency regions and to a lower level.
TMTFs as a function of bandwidth are shown in Fig. 4 for a
spectrum level of 10 dB, with frequency region the param-
eter across rows. Data are averages for either four or five
subjects. At the highest modulation frequency, some subjects
did not have measurable thresholds, and these points were
averaged in as zeros. It is clear that there is no consistent
change in cutoff frequency with bandwidth even at this lower
level; that is, the functions are parallel. Sensitivity increases
with bandwidth, by 2 to 3 dB per doubling, but does not vary
with frequency region at this low level, as was shown in Fig.
1.

One reason TMTF cutoff frequency might be expected
to depend on bandwidth is due to the way in which the test
stimuli are generated. By choosing to hold total bandwidth
constant, the bandwidth of the ‘‘carrier band’’ decreases as
modulation frequency increases. For example, for a 400-Hz
total bandwidth, the carrier bandwidth is 392 Hz when the
modulation frequency is 4 Hz, and only 144 Hz when the
modulation frequency is 128 Hz. Dauet al. ~1997b! have
shown that modulation detection thresholds decrease ascar-
rier bandwidth increases. The decrease, in dB, is propor-
tional to the log of the carrier bandwidth. To examine the
effect that carrier bandwidth might have on the stimuli used
in the present study, for which upper spectral edge was held
constant, three subjects were also tested with stimuli for
which the carrier bandwidth was held constant as a function
of modulation frequency, with the upper edge of the carrier
fixed at f h . In Fig. 5, comparisons of modulation thresholds
obtained with total bandwidth fixed~filled circles! and car-
rier bandwidth fixed~open triangles! are shown for a spec-
trum level of 40 dB SPL for S2 and S4. When the carrier

FIG. 2. Average thresholds for detec-
tion of a narrow-band noise in quiet
~filled circles! or in the presence of
notched noise at 0-dB spectrum level
~open triangles!.

FIG. 3. TMTFs as a function of level for S1, withf h54800 Hz and a
bandwidth of 400 Hz. Note that the cutoff frequency does not decrease, even
at the lowest level.
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bandwidth is fixed, thresholds are in general 1 to 2 dB lower
at the two highest modulation frequencies than they are with
the total bandwidth fixed, indicating that holding the total
bandwidth constant does produce a bandwidth effect, but it is
nearly negligible. These same effects were found for a stimu-
lus level of 10 dB for S1~not shown!.

4. Effects of frequency region and level on the TMTF
with varying bandwidth

The previous section showed that the test stimulus band-
width does not affect the TMTF cutoff frequency; therefore,
the effects of frequency region on the TMTF cutoff fre-
quency may be compared across bandwidths. In Fig. 6,
TMTFs are shown as a function of frequency region, with a
bandwidth of 400 Hz whenf h5600 Hz, a bandwidth of 800
Hz when f h51200 Hz, and a bandwidth of 1600 Hz when
f h52400 Hz and 4800 Hz. The data are replotted from Fig.
1. The left panel shows TMTFs measured with test stimuli at
a spectrum level of 10 dB. It is clear that cutoff frequency
increases asf h increases. In the right panel, the test stimuli
were at 40-dB spectrum level. Also shown is the TMTF for a

broadband noise carrier that was at 30-dB spectrum level.
For this high level, note that the cutoff frequency changes
little if at all with frequency region. This is consistent with
previous studies that have shown no effect of frequency re-
gion on cutoff frequency at this or higher test stimulus levels
~Eddins, 1993, 1999; Dauet al., 1997b; Strickland and Vi-
emeister, 1997!. Cutoff frequencies and sensitivities for these
data are shown in Fig. 9.

II. EXPERIMENT 2: MODEL PREDICTIONS

A. Introduction

In experiment 1, it was demonstrated that the cutoff fre-
quency of the TMTF increases with frequency region and
level up to a point, and then plateaus. This is consistent with
the idea advanced by Greenwood and Joris~1996! that there
are peripheral and central limitations to temporal resolution,
and whichever is more limiting will dominate in a given
condition. The fact that TMTF cutoff frequency is lower in
lower frequency regions and at lower levels, but constant in
higher frequency regions and at higher levels, suggests that
peripheral filtering could be a limitation in some conditions,

FIG. 4. Average TMTFs as a function of bandwidth for three frequency
regions, replotted from Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. TMTFs for S2 and S4 with total bandwidth held constant~filled
circles! or carrier bandwidth held constant~open triangles! at a spectrum
level of 40 dB.

FIG. 6. Average TMTFs for the widest bandwidth in each frequency region,
with a spectrum level of 10 and 40 dB.
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because it is sharpest at lower frequencies and levels. The
next step is to determine whether these results are predicted
by models of temporal resolution.

Two types of models have been used to predict modula-
tion detection by the auditory system. One has been called an
‘‘envelope detector.’’ This consists of one or more bandpass
filters, a half-wave rectifier, and a low-pass filter~Roden-
burg, 1977; Viemeister, 1977, 1979!, and was developed
specifically to model temporal resolution. The other is the
modulation filterbank model developed by Dauet al. ~1997a!
to model such effects as adaptation and masking in addition
to modulation detection. The first two stages are the same as
those of the envelope detector. These are followed by an
adaptation stage, a bank of modulation frequency filters, the
addition of internal noise, and an optimal detector. This
model captures aspects of modulation detection that are not
well modeled by the envelope detector, such as effects of
modulation masking.

For both models there are peripheral and central limita-
tions to detection of modulation of noise carriers such as
those used in experiment 1. The peripheral limitation is
bandpass filtering. The central limitation is a low-pass filter
in the envelope detector model, while in the modulation fil-
terbank model, the limitation is the fact that the modulation
filters broaden with modulation frequency. Therefore, more
nonsignal modulation gets through at higher modulation fre-
quencies, reducing detection of modulation. Thus, both mod-
els predict that peripheral filtering could limit temporal reso-
lution at low carrier frequencies. For neither model is it clear,
however, what should be used as an estimate of peripheral
filtering in the first stage. When TMTFs for broadband car-
riers have been predicted using the envelope detector, a
broad initial filter ~2 or 4 kHz! has been necessary in order
for the model to be sensitive enough~Viemeister, 1979; For-
rest and Green, 1987!. Both the envelope detector model and
the modulation filterbank model have also been used to
model TMTFs for narrow-band carriers using filters esti-
mated from threshold for a pure tone in notched noise
~Pattersonet al., 1987; Rosenet al., 1995!. At high test-
stimulus levels, both models are able to successfully predict
TMTFs for carriers in high-frequency regions, but predict a
slightly sharper~Dau et al., 1997b! or much sharper~Strick-
land and Viemeister, 1997! drop in threshold at high modu-
lation frequencies in lower frequency regions than is shown
by subjects. Neither model has been used with test stimuli at
lower levels.

It is not clear why the predictions do not fit the data. One
possibility that has been suggested is that listeners are able to
combine temporal information across channels. This seems
unlikely, because it would require that amplitude and phase
information be preserved to a degree which may be beyond
the capabilities of the auditory nerve~Viemeister, 1979;
Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!. Another possibility is that
the problem could lie in the filter estimates. The measure-
ment of frequency selectivity has been evolving since early
studies of audition, and as techniques have changed, so have
the filter estimates. Recent work by Rosen and his colleagues
suggests that accurate filter estimates may be obtained by
measuring threshold for a fixed-level probe as the level of a

notched-noise masker is varied~Rosen and Baker, 1994!.
Using this method, filter widths broaden with frequency re-
gion and with level. Experiment 1 showed that TMTF cutoff
frequencies also increase with frequency region and level
until they plateau. Therefore, it is of interest to determine
whether changes in filter shape can explain changes in the
TMTF.

The aim of experiment 2 was to measure frequency se-
lectivity as a function of frequency region and level, derive
filter functions, and then to use these filters in a model to
predict modulation detection. The envelope detector model
was used because this was a model the author had access to
and had used before. For modeling the effects of frequency
region and level on detection of modulation of noise carriers,
the envelope detector model performs comparably to the
modulation filterbank model in the conditions considered
here.

B. Methods

1. Stimuli

The test stimuli in experiment 1 cover a range of fre-
quencies. If the envelope detector is limited to one filter in
the first stage, the modulation depth of the test stimulus will
be maximized by the broadest filter. Therefore, the optimal
filter to choose is one with the highest center frequency~CF!
that passes the test stimulus but not the notched noise sur-
rounding it. Probe frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz
were chosen, because these placed the filters in the upper end
of the TMTF test stimulus regions. Rolloff of the headphone
response precluded including a probe frequency of 4000 Hz.
The response of the Sennheiser HD450s, as measured on
KEMAR, has a 10–15-dB peak from just above 2 kHz to 4
kHz, as shown in Fig. 7. This was not compensated for in the
stimulus levels. Probe levels were chosen to approximate the
levels of the TMTF test stimuli after auditory filtering. It was
assumed that the 3-dB bandwidth of the auditory filter was
10% of CF.

The probe was a 400-ms pure tone, temporally centered
in the 500-ms notched-noise masker. Both masker and probe
had 10-ms raised-cosine ramps. Probe level was fixed and
masker level varied to estimate threshold at each notch
width. The outer spectral edges of the noise were fixed at
0.23 f 0 and 1.83 f 0 , where f 0 is the probe frequency. The

FIG. 7. Frequency response of the Sennheiser HD450 headphones.
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relative edge of the notch in the noise was designated byN,
whereN5(u f 2 f 0u/ f 0), and f is the inner spectral edge of
the noise. The notch was placed either symmetrically about
the probe, or asymmetrically, with the closer edge atN and
the farther edge atN10.2. For signal levels of 47 dB SPL
and lower,N was set at 0 to 0.4 for the symmetric case, and
0 to 0.3 for the asymmetric case. For higher signal levels,N
was set at 0 to 0.15, and where possible 0.2. Only narrower
notch widths could be used at these levels because wider
notch widths required higher masker levels to reach thresh-
old, which would have exceeded the limits of the system and
been uncomfortably loud for the subjects.

2. Procedure

The probe level was fixed within a run, and the masker
level was adjusted in an adaptive two-interval forced-choice
procedure with a two-up, one-down stepping rule, to track
71% correct~Levitt, 1971!. Fifty trials were presented in
each block, and feedback was given after each trial. The
initial step size was 5 dB, and was reduced to 2 dB after the
first two reversals. The threshold estimate for each block was
calculated from the average of the last even number of re-
versals at the smaller step size. Threshold values are based
on the average of at least three blocks. If the masker level
would have exceeded the limits of the system, the block was
terminated and not included in threshold determinations.
Subjects were the same as those in experiment 1.

C. Results

1. Filter measurements

Thresholds were used to estimate filter shapes, using an
adaptive least-squares fitting program. Data for probes at dif-
ferent levels were fit together for each subject and center
frequency, by allowing the parameters to change with level
~e.g., Rosen and Baker, 1994!. The function used to fit the
filters was a rounded exponential, as given in the following
equation:

roex~p,w,t !5~12w!~11pg!exp~2pg!

1w~11tg!exp~2tg!,

whereg is frequency normalized to the center frequency,p is
the slope of the passband of the filter,t is the slope of the
tail, and w determines which region is dominated by the
passband and which by the tail~Pattersonet al., 1982!. Pa-
rameters used in fitting the filters were lower and upper
slopes (pl and pu), and a break point and tail on the low-
frequency side (wl andt l) with a linear fit with level for each
parameter. The filter fits include the weighting function of
the headphones.

Filter 3-dB bandwidths are shown in Fig. 8. Also shown
are 3-dB bandwidths for fourth-order gammatone filters
~Holdsworth et al., 1988! and estimates using the same
fixed-probe method from Rosenet al. ~1995!. The average
bandwidths for the low level are quite comparable to esti-
mates by Rosen and the gammatone estimates. For the high
level, the filter estimates in this study are consistently
slightly larger than other estimates, particularly at 2 kHz.
The extremely wide filter measured at the higher level at 2

kHz could well be due to the peak in the frequency response
of the headphones as shown in Fig. 7. The weighting func-
tion may not be able to correct for the fact that the masker
above the probe frequency dominated during the measure-
ment. The filter bandwidths at 4 kHz were not measured;
rather, the parameters from the 1-kHz filter were used.

2. Simulations

The envelope detector model was used to run simula-
tions of a subset of the conditions from experiment 1. Band-
widths of 400, 800, 1600, and 1600 Hz were used withf h

5600, 1200, 2400, and 4800 Hz, respectively. Spectrum lev-
els were 10 and 40 dB. In the simulations, the filters for each
subject and condition were used in the first stage of the
model. Because filters were only measured at one frequency
within each frequency region, the filter parameters were ex-
trapolated to nearby center frequencies as needed. The model
was run under two different conditions. In the first, only one
filter was used in the first stage. This filter was chosen to be
the widest available within the stimulus region, and thus was
placed near the upper edge of the stimulus frequency region.
This will be called the single-channel model. In the second
condition, as many independent filters as would fit in the
stimulus region were used in the first stage, with the criterion
for independence being that the filters were 3 dB down at the
point where they overlapped. The number and center fre-
quencies of the filters were determined individually for each
subject and condition. This will be called the multichannel
model. When the stimulus was broadband, only filters with
CFs above 2 kHz were used, because with lower CFs the
envelope spectrum and the stimulus spectrum overlap and
the model does not perform well.

The decision statistic used in the model was the differ-
ence in the fourth moment of the envelope between the sig-
nal and nonsignal intervals~Hartmann and Pumplin, 1988!.
This particular statistic was chosen based on its performance
in a previous study in predicting modulation thresholds for

FIG. 8. Average filter 3-dB bandwidths calculated from filter functions fit
for each subject. Filter functions were directly measured for center frequen-
cies of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 kHz. 4.0-kHz data are extrapolated from the filter
functions at 1.0 kHz. Filled circles are for probe levels corresponding to the
10-dB spectrum level stimuli in the previous experiment, open circles for
the 40-dB spectrum level. Filled and open triangles are bandwidths calcu-
lated from measurements at the same levels by Rosenet al. ~1995!. Hour-
glass symbols show bandwidths for fourth-order gammatone filters.
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TMTFs for broadband carriers that were as low as those
measured for subjects, and in predicting some aspects of
modulation masking2 ~Strickland and Viemeister, 1996!. The
cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter was set at 60 Hz, so
that the model predicted the TMTFs forf h54800 Hz well.
This is close to the cutoff frequency that has been used in
previous studies fitting results with broadband carriers~Vi-
emeister, 1979; Forrest and Green, 1987!. In the multichan-
nel model, the differences in fourth moment were simply
summed across channels.

An adaptive tracking procedure was used to get four
threshold estimates in each condition, exactly as for the sub-
jects in experiment 1. Thresholds were estimated by adapting
on modulation depth, and also by adapting on modulation
frequency with modulation depth held constant at28 and
24 dB.

3. Predicted TMTFs as a function of frequency region

Cutoff frequencies and sensitivity were estimated by fit-
ting the transfer function of a one-pole Butterworth low-pass
filter to each TMTF using a least-squares criterion. This was
done for TMTFs for each subject and condition for the data
and the predictions of the two versions of the model. The
cutoff frequencies~on a log scale! and sensitivity were then
averaged for each condition. These are shown in Fig. 9. The
cutoff frequencies are shown in the top panels. In order to
quantify the results, analyses of variance were performed,
with the data and the two model predictions analyzed as
separate groups. There is clearly a three-way interaction be-
tween group, frequency region, and level@F(6,36)
516.418,p,0.001].3 At a level of 10 dB, there is a signifi-
cant effect of frequency region on cutoff frequency
@F(3,36)5118.764, p,0.001]. A post hoc Tukey test
showed that differences in cutoff frequency were significant
up to f h52400 Hz. There is a significant effect of group
@F(2,12)515.283, p50.001], with apost hocTukey test
showing a significant difference between the data and the

predictions of the multichannel model. The models and the
data show the same amount of change in cutoff frequency
with frequency region, as there is not a significant interaction
between group and frequency region@F(6,36)52.051, p
50.84].

In contrast at the higher level, in the right panel, the
effects of frequency region do depend on the group
@F(6,36)517.362,p,0.001]. For the subject data there is a
small frequency effect@F(3,12)54.755,p50.021], with a
Tukey test showing that the cutoff frequency forf h54.8 kHz
is significantly lower than that forf h51.2 and 2.4 kHz. This
frequency effect is driven by the results of one subject. For
the other subjects, cutoff frequency was basically constant
above f h51.2 kHz. In contrast, both models predict an in-
crease in cutoff frequency with frequency region.

The sensitivity values are shown in the bottom panels.
Again, there is a three-way interaction between groups, lev-
els, and frequency region@F(6,36)57.854,p,0.001]. For
the lower level, there is an interaction between group and
frequency region@F(6,36)59.596, p,0.001]. There is an
effect of frequency for the subject data at the lower level
@F(3,12)53.814,p50.039], but a Tukey test revealed that
the only significant pairwise difference is betweenf h52.4
kHz and f h50.6 kHz. Both the single- and multichannel
predictions show an increase in sensitivity with frequency
region. At the higher level there is a significant effect of
groups@F(2,12)510.82,p50.002], although a Tukey test
revealed that no pairwise comparisons reached significance.
There is also an effect of frequency region@F(3,36)
5162.05,p,0.001].

The bandwidth of the test stimulus is increasing with
frequency region up off h52.4 kHz. This means that the
model predicts that sensitivity may depend on bandwidth and
the number of peripheral channels that are used. Forf h

54.8 kHz, two peripheral channels were combined, while
for f h52.4 kHz, four channels were combined. Sensitivity is
greater when two larger channels are combined. Eddins
~1999! has also shown that for a constant bandwidth, sensi-
tivity may vary with frequency region. What is somewhat
surprising is the fact that sensitivity for the subjects de-
creased as level increased, forf h50.6 kHz andf h51.2 kHz.
Some subjects showed no decrease and others showed a sub-
stantial decrease, as is evident by the large error bars in the
lower left-hand panel. As was noted in the results for Fig. 1,
it is possible that there was either direct masking or MDI
from the low-frequency masker in these conditions. Bacon
and Viemeister~1985!, who looked at TMTFs for low-pass
test stimuli only showed an increase in sensitivity as level
was increased.

Cutoff frequencies predicted by the single-channel
model are higher than those for the multichannel model for
lower frequency regions, and the multichannel model always
predicts higher sensitivity than the single-channel model.
This is due to the fact that all of the channels in the multi-
channel model can pass the lower modulation frequencies,
and therefore that model predicts lower thresholds for the
lower frequencies. At the higher modulation frequencies,
fewer channels can pass the modulation, and therefore the
thresholds predicted for the single- and the multichannel

FIG. 9. Cutoff frequencies~top row! and sensitivity~bottom row! calculated
by fitting the transfer function of a low-pass filter to each TMTF and taking
the average.
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model are about the same. This leads to a higher cutoff fre-
quency for the TMTF predicted by the single-channel model.
In higher frequency regions, only a few filters fit into the test
stimulus frequency range, so the model predictions converge.
Although in general the predictions of the single-channel
model are closer to the data than those of the multichannel
model, the predicted sensitivity is too low at the lower level,
and in general the predictions are far enough from the data to
preclude favoring one model over the other. Dauet al.
~1997b! were able to more successfully predict the effects of
carrier bandwidth on thresholds using a multichannel version
of the modulation filterbank model than a single-channel
one.

4. Individual differences

At the lower level, the data show an increase in cutoff
frequency with frequency region, which parallels that pre-
dicted by the models. This suggests that peripheral filtering
could be a factor at this level. Therefore, it is of interest to
examine whether measuring frequency selectivity individu-
ally for each subject led to a correlation between the mea-
sured and predicted cutoff frequencies of individual TMTFs.
In Fig. 10 cutoff frequencies predicted by the multichannel
model using each subject’s estimated filter functions are
plotted against cutoff frequencies estimated from each sub-
ject’s TMTFs. If the predictions were exact, the data points
would line up along the dashed line in each panel. As was
already evident from Fig. 9, predicted cutoff frequencies are
consistently lower than the measured ones, so the points fall
below the line. If the predictions were at least correlated with
the data, the order of the individual subject points for a given
condition would be the same from left to right as from bot-
tom to top. This holds true only whenf h54800 Hz, where
the cutoff frequencies for the measured data are not signifi-
cantly different from the broadband case, suggesting that pe-
ripheral filtering is not playing a major role. Thus, the indi-
vidual frequency selectivity data do not improve the
predictions of the model.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Measured TMTFs

The major finding in experiment 1 is the fact that TMTF
cutoff frequency depends on frequency region at low levels
but not at high levels. At a test stimulus spectrum level of 10
dB, the cutoff frequency increases with frequency region up
to the broadband condition. Pattersonet al. ~1978! also pre-
sented data which show an increase in cutoff frequency with
frequency region for a test stimulus spectrum level of 25 dB.
At a spectrum level of 40 dB, the cutoff frequency of the
TMTF remains nearly constant at the broadband cutoff fre-
quency, regardless of frequency region. This is consistent
with previous studies that have found no effect of frequency
region on the TMTF cutoff frequency~Eddins, 1993, 1999;
Dau et al., 1997b; Strickland and Viemeister, 1997!, which
all used test stimulus spectrum levels at or above 40 dB. The
data in the present study also show that regardless of level,
when frequency region is held constant and stimuli are not
filtered after modulation the effect of increasing bandwidth is
to increase sensitivity but not cutoff frequency. This has
been shown previously for test stimuli at high levels~Strick-
land and Viemeister, 1997; Eddins, 1999!. However, even
with bandwidth constant, Eddins~1999! has shown that sen-
sitivity may also depend on frequency region, and as Fig. 9
shows may also decrease with level for some subjects. For
similar conditions, TMTFs measured in this study are nearly
identical to those measured by Eddins~1993, 1999! and by
Dau et al. ~1997b!. This means that small differences in
stimulus generation and the presence or absence of masking
noises were not critical to the results.

The results of the present study are also consistent with
results for gap detection found by Shailer and Moore~1983!.
Using bandlimited stimuli presented in notched-noise
maskers, they found that gap detection threshold decreased
with frequency region and level. Gap detection thresholds
decreased in the same manner as the reciprocal of the band-
width of estimated auditory filters up to a frequency of ap-
proximately 1 kHz.

The effects of frequency region and level found in the
present study complement and extend the results found in a
study done by Bacon and Viemeister~1985!. In that study,
TMTFs were measured for normal-hearing listeners as a
function of level for two types of test stimuli. One was a
broadband noise, and the other a noise which was low-pass
filtered at 1.6 kHz and presented with a complementary
masking noise high-pass filtered at 1.6 kHz. For the broad-
band noise, sensitivity decreased as the level of the test
stimulus decreased below 20 dB SL, but the cutoff frequency
did not. With the low-pass noise, sensitivity decreased
slightly as level decreased, but the cutoff frequency also de-
creased.

Bacon and Viemeister speculated that the lower TMTF
cutoff frequency seen for the low-pass noise as compared to
the broadband noise was due to the smaller bandwidth, not
the frequency region. However, coupled with the results of
the present study, it is clear that in fact it is the frequency
region and level of the test stimulus, and not the bandwidth,
which are important in determining the TMTF cutoff fre-

FIG. 10. Cutoff frequencies from TMTFs predicted by the multichannel
model plotted against the cutoff frequencies from the measured data, for test
stimuli at a spectrum level of 10 dB.
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quency. When stimuli are restricted to frequency regions at
and above 2.4 kHz, regardless of bandwidth, the cutoff fre-
quency of the TMTF does not change with level, as shown in
Figs. 6 and 9. With a broadband test stimulus, for which
higher frequency regions may be used, the cutoff frequency
of the TMTF also does not change with level~Viemeister,
1979; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985!.

The present results suggest that sensitivity increases
with bandwidth if frequency region is held constant, as has
been shown previously~Eddins, 1993, 1999; Strickland and
Viemeister, 1997!. However, as Eddins~1999! has shown,
sensitivity may also depend on frequency region. Figure 9
shows that sensitivity may also decrease with level for some
subjects, which may be due to masking or MDI from sur-
rounding noises.

Taken together with the results of earlier studies, experi-
ment 1 has several practical implications. Listeners will be
more sensitive to modulation the wider the bandwidth of the
modulated stimulus. Temporal resolution is limited by fre-
quency region at low levels, but little if at all at higher levels.
This suggests that for broadband signals, such as speech, at
high levels the amplitude envelope may be equally well rep-
resented across frequency regions. For lower levels, the rep-
resentation of the envelope will certainly vary across fre-
quency regions. If listeners are restricted to the lower
frequency regions due to damage to higher frequency re-
gions, their temporal resolution will be poorer. This is con-
stant with data of Bacon and Viemeister~1985! and data for
the chinchilla from Hendersonet al. ~1984!.

B. Predictions

Because previous studies have shown little or no effect
of frequency region on TMTF cutoff frequency, it has been
suggested that listeners may be able to combine temporal
information across channels. This explanation seems even
less likely given the dependence of cutoff frequency on fre-
quency region at low levels. Why should listeners be able to
combine information across channels at high levels but not at
low? The results of experiment 1 suggest that there are in
fact peripheral and central limits to temporal resolution. Ex-
periment 2 was designed to determine whether a single- or
multichannel envelope detector model could predict these
results, if filters determined for each subject were used as the
first stage in the model.

Looking at the model predictions in Fig. 9, clearly the
models do not fit the data. Yet the pattern of the model
predictions provide some clues to how modulation is pro-
cessed. For cutoff frequencies at the lower level~top left
panel!, the data and the multichannel predictions are parallel
across the frequency range, both increasing by approxi-
mately a factor of 3.6. This is in contrast to the 3-dB filter
bandwidths, which increase by a factor of approximately 6.6
across this same range~see Fig. 8!. So, the multichannel
model, with a peripheral and central limitation, correctly pre-
dicts the slope of the cutoff frequencies, which the filter
bandwidths alone would not.

The multichannel model predicts on average only a 10%
increase in cutoff frequency as the test stimulus spectrum
level increases from 10 to 40 dB. Because this is still below

the limiting cutoff frequency for a broadband carrier, the
model predicts the same frequency effects at a spectrum
level of 40 dB as were seen at 10 dB. The subject data show
an increase in cutoff frequency of 73% whenf h5600 Hz.
The cutoff frequency for the higher level is already nearly as
high as the broadband cutoff frequency, and thus there is no
frequency effect at the higher level. The cutoff frequencies
from the subject data could be consistent with broader pe-
ripheral filters than were used in the model, and with a
greater increase in filter width with level than the model
filters showed. At first glance, the sensitivity results would
seem to contradict this theory, however, as sensitivity would
then be expected to increase more with level, instead of de-
creasing. Because masking noise surrounds the test stimuli,
however, broader filters might pass masking noise as well as
the signal, which would account for the decrease in sensitiv-
ity even though the cutoff frequency increases.

This suggests the possibility that frequency selectivity
and the TMTF cutoff frequency at low levels both reflect the
effects of peripheral filtering, but that the psychoacoustically
derived auditory filter is not truly a measure of peripheral
filtering. It seems quite likely that the outputs of peripheral
filters may be processed by the central auditory system in
different ways depending on the task. For example, periph-
eral filtering could be quite broad, but if listeners make com-
parisons across channels in detecting a tone in noise, the
resulting frequency resolution could be quite precise. When
doing a temporal resolution task, where broader filters are
more advantageous, channels may be used differently. An-
other possibility is that different neural cues are used in the
two tasks, resulting in different apparent ‘‘filters.’’ This
could explain why even at the lower level, individual vari-
ability in frequency selectivity does not account for indi-
vidual variability in TMTF cutoff frequency. This lack of
correlation has also been found in other studies comparing
temporal resolution and frequency resolution within the same
subjects~Moore et al., 1993; Holubeet al., 1998!.

Coupled with this is the possibility that a more complex
model could well be more successful at predicting the data.
The modulation filterbank model~Dau et al., 1997b, dis-
cussed in the introduction to experiment 2, filters the enve-
lope spectrum into different frequency regions. Therefore, if
a change in peripheral filter width with level were incorpo-
rated into the model, a small increase in peripheral filter
width might cause a larger change in TMTF cutoff frequency
than is predicted by the envelope detector model. Even with
the addition of a modulation filterbank, however, if fre-
quency selectivity is solely a measure of peripheral filtering,
a high correlation would still be expected between the TMTF
cutoff frequencies for the individual data and the individual
predictions for each subject, which is not seen~Fig. 10!.
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1AM can be created by any phase relationship between the sidebands such
that one is in positive phase and the other is in negative phase by the same
amount relative to the carrier phase. The phases used in this experiment
were chosen so that the modulation would start and end in a valley.

2In that study, the ratio of the envelope maximum to the envelope minimum
~max/min! was shown to perform the best in predicting effects of modula-
tion masking such as effects of beats, phase effects between signal and
masker modulation, and facilitation of detection of high-modulation fre-
quencies with a low-modulation-frequency masker. For predicting TMTFs,
however, the max/min is a less stable statistic, because it is based on only
one peak and one valley in the envelope, and thus it predicts higher thresh-
olds than the fourth moment. The max/min results could probably be im-
proved by taking multiple maxima and minima, but that was not the focus
of the present study.

3In the statistical analyses, data and predictions for S5 forf h54800 Hz were
estimated from the average of the other subjects.
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On the relative influence of individual harmonics
on pitch judgmenta)
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Spectral weighting functions were estimated in a pitch-comparison task to assess the relative
influence of individual harmonics on listeners’ pitch judgment. The stimuli were quasi-harmonic
complex tones composed of the first 12 components, with fundamental frequencies ranging from
100 to 800 Hz. On each stimulus presentation the frequency of each harmonic was randomly jittered
by a small amount. The perceptual weight for each harmonic was calculated as the correlation
coefficient between the binary responses of the listener and the frequency jitters for that harmonic.
Although in general the present results conform to previous ones showing the predominant role of
several low-ranked harmonics, discrepancies exist in details. Contrary to some previous reports that
the dominant harmonics were of fixed harmonic ranks regardless of their frequencies, the current
results showed that the dominant harmonics were best described as close to a fixed absolute
frequency of 600 Hz. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!00102-8#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Fe@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

The pitch of a harmonic complex tone is determined by
information carried by not just the fundamental component
but also the higher harmonics@see de Boer~1976!, Green
~1988!, Moore ~1993!, and Hartmann~1996! for reviews#.
These harmonics, however, do not make equal contributions
to pitch perception. It is now widely agreed that harmonics
that are resolved by the ear play the key role in determining
the pitch~Wightman, 1973; Goldstein, 1973; Terhardt, 1974;
Terhardtet al., 1982a, b; Moore, 1992; Meddis and Hewitt,
1991a, b; Cohen, 1995!. According to the principle of the
dominance region, the pitch is derived primarily from just a
few low-ranked harmonics~e.g., Ritsma, 1967, 1970!.

The idea of a frequency dominance region in pitch per-
ception has evolved through a series of studies~e.g., de Boer,
1956; Flanagan and Guttman, 1960; Plomp, 1967; Ritsma,
1967, 1970; Patterson and Wightman, 1976; Yost, 1982;
Moore et al., 1985; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990!. A
quantitative description of the dominance region has been
given by the results of Mooreet al. ~1985!. Under the as-
sumption that pitch~P! is a weighted average of estimated
fundamental frequencies based on individual harmonics,

P5(
i 51

n

wi~ f i / i !, ~1!

where f i is the estimated frequency of thei th harmonic and
the weight,wi , reflects the relative importance of each har-
monic. They assessed the weights by measuring how much
pitch is shifted by a change in the frequency of each har-
monic. The results of their pitch-shift experiment showed
that only the first four or five harmonics were effective; the

contributions from the higher ones were insignificant.
In the present study, we set out to estimate the weighting

functions based on the same rationale as that underlying the
study by Mooreet al. ~1985!, but using a different method.
Unlike their approach in which the frequency of each com-
ponent was shifted one at a time, the current procedure
treated all the components equally by changing their fre-
quencies randomly and simultaneously on each stimulus pre-
sentation. With a correlation technique, the weight associated
with each harmonic was estimated as the correlation coeffi-
cient calculated between the frequency perturbations added
to that harmonic and the listener’s binary responses in a pitch
comparison task. The reader is referred to Richards and Zhu
~1994! for the theoretical basis of the correlation technique,
and to Ahumada and Lovell~1971!, Gilkey and Robinson
~1986!, Berg ~1989!, and Lutfi ~1995! for the development
and variations of this technique. We carried out the measure-
ments over a relatively wide range of fundamental frequen-
cies ~from 100 to 800 Hz! in order to examine in greater
detail whether the dominance region is best described in har-
monic rank or absolute frequency~e.g., Ritsma, 1967, 1970;
Plomp, 1967; Patterson and Wightman, 1976!.

I. THE ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE
MEASUREMENTS

The underlying assumption for our measurements comes
from Goldstein~1973!: the auditory system derives the pitch,
P, of a complex tone based entirely on the frequencies of the
individual components. Although its generality remains an
open question, this assumption is probably reasonable for the
stimuli used in the present study. For convenience of analy-
sis, we normalize the frequencies by their harmonic ranks,
and let h i be the relative frequencyf i / i . The assumption
then can be expressed asP5P(h1 ,h2 ,...,hn). Note thath i

are random variables because of the frequency perturbations

a!Portions of this paper were presented at the 11th International Symposium
of Hearing in Grantham, U.K., in 1997 and the joint 16th International
Congress on Acoustics/135th meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America in Seattle in 1998.
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that the experimenter superimposed on individual harmonics.
The change in pitch from a nominal valueP0 can be ex-
pressed in a Taylor series,

DP5P2P05(
i 51

n

wiDh i1«1j, ~2!

in which wi5(]P/]h)Dh50 are the partial derivatives at the
nominal pitch P0 , « represents the higher-order terms of
Dh i , andj reflects contribution from internal noise. Within
a small region surroundingP0 , in which « can be ignored,
the change in pitch is approximately a linear-weighted sum
of the changes in the relative frequencies (Dh i) plus an error
term ~j!. Under the assumption that listeners use Eq.~2! as
the decision statistic in judging the pitch of a complex tone,
the weights,wi , can be estimated using a correlation tech-
nique ~Richards and Zhu, 1994!.

In the present study, the weights are estimated in a two-
interval, forced-choice, pitch-comparison task. The decision
variable is assumed to be the pitch difference between the
two observation intervals, denoted asDP(2,1)5P(2)2P(1) .
Let Dh i (2,1) denote the difference between the perturbations
added to thei th component in the second and first observa-
tion intervals. Then we have

DP~2,1!5(
i 51

n

wiDh i ~2,1!1j~2,1! . ~3!

Let R denote the binary response variable; the decision rule
can be stated asR52 ~respond ‘‘2’’! if and only if DP(2,1)

.0, elseR51 ~respond ‘‘1’’!. The expected correlation co-
efficient between the response vectorR and the perturbation
vector Dh i (2,1) is proportional to the weight,wi ~Richards
and Zhu, 1994!. In the present study, we simply use the
correlation coefficients to represent weights, i.e.,

wi5CORR@R,Dh~2,1!#. ~4!

II. METHODS

Four normal-hearing college students participated. They
received the signals in phase at the two ears through Senn-
heiser headphones~HD450!, and were asked to indicate
which observation interval had the higher pitch. They were
instructed to respond to the holistic~virtual! pitch of the
entire stimulus rather than the spectral pitches of individual
components. No feedback was given.

The signals presented in both intervals can be described
as

Sk5(
j 51

12

aj sin @2p j h j ,kt# ~k51,2!, ~5!

where the indexk indicates the observation interval. They
were quasi-harmonic complex tones consisting of the first 12
harmonics, each having a level of 60 dB SPL. The duration
was fixed at 200 ms, including 10-ms, cosine-squared rise/
fall times. The two complex tones on each trial were identi-
cal except for the random jittersh i , added to individual
components, which were drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with a mean off 0 and a standard deviation of 0.02f 0 ~2%
jitter at each harmonic!. Eight fundamental frequencies~100

to 800 Hz! were tested. All signals were generated digitally
~AP2, TDT!, played at a sampling rate of 25 kHz~DA1,
TDT!, and low-pass filtered at 10 kHz~FLT5, TDT!. After
1000 trials for each condition, the correlation coefficient
~weights! for each harmonic was calculated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the individual weight as a function of
harmonic number. The standard error was calculated asse

51/AN for the null hypothesis of zero correlation~Lutfi,
1995!. The 95% confidence interval in each panel is indi-
cated by the shaded area, which is bounded by6two stan-
dard errors. We define the dominance region as including
harmonics with weights that are significantly greater than
zero ~i.e., above the shaded area!. Although individual re-
sults vary considerably regarding the magnitudes of the
weights, there is reasonably good agreement regarding the
boundaries of the dominance regions. The mean results,
which are presented in Fig. 2, capture the main features of
the individual ones and will be the focus in our description.

FIG. 1. Individual~circles, 01; downward triangles, 02; diamonds, 03; tri-
angles, 04! weight ~correlation coefficient! as a function of harmonic num-
ber obtained at eight fundamental frequencies. The shaded area indicates the
95% confidence interval, which is bounded by6 two standard errors around
zero correlation.
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With the exception of the results atf 05100 Hz, which
seem to show separate dominance regions at the second,
sixth, and twelfth harmonics, the spectral weighting func-
tions show a distinct dominance region. The upper boundary
of the dominance region shifts from the fourth harmonic at
lower fundamental frequencies (200 Hz< f 0<400 Hz) to the
third harmonic at higher fundamental frequencies (500 Hz
< f 0<800 Hz). The lower bound of the dominance region is
not clearly defined; the dominance region often includes the
fundamental component. For most cases the dominance re-
gion may be described as having a width of three to four
harmonics. The peak of the weighting function~the most
dominant component! tends to drift towards lower harmonic
ranks with increasing fundamental frequency. In some cases,
the fundamental component has the strongest influence on
the pitch judgment. This pattern can be described by a simple
rule in terms of absolute frequency: The harmonic close to
600 Hz appears to have the strongest influence on the pitch
judgment. For harmonic complex tones with fundamental
frequencies above 600 Hz, the fundamental components are
closest to 600 Hz and are therefore dominant. These results,

along with some others~e.g., Patterson and Wightman,
1976!, disagree with the suggestion that the dominance re-
gion is roughly constant in harmonic rank~e.g., Ritsma,
1967, 1970!.

To summarize in a simple way, the estimated dominance
region has a fixed width in harmonic number~i.e., three to
four! and a fixed location in absolute frequency~i.e., near
600 Hz!. To apply this rule to arbitrary harmonic complex
tone, the three or four components closest to 600 Hz will
likely be the dominant harmonics.

For comparison, Fig. 2 also shows the weighting func-
tions obtained by Mooreet al. ~1985! at 100, 200, and 400
Hz. Their estimated weights are rescaled so that the two
weighting functions in each panel have the same maximum
value. At f 05100 and 200 Hz, the dominance regions de-
scribed by their weighting functions are broader than ours.
Two possible causes for this discrepancy are speculated. On
the one hand, the weighting functions obtained in the present
study may be narrower than the true functions. The reviewers
of this paper, Dr. E. M. Burns and Dr. B. C. J. Moore, raised
the possibility that the listeners of the present study might
have sometimes responded not to the overall pitch of the
complex sounds, but to the pitches of individual components.
Such analytic listening mode would produce narrower
weighting functions. On the other hand, the weighting func-
tions estimated by Mooreet al. may be broader than the true
functions. Because in their procedure the individual harmon-
ics were shifted one at a time, it was possible that the single
shifted harmonic attracted undue attention, leading to wider
estimated weighting functions.1 While the cause of discrep-
ancy remains to be determined at these fundamental frequen-
cies, the two studies produced very similar results atf 0

5400 Hz. Overall, they agree that dominant harmonics are
likely to be among the first six components of the complex
tone.

The possibility of analytic listening in the present study
deserves some discussion. The sharply peaked weighting
functions, the appearance of multiple dominance regions for
the f 05100 Hz condition, and the presence of negative
weights ~e.g., open circles at the fifth harmonic for funda-
mental frequencies of 100 and 200 Hz, Fig. 1! seem to fit this
suspision. Although we did instruct our listeners to respond
to the holistic pitch of the overall sound~i.e., the virtual
pitch! and not to the individual spectral pitches, we did not
have independent means for monitoring to what extent they
were responding to the spectral pitches, whether consciously
or not. The perceived pitch of a complex tone may be a
compromise between the virtual pitch and spectral pitches
~see, e.g., Hartmann, 1988!. As the relative importance of
each pitch type depends on many factors, sorting out their
contribution to listeners’ pitch judgment can be difficult.
However, as far as our purpose of estimating the dominance
region is concerned, separating the effect of virtual versus
spectral pitches may not be a necessary requirement. Accord-
ing to Terhardtet al. ~1982b!, the virtual pitch is actually
derived from the spectral pitches. As a result, harmonics that
produce the dominant spectral pitches must also be the ones
that produce the virtual pitch, although this does not neces-
sarily imply that the spectral weighting functions for the two

FIG. 2. Mean~filled circles! weight as a function of harmonic number
obtained at eight fundamental frequencies. The shaded area indicates the
95% confidence interval. The weighting functions measured by Mooreet al.
~1985! at 100, 200, and 400 Hz are presented~open circles! for comparison.
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pitch modes should have identical shapes. In many pitch-
comparison or pitch-matching tasks, listeners may respond to
whichever pitch mode that is prominent without actually re-
alizing whether it is virtual or spectral. Accordingly, the
weighting functions obtained in each condition simply reflect
the dominance regions for the most prominent pitch mode,
be it virtual or spectral.

A related concern, raised by Dr. Burns, is that jittering
the frequencies in the current method may have enhanced the
influence of spectral pitches relative to that of the virtual
pitch. We do not have adequate information to address this
concern. Nevertheless, there is no reason to suspect that the
jitters should affect the shape of the weighting functions di-
rectly, because all components are treated simultaneous and
equally ~i.e., equal variance on a log-frequency scale! with
the random jitters.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Although the phenomenon of a dominance region has
been repeatedly observed in various studies, the reasons for
its existence remain unclear. This may be due in part to the
different manifestation of the dominance region when mea-
sured with different stimuli and different tasks. What we
need to look for are the common mechanisms that govern the
general phenomenon. Most pitch theories~e.g., Wightman,
1973, Goldstein, 1973, Terhardt, 1974, and more recently,
Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a, and Cohen, 1995! account for the
dominance phenomenon qualitatively. They assign great im-
portance to harmonics that are resolved by the auditory sys-
tem. For fundamental frequencies between 100 to 800 Hz,
only the first seven or eight harmonics are reasonably well
resolved. As a result, the lower-ranked harmonics will as-
sume greater influence on pitch judgment than higher-ranked
ones. Resolvability alone, however, is insufficient to explain
the finding that the dominance region is often limited to only
two or three harmonics. It does not explain why harmonics
immediately above and below the dominant ones have little
influence on pitch judgment, although they are often equally
or even better resolved. Nor does it explain the presence of
dominance region for dichotically presented harmonics.
Thus, other mechanisms must play a role in shaping the
dominance region. In this section we discuss possible mecha-
nisms suggested by some existing pitch theories as well as
the implications of the current results.

A. Wightman’s pattern-transformation theory

In Wightman’s~1973! theory, pitch is calculated based
on the internal representation of the autocorrelation function
of the stimulus waveform. Specifically, it is represented as
the inverse of the estimated time delay (t̂) of the first mode
of the autocorrelation function, i.e., pitch51/t̂. The deriva-
tion of pitch by this model involves two stages. In the first
stage, the neural excitation pattern of the complex tone is
obtained. First, the power spectrum of the complex tone is
weighted by the outer- and middle-ear transfer function.
Here we used the approximated transfer function suggested
by Glasberg and Moore~1990! based on equal-loudness con-
tour at 100 Phon. Then, the excitation pattern is obtained by
convolving the Roex filter function~e.g., Patterson and

Moore, 1986! with the weighted stimulus power spectrum.
We used the simple form of the Roex filter, FLT(f )5(1
1pg)e2pg, in which g5u f 2 f cu/ f c . The bandwidth param-
eter p was set top54 f c /ERB (f c), in which ERB (f c)
524.7(0.00437f c11) ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990! is the
equivalent-rectangular bandwidth of the filter. In the second
stage, the internal representation of the autocorrelation func-
tion is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of
the neural excitation pattern. The pitch value is represented
by the delay of the first mode, and the pitch strength is rep-
resented by the height of this mode. Because the current
study does not concern pitch strength, we will not examine
this aspect of the model.

Computer simulations were carried out in which the
pitch extractor of Wightman’s model performed the same
pitch comparison task as the listeners of the current study.
The simulation included 1000 trials at each of the eight fun-
damental frequencies. The weights were calculated as the
correlation coefficients between the simulated binary re-
sponses and the perturbations~2%! added to the frequencies
of individual harmonics. Figure 3 shows the results along
with the mean weights taken from Fig. 2.

The weighting functions obtained from Wightman’s

FIG. 3. Weighting function predicted by Wightman’s~1973! pattern-
transformation model~open triangles!. The mean results shown in Fig. 2 are
replotted for comparison.
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model largely reflect the shape of the outer- and middle-ear
transfer function, showing a relatively broad dominance re-
gion with a peak around 3.6 kHz for fundamental frequen-
cies above 200 Hz. Two other factors further influence the
shape of the predicted weighting functions. On the one hand,
the higher harmonics are expected to have greater influence
on the pitch because their bigger jitters~in absolute fre-
quency! will cause a bigger shift in the delay~t! of the first
mode in the autocorrelation function. On the other hand, the
influences of the higher harmonics are offset by the smear of
the peaks of their excitation patterns due to the reduced reso-
lution. The combined effects of these two factors are re-
vealed in simulations done without using any outer- and
middle-ear transfer function. The predicted weight functions
have a relatively broad peak near the sixth or seventh har-
monic, and the shapes of the functions are largely indepen-
dent of fundamental frequency.

Overall, given the particular set of outer- and middle-ear
transfer functions and the auditory-filter function adopted
here, the weighting functions derived from Wightman’s
model do not provide a good description of the measured
weighting functions. Additional filtering or transfer functions
must be included to improve the fit between the predicted
and obtained weighting functions. It should be noted that this
model as is has no free parameters.

B. Goldstein’s optimal-processor theory

In the optimal-processor theory of Goldstein~1973!, the
pitch of a harmonic complex tone is the maximum-likelihood
estimate of the fundamental frequency based on the esti-
mated frequencies of individual harmonics. Obviously, the
accuracy of the estimated pitch will depend on the accuracy
of the estimated frequencies of the harmonics. Letf i be the
frequency of the i th harmonic. Then the maximum-
likelihood estimate of the fundamental frequency is~as
shown in the Appendix!

f̂ 05(
i 51

n

wi S f i

i
1j i D , ~6!

wherej i represents the internal noise that corrupts the esti-
mate of f i / i ; it has zero mean and a variance ofs i

2. The
weight wi is inversely proportional tos i

2:

wi5
K

s i
2 ~7!

in which K51/( i 51
n 1/s i

2 is a scaling constant, normalizing
the sum of weights to unity. In words, Eq.~7! simply says
that harmonics whose relative frequencies are estimated
more accurately will assume greater importance.

The idea that the dominance region is determined by the
error functions2( f ) @Eq. ~7!# can be evaluated using exist-
ing approximations of the error functions. One approxima-
tion comes from frequency-difference limens~DLs! of
simple tones measured in isolation, and we choose to use the
results obtained by Wieret al. ~1977!. The second comes
from frequency-difference limens of harmonics measured
within complex tones, by Mooreet al. ~1984! for a funda-
mental frequency of 200 Hz. The third approximation is de-

rived by Goldstein~1973!, based on the musical intelligibil-
ity scores measured by Houtsma and Goldstein~1972!.

Figure 4 compares the weighting functions produced
with various approximations of the error function with that
measured in the current study at a fundamental frequency of
200 Hz ~circles!. The weighting functions derived from the
frequency DLs obtained with simple tones~solid line! and
from musical intelligibility scores obtained with two-tone
complexes~dashed line! are much too flat to account for the
experimental results obtained with 12-tone complexes~filled
circles!. This outcome echoed the previous finding by Gold-
stein ~1973! that the error functions obtained with two-tone
complexes did not provide a good description of Plomp’s
~1967! data obtained with 12-tone complexes. In contrast,
the error function from the frequency DLs of harmonics
measured within complex tones~dotted line! provides an ex-
cellent fit to the data. Consequently, the predicted weighting
function would be narrower than that estimated by Moore
et al. ~1985! for the fundamental frequency of 200 Hz. The
good fit between measured and predicted weighting func-
tions reinforces the argument by Mooreet al. ~1984! that the
error function is specific to the particular environment sur-
rounding the harmonics.

One should keep in mind that DLs obtained in frequency
discrimination tasks are not direct estimates of the error for
estimating the frequencies of harmonics. Whether measured
in isolation or within complex tones, discrimination can be
influenced by unrelated cues. In Mooreet al. ~1984!, cues
may come from interactions among harmonics, particularly
among higher ones. Despite these concerns, the procedure of
Moore et al. is probably still the most reasonable among the
existing ones for estimating the error functions for complex
tones with many components.

The current results have two implications for Gold-
stein’s model, depending on assumptions about whether the
pitch processor adjusts the weights according to the external
jitter of the frequencies. First, suppose the pitch processor is
truly optimal in that it makes decisions based on distributions
of both internal and external noises. Then the perceptual
weights should be determined by the total error function,
including both the internal and the external variability asso-
ciated with the estimated frequencies of the harmonics. It is
reasonable to assume that for the first six or seven harmonics
the 2% external jitter dominates the internal variability, and
thus the total error function is nearly flat for that part. Ac-

FIG. 4. Weighting functions based on Goldstein’s model@Eq. ~7!# using
various approximations of the error function~solid line based on frequency
DLs from Wieret al., 1977; dashed line from Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972;
dotted line based on frequency DLs from Mooreet al., 1984!, and measured
in the current study~circles! for f 05200 Hz.
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cording to Eq.~7!, a flat error function should produce a flat
weighting function, which is clearly inconsistent with the
data.

Now suppose the pitch processor is only quasi-optimal
in that it sets the weights for individual harmonics based
entirely on the internal error function. In this case, the pres-
ence of the jitters should not affect the listeners’ decision
rules. This would be highly desirable for the application of
the correlation technique. Then the estimated weighting
functions can be used to reconstruct the internal error func-
tions based on Goldstein’s theory@Eq. ~7!#. We will not at-
tempt this task here except to state that the error functions
derived this way are specific to the harmonic complex tones
and thus dependent on the fundamental frequency.

C. Terhardt’s virtual-pitch theory

In the virtual-pitch theory~Terhardt, 1974; Terhardt
et al., 1982a, b!, the virtual pitch is derived from the spectral
pitches of resolved harmonics. Each resolved harmonic has a
set of subharmonics, and the predominant virtual pitch cor-
responds to the frequency where the maximum number of
subharmonics from different harmonics coincide. The rela-
tive importance of different harmonics is described by a fre-
quency weighting function derived empirically based on au-
ditory data on complex tone stimuli~see Fig. 3 in Terhardt
et al., 1982b!. This bell-shaped function has a maximum at
700 Hz, and its magnitude drops to half at frequencies
around 100 and 5000 Hz. Terhardtet al. noted the striking
similarity between their function and the frequency-region
importance function deduced by Fletcher and Galt~1950!
from speech intelligibility data. The weighting function used
by Terhardtet al. also agrees with the present results in that
the components around 600 to 700 Hz are assumed to be the
most influential. However, their function is much too broad
to produce the estimated perceptual weighting functions.
Further filtering must be included to produce reasonable fits.

It has become clear from the above discussions of these
models that they cannot produce the correct perceptual
weighting function when a fixed frequency-weighting func-
tion is implemented. The predicted perceptual weighting
functions are either too broad or tuned to the wrong frequen-
cies, or both. The only satisfactory prediction is obtained
using the error function based on frequency DLs measured
within harmonic complex tone by Mooreet al. ~1984! for
f 05200 Hz. Although only Goldstein’s model specifically
employs error functions, the error functions can be easily
incorporated in other models and can potentially improve
their predictions.
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APPENDIX: WEIGHTING FUNCTION PREDICTED BY
GOLDSTEIN’S THEORY

The spectral weighting function as predicted by Gold-
stein’s optimum-processor theory can be derived as follows.
Let f m be the frequency of themth harmonic andym be the
estimate off m /m. Assuming thatym are Gaussian and inde-
pendent variables withE(ym)5 f m /m, and Var (ym)5sm

2 ,
the likelihood thatym are generated with a fundamental fre-
quency off 0 is

L~ f 0 ,y1 ,y2 ,...!5K )
m51

n

exp F2
~ym2 f 0!2

2sm
2 G , ~A1!

whereK is a constant. The maximum-likelihood estimator of
f 0 ~the estimated pitch!, f̂ 0 , can be obtained by solving

]

] f 0
L[0, ~A2!

which leads to

f̂ 05 (
m51

n

wmym ~A3!

in which

wm5
1

sm
2 ( j 51

n 1/s j
2 5

Konst

sm
2 . ~A4!

Equation~A4! is shown as Eq.~3! in the text.
Two points should be noted. First, the need to estimate

the harmonic rank for each harmonic is avoided because in
our cases the harmonic complex tones always have the com-
plete first 12 harmonics. Second, in general, the variancesm

2

should be assumed to depend onf m , thus also onf 0 . Here,
in differentiatingL we treatsm

2 as a local constant, as did
Goldstein~1973!.
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Extracting spectral envelopes: Formant frequency matching
between sounds on different and modulated fundamental
frequencies
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The four experiments reported here measure listeners’ accuracy and consistency in adjusting a
formant frequency of one- or two-formant complex sounds to match the timbre of a target sound. By
presenting the target and the adjustable sound on different fundamental frequencies, listeners are
prevented from performing the task by comparing the absolute or relative levels of resolved spectral
components. Experiment 1 uses two-formant vowellike sounds. When the two sounds have the same
F0, the variability of matches~within-subject standard deviation! for either the first or the second
formant is around 1%–3%, which is comparable to existing data on formant frequency
discrimination thresholds. With a difference inF0, variability increases to around 8% for
first-formant matches, but to only about 4% for second-formant matches. Experiment 2 uses sounds
with a single formant at 1100 or 1200 Hz with both sounds on either low or high fundamental
frequencies. The increase in variability produced by a difference inF0 is greater for highF0’s
~where the harmonics close to the formant peak are resolved! than it is for lowF0’s ~where they are
unresolved!. Listeners also showed systematic errors in their mean matches to sounds with different
high F0’s. The direction of the systematic errors was towards the most intense harmonic.
Experiments 3 and 4 showed that introduction of a vibratolike frequency modulation~FM! on F0
reduces the variability of matches, but does not reduce the systematic error. The experiments
demonstrate, for the specific frequencies and FM used, that there is a perceptual cost to interpolating
a spectral envelope across resolved harmonics. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!00202-2#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Jh, 43.71.Es@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the general question of what rep-
resentations of sound mediate between a peripheral, spectral
representation and the abstract categories of speech such as
vowels. Specifically, it measures how accurately and consis-
tently listeners can match a formant frequency in complex
sounds under conditions which force them to use abstract
representations of a sound’s spectrum.

The idea behind the experiments is that if listeners have
ready access to a particular representation such as a spectral
envelope or a formant frequency, they should be able to
make perceptual matches on the basis of that representation
despite variation in other dimensions of the stimulus.

Although a number of experiments have been carried
out on the ability of listeners to discriminate changes in for-
mant frequency for single-formant sounds~see, for example,
Lyzenga and Horst, 1995, 1997! or for multi-formant syn-
thetic vowels~see for example, Kewley-Port and Watson,
1994; Kewley-Port, 1995; Kewley-Portet al., 1996!, these
experiments can all be performed either by a simple identity
match of ~part of! the excitation pattern~Moore and Glas-
berg, 1983! or, where signal levels are roved, by profile
analysis~Green, 1988!—comparingrelative levels in the ex-
citation pattern. Listeners need not extract either an interpo-

lated spectral envelope or a formant frequency in order to
perform the task.

By presenting sounds on different fundamental frequen-
cies (F0), we can reduce the value to listeners of being able
to compare absolute or relative levels at corresponding
places in the excitation pattern. If they are to obtain a reli-
able, veridical match, they must then use a more abstract
representation which is closer to the spectral envelope.

Whether the simple strategy of comparing correspond-
ing places on the excitation pattern is useful depends on the
relationship between the formant frequency and the funda-
mental frequency. When a formant is excited by high-
numbered, unresolved harmonics, the spectral envelope is
represented explicitly in the excitation pattern. Sounds on
different fundamentals could then be matched by comparing
absolute~or relative! levels of excitation patterns. However,
when the formant frequency is a smaller multiple ofF0, so
that harmonics close to the formant peak are resolved, their
local peaks prevent the spectral envelope being explicitly
represented in the excitation pattern. If the spectral envelope
is to be used by listeners, it must be derived from the exci-
tation pattern. This process may have a perceptual cost: lis-
teners may have relatively greater difficulty in making
different-F0 matches for sounds presented on highF0’s
than for sounds presented on lowF0’s. The main object of
this paper is to test whether there is such a perceptual cost.

How the spectral envelope might be extracted from an
excitation pattern of resolved harmonics has not been dis-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
cjd@biols.sussex.ac.uk
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cussed in the literature, although the analogous problem of
vernier acuity in spatial vision has received some attention.
Observers can locate the spatial position of a spatially peri-
odic pattern with a precision as high as 5–10-s arc, even
though the pattern is coarsely sampled at an interval over ten
times that amount~Morgan and Watt, 1982!. They probably
achieve this by interpolating luminance profiles on the basis
of a few samples~Kontsevich and Tyler, 1998!.

A number of papers have addressed the more complex
problem of how the first formant frequency (F1) might be
extracted. An early suggestion that listeners simply equate
F1 with the frequency of the dominant harmonic~Mushni-
kov and Chistovich, 1972! has been discounted in favor of
methods which either form a weighted sum of two~Carlson
et al., 1975; Assmann and Nearey, 1987! or more ~Darwin
and Gardner, 1985! harmonic frequencies close to the for-
mant. Klatt~1986! has pointed out that such weighting mod-
els, together with alternative approaches such as spectral
smoothing and linear predictive coding~LPC! analysis pro-
duce formant frequency estimates which are biased in the
direction of the dominant harmonic. Such bias can produce
formant estimation errors as large as 16%. In contrast, vowel
identification experiments have found no explicit evidence
for such shifts~Florén, 1979; Klatt, 1985!. Experiment 2 of
this paper provides evidence of such a bias.

The third issue addressed in this paper is whether adding
frequency modulation~FM! to F0 changes the accuracy and
veridicality of formant-frequency matches. In principle, a
changingF0 can provide additional information about the
value of the spectral envelope over a range of values around
each harmonic, and, through amplitude modulation of the
individual harmonics, information about the slope of the
spectral envelope. However, previous work on the effects of
vibratolike FM of F0 on the perception of formants or of
vowels has given mixed results.

For example, on the one hand, McAdams and Rodet
~1988! showed that differences in the slope of spectral enve-
lopes could be discriminated and identified in the presence of
a small amount of vibrato. They interpreted their data in
terms of listeners using the spectral tracing produced by vi-
brato to discriminate and identify spectral envelopes with
different formant frequencies~although whether the dynamic
aspects of the stimulus were necessary was not established!.
On the other hand, Marin and McAdams~1991! could find
no evidence for such spectral tracing increasing the promi-
nence that vibrato gives a vowel against a background of
other steady vowels. Similarly, rather little effect of vibrato
on vowel identification thresholds was found by Demany and
Semal ~1990! for vowels (F05100 Hz) masked either by
noise or by a different-F0 pulse-train.

Beneficial effects of vibrato on vowel identification are,
in principle, more likely to be found at high than at lowF0’s
since the sparser sampling of the spectral envelope can make
vowel identification worse at highF0’s ~Ryalls and Lieber-
man, 1982! although not invariably~Hillenbrand and Nearey,
1999!. It is surprising then that Sundberg~1975, 1977! was
unable to find such a beneficial effect. He examined the in-
fluence of60.5 semitone~63%! vibrato on the identification
of 12 synthetic Swedish vowels withF0’s between 300 and

1000 Hz. Overall, the effects were small, and in the majority
of cases where the vibrato affected the response, the vowel
identification became somewhat harder when the stimulus
was presented with than without vibrato. Carlsonet al.
~1975! also comment that a modulatedF0 slightly decreased
the reliability of vowel labelling judgements. In experiments
3 and 4 we ask whether FM improves listeners’ ability to
match single-formant sounds on differentF0’s.

In summary, the experiments described in this paper
measure listeners’ ability to match a formant frequency in
complex sounds under stimulus conditions which force them
to use a representation of a sound’s spectrum that is more
abstract than a simple excitation pattern. Subjects adjust the
frequency of a single formant of either a one- or a two-
formant sound so that it matches a similar sound, which can
be played on the same or a differentF0. We use the within-
subject standard deviation of matches as a measure of the
difficulty of the task.

The first experiment, which establishes the viability of
the technique, uses two-formant vowels, with subjects ad-
justing either the first or the second formant. The sounds that
we have used last 500 ms. We use relatively long vowels in
order to improve our chances of finding effects due to the
dynamic changes inF0 that are introduced in experiments 3
and 4. Experiment 2 compares matching reliability for
single-formant sounds when the target and the adjustable
sounds have either the sameF0 or differentF0’s and when
the target formant frequency is in a region of resolved har-
monics ~high F0) or of unresolved harmonics~low F0).
Experiments 3 and 4 ask whether a sinusoidally modulated
F0 increases the reliability of matching.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Stimuli and procedure

On each trial subjects heard two 500-ms sounds: a target
sound followed after 500 ms by an adjustable sound. They
adjusted the frequency of one formant of a periodically ex-
cited two-formant complex to match the timbre of the similar
target sound, by moving a roller-ball up or down. Instruc-
tions given to subjects were to match the timbre of the
sounds, in other words to try to get the same quality of sound
between target and adjustable sound. The adjustable sound
could have either the same or a different fundamental fre-
quency from the target (F0 values: 90, 120, 150 Hz!. The
pair of sounds could be repeated as often as necessary on
each trial by pressing the roller-ball’s button.

In experiment 1a, the second formant (F2) of both
sounds was kept constant at 2100 Hz~bandwidth 200 Hz!
and the target’s first formant (F1) could be either 400, 550,
or 700 Hz ~bandwidth 100 Hz!. In experiment 1b,F1 was
fixed at 550 Hz and the target’sF2 could be either 1500,
2100, or 2600 Hz. Within a block of trials the target could
have either of the three formant values, but theF0 of the
adjustable sound, and whether the target had the sameF0 as
the adjustable sound or a differentF0 was fixed. When the
F0’s were different, theF0 of the target sound also varied
within a block of trials. Consequently, there were three dif-
ferent targets in blocks where theF0 was the same, and six
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different targets in blocks that had differentF0’s. Each tar-
get sound was matched five times in a quasi-random order.
The order of the 12 experimental blocks were randomized
across subjects so that each block appeared equally in each
serial position across subjects.

Sounds were synthesized in real time at 22.05 kHz using
the parallel branch of SenSyn PPC™~Sensimetrics, Cam-
bridge, MA! incorporated into custom software. Formant
amplitudes were set equal in the SenSyn tables and the over-
all output level was around 60 dB SPL. Voice source param-
eters were set to their default values, which are the same as
described in Klatt~1980!. Sounds were output through a
Digidesign Protools board and presented through Sennheiser
HD414 headphones in an IAC booth. An Apple Power Ma-
cintosh 7100 computer controlled the experiment.

At the beginning of each trial the formant frequency of
the adjustable sound was chosen at random from the permit-
ted range~150 to 850 Hz in experiment 1a, 1000 to 3100 Hz
in experiment 1b!. As subjects moved the roller-ball to adjust
the formant frequency of the comparison sound a screen cur-
sor also moved. The cursor was recentered after each sound
pair so that subjects could not base their adjustment on the
cursor’s position. In experiment 1a, moving the cursor by
half a screen led to a change of about 33 Hz~fine adjustment!
or 100 Hz~coarse adjustment!. In experiment 1b, the adjust-
ment was either 33 Hz~fine! or 310 Hz ~coarse!. Subjects
could toggle between the coarse and fine adjustments. If the
formant frequency was adjusted outside the permitted range,
it was reset to a random value within the range and a warning
sound played.

Six subjects~including the two authors! participated in

the experiment. Subjects were university students or staff
and were paid for their services. All had pure-tone thresholds
within the normal range at octave frequencies between 250
Hz and 4 kHz. Subjects were introduced to the task by un-
dertaking between 10 and 40 trials with the experimenter
providing feedback to ensure that they understood the task.
One subject’s data were removed because of grossly incon-
sistent matches for sounds that had the sameF0.

B. Results

Average matches across five replications for individual
subjects and their within-subject standard deviation are
shown by the open symbols in Fig. 1. Within-subject stan-
dard deviations were calculated for each target/adjustable
sound condition across the five replications. These standard
deviations were then averaged across conditions to give the
values plotted in Fig. 1. The filled symbols show the mean
across all five subjects together with the average within-
subject standard deviation.

Averaging across subjects, mean matches correspond
closely to their target values, with no systematic differences
whether or not the sounds differ inF0. However, as is ap-
parent from the within-subject standard deviation error bars
in Fig. 1, matches are more variable when the sounds have
different F0’s than when they have the sameF0 @F(1,4)
516.5, p,0.02#. These standard deviations are themselves
plotted in Fig. 2 both as raw~Hz! values~upper panel! and as
a proportion of the target formant value~lower panel!. The
increase in variability when the sounds have differentF0’s
rather than the sameF0 is significant both for the raw

FIG. 1. Open symbols represent mean matches with standard deviations
across five replications for individual subjects in experiment 1a~F1 match-
ing!, lower panel, and in experiment 1b~F2 matching!, upper panel. Closed
symbols represent average matches across subjects together with the average
within-subject standard deviation.

FIG. 2. The upper panel shows the mean within-subject standard deviations
~and their across-subject standard errors! for formant matches in experiment
1. The lower panel plots the same data as a fraction of the center frequency
of the matched formant.
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@F(1,4)516.5, p,0.02] and proportional scores@F(1,4)
531.8,p,0.005].

Figure 2 also shows that a difference inF0 increases the
proportional within-subject variability more forF1 matches
than for F2 @F(1,4)520.4, p50.01]. The size of theF0
difference ~i.e., 30 or 60 Hz! had no significant effect on
match variability.

C. Discussion

The first experiment has shown that subjects can make
formant matches across two-formant vowellike sounds on
different fundamentals. However, the within-subject reliabil-
ity of these matches is less than those made across sounds
that have the sameF0. Moreover, the difference inF0 im-
pairs performance more for theF1 matches than for theF2
matches.

This pattern of results can be explained by considering
the excitation pattern produced by the sounds we have used.
When matches are being made between sounds that have the
same F0, listeners do not need to extract the spectral enve-
lope, but can simply match the absolute or relative levels of
the excitation pattern at corresponding frequencies around
the formant frequency. The resulting matches are accurate
and show low within-subject variability. The variability of
matches for sounds on the sameF0 is comparable with dis-
crimination threshold data from Lyzenga and Horst~1998!.
They found jnd’s~equivalent to 63% correct and using a
roving level! of 1%–3% for discrimination of changes toF1
in the presence of a staticF2 ~at around 2 kHz! on a funda-
mental of 100 Hz.

Placing sounds ondifferent fundamentals complicates
the listener’s task in two ways. First, the sounds can no
longer be adjusted to be identical: there is always a differ-
ence in pitch which can distract listeners from their timbral
judgements. This complication applies to both theF1
matches and theF2 matches.

Second, for theF1 matches, where the harmonics close
to the matched formant frequency are resolved by the co-
chlea, the excitation pattern shows marked variations with
F0 around the formant frequency~corresponding to indi-
vidual harmonic peaks!. Figure 3 shows excitation patterns

~Moore and Glasberg, 1983! for sounds withF1 at 550 Hz
andF2 at 2100 Hz onF0 of either 90 or 150 Hz. Since the
excitation pattern in the region ofF1 is very different for
sounds on differentF0’s subjects cannot make veridical for-
mant matches by simply matching relative levels of the ex-
citation pattern.1 However, a more abstract representation,
such as the spectral envelope, would allow veridical matches
to be made. On the other hand, for theF2 matches, where
the harmonics close to the matched formant arenot resolved,
the excitation pattern varies little withF0 around the for-
mant peak and so can be used as an explicit basis for the
perceptual match.

This analysis provides a natural explanation for the
changes that we have observed in within-subject variability.
For both theF1 andF2 matches, variability increases when
the matches are made between sounds with differentF0’s
primarily because of the distracting effect of a difference in
F0. For theF1 matches, variability increases further because
of the need for listeners to use a more abstract representation
than explicit properties of the excitation pattern to match the
formant frequency.

The above analysis is weakened by the fact that the
comparison of resolved and unresolved harmonics is con-
founded with the different spectral regions of formantsF1
andF2. It is also the case that part of the increase in vari-
ability produced by a difference inF0 could be due to vowel
quality changes that cannot be compensated for by changing
the single formant over which the subject has control. The
next experiment uses simpler, single-formant stimuli which
allow a more direct comparison of the effect of a difference
in F0 for resolved and unresolved harmonics.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 uses single-formant sounds and a slightly
different experimental design to investigate whether the in-
creased difficulty of making matches on differentF0’s is
greater when there are resolved harmonics in the region of
the formant~for a formant on a highF0! than it is with
unresolved harmonics in the region of the formant~with a
low F0!. A single formant at around 1100 Hz is used since at
this frequencyF0’s within a normal vocal range generate
harmonics around the formant peak that are either clearly
resolved~F0 around 250 Hz! or unresolved~F0 around 80
Hz!. Figure 4 shows excitation patterns~Moore and Glas-
berg, 1983! for a single formant at 1100 Hz on two different
fundamentals: 80 and 250 Hz. The harmonic ripple is not
evident around the formant frequency for the low fundamen-
tal, but is clearly present for the high fundamental.

A. Stimuli and procedure

Listeners had to adjust the formant frequency of a peri-
odically excited single-formant complex sound to match the
timbre of a similar sound with a formant frequency of either
1100 or 1200 Hz~bandwidth 100 Hz!. Three factors were
varied orthogonally across 8 blocks of 20 trials: whether both
sounds in a trial were from the low~80 or 90.4 Hz! or the
high ~221.2 or 250 Hz! F0 range, whether they had the same
or a differentF0 and whether the target sound had anF0
that was the higher or lower value in its range. On each trial

FIG. 3. Excitation patterns for two of the target sounds in experiment 1.
Both soundsF1 at 550 Hz andF2 at 2100 Hz~marked by vertical lines!.
The upper curve has a fundamental frequency of 90 Hz, the bottom of 150
Hz. The curves are vertically displaced for clarity.
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the two sounds’ fundamental frequencies~F0! were in the
ratio 1:1.13. The specific values ofF0 for each block of
trials are shown in Fig. 5. Within blocks the target formant
frequency was randomly either 1100 or 1200 Hz. Each target
sound was matched ten times in a quasi-random order; the
number of matches per condition was increased from that
used in experiment 1 in order to increase the reliability of
estimates of within-subject variability. Each block took
about 30 min to complete and the order of experimental
blocks was randomized across subjects.

Stimulus synthesis and presentation were similar to ex-
periment 1a except that the permitted adjustment range was
800–1500 Hz. Eleven subjects~including the two authors!,
who were university students or staff, participated in the ex-
periment. All had pure-tone thresholds within the normal
range at octave frequencies between 250 Hz and 4 kHz. For
each subject, matches that deviated from the mean by more
than two standard deviations were classified as errors and
were ignored. Such matches amounted to less than 3% of the
total in this and subsequent experiments.

B. Results and discussion

1. Mean matches

The mean matched formant frequencies for each condi-
tion across the 11 subjects are shown in Fig. 5 together with
their standard error. Matches made on the sameF0 are not
systematically different from the target formant frequency
and are very consistent across subjects.

The matches to sounds on differentF0’s are also close
to the target values when theF0’s are low~with unresolved
harmonics near the formant peak!, but there are significant
discrepancies between the target and matched formant fre-
quencies when theF0 is high, as seen in the four right-most
data points in Fig. 5. The interaction is significant both as a
four-way interaction involving all the data in the figure
@F(1,10)59.9, p50.01] and as a simple interaction involv-
ing only the four right-most data points@F(1,10)59.1,
p,0.02#. This interaction between target formant frequency
and the relativeF0 of the target and the match, which is
confined to those conditions where the target and the match
are on differentF0s and the individual harmonics are re-
solved, can be interpreted by examining how individual har-
monics align with the formant frequency. For our target
sounds, the harmonics close to the formant peak had an
asymmetric level distribution, which varied depending on the
particular F0’s and formant frequencies used. For some
sounds the most intense harmonic was lower in frequency
than the formant frequency, for others it was higher.

Table I shows the dominant~highest amplitude! har-
monic for each of the four combinations ofF0 and formant
frequency in question. Harmonic frequencies in bold are
above the formant frequency, those initalics are below the
formant frequency. For example, for a 1200-Hz formant, the
dominant harmonic from a 221.2-HzF0 is at 1106, consid-
erably below the true formant frequency. The interaction in
the data could be due to listeners tending to hear the formant
frequency as displaced in the direction of the dominant har-
monic.

Klatt ~1986! has pointed out that various methods of
estimating formant frequencies such as spectral smoothing
and LPC analysis are also prone to a similar displacement.
That this is true for our stimuli is shown in Table I using
LPC analysis as an example. This table gives formant fre-
quency estimates of our stimuli using an implementation
~Press, 1993! of the Burg method~identical results were ob-
tained using an LPC covariance method!. With these meth-
ods of estimating formant frequency an increase inF0 from
221.2 to 250 Hz decreases the estimated frequency for 1100
Hz by about 40 Hz but increases it by about the same amount
for 1200 Hz. These shifts are similar to the perceptual data.
Although this explanation is couched in terms of listeners

FIG. 4. Excitation patterns for two of the target sounds in experiment 2.
Both sounds have a single formant at 1100 Hz~marked by the vertical line!.
The upper curve has a fundamental frequency of 80 Hz, the bottom of 250
Hz. The curves are vertically displaced for clarity.

FIG. 5. Mean matched target formant frequencies in experiment 2 for target
formant frequencies of 1100 and 1200 Hz. Error bars are standard errors of
the mean over 11 subjects. The left panel shows matches made when the
target and match had the sameF0, the right-hand panel shows matches
when they had differentF0’s.

TABLE I. Dominant harmonic and estimated formant frequencies.

Formant

Dominant harmonic
Burg-estimated

formant

F05221.2 F05250 F05221.2 F05250

1100 1106 1000 1092 1050
1200 1106 1250 1166 1210
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making explicit formant frequency comparisons, it is impor-
tant to reiterate that the demands of this experiment do not
force listeners to use an explicit formant frequency, rather
than the spectral envelope. A similar explanation could be
couched in terms of the shape of the spectral envelope de-
rived by spectral smoothing or by LPC analysis.

2. Match variability

Figure 6 shows the mean within-subject standard devia-
tion of matches within each block of trials, together with the
standard error of these means across the 11 subjects. Within-
subject variability was not significantly different between the
two matched formant values or between different values of
F0 within an F0 range,2 so Fig. 6 pools data across these
dimensions. As in Experiment 1, while within-subject vari-
ability of matching was low for sounds on the sameF0, it
increased when the adjustable sound’sF0 was different from
the target’s. This increase was significantly larger for sounds
on high F0’s ~with resolved harmonics! than for those on
low F0’s ~with unresolved harmonics! @F(1,10)57.1, p
,0.025#.

These results have confirmed the main findings from
experiment 1 using single-formant sounds. When the target
and match sounds are on the sameF0, formant frequency
matches are on average veridical with low within-subject
variability whether both sounds are presented on a low or a
high F0. When the target and match sounds are on different
F0’s, the variability of matching varies with the range of
F0. On lowF0’s variability increases significantly from the
case whereF0’s are the same. On highF0’s however, there
is a significantly larger increase in within-subject variability.
This interaction can be attributed to the need for listeners to
interpolate a spectral envelope when the individual harmon-
ics near the formant peak are resolved.

In addition, this experiment has shown that when indi-
vidual harmonics near the formant peak are not resolved, the
mean matches to sounds on differentF0’s deviate signifi-
cantly from veridicality. This result is explicable if listeners

tend to perceive the formant peak as shifted towards the
dominant harmonic—a shift which is also seen in formants
estimated from our sounds by the Burg or LPC covariance
methods.

3. Testing an excitation pattern match model of
matching

We have interpreted the results of this experiment and
experiment 1 on the assumption that listeners cannot perform
the matching task for resolved harmonics on differentF0’s
on the basis of explicit properties of the excitation pattern.
The following section tests this assumption.

It is possible that listeners might solve the formant
matching task even when sounds are on different fundamen-
tals by minimizing the discrepancy between the excitation
pattern of the target vowel and that of the adjustable vowel
as suggested for same-F0 formant discrimination by Som-
merset al. ~1996!. We tested whether this strategy is feasible
by measuring the rms error~in units of log power! between
excitation patterns for various combinations of single-
formant sounds. Excitation patterns were calculated using
the formula proposed by Moore and Glasberg~1983!, using
44 channels spaced at 3% frequency increments from 500 to
1836 Hz. The upper panel of Fig. 7 shows the rms dB error
between a fixed formant at either 1100 or 1200 Hz andF0 of
250 Hz, and a variable formant with anF0 of 221.2 Hz
whose frequency is given on the abscissa. The middle panel
is similar except theF0’s of the fixed and variable formants
are reversed. In the lower panel theF0’s of the two formants
are the same at 250 Hz. The figure also shows the mean
matched position for each condition from the experimental
data, together with error bars that show the average within-
subject standard deviation.

As one would expect, when there is no difference in
fundamental~in the bottom panel!, there is a clear minimum
in the rms difference score, which corresponds with the
matched value. However, when thereis a difference in fun-
damental~top two panels!, the minima are much shallower
and the actual minima correspond neither to the true~synthe-
sized! formant values nor to the experimental matched ones.

Let us assume that in the control condition~for which
the F0’s are the same! listeners are adopting a strategy of
finding the minimum error in the excitation pattern. Let us
also assume that the variability of listeners’ performance on
the matching task is limited by the accuracy with which they
estimate the average rms difference. If we take an accuracy
of 1 dB as an arbitrary value, we can then covert this into a
measure of the accuracy with which the minimum is defined.
In the bottom panel, each curve remains within 1 dB of the
minimum value over an average range of about 45 Hz. This
value corresponds to about 1.4 times61 standard deviation
of the matching scores. If listeners are employing a similar
strategy in matching the conditions with differentF0’s, we
would expect this ratio to remain constant. In fact, the cor-
responding figure for the upper panel is 200 Hz correspond-
ing to 2.6 times61 standard deviation of the appropriate
matching scores, and for the middle panel 280 Hz, again
corresponding to 2.6 times61 standard deviation of the ap-
propriate matching scores.

FIG. 6. Average within-subject standard deviations of matches in experi-
ment 2 with their standard errors over 11 subjects.
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Therefore, with differentF0’s, subjects do better by a
factor of about 2 than predicted by this excitation pattern
model from their performance on the sameF0. Since it is
also likely that some aspect of their absolutely inferior per-
formance with differentF0’s arises because of the distract-
ing effect of a difference in pitch, a direct comparison of
excitation patterns does not provide an adequate model for
explaining listeners’ performance on this task.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

The aim of experiment 3 is to examine whether adding
frequency modulation~FM! to F0 changes the accuracy and
veridicality of formant-frequency matches.

In our experimental paradigm we look for two possible
effects of vibrato on formant matching. First, vibrato might
generally make the task harder since it replaces a steady
sound with one that is changing in an irrelevant dimension
(F0!. If this factor is at work, then matches ought to be more
variable with FM than with a steadyF0 in all conditions, but
in particular, matches on thesame F0 might show larger
within-subject variation with vibrato than without. Second, if
the spectral-envelope tracing produced by vibrato is useful to
listeners, then different-F0 matches on highF0’s would be
both more veridical and show less within-subject variability
with vibrato than without.

A. Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli and procedure were similar to experiment 2
except that the steadyF0’s of experiment 2 were replaced
with F0’s that were frequency-modulated at 6 Hz and63%
depth. The same 11 subjects participated in this experiment
after they had taken experiment 2.

B. Results

1. Mean matches

The mean matched formant frequencies are show in Fig.
8. The overall pattern of the data is very similar to that from
the previous experiment without FM. Matches on the same
F0 are veridical and consistent across listeners. Matches on
different F0’s are also close to the target values when the
F0’s are low~with harmonics near the formant peak unre-
solved!, but there are again significant discrepancies between
the target and matched formant frequencies when theF0 is
high. The pattern of this interaction is identical to that in the
previous experiment and is again significant both as a four-
way interaction involving all the data in Fig. 8@F(1,10)
537.4,p50.001# and as a simple interaction involving only
the four right-most data points@F(1,10)514.8,p,0.005#.

2. Match variability

The average within-subject standard deviations of
matches are shown in Fig. 9. Matches to sounds on the same
F0 show similar variability in this experiment to those in the
previous one where there was no FM. It is thus unlikely that
FM is distracting listeners from the matching task. However,

FIG. 7. The rms difference in dB between excitation patterns of single-
formant sounds. In the upper panel, a fixed formant at either 1100 or 1200
Hz andF0 of 250 Hz is compared with a variable formant with anF0 of
221.2 Hz whose frequency is given on the abscissa. The middle panel is
similar except theF0’s of the fixed and variable formants are reversed. In
the lower panel theF0’s of the two formants are the same at 250 Hz. The
vertical lines show the mean matched position~61 within-subject s.d.! for
each condition from the experimental data.

FIG. 8. Mean matched formant frequencies with standard errors over 11
subjects in experiment 3 for stimuli with frequency-modulatedF0’s.
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the variability of matches with differentF0’s is lower in this
experiment, giving a marginally significant interaction be-
tween the two experiments and same/differentF0 @F(1,10)
54.7, p50.06#. Although this reduction in variability of the
more difficult conditions between the two experiments could
be due to the introduction of FM, it could also be due to
increasing practice of listeners on the task, since this experi-
ment was conducted subsequent to experiment 2 and on the
same listeners. The next experiment removes this ambiguity.

IV. EXPERIMENT 4

The previous experiment showed a marginally signifi-
cant decrease of within-subject variability for matches to
sounds on different, highF0’s when theF0 is modulated.
To show that this increased consistency with FM is not due
to subjects being more practised, experiment 4 presents the
different-F0 conditions used in experiments 2~no FM! and 3
~FM! in counter-balanced order.

A. Stimuli and procedure

The different-F0 conditions from experiments 2 and 3
were used, with the order of blocks with FM or no FM coun-
terbalanced across subjects. The 11 subjects from experi-
ments 2 and 3 participated after they had taken experiment 3.

B. Results and discussion

All the matches in this experiment were done on sounds
that had differentF0’s. The mean matched formant frequen-
cies for all conditions and their standard errors across 11
subjects are shown in Fig. 10. The pattern of mean matches
is very similar whether the sounds had frequency modulation
or not and replicates the pattern seen in the different-F0
conditions of experiments 2 and 3. For matches made on a
low F0, giving unresolved harmonics in the region of the
formant, matches are generally veridical and are little af-
fected by whether the target or the match has the higherF0.
On the other hand, matches made on a highF0, are less
veridical and again interact with the relativeF0 of the target
and mask. The three-way interaction betweenF0 range, tar-

get formant frequency, and specificF0 values is highly sig-
nificant @F(1,10)535.1, p,0.001#, but does not interact
with whether theF0 has FM or not@F(1,10)50.01#.

In contrast to the absence of any effect of FM on the
mean matched formant frequencies, FM reduces the within-
subject variability of matches made on highF0’s ~resolved
harmonics!, compared with those made on lowF0’s ~unre-
solved harmonics!. This significant interaction@F(1,10)
55.8, p,0.05# is illustrated in Fig. 11 and shows that the
corresponding difference between experiments 2 and 3 was
not simply due to the fact that subjects took experiment 3
after experiment 2 and were therefore more practised at the
task. The mere presence of FM does not appear to have a
general distracting effect, since even in the low-F0 condi-
tion, FM matches are not significantly more variable than are
the no-FM matches.

In summary, this experiment provides direct evidence
that frequency-modulatingF0 improves listeners’ reliability
at matching a formant frequency that is cued by resolved
harmonics. However, although matches were less variable
with FM, they were no more veridical: the tendency for
matches with unresolved harmonics to be influenced by the

FIG. 9. Average within-subject standard deviations of matches in experi-
ment 3 with standard errors over 11 subjects.

FIG. 10. Mean matched formant frequencies with standard errors over 11
subjects in experiment 4 for stimuli with or without frequency-modulated
F0’s.

FIG. 11. Average within-subject standard deviations of matches in experi-
ment 4 with standard errors over 11 subjects for stimuli matched on differ-
ent F0’s, with or without FM.
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frequency of the dominant harmonic is just as strong with
FM as without it.

V. SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

The four experiments described here have explored how
a difference inF0 affects listeners’ ability to match sounds
according to formant frequency. When the individual har-
monics close to a formant peak are resolved by the cochlea,
and so produce individual peaks in the excitation pattern, a
difference in F0 prevents listeners from performing the
matching task by simply comparing across corresponding
frequencies the absolute or relative levels of the excitation
patterns produced by the target and adjustable sounds—a
strategy which accounts for much of the data on formant-
frequency discrimination.

The main result is that a difference inF0 increases the
variability of matches for sounds with resolved harmonics
more than it increases the variability of those with unre-
solved harmonics. This increase in variability is probably
due to the need to interpolate a spectral envelope in order to
perform the task with resolved harmonics but not with unre-
solved. It is not necessary for listeners to explicitly extract
the formant frequency in order to perform the task. We plan
to report in a subsequent paper experiments which require
listeners to match sounds which also differ in bandwidth.
The bandwidth difference prevents listeners from performing
the matching task on the basis of the~interpolated! spectral
envelope, thereby forcing them to use a more abstract repre-
sentation such as the envelope peak~formant frequency!.

An unexpected finding was the way that small differ-
ences inF0 affected the mean values of the matched formant
frequencies with resolved harmonics. It is probable from ex-
periments on vowel identification that have manipulated the
amplitude of individual resolved harmonics close to theF1
frequency~Carlsonet al., 1975; Darwin and Gardner, 1985!
that the perceived formant frequency is influenced by the
amplitude of the small number of resolved harmonics close
to the formant peak—although it has been claimed that it is
simply determined by the frequency of the harmonic closest
to the formant frequency~Mushnikov and Chistovich, 1972!.
The effect that we found could be explained by listeners’
formant frequency estimates~or spectral envelope interpola-
tions! being unduly influenced by the dominant harmonic in
the spectrum. A similar effect was also shown by automatic
formant frequency estimation using the Burg method.

The experiments have also shown that giving the funda-
mental frequency vibratolike FM reduces the variability of
matches. The matches carried out with FM, however, still
demonstrate the same effect of the dominant harmonic as
those without FM. This failure of FM to produce more ver-
idical matches~as defined by the synthesis procedure! argues
against listeners being sensitive to the spectral envelope trac-
ing produced by FM, but further experiments using deeper
modulation and more systematic variation of the alignment
of harmonic frequencies and formant peaks are needed to test
this speculation. Given the lack of any change in the veridi-
cality of matches produced under FM, the reason for the
reduced variability of FM matches may be more to do with
the greater perceptual integrity of the timbral percept from

the F0-modulated vowels than from the steady-state ones.
FM has been shown to increase perceptual integration for
harmonically related sounds~McAdams, 1989; Darwinet al.,
1994! even though differences in FM cannot be used to seg-
regate different sound sources~Gardner and Darwin, 1986;
Gardneret al., 1989; Carlyon, 1991; Culling and Summer-
field, 1995!.

In summary, the formant-matching task introduced here
has been shown to be sensitive to the increased perceptual
difficulty of extracting a spectral envelope from resolved
rather than unresolved harmonics. In addition, it has demon-
strated a beneficial effect of FM in reducing the variability of
subjects’ formant-frequency matches. It therefore provides a
tool for further investigation of the intermediate representa-
tions that listeners employ for complex sounds. The experi-
ments have also demonstrated a specific effect of the align-
ment of harmonics with a formant peak on subjects’
perception of the formant. Our data are compatible with
shifts of the perceived formant frequency towards the stron-
gest resolved harmonic—an effect also shown in automatic
methods of formant extraction.
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Effectiveness of spatial cues, prosody, and talker characteristics
in selective attention

C. J. Darwina) and R. W. Hukin
Experimental Psychology, University of Sussex, Brighton BN1 9QG, United Kingdom
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The three experiments reported here compare the effectiveness of natural prosodic and vocal-tract
size cues at overcoming spatial cues in selective attention. Listeners heard two simultaneous
sentences and decided which of two simultaneous target words came from the attended sentence.
Experiment 1 used sentences that had natural differences in pitch and in level caused by a change
in the location of the main sentence stress. The sentences’ pitch contours were moved apart or
together in order to separate out effects due to pitch and those due to other prosodic factors such as
intensity. Both pitch and the other prosodic factors had an influence on which target word was
reported, but the effects were not strong enough to override the spatial difference produced by an
interaural time difference of691 ms. In experiment 2, a large~615%! difference in apparent
vocal-tract size between the speakers of the two sentences had an additional and strong effect,
which, in conjunction with the original prosodic differences overrode an interaural time difference
of 6181ms. Experiment 3 showed that vocal-tract size differences of64% or less had no detectable
effect. Overall, the results show that prosodic and vocal-tract size cues can override spatial cues in
determining which target word belongs in an attended sentence. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~00!01302-3#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.71.Es@RVS#

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the general problem of how listen-
ers attend to a particular sound source over time. Cherry’s
original paper on the ‘‘cocktail-party effect’’~Cherry, 1953!
and subsequent work on auditory selective attention by
Broadbent~1953! and others~Spieth et al., 1954! empha-
sized the spatial nature of auditory attention. A number of
recent papers have studied the consequences for audition of
our ability to direct attention, either intentionally or auto-
matically, to a particular spatial direction~Spence and
Driver, 1994; Teder and Na¨ätänen, 1994; Mondor and Zat-
tore, 1995; Quinlan and Bailey, 1995!. Auditory attention,
though, cannot be purely concerned with selecting between
spatially distinct sound sources, since attention is possible,
though more difficult, between sources that are not spatially
separated. Indeed, there is a variety of demonstrations of
listeners’ ability to attend selectively to particular frequency
regions ~Scharf et al., 1987; Schlauch and Hafter, 1991;
Hubner and Hafter, 1995!. For a complex and highly con-
strained sound source such as speech, the simple strategy of
attending to a particular frequency is of doubtful value.
There is a variety of more complex, nonspatial perceptual
properties of a speech signal that could be used to maintain
attention across time such as its pitch contour and, more
abstractly, individual characteristics of the talker~Broadbent,
1952! or of the transmission channel~Egan et al., 1954!.
More recently, on the basis of EEG data, Woods and col-
leagues~1984! have argued that selective attention to speech
~either silent or with shadowing! is directed not just to a
particular spatial location but rather to the ensemble of a
particular location and talker. This paper looks at the effec-

tiveness of two properties that help to define a particular
talker across time: prosodic continuity and vocal-tract size.

In an earlier paper~Darwin and Hukin, 1999!, which
was primarily concerned with the use of spatial cues such as
interaural time difference~ITD! in auditory grouping and
selective attention, we showed that listeners could use differ-
ences in ITD of a few tens of microseconds~ms! to decide
which of two synchronized target words came from one of
two simultaneous sentences. The sentences were spoken in a
monotone by the same talker, and were resynthesized to be
accurately on a constant fundamental frequency (F0). Some-
what surprisingly, we found that listeners made very little
use of F0 continuity in doing this task. Differences inF0

between the two sentences of up to four sentences had very
little influence on listeners’ preferences. When the two sen-
tences had the same ITD, listeners showed little preference
for the target word on the sameF0 as the attended sentence;
when the target words were cross-spliced they continued to
report the target word that shared spatial location with the
attended sentence, tolerating anF0 jump during the target
word. Such ineffectiveness ofF0 continuity was surprising
since previous work using rather different paradigms had
shown that continuity of prosody or just ofF0 could be use-
ful in assigning speech across time to the same or to different
talkers ~Darwin, 1975; Darwin and Bethell-Fox, 1977!.
Speech separation algorithms had similarly found continuity
of F0 to be useful~Parsons, 1976; Weintraub, 1987!.

The first experiment in the present paper uses a similar
task to that used in the earlier paper to investigate the effec-
tiveness of natural~rather than monotonous! prosody, and
uses resynthesized speech to compare the effectiveness ofF0

and level changes produced by varying sentence stress. The
experiment titrates these changes against differences in lat-
eral position cued by ITD.a!Electronic mail: c.j.darwin@biols.susx.ac.uk
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I. EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment first examines how effective the pro-
sodic cues present in naturally spoken sentences are at help-
ing listeners to track a particular utterance in the presence of
a second utterance from the same talker. The two sentences
could also differ in ITD, and the experiment compares the
effectiveness of these two types of cue.

The basic design of the experiment is similar to the first
experiment reported in our previous paper: the listener hears
the same two carrier sentences on each trial, is asked to
attend to one of them, and to report which of two target
words occurs in the attended sentence. The same two targets
words are present on each trial, so the experiment is strongly
weighted towards measuring how effective the different cues
are at enabling listeners to track a particular sound source
over time, rather then how well listeners can detect or rec-
ognize a word.

Unlike our previous experiments, in which the sentences
had a monotonousF0 contour, this experiment uses sen-
tences that are spoken with natural intonation. The sentence
stress is placed either towards the beginning of the sentence
or towards the end, so that on each trial the two constituent
sentences have globally different intonation contours. This
change in intonation contour affects the way the pitch, am-
plitude, and durations of the individual words vary across the
sentence. Listeners might be using any or all of these cues to
help them to identify which word was spoken as part of the
attended sentence. Our paradigm makes it unlikely that
rhythmic differences are contributing to listeners’ perfor-
mance, since the two target words start at the same time and
have similar durations.

In order to assess whether a difference in fundamental
frequency~over and above any difference in intensity! is
contributing to the ability of subjects to follow a particular
sentence, we manipulate the overall level of the pitch con-
tour. In one manipulation we change the overall pitch level
for the whole of each sentence in order to bring the average
F0s in the two target words together, and in the other, we
move them further apart. If listeners are using theF0 contour
to help them to track a particular sentence, we could expect
them to do this better when theF0 contours are moved apart,
and worse when they are moved together. In order to main-
tain good speech quality while changing the pitch contour of
the speech, we use the pitch-synchronous overlap–add
~PSOLA! method of resynthesis. PSOLA is a waveform-
based resynthesis method that allows independent manipula-
tion of the pitch and duration of speech while maintaining
good speech quality. The method was introduced by
Moulines and Charpentier~1990! and its perceptual effect on
simple speech-like sounds has recently been evaluated~Ko-
rtekaas and Kohlrausch, 1997, 1999!.

In this experiment, we also vary the lateral position of
the two sentences by giving the two sentences of a pair dif-
ferent ITDs—the dominant lateralization cue for complex
sounds~Wightman and Kistler, 1992!. In our previous ex-
periment, using sentences spoken and resynthesized on a mo-
notonousF0 contour, listeners were able to use a small dif-
ference in ITD to track one sentence over time. Listeners
continued to report the target word with the same ITD as the

carrier sentence when the target words were cross-sliced so
that there was a discontinuity~of up to four semitones! in the
monotonous pitch contour. Experiment 1 thus pitted the ef-
fectiveness of prosodic cues against differences in ITD by
cross-splicing target words between pairs of sentences, so
that one target word had the appropriate prosody but the
wrong ITD andvice versa.1

A. Stimuli

Two sentences with each of two target words~‘‘Could
you please write the word bead/globe down now’’ and
‘‘You’ll also hear the sound bead/globe played here’’! were
recorded by a male, native speaker of British English
~C.J.D.!. Each sentence was spoken in two versions, one
with the main sentence stress early in the sentence~on
‘‘please’’ and ‘‘also’’!, and once with the stress late in the
sentence~on ‘‘now’’ and ‘‘here’’ !. These eight sentences
were recorded on DAT tape and subsequently digitized at
22 050 Hz. Each sentence was between 2.20 and 2.41 s long.
Sentences were paired so that a pair contained both carrier
sentences, both target words, and both sentence stress posi-
tions ~early, late!. These constraints gave four different pair-
ings. Within each pair, minor durational adjustments were
made in order to~i! equate the durations of the two target
words by adding/removing individual pitch periods from
their centers, and~ii ! align the onset of the two target words
by adding a short period of silence to the beginning of one
sentence in a pair. The target words started between 1.2 and
1.3 s from the start of their respective carrier sentences.

TheF0 contour of each sentence was obtained automati-
cally using ESPS/WAVES1 software ~Sensimetrics, Cam-
bridge, MA! and checked for accuracy against the waveform.
These original contours for two of the sentences are shown in
Fig. 1. Three different resyntheses were then made for each
sentence pair using aWAVES1 resynthesis tool~Möhler and
Dogil, 1995! based on the PSOLA method~Moulines and
Charpentier, 1990! which allowed theF0 contours of the
sentences to be increased or decreased in frequency. These
threeF0 conditions were:original, in which theF0 values

FIG. 1. F0 values used for PSOLA resynthesis for one of the four original
pairs of sentences used in experiment 1. The vertical lines at around 1.5 s
delimit the target words ‘‘bead’’ and ‘‘globe.’’ The open-headed arrows
show the change inF0 to the whole sentence for the together condition,
where theF0 contours for the target words overlap; the filled arrows show
the change inF0 to the whole sentence for the apart condition.
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were unchanged;together, in which the two sentences’F0

contours were both shifted in order to make the values ofF0

during the two target words similar (F0 contours of the sen-
tence whose target word had a higherF0 were shifted down
12% and theF0 contours of the other sentence were shifted
up 15%—the symmetry was introduced to maintain quality
of resynthesis!; apart, in which the two sentences’F0 con-
tours were shifted the opposite way in order to make their
values ofF0 during the two target words more different~the
sentence that had the higher-F0 target was raised by 15% Hz,
the one with the lower-F0 target was lowered by 12%!.

Two different splicing conditions were generated from
these resynthesized sentence pairs. Anormal condition
which retained the sentences as described in the previous
paragraph, and aswappedcondition in which the target
words were swapped between the two sentences of a pair.
Notice that this cross-splicing was doneafter theF0 contours
of the sentence pair had been altered butbefore sentences
were given different ITDs~which was done by the computer
program that presented the sounds to listeners!. Thus, in the
normal condition prosodic cues act in the same direction as
the spatial cue to reinforce the choice of a particular target
word, whereas in the swapped condition, the prosodic cues
oppose the spatial cue. Table I summarizes the allocation of
the two prosodic cues~intensity, F0) and one spatial cue
~ITD! in the different conditions of experiment 1.

B. Procedure

The 13 listeners were native speakers of British English
aged between 21 and 52 who had pure-tone thresholds within
the normal range at octave frequencies between 125 Hz and
8 kHz. They had all taken part in the experiment reported in
the earlier paper, which had used a similar paradigm and
broadly similar stimuli.

Listeners were tested individually. They were told that
they would always hear the same two carrier sentences
which might come from the same or different positions. Six
listeners were asked to attend to one of the sentences and
seven to the other sentence. They were asked to press the
‘‘b’’ or ‘‘g’’ key according to whether the attended sentence
contained the target word ‘‘bead’’ or ‘‘globe,’’ respectively.
On each trial the listener heard both carrier sentences and
both target words.

Pairs of files, prepared as described above, were digi-
tally mixed at presentation with ITDs of 0,645.3,690.7ms
~both sentences were therefore played to both ears!. These
ITDs correspond to 0,61, 62 samples at 22 050 Hz~the
terminology ‘‘61 sample’’ indicates that one of the sen-
tences led in one ear by one sample, and the other sentence
led in the other ear by one sample!. The ITDs were paired
symmetrically, so that if one sentence and target word had an
ITD of 12 samples, the other had an ITD of22 samples.
Which sentence of a pair had the positive and which the
negative ITD was randomly varied from trial to trial~with
the 0 ITD conditions doubled!.

Each listener thus heard each of 144 trial types~4 sen-
tence pairs32 cross-splicing conditions33 F0-contour
types36 ITD conditions! 5 times to give a total of 720 trials.
Stimuli were presented through a Digidesign Protools inter-
face attached to a Power Mac 7100 which also controlled the
experiment. The output of the Protools interface was con-
nected to Tucker-Davis PA4 attenuators which were used to
set the overall level for the experiment. Subjects listened
over Sennheiser HD414 headphones in a double-walled IAC
booth. The sentences, when mixed at each headphone, gave
an average level of 68 dB SPL through a flat-plate coupler.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the percentage of trials on which listen-
ers reported the target word that had been originally spoken
in the attended sentence~and so had the appropriate prosody
for the attended sentence! as a function of ITD. Overall, the
obvious difference between the normal conditions~solid
lines! in which the prosodic cues and ITD work together, and
the swapped conditions~dashed lines! where ITD opposes
the prosodic cues, shows the effect of ITD in opposing the
prosodic cues. However, we first examine the power of the

TABLE I. Allocation of prosodic and spatial cues across the different ex-
perimental conditions.~The vocal tract manipulation is only made in experi-
ments 2 and 3.!

F0 Together F0 Original F0 Apart

Normal 1ITD 1ITD 1ITD
0F0 1F0 11F0

1Intensity 1Intensity 1Intensity
~1Vocal tract!

Swapped 2ITD 2ITD 2ITD
0F0 1F0 11F0

1Intensity 1Intensity 1Intensity
~1Vocal tract!

FIG. 2. Percentage of trials on which listeners reported the target word that
had been originally spoken in the attended sentence~chance performance is
50%!. Two sentences were presented at the same time; their interaural time
differences could be different and theF0 contours of both original sentences
could be manipulated so as to move theF0’s of the two simultaneous target
words either together or further apart from their original values. In the
normal condition, one of the target words has both the same prosody and the
same ITD difference as the attended sentence. In the swapped condition, the
target that has the same prosody as the attended sentence has the opposite
ITD.
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prosodic cues alone by looking at the results from the con-
ditions where the ITD was zero~and so the distinction be-
tween normal and swapped does not exist!.

1. ITD50

When both sentences are presented with an ITD of zero,
listeners prefer the target with the same prosody as the at-
tended sentence substantially above chance~83%! for the
original condition~with the prosody unchanged!. This level
of performance is made possible by the prosodic differences
between the two sentences. Specifically, theF0 contour of
the attended sentence makes some contribution to listeners’
ability to track the attended sentence; changing the pitch con-
tours of both sentences, so that the two target words have
similar F0’s ~together condition!, reduces performance by
14% (t1253.9,p,0.001). This change~produced by a 27%
change in the frequency ofF0) is comparable to the 11%
improvement in performance produced by a four-semitone
~26% change in frequency! monotonous difference inF0 in
our previous experiment~Experiment 1, Darwin and Hukin,
1999!. It shows that, in the absence of other cues, listeners
can use the continuity of a naturalF0 contour to track a
sentence across time, but, like the continuity of a monoto-
nous F0 contour, it is not a particularly strong effect.
Strengthening the prosodic cues by moving theF0 contours
apart does not further increase listeners’ preference.

In the together condition, where there is a little differ-
ence between theF0 contours of the target words, other pro-
sodic cues maintain listeners’ preferences well above chance
at 69% (t1254.8,p,0.002). Listeners are probably using
intensity differences between the target words to achieve this
level of performance. Figure 3 shows the intensity contours
of the two sentences of one pair. In the region of the target
word, the sentence with the late stress is around 10 dB more
intense than the sentence with the early stress.

2. Normal ITD Å0

When the original sentences are also separated by a dif-
ference in ITD, preference for the target word sharing the

same prosody as the attended sentence increases from 83% at
0 ms to 93% at691 ms. This change is significant (t12

55.1,p,0.002). Changes to theF0 contour do not signifi-
cantly alter this already very high level of performance.

3. Swapped ITD Å0

Opposing prosodic cues with a difference in ITD clearly
reduces the number of trials on which listeners report the
target word that has the same prosodic cues as the attended
sentenceF1,12572.9,p,0.0001. This reduction is greater
for the larger difference in ITD,F1,12549.6,p,0.0001. An
ITD of 645 ms is sufficient to counter the prosodic cues
present in this experiment~performance is 50% for the
swapped original condition! and with an ITD of 691 ms
listeners consistently report the target that has the same ITD
as the attended sentence rather than the target that has the
correct prosody. These levels of performance are lower than
in the normal original, zero ITD condition by 36% for645
ms and 51% for691 ms.

Strengthening the prosodic cues by moving theF0 con-
tours apart increases the chance of listeners reporting the
target word with the same prosody as the attended sentence;
conversely, weakening the prosodic cues by moving theF0

contours together decreases it: the total increase in reports of
the target with the same prosody between the together and
apart conditions is about 18%. The main effect of theF0

manipulation~together, original, apart! is significant in the
swapped conditions when ITD is not zero (F1,12544.7,p
,0.0001).

We can now compare the effectiveness in opposing ITD
of the natural intonation contours from this experiment, with
the monotone manipulations from our earlier experiment.
Figure 4 shows how effective different prosodic factors are
in opposing an ITD of691 ms. The score shows how much
listeners’ preference for the target that had the same ITD as
the attended sentence was reduced when the ITD cue was
opposed rather than reinforced by the prosodic cue~s! shown

FIG. 3. Amplitude contours of the two sentences of a pair from experiment
1. In this example the target from the sentence with early sentence stress is
about 10 dB less intense than the target from the sentence with late sentence
stress.

FIG. 4. The strength of different prosodic factors in opposing ITD is illus-
trated by plotting how the percent of reported targets that have the same ITD
as the attended sentence changes when ITD is opposed~swapped condition!,
rather than reinforced~normal condition!, by the prosodic cues listed on the
abscissa. A large percent change indicates an effective prosodic cue. All the
date in this figure are from the same 13 subjects. The left-hand bar comes
from experiment 1 of Darwin and Hukin~1999!. The next three bars are
from experiment 1 of the present paper; the right-hand bar is from experi-
ment 2.
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on the abscissa. A small difference shows that listeners tend
to follow ITD; a large difference shows that they tend to
follow the other cues. The left-hand bar illustrates data from
our previous experiment, and shows the difference between a
condition where a four-semitone difference in monotoneF0

is acting with or against an ITD of691 ms. There is very
little ~3%! change, reflecting the weakness of the monoto-
nous F0 cue. The next three bars illustrate data from the
together, original, and apart conditions of the present experi-
ment. Although these prosodic manipulations are insufficient
to override the ITD difference, they exercise a greater influ-
ence than the monotonousF0 . The together condition is sig-
nificantly more influenced by prosody than the four-semitone
monotone condition,t1152.47,p,0.02, and the others pro-
gressively more different. A 4.6 semitone difference ofF0

between the together and normal conditions produces a 12%
change, and a further 4.6 semitone difference between the
normal and apart conditions gives a further 8% change.

In summary, first this experiment has extended, to sen-
tences with natural intonation, our previous result that a dif-
ference in ITD between two sentences substantially helps
listeners decide which of two simultaneous target words be-
long to an attended sentence. A difference of ITD of691 ms
~equivalent to about612° separation in azimuth! gives a
change of about 50% when opposed to the natural prosodic
cues.

Second, the experiment has shown that normal prosodic
changes also help listeners: the prosodic cues naturally
present here give a performance that is 33% above chance.
Specifically removing theF0 contribution to the prosodic
cues~leaving substantial amplitude differences!, reduces this
figure by 14%, to 19% above chance.

Third, the experiment~in conjunction with experiment 1
of our previous paper! has shown that, for comparable semi-
tone differences, a naturalF0 contour is slightly more effec-
tive at maintaining a listener’s attention in the face of an
opposing ITD difference than a monotonous contour.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

Both the first experiment in our previous paper and the
present experiment 1 used two simultaneous sentences spo-
ken by the same talker. It is substantially more natural to
have two different talkers speaking at the same time. Glo-
bally shifting formant frequencies is an effective way of al-
tering the individuality of a voice~without changing voice
pitch or fundamental frequency! and corresponds to an alter-
ation in vocal-tract length. Individuals with longer vocal
tracts have lower formant frequencies; those with shorter vo-
cal tracts have higher formant frequencies. Men and women
differ on average by about 17% in vocal-tract length~Peter-
son and Barney, 1952!, but an upward or downward shift of
8% in formant frequencies is sufficient to reduce the recog-
nition of individual voices to chance~Kuwabara and Takagi,
1991!. Although it is technically possible to resynthesize
speech so that only formant frequencies~the resonant fre-
quencies of the vocal tract! are changed, it was simpler~and
allowed better speech quality! for us to change the whole
spectral envelope, so that not only formant frequencies but
also voice source characteristics were changed. When this is

done, it is likely that formant frequency changes, rather than
changes to the individual characteristics of the voice source,
are responsible for most of the change in individuality~Zhu
and Kasuya, 1998!. It is important to stress, however, that
the manipulation that we used leaves the fundamental fre-
quency of the voice unchanged: the same harmonic frequen-
cies are present as in the original voice, but the spectral
envelope that defines the amplitudes of those harmonics is
transposed up or down in frequency.

In this experiment, we produced two apparently differ-
ent talkers from the original sentences used in experiment 1
by globally changing the spectral envelope~including for-
mant frequencies! by 615%. For convenience, we will refer
to the change as producing a voice from a longer or a shorter
vocal tract.

A. Stimuli

The original sentences from experiment 1 were modified
to produce two different talkers, with the sameF0 and dura-
tions as the originals but with a different spectral envelope
and consequently a different apparent vocal-tract size. To
produce the longer vocal-tract voice, the PSOLA algorithm
that had been used in experiment 1 was used together with
the programDSP DESIGNER~Zola Technologies! to: ~i! raise
F0 and globally reduce the duration by 15%,~ii ! resample
the file at a 15% higher sampling frequency and then set the
playback rate back to the original value~22 050 Hz!. The end
results of these manipulations was to produce sentences that
had the same durations andF0s as the originals, but which
had the spectral envelope~including formant resonances and
voice source properties! lowered by 15%. To produce the
shorter vocal-tract voice the opposite manipulations were
made. The resulting voices, although still plausibly natural,
were very clearly different individuals, neither of whom
sounded like the original talker.

The sentences were paired as in experiment 1 with the
additional constraint that each pair contained one long vocal-
tract sentence and one short vocal-tract sentence. As in ex-
periment 2, target words could be swapped between the sen-
tences of a pair before the sentences were allocated an ITD.
In the swapped condition, the target word that had the same
ITD as the attended sentence had a prosody and vocal-tract
size that was appropriate for the unattended sentence.

B. Procedure

The procedure was similar to that from experiment 1
except that ITDs of 0,645.3, 690.7, and6181.4ms were
used. The longest ITD value was introduced after the first
four subjects had been run. Again, the ITD manipulation was
made at the time of presentation. The same 13 listeners from
experiment 1 took part.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the percentage of trials on which listen-
ers reported the target word that had originally belonged to
the attended sentence~and so shared its prosody and vocal-
tract size!. The data from this experiment are plotted with
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solid symbols; data from the same listeners from experiment
1 ~without the vocal-tract change! are plotted as open sym-
bols.

Introducing a difference of615% in vocal-tract size
clearly has a large effect; even without a difference in ITD,
listeners’ preferences are almost 100% when the two voices
differ in vocal-tract size. In addition, when an increasing ITD
acts against prosodic and vocal-tract size cues, listeners have
a strong tendency to stay with the vocal tract rather than the
spatial position. Although there is some significant progres-
sive reduction as ITD increases in the swapped condition in
the number of reported targets derived from the attended
sentence, the reduction is small (F2,1657.9, p,0.02 for nine
listeners across three ITDs,F1,12510.3,p,0.01 for 13 lis-
teners on the two smaller ITDs!. Similarly, introducing an
opposing ITD of691 ms only reduces the number of these
targets reported from 98% to 86%. This contrasts with a
reduction in experiment 1, which lacked the vocal-tract cue,
from 93% to 32%. With a larger opposing ITD of6181 ms
~corresponding to a spatial separation of about650°D! lis-
teners still prefer the original target word~that has the same
vocal-tract size and the same prosody as the attended sen-
tence! on 73% of trials.

This experiment has shown that a substantial difference
in vocal-tract size between two talkers produces a powerful
cue for selective attention. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the effects
that we have found with our vocal-tract manipulation have
been substantially larger than those found for our prosodic
manipulations. However, our vocal-tract manipulation is
larger, compared with naturally occurring values, than is our
prosodic manipulation as shown in the data of Peterson and
Barney ~1952!. Their data shows an average2 female/male
formant ration of 1.17, but an average female/male ratio for
F0 of 1.7 ~nine semitones!. Consequently, our experiment 2
uses anF0 range~9.2 semitones between together and apart!
that is comparable to the average male/female difference, but
a vocal tract difference~30% between the short and the long

manipulations! that is at the top of the range of scaling val-
ues. Experiment 3 examines the effect of smaller vocal-tract
manipulations.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

This experiment asked how changes to the difference in
vocal-tract size between two talkers influence the listener’s
selection of which word belongs in the attended sentence. It
is similar in design to the first two experiments but uses a
range of vocal-tract size differences with a single prosodic
condition which are opposed by a single ITD.

A. Method and procedure

The original prosody condition from experiment 2 at an
ITD of 691 ms was used together with four more conditions
with changes of vocal-tract size of62, 64, 68, and615%
produced by the same PSOLA andDSP DESIGNERalgorithms
as in experiment 2. As in the previous experiments, for the
normal conditions a particular target word had the same ITD,
prosody, and vocal-tract size as one of the sentences,
whereas in the swapped condition, if a target word had the
same ITD as one sentence, it had the same prosody and
vocal-tract size as the other sentence.

Each subject heard each of 80 trial types~4 sentence
pairs35 vocal-tract sizes32 ITD conditions3normal/
swapped! 6 times to give a total of 240 trials. The ten listen-
ers had all taken part in experiment 2.

B. Results and discussion

The overall results for the experiment are shown in Fig.
6 as the percent of target words that shared the same prosody
and, where appropriate, vocal-tract length with the attended
sentence.

When prosodic, vocal tract, and ITD differences all op-
erate in the same direction, listeners perform the task almost
perfectly with scores of over 90% in all conditions. When an
ITD of 691 ms opposes the prosodic and vocal-tract cues,
listeners report fewer of the targets that have the same

FIG. 5. Percentage of trials on which listeners reported the target word that
had been originally spoken in the attended sentence~chance performance is
50%!. The solid squares show the results from experiment 3 in which two
sentences were presented at the same time, one with each of two different
vocal-tract lengths. In the swapped conditions, the original target word has
the opposite ITD, and the other target word has the same ITD as the at-
tended sentence. Open triangles replot comparable data from experiment 1
without the difference in vocal-tract length. Only nine listeners contributed
data at the longest ITD.

FIG. 6. Percentage of trials in experiment 3 on which listeners reported the
target word that had been originally spoken in the attended sentence. In the
normal conditions, one of the target words has the same prosody, vocal-tract
size, and691 ms ITD difference as the attended sentence. In the swapped
condition the target with the same prosody and vocal-tract size as the at-
tended sentence has the opposite ITD.
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prosody and vocal-tract size. With no difference in vocal-
tract size, the prosodic cues in the experiment are sufficient
to give about 54% of the reported target words, which is
somewhat larger than the corresponding condition in the pre-
vious experiment. With the largest vocal-tract difference
augmenting the prosodic cues, this figure increases to about
78%. However, most of the change occurs for the two larger
vocal-tract sizes. There is no significant change in perfor-
mance across the 0%,62%, and64% vocal-tract length
differences. Differences from the 0% condition only begin to
appear with the68% change in vocal tract with a 9% in-
crease in reported targets that share the same vocal tract as
the attended sentencet953.2, p,0.01. This size difference
~16.6% between the short and the long! is comparable to that
between male and female talkers, and so is ecologically com-
parable to anF0 differences of around nine semitones which
gave about a 20% increase in reported targets in experiment
2. This increase is somewhat larger than that produced by the
68% vocal-tract change, indicating that the apparently
dominant effects of a change in vocal tract in the previous
experiment are due to the unnaturally large vocal-tract size
changes used.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments described in this paper have presented
some new data on the relative roles of spatial cues, prosodic
cues, and cues to an individual voice in auditory attention.
The experiments have shown that natural prosodic variations
are more effective than a monotonous pitch at overriding
spatial cues in determining which of two possible target
words belongs with a particular attended sentence. Part of
their effectiveness is due to amplitude differences between
target words in different prosodic contexts, and part is due
purely to F0 differences. The experiments have also shown
that a difference in vocal-tract size that is comparable to or
larger than the average male/female difference can also over-
ride spatial cues.

The task that we have used, though having the virtue of
simplicity and requiring a minimum of preparatory signal
processing, does not separate out the immediate allocation of
attention from a more leisurely assessment of the whole
stimulus. Listeners were under no time pressure to make
their response and the target word occurred relatively late in
the sentence. Since there were only two response alterna-
tives, they could also have brought some variety to a repeti-
tive task by listening to the ‘‘nonattended’’ sentence, though
because of the symmetry of the stimulus pairings, such a
strategy would not have influenced the overall results. How-
ever, our own impression in doing the task is that when there
is a substantial change in vocal-tract size in the attended
sentence, the word with the appropriate vocal-tract size in the
unattended sentence ‘‘pops out’’ at you. We plan to pursue
the questions raised in these experiments by trying to obtain
some measure of the allocation of spatial attention in the
temporal vicinity of this intrusion and also by testing
whether it still occurs under a task such as close shadowing.

Although speech separation algorithms have exploited
spatial differences andF0 differences between competing
messages, we know of no attempt to exploit vocal-tract

length differences. Although vocal-tract length differences
would be of limited value in initially separating simultaneous
sounds, they could, along with spatial and prosodic cues,
help in solving the problem of source continuity.
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Spectral characterization of jitter, shimmer, and additive noise
in synthetically generated voice signals
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Alteration of the harmonic structure in voice source spectra, taken over at least two periods of the
waveform, may occur due to the presence of fundamental frequency (f 0) perturbation, amplitude
perturbation, additive noise, or changes within the glottal source signal itself. In order to make
accurate inferences regarding glottal-flow dynamics or perceptual evaluations based on spectral
measurements taken from the acoustic speech waveform, investigation of the spectral features of
each aperiodic component is required. Based on a heuristic development involving a consideration
of the partial sum of the Fourier series taken for two periods of a jittered, shimmered, and~additive,
random! noise-contaminated signal, the corresponding spectral characteristics are hypothesized.
Subsequent to this, the Fourier series coefficients are calculated for the two periods in order to test
the hypotheses. Definite spectral differences are found for each aperiodic component; based on these
findings differential quantitative spectral measurements are suggested. Further supportive evidence
is obtained through use of Fourier transform and periodogram-averaged calculations. The analysis
is carried out on synthetically generated glottal-pulse waveforms and on radiated speech waveforms.
A discussion of the results is given in terms of voice aperiodicity in general and in terms of their
implication for future studies involving human voice signals. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!01212-6#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Gr@AL #

INTRODUCTION

Many authors ~e.g., Hillenbrand, 1987; Mutaet al.,
1988; Fujimura, 1968! have observed that the presence of
aperiodicities in the glottal-source signal gives rise to alter-
ation in the harmonic structure of voiced speech. For ex-
ample, Mutaet al. ~1988! report that ‘‘glottal source pertur-
bations distort the harmonic structure and thus affect both
noise measures and harmonic strength measures’’~p. 1299!.
If the aim is to categorize or make direct inferences about
specific glottal-source characteristics based on spectral
analysis of a number of periods of the radiated speech wave-
form ~e.g., abduction quotient@H1–H2 , ratio ~usually ex-
pressed in dB! between first and second harmonic energies#,
spectral tilt@H1–A1 , ratio ~usually expressed in dB! of first
harmonic energy to first formant energy#, etc. as per the re-
cent studies by, e.g., Hanson, 1997; Holmberget al., 1995!,
then it is important to recognize the extent that jitter, shim-
mer, and additive noise affect the spectral composition.

Hillenbrand~1987! explains, in detail, the measurement
problems associated with determining aperiodicities in
speech signals. He concludes that there are strong measure-
ment interactions among the three variables~jitter, shimmer,
and additive noise! and that ‘‘caution should be exercised in
interpreting measures of perturbation and noise in terms of
specific aspects of the laryngeal vibratory cycle’’~p. 458!.
For example, adding increasing amounts of jitter not only
affects perturbation but also reduces the harmonics-to-noise
ratio ~HNR! of the signal. Alternatively, adding noise to the
signal causes an increase in the measured jitter and shimmer

as well as reducing the HNR. Furthermore, in the case of
jitter, it is noted that for the radiated speech waveform, the
consequence of this perturbation is the concomitant introduc-
tion of shimmer, irrespective of any measurement difficulties
that may arise. This is a result of two characteristics of the
vocal-tract filtering action, namely, the different resonant
contributions from the vocal-tract transfer function due to the
differing harmonic frequencies of the jittered signals and the
overlay of energy from one cycle to the next due to the
impulse response of the vocal tract. In acknowledgment of
the difficulties of measuring jitter, shimmer, and additive
noise in the time domain, a spectral analysis may provide an
interesting alternative. Hillenbrand~1987! also gives a brief
qualitative spectral evaluation of the three perturbation mea-
sures in the appendix of his paper.

A study of the spectral characteristics of aperiodicities
may also be useful for interpreting some of the many inter-
esting results reported in aperiodicity/perceptual correlation
studies such as Hillenbrand~1988! or Martin et al. ~1995!. A
recent study by Gauffinet al. ~1996! has shown ‘‘that differ-
ent patterns of jitter and shimmer sequences with the same
average period to period variability are rated differently’’~p.
260!. They go on to conclude that ‘‘this indicates that meth-
ods using period to period variability as a way to rate per-
ceptual voice qualities might fail. Differences in the narrow-
band spectra of the stimuli may explain the differences in
perceptual rating of the stimuli’’~p. 260!.

Klingholtz and Martin~1985!, noting that ‘‘no quantita-
tive data have been collected regarding the influence of
shimmer and jitter on the voice spectrum’’~p. 169!, at-a!Electronic mail: peter.murphy@ul.ie
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tempted to quantify the level of jitter in voice signals. The
method involves the correlation of HNR with increasing lev-
els of jitter for synthesized vowel-like data, consisting of
exponentially damped sinewaves of frequency equal to the
first formant. The authors conclude that ‘‘the perturbed sig-
nals were synthesized by a simple model which describes
jitter and shimmer phenomenologically. Therefore further in-
vestigation is necessary with a more refined model to simu-
late various types of laryngeal pathology’’~p. 174!. The
discrete-time model described in the next section, with its
separately modeled glottal source, vocal-tract transfer func-
tion, and radiation load components, satisfies this refined
model criterion. The spectral analysis approaches used in the
present study include Fourier series, Fourier transform, and a
periodogram-averaged analysis. The heuristic Fourier series
approach facilitates a close examination of the theme of
time/frequency equivalency.

I. METHOD

A. Synthesis data

A discrete-time system model of speech production is
implemented in order to produce the synthesis data. The
Rosenberg~1971! glottal-pulse model is used as the source
excitation. It incorporates most of the important features of
glottal waves estimated by inverse filtering and high-speed
motion pictures and takes the form

gr~n!50.5F12cosS pn

N1
D G 0<n<N1

5cosFp~n2N1!

2N2
G N1,n<N11N2

50 otherwise, ~1!

wheren5sample number andN1 ,N25opening and closing
phases of the glottal cycle.

To create a sequence of such waveshapes, an impulse-
train generator produces a sequence of unit impulses which
are spaced by the desired fundamental period. This sequence
is then convolved with the glottal-pulse shape in order to
produce the desired repetitive waveform. Since the goal is to
study abnormalities of the voicing source, it is at the source
that perturbation is introduced. Shimmer, which can be de-
fined in general terms as the variation in amplitude of the
glottal source from period to period, is introduced simply by
adding a random variable gain factor to the impulse train
prior to convolution with the glottal pulse. This variation in
amplitude is implemented usingMATLAB’S ~The Math
Works, Cambridge, MA! random-number generator
‘‘randn~n!’’ which produces a Gaussian distribution of ran-
dom numbers with a mean of zero and a variance of 1.
Therefore, in order to introduce a standard deviation of a
given percent, denoted by ‘‘per,’’ a calculation similar to the
following is implemented:

A85A@1001per3randn~n!#/100, ~2!

whereA5 impulse train amplitude andn5sample number.

A per value of 4, for example, means that an originally
constant amplitude impulse train,A, now has a Gaussian-
distributed amplitude with a standard deviation equal to 4%
of the original amplitude.

The introduction of random noise and random perturba-
tion follows a similar strategy. Random additive noise is in-
troduced by adding the multiplication of the average of the
glottal-pulse wavelet by a random-noise generator of a user
specified variance, denoted per to the glottal waveform (gr).
The noise is added according to the following equation:

gr85gr1mean~gr !3@1001per randn~n!#/100. ~3!

Two variations of jitter~the variation in the fundamental
frequency from cycle to cycle! are synthesized: cyclic varia-
tion of the fundamental frequency, e.g., varyingf0 from, say,
100 to 104 to 100 Hz and repeating in this fashion, and
random variation, e.g., 102, 98, 101, 103 Hz, etc. Cyclic
jitter is synthesized in order to investigate the proposal by
Gauffin et al. ~1996! that conventional jitter measurements
indicating the same value may arise from vocal-fold motions
which produce very different spectral characteristics. In both
the cyclic and random-jitter synthesis, all periods are scaled
versions of the unperturbed waveform periods. The glottal
pulses are now used to excite the vocal tract, the transmis-
sion properties of which are based on the behavior of a set of
concatenated lossless acoustic tubes~Rabiner and Schafer,
1978!. Radiation at the lips is modeled by a first-order dif-
ference equation.

B. Spectral characterization

The possible spectral characterizations of each perturba-
tion measure are first postulated based on a heuristic devel-
opment that refers directly to the analytical expression for
Fourier series expansion. This is a useful exercise because it
provides a nonmathematical description of how the Fourier
series gathers its spectral estimates and hence motivates an
intuitive feeling for the time/frequency relationships under
investigation. The spectra for the synthesis files are then pro-
duced~i.e., Fourier series evaluated! in order to test the hy-
potheses. In applying the Fourier series@Eq. ~4!# two periods
of a perfectly periodic sine wave with a total time record
length T are considered, as shown in Fig. 1.~The glottal
pulse is considered in later developments.!

FIG. 1. Two periods of a sine wave withT15T25T/2. The sine terms for
the first two Fourier coefficients~b1 and b2! are shown~b2 is coincident
with the waveform!.
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0
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s~ t !sinS 2kPt
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where t5time, T5time for one period,a05mean value of
waveform, ands(t)5periodic time domain waveform.

hk5~ak
21bk

2!1/2, ~7!

wherehk5amplitude ofkth harmonic.
The basis behind the method is that if each waveform of

periodT1 is exactly the same, then harmonics will only ap-
pear in the spectrum at integer multiples of 1/T152/T. If the
waveforms differ in any respect, then energy appears in the
spectrum at integer multiples of 1/T. It should be noted,
therefore, that, in this development, odd harmonics signify
some form of perturbation and even harmonics represent the
unperturbed waveform. In the present case~a sine wave!, a
single spectral peak atf 51/T1 is obtained for the unper-
turbed signal, the harmonic energy at all other locations be-
ing equal to zero.

To see how the Fourier series arrives at this estimate, the
sine terms of the series for each harmonic locationk/T are
considered~cosine terms are zero for odd functions!. Fitting
the first harmonic, 1/T Hz, to the waveform in Fig. 1 and
taking the sum for the Fourier coefficient,b151/T, it can be
seen that@in consideration of Eq.~6! and Fig. 1# what is
obtained in the positive half of the cycle is also obtained in
the negative half of the cycle with all contributions to the
sum adding to zero. A similar result is obtained for all higher
terms in the series, except for 2/T when the contributions add
constructively. This is a completely general analysis not spe-
cific to sine waves. In the case of a sine wave, it is possible
to obtain the estimate analytically by substituting sin(2
32pt/T) into Eq. ~6! ~see the Appendix! to obtain

bk51, for k52, ~8!

bk50, for kÞ2. ~9!

Therefore, showing that the heuristic development is correct,
i.e., energy is present at the ‘‘231/T’ ’ harmonic (b2) and
zero at all higher harmonics.

The glottal-pulse waveform is examined in Fig. 2. Fit-
ting the 1/T152/T Hz waveform, it is seen that the contribu-
tions to b2 ~at 2/T! add constructively, giving amplitude of
the ‘‘fundamental,’’ at the first even harmonic. All higher
even harmonics@k3(2/T)# sum in similar fashion, giving
spectral contributions dependent on the frequency character-
istics of the waveshape; the glottal pulse having a low-pass
nature as illustrated in the caption in Fig. 2. Now, consider-
ing the Fourier sine terms at 1/T Hz, the contributions are

symmetrical but opposite and sum to zero. All higher odd
harmonic energy contributions sum to zero in similar fash-
ion.

Shimmer is introduced as shown in Fig. 3. The contri-
butions tob2 are reduced due to the decreased amplitude of
the second period of the waveform. All higher even harmon-
ics are similarly reduced, and the reduction is in accordance
with the spectral energy contributions for that frequency. The
contributions tob1 do not cancel due to the amplitude dif-
ference in the glottal waveform. A similar result occurs for
all higher odd harmonics and again this is in accordance with
the spectral energy contributions for that frequency. Because
the waveform cannot be shifted to be even or odd, the cosine
terms of the series should also be considered. For the glottal
pulse shown in Fig. 3~and Fig. 2!, the same arguments that
were used for the sine terms hold true for the cosine terms.
Shimmer is introduced above with a reduction in the ampli-
tude of the waveform~Fig. 3!. This could just as easily have
been an increase in amplitude giving rise to increased even
harmonics, and in the case of random shimmer we would
expect the overall effect~i.e., the average of several consecu-
tive two-cycle analyses! to sum to zero, leaving the ampli-
tude of the even harmonics unperturbed. A similar effect is
predicted for the averaged odd harmonics which would rep-
resent the average amplitude difference between the shim-
mered waveforms.

In the case of jitter, the analysis is somewhat different.
In this instance the Fourier series coefficients are separated
by 1/T8 Hz ~Fig. 4!. As the two periods are not equal, a
contribution exists at 1/T8 Hz. Notice also that there is a

FIG. 2. Two periods of a glottal-flow waveform withT15T25T/2. The sine
terms for the first two Fourier coefficients~b1 andb2! are shown.

FIG. 3. Two periods of a glottal-flow waveform withT15T25T/2, with the
amplitude of the waveform in the second period reduced to illustrate shim-
mer. The sine terms for the first two Fourier coefficients~b1 and b2! are
shown.
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reduction in the amplitude contributions at 231/T8 Hz as the
series coefficients no longer match the ‘‘fundamental fre-
quency,’’ 1/T1 . The situation is analogous to ‘‘leakage’’ that
occurs when a noninteger number of periods are present in
the analysis frame~Harris, 1978!. Because the signal periods
T1 and T2 are not submultiples of the series coefficients,
higher harmonics appear in the spectrum and with respect to
the sine wave, all of these are noise components.

A jittered glottal-flow waveform is now considered: a
flow waveform of periodT1 is followed by a second wave-
form of periodT2 . It is important to realize in this develop-
ment that the signal consists of period lengthT85T11T2

with harmonic frequencies at integer multiples of 1/T8.
However, a consideration of the coefficients that would re-
sult from a signal with fundamental frequency 1/T1 ~0 to T1)
and an independent signal of fundamental frequency 1/T2

(T1 to T8) ~each in aT8 analysis frame! is instructive for an
understanding of the amplitude variation in harmonic struc-
ture of the 1/T8 signal. The 1/T1 signal in theT8 window is
denoted 1/T18 ~i.e., a flow waveform of periodT1 in a T8
analysis window, i.e., zero fromT1 to T8). The 1/T2 signal
in theT8 frame is denoted 1/T28 ~zero from 0 toT1). For the
1/T18 and 1/T28 signals the harmonics are spaced at integer
multiples of 1/T8. In calculating the spectral energy contri-
butions for the unperturbed two cycle waveform it has been
shown that the amplitude at even harmonic locations adds
constructively and the amplitude at odd harmonic locations
cancels. As the periods in question are not equal this is no
longer the case. As the harmonic number~k! increases, the
difference between thek31/T1 and k32/T18 harmonic in-
creases (k31/T1 lags further behindk32/T18), hence reduc-
ing the contributions to the 2/T18 coefficients. In similar fash-
ion, thek31/T2 harmonics become further separated from
the k32/T28 harmonics (k31/T2 further advancesk
32/T28), as the harmonic number increases. The overall ef-
fect provides reduced energy at even harmonics and reduced
cancellation~or increased energy! at odd harmonics. This
process continues until an upper frequency location, gov-
erned by Eq.~10!, is reached. At this point, the energy con-
tributions from the signal harmonics provide approximately
equal contributions to both the odd and even harmonics~i.e.,
when an integer plus a half sub-periods ofT8 matchT1 and
an integer minus a half sub-periods ofT8 matchT2). After
passing this frequency location the odd analysis harmonic
begins to receive a larger share of the energy contributions

until a maximum boost at odd harmonics is obtained accord-
ing to Eq. ~11!. The process then begins to reverse as the
even harmonics begin to receive a greater share of the energy
contributions and the odd harmonics receive less. A cross-
over point is again reached when an integer plus one and a
half-subperiods ofT8 matchT1 and an integer minus one and
a half sub-periods ofT8 matchT2. WhenT1 andT2 differ by
two sub-periods ofT8 the even harmonics receive maximum
reinforcement of energy@and the odd minimum, Eq.~11!#.
The process then begins to repeat itself:

~m2n30.5!31/T15~m1n30.5!31/T2, ~10!

for m andn both integer,

n31/T15m31/T25~m1n!31/T8, ~11!

for n and m both integer;n-m even ~0,2, . . .!, harmonic
enforcement;n-m odd ~1,3, . . .!, subharmonic reinforce-
ment. Superimposed on this harmonic interplay between the
‘‘individual signal harmonics’’ and the analysis Fourier co-
efficients, the energy at higher harmonics decreases~due to
the characteristics of the signal! as the harmonic number in-
creases. Therefore, the contributions at harmonic and
between-harmonic locations are dependent on the level of
jitter and on the unperturbed waveform characteristics.

It is impossible to differentiate between cyclic and ran-
dom jitter using a two-cycle analysis scheme. In the case of
cyclic jitter, the above-mentioned ‘‘odd analysis harmonic’’
is equal to the subharmonic frequency. For random jitter, the
above-mentioned trends are still valid, but the random vari-
ability introduced has a large bearing on the overall spectral
characteristics. The Fourier series calculation could be ex-
tended to include more periods of the waveform~as a single
analysis period!, in order to investigate random jitter more
accurately, but, as will be shown in Sec. II, it is more con-
venient to take a Fourier transform viewpoint.

Considering the addition of mean zero, random noise to
the sinewave~Fig. 5!, it can be seen that spectral energy is
present at harmonic locations other than the frequency of the
sinewave. As the variance of the noise increases, the vari-
ance of the spectral estimates increases also. The sine wave
signal ~k52, say! plus noise may be represented by the fol-
lowing equation:

FIG. 4. Two periods of a sinewave withT1ÞT2ÞT/2, illustrating jitter. The
sine terms for the first two Fourier coefficients~b1 andb2! are shown.

FIG. 5. Two periods of a sinewave withT15T25T/2, in the presence of
additive noise. The sine terms for the first two Fourier coefficients~b1 and
b2! are shown~b2 is coincident with the waveform!.
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s~ t !5sinS 232Pt

T D1q~ t !, ~12!

whereq(t) is the noise component.
It has been shown in the Appendix that the Fourier se-

ries for the sine wave gives zero energy at all frequency
locations except 231/T. Therefore, forkÞ2,

ak5
2

T E
0

T

q~ t !
cos~2Pkt!

T
dt, ~13!

and

bk5
2

T E
0

T

q~ t !
sin~2Pkt!

T
dt. ~14!

Sinceq(t) is random, it can be inferred that it provides~on
average! roughly equal energy contributions to all harmonics
in the spectrum. A more formal analysis of the Fourier trans-
form of a random noise signal can be found in, e.g., Black-
man and Tukey~1959!.

The above development, through a heuristic implemen-
tation of the Fourier series and a brief reference to the Fou-

rier transform, leads to a descriptive, spectral characteriza-
tion of shimmer, jitter, and additive noise, respectively. In
summary, for shimmered signals the level of the even har-
monics is unchanged and the level of odd harmonics in-
creases with the increasing variance of the shimmer. The
contributions to the odd harmonic at a given frequency are in
direct relation to the contributions to the unperturbed signal
for the nearest even harmonic. Jitter gives reduced harmonic
levels and energy is introduced at between-harmonic loca-
tions. The contributions at a given harmonic or between-
harmonic location are dependent on the frequency character-
istics of the unperturbed signal, with enforcement of spectral
energy occurring at intervals determined by the magnitude of
the jitter component. Additive noise has no effect on the
energy at averaged harmonic locations as long as the signal
strength is greater than the strength of the noise signal at
these harmonic locations. Energy is introduced between har-
monics with a flat spectral characteristic. Therefore, both the
jittered and shimmered signals are dependent on the charac-
teristics of the signal being perturbed and the additive noise
is independent of the signal characteristics. These conclu-
sions are in agreement with the jitter and shimmer results
reported by Klingholtz and Martin~1985! and with the addi-
tive noise and jitter observations reported by Hillenbrand
~1987!. In the study undertaken by Klingholtz and Martin
~1985!, the harmonic level estimated in shimmer is found to
remain constant, whereas Hillenbrand found the harmonic
levels to be significantly reduced in comparison to the spec-
tra for jitter and additive noise signals. The present descrip-
tion supports the former observation~Hillenbrand’s report
may have been a result of the particular synthesis used,
where there appear to be unusually high noise levels at the
formant locations in the spectra illustrated!. The present de-
duction is also supported by a formal mathematical study of
shimmered signals recently developed by Michaelis~1999!.

II. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Source signals

To test the hypotheses based on the Fourier series devel-
opment, spectra for the glottal pulses with six levels of ad-
ditive noise, jitter~two types!, and shimmer are examined. In
addition to the two-cycle Fourier series analysis, a Fourier
transform analysis and a periodogram-averaged analysis are

FIG. 6. Two-cycle Fourier series analysis for glottal-flow waveforms with
2% ~a! and 32%~b! s.d. random shimmer~noise is estimated at between-
harmonic locations!.

FIG. 7. Fourier transform estimates of the s.d. 2% and s.d. 32% shimmered
signals illustrating the increased variance of the 32%-s.d. signals between-
harmonic energy.

FIG. 8. Periodogram-averaged or power spectral density estimate for the
test shimmer signals of~a! s.d. 2% and~b! 32% s.d. illustrating equal har-
monic strengths for each signal and an increased noise level for the s.d. 32%
shimmer signal.
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also performed for the shimmered and jittered signals. Figure
6 illustrates the two-cycle Fourier series analysis for shim-
mer values of s.d. 2% and 32%. The Fourier series coeffi-
cients are computed every two cycles for an analysis interval
of 1 s and the mean of the Fourier coefficients are plotted. It
can be seen that increases in shimmer cause the noise floor to
go up in a consistent manner for all frequencies~i.e., in ac-
cordance with the signal characteristic!. The harmonic levels
themselves remain unperturbed and the source spectrum en-
velope is maintained. The noise component reaches a higher
level for the 32%-s.d. shimmered signal. In considering the
Fourier transform estimate~4096 points at 10-kHz sampling,
Hamming window! of the same signal~Fig. 7!, a similar
trend to the two-cycle analysis plot is observed. As the trans-
form provides only a single estimate at each frequency loca-
tion ~as opposed to an averaged estimate!, an increased vari-
ance of the between-harmonics becomes apparent. The
variance of the estimates increases as the shimmer level in-
creases. The periodogram plots~Fig. 8! are an average of six
4096-point spectra hopped 1024 points. The averaging re-
duces the variance of the spectral estimates. The temporal
equivalent is the mean of the glottal wavelets~harmonics!
and the mean difference of the glottal wavelets~between-
harmonics!.

Although a two-cycle Fourier analysis scheme is instruc-
tive for examining the underlying nature of the harmonic
structure for jittered signals, a Fourier transform analysis us-

ing several periods~1024 sample points sampled at 10 kHz!
of the waveform offers a less restrictive approach. For cyclic
jitter ~Fig. 9! the main characteristic is the introduction of a
strong subharmonic regime. The amplitude in the harmonic
spectrum is seen to follow an interesting trend governed by
Eqs.~10! and ~11!.

Random jitter is now considered. For a perfectly peri-
odic signal ~within the analysis frame!, the estimate at a
given frequency location is the convolution of the Fourier
transform of the window function with the Fourier transform
of the signal at that frequency. Hence, there is a broadening
of the spectral peak due to the window function. This is
shown in Fig. 10 for the 110-Hz glottal waveform with a
random jitter component of s.d. 4%. As the frequency in-
creases, the spread of the signal about the higher harmonics
increases, reducing the amplitude atk3110 Hz locations.
Hillenbrand~1987! also observed that jitter leads to a more
prominent smearing of the harmonic structure at higher fre-
quencies. If the jitter component is large, the broadening of
the harmonic peaks gives way to the contributions becoming
individually resolved, giving rise to a more irregular-looking
spectrum. However, some reappearance of harmonic struc-
ture is also evidenced. This is due to a combination of the
broadening of the Gaussian distribution of spectral energy
about higher harmonics and the reinforcement that takes
place at higher frequency locations where the difference be-
tween a jittered harmonic matches a lower~or higher!

FIG. 9. Periodogram-averaged estimate of the 5% cyclic jitter signal showing a maximum in subharmonic signal strength at;2530 Hz ~22nd 115-Hz
harmonic matches the 23rd 110-Hz harmonic! with a corresponding minimum in the even harmonic at this location. The even harmonic is maximally boosted
at 5 kHz with a corresponding minimum in the odd harmonic. Harmonic reinforcement locations are governed by Eqs.~10! and ~11!.

FIG. 10. Fourier transform~1024 points at 10-kHz sampling! of a 4% randomly jittered signal. Region 1~0–1.2 kHz!: initial spectral broadening of harmonics
gives way to spectral decomposition centered around harmonic locations. Region 2~1.2–3 kHz!: A subharmonic regime is introduced as the Gaussian
distributions centered at harmonic locations begin to have significant overlay with adjacent jittered harmonic distributions. Region 3~3–5 kHz!: The overlay
increases to such an extent that a single peak is found at subharmonic locations with broadened spectral bandwidths.
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110-Hz harmonic as mentioned in the discussion on cyclic
jitter.

Figure 11 shows the effect of adding random Gaussian
noise to the glottal source. The level of the harmonics in the
averaged two cycle spectrum is unaffected except as the
noise floor moves upwards, in a sense consuming the lower-
level harmonics as it moves. The noise spectrum is white,
i.e., constant for all frequencies, as expected. An examina-
tion of the signal-plus-noise spectrum indicates that tradi-
tional HNR estimators may overestimate the level of har-
monics due to the presence of noise at higher frequency
locations. This similarly has consequences for spectral tilt
measurements.

B. Radiated speech waveform

Until now, the spectral consequences of aperiodicities
were examined directly as introduced at the glottal source.
Guided by this source analysis, it is now expedient to inves-
tigate the spectral alterations that occur due to vocal-tract
filtering of aperiodic waveforms. In the case of shimmer and
additive noise, the process is reasonably straightforward if a
separable source/filter arrangement is assumed. The situation
is shown in Fig. 12~a! and~b!. Upon filtering, HNR remains
the same for the shimmered signal but decreases for the ad-
ditive noise signal~see Murphy, 1999 for a quantitative il-
lustration!. HNR(f ) remains the same for all frequencies~f !
for the shimmer signals and the noise floor moves up equally
for all frequencies in the additive noise case.

The effects of the vocal-tract filtering on the jittered sig-
nals are more complex. As briefly alluded to in the Introduc-
tion, this stems from two consequences of the vocal-tract
filtering, namely, the excitation of the vocal tract with differ-
ing harmonic frequencies on a period-by-period basis, and
the difference in overlay in energy from one cycle to the next
due to the convolution of the impulse response of the vocal
tract with different length periods. The exact quantification

of the effect of vocal-tract filtering on jittered signals in
terms of spectral measurements such as the HNR is not easy
to determine as the relationship of the fundamental fre-
quency to the resonant frequencies~and the bandwidths of
the resonant frequencies! must be taken into consideration.
An investigation into the magnitude of these effects is re-
quired. Quantitative data detailing the effects of overlay en-
ergy into adjacent cycles are also of interest. Hillenbrand
~1988! states that the HNR reduces for signals with the same
absolute jitter values as the fundamental frequency increases.
It is difficult to postulate whether overlay energy or the dif-
ference in the location of the source harmonics is the promi-
nent component in determining this trend.

Two glottal-pulse waveforms~100 and 200 Hz! with
equal jitter values of 3% are examined by way of example.
The variance in overlay energy for these signals is greater for
the higher frequency signal since the periods are spaced
more closely together. A three-percent jitter value gives rise
to a 3-Hz variation for the 100-Hz signal and a 6-Hz varia-
tion for the 200-Hz signal, this variation doubles with each
doubling of frequency. However, this apparently higher
source spectrum variability for the higher frequency signal is
somewhat compensated for over a set frequency range due to
the lower density~half! of harmonics. Although the 100-Hz
signal has double the density of harmonics, if the glottal-flow
waveforms are scaled versions of each other~each with212
dB/oct!, at a given frequency location, the 200-Hz signal will
have higher amplitude values. This fact may be very impor-
tant in determining which factors~overlay or harmonic shift!
dominate in determining thef 0 trend. The remaining vari-
able is the location of the harmonics with respect to the for-
mant peaks, which isf 0-dependent, but not in a linearly
increasing fashion. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude
whether the overlay or harmonic shift is dominant in deter-
mining the ratio; further experimentation is required in order
to test which term dominates.

For the jittered signals used in the present study, the
effect of the filtering action on the harmonic structure is evi-
dent@Fig. 12~c! and~d!#. However, the overriding harmonic
characteristics~excluding the vocal-tract transfer function!
are still very similar to those of the source spectra. The ra-
diated, cyclic jitter waveform has the same subharmonic pat-
tern as that for the source waveform, reflecting both the regu-
larity of the overlay energy into consecutive periods and the
repeating nature of the differential harmonic excitation. The
filtering of the random jitter signal introduces more promi-
nent secondary variations as the overlay and differential har-
monic excitation occur in a random fashion. Early harmonics
are broadened and the predicted reappearance of harmonic
structure in the region of the third formant~for the given
combination s.d. jitter and average fundamental frequency! is
less obvious.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Relationship between analysis variables „jitter,
shimmer, and additive noise … and aperiodicities found
in human voice signals

As overall descriptive categorizations of aperiodicity in
voice signals, the labels of jitter, shimmer, and additive noise

FIG. 11. Two-cycle Fourier series analysis for glottal-flow waveforms in the
presence of random additive noise of~a! 2% s.d. and~b! 16% s.d. The noise
spectrum, which is approximately flat, moves upward for the increased noise
level ~noise is estimated at between-harmonic locations!.
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are perhaps useful classifications of unidimensional changes.
In a similar manner, waveshape change could conceivably
provide another useful variable. However, this is not to im-
ply that these parameters are the most salient or independent
aperiodic components found in voice signals. Attempting to
describe the precise nature of aperiodicities in voice signals
in physical, physiological, and perceptual terms is still the
subject of wide-ranging investigations. In the meantime,
gross descriptions have found some application, in terms of
perceptual and physical correlations. In general auditory per-
ceptual terms, additive noise is associated with breathiness,
with moderate amounts of jitter and shimmer being associ-
ated with roughness. In general physical terms, noise is as-
sociated with turbulent flow at the glottis and perturbation
~jitter and shimmer! is associated with vocal-fold instability.

Random jitter, cyclic jitter, random shimmer, and addi-
tive noise are the aperiodic components synthesized and in-
vestigated in the present study. Further discussion of jitter,
shimmer, and additive noise in voice signals can be found in
Murphy ~1999!. Description of the new aperiodic component

synthesized in the present study~cyclic jitter! is given pres-
ently. The term ‘‘cyclic’’ refers to the fact that the aperiodic
component repeats itself in a periodic or cyclic fashion every
second~in this case, but could also be every third, fourth,
etc.! period of the unperturbed waveform. Cyclic jitter is
synthesized in the present investigation; however, other~or
combinational! cyclic perturbations can also be synthesized,
e.g., cyclic shimmer. Voice signals containing cyclic shim-
mer are perceived as having a rough voice quality when the
amplitude variation is less than approximately 50 percent
and as having a pitch an octave lower when this 50-percent
threshold is exceeded~Titze, 1994!. This voice quality is
referred to as vocal creak and may be perceived as fry pho-
nation when a subharmonic appears in the spectrum at a
frequency location less than 70 Hz. Creaky voice may occur
during normal phonation, particularly during voice onset/
offset episodes. Cyclic jitter may also be present during
voice onset/offset characteristics~and during sustained pho-
nations! in addition to, or in place of, cyclic shimmer~see,
e.g., Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986; Svecet al., 1996!.

FIG. 12. Fourier transform estimates~1024 points at 10-kHz sampling! of the radiated speech waveforms for the four aperiodic components of~a! 4% s.d.
shimmer,~b! 4% s.d. additive noise,~c! 5% cyclic jitter, and~d! 5% s.d. random jitter.
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When jitter is the ‘‘period doubling/tripling’’ determinant~as
opposed to shimmer!, the resultant subharmonic pattern is
more complicated and depends on the relationship between
the original fundamental frequency and the magnitude of the
jitter component, as shown in Sec. II.

IV. CONCLUSION

Definite differences in spectral composition are shown
to exist between signals containing cyclic jitter, random jit-
ter, shimmer, and additive noise. The nature of the alter-
ations in harmonic structure due to the different aperiodic
components is first postulated using a graphical analysis of
the Fourier series calculation. This is an important develop-
ment for two separate reasons. First, it allows for an exami-
nation of the aperiodicities in their most basic form~two
cycles!, based upon which greater complexity is introduced
and examined, namely, more cycles of the waveform and the
filtering action of the vocal tract. Second, the analysis facili-
tates a closer understanding of how the Fourier series gathers
its spectral estimates. It therefore provides a useful, non-
mathematical tool for predicting the spectral features of vary-
ing time-domain parameters. This approach to the investiga-
tion of time/frequency equivalency avoids the use of
complicating parameters such as bandwidths and windowing,
which make comparisons difficult, as noted by Qi and Hill-
man ~1997!.

The postulates regarding the harmonic alterations are
tested using Fourier series, Fourier transform, and
periodogram-averaged analyses. The methods prove compli-

mentary. A summary of the results from these spectral analy-
ses is given in Table I. As stated in the Introduction, one of
the aims of the present study is to investigate whether per-
turbation measurements can be extracted from frequency do-
main data. The results illustrated in Table I and Fig. 12 sug-
gest that this may be possible, at least for univariate data.
Referring to Table I, it can be seen that a constant value of
HNR( f ) for all ‘‘ f’’ indicates shimmer. Therefore, once con-
stancy of this measurement is checked for at all frequency
locations, it can then be used to provide a direct indication of
the level of shimmer in the speech waveform.

Examination of the graphs for random jitter@Fig. 12~d!#
and additive noise@Fig. 12~b!# reveal severe deterioration in
harmonic structure for each aperiodicity. However, the noise
level for the additive noise simulation rises above the level
of the signal spectral characteristics, whereas the noise level
in the jittered signal maintains the same level as the signal
characteristic. Therefore, a measurement of the HNR from 1
to 4 kHz indicates an aperiodicity of either additive noise or
jitter, but a subsequent measurement of the noise level will
reveal which of the two is actually present. Alternatively, a
spectral tilt measurement will differentiate the two spectra. It
should also be noted that the additive noise spectra have
important implications for presently used spectral tilt and
HNR measurements; new methods are required in order to
eliminate the noise contamination of higher harmonics in
such measurements. In addition, the use of a set frequency
range is problematic when quantifying spectral characteris-
tics of signals with different fundamental frequencies~see

TABLE I. Summary of spectral characteristics of shimmer, random jitter, cyclic jitter, and additive noise.
Harmonic levels, noise levels, and HNRs in comparison to those of a periodic waveform.

Acoustic
index/

perturbation
type

Harmonic level
~H!

Noise level
~N!

Harmonics-to-
noise ratio

~HNR!

Periodic
waveform

Finite Zero Infinite

Shimmer Unchanged
~on averaging!

Increase in direct
proportion to signal
characteristics at that
frequency.

Reduced.
Constant for all
frequencies.

Random
jitter

Reduced and variable.
Dependent on the
magnitude of the
jitter.

Increases~signal
dependent!.
Amplitude of noise
is in general greater
at lower frequencies.
Harmonic bandwidth
broadening and
introduction of
subharmonics.

Reduced.
Dependent on
magnitude of
jitter and
fundamental
frequency.

Cyclic
jitter

Reduced and variable.
Dependent on the
magnitude of the
jitter.

Increased.
A subharmonic regime
is introduced.

Reduced.
Dependent on
magnitude of
jitter and
fundamental
frequency.

Random
additive
noise

Unchanged~on averaging!
when harmonic levels
are greater than
noise levels.

Increased.
Independent of
signal.

Reduced.
Decreases
with
increasing
frequency.
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Murphy, 1999, for a discussion of these issues!.
The subharmonic regime of the cyclic jitter spectra sug-

gest a method for quantifying jitter levels for this type of
perturbation. For the spectrum shown in Fig. 12, the mini-
mum amplitude for the even harmonic appears at 2.53 kHz
for the 110-Hz signal. Therefore, 23 periods of this wave-
form ~periodT1! match 22 periods of aT2 waveform at this
point, giving a jitter value of 5%. Plotting consecutive
narrow-band spectra for continuous speech could be devel-
oped in order to track the onset of octave-lowering pitch
variations more accurately, as suggested previously by
Fujimura ~1988!.

Tracking the amplitude variations of the harmonic and
subharmonic regimes of jittered waveforms should help to
predict the perceived pitch of such signals. In general, spec-
tral characterizations of aperiodicities should help in the in-
terpretation of results obtained in aperiodicity/perceptual
correlation studies. The present results@Fig. 12~c!, cyclic jit-
ter spectrum, and Fig. 12~d!, random jitter spectrum# show
that an equal jitter index may arise from waveforms with
very different spectral characteristics. Further studies using
auditory-processed spectra will help to explain some of the
effects of aperiodicity on the perception of voice quality.

Finally, the results presented have implications for the
application of studies such as the recent work by Hanson
~1997! ~i.e., determining glottal characteristics from the radi-
ated speech spectrum!, to the study of pathological voice
types. In consideration of the spectral changes brought about
due to the affects of jitter, takingH1–A1 ~level of first har-
monic to first formant! andH1–H2 ~level difference between
the first and second harmonic! measurements from spectra
obtained from several periods of the waveform is not recom-
mended for jittered waveforms. For shimmered and noise-
contaminated signals, the averagedH1–H2 and H1–A1 ra-
tios remain unaffected so long as the unperturbed
fundamental frequency is tracked in the case of shimmer, and
the signal harmonics are greater than the noise variance for
the noise-contaminated signal. When noise levels are high,
extracting the Fourier coefficients~as opposed to harmonic
energies! from pitch-synchronous spectra and averaging the
coefficients to give theH1–H2 and H1–A1 ratios is sug-
gested. Further analysis is required for quantitative qualifica-
tion of these issues.
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Quantitative assessment of second language learners’ fluency
by means of automatic speech recognition technology
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To determine whether expert fluency ratings of read speech can be predicted on the basis of
automatically calculated temporal measures of speech quality, an experiment was conducted with
read speech of 20 native and 60 non-native speakers of Dutch. The speech material was scored for
fluency by nine experts and was then analyzed by means of an automatic speech recognizer in terms
of quantitative measures such as speech rate, articulation rate, number and length of pauses, number
of dysfluencies, mean length of runs, and phonation/time ratio. The results show that expert ratings
of fluency in read speech are reliable~Cronbach’sa varies between 0.90 and 0.96! and that these
ratings can be predicted on the basis of quantitative measures: for six automatic measures the
magnitude of the correlations with the fluency scores varies between 0.81 and 0.93. Rate of speech
appears to be the best predictor: correlations vary between 0.90 and 0.93. Two other important
determinants of reading fluency are the rate at which speakers articulate the sounds and the number
of pauses they make. Apparently, rate of speech is such a good predictor of perceived fluency
because it incorporates these two aspects. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!04401-5#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Kv, 43.71.Es, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Hw@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

The term fluency is routinely used by teachers and re-
searchers to describe both native and non-native language
performance. The fact that fluency is a frequently applied
notion might suggest that there is general agreement as to its
precise meaning. However, a review of relevant literature
reveals that the term fluency has been used to refer to a wide
range of different skills and different speech characteristics
~e.g., Leeson, 1975; Fillmore, 1979; Brumfit, 1984; Lennon,
1990; Schmidt, 1992; Chambers, 1997!.

In spite of this great variation, though, there is general
agreement on two matters. First, although it is obvious that
fluency can be used to describe written performance~Len-
non, 1990!, most authors restrict the use of the term to the
oral modality. Furthermore, although some authors have un-
derlined the importance of fluency-related factors in recep-
tive processes~Leeson, 1975; Segalowitz, 1991!, there seems
to be a tacit agreement among teachers and researchers that
fluency mainly refers to productive language performance.
However, even this more restricted definition of fluency as a
descriptor of oral production is amenable to different inter-
pretations.

In considering the various possibilities, we may draw a
distinction between fluency with respect to native language
performance and fluency in the context of foreign language
teaching and testing. In the latter case, fluency is viewed as
an important criterion by which non-native performance can
be judged~Riggenbach, 1991!, despite the vagueness of the
exact meaning of the concept. This is clear from the fact that
fluency is often included in tests and evaluation schemes.
With respect to native speakers’ oral performance, fluency
may be used to characterize the performance of a speaker,
but does not really constitute an evaluation criterion. The

term dysfluent, on the other hand, is often used in connection
with certain speech disorders such as stuttering, where dys-
fluent speech is characterized by ‘‘an abnormally high fre-
quency and/or duration of stoppages in the forward flow of
speech’’~Peters and Guitar, 1991!.

In considering native speakers’ oral production Fillmore
~1979! identifies four different abilities that might be sub-
sumed under the term fluency:~a! ‘‘the ability to talk at
length with few pauses,’’~b! ‘‘the ability to talk in coherent,
reasoned, and ‘‘semantically dense’’ sentences,’’~c! ‘‘the
ability to have appropriate things to say in a wide range of
contexts,’’ and~d! ‘‘the ability...to be creative and imagina-
tive in...language use.’’

In foreign language teaching and testing, various defini-
tions of fluency are also found. For instance, in communica-
tive language teaching the emphasis has been on fluency as
opposed to accuracy. According to the definition provided by
Brumfit ~1984, p. 57! fluency is ‘‘the maximally effective
operation of the language system so far acquired by the stu-
dent.’’ In this definition of fluency, native-speaker-like per-
formance does not constitute the target to be achieved
~Brumfit, 1984, p. 56!. Alternatively, nativelike performance
is viewed as the final goal in the more common interpretation
of fluency as a synonym for oral command of a language. In
everyday language use, this definition may be extended to
indicate overall language proficiency~Lennon, 1990; Cham-
bers, 1997!. Finally, in a more restricted sense, the term flu-
ency has been used to refer to one aspect of oral proficiency,
in particular the temporal aspect~Nation, 1989; Lennon,
1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Schmidt, 1992; Freed, 1995; Towel
et al., 1996!. However, even when the term fluency is used
in this more limited sense, there is still uncertainty as to what
exactly contributes to perceived fluency. It is this—
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admittedly rather vague—temporal interpretation of fluency
that will be the focus of the present paper.

In trying to define the temporal aspect of fluency, it has
often been assumed that the goal in language learning con-
sists of producing ‘‘speech at the tempo of native speakers,
unimpeded by silent pauses and hesitations, filled
pauses...self-corrections, repetitions false starts and the like’’
~Lennon, 1990!. However, quantitative studies of pause-
related phenomena have revealed that native speech is not
always smooth and continuous, but exhibits a lot of hesita-
tions and repairs~Raupach, 1983; Lennon, 1990; Riggen-
bach, 1991!. This would seem to imply that the presence of
hesitation phenomena is not sufficient to distinguish between
natives and non-natives and that the difference rather lies in
the frequency and distribution of these phenomena, as sug-
gested by Mo¨hle ~1984!. As a matter of fact, studies that
have compared a number of quantitative fluency measures in
L1 and L2 speech of the same speaker have shown that there
may be considerable differences between the two speech
types~Möhle, 1984; Towellet al., 1996!.

In an attempt to gain more insight into the temporal
aspects of fluency, Lennon~1990!, Riggenbach~1991!, and
Freed~1995! carried out studies in which samples of spon-
taneous speech produced by non-native speakers of English
were judged by experts on fluency and were then analyzed in
terms of quantitative variables such as speech rate,
phonation-time ratio, mean length of runs, and number and
length of pauses. The results of these studies show that flu-
ency ratings are affected by quantitative variables such as
speech rate and number of pauses. In addition, these studies
also reveal that studying the relationship between fluency
ratings and temporal variables in spontaneous speech may be
rather complex, because in this case the fluency ratings turn
out to be affected by nontemporal properties of speech utter-
ances, such as grammar, vocabulary, and accent~Lennon,
1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!.

The aim of the research reported in this paper is to de-
termine whether expert fluency ratings of read speech can be
predicted on the basis of temporal measures of speech qual-
ity. The decision to limit this investigation to read speech is
related to the methodological complexities involved in study-
ing fluency in spontaneous speech. If the present approach
appears to be feasible, it will be applied to spontaneous
speech too. Identifying quantitative correlates of perceived
fluency is important with a view to developing objective test-
ing instruments for fluency assessment. An important char-
acteristic of the present investigation is that the quantitative
variables are calculated automatically. In turn this suggests
that if the objective measures used in this study appear to be
able to predict perceived fluency, this approach may have
potential for the development of automatic tests of fluency in
read speech.

The goal of this study will be pursued by relating expert
fluency ratings of speech read by native and non-native
speakers of Dutch with a set of quantitative measures of
speech quality that are supposed to be related to perceived
fluency. In this way it can be determined to what extent
expert judgments of fluency can be predicted on the basis of
automatically obtained temporal measures of speech quality.

In other words, the expert fluency ratings will constitute the
reference for the evaluation of the automatic fluency mea-
sures. Of course, this will be possible only if the expert rat-
ings exhibit acceptable levels of reliability. To this end, we
will ask different groups of raters to evaluate the same ma-
terial on fluency. Moreover, each rater will be asked to score
part of the material twice so that it will possible to establish
reliability.

In addition, these analyses will make it possible to de-
termine the contribution of the various quantitative variables
to perceived fluency. In turn this will shed some light on the
determinants of fluency in read speech.

Furthermore, since the data gathered in this investigation
concern both natives and non-natives, this will offer the pos-
sibility of determining whether native and non-native speak-
ers differ on the fluency ratings and on the temporal vari-
ables. It is clear that distinguishing between these two groups
is not the aim of a fluency test, which, instead, should dis-
tinguish between fluent and nonfluent speakers. However, for
the development of a test of this kind, data on native perfor-
mance are necessary to establish benchmarks. Moreover,
given that fluency is often equated with nativelike perfor-
mance~see above!, it is interesting to determine whether the
two groups of natives and non-natives significantly differ
from each other on the variables under study.

I. METHOD

A. Speakers

The speakers involved in this experiment are 60 non-
native speakers~NNS! and 20 native speakers of Dutch~NS!.
The 60 NNS all lived in The Netherlands and were attending
or had attended courses in Dutch as a second language. They
were selected to obtain a group that was sufficiently varied
with respect to mother tongue, proficiency level, and gender.

Table I shows how the 60 non-native speakers were dis-
tributed according to these three variables. Some comment
about this table is in order. First, the speakers in the ‘‘begin-
ner’’ category had been attending the course for some
months. This was thought to be necessary for the learners to
be able to read the sentences. Second, it is clear from this
table that the speakers were not evenly distributed over the
categories. This has to do with the availability of the speak-
ers. Even if it were possible to find the same number of
speakers for each category, then they have to be prepared
and have to find the time to carry out the task. So, eventually,
there were more women and more speakers of the interme-
diate and advanced levels. Furthermore, the number of
speakers differed for the various mother tongue groups. It is
clear, though, that for the purpose of the present experiment,
complete symmetry in the sample is not really required.

Four of the NS subjects, two men and two women, were
speakers of the Standard variety of Dutch~SDS: Standard
Dutch Speakers!, while the other 16 NS, speaking an ac-
cented variety of Dutch, were selected to obtain a heteroge-
neous group with respect to region of origin and gender. The
rationale behind including the four SDS is that the presence
of clear ‘‘anchor stimuli’’ has been shown to be an important
help in keeping the reference standard stable~Flege and
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Fletcher, 1994!. However, we do not expect the SDS and the
NS to be different with respect to fluency, so in the analyses
they will be treated as one group of native speakers.

B. Speech material

Each speaker read two different sets of five phonetically
rich sentences designated group 1 and group 2~see Appen-
dix!. In preparing the sentences, the following criteria were
adopted:

~i! the sentences should be meaningful and should not
sound strange;

~ii ! the sentences should not contain unusual words which
NNS are unlikely to be familiar with, foreign words
or names, or long compound words which are particu-
larly difficult to pronounce;

~iii ! the content of the sentences should be as neutral as
possible. For instance, the sentences should not con-
tain statements concerning characteristics of particular
countries or nationalities;

~iv! each set of five sentences should contain all phonemes
of Dutch at least once.

The average duration of each set is 30 s. With two sets
this amounts to 1 min of speech per speaker. All speakers
read the same sentences over the telephone. The sentences to
be read were printed on paper together with the instructions.
Consequently, the subjects had the possibility of rehearsing
before reading the sentences over the telephone. They had
not explicitly been encouraged to do so, but since they had
received the material beforehand, they had the chance to re-
hearse. Moreover, they had the possibility of starting the
recording session all over again if they felt something had
gone wrong. However, this happened only in one case.

As the recording system was connected to an ISDN line,
the input signals consist of 8-kHz 8-bitA-law coded samples.
The subjects were allowed to call from their homes, from
telephone booths, or from the first author’s office. Two sub-
jects resorted to the latter possibility, while all the others
called from their homes. Since the recordings did not take
place in sound-treated booths, the recording conditions were
different from those in a studio.

All speech material was checked and orthographically
transcribed before being used for the experiment. Although

with read speech the content of the sentences should be
known beforehand, one cannot be sure that the speaker will
read exactly what is on paper. Furthermore, speakers may
repeat part of the words or sentences, and make restarts and
repairs.

In transcribing the material, special symbols were used
for four categories of nonspeech acoustic events,

~a! filled pauses: uh, er, mm, etc.
~b! speaker noise: lip smack, throat clear, tongue click, etc.
~c! intermittent noise: noise that occurs incidentally during

the call such as door slam and paper rustle.
~d! stationary noise: continuous background noise that has

a rather stable amplitude spectrum such as road noise
or channel noise.

Repetitions, restarts, and repairs were transcribed exactly as
they were pronounced. The transcriptions were carried out at
SPEX ~SPEX!, a university expertise center that specializes
in database construction and validation.

C. Raters

Since in this experiment a specific aspect of speech pro-
duction had to be evaluated, raters with a high level of ex-
pertise were required. Different categories of raters seemed
to qualify as experts: phoneticians, because they are expert
on pronunciation in general; teachers of Dutch as a second
language~L2! for obvious reasons. However, it turned out
that, in practice, pronunciation problems~including all
fluency-related temporal phenomena! of people learning
Dutch as L2 are usually not addressed by language teachers,
but by specially trained speech therapists. Since it is possible
that the ratings vary with the background of experts, a group
of three phoneticians and a group of three speech therapists,
expert on pronunciation problems of Dutch L2 learners, were
selected for this investigation.

Furthermore, since previous studies had revealed that
the reliability of expert fluency ratings was rather low~Len-
non, 1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!, we decided to
add a third group of experts to get more information on the
degree of reliability that can be attained. It turned out that
finding speech therapists for this task was easier than finding
phoneticians, so the third group of experts consisted of three

TABLE I. Distribution of the 60 non-native speakers according to the selection variables mother tongue,
proficiency level, and gender.

Beginner Intermediate Advanced

Female Male Female Male Female Male Total

Arabic 1 1 2 1 1 6
Turkish 1 1 1 3
Chinese/Japanese 1 1 1 3
Spanish/Italian/Portuguese 1 3 1 5 2 12
Russian/Polish/Serbo Cr. 1 3 1 5 2 12
English 2 1 1 2 6
German 1 3 2 2 1 9
French 1 2 1 1 5
Swedish/Danish/Norwegian 1 3 4
Total 8 2 17 10 15 8 60
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other speech therapists who are expert on pronunciation
problems of Dutch L2 learners.

D. Expert fluency ratings

The speech material was transferred from disc on a DAT
tape adopting different orders for the different raters, as will
be described below. All raters listened to the speech material
and evaluated it individually. This was done to enhance flex-
ibility ~each rater could thus carry out the task at the most
suitable time! and to avoid raters influencing each other.

Each rater received two tapes which contained the group
1 and the group 2 sentences, respectively. The material was
scored on a scale ranging from 1 to 10. The scores were not
assigned to each individual sentence, but to each set of five
phonetically rich sentences. No specific instructions were
given as to how to assess fluency. However, before starting
with the evaluation proper, each rater listened to five sets of
sentences spoken by five different speakers, which were in-
tended to familiarize the raters with the task they had to carry
out and to help them anchor their ratings. As a matter of fact,
the five speakers were chosen so as to give an indication of
the range that the raters could possibly expect.

Since it was not possible to have all raters score all
speakers~it would cost too much time and it would be too
tiring for the raters!, the 80 speakers were proportionally
assigned to the three raters in each group. Each rater was
assigned 20 NNS, 6 NS with regional accents~since there
were only 16 of these speakers, 2 of them were scored by
two raters instead of by only one! and all 4 speakers of the
standard variety. For each speaker, two sets of sentences
~group 1 and group 2! had to be evaluated, which makes 60
sets of five sentences for each listener. Furthermore, 36 sen-
tence sets were added to allow calculation of intrarater reli-
ability and inter-rater reliability.

In assigning speakers to raters, we took the selection
variables into account to avoid overloading raters with
speakers of one gender, L1, or level of proficiency. The way
in which the speakers were divided over the various raters is
illustrated in Table II. Each rater scored the same 20 NNS,
the same 6 NS and all 4 SDS twice, once for the group 1
sentences and once for the group 2 sentences, so that 30
scores per rater per sentence group were obtained. The
speakers were presented in different random orders in the

two sentence groups, to minimize possible ordering effects
on the scores. However, the four SDS were presented at
regular intervals, so that the raters would be reminded of
how the sentence was supposed to sound in the standard
language, as was explained above~see also Flege and
Fletcher, 1994!. In Table II the distribution of the speakers is
clarified by distinguishing three groups of 20 NNS~one for
each rater! i.e., 20 NNS1, 20 NNS2, 20 NNS3, and three
groups of 6 NS, 6 NS1, 6 NS2, and 6 NS3. Since the four
SDS were scored by all three raters in a group, both for the
group 1 and the group 2 sentences, the same label 4 SDS is
used in Table II for all three raters. The scores assigned by
the raters to this part of the material were subsequently com-
pared with the automatic measures calculated for the same
material. For this reason this material will be referred to as
the man–machine comparison material.

The 36 sentence sets that were added for calculating
inter-rater and intrarater reliability were selected so as to
have a balanced set of NNS and NS and of group 1 and
group 2 sentences. The sentence sets produced by the four
SDS were also included in the inter-rater reliability analyses,
because they had been scored by all three raters in a group.
Consequently, we did not need to add extra SDS sentence
sets. Eventually, we selected 27 NNS sets and 9 NS sets and
18 group 1 sets and 18 group 2 sets, as is clear from Table II,
under added material. The 13 NNS and the 5 NS sets se-
lected for group 1 and the 14 NNS and the 4 NS sets selected
for group 2 were the same for all raters, so the labels 13
NNSA~dded! 1~group 1!, 5 NSA1, 14 NNSA2, and 4 NSA2
are used in Table II for all raters.

The number of sentence sets that were eventually used
for inter-rater reliability analyses amounts to 44~36 extra
plus the 4 SDS for group 1 and the 4 SDS for group 2,
indicated in italic in Table II! per rater, i.e., 132 for all three
raters, as appears from the italic cell in the bottom row of
Table II.

For the intrarater reliability analyses, on the other hand,
12 sentence sets that were present both in the man–machine
comparison material and in the inter-rater reliability material
were chosen for each rater. The 12 sets to be scored twice by
each rater were selected so as to have nine NNS and three
NS and six group 1 sets and six group 2 sets, as appears from
the bold cells in Table II, under duplicated materials. Given

TABLE II. Distribution of the speech material among the three raters in each group. The cells in italics contain the material used for determining inter-rater
reliability, while the material in bold was used for intrarater reliability calculation.

Material for comparison
man–machine Added material for reliability analyses

Total 1 Total 2
Duplications for

intrarater reliability
Grand total
sum 1 and 2

Rater 1 group 1 20 NNS1 6 NS1 4 SDS 30 13 NNSA1 5 NSA1 18 5NNSD11 1NSD11 48
group 2 20 NNS1 6 NS1 4 SDS 30 14 NNSA2 4 NSA2 18 4NNSD12 2NSD12 48

Rater 2 group 1 20 NNS2 6 NS2 4 SDS 30 13 NNSA1 5 NSA1 18 5NNSD21 1NSD21 48
group 2 20 NNS2 6 NS2 4 SDS 30 14 NNSA2 4 NSA2 18 4NNSD22 2NSD22 48

Rater 3 group 1 20 NNS3 6 NS3 4 SDC 30 13 NNSA1 5 NSA1 18 5NNSD22 1NSD31 48
group 2 20 NNS3 6 NS3 4 SDC 30 14 NNSA2 4 NSA2 18 4NNSD32 2NSD32 48

132(4433) sets for inter-rater reliability
analyses

36„1233… sets for
inter-rater reliability
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that the five NNS and one NS in group 1 and the four NNS
and the two NS in group 2 differed for the three raters, dif-
ferent lables are used, i.e., 5 NNSD~uplicated! 1~rater
1!1~group 1!, 1 NSD11, 4 NNSD12, 2 NSD12, 5 NNSD21,
1 NSD21, 4 NNSD22, 2 NSD22, 5 NNSD31, 1 NSD31,
4 NNSD32, 2 NSD32.

To summarize, each rater had to evaluate 30118 sets of
sentences~the 6 sets for intrarater reliability were a subset of
these 48 sets! of group 1 and 30118 sets of sentences of
group 2. These numbers are indicated in the Total 1 and
Total 2 columns in Table II, as well as the grand total for
each rater for each group, 48. Since this amount of material
was too much for one rating session, it was divided over two
sessions. Therefore, two tapes were prepared, one containing
48 sets of sentences of group 1 and the other containing 48
sets of sentences of group 2. The duration of each of the
tapes was about 30 min. The first tape contained the five
training sets mentioned above. After having rated tape 1, the
raters had to pause for a while before starting with tape 2.

The scores assigned to the two sets of sentences by each
speaker were subsequently averaged to obtain one score for
each speaker. The scores assigned by the three raters were
then combined to compute correlations with the machine
scores. This way 80 human-assigned fluency scores were ob-
tained, which were subsequently compared with the various
quantitative measures.

E. Automatic assessment of fluency

1. The automatic speech recognizer

To calculate the quantitative measures, the continuous
speech recognizer~CSR! described in Striket al. ~1997! was
used. Feature extraction is done every 10 ms for frames with
a width of 16 ms. The first step in feature analysis is a fast
Fourier transform~FFT! to calculate the spectrum. The en-
ergy in 14 mel-scaled filter bands between 350 and 3400 Hz
is then calculated. Next, a discrete cosine transformation is
applied to the log filterband coefficients. The final processing
stage is a running cepstral mean subtraction. Besides 14 cep-
stral coefficients~c0–c13!, 14 delta coefficients are also used.
This makes a total of 28 feature coefficients.

The continuous speech recognizer~CSR! uses acoustic
models~39 Hidden Markov Models, HMMs!, language mod-
els ~unigram and bigram!, and a lexicon. The lexicon con-
tains orthographic and phonemic transcriptions of the words
to be recognized. The continuous density HMMs consist of
three parts of two identical states, one of which can be
skipped. One HMM was trained for nonspeech sounds and
one for silence. For each of the phonemes /l/ and /r/ two
models were trained, a distinction was made between prevo-
calic ~/l/ and /r/! and postvocalic position~/L/ and /R/!. For
each of the other 33 phonemes one HMM was trained.

The HMMs were trained by using part of the Polyphone
corpus~den Oset al., 1995!. This corpus is recorded over the
telephone and consists of read and~semi-!
spontaneous speech of 5000 subjects with varying regional
accents. For each speaker 50 items are available. Five of
these 50 items are the so-called phonetically rich sentences,
which contain all phonemes of Dutch at least once. Each

speaker read a different set of sentences. In this experiment
the phonetically rich sentences of 4019 speakers were used
for training the CSR.

The trained CSR was subsequently used to analyze the
utterances read by the 80 speakers. For each utterance a Vit-
erbi alignment between the speech signal and the ortho-
graphic transcription was obtained. This Viterbi alignment is
also a segmentation at the phone level and contains informa-
tion about the boundaries of phones. Consequently, the seg-
mentation contains information about the position of speech
and nonspeech parts~pauses, dysfluencies, etc.!. The accu-
racy of forced alignment was checked only for a small
sample of the material. In general the segmentation appeared
to be correct, although the boundaries were not always
placed where a human listener would probably have placed
them. This aspect, however, is not really crucial for the
present article, because here we do not use the information
about the position of the phone boundaries in the speech
parts, but we are concerned with the automatic calculation of
the phonemes present in an utterance. This calculation was
determined on the basis of the transcriptions, i.e., it is the
number of units actually produced and not the number of
units the speakers were supposed to realize on the basis of
the text they had to read. The resulting segmentation was
used to calculate a number of quantitative measures that are
described in detail below.

2. Quantitative measures of fluency

Previous studies of temporal phenomena in native and
non-native speech have identified a number of quantitative
variables that appear to be related to perceived fluency. In
this context the term ‘‘temporal’’ does not refer exclusively
to timing-related variables such as speaking rate, utterance
duration, and pausing, but it also covers hesitation phenom-
ena such as filled pauses, repetitions, and restarts~Grosjean,
1980!.

Early studies of temporal phenomena were aimed at
gaining more insight into psycholinguistic processes in one
language~Goldman-Eisler, 1968!. Subsequently, the analysis
of temporal phenomena was applied in cross-linguistic inves-
tigations ~Grosjean and Deschamps, 1975; Grosjean, 1980!
and in studies of second language acquisition~Dechert and
Raupach, 1980a, 1980b; Mo¨hle, 1984!. Recently, temporal
variables have been employed in studies on perceived flu-
ency and fluency development such as Nation~1989!, Len-
non ~1990!, Riggenbach~1991!, Freed~1995!, Towell et al.
~1996!.

On the basis of the literature on temporal variables in L2
acquisition and perceived fluency, the following measures
were selected for investigation:

~a! ros 5 rate of speech5 # phonemes/total duration of
speech including sentence-internal pauses

~b! ptr 5 phonation/time ratio5 100%3 total duration of
speech without pauses/total duration of speech includ-
ing sentence-internal pauses

~c! art 5 articulation rate5 # phonemes/total duration of
speech without pauses
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~d! #p 5 # of silent pauses5 # of sentence-internal pauses
of no less than 0.2 s

~e! tdp 5 total duration of pauses5 total duration of all
sentence-internal pauses of no less than 0.2 s

~f! mlp 5 mean length of pauses5 mean length of all
sentence-internal pauses of no less than 0.2 s

~g! mlr 5 mean length of runs5 average number of pho-
nemes occurring between unfilled pauses of no less
than 0.2 s

~h! #fp 5 # filled pauses5 # of uh, er, mm, etc.
~i! #dy 5 # dysfluencies5 # of repetitions, restarts, re-

pairs

The first seven variables(ros, ptr, art, tdp, #p, mlp, mlr)
correspond to the Primary Variables in Grosjean’s~1980!
taxonomy, i.e., ‘‘variables that are always present in lan-
guage output.’’ The only differences are that we use pho-
nemes as units instead of syllables and that we distinguish
between number, total length, and mean length of silent
pauses~see also Towellet al., 1996!. The latter two variables
(# f p and #dy) pertain to Grosjean’s~1980! Secondary Vari-
ables, i.e., variables that are not necessarily present in
speech. In addition, these variables seem to be infrequent in
read speech~Grosjean, 1980!, which would suggest that they
are not good indicators of fluency in read speech. However,
since it is not known how often they occur in read speech of
non-natives, they are included in the present investigation.

In previous investigations, these variables were calcu-
lated manually~Möhle, 1984; Nation, 1989; Lennon, 1990;
Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995; Towellet al., 1996!, while
in the present study the measures were calculated automati-
cally by means of an automatic speech recognizer, as was
explained in the previous section.

The various fluency scores for the individual sentences
were subsequently averaged over the five sentences in each
set and then over the two sets of each speaker. This way a set
of 80 (60 NNS120 NS) scores was obtained for each mea-
sure, which were then compared with the human-assigned
fluency scores.

II. RESULTS

In presenting the results of the present experiment, we
will first pay attention to the expert fluency ratings. In par-
ticular, we will consider the issues of intrarater and inter-
rater reliability. Subsequently, the relationship between the
expert fluency ratings and the quantitative measures will be
addressed. Finally, the differences between native and non-
native speakers, both on the fluency ratings and on the quan-
titative measures, will be examined.

A. Reliability of expert fluency ratings

The fluency ratings assigned by the three groups of ex-
perts were first analyzed to determine intrarater and inter-
rater reliability. Intrarater reliability was calculated on the
basis of 1232 scores for each rater, while the computation
of inter-rater reliability was based on 4433 scores for each
group of raters~44 sentence sets that were scored by all three
raters in each group!. The results of these analyses are shown
in Table III.

As appears from Table III, intrarater reliability is very
high for all raters, with the exception of rater 2 in the second
group of speech therapists, who reaches only 0.76. Inter-rater
reliability appears to be very high for all three groups. Since
native speakers consistently receive higher scores than the
non-native speakers, their presence has the effect of increas-
ing the correlation between the scores assigned by the three
raters. For this reason, reliability was computed for two dif-
ferent conditions:~1! NS & NNS ~both groups of speakers!,
~2! NNS ~only foreign speakers!. As is clear from Table III,
even in the least favorable condition~NNS!, the reliability
coefficients are still rather high.

Besides considering inter-rater reliability, we also
checked the degree of inter-rater agreement. Closer inspec-
tion of the data revealed that the means and standard devia-
tions varied between the raters in a group, but also between
the raters in different groups who rated the same speech ma-
terial ~see Table IV!.

A low degree of agreement within a group of raters has
obvious consequences for the correlation coefficient com-
puted between the combined scores of the raters and another
set of data~i.e., the ratings by another group or the machine
scores!. This is so, because straightforward combination of
the scores would amount to pooling measurements made
with different yardsticks. When such a heterogeneous set of
measurements is submitted to a correlation analysis with ho-
mogeneous measures, the ‘‘jumps’’ at the splicing joints
lower the correlation. The same is true when several groups
are compared: differences in correlation may be observed,
which are a direct consequence of differences in the degree
of agreement between the ratings.

Therefore, we decided to normalize for the differences
in the values by using standard scores instead of raw scores.
For this normalization we used the means and standard de-
viations of each rater in the overlap material, because in this
case all raters scored the same samples. For individual raters,
these values hardly differed from the means and standard
deviations for the total material, as is clear from Table IV.

The effect of normalizing the data is evident from Table
V, which shows the correlation coefficients between the

TABLE III. Intrarater and inter-rater reliability coefficients~Cronbach’sa! for the three rater groups.

Intrarater reliability Inter-rater reliability

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 NNS & NS NNS

Phoneticians 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.96
Speech therapists 1 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.88
Speech therapists 2 0.90 0.76 0.91 0.90 0.83
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groups of raters before and after normalization. Since it is
known that measurement errors affect the magnitude of the
correlation coefficient, the correction for attenuation was ap-
plied ~Ferguson, 1987!, to allow direct comparisons between
the various coefficients.

These correlations are so high that we can conclude that
all nine raters involved in this experiment adopt similar defi-
nitions of fluency. Given the advantages of normalization,
standard scores will be used also in the rest of the analyses in
this study.

B. Quantitative measures as indicators of perceived
fluency

Before turning to the correlations among the fluency rat-
ings and the temporal measures, we will first present the
means and standard deviations of the nine temporal measures
and the correlations among them.

The data in Table VI confirm that filled pauses and dys-
fluencies are indeed very infrequent in this type of speech.
For this reason they will not be involved in the rest of the
analyses presented in this paper. The mean value for articu-
lation rate appears to be below the average of 15 phonemes
per second indicated by Levelt~1989, p. 22! as average in
normal speech. This is not surprising if we consider that
these data refer to natives and non-natives and that articula-
tion rate should be lower in non-natives~Towell et al.,
1996!. Furthermore, since these data pertain to read speech,
articulation rate should be lower than the average 15 pho-
nemes per second also for native speakers. This point will be
addressed in more detail in Sec. II C.

The correlations among the remaining seven quantitative
variables are shown in Table VII. It is clear that all seven
variables are relatively highly correlated with each other, but
there are differences. For example,ros, ptr, #p, tdp, andmlr
are highly correlated with each other~.0.86!. art, on the
other hand, is highly correlated only withros, while its cor-
relations with the other variables are moderate~between 0.61
and 0.75!. A clear exception ismlp, which shows moderate
correlations with all other variables.

To establish which of the quantitative variables analyzed
can be successfully used as a predictor of fluency in read
speech, the correlations among the quantitative variables and
the fluency ratings assigned by the experts were calculated.
For the same reason as explained in Sec. III A, these corre-
lations were calculated both for the whole group of speakers

~natives and non-natives! and for the non-natives only. The
results of these analyses, corrected for attenuation, are shown
in Table VIII.

From Table VIII it appears that all quantitative variables
are strongly correlated with the fluency ratings, with the ex-
ception of mlp. For all three groups of raters, the highest
correlation is found forros. Moreover, it appears that the
correlations for the non-natives are of the same order of mag-
nitude as those for the whole group of speakers.

To determine whether a combination of variables allows
us to make better predictions, we submitted these data to a
multiple regression analysis in which the temporal variables
are used as the predictors and the fluency ratings as the cri-
terion. From Table V it appears that the fluency scores as-
signed by the three groups of raters are highly correlated
with each other. For this reason we decided to use the mean
scores in the regression analysis. The results of this analysis
show that the variable that explains the greatest amount of
variance isros: R is 0.93. The second variable that is added
in the stepwise procedure is#p. However, the increase in
explained variance is marginal: MultipleR rises to 0.94.

C. Differences between natives and non-natives

In this section we analyze both the fluency ratings and
the seven quantitative measures to determine whether the
two groups of natives and non-natives significantly differ on
these variables. To this end, the two sets of data were sub-
mitted to a t-test for comparison of means. The results of
these analyses are shown in Table IX. From this table it
appears that the native speakers involved in this study were
systematically found to be significantly more fluent than the
non-natives. It is clear that not only the mean scores differ
considerably between the two speaker groups, but also the
standard deviations, thus indicating that the group of NS is
more homogeneous in this respect than the group of NNS. In
addition, Table IX reveals that also for the native speakers in

TABLE IV. Means and standard deviations for the three raters in each group for the overlap material~the
sentence sets used for determining inter-rater reliability! and for all the material scored by each rater.

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3

x̄ sd x̄ sd x̄ sd

Phoneticians overlap material 5.41 2.91 6.09 2.39 6.18 3.06
all material 5.36 2.69 5.95 2.13 5.99 2.86

Speech therapists 1 overlap material 7.16 2.50 6.84 3.26 7.80 2.47
all material 7.06 2.37 7.08 3.00 7.61 2.42

Speech therapists 2 overlap material 7.36 2.90 5.75 1.89 6.98 2.72
all material 7.42 2.98 5.57 1.73 6.91 2.61

TABLE V. Correlations among the groups of raters before and after nor-
malization.

Raw scores Standard scores

Phoneticians-speech therapists 1 0.92 0.94
Phoneticians-speech therapists 2 0.82 0.90
Speech therapists 1-speech therapists 2 0.83 0.90
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this experiment, articulation rate is indeed lower than the 15
phonemes per second indicated by Levelt~1989, p. 22! as
average in normal speech.

Furthermore, Table IX shows that the native and the
non-native speakers of Dutch in this study significantly differ
from each other on all quantitative variables investigated. In
other words, native speakers do appear to speak faster and to
pause less than non-native speakers.

III. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented the results of a study on
perceived fluency in which a dual approach was adopted:
fluency ratings assigned by experts to read speech produced
by natives and non-natives were compared with a number of
quantitative measures that were automatically calculated for
the same speech fragments. Reading material was purposely
chosen in this study because it offers the possibility of re-
ducing the impact of some linguistic factors known to affect
fluency ratings~Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!, while con-
centrating on the temporal variables as much as possible. A
possible disadvantage of this choice is that it is not known
whether the various degrees of fluency, or lack thereof,
should be attributed to speech problems or to reading prob-
lems. However, if we consider that reading is often used in
examinations in second or foreign language acquisition as a
way of assessing fluency, then we may conclude that using
read speech is less far-fetched than one might think at first.

The results of this study show that it is possible to obtain
reliable ratings of fluency: reliability was high for all three
groups of experts~Cronbach’sa varied between 0.90 and
0.96!. On the one hand, this may be surprising if we consider
that the raters involved in this experiment were given no
specific instructions for assessing fluency and that in previ-
ous studies low degrees of reliability were obtained~Riggen-
bach, 1991; Freed, 1995!. On the other hand, we had delib-
erately chosen read speech material so that the raters would
be less distracted by other factors than those under study, as

explained above. In read speech, grammar and vocabulary
can be kept constant. However, accent can still vary and can
possibly affect the fluency ratings. In spite of this the raters
achieved high reliability.

The major goal of this investigation was to determine
whether automatically obtained quantitative measures of flu-
ency can be used to predict expert fluency ratings. The re-
sults presented above show that automatic scoring of fluency
in read speech is possible. As a matter of fact, six automatic
measures showed correlations with the fluency scores which
varied in magnitude between 0.81 and 0.93.ros appears to be
the best predictor of perceived fluency~correlations vary be-
tween 0.90 and 0.93!. According to the results of the regres-
sion analysis, the inclusion of other variables in the regres-
sion equation does not add much to the amount of explained
variance, which is not surprising given that all variables are
strongly correlated with each other~see Table VII! and that
the correlations amongros and the fluency ratings are al-
ready so high. Moreover, it should be noted that the magni-
tude of the correlations among the fluency ratings and the
temporal measures very much resembles those between the
fluency ratings of the experts, which varied between .90 and
0.94 and which constitute a sort of upper bound for the man–
machine correlations.

With respect to the contribution of the different vari-
ables to perceived fluency, Table VIII reveals that the flu-
ency ratings are strongly affected byros, art, ptr, #p, tdp,
and mlr, while mlp has a smaller effect. This suggests that
for perceived fluency the frequency of pauses is more rel-
evant than their length. In other words, the difference be-
tween fluent and nonfluent speakers lies in the number of the
pauses they make, rather than in their length, and the longer
tdp of nonfluent speakers is caused by a greater number of
pauses rather than by longer pauses. These findings are in
line with those of previous investigations~see Chambers,
1997! and are corroborated by the analyses of the differences
between natives and non-natives: Table IX shows that the

TABLE VI. Means and standard deviations for the nine quantitative variables.

Rate of
speech

Phonation/
time ratio

Articulation
rate

Number of
pauses

Tot. duration
of pauses

Mean length
of pauses

Mean length
of runs

Number of
filled pauses

Number of
dysfluencies

x̄ 10.44 85.29 12.12 5.76 2.43 0.33 24.71 0.11 0.49

sd 2.24 8.81 1.59 5.39 2.66 0.15 9.83 0.31 0.70

TABLE VII. Correlations among seven quantitative variables.

Phonation/time
ratio Articulation rate

Number of
pauses

Tot. duration
of pauses

Mean length
of pauses

Mean length
of runs

Rate of speech 0.91 0.96 20.87 20.86 20.71 0.88
Phonation/time

ratio
0.75 20.97 20.96 20.73 0.94

Articulation rate 20.72 20.71 20.61 0.74
Number of

pauses
0.97 0.63 20.91

Tot. duration
of pauses

0.67 20.86

Mean length
of pauses

20.76
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differences between natives and non-natives with respect to
mlp are significant; however, these differences are relatively
smaller than those concerning#p and tdp.

So, these results suggest that two important factors for
perceived fluency in read speech are the rate at which speak-
ers articulate the sounds and the number of pauses they
make.ros appears to be such a good predictor of perceived
fluency because it is a complex variable that incorporates the
two aspects of articulation rate~number of segments! and
pause time~tdp! ~Chambers, 1997!. tdp is of course depen-
dent on the number of pauses, but the sametdp may be
caused by a few long pauses or by many short pauses. Inros,
this difference cannot be seen. In other words, althoughros
appears to be a very good predictor of reading fluency, it is
possible that for certain purposes, for instance diagnostic
ones, one may want to know how a specific score was ob-
tained. In this case, adding the variable #p may be informa-
tive.

A possible limitation of these results is that they only
indicate a strong relationship between objective measures of
temporal speech characteristics on the one hand and expert
fluency ratings on the other, but they do not provide infor-
mation as to how varying articulation rate and/or pause time
would affect the fluency ratings. In other words, we are not
in a position to make strong claims about the causal relation-
ships obtaining between the objective measures and the flu-
ency ratings. One way of investigating this would be by
compressing and expanding the speech under study, although
this is not as simple as it might seem. Another possibility
would be to use speech where a different relationship be-
tween articulation rate and pause time obtains, such as spon-

taneous speech. Since we are now working to extend the
automatic approach to spontaneous speech, in the near future
we will probably be able to address the issue of the causal
relationship on the basis of spontaneous speech measure-
ments. In any case, it is clear that this is a rather complex
issue that deserves a series of studies on its own~see also,
Butcher, 1981!.

The results of this study indicate that automatically cal-
culated temporal measures of speech could be used to de-
velop objective tests of fluency, at least in read speech. In
this sense this study is an answer to Lennon’s call for more
research along the lines of his own study, ‘‘but with larger
sample groups’’~Lennon, 1990!, for ‘‘comparisons between
learner and native-speaker performance’’~Lennon, 1990!,
for ‘‘machine analysis of spoken text which...might be par-
ticularly useful when expert judges are not available to make
an assessment’’~Lennon, 1990! and ‘‘to develop standard-
ized techniques for fluency assessment that would be inde-
pendent of variation between individual raters’’~Lennon,
1990!. With respect to testing, however, it should be pointed
out that in this study we were primarily exploring the possi-
bilities of this approach and were not actually constructing a
fluency test. This might explain why, for example, our focus
was on reliability and less on agreement. In some cases
agreement turned out not to be very high and we decided to
use standard scores to combine the scores of the three raters
in each group. The degree of agreement does play a crucial
role in constructing a fluency test, because it contributes to
establishing the cutoff point. However, since we are still in
the development stage, agreement was less important in the
present experiment, while reliability was our main concern.

TABLE VIII. Correlations among the fluency ratings by the three rater groups and the quantitative measures,
for the whole group (n580) and for the non-natives only (n560).

Phoneticians Speech therapists 1 Speech therapists 2

NNS & NS NNS NNS & NS NNS NNS & NS NNS

Rate of speech 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.91
Phonation/time ratio 0.86 0.80 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.89
Articulation rate 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.86 0.81 0.79
Number of pauses 20.84 20.82 20.89 20.89 20.89 20.90
Tot. duration of pauses 20.81 20.79 20.86 20.86 20.86 20.87
Mean length of pauses 20.66 20.50 20.62 20.52 20.65 20.55
Mean length of runs 0.85 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.88 0.89

TABLE IX. Results of t-tests for the fluency ratings of the three rater groups and for seven quantitative
variables.

t-test

x̄ NS sd NS x̄NNS sd NNS t-value df p

Phoneticians 0.88 0.39 20.32 0.70 9.55 59.98 0.000
Speech therapists 1 0.91 0.13 20.27 0.79 11.07 67.55 0.000
Speech therapists 2 0.86 0.33 20.30 0.83 8.90 75.77 0.000
Rate of speech 12.74 1.35 9.68 1.94 6.54 78 0.000
Phonation/time ratio 93.17 2.79 82.66 8.57 8.27 78 0.000
Articulation rate 13.65 1.19 11.61 1.37 5.97 78 0.000
Number of pauses 1.42 1.23 7.20 5.47 27.62 73 0.000
Tot. duration of pauses 0.45 0.42 3.10 2.76 27.18 66.68 0.000
Mean length of pauses 0.20 0.13 0.38 0.13 25.24 78 0.000
Mean length of runs 34.26 5.85 21.52 8.77 7.36 49.2 0.000
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The potential of this approach for automatic fluency as-
sessment is all the more important if we consider that these
results pertain to telephone speech. Consequently, the result-
ing acoustic registrations differ in many ways from those
made in a studio or a~usually quiet! office environment.
Here we will mention only the most relevant ones.

First of all, in telephone speech only the bandwidth of
300–3400 Hz is used. Second, not just one high-quality mi-
crophone was used, but many different telephone micro-
phones. Finally, and probably most important, relatively
high-level acoustic background signals are frequently
present, which is usually not the case with laboratory speech.
We do consider these conditions as ‘‘normal and realistic’’
in the sense that later on, when this technology will be used
in applications over the telephone, conditions will most prob-
ably be similar. However, it should be underlined that these
conditions make automatic speech recognition more difficult.

The data collected in this study were also analyzed to
determine whether the two groups of native and non-native
speakers significantly differ on perceived fluency and on
seven quantitative measures of fluency. The results reveal
significant differences between the two groups on all vari-
ables. As mentioned above, these results indicate that natives
and non-natives are more different from each other with re-
spect to pause frequency than to pause length. Furthermore,
these findings are interesting in the light of the discussion on
the effectiveness of temporal variables in distinguishing be-
tween native and non-native speakers. Although it is true that
not all native speakers are completely fluent~Riggenbach,
1991!, these results show that, on average, they are more
fluent, produce fewer pauses, and articulate faster than non-
native speakers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the results of the present investigation
we can draw the following conclusions. First, expert listeners
are able to evaluate fluency with a high degree of reliability.
Second, expert fluency ratings of read speech are mainly
influenced by two factors: speed of articulation and fre-
quency of pauses. Third, expert fluency ratings can be accu-
rately predicted on the basis of automatically calculated mea-
sures such as rate of speech, articulation rate, phonation–
time ratio, number and total duration of pauses, and mean
length of runs. Of all these measures, rate of speech appears
to be the best one. Fourth, native speakers are more fluent
than non-natives and the temporal measures are significantly
different for the two groups.

To conclude, these findings indicate that temporal mea-
sures of fluency may be employed to develop objective test-
ing instruments of fluency in read speech. In turn, the fact
that these measures can be automatically calculated by
means of automatic speech recognition techniques suggests
that this approach may contribute to developing automatic
tests of fluency, at least for read speech. If we then consider
that these results were obtained with telephone speech, then
it seems that this approach is likely to have important con-
sequences for the future of fluency assessment.
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APPENDIX

Group 1 sentences

~1! Vitrage is heel ouderwets en past niet bij een modern
interieur.

~2! De Nederlandse gulden is al lang even hard als de Duitse
mark.

~3! Een bekertje warme chocolademelk moet je wel lusten.
~4! Door jouw gezeur zijn we nu al meer dan een uur te laat

voor die afspraak.
~5! Met een flinke garage erbij moet je genoeg opbergruimte

hebben.

Group 2 sentences

~1! Een foutje van de stuurman heeft het schip doen kapsei-
zen.

~2! Gelokt door een stukje kaas liep het muisje keurig in de
val.

~3! Het ziet er naar uit dat het deze week bij ons opnieuw
gaat regenen.

~4! Na die grote lekkage was het dure behang aan vervang-
ing toe.

~5! Geduldig hou ik de deur voor je open.
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The recognition of isolated words and words in sentences:
Individual variability in the use of sentence context
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Estimates of the ability to make use of sentence context in 34 postlingually hearing-impaired~HI!
individuals were obtained using formulas developed by Boothroyd and Nittrouer@Boothroyd and
Nittrouer, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.84, 101–114~1988!# which relate scores for isolated words to words
in meaningful sentences. Sentence materials were constructed by concatenating digitized
productions of isolated words to ensure physical equivalence among the test items in the two
conditions. Isolated words and words in sentences were tested at three levels of intelligibility
~targeting 29%, 50%, and 79% correct!. Thus, for each subject, three estimates of context ability, or
k factors, were obtained. In addition, auditory, visual, and auditory–visual sentence recognition was
evaluated using natural productions of sentence materials. Two main questions were addressed:~1!
Is context ability constant for speech materials produced with different degrees of clarity? and~2!
What are the relations between individual estimates ofk and sentence recognition as a function of
presentation modality? Results showed that estimates ofk were not constant across different levels
of intelligibility: k was greater for the more degraded condition relative to conditions of higher word
intelligibility. Estimates ofk also were influenced strongly by the test order of isolated words and
words in sentences. That is, prior exposure to words in sentences improved later recognition of the
same words when presented in isolation~and vice versa!, even though the 1500 key words
comprising the test materials were presented under degraded~filtered! conditions without feedback.
The impact of this order effect was to reduce individual estimates ofk for subjects exposed to
sentence materials first and to increase estimates ofk for subjects exposed to isolated words first.
Finally, significant relationships were found between individualk scores and sentence recognition
scores in all three presentation modalities, suggesting thatk is a useful measure of individual
differences in the ability to use sentence context. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!03802-9#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Ky@JMH#

INTRODUCTION

Most speech communication occurs in circumstances
that permit both auditory and visual processing of the speech
signal. With few exceptions, listeners are able to integrate
the visual cues derived from speechreading~i.e., lipreading!
with audition to improve their speech recognition~Sumby
and Pollack, 1954; ANSI, 1969!.

The recognition performance when optical and acoustic
phonetic information are available is determined by at least
three factors:~1! the ability to extract cues from the auditory
and visual signals,~2! the ability to integrate these cues, and
~3! the ability to use one’s language knowledge to constrain
the number of possible response alternatives~Grant and
Walden, 1996; Grantet al., 1998; Grant and Seitz, 1998!.
This last factor includes knowledge of what constitutes a
well-formed word within the language, knowledge of word
frequency and word familiarity, and the use of morpho-
syntactic, semantic, and situational cues~collectively de-
noted as ‘‘context’’!. The ability to make use of sentence
context also involves working memory capacity, information
processing speed, vocabulary size, and inference-making

skills ~Rönnberget al., 1998!. In the study described here,
we focused on an individual’s ability to use context in sen-
tence identification, and how individual differences in the
ability to make use of sentence context may relate to audi-
tory, visual, and auditory–visual recognition of sentence ma-
terials. Although it is important ultimately to delineate how
each of these different context factors differs across individu-
als, the present study is much more limited in scope. We felt
that it was important first to determine whether estimated
differences in subjects’ ability to make use of context could
account for a significant proportion of variance in typical
speech-recognition measures obtained under auditory, visual,
and auditory–visual conditions. If an individual’s ability to
make use of context failed to explain significant amounts of
the variability in speech recognition typically observed
across hearing-impaired listeners, then the desire to further
explore the various context factors might seem less well mo-
tivated.

The extent to which contextual cues may assist in speech
recognition depends upon the nature of the speech sample, as
well as potential individual differences in the ability to use
contextual information. For example, identifyingnonsense
consonant–vowel–consonant~CVC! syllables requires that
sufficient stimulus cues for each consonant and vowel seg-
ment be received accurately. However, withmeaningful

a!Electronic mail: grant@tidalwave.net
b!Current affiliation: United States Department of State, Foreign Service.
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CVC words, lexical constraints make it possible to identify
words correctly without having to resolve all of the indi-
vidual segments~e.g., /"É%/ is not a real word, whereas /")%/
is, thus restricting the choice of back-rounded vowel!. Simi-
larly, words presented in isolation under auditory or
auditory–visual conditions are usually harder to identify than
words presented in sentences~Miller et al., 1951; Boothroyd
and Nittrouer, 1988!. In order to understand the relationship
between segment, word, and sentence-recognition perfor-
mance, these contextual variables must be quantified.

One of the most familiar tests of the effects of linguistic
context on speech intelligibility is the Speech Intelligibility
in Noise ~SPIN! test, designed to distinguish between the
reception of acoustic cues and the ability to make use of
linguistic information stored in long-term memory~Kalikow
et al., 1977!. The SPIN test sought to control the amount of
linguistic information by testing speech intelligibility under
conditions of controlled word predictability. Sentence con-
texts with high~PH! and low ~PL! word predictability were
generated, and the difference in intelligibility between the
word score in PH sentences and PL sentences~i.e., PH-PL!
was used as a measure of the individual’s use of context.
Earlier studies using the SPIN test by Hutchinson~1989! and
Schum and Matthews~1992! described results where a num-
ber of elderly listeners had PH-PL scores that were lower
than expected based on normative data. The finding that
some subjects demonstrate less facilitation from contextual
information than others must be considered when interpret-
ing any observed speech communication difficulties.

SPIN word scores are based on the intelligibility of the
final word from each PH and PL sentence. Therefore, one
has to perceive enough of the initial portion of the sentence
in order to make use of semantic and syntactic information.
In the SPIN test, the words comprising the low- or high-
context portion of each sentence typically are subjected to
the same speech-to-babble distortion as are the target words
at the end of each sentence. If two listeners obtain different
PH-PL scores at the same signal-to-noise~S/N! level, it does
not necessarily mean that the listener with the greater differ-
ence score is able to make better use of context than the
other. It is possible that the two listeners are affected differ-
ently by the speech babble interference, and the listener with
the smaller PH-PL difference was not able to resolve the
initial context portion of the sentence as well as the other
listener. Stated differently, SPIN performance may be af-
fected by factors related to audibility and other auditory pro-
cessing differences, and not solely to the use of contextual
information ~Humeset al., 1994!.

A second problem in measuring a listener’s ability to use
contextual information with SPIN sentences is accounting
for the interaction between PL scores and PH-PL difference
scores. Because of the interdependence between PL and
PH-PL scores, very low or very high PL scores necessarily
limit PH-PL difference scores. Bilgeret al. ~1984! noted that
raw scores reflect two different skills: the ability to listen in
noise and the ability to use context, and suggested that it
might be useful to transform raw scores into their normal
deviates prior to any subtraction.

To circumvent some of the problems with the SPIN test,

a more general approach to quantifying the effects of lexical,
semantic, and morpho-syntactic context was suggested by
Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!. Using probability theory,
phonemic and semantic redundancies inherent in a speech
corpus can be represented quantitatively by simple power-
law equations. In Eq.~1!, the probability of recognizing a
word is assumed to be equal to the joint probability of rec-
ognizing its component parts, or segments. If each of these
parts is statistically independent and equally recognizable,
then

Pw5Pp
n , ~1!

wherePw is the probability of recognizing the whole word,
Pp is the probability of recognizing each independent seg-
ment, andn is the number of parts, or segments, in the word.
However, in the case of real words, the segments are not
independent due to coarticulation and structural properties of
the lexicon, and the recognition of the whole word does not
require that all segments be received. Therefore, for real
words

Pw5Pp
j , ~2!

where 1< j <n. Application of this equation to several sets
of data showed that for monosyllabic CVC words,j was
approximately 2.5 ~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988;
Rabinowitz et al., 1992!. Hence, for these simple three-
segment stimuli, subjects responded as if the words consisted
of about 2.5 independent parts~each part containing the
equivalent of 1.2 phonemes! rather than three independent
parts.

Equation ~3!, developed by Boothroyd and Nittrouer
~1988!, relates word recognition in isolation to word recog-
nition in sentences,

Ps512~12Pw!k, ~3!

where Ps is the recognition probability for words in sen-
tences,Pw is the recognition probability for words in isola-
tion, andk is a free parameter reflecting the degree of pre-
dictability or context of the sentence materials. The exponent
k represents the effective proportional increase in the number
of channels of independent information due to contextual
constraints. To obtain an estimate ofk, one acquires speech-
recognition scores for words presented in isolation~or in
nonsense sentences! and for words presented in sentences.
Thus, a criticism applied to SPIN measures, namely that the
recognition of the final word is affected by the audibility of
previous words, and not necessarily due to contextual infor-
mation, is circumvented because all of the words in the sen-
tence are treated equally in contributing to the overall
amount of contextual information. Further, becausek is a
ratio of two logarithms, rather than a simple difference score
~as in the SPIN test!, the dependence of contextual informa-
tion on isolated word intelligibility is theoretically avoided.1

Figure 1 shows the predicted relationship between word
recognition in isolation and word recognition in meaningful
sentences for differentk factors. The figure predicts that
word recognition in meaningful sentences is predicted to be
better than isolated word recognition for all values ofk.1
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~with the exception of isolated word-recognition scores of
zero and 100% correct! and that the difference in percent
correct between words in sentences and isolated words grows
more rapidly ask increases. Thus, for highly contextual ma-
terials, small improvements in isolated word recognition
translate to large improvements in the recognition of words
in sentences.

In the literature,k has been interpreted primarily as a
property of the stimulus materials. Word and sentence-
recognition scores collected from many subjects for a given
corpus of speech materials are plotted and iteratively fit so as
to determine a singlek value that minimizes the variability
across subjects. A lingering question, however, is whetherk
can be used to differentiate betweenindividual subjectsre-
garding their ability to use context in everyday communica-
tion. One practical concern in addressing this question is
revealed by the convergence of the family of curves at either
very low or very high isolated word-recognition accuracy.
The theoretical curves displayed in Fig. 1 suggest that in
order to demonstrate differences ink among individual sub-
jects or different speech materials, it is important to control
for the overall intelligibility of words presented in isolation.
Isolated word-recognition scores near 30% yield the greatest
range of intelligibility scores for words in meaningful sen-
tences. On the other hand, word-recognition scores below
20% or above 80% correct show a greatly compressed range
of word-in-sentence scores. It is important to point out that
becausek is a ratio of logarithms, only isolated word-
recognition scores of zero or 100% correct are theoretically
problematic. For example, even with isolated word-
recognition scores as high as 95% correct, a large range ofk
values is possible, although very difficult to show statisti-
cally ~e.g., for this case, the word-in-sentence recognition
score would have to be 99.99% correct or higher to obtaink
values greater that 3.0!. Therefore, it is prudent to control for
the range of isolated word-recognition scores making it fea-

sible to demonstrate a range ofk for individual subjects.
A second concern with treatingk as a property of an

individual rather than a property of the stimulus is that the
traditional method for obtainingk values assumes thatk is
constant across various levels of isolated word intelligibility
for a fixed speech corpus. In our application ofk as an at-
tribute of individuals and not materials, it follows that the
amount of contextual knowledge applied to the recognition
of words in sentences under unfavorable listening situations
would be identical to that obtained under highly favorable
listening situations. That is, an individual with a specifiedk
would be predicted to perform according to the appropriate
iso-k contour line as shown in Fig. 1. However, there is noa
priori reason to adopt this assumption, and, in fact, it is
reasonable to think that listeners may be able to modulate the
degree to which contextual information is applied depending
on the quality of the incoming speech signal. Thus, the rec-
ognition of speech stimuli with easily accessible information
~such as clear speech presented to normally hearing listeners!
might be less dependent on internal linguistic constraints
than speech stimuli with less accessible information~such as
conversational speech presented to hearing-impaired listen-
ers!. We will return to this point later.

Two recent studies have made use of the model of Boo-
throyd and Nittrouer and are germane to the present investi-
gation. Rabinowitzet al. ~1992! studied consonant recogni-
tion, vowel recognition, NU6 words, low-context sentences
~IEEE, 1969! and high-context sentences~Boothroydet al.,
1985! in 20 postlingually deafened cochlear implant users.
Significant correlations across subjects were found between
segment~consonants and vowels! and word intelligibility,
and between word and sentence intelligibility (r .0.85). For
low-context sentence materials such as IEEE/Harvard sen-
tences, the averagek value was found to be approximately
1.14 ~recall that ak of 1.0 implies no contextual informa-
tion!. For sentence sets with a higher degree of predictability
@City University of New York ~CUNY! sentences#, k was
approximately 4.5~Rabinowitzet al., 1992!. Thus,k is de-
pendent on the different morpho-syntactic and semantic
characteristics of the test materials, and any variability ink
values due to individual differences would likely be located
around the stimulus-dependentk value.

Recently, Olsenet al. ~1997! investigated the relation-
ship between phoneme, isolated word, and sentence recogni-
tion in noise for listeners with normal and impaired hearing.
Sentence lists were constructed from lists of CVC words
~2–8 words per sentence! so that the key words comprising
the sentence measures were the same words tested in isola-
tion ~at least orthographically!.2 The sentences were syntac-
tically correct but were of low context, making them similar
to SPIN-PL sentences. During testing, subjects were first
presented with a list of words, immediately followed by the
corresponding sentences made from those same words. Thus,
although subjects were not informed that the same words
would be presented in sentences, it is highly likely that prior
exposure to the isolated word materials inflated the scores for
the corresponding sentence materials. Because the calcula-
tion of k involves forming the ratio of the logarithms of the
error terms for sentences and isolated words, procedural ef-

FIG. 1. Predicted isolated word recognition and word recognition in mean-
ingful sentences for differentk factors~after Boothroyd and Nittouer, 1988!.
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fects that increase sentence recognition relative to word rec-
ognition necessarily will increase the estimate ofk. Presum-
ably, a reverse ordering of the test conditions would cause a
reduction in the estimate ofk. The design of the present
study will allow us to examine this issue in more detail.

The Olsenet al. study also demonstrated large indi-
vidual differences across both normal-hearing and hearing-
impaired subjects. For example, normal-hearing subjects
who recognized isolated words with about 40% accuracy
showed markedly different abilities when recognizing words
in sentences~scores between 20%–85%!. Olsenet al. ~1997!
offered no specific explanation regarding these apparent in-
dividual differences, but the data show that large individual
differences exist even for subjects who acquired language
under normal conditions.

In summary, context factors in language processing
~e.g., the use of syntactic and semantic information to facili-
tate speech understanding! are often cited as important deter-
minants of both unimodal and bisensory speech recognition
~e.g., Massaro, 1987; Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988; Erber,
1996; Montgomery and Demorest, 1988; DeFilippo, 1990;
Nittrouer and Boothroyd, 1990!. In past studies on auditory–
visual speech recognition in hearing-impaired subjects, large
individual differences have been readily observed. Whether
some of these differences in performance across individuals
are due to differences in the ability to make use of context is
not known. In this study, the ability of hearing-impaired in-
dividuals to use sentence context was investigated. However,
no attempt is made to control for the various factors that
comprise contextual information or the resources required on
the part of individual to use context~such as memory, vo-
cabulary, and speed of processing!. Instead, we simply quan-
tify possible individual differences in context use among
hearing-impaired subjects by obtaining estimates of indi-
vidual k values ~essentially the difference in speech-
recognition performance for isolated words and for words in
sentences!. This was achieved by measuring isolated word
and words-in-sentence recognition at several different levels
of isolated word intelligibility. Finally, individual estimates
of k were used to predict auditory, visual, and auditory–
visual recognition for sentences presented in a background of
continuous speech–shaped noise. These latter conditions
were included for two main purposes. First, they provide
baseline measures on sentence-recognition performance to
test the hypothesis that the ability to make use of context is a
primary factor in determining individual differences in
speech recognition. Second, ifk is predictive of speech-
recognition performance across modality, it would lend sup-
port to the idea thatk is a measure of a subject’s ability to
deploy higher-level knowledge sources, independent of the
modality in which the speech is presented. Overall, the re-
sults obtained from this study should be useful in evaluating
whether an individual’s ability to use context is an important
factor in determining speech-recognition performance.

I. METHODS

This study included three parts:~1! establishing three
different conditions of intelligibility ~targeting 29%, 50%,
and 79% correct! separately for each hearing-impaired lis-

tener using isolated words,~2! obtaining estimates ofk for
individual HI subjects at each of the three intelligibility lev-
els, and~3! measuring auditory, visual, and auditory–visual
sentence recognition. For auditory and auditory–visual sen-
tence recognition, a continuous background of speech-
shaped noise was presented.

A. Subjects

The subjects were 34 hearing-impaired~HI! adults ~32
male, 2 female! between the ages of 33 and 85 years (x̄
567.7; s.d.511.3). Subjects had a wide variety of hearing
losses and configurations ranging from normal hearing to
moderate hearing loss in the low frequencies~average pure
tone thresholds at 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz between 3 and 52 dB HL
in the better ear! and mild-to-severe hearing loss in the high
frequencies~average pure-tone thresholds at 3, 4, 6, and 8
kHz between 18 and 88 dB HL in the better ear re: ANSI,
1989!. One subject had normal hearing through 6 kHz in the
left ear and a moderate-to-severe loss in the right. Although
the exact causes of the hearing losses were not known, most
of the subjects had a history of noise exposure due to mili-
tary service. All hearing losses were of sensorineural origin
~as confirmed by air- and bone-conduction testing and
middle-ear admittance testing! and occurred postlingually.
There was no history of chronic middle-ear disease or retro-
cochlear signs and all subjects were fitted with hearing aids
at least 1 year prior to participation in the study. All subjects
were native speakers of American English with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision~static visual acuity equal to or
better than 20/30 as measured with a Snellen chart from a
distance of 20 ft!. All testing was conducted binaurally using
headphones. Unfiltered speech levels~see below! were set at
approximately 40 dB SL relative to the subject’s better ear,
or at the subject’s most comfortable listening~MCL! level,
whichever was lower. Subjects provided informed consent
and were paid for their participation.

B. Stimuli

Speech materials consisted of isolated words and words
in sentences taken from the IEEE/Harvard~1969! sentence
set. This set consists of 720 phonetically balanced low-
context sentences each containing five key words. The sen-
tences are organized into 72 lists with 10 sentences per list.
Estimates ofk for individual subjects required a comparison
between word recognition in isolation and word recognition
in meaningful sentences. Approximately 2000 isolated key
words from the IEEE set~40 lists!, as well as all of the
necessary non key words to construct sentences were re-
corded separately by a male talker, low-pass filtered~8.5
kHz!, and digitized at 20 kHz with 16-bit amplitude quanti-
zation. Sentences were constructed by concatenating key
words and non key words together so that in the main com-
parison between isolated words and words in context, physi-
cally identical key words were used. This process ensured
that any differences observed in key-word recognition scores
between the two sets of materials could only be due to
morpho-syntactic and semantic context and not due to coar-
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ticulation, prosodic information, or any other physical signal
alteration that occurs between words spoken in isolation or in
sentence context.

In creating concatenated sentence materials, care was
taken to make the resultant sentences sound as natural as
possible.3 Thus, when recording the non key words, phrases
rather than isolated words were recorded whenever possible.
For example, for the sentence ‘‘The birch canoe slid on the
smooth planks,’’ the non key word ‘‘The’’ and the non key
phrase ‘‘on the’’ were recorded along with the remaining
five key words~‘‘birch,’’ ‘‘canoe,’’ ‘‘slid,’’ ‘‘smooth,’’ and
‘‘planks’’ !. The concatenated sentence thus consisted of the
pieces the, birch, canoe, slid, on the, smooth, and planks. The
intensity of all non key words and nonkey word phrases was
scaled to be 0.7 times the original level. This amplitude scal-
ing was chosen to make concatenated sentences appear as
natural as possible. Concatenated sentences were approxi-
mately 1.2 times longer than their fluently produced counter-
parts. Whereas the test sentences sounded somewhat unnatu-
ral because of the absence of appropriate intonation and
stress, they were nevertheless quite intelligible and easily
understood by our HI subjects.

To test sentence recognition in noise, naturally produced
IEEE sentences spoken by a female talker were used. All 720
IEEE sentences were originally videotaped at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, and the auditory and visual
images were transferred to an optical disk recorder~Pana-
sonic TQ-3031F!. The audio portion of each sentence was
digitized ~16-bit A/D, 20-kHz sampling rate!, normalized in
level so that all sentences had the same overall rms, and
stored on computer for later playback. The computer inde-
pendently controlled the visual and audio playback for each
sentence, allowing for precise alignment of the audio and
visual signals~62 ms!. The noise used to mask the sentence
materials was a 20-s sample of white noise that was shaped
according to the long-term average magnitude spectrum of
the IEEE sentences. The duration of the noise sample used
on each trial was equal to the sentence duration plus 100 ms.
This was accomplished by positioning a pointer randomly in
the noise file and extracting the appropriate duration of
shaped noise.

C. Procedures

1. Establishing equivalent intelligibility conditions
across listeners for isolated words

The intelligibility of auditorily presented isolated words
was controlled by bandpass filtering. Three bandpass filters
with different bandwidths, each centered at 1.0 kHz, were
determined independently for each subject using an adaptive
tracking procedure that controlled the bandwidth of the filter
~TDT PF1!. Three different tracking algorithms, each run
separately, were used: 1-down 2-up~targeting 29% correct—
filter 1!, 1-down 1-up~targeting 50% correct—filter 2!, and
3-down 1-up~targeting 79% correct—filter 3!. Subjects were
presented randomized lists of isolated key words~up to 200
unique IEEE key words for each filter bandwidth estimate!
and were required to repeat back verbally what they heard.
Scoring was performed online by the experimenter. The filter
bandwidth initially was increased or decreased symmetri-

cally in semitone steps according to the specific decision rule
for the three different adaptive tracks~getting narrower after
correct responses and broader after incorrect responses!. Af-
ter four track reversals, the step size was decreased to a
quarter tone and continued at the smaller step size until an
additional eight reversals were recorded. The final bandwidth
was computed from the geometric mean of the last eight
reversals. Each subject was tested for a minimum of nine
tracks~three tracks per filter!. A fourth track was run if any
of the three filter bandwidth estimates differed by more than
five quarter tones and the final average was then based on all
four estimates. The order of tracks was randomized sepa-
rately across subjects.

2. Estimating individual k factors

To estimatek, the recognition of words in isolation and
words in sentences was tested under each of the three filter
conditions described above~hereafter labeled filter 1, filter 2,
and filter 3!. Five hundred key words were tested per filter
condition. Because some of the IEEE key words are repeated
within and across lists of sentences, the total number of
unique key words presented was 1048~instead of 1500!.
Half of the subjects (n517) received isolated words prior to
being tested with the concatenated sentence materials,
whereas the other half received sentences first. Within each
group~words first or sentences first!, the test materials were
randomized separately for each subject, although the same
words were used for all subjects in a given filter condition.
Thus, each subject obtained three isolated word scores
~based on the average of 500 words each! and three sen-
tences scores~based on the same 500 words used for isolated
words!. The three estimates ofk for each subject~one per
filter condition! were computed using Eq.~3!.

3. Measuring auditory, visual, and auditory –visual
speech recognition in noise

Speech recognition in continuous speech-shaped noise
was evaluated following the estimation of individualk fac-
tors. Fifteen lists of IEEE sentences~50 key words per list!
not previously presented were used to evaluate each of the
three receiving modalities~five lists per modality!. The
signal-to-noise ratio for auditory and auditory–visual condi-
tions was fixed at 0 dB S/N for all subjects. Whereas isolated
words and concatenated sentences used to estimatek were
spoken by a male speaker, the IEEE sentences used for
speech recognition in noise were spoken by a female
speaker. For visual and auditory–visual conditions, the sub-
jects were seated approximately 5 ft away from a 19-in. tele-
vision monitor ~SONY PVM 2030!. Listening was con-
ducted binaurally under headphones~Beyer model DT 770!
at approximately 85 dB SPL. The subjects gave their re-
sponses verbally and the number of correct key words was
scored online by the experimenter. The final score for each
condition~auditory, visual, and auditory–visual! was the av-
erage of five lists~50 key words per list!.
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II. RESULTS

A. Filter bandwidths

Filter conditions corresponding to roughly 29%, 50%,
and 79% intelligibility, established for each subject during
the tracking task with isolated words, resulted in average
bandwidths of 246, 723, and 2021 Hz, respectively~see
Table I!. However, because there was a wide range of hear-
ing loss across subjects, there was also a great amount of
variability in the final filter bandwidths. To determine
whether various characteristics of the subject’s hearing loss
were good predictors of filter bandwidth, a canonical corre-
lation was used with bandwidth as the dependent measure
and hearing loss at single frequencies~1 and 2 kHz! and
average frequencies~0.5, 1, and 2 kHz; 2 and 4 kHz; 2, 3,
and 4 kHz; 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 kHz; and 3, 4, 6, and 8 kHz! as
the independent measures. As might be expected, the band-
width for the narrowest filter condition was most highly cor-
related with hearing loss measured at 1 kHz (r 50.69, p
,0.0001) since the filters were centered at 1 kHz. For the

two broader filter conditions, the hearing loss at higher and
lower frequencies became important in determining the final
bandwidth. For example, for filter condition 2~targeting 50%
word intelligibility!, the average pure-tone three-frequency
loss at 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz (r 50.64,p,0.0001) was the best
predictor of bandwidth, whereas for filter condition 3~target-
ing 79% word intelligibility!, the hearing loss at 2 kHz (r
50.79,p,0.0001), and the average three-frequency loss at
2, 3, and 4 kHz (r 50.72,p,0.0001) were the most impor-
tant frequencies for determining filter bandwidth. Thus, for
broader filters with higher intelligibility, the high-frequency
hearing loss, and especially the loss at 2 kHz, became in-
creasingly more important in determining the final filter
bandwidth.

B. Estimates of k

Isolated word and word-in-sentence scores obtained for
the three filter conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The mean
isolated word scores, based on 500 words each~10 blocks of
50 words!, were 46%, 63%, and 76% correct, respectively.
The corresponding words-in-sentence scores were 69%,
80%, and 91% correct, respectively. Thus, even though the
sentence materials were constructed by concatenating words
together~and therefore lacked normal prosody and coarticu-
lation among syllables!, the meaningful sequence of the
words and well-formed grammatical structure of the sen-
tences significantly enhanced word intelligibility.

Prior exposure to either isolated words or words in sen-
tences facilitated the recognition of speech materials pre-
sented later. Figure 3 shows the effect of presentation order
on the intelligibility of isolated words and words in sen-
tences. Recall that half the subjects~group 1;n517) were
exposed to words in isolation prior to receiving concatenated
sentence materials, whereas the remaining subjects~group 2;
n517) were exposed to concatenated sentences prior to iso-

TABLE I. Average bandwidth for three filter conditions targeting 29%~fil-
ter 1!, 50% ~filter 2!, and 79%~filter 3! correct isolated word recognition,
respectively, for 34 hearing-impaired subjects. Filters were logarithmically
centered at 1 kHz.

Subject

Bandwidth~Hz!

Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3

1 76 209 730
2 76 176 730
3 142 451 1370
4 586 1666 3915
5 443 1292 4461
6 1439 2051 2686
7 461 1413 2051
8 118 1402 2652
9 161 466 3624

10 76 339 900
11 85 281 1056
12 122 330 2701
13 108 549 1687
14 146 414 1225
15 231 1277 3782
16 218 980 2925
17 133 504 1800
18 62 269 1077
19 192 1038 4758
20 593 1056 2814
21 76 561 1042
22 168 723 1095
23 58 198 693
24 80 296 1529
25 395 832 1905
26 118 612 2220
27 146 514 1518
28 163 560 1957
29 93 273 872
30 73 367 1081
31 261 634 1289
32 313 820 1608
33 85 687 1873
34 870 1353 3084

Mean 246.1 723.3 2020.9
Standard error 48.3 81.2 191.8

FIG. 2. Isolated word and words in sentence scores obtained for the three
filter conditions. Error bars show11 standard error.
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lated words. The facilitating effects of prior exposure can be
measured by comparing the difference in intelligibility
scores for words received first~group 1! versus words re-
ceived second~group 2! and for sentences received first
~group 2! versus sentences received second~group 1!. Aver-
aged across filter conditions, the facilitation effect on iso-
lated word recognition due to prior exposure to concatenated
sentences was 3.7%, and the facilitation effect on word-in-
sentence recognition due to prior exposure to isolated words
was 3.2%.

Although these differences in intelligibility due to test
order may seem small at first, they have a significant effect
on the estimates of individualk factors. Becausek is related
directly to the difference in intelligibility between isolated
word and word-in-sentence scores, experimental variables,
like test order, that affect intelligibility will also affect esti-
mates ofk. By testing concatenated sentences after exposure
to isolated words~group 1!, the word-in-sentence scores
were enhanced relative to what they would have been had
there been no prior exposure, and the estimatedk values
were relatively large. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the
greater separation between isolated word and word-in-
sentence scores for group 1 subjects. Conversely, by testing
isolated words after exposure to concatenated sentences
~group 2!, the word scores were enhanced relative to what
they would have been had there been no prior exposure
~thereby making the difference between isolated words and
concatenated sentences smaller!, and the estimatedk values

were relatively small. Figure 4 shows the estimated group
meank values for each filter condition. A repeated measures
analysis of variance was carried out on thek values with one
between-subjects factor~test order! and one within-subjects
factor ~filter condition! at three levels. The results showed
significant main effects of test order@F(1,32)515.74, p
,0.001] and filter condition@F(2,64)520.60, p,0.001].
The analysis also showed a significant interaction between
test order and filter@F(2,64)55.04,p,0.01]. This interac-
tion may be seen in Fig. 4 as the more similar performance
for the two groups with filter 3 than with the other two filter
conditions.

Post hocanalyses~pairedt-tests with Bonferonni adjust-
ment! of the data revealed that the estimatedk values ob-
tained for filter 2 were significantly smaller than for filter 1
for both groups of subjects. However, whereas thek values
for filter 3 were essentially the same as those measured for
filter 2 for group 1, thek values for filter 3 were significantly
larger than those measured for filter 2 for group 2. At
present, we have no explanation for this result, especially
considering that the words tested across groups for any given
filter condition were identical.

With the exception of filter condition 3, group 2, the
averagek values obtained for the two groups of subjects
decreased with increasing signal clarity, at least over the
range of intelligibility tested. That is, as more stimulus infor-
mation becomes available due to a broadening of the listen-
ing band, there appears to be less contextual information
employed by the subjects. Note that this result is counter to
the theoretical predictions of Boothroyd and Nittrouer
~1988!. Under their formulation,k is expected to be constant
regardless of the level of isolated word intelligibility, as long
as the speech materials remain fixed. However, given that
contextual constraints are used to reduce ambiguity of miss-
ing or distorted information due to signal degradation, it may

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but broken out for the two groups of subjects. Group
1 ~filled symbols! received isolated words prior to sentences, group 2~open
symbols! received sentences prior to being exposed to isolated words.
Square symbols show percent correct scores for words-in-sentences, circle
symbols show percent correct scores for isolated words. Error bars show61
standard error.

FIG. 4. Group meank values for the three filter conditions. Filled circles
5group 1~words first!; filled triangle5group 2~sentences first!. Error bars
show61 standard error.
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be that as the intelligibility of the signal increases, the rela-
tive importance of contextual processing diminishes. This is
not to imply that there is no benefit of context for signals
with relatively high intelligibility. According to Eq.~3!, k
values above 1.0 indicate some information due to context.
As Fig. 4 shows, all meank values were well above 1.0, even
for group 2, whosek values are probably smaller than those
typically reported given the prior exposure to sentence ma-
terials. Averaged across filter conditions, the meank value
for group 1 was 1.98, whereas the mean value for group 2
was 1.61. According to Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!, this
means that the morpho-syntactic information contained in
IEEE sentences represents an effective increase of 60%–
100% in the number of channels of statistically independent
information available from the stimulus alone.

An important question regarding the potential use ofk as
an indication of individual skill in using contextual informa-
tion is whether estimates ofk are stable across different lis-
tening conditions. To address this question, Pearson correla-
tion coefficients for all pairs ofk across filter conditions were
computed. A significant correlation across filter conditions
indicates that a subject’s ranking with regard to contextual
ability is consistent relative to other subjects. The correlation
between adjacent filter conditions~i.e., filter 1 versus filter 2,
and filter 2 versus filter 3! was highly significant (r 12

50.78, p12,0.0001 andr 2350.69, p23,0.0001, respec-
tively!, accounting for roughly 50%–60% of the variance
across subjects. The correlation for filter 1 versus filter 3 was
more modest (r 1350.46, p,0.01), but nevertheless signifi-
cant. The significance of these correlations is critical for the
hypothesis thatk, a presumed measure of subject ability to
make use of contextual information, tends to travel with the
subject from one task to the next. That is, a subject with a
high k value on one task is likely to have a highk value on
some other task.

C. Relation between k and auditory, visual, and
auditory–visual sentence recognition

Sentence recognition in noise measured at 0 dB S/N for
auditory and auditory–visual conditions, as well as sentence
recognition for speechreading alone, is shown in Fig. 5. Au-
ditory sentence recognition, shown along the abscissa,
ranged from 9% to 87% (3̄549%). Visual sentence recog-
nition ~filled circles! ranged from 0% to 24% (3̄54%),
whereas auditory–visual sentence recognition~filled tri-
angles! ranged from 56% to 99% (3̄584%). The solid line
represents the unity function auditory5visual and
auditory5auditory–visual. The fact that all data for the
auditory–visual condition lie well above the unity line indi-
cates that all subjects derived benefit from combining audi-
tory and visual cues.

Our original hypothesis concerning the role of context
ability in sentence recognition was that subjects with greater
k values would, in general, have higher recognition scores
for words in sentences than subjects with lowerk values.
However, sentence scores are influenced by a number of fac-
tors other than context, such as a subject’s ability to extract
auditory and visual segmental and prosodic cues and the

ability to integrate these cues~for auditory–visual recogni-
tion!. Therefore, to determine whether individualk factors
influence a subject’s sentence recognition score, these other
potentially confounding factors have to be addressed. In the
present study, no direct data were obtained regarding seg-
mental or prosodic cue extraction ability in either auditory,
visual, or auditory–visual modalities. However, at least for
auditory speech recognition, this ability is known to be de-
termined primarily by audibility of specific speech cues,
which in turn may be estimated by the subjects hearing loss,
especially for high frequencies. This estimate of auditory cue
extraction ability can be further augmented by data obtained
in the filter-tracking phase of the current study, in that one
can assume that listeners who can identify isolated words
through narrow filters have better suprathreshold abilities to
extract auditory cues than listeners who require broader filter
bandwidths to achieve the same level of word-recognition
performance~Noordhoeket al., 1998, 1999!.

To determine whether an individual’sk value is useful in
explaining some of the individual differences typically ob-
served in sentence-recognition tasks, three separate stepwise
multiple linear regression analyses were carried out with sen-
tence recognition for each of the three modalities~auditory,
visual, and auditory–visual! as dependent variables and with
k, age, high-frequency hearing loss~3–8 kHz!, and filter
bandwidth determined in the tracking tasks as independent
variables. Not surprisingly, auditory factors presumably re-
lated to acoustic cue extraction~i.e., high-frequency pure-
tone thresholds and filter bandwidth! were significantly cor-
related with both auditory and auditory–visual sentence
recognition. For the visual-only condition, age was the most
important factor whereas hearing loss and filter bandwidth
did not contribute significantly to the amount of variance
explained. Importantly, however, the meank values for each

FIG. 5. Sentence recognition in noise measured at 0 dB S/N for auditory,
visual, and auditory–visual conditions. Filled circles5V condition; filled
triangles5auditory–visual condition. The location of any symbol with re-
spect to the abscissa shows the score for the auditory condition.
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subject~averaged over the three filter conditions! remained a
significant factor in the final subset model for all three
modalities.4 Approximately 50% of the variance in the
auditory-alone condition and approximately 56% of the vari-
ance in the auditory–visual condition could be accounted for
with each individual subject’s averagek, better ear high-
frequency hearing loss~average pure-tone thresholds from
3–8 kHz!, and filter 2 bandwidth and filter 1 bandwidth,
respectively~see Table II!. In both of these conditions, hear-
ing loss was the far more important factor accounting for
between 33%–34% of the variance. The proportion of total
variance accounted for byk was 19.4% for the auditory–
visual condition and 13.3% for the auditory condition. In the
visual-only condition, age and averagek accounted for
roughly 32% of the variance. Here too,k accounted for rela-
tively little variance~8%! with age accounting for 23.6% of
the total variance explained.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There can be little doubt that sentence context facilitates
word recognition and examples are readily found in the lit-
erature. For instance, in the ANSI standard for calculating
the articulation index~ANSI, 1969!, Fig. 15 ~p. 23! shows
that the recognition of words when presented in isolation
versus meaningful sentences at a fixed signal-to-noise ratio
can vary by over 50 percentage points, depending on the
speech materials. Even when the words are physically iden-
tical, as in the present experiment, recognition rates for
words in sentences were between 14%–30% better than for
words presented in isolation. As Boothroyd and Nittrouer
~1988! noted, this facilitation occurs for at least two basic
reasons:~1! within a word, lexical redundancy serves to re-
duce the ambiguity of a given phoneme based on a knowl-
edge of its position within the word and the phonemes sur-
rounding it, and~2! within a sentence, the identity of a target
word can be guessed with better than chance accuracy be-
cause of semantic and morpho-syntactic constraints imposed
by the words preceding and following it. Lexical redundancy

is primarily responsible for facilitating word recognition
relative to nonsense words or isolated syllables~Boothroyd
and Nittrouer’s j factor!, whereas semantic and morpho-
syntactic redundancy is primarily responsible for facilitating
the recognition of words in sentence relative to words in
isolation ~Boothroyd and Nittrouer’sk factor!.

Past work on the facilitating effects of intra- and inter-
word redundancy has focused primarily on differences across
materials. Far fewer studies have focused on the possibility
that individuals differ with respect to the amount of facilita-
tion derived from these different sources of linguistic redun-
dancy~viz., Lyxell and Rönnberg, 1987a, 1987b, 1989; Ro¨n-
nberg et al., 1998 for exceptions!. In the present study,
isolated-word and word-in-sentence recognition scores based
on 500 items each were used to derivek estimates. Further,
three such estimates were made for each subject at different
levels of isolated word intelligibility. The large number of
trials per subject, although clinically unfeasible, was never-
theless deemed necessary to stabilize individual perfor-
mance.

Given our overall objective of obtaining estimates of
subject ability to make use of sentence context and applying
this information to predict sentence-recognition scores, the
first point to be established was that individuals do indeed
vary in the amount of facilitation derived from sentence con-
text, and that the positioning among individual subjects
~good to poor users of context! was relatively stable for dif-
ferent conditions of distortion. Results showed a range of
individual k values averaged across intelligibility~i.e., filter
condition! between 1.2 and 2.5. This represents a large range
in the amount of information derived from sentence context
when viewed in terms of additional channels of information
~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988!. Thus, individuals clearly
differ with regard to the amount of contextual facilitation
they can achieve.

An important question regarding the estimates of sub-
jects’ ability to make use of sentence context pertains to the
stability of the measurements. Ifk reflects a specific factor or

TABLE II. Predicting sentence recognition (Ps) in noise. Equations indicate final subset model from a multi-
linear forward stepwise linear regression (a50.15). Predictor variables were age, average high-frequency
hearing loss from 3–8 kHz~HL!, meank value, filter 1 bandwidth~F1!, filter 2 bandwidth~F2!, and filter 3
bandwidth~F3!. The amount of variance explained by each factor is also shown~in percent!.

Predictors Variance F value p value

I. Auditory sentence recognition in noise
Ps5C121.106k20.558HL20.012F2

(r 250.498,p,0.001) HL 33.3 11.5562 0.0019
k 13.3 7.9260 0.0085

C551.248 F2 3.2 4.2737 0.0474

II. Visual sentence recognition
PS5C15.252k20.262age

~r 250.316,p,0.003) Age 23.6 10.4735 0.0029
k 8.0 3.6111 0.0667

C512.724

III. Auditory–visual sentence recognition in noise
PS5C114.704k20.370HL20.009F1

(r 250.564,p,0.0001) HL 33.8 17.8620 0.0002
k 19.4 13.3227 0.0010

C581.158 F1 3.2 3.1186 0.876
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primary ability of subjects to use context to facilitate word
recognition, then the rank ordering of individuals with re-
spect tok should not vary with changes in task difficulty.
The significant correlation ofk values across filter conditions
implies that the ordering of subjects with regard to their abil-
ity to make use of context cues was fairly stable. The corre-
lation between filter conditions 1 and 2 (r 50.78) has the
greatest reliability because the isolated word scores fell
within the region most sensitive for demonstrating differ-
ences ink values~see Fig. 1!. Correlations involving filter
condition 3 are more suspect because several of thek esti-
mates for this filter condition were compromised by ceiling
effects ~due to perfect performance for the recognition of
words in sentences!. Nevertheless, the remaining two corre-
lations~filter 1 versus filter 3 and filter 2 versus filter 3! were
also significant, though somewhat more modest. Thus, using
k as a measure of an individual subject’s ability to use con-
text to facilitate word recognition appears to be stable across
several conditions of distortion.

Like most measures of human perceptual performance,k
is subject to the effects of different test methodologies. Thus,
whereas the relative position of an individual with respect to
other subjects was fairly stable~good context users were
good regardless of test condition!, the absolute amount of
contextual facilitation depended on how the measurements
were made. Even with no feedback, a large stimulus set size,
and an open response format, subjects showed a strong learn-
ing effect depending on whether they received isolated
words first or sentences first. In the recent study by Olsen
et al. ~1997!, where sentence tests were administered imme-
diately following isolated word tests, we would have to con-
clude that theirk estimates may be somewhat high. One im-
plication of the learning effects associated with test order is
that the estimates of isolated words correct and words in
sentences should be carried out with lists that do not contain
the same words but that have been pretested to be of equal
expected mean performance levels.

In addition to being subject to the effects of test order,k
estimates also depend on the isolated word-recognition
score, unlike the theoretical functions described by Boo-
throyd and Nittrouer~1988!. Specifically,k decreased as iso-
lated word recognition improved. A decrease ink was ob-
served for 32 of 34 subjects when comparing the results for
filter 1 versus filter 2. Thus, it appears that listeners compen-
sate for reduced stimulus information by increasing their re-
liance on contextual information. Similar conclusions have
been reached for read and spoken word recognition, espe-
cially under conditions of stimulus distortion~Stanovich and
West, 1979; Cohen and Faulkner, 1983; Wingfieldet al.,
1985; Madden, 1988; Ben-Droret al., 1991!. For example,
Stanovich and West~1979! measured good and poor third-
grade readers’ ability to rapidly spot real words,
pseudowords, and nonwords. Overall, search times were sig-
nificantly longer for poor readers than for good readers.
Moreover, the effect of orthographic structure, measured by
the difference in search time between spotting real words
versus pseudo-or nonwords, tended to be greater for the
poorer readers. In another study, Stanovich and Pachella
~1977! demonstrated that reaction times were more affected

by stimulus probability~e.g., context! when the clarity of the
stimulus was decreased. These results, as with the present
results for aurally presented words, suggest that the various
factors contributing to word recognition~visual or auditory
peripheral analyses, use of lexical redundancy, semantic con-
straints, morpho-syntactic constraints, etc.! may be employed
flexibly so that a reduction in one process can be compen-
sated for by greater reliance on other processes. In other
words, as the stimulus becomes degraded~reduced
bottom-up information! there is a tendency for subjects to
rely more heavily on top-down information. The fact that the
vast majority~32 of 34! of subjects had higherk values for
filter 1 than for filter 2 suggests that the tendency to rely less
on contextual information as signal clarity improves is com-
mon to individual hearing-impaired listeners in spite of large
differences in the amount of hearing loss and age.

In a review article, Elliott~1995! equated the ability to
use contextual information in speech to that of verbal audi-
tory closure. Elliot further suggested that if this ability rep-
resented a primary factor of human perceptual behavior, it
should provide useful information regarding an individual’s
speech comprehension skill. In terms of the present experi-
ment, this means thatk, to the extent that it is modality
independent, should help explain some of the differences in
auditory, visual, and auditory–visual speech recognition.
This was demonstrated by multiple stepwise regression in
which an attempt was made to predict auditory, visual, or
auditory–visual sentence-recognition scores using a number
of different subject variables such as age, hearing loss, filter
bandwidth, andk. The final subset model for each modality
included k, indicating that the ability to use semantic and
morpho-syntactic constraints in sentences is a significant
subject factor in predicting speech recognition regardless of
the test modality. By including the averagek value with the
other factors listed in Table I, the amount of variance ac-
counted for was increased by approximately 13%, 8%, and
19% for auditory, visual, and auditory–visual conditions, re-
spectively. Whereas the amount of variance that can further
be explained by adding context to other subject variables
may be relatively small, it is nevertheless a significant factor
in explaining some of the intersubject variability in sentence
recognition.

This last point deserves additional comment. In speech
recognition and in reading, the ability to use one’s knowl-
edge of the language to compensate for missing or incom-
plete signal information has been regarded as an important
factor in explaining individual differences in performance.
Whereas individualk values were significant factors in de-
termining speech-recognition performance, the amount of
variance explained was moderate to small. This may have
been due to the conditions under which the speech-
recognition scores were obtained. Recall that the speech ma-
terials were presented at approximately 85 dB SPL and 0 dB
S/N for all subjects with no adjustments for the varying
amounts of hearing loss across the study group. Thus, it is
likely that individual differences in signal audibility existed
across subjects for the auditory and auditory–visual condi-
tions. Because differences in audibility have been shown re-
peatedly to be a dominant factor in predicting speech-
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recognition performance, the importance of intersubject
differences in the ability to use contextual information might
have been reduced. Had the sentence-recognition tests been
conducted at different levels depending on the subjects hear-
ing status, so that the speech was equally audible for all
subjects, the amount of variance explained byk might have
been larger.

Another important factor to consider when interpreting
the results of the regression analyses is thatk values were
obtained under rather constrained conditions~auditory only,
concatenated ‘‘unnatural’’ sentences!. It is possible that in
addition to being dependent on the specific speech corpus
and perceiver attributes,k may also be dependent on modal-
ity. Therefore, predicting visual and auditory–visual perfor-
mance from auditory derivedk factors may have led to an
underestimate of the association. However, at present we
know of no data to suggest that the knowledge base used
when employing contextual information in speech recogni-
tion is in any way different across modalities. In fact, the
premise of the present experiment that led us to construct
concatenated sentence materials was that once certain stimu-
lus variables, like coarticulation and prosody, were con-
trolled so that the stimulus information for words in isolation
and words in sentences were identical, any differences ob-
served in the recognition rates would have to be ascribed to
use of higher-order processes that are essentially signal inde-
pendent~and modality independent!.

The amount of additional variance accounted for in the
speechreading condition by individualk factors was only
8%. Given that all subjects had normal or corrected-normal
vision, why might this be so? One possibility is that the
speechreading scores were extremely low overall and rather
skewed. Thus, the limited range of speechreading scores may
have compromised the regression analysis and produced an
artificially low correlation betweenk values and speechread-
ing scores. Another possibility is that speechreaders have
particular difficulty extracting prosodic cues, such as word
boundaries, creating greater ambiguity when confronted with
sentences rather than isolated word productions~Erber and
McMahon, 1978!. Thus, the problem for the speechreader is
primarily related to the extraction of relevant signal cues and
not one of deployment of higher-level knowledge sources
regarding semantic and syntactic information. Under this in-
terpretation, it is not surprising that measures pertaining to a
subject’s ability to make use of context would have little to
do with overall speechreading scores.

It is also well established that individual differences in
speechreading ability are known to be quite substantial
across a variety of test materials~Demorest and Bernstein,
1992; Watsonet al., 1996! despite ‘‘normal’’ visual acuity.
In these studies, normal or corrected-normal visual acuity
was assumed based on subject reports. In the present study,
subjects passed a visual screening~Snellen chart! with 20/30
or better visual acuity. However, this measure was taken at a
distance of 20 ft, whereas all visual speech testing was done
at approximately 5 ft. It is possible that the subjects may
have exhibited different degrees of visual acuity at this closer
distance.

In addition to possible visual acuity deficits, a predomi-

nant factor in visual speech recognition seems to be age. In
the present study, age accounted for approximately 24% of
the variance inV scores. Aging is known to have detrimental
effects on visual function, especially with regard to motion
detection and contrast sensitivity~Wood and Bullimore,
1995!. It is possible that there are substantial individual dif-
ferences related to these visual measures within the study
group. Thus, heterogeneity in basic visual function impacts
speechreading performance and limits the extent to which we
can observe the effects of differences in individualk factors.
In future studies, it may be necessary to screen more care-
fully for visual anomalies in elderly subjects before presum-
ing normal visual acuity.

IV. SUMMARY

Word recognition in sentences is determined by a num-
ber of factors including the ability to recognize phonemes
~auditorily and /or visually!, the ability to integrate cues
across modality~under auditory–visual conditions!, the abil-
ity to use intraword redundancy~lexical redundancy!, and
the ability to use semantic and morpho-syntactic constraints
in sentence contexts~Boothroyd and Nittrouer’sk factor!.
The present study focused on the role of sentence context in
facilitating word recognition and whether understanding an
individual subject’s ability to use context would help explain
some of the variability commonly observed in speech com-
munication. The results indicated that the use of sentence
context to facilitate word recognition varies substantially
across hearing-impaired subjects. Furthermore, subjects with
high k factors performed slightly better than subjects with
lower k factors on sentence recognition in all three receiving
modalities~auditory, visual, and auditory–visual!. Thek fac-
tor for an individual depends to a large degree on the speech
materials used in the test, as shown in earlier studies. But it
also depends on the order in which isolated words or words
in sentences are presented, as well as on the clarity of the
signal information available to each subject, at least for iso-
lated word recognition scores between 29%–75% correct.
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1Solving fork in Eq. ~3! givesk5 log(12Ps)/log(12Pw), where the quantity
(12Ps) is the error rate for words presented in sentences and (12Pw) is
the error rate for words presented in isolation.

2Words spoken in isolation and in sentences differ with respect to many
variables. In sentences, words tend to be shorter in duration, are influenced
by coarticulation and prosody, and undergo numerous phonological trans-
formations~e.g., vowel neutralization and phonetic substitutions, as in the
transformation from ‘‘Did you eat?’’@/dd yu it/# to ‘‘Jueet?’’ @/dcit/#!. This
study minimized these differences across materials by concatenating iso-
lated words to form sentences, thus eliminating these complex transforma-
tions and ensuring that differences in the intelligibility of isolated words
and sentences were due mainly to semantic and morpho-syntactic context.

3Another option for keeping words in isolation and words in sentences
physically identical was to excise words from naturally spoken sentences
~Wingfield et al., 1994!. However, subjective impressions of the two meth-
ods ~concatenated words versus excised words! led us to believe that the
former method would be better tolerated and appear more natural to
hearing-impaired subjects.

4Of special interest is the fact that hearing loss~pure-tone averages at 0.5, 1,
and 2 kHz, 2–8 kHz, 3–8 kHz, or individual tonal thresholds at 1 and 2
kHz! and averagek were uncorrelated (20.017,r ,0.059). This lends
further support thatk reflects an ability of individual subjects to make use
of higher-level language constraints independent of stimulus quality.
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Suprasegmental and segmental timing models in Mandarin
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This paper formalizes and tests two key assumptions of the concept of suprasegmental timing:
segmental independenceand suprasegmental mediation. Segmental independence holds that the
duration of a suprasegmental unit such as a syllable or foot is only minimally dependent on its
segments. Suprasegmental mediation states that the duration of a segment is determined by the
duration of its suprasegmental unit and its identity, but not directly by the specific prosodic context
responsible for suprasegmental unit duration. Both assumptions are made by various versions of the
isochrony hypothesis@I. Lehiste, J. Phonetics5, 253–263~1977!#, and by thesyllable timing
hypothesis@W. Campbell, Speech Commun.9, 57–62~1990!#. The validity of these assumptions
was studied using the syllable as suprasegmental unit in American English and Mandarin Chinese.
To avoid unnatural timing patterns that might be induced when reading carrier phrase material,
meaningful, nonrepetitive sentences were used with a wide range of lengths. Segmental
independence was tested by measuring how the average duration of a syllable in a fixed prosodic
context depends on its segmental composition. A strong association was found; in many cases the
increase in average syllabic duration when one segment was substituted for another~e.g.,bin versus
pin! was the same as the difference in average duration between the two segments~i.e., @b# versus
@p#!. Thus, the@i# and @n# were not compressed to make room for the longer@p#, which is
inconsistent with segmental independence. Syllabic mediation was tested by measuring which
locations in a syllable are most strongly affected by various contextual factors, including phrasal
position, within-word position, tone, and lexical stress. Systematic differences were found between
these factors in terms of the intrasyllabic locus of maximal effect. These and earlier results obtained
by van Son and van Santen@R. J. J. H van Son and J. P. H. van Santen, ‘‘Modeling the interaction
between factors affecting consonant duration,’’ Proceedings Eurospeech-97, 1997, pp. 319–322#
showing a three-way interaction between consonantal identity~coronals vs labials!, within-word
position of the syllable, and stress of surrounding vowels, imply that segmental duration cannot be
predicted by compressing or elongating segments to fit into a predetermined syllabic time interval.
In conclusion, while there is little doubt that suprasegmental units play important predictive and
explanatory roles as phonological units, the concept of suprasegmental timing is less promising.
© 2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!01202-9#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ar, 43.72.Ja, 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Pf, 43.71.Hw@JLH#

INTRODUCTION

In most research on timing in speech, results are re-
ported in the form of the effects of various contextual factors
on segmental duration~Crystal and House, 1988a, 1988b,
1988c; Klatt, 1976; Umeda, 1975, 1977; van Santen, 1992!.
These contextual factors typically involve features of phono-
logical units: prominence ofwords, locations ofwords in
phrases, and stress ofsyllables. While there is little disagree-
ment about the validity of these factors, the emphasis on
segmental duration as the focus of timing research has been
called into question for various reasons.

First ~Olive et al., 1993!, the definitions of certain seg-
mental boundaries are either unclear, as in glide to vowel
transitions, or somewhat arbitrary, as in vowel to nasal tran-
sitions, where the acoustic correlates of the oral closure are

used rather than the opening of the velic port.
Second, phenomena in speech that appear complicated

when studied at the surface level can often be understood at
the articulatory level~Browman and Goldstein, 1990; Cole-
man, 1992; Stevens and Bickley, 1991!, in particular in
terms of asynchronies between articulatory gestures. In fact,
the deletion or insertion of segments in certain contexts cer-
tainly poses a problem for segmental duration modeling, yet
can be explained easily in such articulatory terms.

Third, since contextual factors rarely cause uniform
changes in a segment, timing should be studied at the sub-
segmental level. For example, certain contextual factors
~e.g., phrase boundaries! have a nonuniform effect on the
time course of a segment~Edwards and Beckman, 1988; de
Jong, 1991!, where later parts of the segment are increas-
ingly more expanded when we compare phrase-final with
phrase-medial positions. Likewise, it is known that the dura-
tions of steady-state and glide parts of certain diphthongs are
affected differently by the same contextual factors~Gay,

a!Current address: Oregon Graduate Institute, 20000 NW Walker Road, Bea-
verton, Oregon 97006; electronic mail: vansanten@ece.ogi.edu
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1968; Hertz, 1990; van Santenet al., 1992; van Santen,
1996!.

While these first three reasons are based on indisputable
facts, the fourth—suprasegmental timing—is of a more the-
oretical nature. Here, it is claimed that one should focus on
durations of phonological units larger than the phoneme~su-
prasegmental units! such as syllables~Campbell, 1990;
Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell, 1992!, feet ~Lehiste,
1977!, or interperceptual center groups, or intervals spanner
between the onsets of successive words~IPCGs! ~Barbosa
and Bailly, 1995!. The basis for this claim is the hypothesis
that speakers tend to impose@~Campbell and Isard, 1991!, p.
37# ‘‘higher-level rhythmic regularity’’ on speech, meaning
that they control the durations of suprasegmental units with
more precision than segmental duration. If one focuses on
segmental duration, one cannot capture these suprasegmental
regularities adequately. To illustrate, if it were the case that
speakers keep the durations of feet constant~isochrony!, then
a system of segmental duration rules would have to incorpo-
rate total foot duration in their prediction of segmental dura-
tion, because otherwise it is difficult and certainly unprin-
cipled to model segmental durations in such a way that the
durations in a foot would be precisely constant. The obvious
way to model segmental duration in the face of constant foot
duration is to adjust segmental durations to fit into the con-
stant foot interval.

In this paper, we are concerned with which factors do
and do not affect the durations of suprasegmental units and
their constituent segments. Isochrony can be viewed as a
particularly extreme hypothesis, which states that no factors
affect the durations of suprasegmental units. Less extreme
hypotheses include Lehiste’s version of the isochrony hy-
pothesis according to which duration of a foot is affected by
its internal structure~Lehiste, 1977!, and the syllable timing
hypothesis, according to which the duration of a syllable is
affected by a host of prosodic factors~Campbell and Isard,
1991!.

A factual basis for these suprasegmental hypotheses may
come from what can be calledconstituency effectsin timing
~van Santen, 1997!. For example, vowel duration can be
shortened by 10% for every doubling of sentence length~van
Santen, 1992!; syllables are shorter in longer words~Klatt,
1976; Port, 1981; van Santen, 1992!; vowels can be shorter
when they are preceded by certain tautosyllabic consonant
clusters than by single consonants~e.g., the /t/ is longer in
‘‘top’’ than in ‘‘stop.’’ ! These and similar phenomena can be
interpreted as a general trend for the duration of a unit~e.g.,
word! to decrease as the number of units in the larger unit
~e.g., sentence! increases.

The common hypothesis underlying the work by Camp-
bell, Bailly, and Lehiste is that some of these constituency
effects can be best understood by speakers attempting to
keep constant the actual durations of the suprasegmental
units. Thus syllables are shortened in longer words because
speakers tend to keep overall word duration~or foot dura-
tion, with which word duration is statistically correlated!
constant. To put this idea in perspective, we mention some
alternative hypotheses that might explain constituency ef-
fects.

First, it might be that these constituency effects have
little to do with the numbers of units contained in larger units
but are the result of boundary phenomena. Most syntactic
boundaries cause some degree of lengthening in preboundary
syllables~Klatt, 1975!, and, by logical necessity, there are
fewer units affected by boundary lengthening effects in a
larger unit. Second, the /t/ being shorter in stop than in top
can better be characterized as involving an~unaspirated! al-
lophone of /t/ due to being preceded by /s/; it is unlikely that
the duration of /t/ will be influenced much, if at all, when we
change top into the syllable ‘‘torn,’’ whose rhyme is likely to
be longer by an amount roughly equal to the duration of /s/.

In summary, some of these claimed constituency effects
may not exist, while as a group they may be quite heteroge-
neous and involve factors unrelated to the concept of con-
stituency. Hence, there may not be much need for the ability
of suprasegmental timing hypotheses to provide a unified
explanation of these effects.

Although the empirical case for suprasegmental timing
in the form of these constituency effects is not strong, recent
developments in text-to-speech systems have produced new
interest in suprasegmental timing. A key reason for this is the
following. Prediction of timing in earlier text-to-speech sys-
tems involved rules that were based on separate empirical
studies in each of which the effects of a small number of
factors was measured. Typical rules were of the type ‘‘lexi-
cal stress increases vowel duration by 35%.’’ In the system,
rules such as these were applied successively, starting with
an intrinsic phoneme duration~Allen et al., 1987!. The ob-
vious drawback is that one cannot infer from separate studies
how factors interact whose joint effects were not measured in
a single experiment. In addition, experiments often involved
different speakers, textual materials, and segmentation con-
ventions, and hence have incompatibilities that endanger the
meaningfulness of the resulting rule system. What was obvi-
ously needed were large, single-speaker speech corpora in
which all factors vary. But when, after increases in computer
power and storage, such speech corpora became available,
new problems were encountered. Because prediction of seg-
mental durations depends on many interacting factors, and
the sizes of carefully labeled and segmented speech corpora
are necessarily still limited,sparsity problemsarose ~van
Santen, 1994, 1997!: the number of context–phoneme com-
binations that can occur in the language is astronomic, and
cannot be covered by any reasonably sized corpora.

Under the syllable timing hypothesis, described in more
detail below, sparsity becomes a significantly lesser issue.
According to this hypothesis, durations of syllables are
largely independent of the particular phonemes they contain,
while durations of segments depend on their larger prosodic
context only through the precomputed overall syllable dura-
tion; one does not have to model how a particular phoneme
~e.g., /t/! behaves in a particular prosodic context~e.g.,
stressed phrase-final syllable!. This drastically reduces the
sparsity of the data, because the feature space has become
much smaller by the elimination of the interaction between
prosodic factors that do not directly affect segments and pho-
nemic factors that hardly affect syllable durations.

A key role in the introduction of suprasegmental timing
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in speech synthesis has been played by thesyllable timing
model~Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell, 1992!. The im-
portant contribution of this model is that it is the first explicit
formalization of the suprasegmental timing idea. Our aim
here, however, is not to narrowly focus on the details of this
model, but to formalize and then test its broader underlying
assumptions. In addition, the logic that we develop should be
applicable to any larger unit, including the foot.

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PAPER

We have performed our analyses for two languages,
Mandarin Chinese and American English, and anticipate per-
forming similar analyses for other languages, once appropri-
ate data become available. The two languages differ in some
key issues pertaining to the current study: English is a stress
language~and reportedly a stress-timed language where the
duration of stress groups is relatively constant!, while Man-
darin is a tone language~and reportedly a syllable-timed lan-
guage where syllable duration is relatively constant!. English
has a complicated syllable structure, with consonant clusters
both in the onset and coda position of a syllable, while Man-
darin has simple syllable structure with heavy restrictions on
coda consonants, disallowing intrasyllabic consonant clus-
ters. No doubt, given the difference between these two lan-
guages, we expect to see language-specific aspects in the fine
details of the results. But, what is more interesting is to see
to what degree these two very different languages converge
on the evidence supporting segmental timing.

It is extremely important to point out that in both lan-
guages we used meaningful sentences that varied signifi-
cantly in length and syntactic structure. As a consequence,
we avoided any of the artifacts that can be associated with
recordings involving repeated sentences, or sentences con-
sisting of a repeated carrier phrase having a ‘‘slot’’ that con-
tains a target word that varies from one utterance to the next.
It is not unlikely that certain positive findings~e.g., Port
et al., 1987! on suprasegmental unit duration constancy are
caused in part by such speaking conditions, because they
appear to encourage repetitive behavior from the speakers.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next sec-
tion, Sec. I, we discuss the syllable timing model as proposed
by Campbell and Isard~1991! and show that this model
makes two broad assumptions:segmental independenceand
syllabic mediation. In Sec. III, we first develop the math-
ematical justification of our empirical tests of segmental in-
dependence, and then report results. Section IV has the same
structure, and focuses on syllabic mediation.

II. SYLLABLE TIMING

A. The syllable timing model

We describe here the model as proposed in Campbell
and Isard~1991!, and then generalize it in Sec. II B. Barbosa
and Bailly~1995! used the same model, but applied to IPCGs
instead of to syllables. The model can be split up into two
parts. First, a hypothesis about which factors affect the du-
ration of a syllable; there is no explicit mathematical model
here—these factors are used as input for a neural net. Sec-

ond, a mathematical model specifying the durations of a seg-
ments given a precomputed syllabic duration.

1. Factors affecting and not affecting syllabic
duration

According to Campbell~1990! and to Campbell and
Isard ~1991!, the duration of a syllable depends on the fol-
lowing factors:

~1! Number of phonemes in the syllable.
~2! The nature of the syllabic peak~tense versus lax vowel

versus diphthong versus sonorant consonant!.
~3! Position of the syllable in the foot.
~4! Position of the syllable in the phrase and clause.
~5! Stress assigned to the syllable, and nature of pitch move-

ment.
~6! Function/content role of the parent word.

We will call factors 3–6 theprosodic factors, and their
joint combinationsprosodic contexts. The key assumption
here is the minimal dependence of syllabic duration on con-
stituent segments~factors 1 and 2!. Basically, these factors
capture some measure ofphonological syllable length, with-
out specific reference to the identities and intrasyllabic loca-
tions of its segments.

This assumption predicts that in identical contexts~as
characterized in terms of factors 3–6! the syllables ‘‘lit’’ and
‘‘sit’’ should have the same duration, because the number of
phonemes is the same and the syllabic peaks are identical.

Note that if one includes a more detailed description of
the segmental makeup of a syllable, the hypothesis becomes
indistinguishable from segmental timing. Specifically, if we
replace factors 1 and 2 by a full characterization of the iden-
tities and locations of all constituent segments, then the
above factors contain all information required to compute
segmental duration in the usual way@e.g., via Klatt’s model
~Allen et al., 1987!#, and we can then trivially compute syl-
lable duration by adding up the predicted durations of the
constituent segments.

We will refer to the assumption that syllabic duration
depends on segments only through phonological syllable
length as the segmental independence assumption.

2. Segmental duration

In applications of the model, syllabic durations are pre-
dicted using a neural net. The training data consist of a list of
feature vectors and associated durations for each syllable in
the corpus.

Now, suppose that for a given syllables
5^p1 ,p2 ,...,pn& ~where thepi ’s represent phonemes! in
contextc, the neural net predicts that the syllabic duration is
given by some quantity ofD ms. Thus

DUR~s,c!5DUR~^p1 ,p2 ,...,pn&,c!5D. ~1!

Let the mean and standard deviation of the log-transformed
durations in the speech corpus of the segmentpi be denoted
by m i and s i . Then, we can solve forks in the following
equation:
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D5(
i 51

n

em i1kss i. ~2!

Once we have determined the solution forks ,ks(D), the
duration of thei th segment is given by

DUR~pi ,s,c!5em i1ks~D!s i. ~3!

Here,ks(D) is the~unique! solution to Eq.~2!. Note that
its value depends only on what the syllable is~s! and on the
duration of the syllable~D!, but not directly on the context
~c! responsible for giving syllables durationD. This follows
because in Eq.~2! no reference is made to contextc. Hence,
when there are two contextsc andc8 such that

DUR~s,c!5DUR~s,c8!, ~4!

it follows that the resulting estimates forks must be the
same, so that the durations of the individual segments must
also be the same. Thus, when we find two occurrences of the
same syllable~e.g., ‘‘lit’’ in phrase-medial stressed context
vs phrase-final unstressed context; with some luck, they
could have identical durations!, then the durations of the /l/,
/i/, and /t/ should be the same in both contexts.

The parameters i is of some theoretical interest, because
it allows for the possibility that phonetic segments vary in
terms ofelasticity~Campbell and Isard, 1991!: Segments dif-
fer in terms of the amount of systematic variation of their
durations. Whether this degree of freedom is needed to un-
derstand differences among phonemes belonging to the same
class~e.g., vowels! is not certain, however. Elsewhere, we
found that in American English all vowels are stretched and
compressed by identical percentages by all factors consid-
ered in a large-scale study of duration~van Santen, 1992!,
yet the intrinsic durations of these vowels varied consider-
ably.

There is a broader principle here, which is that segmen-
tal duration is completely determined by~1! a precomputed
syllabic duration~D!, and ~2! its identity (pi). We call this
the syllabic mediation assumption.

Note that the particular version of this assumption in the
model, via the parametersm i , ks , ands i , is not critical. In
fact, it would not matter at all if there were no relation be-
tweenm i and the mean of the log-transformed durations of
pi . Also, note that it would not matter if we would annotate
m i ands i by intrasyllabic-positional markers~e.g.,m1,onset,
s2,nucleus, andm1,coda). What matters is the fact that segmen-
tal duration does not directly depend on contextc, but only
indirectly—via D.

While there are additional assumptions implicit in Eq.
~2!—such as the assumption that it does not matter where in
a syllable a segment occurs~e.g., no difference in the dura-
tion of /t/ in ‘‘pit’’ versus ‘‘tip’’ !—these will not be ad-
dressed in this paper.

3. Amendments to the model

While the above formulation brings out the raw essence
of the model, important modifications have been added by
Campbell. We discuss here these amendments, and to what
extent they change this essence.

The first amendment is that for phrase-final syllables,
Eq. ~2! is replaced by

D5(
i 51

n

em i10.75~n2 i !kss i. ~5!

This is a significant relaxation of the syllabic mediation
assumption. Now it does not predict that the durations of /l/,
/i/, and /t/ should be the same in phrase-medial stressed con-
text vs phrase-final unstressed context. This change was
prompted, of course, by the well-known fact that phrase
boundaries have a strongly asymmetric stretching effect on
syllables, affecting the nucleus and coda much more than the
onset.

The second amendment seems at first glance a technical
detail—it was proposed~C92, p. 218! to change the esti-
mated value ofks(D), reducing its absolute value by a small
quantity ~0.075!. Could it be that this modification makes it
conceivable that syllables consisting of intrinsically short
phonemes~such as /l/ are somewhat shorter than factors 3–6
dictate, and vice versa for syllables consisting of intrinsically
long phonemes~such as /s/!? The result of that would be that
there now would be a difference in duration between syl-
lables lit and sit.

We strongly suspect that this is not the case, however.
Suppose that, for some contextc, the common predicted
value of D(‘ ‘ pay’ ’ uc) and D(‘ ‘ say’ ’ uc) is 400 ms, the
mean durations of /ei/, /s/, and /p/ are 135, 120, and 90 ms,
respectively, and their standard deviations 45, 40, and 30 ms.
Then, after taking the logarithms of these means and stan-
dard deviations, we find thatk̂pay50.157 andk̂say50.120.
When we subtract from this the correction quantity of 0.075,
0.157 changes into 0.082 and 0.120 changes into 0.045. Sub-
stituting these values forkpay and ksay in the equations, we
obtainD8(payuc)5303 ms andD8(sayuc)5302. We found
the same results—less than 5-ms differences in either
direction—over a wide range of values of the correction
quantity ~ranging from 0.004 687 5 to 1.2!, and of D ~125,
250, and 400 ms.! These counterexamples show that it isnot
the case that modification of the estimates ofk allows the
model to account for our finding reported below that the
durations ofD(payuc) and D(sayuc) differ, and certainly
not for our finding that this difference is roughly equal to the
difference between the average durations of /p/ and /s/~30
ms!.

B. The concept of syllable timing generalized

We elaborate on the syllable timing hypothesis using the
diagrams in Fig. 1. These diagrams depictfunctional rela-
tionships ~in the broad mathematical sense of the word
‘‘function’’ ! between factors~in rectangular boxes! and du-
rations~enclosed by ellipsoids!, with an arrow from A to B
indicating that Bdepends onA.

This dependency relation is quite general, and includes
subset relations@as between contextual factors and phrasal
location in panel~b!; the latter being a special case of the
former#, arithmetic relations@as between segmental duration
and syllable duration in panel~c!, the latter being the sum of
the former#, and factorial mappings@as between contextual
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factors and syllable duration in panel~a!, the latter being
computed from the former via duration rules, duration mod-
els, or neural nets#.

Panel ~a! shows the first version of the hypothesis
~which we label thestrong syllabic liming hypothesis, and is
much stronger than either Campbell’s or Barbosa and Bail-
ly’s proposals!. It states that the duration of a syllable is
completely independent of the segments it contains~which
we call strongsegmental independence!, and that the dura-
tion of a segment in a syllable depends only on the duration
of the syllable and the identity of the segments~which we
call strongsyllabic mediation!. In other words, there is a set
of contextual factorsthat has only indirect effects on seg-
mental duration, via the syllable. This set consists of all fac-
tors affecting duration of the syllable and the segment, but
excludes any factors derived from~or depending on! the seg-
mental composition of the syllable. The effects of the con-

textual factors on segmental duration are completely medi-
ated by the syllable, while the segmental factors have no
effect on syllable duration.

However, as Campbell, and Barbosa and Bailly, were
well aware, the strong syllable timing hypothesis is obvi-
ously wrong. First, syllables consisting of more segments
have longer durations~e.g., the syllable ‘‘string’’ in the word
‘‘stringing’’ is longer than the syllable ‘‘ring’’ in the word
‘‘ringing’’ !. Hence, the duration of a syllable is not com-
pletely independent of its segments—at the very least, it de-
pends on their number.

Second, two occurrences of the same syllable can have
the same overall duration, yet the durations of the segments
differ, contradicting the syllabic mediation assumption. For
example, consider the syllable ‘‘pin’’ in phrase-final un-
stressed context versus in phrase-medial stressed context,
and suppose that the two syllables have the same overall

FIG. 1. Functional relations between a syllable and its segments.
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durations—which is conceivable, because both stress and
phrase-finality have lengthening effects. But when that hap-
pens, the@n# is likely to be longer in phrase-final unstressed
pin than in phrase-medial stressed pin. Thus, segmental du-
ration depends not only on syllable duration and segmental
identity, but also on whether the syllable is phrase-final and
stressed, and on the location of the segment within the syl-
lable.

The second hypothesis@the weak syllable timing hy-
pothesis; panel~b!# takes some of these facts into account,
while preserving the overall structure of the strong syllable
timing hypothesis~Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell,
1992!. It is assumed that syllable duration is at least partly
determined by segments~by their number and the type of
nucleus!, and that segmental duration is influenced directly
by at least one contextual factor—phrasal location. In panel
1~b!, this is accomplished by two ‘‘bypasses.’’ These addi-
tions lead to significant deviations from the strong syllabic
timing hypothesis, but because of the limited amount of in-
formation flowing through the bypasses, strong constraints
on speech timing remain.

The third diagram@panel ~c!# assumes that the flow of
information through these bypasses is not limited at all.
Now, if all factors directly affect segmental duration, then,
because the duration of a syllable can be computed by add-
ing the durations of its segments, the third diagram can be
simplified into the fourth diagram@panel~d!#, which we la-
beledsegmental timing. In this diagram the contextual fac-
tors are used to predict segmental duration directly, while
syllable duration is the sum of all the segments contained
therein.

In summary, the essence of the syllable timing hypoth-
esis consists of the following two key assumptions:

~1! Segmental independence. The duration of syllable in a
fixed context is only minimally dependent on its seg-
mental composition.

~2! Syllabic mediation. The duration of any segment in a
syllable can be predicted from the predicted duration of
the syllable, the identity of the segment, and only mini-
mal information about contextual factors.

The question addressed in this paper is not whether the
strong syllable timing hypothesis is correct, because we
know it is not. What is at stake is to what degree the seg-
mental independence and syllabic mediation assumptions are
incorrect—how much information flows through the by-
passes.

III. SEGMENTAL INDEPENDENCE: EFFECTS OF
INTRINSIC SEGMENTAL DURATION ON SYLLABLE
DURATION

This section investigates the segmental independence as-
sumption bymeasuring relations between segmental and syl-
lable durations for a fixed syllable structure in a fixed con-
text. By analyzing the relation between these two types of
duration we will be able to draw strong conclusions about
segmental independence, using the following argument.

Suppose that we analyze syllables that all occur in the

same context, have the same syllable structure~including not
only the number of segments but also their order, thereby
distinguishing not only between a consonant followed by a
vowel-~CV! and CVC but also between CVCC and CCVC!,
and have the same nucleus type. Then, the weak syllable
timing hypothesis predicts that syllable duration should be
constant except for random variability. This is the case be-
cause the only factor distinguishing between these syllables
are thedetailsof their segmental makeup such as whether a
syllable starts with a@t# or a @b#; according to the weak
syllable timing hypothesis, these details do not matter. If we
then show that within this very restricted context, syllable
duration nevertheless varies systematically with the intrinsic
durations of constituent segments, this would be a powerful
violation of this prediction. A similar logic was used by
Beckman~1982!, who showed that, in Japanese, segments
are not shortened when other segments in the same mora
have long intrinsic durations.

We are aware that analyzing correlations between dura-
tions is hazardous if we were to analyze durations ofindi-
vidual occurrences, because segmentation errors could in-
duce positive correlations~Ohala and Lyberg, 1976!. For
example, when the left boundary of the ‘‘p’’ in pin is put too
early in some specific occurrence of pin, and too late in
another occurrence, then this will induce a positive correla-
tion between the durations of ‘‘p’’ and pin. However, we
analyzed correlations betweenaveragedurations~interpreted
as estimates of intrinsic durations!, where each average was
computed from many instances. Such correlations cannot
easily be accounted for by segmentation errors, in particular
when each average is based on many observed durations, or
when the two sets of averages are based on different subsets
of the data base. Moreover, by showing that the durations
have an expected pattern where, say, syllables starting with
voiceless stops are longer than those starting with voiced
stops, the contribution of segmentation errors to the correla-
tion becomes even less likely.

To discuss the relation between syllabic and segmental
duration more clearly, we introduce some notation, and in
the process discuss the relation between segmental indepen-
dence and the concept of~intrasyllabic! compensatory tim-
ing.

Consider syllables of the type CV—a consonant fol-
lowed by a vowel, and letcv be an instance. DUR(cv) is the
intrinsic duration ofcv in some fixed context, DUR(cucv)
the duration ofc in cv, and DUR(vucv) the duration ofv in
cv. By definition,

DUR~cv !5DUR~cucv !1DUR~vucv !. ~6!

Also, DUR(c•) is the mean duration of all CV syllables
starting withc, and DUR(•v) the mean duration of all CV
syllables ending onv. Likewise, DUR(cuc•) is the duration
of c averaged over all vowelsv, and DUR(vu•v) the dura-
tion of v averaged over all consonantsc.

Next, if we let the vowels range from 1,...,V and conso-
nants from 1,...,C

DUR~c• !5~1/V! (
v51

v5V

DUR~cv !, ~7!
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and

DUR~•v !5~1/C! (
c51

c5C

DUR~cv !. ~8!

All quantities defined thus far are descriptive statistics
that can be computed directly from data. We now introduce
simple linear effects models for these quantities, describing
compensatory effects of these segments on each others’ du-
rations

DUR~cucv !5D inherent~c!2Ecompensatory~v !, ~9!

and

DUR~vucv !5D inherent~v !2Ecompensatory~c!. ~10!

These equations state that the duration of a consonant or
vowel may depend on the identities of the remaining seg-
ments in the syllable. When there is no compensatory effect,
thenEcompensatory50.

It is easy to show that Eqs.~6!–~10! imply a functional
relationship between average syllable duration for syllables
containing a particular consonant~or vowel! and the average
duration of that consonant~or vowel!

DUR~c• !5DUR~cuc• !2Ecompensatory~c!

1~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D inherent~v !, ~11!

and

DUR~•v !5DUR~vu•v !2Ecompensatory~v !

1~1/C! (
c51

c5C

D inherent~c!. ~12!

This implies, first, that if there is no compensatory tim-
ing @i.e., Ecompensatory(c)50], then a graph displaying syl-
lable duration@DUR(c•)# as a function of segmental dura-
tion @DUR(cuc•)# is a line with a slope of 1~see Fig. 2! and
an intercept of

~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D inherent~v !;

and likewise for vowel duration.
Second, if we make the additional assumption that the

amount of compensatory shortening inflicted by consonantc
on a vowel is larger for intrinsically longer consonants, than
Eq. ~11! also implies that the slope of the line~or curve,
because the relation between intrinsic duration and compen-
satory effect is not necessarily linear! becomes shallower as
the overall degree of compensatory shortening becomes
more severe. If we, for the purposes of illustration, do as-
sume a linear relationship with slope (12a) and intercept
2b

Ecompensatory~c!5~12a!D inherent~c!2b, ~13!

then

DUR~c• !5a DUR~cuc• !1~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D interent~v !1b,

~14!

then, whena is 1 ~no compensation!, the curve is a line with
slope 1, and whena is 0 ~complete compensation!, the curve
is a horizontal line.

The point here is that segmental independence implies
complete—not partial—compensatory timing for syllables
having the same structure and occurring in the same prosodic
context. To show that segmental independence does not
hold, it is sufficient to demonstrate a systematic relationship
between segmental and syllabic duration~i.e., a.0.0), but
we do not need to show complete lack of compensation~i.e.,
a51). However, our results below show that in most cases
studieda is in fact quite close to 1.0. This constitutes par-
ticularly strong evidence against segmental independence.

A. Segmental independence in American English

1. Method

For American English, the same database was used as
described in van Santen~1992!. The database consists of
2017 isolated sentences read by an American English male
speaker. Vowel onset was determined by the first zero cross-
ing at which the formant structure characteristic for the
vowel was visible; the consonantal aspiration, if present, was
not included in the vowel duration. Vowel offset was deter-
mined similarly. Two cases require special attention. First,
vowel-to-vowel boundaries were measured by determining
the location of an amplitude minimum~corresponding to ei-
ther a definite or a weak glottal stop! in the formant transi-
tion region. In the absence of a clearly defined minimum, the
midpoint of the transition region was used. When no well-
defined formant transition region could be found, the point
temporally midway between the two vowel centers was used.
Here, vowel centers were determined on the basis of energy
peaks and proximity to target vowel formant values. Second,
transitions from vowels to or from approximants could typi-
cally be detected by a visible discontinuity; if not, the mid-
point of the transition region was used; and when no transi-
tion region was detectable, fixed formant values were used,
for example, the boundary of /w/ and the following vowel is

FIG. 2. Relation between syllable and segmental duration with complete,
partial, or no compensation. Note that the two axes are drawn on the same
scale.
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placed at the point where theF2 value of /w/ passes 900 Hz;
the boundary between /r/ and a following vowel is placed at
the point where theF3 value of /r/ passes 1750 Hz.

2. Results

We analyzed the two most frequently occurring syllable
types—consonant–vowel~CV! and consonant–vowel–
consonant~CVC!. Table I shows the symbols used for de-
noting consonant classes as defined in terms of voicing and
manner. We first analyzed stressed word-initial CV syllables
in phrase-medial words having two or three syllables.

Syllable duration was highly predictable from the intrin-
sic durations of the onset and the nucleus, as measured by
product-moment correlation coefficients of 0.912 (t755.88,
p,0.001) and 0.959 (t15512.20, p,0.001). The slopes
were 0.889 and 0.959, statistically indistinguishable from
1.0. Hence, for these syllables, virtually no compensatory
timing takes place.

Next, we analyzed stressed word-final CVC syllables in
accented phrase-medial words. Correlations between syllable
duration and the segmental durations were 0.677 (t552.06,
p,0.05) for the onset consonant, 0.777 (t1154.09, p
,0.001) for the vowel, and 0.650 (t451.71,p,0.1) for the
coda consonant. Slopes were 1.122, 0.929, and 1.009.

For the effects of consonants in onsets in both sylla-
ble types, both voicing and manner of the segment play
a role: voiceless fricatives.voiceless stops.voiced stops
.voiced fricatives. Vowels showed a clear separation be-
tween four classes: diphthongs, long vowels~@,# and @Ä#!,
medium-length vowels~@{#, @Ñ#, @É#!, and vowels~@}#, @i# @##,
@*#!. Please see Figs. 3 and 4.

B. Segmental independence in Mandarin Chinese

1. Method

The Mandarin data were a subset of a database designed
for the study of duration~van Santen, 1993; Shih and Ao,
1994, 1996!. The original database consists of 424 sentences
chosen by a greedy algorithm, which maximizes the cover-
age of a set of predefined factors, including phone combina-
tions and phones in prosodic contexts. The sentences were
recorded by a male Mandarin speaker from Beijing. The re-
corded speech was segmented with the same standards de-
scribed above for the English database. This database con-
tains 19 150 syllables or 49 671 phones.

Three syllable types of Mandarin Chinese were ana-
lyzed: CV, CVC, and CGV~here, ‘‘C’’ indicates nonglide
consonants, and ‘‘G’’ glide consonants!. For the CVC case,
effects of the final consonant could not be measured because
the coda in the language is highly constrained: only nasal /H/
and /n/, and retroflex /[/ are allowed, and these three codas
have very similar durations~77, 75, and 63 ms, respectively,
in our database!, making it meaningless to analyze correla-
tions between segmental and syllabic duration for codas.

Besides syllable type, within-word position was also
varied ~word-initial final!: Contextual factors kept constant
were tone~deaccented neutral tones were excluded!, promi-
nence~syllables with discourse prominence were excluded!,
number of syllables in word~at least two!, and position in
phrase~neither phrase-initial nor phrase-final!.

TABLE I. Consonant class labels used for American English.

Class Symbol

Voiced stops B
Voiceless stops P
Voiced fricatives Z
Voiceless fricatives S
/h/ H
Voiced affricate J
Voiceless affricate C
Nasal N
Liquids, glides L

FIG. 3. Effects of consonant~left panel! and vowel~right panel! identity on CV syllable duration~linear, given in ms!, for American English. The consonant
symbols in the left and right panels represent consonant classes, see Table I. The vowel symbols in the center panel correspond to IPA symbols as follows:
Y5/Åi/, W5/a*/, I5/ai/, A5/ei/, a5/,/, o5/Ä/, O5/o*/, .5/Å/, R5/Ñ/, U5/É/, E5/ i/, #5/#/, e5/}/, u5/*/, i 5/i/.
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2. Results

Table II shows overall statistics for the relation between
segmental and syllable duration for six syllable types. As in
American English, syllable duration correlates strongly with
segmental duration.

Figure 5 shows mean durations pooled across all three
syllable types and two within-word locations, that have been
additivelycorrectedfor the effects of syllable type and loca-
tion. By this, the following is meant. We predicted durations
using multiple regression, with as predictive factors syllable
type and location, using a standard dummy-coding scheme.
The residuals can then be considered as durations that have
been corrected for the effects of these factors. Table III
shows the correlations within each of the syllable types.

It is critical that the relation between syllable duration
and onset consonant duration cannot be reduced to a simple
categorization such as voiced vs voiceless consonants. Thus,
syllable duration depends in a detailed way on the identity of
the onset consonant, including both voicing and manner. It is
not impossible that, given enough data, we also might have
been able to show effects of place of articulation~which are
much smaller!.

The results for vowels are less clear, which may be due,
at least in part, to the intrinsic duration range to be smaller
for vowels~50 ms! than for consonants~100 ms!. This might
be the result of the well-knownrestriction of rangephenom-
enon, where the correlation between two random variables

decreases as we reduce the range of one variable. Neverthe-
less, there is also a statistically significant association.

C. Summary of segmental independence results

In both languages, we found large and systematic varia-
tions in syllable duration, despite the fact that the syllables
were matched in terms of internal structure and occurred in
equivalent contexts. According to the weak syllable timing
hypothesis, this variation should have been small and ran-
dom. The systematicity was shown by powerful correlations
between intrinsic segmental and syllabic duration, involving
detailed classification of the segments. These results contra-
dict the assumption of segmental independence. We con-
clude that the duration of a syllable of a given type in a given
context depends on the details of its segmental makeup, spe-
cifically, on those phonetic features that are the primary de-
terminants ofsegmentalduration—voicing and manner. In
terms of the diagrams in Fig. 1, these results suggest that
syllable duration is influenced by segmental identities di-
rectly @as in panel~c!#, and not as in the weak syllable timing
hypothesis merely through the number of segments or a
coarse characterization of the nucleus.

In several cases, the slopes of the line relating segmental
duration to syllable duration were statistically not signifi-
cantly different from 1.0, indicating minimal amounts of
compensatory timing.

To clarify how to interpret these results, we emphasize
that they do not establish the phonological reality of seg-
ments. Rather, they establish that the durational behavior of
syllables cannot be understood without taking into account
the detailed properties of their constituents. The results are
neutral as to whether one should describe these constituents
as a sequence of phonetic segments or as a set of quasi-
independent asynchronous streams of features.

IV. SYLLABIC MEDIATION: EFFECTS OF
SUPRASEGMENTAL FACTORS ON SEGMENTAL
DURATION

We test here the following implication of syllabic me-
diation: when the exact same syllable~e.g., two instances of
@ba:#! occurring in two contexts has the same duration, then
the segmental durations should also be the same.

FIG. 4. Effects of consonant~left and right panels! and vowel~center panel! identity on CVC syllable duration.

TABLE II. Consonant class labels used for Mandarin Chinese, sorted in
decreasing order of segmental duration.

Class Symbol
Segmental
duration

Syllable
duration

Voiceless fricatives s, s½, * S 113 248
Aspirated affricates C 101 224
Voiceless fricatives f, h h 93 232
Voiceless aspirated stops P 80 210
Glides Y 63 200
Nasals in onsets n 59 212
Other voiced consonants v 51 203
Unaspirated affricates Z 38 183
Unaspirated stops B 10 165
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As pointed out in Sec. II, the weak syllable timing hy-
pothesis makes an exception for the effect of phrase bound-
aries. That is, segmental duration depends not only on syl-
lable duration and segmental identity, but also on whether
the syllable is phrase-final and on the position of the segment
within the syllable. In other words, phrasal location has a
specialsyllabic influence profile, whereby segments in dif-
ferent intrasyllabic locations are affected by different
amounts by changes in phrasal location.

In this section, we show that many contextual factors,
not only phrasal location, have a nonuniform, unique syllabic
influence profile, where some factors affect mostly syllable
onset duration, and others the duration of the nucleus, or the
coda. This implies that segmental duration depends on the
constellation of contextual factors to a much greater degree
than can be comfortably handled by the weak syllable timing
hypothesis.

A brief not here on the logical connection between in-
fluence profiles and syllabic mediation. In practice, it is dif-
ficult to obtain contextual constellations that produce nearly
identical syllable durations~e.g., because the effects of stress
would have to be exactly the same as the effects of phrase
finality!. Syllable influence profiles allow us to estimate seg-
mental durations that would be obtained had we been able to

find such constellations, using the following argument. We
define the syllabic influence profile of a two-leveled factor as
follows. For each within-syllable position, we compute the
ratio of the segmental durations in the ‘‘long’’ versus
‘‘short’’ level of the factor ~e.g., stressed versus unstressed,
or phrase-final versus phrase-medial!; the graph of these ra-
tios across within-syllable position is the syllabic influence
profile. We say that two profileshave different shapeswhen
it is impossible to transform one into the other by multiply-
ing it with some constant. It follows that if we find some
constant that produces the same profile averages~i.e., aver-
age over within-syllable locations!, then for at least one
within-syllable location the values of the two profiles will
still be different. Thus, when we find that two contextual
constellations produce profiles with different shapes, then by
extrapolation~e.g., had we been able to find boundaries that
are a little bit stronger, or stress levels that are a little bit
weaker! it follows that contextual constellations that would
have produced the same overall syllable durations would not
produce the same segmental durations. Of course, we are
making a tacit assumption here, which is that contextual ef-
fects are multiplicative in nature. There is increasingly more
evidence, however, that to a first order of approximation this
is true for most contextual effects on duration~van Santen,
1992; Shih and Ao, 1994, 1996; Mo¨bius and van Santen,
1996!.

The factors that will be analyzed are word initiality, tone
~Mandarin Chinese!, word emphasis~Mandarin Chinese!,
lexical stress~American English!, and phrasal position.

A. Syllabic mediation in American English

We analyzed the effects of three factors for CV and
CVC syllables:

~1! Phrase boundaries, comparing word-final syllables in
phrase-medial and utterance-final position.

FIG. 5. Effects of consonant~left panel! and vowel~right panel! identity on syllable duration, combined over three syllable types~CV, CVC, and CGV! and
over word position~word-initial, word-final!, for Mandarin Chinese. The data in the left panel are the same as given in Table II. The consonant symbols in
the left panel represent consonant classes as shown in Table II. The vowel symbols in the right panel correspond to IPA symbols as follows: F5/,/, a
5/Ä/, W5/a*/, e5/}/, U5/]/, E5/#/, i5/i/, u5/u/, o5/o/, O5/o)/, J5/&/.

TABLE III. Correlations ~slopes! for relation between syllable-initial con-
sonant or vowel and syllable duration, for Mandarin Chinese. Except for the
value of 0.21, all correlations are significant atp,0.05.

Syllable
type

Within-word
position Consonant Vowel

CV initial 0.89 ~0.70! 0.76 ~0.81!
final 0.91 ~0.63! 0.21 ~0.43!

CVC initial 0.96 ~0.84! 0.60 ~0.70!
final 0.96 ~0.75! 0.89 ~0.91!

CGV initial 0.95 ~0.94! 0.94 ~0.55!
final 0.90 ~0.96! 0.99 ~0.78!
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~2! Within-word position, comparing non-word-final syl-
lables in word-initial and non-word-initial position.

~3! Lexical stress, comparing unstressed with primary
stressed.

Analyses of variance were performed on the logarithm
of duration~thereby analyzing ratios, orchange percentages,
as in the figures, instead of differences!. We were primarily
interested in showing nonuniformity of lengthening ratios
across within-syllable positions~which corresponds to a two-
way interaction between within-syllable location and contex-
tual factor!, and showing that these nonuniform influence
patterns differed across contextual factors@which corre-
sponds to a three-way interaction between within-syllable
location, type of contextual factor~phrase boundary versus
stress versus word initiality!, and within-contextual-factor-
level ~longer versus shorter, e.g., phrase-final vs phrase-

medial for the phrase boundary factor#. In each of these
analyses, we also included some of the remaining factors in
the analysis~listed as ‘‘additional factors’’! that the database
did not allow us to keep constant; these factors were as-
sumed not to interact with the factors of interest. Segmental
identity was treated as a nested~within the within-syllable
location factor! fixed-effects factor. Table IV shows which
factors were involved in these analyses.

Key findings were the following~also see Figs. 6 and 7
and Table IV!: First, word initiality had no main effect@CV
case: F(1,1530)50.2196, p.0.5; CVC case:F(1,880)
50.58,p.0.5] and did not interact with position in the syl-
lable @CV case: F(1,1530)53.78, p.0.5; CVC case:
F(1,880)52.62,p.0.05].

Second, phrase boundary had main effects@CVC case,
phrase boundary:F(1,5497)51873.38,p,0.001; CV case,

FIG. 6. Syllable influence profiles for contextual factors on durations of onsets and nuclei in CV syllables in American English. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.

FIG. 7. Syllable influence profiles for contextual factors on durations of onsets, nuclei, and codas in CVC in American English.
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phrase boundary:F(1,750)5255.73, p,0.001] and inter-
acted with within-syllable location@CVC case, phrase
boundary: F(1,5497)587.77, p,0.001; CV case, phrase
boundary:F(1,750)5170.56,p,0.001].

Third, stress had main effects@CVC case, stress:
F(1,1216)5228.88, p,0.001; CV case, stress:F(1,710)
555.64, p,0.001] but interacted with position in the syl-
lable only in CVCs@CVC case, stress:F(1,1216)558.71,
p,0.001; CV case, stress:F(1,710)50.12,p.0.5].

Fourth, the critical three-way interaction between
within-syllable location, type of contextual factor, and
within-contextual-factor was significant for CVCs and for
CVs and for CVs @CVC case: F(4,7639)593.55, p
,0.001; CV case:F(2,3007)544.25,p,0.001].

We reach the conclusion that different contextual factors
have different, nonuniform influence profiles, with the differ-
ences particularly pronounced for CVCs due to the lack of
effect of stress on codas.

B. Syllabic mediation in Mandarin Chinese

We analyzed the effects of four factors for CV and CVC
syllables:

~1! Phrase boundaries, comparing word-final, utterance-
medial syllables in phrase-medial and phrase-final posi-
tion.

~2! Within-word position, comparing syllables in word-
initial and non-word-initial position.

~3! Tone, comparing the deaccented tone 0 with full tones
1–4.

~4! Stress, comparing stress 0 with stress levels 1 and 2.

Table V lists additional restrictions as well as additional fac-
tors.

Figures 8 and 9 show that phrase boundaries primarily
affect the nucleus and coda, while word initiality primarily
affects the onset. The effects of tone and stress are more
evenly spread over onset, nucleus, and coda. Results are
quite similar for CV and CVC syllables.

Analyses of variance on the logarithm of duration sup-
ported these impressions. For CV syllables, we found signifi-
cant effects~at p,0.001 or better!. All analyses uniformly
yieldedF-ratios with 1 and degrees of freedom~df!, where df
exceeded 3000, and had values in excess of 9.0; we do not
separately report these analyses for the interaction between
within-syllable location and phrase boundary, tone, stress,
and word initiality, indicating that ratios for the two loca-
tions indeed differed for each of these factors.

Moreover, the critical three-way interaction between
within-syllable location, type of contextual factor~phrase
boundary versus tone versus stress versus word initiality!,
and within-contextual-factor~longer versus shorter, e.g.,
phrase-final versus phrase-medial for the phrase boundary
factor! was also significant.

C. Summary of syllabic mediation results

Syllabic mediation implies that contextual constellations
that produce the same syllable duration should also cause the
durations of the constituent segments to be the same. This
was tested by analyzing the syllabic influence profiles of
various two-level~‘‘long’’ versus ‘‘short’’ ! contextual fac-
tors, defined as the ratios of the long to the short durations as
a function of within-syllable position. We found that the ef-
fects on segmental duration depend on a complicated inter-
action between within-syllable position and which contextual

TABLE IV. Restrictions and additional factors for each of the three con-
trasts shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for American English~CV syllables; CVC
syllables between parentheses!.

Contrast Restrictions Additional

Phrase-final
vs not phrase-final

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
At least 4 words
Word-final
Primary stress
Accented

Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
At least 4 words
Not phrase-initial
Not phrase-final
Not word-final
Primary stress
Accented

Stress 1
vs stress 0

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
Not phrase-initial
At least 4 words
Not phrase-final
Not phrase-final
Word-final ~Only word final!
Accented

TABLE V. Restrictions and additional factors for each of the four contrasts
shown in Figs. 8 and 9~Mandarin Chinese!.

Contrast Restrictions Additional

Phrase-final
vs not phrase-final

Tones 1–4 Segmental identity

Stress 0 Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Word-final
Not phrase-initial
Not utterance-final

Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Tones 1–4 Segmental identity

Stress 0
Polysyllabic word
Not phrase-initial
Not phrase-final

Tone 1–4
vs tone 0

Not phrase-initial Segmental identity

Not phrase-final Within-word position
Stress 0

Stress 1,2
vs stress 0

Not phrase-initial Segmental identity

Not phrase-final Within-word position
Tones 1–4
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factor was involved. It seems that these factors, far from
operating on the syllable as a unit, have strikingly uneven
effects across the syllable.

Recent results by van Son and van Santen~1997! cast
further doubt on syllabic mediation. The effects of stress of
surrounding vowels on intervocalic consonants in word-
initial, word-medial, and word-final syllables were studied.
For labials, it was found that the effects of stress~measured
as ratios or as differences! were roughly the same in the three
syllabic positions. However, for coronals these effects dif-
fered strongly. Specifically, stress of surrounding vowels had
a much larger effect in word-medial positions than in either
word-final or word-initial positions.~Of course, the word-
medial prestressed position provides the typical context in
which flappingoccurs.! These, and related results show that
effects of prosodic factors such as syllabic stress and position
of the syllable in a word have to be understood in conjunc-
tion with specific features of the segments involved, not only
in conjunction with the intrasyllabic position of the seg-

ments. These results cannot be understood by prosodic fac-
tors determining overall syllable duration, and segmental du-
rations being adjusted to fit in this syllable interval.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we argued that various forms of the syl-
lable timing concept all share two assumptions, which we
called syllabic mediationand segmental independence. The
former refers to the assumption that the duration of a seg-
ment depends only on the duration of the syllable, its iden-
tity, and its position in the syllable; and the latter to the
assumption that the duration of the syllable is independent of
the identities of the segments it contains.

The data showed that the duration of a syllable is highly
dependent on the intrinsic duration of the segments it con-
tains. Specifically, durations of syllables having exactly the
same structure~e.g., CVC! and occurring in nominally iden-
tical prosodic contexts vary systematically with the intrinsic

FIG. 8. Syllable influence profiles for various contextual factors on durations of onsets, nuclei, and codas in CV syllables in Mandarin Chinese.

FIG. 9. Syllable influence profiles for various contextual factors on durations of onsets, nuclei, and codas in CVC syllables in Mandarin Chinese.
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durations of their segments. In other words, one cannot pre-
dict and understand syllable duration unless one takes the
identities of the constituent segments into account. But,
when the syllable timing model does this, the key attractive
property—decomposition of the feature space into prosodic
factors that do not directly affect segments and phonemic
factors that hardly affect syllable durations—is lost. As we
remarked in the Introduction, this property could have been a
major tool in dealing with data sparsity.

The data also showed that contextual factors differ in
terms of which parts of the syllable they affect: Some factors
primarily affect onsets, others onsets and nuclei, and still
others nuclei and codas. In other words, syllable duration by
itself does not dictate segmental duration.

We reach the following conclusion. There is little con-
troversy that suprasegmental units~words, syllables, IPCGs!
play a role as phonological entities in explaining and predict-
ing speech timing. In addition, it may very well be that cer-
tain effects involving these entities are of a compensatory
nature. For example, we know that vowels in long words are
shorter than vowels in short words; also, it appeared that
some degree of compensation takes place at the intrasyllabic
level in Mandarin Chinese. Nevertheless, in the two lan-
guages studied these compensatory effects are quite weak,
and come nowhere near to obscuring the effects of intrinsic
segmental duration on overall syllable duration.

We want to conclude by sketching a hypothesis of why
speech would not be produced in terms of suprasegmental
temporal units. We propose that higher-level speech produc-
tion processes are concerned with speech timing only in a
loose sense, and issue fairly imprecise requests for local~i.e.,
on the scale of up to a few syllables! accelerations and de-
celerations down the line of command to lower-level speech
production processes. That is: they are commands of the
type: ‘‘pronounce this important word very slowly,’’ but not:
‘‘pronounce this syllable in 192 ms,’’ nor ‘‘make sure that
these syllables are produced with the same total duration.’’
Moreover, except perhaps for certain types of poetry or reit-
erant speech, these local speaking rate requests are deter-
mined to a significant degree by the semantics of discourse.
Of course, thepattern of which words in a phrase require
special emphasis—and hence local deceleration—does not
follow some simple~e.g., alternating! sequence, but is the
result of syntactic and semantic constraints. Hence, it would
be unlikely that the pattern of local speaking rate commands
issued by these higher-level speech production processes
would exhibit any type of constancy or repetitiveness. Se-
mantics, redundancy, and the desire to communicate effi-
ciently may even be responsible for certain ‘‘compensatory’’
phenomena that typically have been interpreted as reflecting
the speaker’s desire for isochrony, such as the fact that vow-
els are shorter in longer words: It simply may be that syl-
lables in long words are lexically more redundant than syl-
lables in short words, and hence do not require particularly
careful pronunciation. Elsewhere~van Santen, 1992! we
showed not only that vowels in longer words are shorter than
vowels in shorter words, but also, using a partial correlation
technique, that this is not due to any effects of stress group
length—which obviously increases with word length.

The actual durations of the resulting articulatory actions
are a function both of these top-down requests and of various
physiological and mechanical constraints. Since articulatory
actions in speech are largelynonrepetitive~i.e., in nonreiter-
ant speech the articulatory path hardly ever passes through
the same subpath twice in articulatory space!, there is no
reason to suspect that articulatory actions involvependulum-
like muscle behaviorsuch as in rhythmic music, sawing, or
nodding one’s head. Hence, the physiological and mechani-
cal constraints are unlikely to execute rhythmic local speak-
ing rate commands in a rhythmic fashion.

If this proposal is correct, then we should not expect
rhythmicity in speech in the sense of any constancies of su-
prasegmental unit durations.
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Anisotropy of ultrasonic propagation and scattering properties
in fresh rat skeletal muscle in vitro
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The anisotropy of frequency-dependent backscatter coefficient, attenuation, and speed of sound is
assessed in fresh rat skeletal muscle within 5 hpost-mortem. Excised rat semimembranosus and
soleus muscles are measured in 37 °C Tyrode solution, with the muscle fibers at 90° and 45°
orientations to the incident sound beam. Reflected and through transmission signals from either a
6- or 10-MHz focused transducer give frequency dependent information in the 4–14 MHz range.
The attenuation coefficient in each muscle is consistently a factor of 2.060.4 lower for propagation
perpendicular to the fibers than at 45°, whereas speed of sound shows a much milder anisotropy, and
is slightly faster for the 90° orientation. The largest anisotropy is seen in the backscatter coefficient,
most notably in the semimembranosus where the magnitude at 90° is over an order of magnitude
greater than at 45°, with the frequency dependence in both cases giving a power law between 1.5
and 2.0. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!05401-1#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Cs, 43.80.Ev@FD#

INTRODUCTION

The variation of acoustic properties with direction of the
incident sound field relative to the orientation of the medium
being studied is known as acousticanisotropy. Anisotropy in
ultrasonic parameters characterizing biological tissue has
been reported for a number of tissues with oriented struc-
tures, primarily myocardium,1–8 in which Miller et al. have
shown that attenuation is over a factor of 2 greater along the
muscle fibers than perpendicular to them,3 that speed of
sound also has a maximum along the muscle fibers,4 and that
backscatter exhibits a maximum for incident sound perpen-
dicular to the fibers and a minimum for for parallel
incidence.1,8 Tendon5–7,9and kidney10 have also been studied
for their anisotropic properties. The use of skeletal muscle to
investigate ultrasound parameter anisotropy has primarily
looked at bovine muscle; mostly attenuation9,11–13 with an
additional study each of speed9 and integrated backscatter
coefficient.11 Investigations using dog,14 rabbit,14,15 and
frog15 muscles have measured speed of sound alone.

The great majority of the work cited above has been
performed on samples which were fixed, frozen, orpost-
rigor, and the few studies using fresh tissue have measured
only a single parameter at a time.2,13,15The aim of this study
is to characterize the anisotropy of the frequency-dependent
backscatter coefficientsb( f ), attenuationa( f ), and speed
of sound c, all measured at effectively the same time, in
freshly excised rat skeletal muscle. Samples are measured in
37 °C Tyrode solution16 to prolong the viability of the tissue
and to create conditions as similar as possible toin vivo,
which should be more clinically relevant than previous non-
fresh anisotropy studies. Results are presented for ten rat
soleus muscles, and ten rat semimembranosus muscles, both
muscle types characterized by having straight and parallel
muscle fibers.

I. METHODS

A. Muscle specimen preparation

The two muscle types studied here are both parallel-fiber
skeletal muscles found in the leg of the rat; the soleus in the
lower leg ~the calf! and the semimembranosus in the upper
lateral thigh. Adult rats~Sprague Dawley, Harlan, Indianapo-
lis! were used for this study on fresh muscle, rather than
using larger animals, since surplus rats from other investiga-
tions were readily available. Each muscle was excised from
the rat within 15 min of when it was euthanized by CO2. The
experimental protocol was approved by the campus’ Labora-
tory Animal Care Advisory Committee and satisfied all cam-
pus and NIH rules for the humane use of laboratory animals.

The excised semi-membranosus muscles were roughly
rectangular in shape with typical relaxed dimensions of 2.0–
2.5 cm long, 1.2–1.5 cm wide, and 0.5–0.7 cm thick; the
sample is interrogated through its ‘‘thickness’’ which is re-
markably flat and parallel over the region investigated, as
determined from the acoustically detected front and back
surfaces~see below!. The soleus muscle samples were typi-
cally 2.060.4 cm long between the tendons at each end. The
fibers run neatly between tendons, lying straight and nearly
parallel as the muscle is slightly thicker in the middle and
tapers gradually to the ends. The muscle is interrogated
through the thickest section, typically 0.3–0.4 cm thick~and
0.4–0.6 cm wide!.

The microstructure of the two muscle types is shown in
the stained microscope images of Fig. 1, in which the muscle
fibers are seen in cross-section. The predominant feature in
both images is the closely packed arrangement of muscle
fibers, each surrounded by its sheath of connective tissue.

Within 5 min of excision, the muscles were fastened to a
measurement holder such that the fibers were at a;10%–
20% stretch from relaxation. Soleus muscles were tied with
suture through the tendons at each end, and the larger semi-
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membranosus samples were held in place by a small stainless
steel clip at each end. The sample was immediately im-
mersed in a 37 °C Tyrode solution16 ~which was prepared
with distilled degased water to limit gas formation! where it
remained for all measurements. Tyrode solution is a nutritive
medium containing the salts and glucose necessary to pre-
serve cellular function in the tissue and thus maintain the
viability of the sample for several hours. By removing a
second~soleus! muscle from an animal, and holding it in
similar conditions during the course of the experiment, we
ascertained that the measured sample does not go into rigor
for at least 4–5 h after death, by which time the acoustic
measurements are completed.

B. Acquisition of data

The muscle sample, transducer, and needle hydrophone
were all immersed in a temperature controlled (3760.5 °C)
Tyrode bath in an arrangement that allowed both transmis-
sion through, and reflection from, the same spatial locations
in the muscle~see Fig. 2!. The sample was held at the focus
of either a 6-MHz or 10-MHz~Panametrics V309, V311!
spherically focused transducer~both 1.27 cm diameter, 5 cm
radius of curvature! which was excited by a Panametrics
5900 pulser/receiver. The reflected signal, and the through
transmission signal from the 0.6-mm diameter needle hydro-
phone~Medicoteknisk Institut 1094! just behind the sample,
were both received and amplified by the pulser/receiver and
displayed on a LeCroy 9354 TM digitizing oscilloscope, set
at 250 Ms/s. A dedicated PC recorded and stored the rf-
signals from the oscilloscope for processing off-line.

The muscle holder is moved within the sound field by a
micropositioning system, which allows translational and ro-
tational movement with a positional accuracy of 2mm and
0.02 degrees, respectively. Two orientations with respect to
the muscle fibers were measured: 90°~perpendicular! and
45°. ~The effect of oblique incidence of the sound beam on
the muscle surface in Tyrode was calculated for the 45° case
to give a pressure transmission coefficient of greater than
0.998, in comparison to the normal incidence value of
0.999.! At each orientation, a 535 grid of spatial samples
each separated by 700mm ~greater than both transducers’
26-dB spot size! was measured, with the muscle moved axi-
ally as necessary to ensure that the focal point of the trans-
ducer was at its center. Two rf-waveforms were captured for
each spatial point:~a! a backscattered temporally averaged
waveform ~of 500 echoes! encompassing the entire muscle
depth and both surfaces~to be gated off-line!, which is used
to find sb( f ) as well as the thickness of the sample at that
spot; and~b! a transmission signal through the muscle. Be-
tween each spatial point measurement, the muscle is posi-
tioned out of the beam path to record~c! a reference trans-
mission signal through the Tyrode solution alone. The two
transmission rf-signals,~b! and~c!, each averaged 100 times,
are used to finda( f ) andc. At the end of the experiment, a
reference reflection signal for thesb measurement is col-
lected from a flat Plexiglas plate positioned where the axial

FIG. 1. Photomicrographs of the two rat muscle types, with the semi-
membranosus in the top panel~a! and the soleus below~b!. The length scale
in each image is determined by the bar which represents 50mm. Muscle
specimens were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin, sectioned perpen-
dicular to the fiber direction to 3mm, and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin for evaluation.

FIG. 2. Photograph showing the experimental apparatus. To determine the
scale, note the semimembranosus muscle shown here is fastened in a holder
whose black top bar measures 11 cm long. The needle hydrophone is di-
rectly behind the muscle, and the transducer is in the foreground. A heating
coil and mechanical stirrer are seen below the transducer, and the heater’s
thermostat and a thermometer are seen to the left of the sample. All com-
ponents are immersed in 37 °C Tyrode solution.
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center of the muscle had been. Figure 3 shows the wave-
forms and corresponding spectra of the echo of each of the
transducers from the Plexiglas plane reflector.

The freshness of the muscle samples was fundamental to
the protocol of this study. Since the acquisition of data for
each muscle took approximately 3 h~due to the spatial sam-
pling and extensive signal averaging after nearly 1 h of po-
sitioning and setup time!, each muscle was interrogated with
only one of the two transducers to ensure that all measure-
ments were completed within 4–5 h before the onset of rigor.

To ensure that the differences we may see at the two
orientations were not a function of the aging of the muscle,
six of the ten rat muscles of each type were measured at 90°
orientation first before being turned to 45°, and four in re-
verse order. No difference was seen between these two popu-
lations in any of the measured acoustic parameters.

The effect of refraction of the sound beam through the
muscle samples held at 45° has been carefully considered: A
calculation of the beam through the thickest specimens of 7
mm ~and most samples were thinner!, using speeds of sound
1590 m/s and 1537 m/s for the muscle and Tyrode solution,
respectively, gives a 0.36-mm lateral shift of the beam rela-
tive to the incident beam axis. This is about half the size of
the hydrophone diameter, and about one-quarter of the
23-dB transducer beamwidth at the hydrophone. Since the
hydrophone is mounted on micrometer positioners, a ‘‘reop-
timization’’ of its position was attempted after turning the
sample from 90° to 45°, but no increase in the through trans-
mission signal magnitude was seen, and it was decided that
less error was introduced into the measurement by simply
leaving the relative positions of the transducer and hydro-
phone fixed. To check the refraction effect on a known iso-

tropic, homogeneous substance, the attenuation at 45° and
90° through a 0.5-cm wide disk of Dow Corning silicone
fluid ~with Reynolds plastic wrap windows! was measured in
water with the same equipment and without repositioning the
hydrophone. The larger discrepancy in speeds of sound be-
tween water and silicone fluid~1486 m/s and 1390 m/s, re-
spectively, at room temperature! made the calculated lateral
beam shift 0.43 mm when the 0.5-cm disk was held at 45° to
the incident beam axis. The measured attenuation of the sili-
cone oil for the two orientations was less than 5% different
over the whole frequency range of the 5-MHz transducer;
thus we concluded that for the muscle samples, with more
similar speeds of sound to the surrounding fluid bath, the
refraction effect would cause only a few percent decrease at
most in the received signal power at 45°, and could be ig-
nored.

C. Analysis of data

Attenuation measurements require knowledge of the
sample thickness, but since it is difficult to physically mea-
sure fresh tissue thickness, we use a technique employing the
pulse times-of-flight~TOF! to the hydrophone with and with-
out the specimen in the beam path~Tm and Tw , respec-
tively!, and the TOF back to the transducer from both muscle
surfaces~t1 front, t2 back!. See Fig. 4 for an example of the
backscattered signal with thet1,2 surfaces determined by an
algorithm which looks for the first and last points which are
greater than three times the baseline amplitude.~This base-
line is defined as the average of the absolute value of the first
100 points—0.4ms—of the captured waveform, which are
arranged to be before the front surface of the sample.! Note
the time difference between front and back surfaces is cor-
rected in the analysis for the transmitted pulse duration,D
~0.42 ms and 0.23ms for the 6- and 10-MHz transducers,
respectively!. We calculate the speed of sound in the muscle,
cm , by:17

cm5cwF11
2~Tw2Tm!

t22t12D G , ~1!

FIG. 3. Waveforms and power spectra of the two transducers used in this
study;~a! and~b! from the 6-MHz transducer;~c! and~d! from the 10-MHz
transducer. The waveforms are temporal averages of 100 echoes and were
sampled at 250 MS/s.

FIG. 4. The backscattered signal from a rat semi-membranosus muscle at
90° orientation to the sound beam. Dashed vertical lines are determined
from an algorithm to find muscle surfacest1,2.
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wherecw is the measured speed of sound in the Tyrode so-
lution ~1538 m/s at 37 °C!. Then cm(t22t12D)/2 is the
thickness of the muscle at that point. With thicknesses
known, attenuation is then calculated by the insertion loss
technique, in which the power spectrum of the signal trans-
mitted through the sample is simply compared to the power
spectrum received without the sample in the sound path.

Absolute backscatter coefficient is determined according
to the method of Insana and Hall18,19

sb~ f !5
0.36R1

2g2

A0Dz
e14~am2a0!~Rs1Dz/2!

^uS~ f !u2&
uR~ f !u2 , ~2!

whereR1 is the average distance between the transducer and
the near surface of the sampled volume,A0 is the area of the
transducer aperture,Dz is the axial length of the sampled
volume,Rs is the distance from the muscle front face to the
near surface of the sampled volume,am and a0 are the
frequency-dependent attenuation coefficients of the sample
~measured for each case! and Tyrode solution~assumed simi-
lar to water!, respectively, and̂uS( f )u2& is the spatially av-
eraged power spectral estimate from the laterally sampled,
diffraction corrected, Hanning gated20 backscattered wave-
forms. @See Fig. 5 for an example of^uS( f )u2& from a semi-
membranosus muscle.# uR( f )u2 is the reference power spec-
tral estimate obtained from the reflection against the
Plexiglas plane reflector—with amplitude reflection coeffi-
cient g50.35—evaluated at axial distanceR11Dz/2. Note
that a factor of 4 error in our previous backscatter analysis21

has been found and corrected.
The gated window depth for backscatter analysis of the

semimembranosus muscles was 5ms ~4 mm!, starting 1ms
below the front surface~to avoid surface reflections!, and for
the thinner soleus muscles was necessarily smaller, 3ms ~2.4
mm! at 0.5ms below the front surface, to ensure the same
sampling volume on all samples of the same muscle type. To
check the effect of window gate length, the semi-
membranosus data were also analyzed with a 3-ms window,
starting also at 1ms below the front surface. This analysis
showed no significant difference to that with the 5-ms gate,

as determined by the best fits to both analyses of the same
data having the same amplitude and power law exponent
within a few percent.

II. RESULTS

The attenuation coefficient in each muscle shows a dis-
tinct difference between measurement with the muscle fibers
at 90° and 45° to the incident sound beam. An example of
a( f ) for a single muscle~semimembranosus #1! is shown in
Fig. 6 where the lines are the spatial averages over a given
muscle orientation and the error bars the standard deviation
of the 25 spatial samples. In 17 of the 20 muscle samples
measured, the error bars of the two orientations were well
separated like this; in the other three, there was some over-

FIG. 7. Attenuation coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten rat semi-
membranosus and ten rat soleus muscles. Different symbols represent indi-
vidual muscles, where the higher valued data of each pair are the 45° ori-
entation. For ease of distinction, the 90° orientation data have been
connected with lines.

FIG. 5. Example of the echo spectrum from a semimembranosus muscle
sample, measured with the 10-MHz transducer.

FIG. 6. Example of attenuation coefficient in a single muscle~semi-
membranosus #1! at 45° and 90°. Data are shown over the25-dB band-
width of the received hydrophone signal for the 10-MHz transducer, al-
though the fit~not shown! is performed over23 dB. Expressions for the
best fit to each orientation are given in the figure, wheref is in MHz. Error
bars are the standard deviation of the 25 spatial samples in each case.
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lap. The averagea( f ) values for all 20 samples are shown
in Fig. 7, where different symbols in each graph represent
individual animals. Again, due to the time sensitivity of our
measurements, a single muscle could not be measured with
sufficient thoroughness at both orientations by both transduc-
ers, and so measurements on each sample are limited to the
useful bandwidth of one transducer. For the purpose of dis-
tinction, the 90° orientation data are represented with both
symbols and solid lines. The 45° data are always higher than
90°. Although the two orientations among all samples are not
entirely separate, the ratio within each muscle stays fairly
consistent~see Fig. 8!. For both muscle types, the value of
a( f )45° /a( f )90° is very near to 2~60.4! over the measured
frequency range.

The averaged speed of sound values are given in Table I
and plotted in Fig. 9. The difference between the two orien-
tations in fresh muscle is only on the order of 0.5%, and the
error bars here, due to the method of measuring thickness at
each sampled location, have values close to the difference
between orientations. Paired t-test analysis of the two orien-
tations for each muscle type give probabilities of 0.006 and
0.0008 for the semimembranosus and soleus, respectively,
that the speeds of sound for each orientation are from the
same population. The observation thatc at 90° is larger than
at 45° contrasts with previous work9,14,15 showing faster
propagation parallel to muscle fibers. We note here that none
of the previous work has been performed on rat muscle, nor

apparently on samples that are measured this soonpost-
mortem. For a comparison between our fresh muscle mea-
surements andpost-rigor rat muscle, two of the same muscle
samples for each type were measured one day later~post-
rigor! after overnight storage in saline in the refrigerator.
The speed of sound in each case decreased by close to 1%,
indicating some softening, but the propagation speed for the
four samples remained faster for the 90° orientation~but the
difference was less: 0.2%–0.3% for thepost-rigor samples!.

The backscatter coefficient as a function of frequency is
plotted in Fig. 10 for the ten semimembranosus muscles, and
in Fig. 11 for the ten soleus. The symbols in each graph
represent a different animal, and again the 90° orientation
data are joined with solid lines to distinguish them from the
values at 45°. In the semimembranosus, the power-law fit
~straight line! to the 90° population is clearly a factor of;30
or more higher than the fit to all the 45° backscatter data, and
within each animal, the difference in orientations is at least
an order of magnitude. The soleus backscatter data show a
similar degree of anisotropy, with fits to the ensemble at each

FIG. 8. Ratio ofa( f ) at 45° vs 90° for all 20 muscle samples. Solid lines
represent the frequency-independent average of thea( f )45° /a( f )90° ratio
over the measured frequency range, and the error bars the standard devia-
tion, for each muscle type (N510).

TABLE I. Average speeds of sound6standard deviation~m/s! in freshly
excised rat semimembranosus and soleus muscles at 37 °C as a function of
muscle fiber orientation to the sound field.N510 for each muscle type.
Measurements were taken with either a 6- or 10-MHz center frequency
transducer. Standard deviation of the spatially averaged speed within one
muscle is typically;4 m/s, but can be up to;7 m/s.

Semimembranosus Soleus
speed~m/s! speed~m/s!

90° 158965 90° 158263
45° 158165 45° 157664

FIG. 9. Speeds of sound averages for the ten semimembranosus and ten
soleus muscles measured at 45° and 90°.

FIG. 10. Backscatter coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten semi-
membranosus muscles. Symbols represent individual muscles, and the 90°
data have been connected with solid lines to distinguish them from those
measured at 45°. Straight lines are power-law fits to all samples at the given
orientation. Expressions for each fit are given in the figure~in units of
cm21 Str21, with f in MHz!.
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orientation a factor 10 apart. Note thatsb( f ) values taken by
the same method on a homogeneous, isotropic tissue phan-
tom show no difference at all in magnitude or frequency
dependence, within experimental uncertainty. The frequency
dependence for both muscles and both orientations ranges
betweenf 1.5 and f 2, with the 90° orientation typically having
a slightly higher frequency dependence. A regression analy-
sis of the log–log fits to each muscle and orientation gives
r 2'0.8 in each of the four cases (N510).

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Distinct differences are observed in the ultrasonic pa-
rameters of rat skeletal muscle held with muscle fibers at 90°
and 45° to the sound beam. Attenuation values within each
muscle show a distinctive increase as the muscle fibers are
turned from 90° to 45°, and the ratio ofa45° /a90° is consis-
tent at;2 across the frequency range measured here. This
amount of anisotropy is in good agreement with earlier mea-
surements on frozen andpost-rigor bovine skeletal
muscle9,11–13 and fresh canine myocardium3 which showed
ratios of 1.9 to 3.4 for attenuation parallel versus perpendicu-
lar to the muscle fibers (a0° /a90°); if one assumes a roughly
sinusoidal variation of attenuation with angle of insonifica-
tion ~as seen in the oriented-fiber tissue phantom and canine
myocardium samples of Milleret al.3!, this would corre-
spond toa45° /a90° ratios of 1.5 to 2.2.

Speeds of sound in both muscles are seen here to be
slightly faster for the 90° orientation, contrary to previous
work on fixed and frozen muscle samples,4,9 and fresh dog,14

rabbit,14,15 and frog15 skeletal muscle. In all cases the differ-
ence between speeds measured parallel and perpendicular to
the sound beam is on the order of 1% or less, and thus the
accuracy of the method for determining sample thickness
~which is easier for frozen and fixed tissue! becomes crucial.
Although the possibility of systematic error in our determi-
nations of fresh sample thickness exists, a statistical analysis
of our propagation speeds at 45° and 90° orientations indi-
cates that our means are distinct.@Note also, an indication of

our similar ability to measure speed at both orientations is
given by the standard deviation~s.d.! values for the 25 spa-
tial samples of a given muscle and orientation. In comparing
s.d.s between orientation groups, the average s.d.s were 3.9
m/s and 4.5 m/s for the 90° and 45° measurements, respec-
tively, with the range in both cases 2–7 m/s.# As a check of
our speed of sound technique, a sample of bovine semi-
tendinosis~beef eye of round, grocer preparation! was cut,
with sides parallel to muscle fibers, to the approximate size
of a rat semimembranosus~0.5 cm thick!. Using the same
equipment and analysis techniques, including the threshold
detection of front and back surfaces to determine sample
thickness, the speed of sound was measured with the muscle
fibers at 45° and 90° orientations. For this bovine muscle, the
speed of sound was measured to be larger at 45°~1553.4
63.5 m/s at 21 °C! than at 90°~154763.5 m/s at 21 °C! in
agreement with earlier studies on speed of sound in
muscle.4,9,14,15

The 0.4%–0.5% greater speed in the 90° measurements
of rat skeletal muscle seen here may be particular to the rat,
in which speed of sound measurements have not previously
been measured. The role of freshness was checked with our
four post-rigor muscle samples, measured in the same man-
ner; although the speeds of sound decreased for the day-old
muscles by;1%, the propagation perpendicular to the
muscle fibers remained faster than that at 45°.~The anisot-
ropy did appear to decrease somewhat from;0.5% to
;0.2% but since only 4 samples were measured compared to
the 20 fresh, a quantitative comparison is not valid.! It was
not the purpose of this work to examine thepost-mortem
time dependent effects on sound speed, and more measure-
ments will be required to determine under which conditions
mammalian skeletal muscle may have faster or slower propa-
gation speeds at a given orientation; but in any case, the
anisotropy of speed of sound in fresh tissue is not large.

Backscatter coefficient is the most anisotropic of the
measured ultrasound parameters. The averagesb( f ) values
of the two measured orientations are separated by over an
order of magnitude for both the semimembranosus and so-
leus muscles. The frequency dependence of the backscatter,
averaging betweenf 1.5 and f 2, is not significantly different
between muscles, and although the 90° orientation typically
has a slightly higher frequency dependence in a given
muscle, the ensemble average for the soleus muscle smears
out this difference.~Note that although there is significant
variability of the backscatter coefficient values from sample
to sample, and the fact that each sample was not measured
over the entire frequency range does compromise the fre-
quency dependence, we believe the ensemble of ten samples
of each muscle type represents a reasonable statistical sample
for showing the magnitude differences and rough frequency
dependence of each orientation.!

The frequency dependence of scattering can provide in-
formation as to the size of scatterer; Lizziet al.22 have found
a relationship between the frequency dependence of the
backscatter~expressed in dB/MHz! and the effective diam-
eter of the scatterers in ocular tissue. Although they assume
approximately spherical scatterers, we find it interesting to
consider their model in examining our muscle samples of

FIG. 11. Backscatter coefficient at 45° and 90° for the ten soleus muscles.
Symbols represent individual muscles, and the 90° data have been connected
with solid lines to distinguish them from those measured at 45°. Straight
lines are power-law fits to all samples at the given orientation. Expressions
for each fit are given in the figure~in units of cm21 Str21, with f in MHz!.
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presumably elongated scatterers. In using their spectral slope
relationship, we find from our data an ‘‘effective scatterer
diameter’’ of approximately 60mm. Interestingly, a morpho-
metric study of soleus muscle fiber in male and female rats23

determined a 63–64mm diameter of the predominantly
~90%! type I ~slow-twitch! muscle fibers. Our microscope
images of both the soleus and semimembranosus muscle
~Fig. 1! also indicate muscle fiber diameters on the order of
60 mm. This suggests that the effective scatterers in rat skel-
etal muscle might be the myofibers, instead of the smaller
sarcomeres or myofibrils, or the larger myofiber bundles.

In summary, anisotropy in rat skeletal muscle has been
quantified here by characterizing attenuation, speed of sound,
and backscatter coefficient as a function of the muscle fiber
orientation to the sound field. The anisotropy of speed is seen
to be quite small, but attenuation differs by a factor of 2 with
90° and 45° orientation, and backscatter by over an order of
magnitude. The mechanisms which produce the anisotropy
in these parameters must be related to orientation of the elas-
tic tissue structure, and it seems likely that scatterers of the
size of the muscle fibers are involved. More work must be
done, however, to uncover the physical causes of the ob-
served ultrasound interaction with biological tissue.
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Spectral cues and perception of the vertical position of targets
by the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus
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Big brown bats~Eptesicus fuscus! were trained to discriminate between vertical angles subtended by
paired beads suspended from fishing line. Bats were rewarded for choosing the smaller of the two
angles presented. The difference between the angles was changed systematically using a
transformed up–down procedure and the bats’ ability to detect the difference was measured at
different vertical locations. When the beads were centered at120° ~above the horizon!, at 0° ~the
horizon!, and at220° ~below the horizon!, vertical angle acuity~VAA ! was maintained between
2.9° and 4.1°. At more extreme vertical positions both bats showed loss of acuity; when the beads
were centered around240°, VAA was 6.7° or 8.3° and at140, VAA was worse than 21°~the
largest difference tested!. When the tragi of both ears were bent down and glued to the side of the
face, bats showed severe loss of acuity for beads centered at220° ~VAA 18.3° and 20.1°!, but
maintained their angle acuity for beads centered at120° ~VAA 3.8° and 4.9°!. The results are
consistent with the spectral cues created by the filtering of the external ear. ©2000 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!05901-4#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.80.Ka, 43.66.Qp@WA#

INTRODUCTION

The shape and structure of the external ear provides in-
formation vital for vertical localization because the head and
ears act as spatially dependent filters for sound~Blauert,
1969; Butler and Belendiuk, 1977; Hebrank and Wright,
1974!. This filtering creates spectral cues that human sub-
jects appear to use in localizing the elevation of a sound
source ~e.g., Asanoet al., 1990; Wightman and Kistler,
1989; Middlebrooks, 1992!. Spatially dependent spectral
peak and notch cues are produced by the external ears of
humans~Shaw, 1974,1982; Searleet al., 1975; Wightman
and Kistler, 1989!, cats ~Musicantet al., 1990; Riceet al.,
1992!, ferrets ~Carlile, 1990!, the pallid bat ~Fuzessery,
1996!, and the big brown bat,Eptesicus fuscus~Wotton
et al., 1995!. The frequency notches created by cat, ferret,
and human ears occur for sound sources both above and
below the horizon. However, by comparison, the changes in
the primary notch frequency information forEptesicusare
not symmetrical around the horizon and it appears that dis-
tinctly different cues may be used to determine location
above and below the horizon. The primary notch cue is
prominent for locations near and below the horizon, while
systematic changes in the magnitude of a peak and secondary
notches could provide information for locations above the
horizon ~Wotton et al., 1995!.

If the cues are different above and below the horizon,
then the acuity of the bat may differ too. One aim of this
study is to see if the vertical location of the targets influences
the bats’ vertical angle acuity~VAA !. Minimum audible
angle measurements have been made for the passive sound
localization ability of Eptesicusand reveal acuity of 14°

~Koay et al., 1998!. However, for echolocating bats the
available data for behavioral acuity are in terms of discrimi-
nating angle differences. Paired objects are strung in front of
the bat and it chooses the pair that subtends the smallest
angle. This task presumably utilizes the localization process;
bats must locate the position of each object in order to com-
pare the angles or to compare the absolute location of each
object with the others. Near the horizon, the acuity of angle
discrimination byEptesicusis about 3° to 3.5° for vertical
angles~Lawrence and Simmons, 1982a! and 1.5° for hori-
zontal angles~Masterset al., 1985; Simmonset al., 1983!.

The echolocation sound emitted byEptesicus is a
frequency-modulated~FM! sweep, ranging from about 100
kHz down to 25 kHz, with two or three harmonics~Simmons
et al., 1979; Simmons, 1987!. Combining the directional
properties of the sonar emission and the ear creates an area
of greatest echolocation directional information of about
630° in azimuth~for Eptesicus, Simmonset al., 1995; and
other bat species, e.g., Grinnell and Schnitzler, 1977; Schnit-
zler and Grinnell, 1977; Fuzessaryet al., 1992! and in eleva-
tion ~Simmonset al., 1995; Wottonet al., 1997!. It seems
likely that bats would display the best acuity for objects
within the region that contains the clearest differences in
location information. Comparison of the spectra produced by
the combined echolocation signal shows the spectral infor-
mation available to the bat to distinguish different locations
~Wotton et al., 1997!. For positions above the horizon and
within the 0° to130° range, the spectra have different gra-
dients and peak/notch transitions, but at higher elevations
~such as 50° and 60°! the spectra are almost indistinguish-
able. Systematic notch frequency differences occur in spectra
for positions within the range 0° to230°. At much lower
elevations the notch frequency remains constant but other
less systematic spectral differences exist. If bats are using
spectral location information to perform VAA discrimina-

a!Present address: Department of Biology, Gustavus Adolphus College, 800
College St., St. Peter, MN 56082.
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tions, then we predict that the VAA of bats would be best
within the range630° in elevation. At extremely high eleva-
tions, bats would perform poorly and at extremely low eleva-
tions the unsystematic nature of the spectral information
could result in a loss of acuity. We aim to test the VAA of
the bats with targets positioned within630° in elevation and
at more extreme angles above and below this range.

Simmons and Grinnell~1988! suggested that reverbera-
tions of sound between the pinna and tragus create the pri-
mary acoustic cues for vertical localization. Manipulating the
tragus ofEptesicusaffects the neural sensitivity for eleva-
tions below the horizon but not those above the horizon
~Grinnell and Grinnell, 1965!. Removal of the tragus se-
verely alters the notch cue but appears to have less effect on
the peak cue in the external ear transfer functions~Wotton
et al., 1995!. Notch frequency is known to influence
elevation-dependent behavior ofEptesicusnear and below
the horizon~Wotton et al., 1996!. Lawrence and Simmons
~1982a! showed that deflecting the position of the tragus in-
terfered with the ability ofEptesicusto discriminate vertical
angles. The bats’ VAA was estimated to be altered from
about 3°~intact ear! to 12° to 14°~tragus deflected!. These
bats were discriminating near or below the eye–nostril hori-
zon, presumably utilizing the information provided by the
notch cue. It is not known if the same poor discrimination
performance would occur if the bats were examining targets
positioned above the horizon. IfEptesicususes another cue
for encoding direction above the horizon, then we would
predict that manipulating the tragus should not interfere with
the bats’ VAA in this region.

This study aims to use a similar paradigm to that of
Lawrence and Simmons~1982a! in order to test the bat’s
vertical angle acuity~VAA ! for objects at different vertical
locations and to examine the consequences of bending the
tragi for discriminations above and below the horizon.

I. METHODS

A. Bats

Two big brown bats,Eptesicus fuscus~see Kurta and
Baker, 1990! were used in this experiment. The bats~Wom
and Acro! were obtained from houses in Rhode Island and
southeastern Massachusetts. Both were maintained at body
weights between 13 and 15.5 grams. Their diet consisted of
the larvae ofTenebrio ~mealworms! and they were given
vitamin supplements in freely available water. The bats were
hand-fed daily during the training or experimental sessions
~5 or 6 days a week! and on rest days they were given food
in a dish. They were kept on a reversed light/dark schedule
~lights out between 7 am and 7 pm! at a room temperature of
about 26 °C.

B. Apparatus

Behavioral experiments were conducted in a dimly lit,
anechoic room~3.5-m-wide34.5-m-long32.3-m-high!. The
bat was placed on a small Y-shaped platform~7-cm-wide at
base314-cm-long! which was 1.2 m above the floor. Small
wooden beads~diameter about 1.5 cm! were suspended on
fishing line~10 lb. test! strung 50 cm in front of the platform

~see Fig. 1!. The fishing line was strung taut between two
large semicircular curved aluminum rods~length of rod end-
to-end 1.94 m! aligned vertically and supported by wooden
bases~height 1.53 m, cross base 1.23 m!. The center of the
semicircle of each rod was positioned at 1.20 m to be level
with the platform. The two rods were 2.05 m apart with the
platform in the middle. Attached to each of the curved rods
were 20 clamps, with two protruding screws at the top and
bottom of each clamp. The fishing line was tied to one screw
on the left rod and to one screw at the same height on the
right rod. Forty lines were strung between the two rods and
on each line two beads were suspended. As the rods were
semicircular, every line was at a distance of approximately
50 cm from the bat. The entire apparatus resembled a large,
curved, horizontal abacus.

The vertical angular separation of the lines was set by
the position of the clamps and each line was labeled with the
vertical angle relative to the horizontal plane of the platform.
The fishing line at the level of the platform was labeled 0°.
The fishing lines tied to the top and bottom of the same
clamp were separated by an angle of 2° and the lines tied to
adjacent clamp screws~e.g., bottom of one clamp and top of
the next! were separated by an angle of 1°.

C. Experimental procedure

1. Initial training

Bats were individually trained using a two-alternative
forced-choice~2AFC! procedure~similar to the procedure
outlined in Simmons, 1973, 1979!. At the beginning of a trial
the bat was placed at the base of a Y-shaped platform where
it could make one of two responses, walking down either the
right or left arm of the platform; only one response was

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic view of the experimental apparatus. Rows of fishing
line were suspended horizontally between two large, vertically aligned,
semicircular rods. The rods were 2.05 m apart. Two wooden beads were
threaded on each line. The bat was placed on the Y-shaped platform facing
the bead array~distance 50 cm from array!. The fishing lines were separated
vertically by known distances to provide specific vertical angles relative to
the behavior platform~not all lines are shown in the figure!. This is a
slightly off-centered view of the equipment.
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rewarded. After the bat completed its response, it was re-
moved from the platform and the trial was ended. If the bat
flew away before the end of a trial, that trial was canceled
and a new one begun when the bat was returned to the plat-
form.

To train the bats to choose between different vertical
angular separations, two Styrofoam balls close together
~separated vertically by 2–3 cm! were mounted on one rod
and two balls separated vertically by 15–20 cm on the other.
Bats were rewarded with a mealworm for correctly choosing
to walk down the arm of the platform with the ball separation
of 2–3 cm. When the bats performed this task to a level of
75% correct they were transferred to the ‘‘abacus’’ appara-
tus. Both bats had two practice sessions to allow them to
become accustomed to this new equipment before experi-
mental data were collected.

2. Bead-pair discrimination

Two beads were aligned vertically on the left side of the
platform and two beads were aligned vertically on the right
side of the platform; the horizontal angle was approximately
10° to 15° from the midline of the platform for each side.
Beads at different elevations were chosen for the left or right
bead pair to alter the vertical angular separation. Bats were
rewarded for choosing the side with the smaller angular
separation between the bead pair. All beads not in use for a
trial were pushed far away to the sides of the apparatus near
the clamps~see Fig. 1!.

The side with the rewarded stimulus was chosen on a
pseudorandom schedule with no more than three consecutive
correct responses to the same side. To avoid giving obvious
cues indicating that the rewarded side was being changed,
the experimenter always walked to the abacus between trials
and shuffled the beads.

Lawrence and Simmons~1982a! used the method of
limits, with the larger angle being decreased each day until
the two rod pairs subtended the same angle. However in our
experiment, the difference between the vertical separation of
the bead pairs was varied in steps according to a transformed
up–down procedure described by Levitt~1971!. After three
consecutive correct responses the angular difference between
the stimuli was reduced by 2° for the next trial; after any
incorrect response the difference was increased by 2° for the
next trial. After three reversals~change from a run in one
direction to a run in the other direction!, the change in stimu-
lus step size was reduced to 1°. As recommended by Weth-
erill and Levitt ~1965!, testing continued until at least six or
eight reversals were obtained in order to estimate the re-
quired difference level. This particular choice of response
grouping caused the observations to converge on the differ-
ence level which produces a 79%-correct threshold~Levitt,
1971!.

3. Experimental manipulation

Lawrence and Simmons~1982a! used pairs of brass rods
with an angular separation centered on 0° in elevation. To
verify the results of the Lawrence and Simmons experiment,
the bead pairs in this experiment were initially centered on

0°. For example, to test an 8° difference, beads in one pair
could be at elevations of17° and27° ~angular separation
14°! and at elevations of13° and 23° in the other pair
~angular separation 6°!. The vertical positions of the indi-
vidual beads in a pair were changed to test different angle
separations, but each pair was still centered as closely as
possible on 0°.

To determine if VAA is altered when the discrimination
is performed at different elevations, bats were also tested
with bead pairs centered on four other elevations~120°,
220°, 140°, or 240°!. To produce the necessary angles
around640°, the clamps and fishing line were shifted up or
down the aluminum rods prior to the start of the experiment.
Each of the five elevation conditions was conducted on a
separate day and eight run reversals were obtained for each
bat on that day. Thus, the transformed up–down procedure
enabled a measurement of VAA in a single experimental
session. The initial angle difference tested at the beginning
of each experiment was 8°.

Within an experimental block the rewarded angle was
varied as little as possible. The beads were not equally
spaced~beads on the same clamp were separated by 2° and
on adjacent clamps by 1°!; consequently, it was sometimes
necessary to adjust both bead pairs in order to produce the
appropriate angle differences. VAA was determined by the
bat’s ability to discriminate the difference between the larger
and smaller angles, not the absolute angle of bead pairs. For
example, a bat displaying a VAA of 6° could be discriminat-
ing between one bead pair of 4° and the other of 10° or
between a bead pair of 6° and the other of 12°. The rewarded
angle was 5° during the conditions640° and varied for the
other locations as follows; at 0° elevation either 6° or 3°;
120° elevation either 3° or 4°; at220° elevation either 5° or
6°.

The effect of tragus manipulation on the VAA of bats
for beads centered above~120°! and below~220°! the ho-
rizon was also tested. The tragi of both ears were bent down
and glued to the fur on the sides of the face using superglue
~as done by Lawrence and Simmons, 1982a!. At the conclu-
sion of the experimental session the glue was removed with
acetone and the tragi resumed their normal position. The
120° condition and220° condition were both tested in the
same experimental session. Wom did the120° condition
first, then the220° condition, Acro did the two tasks in the
reverse order. Wom did the experiment first and as a conse-
quence the experimenter’s choices of the initial angle differ-
ences for Acro were influenced by Wom’s performance. Six
run reversals were obtained for each bent-tragus condition.

D. Head-aim system

The acoustic aim of the bat’s head was monitored
throughout part of this experiment. Head aim was deter-
mined by the relative amplitude of each of the bat’s sonar
emissions measured at four microphones arranged in a
diamond-shaped array located 1.5 m from the Y-shaped plat-
form ~described in Wottonet al., 1996!. Measurements of
head angle were made from videotape of bats and used to
calibrate the acoustic head-aim system to spatial coordinates.
The mean position~in elevation and azimuth! of acoustic aim
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was recorded for each experimental trial in a session and
converted to head angle using the calibration regression
equation~Wotton et al., 1996!.

II. RESULTS

A. VAA „Vertical angle acuity …

Figures 2 and 3 display the results of individual VAA
performance for each experimental session as a function of
trial number~open symbols, correct response; closed sym-
bols, incorrect response!. The stimulus difference level re-
quired for the bat to perform at 79%-criterion level for each
condition was calculated by averaging the midpoint value of
every second run~i.e., the up runs!. These thresholds of
VAA are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of elevation.

1. Performance at 120°, 0°, 220° in elevation

Figure 4 shows that the VAAs of both bats were very
similar at these three elevations. Respectively, Wom and
Acro performed for VAAs of 3.4° and 3.9° with beads at 0°;
at 120° elevation for VAAs of 3.7° and 4.1°; and at220°
elevation for VAAs of 2.9° and 3.4°. VAAs of 3.6° for Wom

FIG. 3. In the bent-tragus conditions the angle difference tested in each trial
is plotted as a function of the trial number. Panels~a! and ~b! show the
results of the experiment with the beads centered around120° for Wom and
Acro, respectively, and panels~c! and ~d! with the beads centered around
220° for Wom and Acro, respectively~open circles correct choice; filled
circles incorrect choice!.

FIG. 4. The VAA required to produce 79%-correct performance was calcu-
lated by averaging the second runs~up-runs! for each experimental session.
VAA is plotted as a function of experimental elevation~open symbols:
Acro, closed symbols: Wom; circles: intact ear, squares: bent tragus!. The
dotted line to the symbol~circle with dot! indicates that this VAA was not
measured and the acuity is at least greater than the point shown.

FIG. 2. The angle difference tested in each trial is plotted as a function of
the trial number. Each panel shows the results for Wom and Acro~respec-
tively! for a different experiment with the beads centered at a different
vertical position:~a! and~b! 120°; ~c! and~d! 0°; ~e! and~f! 220°; ~g! and
~h! 240°. For all plots, open circles indicate a trial in which the bat re-
sponded correctly and was rewarded. Filled circles indicate an incorrect
choice. The angle difference tested decreased only after three consecutive
correct responses and any incorrect response resulted in an increase in the
next tested angle difference.
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and 4.0° for Acro were calculated~using six reversals! from
the second practice session~at 0° elevation! and provide an
indicator of performance reliability.

2. Performance at 140° and 240° in elevation

Both bats were tested with the bead pairs centered on
140° but an estimate of VAA could not be obtained. Neither
bat was able to perform the task at the largest angular differ-
ence possible~21°! at this elevation. The VAA for both bats
was therefore greater than 21°; this is indicated by the dotted
line in Fig. 4.

The VAA at 240° elevation was poor when compared
to those conducted within the620° range~Fig. 4!. The re-
sults of VAA performance were 6.7° for Wom and 8.3° for
Acro.

A repeated measures analysis of variance~ANOVA ! re-
vealed significant differences between the four measure-
ments ~at 120°,0°,220°,240°! of VAA ( F (3,3)549; p
50.005). Two hypotheses were tested using ANOVA con-
trasts ~SYSTAT software!. Moving the location from 0° to
620° did not significantly change VAA (F525; p50.13).
A comparison of VAA at the240° elevation with those at
the locations within the620° region approached but did not
attain significance (F548; p50.09). If the alpha value for
the test of significance is relaxed to a less conservative value
~e.g., 0.10! then the difference between the VAA at this el-
evation and the others becomes statistically significant. Fig-
ure 4 clearly suggests that VAA at elevation240° is differ-
ent, but with only two subjects these statistical comparisons
do not have much power.

3. Tragus manipulation

The vertical angle difference acuity was retested at
120° and220° for both bats with their tragi bent. With the
bead pairs centered on120° in elevation, Wom and Acro
displayed VAA of 3.8° and 4.9°, respectively. With the bead
pairs centered on220°, the VAA at criterion level was 18.4°
and 20.1°, for Wom and Acro, respectively~see Figs. 3 and
4!. Figure 4 shows that the performance with bent tragus is
poorer than that of the intact ear at220°.

Comparison of VAA between the conditions with the
tragus intact and with the tragus bent when the bead pairs
were centered on120° revealed no significant difference in
acuity ~pairedt-test,t521.3, p50.42). However, when the
beads were centered at220°, the VAA was significantly
larger with bent tragi compared to the performance with in-
tact ears~pairedt-test,t5226.8,p50.02).

B. Head aim

Figure 5 shows the mean and standard error of head
angle in elevation for the experimental sessions for which
these data are available. During the120°, 0°, and220°
conditions, bats maintained fairly stable head angle with
means ranging between about17° and 0°. There were small
differences in mean head aim between these conditions but
these were not systematic and do not suggest that bats were

aiming at the targets. For both bats, the mean head aim in the
240° condition was lower than the other locations by 5°
to 10°.

III. DISCUSSION

Discriminating between paired objects subtending dif-
ferent angles is not a direct measure of angledifferenceacu-
ity. We cannot be certain that the bats were computing the
subtended angles and using this metric as the basis of com-
parison. It is possible that bats were determining the relative
location of the upper bead in each pair and/or the lower bead
in each pair. Thus, the bats could simply have determined the
bead pair that contains the lowest/highest bead and chosen
the alternative bead pair. Regardless of the strategy em-
ployed, knowledge of the location of the beads is used and
therefore spectral localization information predicts the per-
formance of the bats in this task.

Although there were several minor methodological dif-
ferences between this experiment and that conducted by
Lawrence and Simmons~1982a!, the results of the VAA for
all the bats were very similar. Lawrence and Simmons found
that for a 75% threshold the bats’ acuity was about 3° to 3.5°
when the targets were centered on 0°. Our experiment with
the beads centered on 0° produced VAAs of between 3.4 and
3.9 at 79% threshold. If the large initial up-run value for
Acro is removed, then both bats perform at 3.4° acuity@see
Fig. 2~b!#. The results from the practice session indicate that
the measurements of the bats’ performance were quite reli-
able.

The combined echolocation spectral information shows
that there is a region of best directional information between
630° in elevation ~Simmons et al., 1995; Wotton et al.,
1997!, and as a consequence we predicted that the VAA of
bats should be best in this range. The performance of the bats
was fairly consistent within this range of elevations and the
measurements of VAA were smallest. Moving the beads
from a center around 0° to a center around220° or120° did
not significantly alter the bats’ VAA. The change in acuity
was within about 0.5°. Bats may be using different acoustic
information above the horizon~e.g., peak cues! and below
the horizon~e.g., notch cues! to make these judgments, but it

FIG. 5. The mean and standard error of the head angle for the two bats
plotted as a function of experimental elevation~open symbols: Acro; closed
symbols: Wom!.
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is not clear that this results in any meaningful difference in
acuity for localizing above and below the horizon at these
elevations.

The primary notch cue in the ear transfer function is
contained in the frequency band corresponding to the first
harmonic of the bat’s echolocation sound. The peak cue and
secondary notches are contained within the higher harmon-
ics. Atmospheric attenuation severely reduces the efficacy of
the higher frequencies of the second harmonic at distances of
several meters~Lawrence and Simmons, 1982b!. If the bat
depends on the higher frequencies for localizing above the
horizon, then we might expect differences of angle acuity to
become apparent if this experiment were conducted at these
long distances.

The centerof the bead pairs had quite a large range in
location ~from 120° to 240°! but the bats maintained their
mean vertical head angle within a fairly narrow range~17°
to 26°!. A previous behavioral experiment investigated
simulated targets at elevations between620° and also re-
vealed that bats have very limited head movement in the
vertical dimension~mean head angles between15° to 28°:
Wotton et al., 1996!. Both studies used the same Y-shaped
platform in a 2AFC paradigm and this may influence the
ability of the bat to move freely. This restricted head move-
ment is advantageous for these localization experiments. If
bats do not point at the targets, then they do not shift the
spectral ‘‘focus.’’ Within the620° range, the differences
between head angles of the bats at various locations were not
systematic; therefore, the bats did not appear to compensate
for target location with head movements.

The combined echolocation information reveals that at
extremely high elevations the spectra of different locations
appear almost indistinguishable~Wottonet al., 1997!. When
bats were tested with beads centered about140° it was not
possible to get a measurement of acuity. The beads were
separated to the greatest difference possible~21°! to no avail.
Both bats performed the task at chance~50% correct!. This
bead configuration meant that the beads in the smallest angle
were at 40° and 42° and the beads in the largest angle were
at 31° and 54°. Although head-aim data are not available for
the 140° condition, it is apparent that bats were unable to
compensate for loss of acuity by head adjustment.

At the extremely low elevations, the spectra are quite
distinguishable but the changes are not systematic. When the
bats were tested with the beads centered on240°, they were
able to perform the task demonstrating VAAs of 6.7° and
8.3°. For both bats, acuity at240° was approximately
double that found within the620° region.

The average head aim of both bats was about 5° to 10°
lower in the240° condition than in the other three condi-
tions. Whether this is simply statistical fluctuation or a de-
liberate effort by the bat to adjust to the lower targets is not
clear. The respective head angle values for Wom and Acro
were 23° and 26°, which are within the range found for
simulated targets~located between620°! ~Wotton et al.,
1996!. The lower head aim might have assisted the bat in this
condition, but perhaps not enough to prevent some loss of
acuity. Presumably, the bats need to aim about 20° below the
horizon to shift the hypothesized region of best focus to en-

compass all the beads used in the pairs~range between234°
and250°!. However, the bats may have moved the echolo-
cation focus to a level that frequently included the upper
bead in the bead pairs and sporadically included the lower
bead.

The performance of the bats in the240° condition re-
veals that they may have been using different strategies to
solve the task. Wom’s behavioral function@Fig. 2~g!# shows
that at angle differences of 7° or 8° the task was performed
perfectly but at 6° Womalwayschose the wrong side. It is
possible that the lowest bead was essentially moving in and
out of focus for Wom. Usually the lowest bead would indi-
cate the incorrect alternative. When she perceived the lowest
bead she was able to determine that there were two bead
pairs and chose correctly. When the lowest bead disappeared,
she may have been comparing one bead pair to a single bead
at a higher elevation. The lowest bead would now belong to
the bead pair subtending the smallest angle that was actually
the correct choice. The strategy of locating the lowest bead
would lead the bat to preferentially make the incorrect
choice. Acro did not display the same shift in the expected
correct responses at each stimulus level. For a 2AFC experi-
ment, chance performance would be about 50% correct with
some variation due to chance. Wom makes 0/8 correct
choices compared to Acro 4/6 at the 6° difference stimulus
level. These differences in the expected percentage of correct
response could be due to chance, or perhaps the two bats
used different strategies to solve the task. For all conditions,
Wom performed with better acuity than Acro.

Whether the beads are centered around 0° or620°, there
appears to be little difference in acuity. However, when more
extreme vertical angles are examined it is clear that acuity
above and below the horizon is quite different. At these
greater elevations the disparity between localizing above and
below the horizon is pronounced. The ears of flying bats are
oriented slightly down and therefore do not point at objects
well above the bat. The sonar emission ofEptesicushas a
main lobe and a ventral lobe~Hartley and Suthers, 1989!;
consequently the area ensonified by the emission is not sym-
metrical around the horizon. If an object~such as an insect!
is in the extreme lower portion of space, the bat should be
able to resolve angle differences between the target and sur-
rounding objects~such as leaves of trees! and be able to
localize the target. It seems less likely that the bat will find
the insect in the extreme upper portion of space.

Human vertical localization performance is best near the
horizon with systematically increasing errors at higher and
lower elevations~Makous and Middlebrooks, 1990!. Simi-
larly, deterioration of horizontal acuity at extreme azimuths
has also been observed in humans~Makous and Middle-
brooks, 1990! and cats~Heffner and Heffner, 1988!.

A. Tragus influence

Bending the tragus in a live animal alters the acoustic
information available and influences the behavior of bats
~Grinnell and Grinnell, 1965; Lawrence and Simmons,
1982a!. Acoustic measurements of the transfer functions of
live Eptesicusare unavailable and cadaver ears provide the
only estimate of the spectral changes due to this experimen-
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tal manipulation. In cadaver ears, tragus removal dramati-
cally disrupts spectra below the horizon and in particular
alters the notch information. At all elevations the absolute
amplitude of the main peak is also altered with tragus re-
moval, but the changes in peak amplitude with elevation re-
main systematic~Wotton et al., 1995!. The same effects are
true for the transfer functions of a cadaver ear that has had
the tragus bent rather than removed~unpublished data, 1991,
Wotton!. We predicted that the performance of the bats
should be impaired for this task below the horizon but less
affected above the horizon.

When the beads were centered on120° there was no
significant difference between the bats’ performance with in-
tact ears and with the tragi glued down. Differences in per-
formance between the two conditions were within one de-
gree. However, when the beads were centered on220°,
large, significant differences in performance occurred be-
tween the intact ear condition and the tragus-manipulated
condition. Bending the tragus and gluing it to the side of the
face for each ear greatly disrupted the bats’ ability to resolve
vertical angles below the horizon.

The bats’ performance was impaired in the tragi-bent
condition, but they were still able to do the task at some
level. Although the notch cue may no longer be as useful, the
bats presumably had access to additional elevation cues. Ex-
amination of the spectra for these positions below the hori-
zon after tragus removal shows that there are still coarse
differences in peak levels, gradients, and secondary notch
frequencies~Wotton et al., 1995!. The cues introduced by
reverberations between pinna and tragus are clearly impor-
tant for localizing below the horizon but are not the sole
representation of elevation.

Lawrence and Simmons~1982a! estimated the ability of
the bat to resolve angle differences~around the horizon! with
the tragus bent down to be about 12° to 14° acuity. This
experiment measured the acuity~for beads centered at220°!
to be about 18° to 20°. This minor difference in the results
between the two experiments could be due to the different
elevations~0° or 220°! or the technique for measurement.
Both experiments used only a single experimental session of
bent tragi to prevent annoying the bats where they would no
longer do the task and also to avoid any possible adaptation
effects. Lawrence and Simmons used the method of limits
for their intact ear experiment, but this was not possible for
the bent-tragi condition. Instead, they used one stimulus
level ~correct choice angle of 6.5°, incorrect choice angle of
11°! with bent tragi and compared the performance to that of
the same stimulus with intact ears. The threshold with tragus
deflected was extrapolated from the psychometric function.
In our experiment we used an up–down procedure for both
bent-tragi and intact ears to obtain a measurement in a single
session.

Lawrence and Simmons~1982a! enucleated the eyes of
one of their bats to demonstrate that the bats were not using
visual cues. The visual abilities of the two bats used in this
experiment were not~to the best of our knowledge! im-
paired. Although the bats were performing the task under
low-light conditions, the possibility that bats could have been
using some visual information cannot be completely ex-

cluded. However, it does seem unlikely that if the bats were
relying on visual information that they would be able to eas-
ily perform the task at both620° with intact ears, but dis-
play impaired performance only at220° with tragus bent
down.

IV. CONCLUSION

The bats’ angular difference acuity for objects contained
within a range of about620° in elevation is very similar,
regardless of the vertical location of the objects. Beyond this
range, the bats’ vertical acuity is poorer, and especially de-
graded for targets above the horizon. Reverberations of
sound between the tragus and pinna create cues which bats
use to localize below the horizon. Distortion of the tragus
alters the ability of the bat to discriminate vertical angles
below the horizon but has little effect on discrimination
above the horizon.
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generated by a spherical acoustic lens which has been machined at the probing end of a clad buffer
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INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques are effective means for
the characterization of acoustic properties of materials and
for imaging voids or flaws inside materials. Due to their
convenience, low cost and robustness, these techniques are
widely used in material research and in various industries.1

However, the application of these techniques in a molten
metal bath at high temperatures seems to be difficult because
of several reasons, including the limit of piezoelectricity to
temperatures below the Curie temperature, the difficulty of
having reliable and long lasting ultrasonic coupling at el-
evated temperatures and the requirement of high thermal
shock and corrosion resistance sensors. Nevertheless, to per-
form ultrasonic imaging in such conditions would be valu-
able and, in particular, allow the detection of flaws, like
cracks at the bottom of vessels containing liquid metals, or
the inspection of objects immersed in liquid metal baths such
as the bottom electrode of an aluminum electrolytic cell. The
technique would be also of interest for detecting foreign par-
ticles present in the bath, these particles being known to have
potentially adverse effects on the thin metallic sheet products
derived from molten metal baths.

The objective of this investigation is to perform ultra-
sonic imaging in molten zinc, with the requirements of both
high signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! and high spatial resolution
at 600 °C, a temperature higher than the melting point of zinc
~419 °C!. Our technique follows a standard approach of
mounting the ultrasonic transducer~UT! on the cooled end of
a buffer rod.2 We then achieve high spatial resolution by
realizing an acoustic lens at the probing end, which is at the

opposite side of the cooled UT end of a clad buffer rod. This
clad buffer rod, consisting of a core and a cladding, provides
superior wave guidance with high SNR at elevated
temperature.3,4 The acoustic lens, which is a spherical cavity
machined at the probing end, is for generating and receiving
focused ultrasonic waves. Scanned images with high resolu-
tion in molten zinc will be produced using the common
C-scan imaging technique. For the demonstration of high
resolution imaging capability, the scanned images obtained
in molten zinc will be compared to those obtained in water.

I. WAVEGUIDE AND LENS

The clad buffer rod used for this work consisted of a
mild steel core with a tapered shape~10.6 and 7.0 mm in
diameter at the ends, 130.0 mm long! and a thermal sprayed
stainless steel cladding~1.0 mm thick!.5 The thermal sprayed
stainless steel cladding provides sufficient thermal shock re-
sistance in this work. The longitudinal velocities in the core
and cladding at room temperature are about 5930 and 2300
m/s, respectively. The porous structure of the cladding layer
produced by thermal spray leads to not only its high ultra-
sonic loss but also low ultrasonic impedance. In previous
works3–5 it was experimentally verified that the mismatch of
the ultrasonic impedance between the core and the cladding
provides superior wave guidance performance over nonclad
rods. The stainless steel cladding also protects the mild steel
core against the interaction with molten zinc. In addition, the
use of the tapered shape is also effective for reducing un-
wanted spurious echoes due to dispersion, multipaths, mode
conversion and beam spread.6 To provide high spatial reso-
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lution, a spherical concave surface of 7 mm diameter was
machined at the probing end of the clad tapered buffer rod. It
is used as an acoustic lens for generating and receiving fo-
cused ultrasonic waves. The lens has a radius of 4.75 mm
and an aperture diameter of 7.0 mm. The lateral resolutiondr
and the focusing depthdzof the acoustic lens can be roughly
estimated from the following formulas:7 dr5KrlF/D and
dz54Kzl(F/D),2 wherel is the wavelength,F the focal
length,D the aperture diameter, andKr andKz are constants
close to unity, respectively. From these formulas, setting
Kr 5Kz51, dr anddzat 10 MHz are found to be about 388
and 2150mm in molten zinc, and 136 and 498mm in water,
respectively. With respect to the longitudinal velocities at
600 °C, values of 5500 m/s for the steel buffer rod and 2800
m/s for molten zinc were used for the estimation. We have
previously verified the good focusing ability of a similar
acoustic lens machined at an end of another clad buffer rod
of the same kind by performing imaging experiments in
water.8

In order to investigate the focusing ability of the acous-
tic lens, the lateral resolution was evaluated by using a thin
stainless wire~0.38 mm in diameter! as a target immersed in
molten zinc or in water. A 10 MHz broadband UT with a
6.35 mm diameter was used. This 0.38 mm diameter rod was
laterally scanned across the focal point in the lens focal
plane. The variation of the amplitude of the backscattered
echo from the wire is shown in Fig. 1 for both in water and
molten zinc. As expected, the lateral resolution in molten
zinc is slightly worse than that in water. Nevertheless, this
result demonstrates that the ultrasonic waves can be focused
onto a small spot of about one wavelength to provide high
lateral resolution even in molten zinc. Since molten zinc is
corrosive, it can affect the focusing behavior of the acoustic
lens by distorting the spherical concave shape if the lens is
immersed in molten zinc for a long period of time. It is noted
that, in this work, no significant deterioration of the lens was
observed for an immersion time of about two hours. Based
on this result, an attempt was then made to perform ultra-
sonic imaging in the molten zinc bath.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For imaging demonstration, a small steel object with the
three letters NRC engraved on its surface was immersed both
in water and in molten zinc with the grooves upward facing

the lens~see Fig. 2!. The width and depth of the grooves are
1.2 and 0.4 mm, respectively. The rod was lowered into the
bath so the surface of the steel object was brought into focus
of the acoustic lens, with the ultrasonic waves incident nor-
mally. The scanning was performed with a displacement step
size of 200mm. A 10 MHz broadband UT with a 6.35 mm
diameter was again used and operated in the pulse-echo
mode. The variations of the peak amplitude or time delay of
the reflected echo coming from the focal zone, which are
mainly caused by the irregularity of the object surface, are
used for imaging. Figure 3 shows typical reflected echoes
from water/steel and molten zinc/steel interfaces. We can
observe that the reflected echo from the molten zinc/steel
interface has also a good SNR, which is almost the same as
the one from the water/steel interface. The measured SNR of
these echoes is about 35 dB, which is quite sufficient for
performing ultrasonic imaging. The definition of SNR is the
ratio of the amplitude of the desired signal over that of the
noise of the receiver electronics. It is noted in Fig. 3 that the
amplitude of the reflected echo from the molten zinc/steel
interface is larger than the one from the rod end. This can be
explained by the small mismatch of ultrasonic impedances
between the rod and molten zinc and good wetting between
them, which cause a large amount of ultrasonic energy to be
transmitted from the clad steel buffer rod into molten zinc.

From these reflected echoes, ultrasonic images in water
and in molten zinc at 600 °C are obtained and shown in Figs.
4 and 5, respectively. Each of these images took about 30
min for the completion of scanning. We used directly the raw
data without any signal processing, although image quality
could be improved by signal processing techniques. Higher

FIG. 1. Lateral variation of the reflected echo in the focal plane of the
acoustic lens in water and in molten zinc. The data for water and molten
zinc have been normalized to the same peak amplitude.

FIG. 2. Picture of the test steel specimen showing the three letters, NRC,
engraved on the surface.

FIG. 3. Reflected echoes at 10 MHz from water/steel and molten zinc/steel
interfaces.
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intensity in the time delay or amplitude images corresponds
to a longer time delay and to a higher amplitude, respec-
tively. In the amplitude plot of Figs. 4 and 5 we can observe
a dark zone delimiting the letters NRC. This is caused by a
weaker echo at the locations where the surface is inclined
and curved by engraving. It is noted that, since the wave
velocity in molten zinc at 600 °C is about two times the one
in water, the variation of time delay in water is about two
times larger than that in molten zinc. It is also noted that the
images obtained in water as shown in Fig. 4 have a slightly
better spatial resolution than those obtained in molten zinc as
shown in Fig. 5. This is in agreement with the results shown
in Fig. 1. Both images from the molten zinc bath shown in
Fig. 5 have sufficient quality to identify the letters NRC.
Also, we can observe many dirty spots in both images in
molten zinc shown in Fig. 5. It is considered that such spots
are caused by the irregularity of chemical compound layers,
such as oxide films formed on the steel sample surface due to
chemical reactions at high temperature, or by the deteriora-

tion of the acoustic signal because of the ultrasonic scattering
induced by impurities floating in molten zinc, and not by the
inhomogeneity of acoustic impedance of the sample material
itself. Although there is a steep temperature gradient in the
buffer rod due to a large temperature difference between the
immersed and air cooled parts, no marked influence on both
images in Fig. 5 has been observed provided that the tem-
perature gradient is kept nearly constant.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this work establishes that the pulse-echo
technique using the developed focusing clad buffer rod can
be applied for imaging in molten zinc at 600 °C. The present
method appears to provide a useful means to perform ultra-
sonic imaging in liquid metal at high temperature. The de-
veloped clad buffer rods provide higher SNR than those that
have been reported with nonclad buffer rods operating in a
similar frequency range, i.e., around 10 MHz. These results
~detection of a thin wire and images! also show that the
presented technique has the potential to detect small particles
such as inclusions or impurities dispersed in molten metals
and this will be the object of future work. In addition, this
focused ultrasonic wave technique could be used to perform
not only imaging but also quantitative and microscopic ma-
terials characterizations in molten metals, such as the phase
velocity and attenuation determinations, which are similar to
those performed by means of an acoustic microscope at room
temperature.8,9
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FIG. 4. Ultrasonic images of ‘‘NRC’’ in water: obtained~a! by plotting the
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FIG. 5. Ultrasonic images of ‘‘NRC’’ in molten zinc: obtained~a! by plot-
ting the time delay of the echo,~b! by plotting the echo amplitude.
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Coupling of velocity dispersion curves of leaky Lamb waves
on a fluid-loaded plate
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The coupling of velocity dispersion curves of leaky Lamb waves is studied based on analytical
calculations to clarify the problem of repulsion and crossing of the curves. Two curves,
corresponding to the 4th and 5th modes, are closely observed while artificially varying the
properties of virtual materials, in the combination of piezoelectric ceramic and glass. The imaginary
part of the Lamb-wave velocity is essential for distinguishing the coupling phenomena. The
behaviors of the velocity values as functions of two variables, material property and the product of
frequency and thickness of the plate, are analogous to the Riemann sphere defined by a
mathematical function ofv5z(1/2) ~both z and v are complex! inside the domain containing the
point z50 on the complex plane. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!01002-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.40.Rj, 43.40.Dx@DEC#

INTRODUCTION

The interactions mode crossing and mode repulsion ap-
pear in velocity dispersion curves of both leaky and nonleaky
waves on various substrates, including a piezoelectric ce-
ramic plate, and were discussed in some articles.1–9

In Ref. 6, an artificial plate was introduced from the
elastic properties of aluminum in the analysis of wave propa-
gation, and the exchange of propagation characteristics of
Lamb waves in passing through a repulsion region was pre-
sented. The other interaction, mode crossing, was observed
in Ref. 9 by computing the wave equation in an aluminum
plate with free surfaces, presenting the discontinuity of the
velocity dispersion curve at the crossing point. These refer-
ences discussed either the mode repulsion or the mode cross-
ing and did not consider the relation between the two phe-
nomena.

If a plate of wave-propagation medium is immersed in
water, some part of acoustic energy of the Lamb waves is
radiated into water, resulting in the attenuation of the leaky
Lamb waves in the plate and the radiation of longitudinal
waves into water. The radiation efficiency (C) of the longi-
tudinal wave in water depends on the imaginary value of the
complex Lamb wave velocity. At the crossing point, where
the phase velocities of the neighboring modes are the same,
the imaginary parts of the complex velocity do not usually
coincide. This implies that at the crossing point of the dis-
persion curves, a plate can sustain two different leaky Lamb
wave modes, which propagate in the plate with a same phase
velocity but with different radiation efficiencies. By dealing
with a plate immersed in water instead of a plate with free
surfaces, the separation of the two neighboring dispersion
curves, especially at crossing points, might become clear.

The behavior of Lamb-wave velocity dispersion curves
depends on the plate materials. To investigate the two types
of interaction closely, virtual materials exposed to water are
introduced using the elastic and piezoelectric constants of
existing glass and piezoelectric ceramic, and the properties
of the virtual materials are gradually shifted. The incorpora-

tion of piezoelectric ceramic would be valid for designing an
ultrasound transducer. The 4th and 5th modes of the leaky
Lamb waves are closely observed in terms of crossing and
repulsion phenomena. The complex velocity values, which
are usually seen as a function off d, are regarded here as a
function defined on the two-dimensionalf d-q plane, where
fd is the product of frequencyf and plate thicknessd, andq
is a parameter determining the elastic and piezoelectric prop-
erties of the plate. An analogy of a Riemann sphere deriving
from a mathematical function defined on the complex plane
is helpful for understanding the behaviors of the velocity
values of the two modes on thef d-q plane.

I. MODEL OF A VIRTUAL MATERIAL

Figure 1 shows the phase velocity dispersion curves of
leaky Lamb waves propagating in a thin glass plate exposed
to water on one surface as a function offd. The glass is No.
7059 by Corning Co. and the material constants of the glass
re elastic stiffness tensor (cG), permittivity tensor («G), and
density (rG). The glass is a borosilicate glass, having the
amorphous structure. Numbers 0 to 5 in the figure corre-
spond to the names of six lowest-order modes. It should be
noted that the two curves for the 2nd and 3rd modes ap-
proach each other but fail to cross at aroundf d53
MHz•mm ~mode repulsion!, while curves for the 4th and 5th
modes cross at aroundf d55.2 MHz•mm ~mode crossing!.
Figure 2 shows calculated velocity dispersion curves of
Lamb waves for a piezoelectric ceramic~TDK: 101A! as a
substrate material. The ceramic is a Pb~Zn•Ti!O3 family,
having the perovskite structure. The material constants used
in the calculation are elastic stiffness tensor (cp), piezoelec-
tric constant tensor (ep), permittivity tensor («p), and den-
sity (tp), which are listed in Table I. It is noted that the
curves for the 4th and 5th modes do not cross and that the
two curves do not even approach each other. The relation
between the 4th- and 5th-mode curves in the two materials is
totally different as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
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We will focus on the two velocity curves for the 4th and
5th modes while the elastic and piezoelectric properties of
the plate change gradually from those of the glass to those of
the ceramic. Virtual piezoelectric materials are introduced
using the elastic constants of the two existing materials, glass
and piezoelectric ceramic. The elastic stiffness tensorcv ,
piezoelectric constant tensorev , permittivity tensor«v , and
densityrv of the virtual materials are defined as follows:

cv5cp•q1cG•~12q!, ~1!

ev5ep•q, ~2!

«v5«p•q1«G•~12q!, ~3!

rv5rp•q1rG•~12q!, ~4!

whereq is a real parameter between 0 and 1. Whenq is equal
to 1 or 0, the virtual plate is a piezoelectric ceramic or a
glass, respectively. The multiplication and addition in Eqs.
~1! to ~3! are conducted for each tensor element. This virtual
material is piezoelectric and the poling axis is always in the
thickness direction of the plate.

Numerical calculation of the velocities was conducted
by developing the Farnell’s method.10 The equation of mo-
tion in the plate and in water, the relating equation between
the piezoelectricity and the strain in the ceramic, and Gauss’
law from Maxwell’s equations are formulated. Then, the me-
chanical and electrical boundary conditions on the plate sur-
faces are considered. Finally, proper combinations of fre-
quency and Lamb-wave velocity are obtained by demanding
that the determinant of the boundary condition matrix should
be zero.

The Lamb-wave velocities are complex numbers. The
real part is the phase velocity of the leaky wave propagating
along the plate while the imaginary part is associated with
the radiation efficiency of the longitudinal wave into water.11

When the phase velocities of two different modes approach
so closely, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether the
two curves repel or cross. In these cases the imaginary parts
of the complex velocities can be referred to successfully to
distinguish the two curves, which will be described in the
next section.

II. CALCULATION

Numerical analysis was carried out for theq values from
0 to 1 in an increment of 0.1. The velocity curves for the 4th

and 5th modes cross forq equal to 0 and 0.1, while the two
modes repel or do not even approach each other forq equal
to or beyond 0.2. Figure 3 shows the phase velocity curves
for the 4th and 5th modes forq50.1 andq50.2. The imagi-
nary value of the complex velocity, on the other hand, takes
quite a different behavior compared with the above relation.
Instead of presenting the calculated results of imaginary parts
of the velocities, radiation efficiency (C) is introduced here
to understand the physical meaning of the role of the imagi-
nary parts more clearly.C is the ratio of energy that is trans-
ferred in the form of mode conversion from the Lamb wave
to the longitudinal wave in water while the Lamb wave
propagates by one wavelength, and is defined as follows:11

C512expS 4p
v I

vR
D , ~5!

wherevg andv I are the real and imaginary part of the com-
plex velocity, respectively. Figure 4 shows the calculatedC
values as a function offd, for two q values of 0.1 and 0.2. In
the case ofq50.1, where the phase velocities of the two
modes do cross at thefd values of 4.9 MHz•mm, C values
for the samefd values are far apart, which implies that there
are two different types of leaky Lamb waves in the plate,
with the same frequency and same phase velocity but with
two different radiation efficiencies. The velocity curves of
the two modes repel each other forq50.2, at around thefd
values of 4.5 MHz•mm, while the twoC curves correspond-
ing to the two modes cross at around the samefd values. It
means that the velocity dispersion curves for the two propa-
gation modes exchange their propagation characteristics in
terms of radiation efficiency~highly radiative, or less radia-
tive! when the velocity curves pass through the repulsion
region of the phase velocity.

To observe more detailed behavior of the velocity dis-
persion curves of the two modes around the repulsion and
crossing points, two-dimensional space~fd-q plane! is intro-
duced.fd value can change from 0 to infinity, whileq value
is between 0 and 1. A rectangular domain ABCD is focused
on the plane as shown in Fig. 5. The coordinates of the
points A, B, C, and D are~4.4, 0.1!, ~5.0, 0.1!, ~5.0, 0.2!, and
~4.4, 0.2!, respectively. The velocities of the 4th and 5th
modes are calculated as a function of the position of pointT
on thefd-q plane which has the coordinates of (f d,q) when
T moves continuously along the closed path in the order of
points A, B, C, D, and A. At the starting point A, the 4th-

FIG. 1. Calculated phase velocity dispersion curves of the lowest six modes
of leaky Lamb waves in glass plate loaded with water on one surface as a
function of the product of frequencyf and plate thicknessd.

FIG. 2. Calculated phase velocity dispersion curves of the lowest six modes
of leaky Lamb waves in a piezoelectric ceramic plate~TDK: 101A! loaded
with water on one surface as a function offd.
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mode phase velocity is 7094 m/s. AsT moves from point A
to point B, the velocity smoothly declines to become 6144
m/s at point B. The velocity declines further asT moves
from point B to point C to become 5641 m/s at point C. Then
the velocity gradually gets larger asT moves from point C to
point D to become 6502 m/s at point D. It grows larger again
whenT moves from point D to point A, the terminal point, to
become 8666 m/s. This velocity 8666 m/s is the 5th-mode
velocity at point A.

A similar series of calculations was conducted by start-
ing at point A as earlier but with the 5th mode velocity of
8666 m/s this time. In the moving route ofT, the similar
tendency on the phase velocity variation as those in the 4th
mode is recognized. Finally, at point A after one round, the
phase velocity coincided with the 4th mode velocity at the
point A.

III. DISCUSSION

Numerical calculation of the leaky Lamb waves veloci-
ties along a closed loop on thef d-q plane indicates that the
phase velocity obtained at the terminal point after one round
is not the same as the initial value at the starting point. Physi-
cal meaning of sweepingq value is regarded as a gradual

transition of the material properties of the plate; on the other
hand, sweepingfd value corresponds to transitional change
of the thicknessd of the plate along the direction of the wave
propagation while keeping a constant frequency.

Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram for explaining the
phenomenon mentioned above. Three-dimensional space is
introduced whose arbitrary pointS represents a combination
of three values offd, q, and phase velocity. On the two
planes ofq50.1 andq50.2 in Fig. 6, the velocity dispersion
curves for the 4th~solid curve! and the 5th~dashed curve!
modes are drawn. The two curves for the 4th and 5th modes
cross on the plane ofq50.1 but fail to cross on the plane of
q50.2. The symbols a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h in this figure
represent the points~4.4, 0.1, 8666!, ~5.0, 0.1, 6072!, ~5.0,
0.2, 5439!, ~4.4, 0.2, 6311!, ~4.4, 0.1, 7094!, ~5.0, 0.1, 6144!,
~5.0, 0.2, 5641!, and ~4.4, 0.2, 6502!, respectively. Two
points a and e in Fig. 6 are projected to point A in Fig. 5.
Similarly, points b and f are to point B, points c and g to
point C, and the points d and h to point D. Four dotted curves
connecting b with c, d with e, f with g, and h with a in Fig.
6 correspond to transitional shift of theq value retaining the
samefd value. When the pointT in Fig. 5 moves along the
closed loop of ABCDA just once, the pointS moves along
the curve efgha in Fig. 6, which is not along a closed loop.

FIG. 3. Calculated phase velocity curves of the 4th and 5th modes for two
q values.~a! q50.1, ~b! q50.2.

FIG. 4. CalculatedC values of the 4th and 5th modes as a function offd for
two q values.~a! q50.1, ~b! q50.2.

TABLE I. Nonzero material constants of the piezoelectric ceramic~101A, TDK Co.! in the engineering
notation.~The x1 andx3 axes are chosen parallel to the wave propagation direction and the poling axis of the
ceramic, respectively.!

Elastic stiffness
31010 N/m2

Piezoelectric
constant

C/m2 Permittivity
Density
kg/m3

cP11 cP12 cP13 cP33 cP44 cP66 eP31 eP33 eP15 «P11 /«0 «P33 /«0 rP

cP22 cP21 cP23 cP55 eP32 eP24 «P22 /«0

cP31

cP32

14.9 8.45 8.72 13.0 2.53 3.24 22.63 14.3 11.6 719 540 7700
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When the pointT moves along the same loop once again, the
point S moves along the curve abcde. This indicates that the
phase velocity values of the 4th and 5th modes are in the
form of two different branches of a two-valued function de-
fined on thef d-q plane.

Other closed loops on thef d-q plane were used as paths
along which the pointT moves. It turned out that the same
phenomenon of two-valuedness occurs if a loop contains the
neighborhood of somewhere around the point (f d,q)
5(4.7,0.15), but it does not occur if a loop does not contain
the neighborhood. This suggests that there is a singular point
within the neighborhood. The phase velocities of the 4th and
5th modes can not be separated and are regarded as two
different branches of a two-valued function in the domain
containing the singular point or in the domain surrounding
the singular point. But they can be isolated into the 4th-mode
and the 5th-mode values and are regarded as two single-
valued functions in the domain that is not containing nor
surrounding the singular point.

Let us call the above phenomenon, two-valuedness of
the velocities and the existence of a singular point, mode
coupling from now on. The mode coupling is analogous to
the behavior of mathematical function on the complex plane
v5z(1/2) ~bothz andv are complex! in the domain including
the pointz50. It is expected that there is a special value of
q0(0.1,q0,0.2) and that the plane ofq5q0 contains the
predicted singular point. We consider that the behaviors of
the curves for the 4th and 5th modes in the case ofq5q0 are
different from the phenomena of mode repulsion or mode
crossing that are often observed on the velocity dispersion
curves of existing materials. Because in the case of a plate
with a right value ofq0, the complex velocity of the two
modes completely coincides at the singular point, which is
not the case in mode repulsion, where only the imaginary
part coincides, nor in mode crossing, where only the real part
coincides. The mode repulsion happened because theq value
was a little beyondq0, and the mode crossing occurred be-
causeq value was a little underq0. So we suspect that both
mode repulsion and mode crossing are two phenomenon that
seem to occur when the mode coupling is observed at a fixed
q-value.

IV. CONCLUSION

The mode repulsion and crossing of the velocity disper-
sion curves of Lamb waves in a virtual material were studied
based on numerical analysis of wave propagation. Two-
valuedness of the phase velocities and the existence of a
singular point were found in the specific region of thefd-
plane, in the combination of two particular materials, glass
and ceramic. Consideration on the imaginary parts of veloc-
ity dispersion curves of leaky Lamb waves was useful for
understanding the phenomenon of mode repulsion and mode
crossing. The 4th- and 5th-mode phase velocity values as a
function defined on thef d-q plane constituted two different
branches of a two-valued function in the vicinity of a singu-
lar point. Further analytical studies on this matter are now
developing on other leaky waves as well as on nonleaky
waves along with experimental studies.
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A concept for the detection of nuclear underwater explosions in the ocean with an autonomous,
battery supplied hydroacoustic monitoring station is described. According to 26 Article IV of the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty~CTBT!, a low-cost station can be used as a quick temporary
substitute in order to provide for cases of breakdown of a permanent facility. The on-board detector
uses robust criteria to reduce false alarms caused by the background of natural events. For
suspicious events, the typical characteristics are transmitted by a surface buoy satellite link to the
data center. The classification technique has been tested with real data. With simple rules, an
effective false alarm suppression can be achieved without losing sensitivity against suspicious
in-water explosions. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!04202-8#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Lz, 43.30.Xm@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

The CTBT includes a global surveillance network cov-
ering the continents, the oceans, and the atmosphere. Hy-
droacoustic monitoring stations like the autonomous buoy
system presented here record the typical signatures of illegal
nuclear underwater explosions which, due to the excellent
acoustic conductivity of the ocean, provide simple and
unique classification clues.

The characteristic sound-speed profile of the deep ocean
establishes a global waveguide at about 1500-m depth, al-
lowing hydroacoustic events in the ocean to be detected over
tremendous distances and even far below the yield of 1 Kt
TNT equivalent as required by the treaty. The acoustic en-
ergy of earthquakes or explosions is trapped within the SO-
FAR channel and, without touching the sea surface or bot-
tom, spreads out with little attenuation over the whole ocean.
As long as the path between source and sensor is not blocked
by underwater mountains or the continental shelf, a single
hydrophone station can be sufficient to cover a complete
ocean.

The CTBT prohibits nuclear tests in general~atmo-
sphere, in-water, underground!. The surveillance of the treaty
is ensured by a global network of 170 seismic, 11 hydroa-
coustic, 60 infrasound, and 80 radionuclide monitoring sta-
tions. The few hydroacoustic stations play a key role for
localization and classification of offshore nuclear tests.

~a! In the southern hemisphere, where the seismic network
is sparse, the localization accuracy is improved consid-
erably, well beyond the required value of 1000 km2.
Detections at three stations, requiring three to four sta-
tions per ocean, are sufficient for an independent high-
accuracy localization.

~b! The SOFAR channel represents a low-pass filter wave-
guide of about 100-Hz rolloff. Unlike seismic signals,
this comparably large bandwidth provides simple and
reliable classification clues to distinguish the typical

hydroacoustic signature of in-water explosions from
the background of earthquakes and other natural
events.

Five of the 11 hydroacoustic stations use island-based
seismometer receivers and are used for localization only.
Since only the six genuine hydrophone stations of the net-
work provide the required bandwidth to obtain the essential
and obvious classification clues, a backup station seems es-
sential.

In this letter, we present the detection concept of an
autonomous buoy station. Unlike the permanent stations, it is
battery powered and does not depend on laborious cable con-
nections to the shore. It can be deployed temporarily on short
notice in case of malfunction of fixed stations. The signal
processing is adapted to the requirements of autonomous op-
eration. The constraints in power consumption and data
transfer rate require an efficient on-board capability of false
alarm reduction, preclassification, and data reduction.

I. TYPICAL ACOUSTIC EVENTS IN THE OCEAN

Many sources contribute to the background of nonsta-
tionary acoustic noise. Typical sources are seismic and vol-
canic activity, biologic sounds of fish/mammals~Ref. 1,
standing in for many! and man-made noise including mili-
tary, scientific, and exploration activities.

Underwater explosions can be distinguished because of
their typical signature. Figure 1 shows the~uncalibrated!
spectrogram of a nearby~7 km! in-water explosion which
clearly depicts the typical characteristics. The signal is very
short and impulsive in the time domain. The bandwidth is
high, containing frequencies far beyond 100 Hz. Further-
more, the signal shows a clear bubble pulse structure. In-
water explosions often cause an oscillating gas bubble
which, after the initial expansion phase, collapses and ex-
pands again. The delayT of the first bubble pulse is a func-
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tion of source depthz @m# and yieldw @kg#, given by2

T5
Kw1/3

~z110.06!5/6.

The experimental valuesz590 m, w50.82 kg, and K
52.11 for TNT give T542.5 ms. In the spectrogram, the
delay can be seen as a periodic structure withD f 51/T
523.5 Hz. The autocorrelation for the time series of this
event yields the exact valueT542.5 ms. Consequently, this
is a strong indicator for an in-water explosion.

Figure 2 shows a signal which was recorded at the
SOSUS station Point Sur. The origin was a seismic refrac-
tion experiment near Japan,3 at a distance of 8000 km. De-
spite the long propagation path, the signal maintains a large
bandwidth because all frequencies up to 100 Hz are guided
by the SOFAR channel almost without attenuation. Despite
its extraordinary duration, probably caused by the propaga-
tion conditions, the signal still shows the typical bubble
pulse structure which is consistent with the reported values
of depth and charge.

Nuclear and chemical explosions cannot be discrimi-
nated by their waveforms. The only classification clue is
their significant difference in charge yield, which can be es-
timated if the signal is detected by at least three stations and
the origin can be determined.

Hydroacoustic signals of nuclear in-water explosions
have not been available to the authors. Figure 3 shows the
spectrogram of an island nuclear explosion. It is one of the
six French tests~27.10.95! conducted at Mururoa between

September 95 and January 96. Despite the long, principally
waterborne propagation path of 6800 km, the signal remains
short and shows a large bandwidth. There is no bubble pulse
structure because the test was conducted in the atoll. Like
most of the waveforms used in this study, the raw data have
been received via Internet access from the Prototype Interna-
tional Data Center~PIDC!.

The coupling efficiency of the seismic energy into the
SOFAR channel is, especially for higher frequencies, highly
dependent upon the experimental setup, the local geology,
and the bathymetry at the source location. Consequently, the
signatures of the recorded nuclear explosions show a larger
variety as compared to underwater explosions.

Figure 4 shows a typical seismic event from an earth-
quake near Japan, received at a distance of about 8080 km.
Unlike a typical explosion, the seismic signal is longer, rises
and falls slowly, and all frequencies above 30 Hz are lacking
completely. Due to the long propagation path in rock with
strong attenuation, seismic waves typically do not contain
higher frequencies~above'20 Hz! which could couple into
the SOFAR channel. These events with sources generally
deep below the ground can therefore easily be distinguished
from those in or near to the water column and be rejected as
false alarms.

One of the most critical sources of false alarms are vol-
canic eruptions. Figure 5 shows events from Hawaii, July 22,
1996, recorded at Point Sur at a distance of 3700 km. The
pulse length is short and the bandwidth considerably higher
than for earthquake signals.

FIG. 1. Chemical explosion with bubble pulse structure.

FIG. 2. Chemical explosion with bubble pulse structure.

FIG. 3. Nuclear explosion, Mururoa, 27 October 1995.

FIG. 4. Undersea earthquake near Japan.
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These types of events show a great variety. While in
most cases the spectrum allows discrimination from in-water
explosions, there are still examples where even an analyst
can hardly distinguish the signatures from those of not-in-
water explosions. The buoy station would classify these
events as suspicious and transmit them for expert analysis,
allowing the fusion and joint evaluation of detections from
other stations.

Further false alarms can occur due to unknown man-
made sources or mammals in the vicinity of the station~Fig.
6!. These signals are mostly short and often concentrated in a
certain frequency band. They can mostly be screened due to
their duration.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE BUOY STATION

The hydrophone is suspended at SOFAR axis depth be-
tween a deep sea mooring~Fig. 7! and the submerged main
float, which decouples the hydrophone from the motion of
the surface buoy and contains most of the electronics and
batteries. The spar buoy surface unit carries only the satellite
communication interface and exposes just a small area to the
wind and sea wave forces.

A novelty is the newly developed cable connection to
the buoy. Two special swivels transmit the data by inductive
couplers. Thus the buoy can turn freely to avoid cable kinks,
which have been the weak point of deep sea sensor moorings
with satellite links.

The system can be launched and installed easily with a
single rope and operates autonomously for up to 2 years,

which is sufficient even for long-term tasks. Due to the lim-
ited energy reserves, the electronics has to be especially en-
ergy efficient and data transfer is limited to occasional satel-
lite connections~<4/day! with low total data rate~we
assume 50 events of 33128 bytes/day!. The buoy needs its
own signal processing capability, performing detection, and
feature extraction. Only for events classified as suspicious,
the significant features will be transmitted to the data center
for detailed post-analysis.

III. DETECTION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

Most of the time, the electronic unit is in a low-energy
mode. The hydrophone output is sampled at 256 Hz and
stored into a RAM ring buffer of 64 min capacity. Only once
an hour, the signal processing unit is activated to scan and
analyze the buffer data. The quick detection algorithm is
based on the short-time averaged~1 s! power signal, which
has to exceed the long-time average~60 s! by at least 10 to
25 dB. A first classification and false alarm reduction is per-
formed according to the peak power and pulse duration, re-
jecting short spikes~fish, etc.,T,1 s) and long earthquake
signals (T.40 s). Both excess level and duration are adjust-
able via satellite.

Although the number of detections will rarely exceed
five per hour at this stage, the remaining detections can be
limited to a maximum number, selecting the most interesting
ones according to peak power. This limits the analysis effort
in case of extraordinary false alarm situations due to explo-
ration activity, for example.

The feature extraction is based on the spectrogram
analysis, using a fast Fourier transform~FFT! with a 256-
samples ~1s! Hanning window, 3/4 overlap. For each

FIG. 5. Volcanic events from Hawaii, 22 July 1996.

FIG. 6. Mammal calls.

FIG. 7. Scheme of the autonomous monitoring station.
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frequency-bin~width 1 Hz31/4 s!, the signal represents the
mean power (mPa2/Hz), with a weighted time-averaging ac-
cording to the squared window function. The spectrogram is
summed up into six nonoverlapping frequency bands by av-
eraging the corresponding frequency bins. For each of the
smoothed bands (f 51 – 2, 3–5, 6–10, 11–20, 21–40, 41–
100 Hz!, we derive characteristic features for further analy-
sis:

~i! peak level and noise level
~ii ! time of peak, onset, end
~iii ! mean time, time spread, higher moments
~iv! total energy
~v! pulse shape: times of210,215,...,230 dB down-

points from peak.

The following features are derived from the spectrum:

~i! center frequency~max of energy!
~ii ! cutoff frequency: crossing of signal/noise spectra
~iii ! slope and shape above center-f
~iv! bubble pulse delay~cepstrum/autocorrelation!
~v! noise spectrum (D f 52 Hz, on request!.

Reasonable data reduction was achieved by observing
the sufficient accuracy for the parameters. Most frequencies
and times, for example, are in units of bins with width 1 Hz
and 1/4 s, relative to a reference time and can be coded in 1
byte. This allows a sufficient time window of 64 s per report.

Based on robust features like the cutoff frequency, the
events can now be further classified as ‘‘explosionlike’’ or
‘‘false alarm.’’ Only for those events classified as explosion-
like, the features will be stored in a permanent buffer and
occasionally transferred by satellite connection. The data of
rejected events are lost and can not, like in most stationary
stations, be later requested and reanalyzed on demand. In
order to make sure that no interesting event is lost, conser-
vative classification rules are applied. Based on the features,
a more detailed analysis according to source type and travel
path will be done in the International Data Center~IDC!.
This post-classification can be done off line, using sophisti-
cated neural net4 or fuzzy logic approaches.

IV. CLASSIFICATION RULES

The decision to transmit or not relies on simple and
robust clues: the peak power and detection threshold~A!, the
signal duration~B!, and the cutoff frequency~C!. The clas-
sification results were tested with a real data set, including
various representations of different event types, as shown in
Sec. I.

As in the testing phase of the buoy, we begin by apply-
ing only rules A, B. This screens almost all spiky events and
many of the long earthquake signals. The other events pass
this step. The smaller in-water explosions can also be
screened by increasing the detection threshold, as nuclear
versions would be significantly louder. The threshold is re-
motely adjustable, allowing the false alarm rate to be con-
trolled according to the testing goals.

The high-frequency content~rule C!, available after fea-
ture extraction, rejects all events without significant frequen-

cies above 40 Hz. This screens out all earthquakes while
keeping all in-water explosions.

From the Mururoa nuclear test signals, those four with a
typical signature~Fig. 3! are easily detected. Another three
signals were available which, due to poor coupling or misi-
dentification, show a seismic/volcanic signature and are not
selected, as expected. The ‘‘volcanoes’’ can not be screened
completely and generate unavoidable false alarms. This is
tolerable because these events are quite rare. Thus the cutoff-
frequency limit can even be slightly reduced without allow-
ing false alarms from the far more common seismic signals.

The option is in preparation to transmit original signals
for extraordinary events, where expert examination, includ-
ing listening to the real signal, is considered indispensable.
These would then be selected by applying much stronger
criteria, based on further features like bubble pulse evidence.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An autonomous buoy station has been developed to de-
tect and record hydroacoustic events, such as nuclear explo-
sions in the ocean. The global surveillance network of the
CTBT uses the typical hydroacoustic signatures of underwa-
ter explosions as a key classification clue.

The station is designed as a temporary replacement in
case of breakdown of one of the only six fixed hydrophone
stations of the IMS. It operates autonomously and indepen-
dent of local infrastructure, making it deployable quickly and
at reasonable costs by a ship of opportunity. The limitations
in energy consumption and data link require an on-board
capacity of classification, false alarm suppression, and data
reduction.

Large chemical or nuclear explosions in the ocean can
be identified by means of their specific signature. The clas-
sification algorithms designed for this task use simple and
robust features like peak power, duration, and high-
frequency content. Characteristic features of the signature are
extracted and transmitted for post analysis.

The classification rules were tested using data from ex-
isting fixed stations. The classifier reliably detected all inter-
esting in-water explosions, even though the available test
signals from chemical explosions had yields far below the
nuclear threshold. In an operational version, most of them
could be screened as man-made noise by increasing the de-
tection threshold. Even most island-based nuclear explosions
are easily detected, like those from the French 1995 test se-
ries. Background events of different seismic, biologic, or
man-made sources are effectively suppressed, giving a rea-
sonable false alarm and data rate.
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truth data set of marine explosions,’’ Technical Report SAIC-98/3008,
Science Applications International Corporation, McLean, VA, 1998.

4P. Dysart and H. Laney, ‘‘Hydroacoustic phase identification,’’ Technical
Report SAIC-97/Science Applications International Corporation, McLean,
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A numerical truncation technique is described for reducing the numerical instability problems
associated with the utilization of the transfer matrix method, especially in cases where the frequency
of ultrasound, the number of layers, or the thickness of the layers become very large. This rather
simplistic modification to the numerical coding extends the transfer matrix method to a wide range
of applications, without any complex and computationally intensive reformulation. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!04102-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling of acoustic wave propagation in layered elas-
tic media is important because of the extensive range of
problems which can be addressed. A popular and widely
reported method for modeling wave propagation in layered
structures is the transfer matrix method, which has been
credited to Thomson1 and has been well documented.2–14

It is a well-known fact that one of the characteristics of
the technique is the occurrence of numerical instabilities,
even for layered isotropic structures. The numerical instabili-
ties have been observed especially when the overall thick-
ness of the structure or the frequency of the harmonic ultra-
sonic wave becomes very high or when the intermediate
elastic supports are very stiff.9,10 The numerical difficulties
also increase at higher oblique incidence angles~near grazing
angles!. They are reported to be dependent on the ‘‘fdr,’’
parameter which is a product of the frequency~f !, thickness
~d!, and number of ply groups~r!.12 Here, ply groups is
defined as the superlayer repetitions~a superlayer being a
combination of ply groups that can repeat or have mirror
images!. Thus, for thick laminates~high fdr values! having a
large number of ply groups, the transfer matrix method does
not provide a reliable model. This results in a limitation of
the model application to very thin layered structures com-
posed of simple stacking sequences. Moreover, inverse prob-
lems like stacking sequence identification and elastic con-
stant inversion become increasingly more difficult to solve.

The cause of these computational problems is traced to
the loss of precision that occurs when performing normal
arithmetic calculations using computers of limited precision.
In the transfer matrix method, the global transfer matrix is
related to the local transfer matrices by

A5)
k51

k5n

Ak ,

whereAk is the local transfer matrix of thekth layer of an
n-layered laminate. In this method, the relatively insignifi-
cant inaccuracies in computation are amplified by the large

number of matrix premultiplications when computing the
global transfer matrixA from the local transfer matricesAk ,
as in the case of a large number of ply groups. Furthermore,
the matricesAk contain terms likeeiajdk, wherea is the ratio
of the wave number component in the thickness direction to
that along the surface in the incident plane, i.e., a partial
wave solution;j is the wave number in the wave number
component along the surface in the incident plane; anddk is
the thickness of thekth layer. Here, small precision errors
are amplified by the exponential term, especially for high
thicknesses.

There are several publications which have addressed the
stability issue and suggested improvements to reduce the in-
stability. For instance, Dunkin8 had developed a delta opera-
tor technique which has since been improved by Kundu and
Mal,10 Levesque and Piche,11 and Castaings and Hosten.12

This method uses up to 20th-order delta matrices and is com-
putationally intensive. The method involves computing sub-
determinants of local transfer matrices and is aimed at pre-
venting the accumulation of precision errors during
computation of the global transfer matrix. Most work6 has
been concentrated on isotropic materials utilizing the delta-2
operator. However, Castaings and Hosten12 have adapted the
technique to anisotropic media~composite laminates! where
the delta-3 operator has been introduced. Delta operators do
indeed provide a much-improved transfer matrix formula-
tion, but nevertheless, they result in significantly increasing
computational time as a result of a large number of extra
subdeterminant computations. The computational time on a
Sun SPARC Server was determined to increase by 30–40
times for a typical thick composite laminate case study.
Speed of computation is even more critical during the use of
inverse techniques for determining the material properties,
where the procedure has to be frequently repeated during a
typical inverse search process.13 Furthermore, as reported by
Castaings and Hosten,12 closed-form analytical expressions
for the local transfer matrix elements and subdeterminants
need to be found using a mathematical software that per-
forms symbolic operations. This leads to the development of
a considerably new formulation of the technique which can
sometimes result in very complex coding for numericala!Electronic mail: balas@ae.msstate.edu
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analysis for both the forward and the inverse solutions. For
thick structures with periodic repetition of layers, Floquet
wave techniques may be applicable.13

I. NUMERICAL TRUNCATION ALGORITHM

An approximation algorithm by numerically truncating
the higher end values was attempted, with considerable suc-
cess without compromising computational speed. Loss of ac-
curacy and validity of the results is always a concern during
any truncation process. The truncation algorithm discussed
here provided results which compare very well with the re-
sults obtained using the delta operator technique12 and was
found to be stable for a wide range of case studies.14,15 The
technique is simple, almost trivial, and no significant change
in the traditional analytical expressions for the transfer ma-
trix method is required. In this remedy, the error amplifica-
tion caused by the exponential terms was limited by setting a
maximum threshold value on the real part of the exponent
( iajdk). To account for the ply-group dependence, the
maximum threshold was set to 25/r . Hence, the following
condition was imposed:

IF REAL ~ iajdk!.25/r THEN REAL ~ iajdk!525/r .

Here, j is equal to (2p f )/c, where f is the frequency
andc is the phase velocity of the partial mode. Hence, thefdr
parameter, which influences the onset of instabilities, is in-
herent in the numerical truncation algorithm. The selection
of 25 as the threshold was based on several numerical con-
vergence studies conducted on graphite–epoxy composite
laminates. A numerical approach to solving the instability
problems with the transfer matrix method has also been sug-
gested elsewhere.16

In this letter, only fluid-loaded laminates constructed
from fiber-reinforced composite materials~graphite–epoxy!
were considered. The reflection and transmission factor char-
acteristics for a longitudinal wave obliquely incident on the
laminate will be employed in order to demonstrate the capa-
bility of a numerical truncation technique. Numerical experi-
ments were carried out on the viscoelastic graphite/epoxy
material used by Deschamps and Hosten.7 The viscoelastic
material properties are listed in Table I. The three commonly
encountered stacking sequences,viz., unidirectional, cross-
ply, and quasi-isotropic, were investigated. Reflection factor
versus incidence angleu plots in thef50° incidence plane
were studied because numerical problems arise at oblique
incidence. All multioriented laminates were assumed to be
composed of equal-thickness ply groups, i.e.,dk

5d(total laminate thickness)/r . All routines were coded in

FORTRAN 77 and executed on SUN workstations using
double precision and double complex data types.

The behavior of reflection factor, with and without nu-
merical truncation, for a unidirectional laminate was exam-
ined in a case study where numerical instabilities have been
reported earlier.7 The frequency and laminate thickness pa-
rameters were those used in Deschamps and Hosten,7 i.e.,
frequency (f )52.242 MHz and thickness (d)53.434 mm.
The plots of the reflection factor versus incidence angle with-
out and with numerical truncation are shown in Fig. 1~a! and

FIG. 1. ~a! Computed reflection factor response without any numerical trun-
cation for a viscoelastic unidirectional graphite–epoxy composite laminate
with thickness (d)53.434 mm, at frequency (f )52.241 MHz at a plane of
incidence along the fibers.~b! Computed reflection factor response with
numerical truncation correction for a viscoelastic unidirectional graphite–
epoxy composite laminate with thickness (d)53.434 mm, at frequency
( f )52.241 MHz at a plane of incidence along the fibers.

TABLE I. Material properties of the graphite–epoxy composite used in the analysis~Ref. 7!.

Viscoelastic graphite/epoxy (r51500 kg/m3)

Elastic
constantCi j

~GPa!

C11 C22 C33 C12 C13 C23 C44 C55 C66

132.00 12.30 12.10 6.90 5.90 5.50 3.32 6.21 6.15

Viscoelastic
constanth i j

h11 h22 h33 h12 h13 h23 h44 h55 h66

~GPa-ms! 0.400 0.037 0.043 0.001 0.016 0.021 0.009 0.015 0.020
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~b!, respectively. As can be observed, without numerical
truncation@Fig. 1~a!#, the transfer matrix formulation is com-
putationally stable till around an incidence angleu518°,
after which instabilities creep in. On the other hand, incor-
porating numerical truncation@Fig. 1~b!# stabilizes the com-
putation, with the reflection factor being computed right up
to u590°. Furthermore, computation with truncation agrees
extremely well with the result published by Deschamps and
Hosten7 for the same case—especially the experimental one
at high angles of incidence and for several other case
studies.15 In fact, their numerical computation, in spite of
using an improved transfer matrix algorithm, does not match
well with experiments at incidence angles greater than 50°.

Next, the stability of the formulation with truncation was
examined for a very thick composite laminate. The case
study involved 100-mm-thick laminated plates at an incident
frequency f 51 MHz ( f d5100 MHz mm). Figures 2–4

show the reflection factor plots for@0°/90°#4S , @0°/90°/
145°/245°#4S , @0°/90°#8S laminates. It can be noted from
Figs. 2–4 that the reflection factor computation is stable,
while the results obtained without employing the numerical
truncation were highly unstable. However, from Fig. 4, for
@0°/90°#8S where the number of ply-group repetitionsr
516 is doubled, as compared to@0°/90°#4S where r 58,
some instabilities seem to appear aroundu530°. Neverthe-
less, when the laminate thickness was reduced tod
550 mm (f d550 MHz mm), no instabilities were observed.
This demonstrates that the numerical truncation may not be
stable for all values offdr. Yet, based on the laminate lay-
ups and highfd values used in the case studies here, repre-
senting extreme cases for many practical composite struc-
tures, the numerical truncation significantly reduces the
computational instabilities.

II. CONCLUSION

The numerical truncation method, discussed in this let-
ter, involves limiting the exponential terms involved to a
certain threshold in order to prevent instabilities due to pre-
cision inaccuracies and computational limitation in handling
large numbers. Alternative methods such as the delta opera-
tor technique have been shown to solve this problem, but
these technique require extensive reformulation and signifi-
cantly add to the computational time. In contrast, the numeri-
cal truncation algorithm is simpler and does not compromise
computational speed. Numerical truncation was examined
for unidirectional, cross-ply, and quasi-isotropic viscoelastic
laminates. It was observed that despite some limitations on
the thickness,vis-a-visply-group repetitions, the method can
be applied successfully to a wider range of laminate stacking
sequences, ultrasonic frequencies, and thicknesses where the
traditional transfer matrix method demonstrates instabilities.

FIG. 2. Computed reflection factor response with numerical truncation for a
very thick viscoelastic cross-ply@0/90#4S graphite–epoxy composite lami-
nate with thickness (d)5100 mm, at frequency (f )51.00 MHz at a plane
of incidence along the fibers.

FIG. 3. Computed reflection factor response with numerical truncation for a
very thick viscoelastic@0/90/145/245#4S graphite–epoxy composite lami-
nate with thickness (d)5100 mm, at frequency (f )51.00 MHz at a plane
of incidence along the fibers.

FIG. 4. Computed reflection factor response with numerical truncation for a
very thick viscoelastic@0/90#8S graphite–epoxy composite laminate with
thickness (d)5100 mm, at frequency (f )51.00 MHz at a plane of inci-
dence along the fibers. This shows some numerical instabilities near 30-deg
angle of incidence.
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In acoustic applications, the signal source of interest is generally broadband and the background
noise field is predominantly isotropic. In this letter, the performance of the broadband generalized
sidelobe canceller, optimized with respect to an isotropic noise field, is analyzed and compared
against the performance of the conventional summing beamformer. The comparison is based on an
ideal continuous-time infinite-length generalized sidelobe canceller with the aim of determining the
performance limits of this beamforming structure. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that an adaptive beamformer can out-
perform its corresponding conventional summing beam-
former, but at a higher implementation cost.1,2 Therefore, it
is important to have an understanding of the precise nature of
the adaptive beamformer’s superior performance. In this pa-
per, the generalized sidelobe canceller~GSC! form of the
adaptive beamformer, also known as the Griffiths–Jim
beamformer,2–4 is studied. The study makes references to
acoustic applications such as hands-free mobile phones and
sonar where the signals of interest are broadband and the
background noise field is predominantly isotropic.5–8 This
paper aims to determine, analytically, the amount of addi-
tional noise suppression the broadband GSC is able to
achieve relative to the conventional summing beamformer in
an isotropic noise environment.

Although this paper considers only the GSC, the results
presented here are, in fact, quite general. For example, it can
be shown that the GSC is equivalent to other beamforming
structures such as the linearly constrained minimum variance
~LCMV ! beamformer.2,9 The motivation for studying the
GSC stems from the fact that the optimum GSC is defined by
an optimization problem that is unconstrained. Fourier tech-
niques can thus be applied to simplify the solution to this
problem.

At this juncture, it should be pointed out that the aim of
this paper is simply to explore the performance limits of
adaptive beamformers. In this connection, the optimum GSC
derived in this paper will be idealized in the sense that it will
be a continuous-time, infinite length, and~possibly! non-
causal processor.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I, the opti-
mum GSC is derived. The performance of this GSC, relative
to the conventional summing beamformer, is analyzed in
Sec. II. In Sec. III, a series of numerical studies is presented
to illustrate the GSC’s superior performance.

I. THE OPTIMUM GENERALIZED SIDELOBE
CANCELLER

The general structure of a broadband GSC is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of an array ofL sensors, located atr l ,
l 51,...,L. The function of the presteering delaysTl ,
l 51,...,L, is to time align the target signals(t) arriving from
directionu. The output of thel th delay element can thus be
written as

zl~ t !5s~ t !1nl~ t2Tl !1 i l~ t2Tl !, ~1!

wherenl(t) denotes the spatially uncorrelated noise sensed
by the l th the sensor, andi l(t) denotes the spatially corre-
lated, or isotropic, noise sensed by this sensor.

The spatial and frequency responses of the main beam,
or reference, signalr (t) are shaped by the gainsgl ,
l 51,...,L, and the filterh0(t), respectively. The spatial and
frequency responses of the auxiliary beams are determined
by the filtershn(t), n51,...,N. The function of theL3N
blocking matrixB, L.N, is to prevents(t) from reaching
the combined outputy(t) of the auxiliary beams.

The optimum GSC is found as follows. Define first the
following signal vectors:

z~ t !5@z1~ t ! ¯ zL~ t !#T, ~2!

g5@g1 ¯ gL#T, ~3!

n~ t !5@n1~ t2T1! ¯ nL~ t2TL!#T, ~4!

i~ t !5@ i 1~ t2T1! ¯ i L~ t2TL!#T, ~5!

x~ t !5@x1~ t ! ¯ xN~ t !#T, ~6!

and

h~ t !5@h1~ t ! ¯ hN~ t !#T, ~7!

where the superscriptT signifies transpose.
Next, it is assumed thats(t), nl(t), andi l(t) are station-

ary and mutually uncorrelated. LetSs( f ) denote the spectral
density ofs(t), andRn(t) andRi(t) denote the covariance
matrices ofn(t) and i(t), respectively, i.e.,
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Rn~t!5E@n~ t !nT~ t1t!# ~8!

and

Ri~t!5E@ i~ t !iT~ t1t!#. ~9!

The optimum generalized sidelobe canceller is given by the
solution to the following optimization problem

min
h~ t !

E@«2~ t !#. ~10!

According to Wiener filter theory, the above problem
can be solved by invoking the orthogonality condition10

E@x~ t !«~ t1t!#50, ;t. ~11!

In the frequency domain, Eq.~11! is equivalent to

sxr~ f !5sxy~ f !, ~12!

where

sxr~ f !5@Sx1r~ f ! ¯ SxNr~ f !uT ~13!

and

sxy~ f !5@Sx1y~ f ! ¯ SxNy~ f !#T. ~14!

The cross-spectral termsxr( f ) can be found as follows.
First, note thats(t) is blocked byB. Thus

x~ t !5BT@n~ t !1 i~ t !#. ~15!

Accordingly,

r xz~t!5E@x~ t !z~ t1t!#5BT@Rn~t!1Ri~t!#g, ~16!

whereupon

sxr~ f !5H0~ f !•sxz~ f !5H0~ f !•BT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#g,
~17!

whereH0( f ), Sn( f ), andSi( f ) are the Fourier transforms
of h0(t), Rn(t), andRi(t), respectively.

Similarly, the cross-spectral termssxy( f ) can be found.
First, observe that

@r xy~t!#n5EFxn~ t !•(
i 51

N

hi~ t1t!* xi~ t1t!G . ~18!

Therefore,

@sxy~ f !#n5(
i 51

N

Hi~ f !Sxnxi
~ f ! ~19!

and hence

sxy~ f !5Sx~ f !•h̃~ f !5BT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#B•h̃~ f !, ~20!

where

h̃~ f !5@H1~ f ! ¯ HN~ f !#T. ~21!

Finally, substituting Eqs.~17! and ~20! into Eq. ~12!
yields the optimum filters

h̃~ f !5H0~ f !•$BT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#B%21

•BT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#g. ~22!

The spectral density of the output signal from the opti-
mum GSC is given by

S«~ f !5Sr~ f !2Sy~ f !

5uH0~ f !u2$Ss~ f !1gT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#g%

2uH0~ f !u2gT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#B•$BT@Sn~ f !

1Si~ f !#B%21
•BT@Sn~ f !1Si~ f !#g. ~23!

NoteSn( f ) andSi( f ) are, by definition, Hermitian. This fact
was made use of in deriving Eq.~23!.

II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Signal model

Suppose that element self-noise is uncorrelated from
sensor to sensor. Suppose further that the spectral density of
nl(t) is independent ofl and is given bySn( f ). It then
follows that

Sn~ f !5Sn~ f !•I . ~24!

Suppose next that isotropic noise has spectral density
Si( f ) and that its cross-spectral density matrix can be de-
composed as follows:

Si~ f !5Si~ f !•EHQ~ f !E, ~25!

where the superscriptH signifies conjugate transpose,Q( f )
is a normalized matrix that describes the spatial correlation
of isotropic noise, as seen by the sensors, and

E5diag~e2 j 2p/T1,...,e2 j 2p/TL!. ~26!

Models ofQ( f ) for various isotropic noise fields can be
found Refs. 6 and 7. In the case of a spherical isotropic noise
field, Q( f ) is given by

@Q~ f !# i j 5sincS 2p f

c
ir i2r j i D , ~27!

where c is the speed of signal propagation in the acoustic
medium.

The blocking matrixB can take a number of forms.3 The
following L3(L21) matrix can be implemented easily in
hardware:

BT5F 1 21 0 ¯ 0

0 1 21 ¯ 0

] ]

0 ¯ 0 1 21

G . ~28!

FIG. 1. Structure of a generalized sidelobe canceller.
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In the sequel, it is assumed that

g5
1

L
1, ~29!

i.e., the main beam is not shaded. Note Eqs.~28! and ~29!
yield the following useful identity

BTg50. ~30!

B. Performance index

The aim of this paper is to quantify the gain in noise
suppression the GSC has over a summing beamformer with
the same number of elements. This gain can be characterized
by comparing the spectral density of the residual noise in the
main beam, i.e., the summing beamformer, against the same
in the output of the GSC. That is,

r~ f !5
Sr~ f !2uH0~ f !u2Ss~ f !

S«~ f !2uH0~ f !u2Ss~ f !
. ~31!

Substituting Eqs.~23!–~25! and ~30! into Eq. ~31! and
defining the scalarh( f ) and the Hermitian matrixQ8( f ) as
follows,

h~ f !5
Sn~ f !

Si~ f !
~32!

and

Q8~ f !5EHQ~ f !E, ~33!

it follows that

r~ f !5
1

12a~ f !
, ~34!

a~ f !5
gTQ8B$BT@hI1Q8#B%21BTQ8g

gT~hI1Q8#g
, ~35!

where, for convenience, the frequency argument inh( f ) and
Q8( f ) has been dropped.

C. High-frequency performance

Suppose frequency is high such that the wavelength is
shorter than twice the smallest interelement spacing. The
sinc functions inQ( f ) are then small andQ8( f ) can be
approximated by

Q8~ f !>I1D~ f !, ~36!

where the matrixD( f ) is small in the sense that the magni-
tudes of all its elements are much smaller than one. Substi-
tuting Eq.~36! into Eq. ~35! gives

a~ f !>
gTDB$BTB%21BTDg

~11h!2/L
. ~37!

Now, noting thatB$BTB%21BT is a projection matrix, it
can be readily verified using Rayleigh’s principle thata( f )
is bounded above bylmax(D

2)/(11h)2. Therefore, at very
high frequencies,r( f )→1 since D( f )→0, and the GSC
loses its superior noise suppression characteristics.

D. Low-frequency performance

At low frequencies, the sinc functions inQ8( f ) ap-
proach unity and soQ8( f ) can be approximated by

Q8~ f !>11T1J~ f !, ~38!

where the matrixJ( f ) is small in the sense that the magni-
tudes of all its elements are much smaller than one. Suppose
h( f ).lmax(J). Then, substituting Eq.~38! into Eq. ~35!,
noting that11T5L2ggT, and invoking Eq.~30! yields

a~ f !>
gTJB$BTB%21BTJg

h~h/L11!
. ~39!

At very low frequencies,r( f )→1 since J( f )→0.
Therefore, the performance of the GSC degrades again to
that of the summing beamformer.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

In the following numerical study, the array was selected
to be a uniform linear array with an interelement spacing of
0.05 m. The array was presteered towards broadside so that
Tl50, l 51,...,L, andQ8( f )5Q( f ). The element self-noise
and the isotropic noise were assumed to be flat from 0 to
3800 Hz with a noise level, relative tos(t), of 230 and 0
dB, respectively. The velocity of sound is 340 m/s. Figure 2
plots r( f ) againstf for various numbers of array elements.

As can be seen, the frequency at whichr( f ) peaks de-
creases with increasing number of elements. This follows
since, with a larger array aperture, the optimum GSC is able
to suppress lower-frequency~longer wavelength! noise more
effectively.

In contrast, the maximum ofr( f ) is only weakly depen-
dent on the number of elements. This follows since the ad-
ditional terms that are appended to theL3L matrix Q( f ) as
L is increased are small.

Finally, it is observed that the total noise gain of the
conventional summing beamformer, relative to the total

FIG. 2. Gain function of a uniform linear array with230 dB element noise,
0-db isotropic noise, andL53, 5, 9, 13, 23, and 33.
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noise gain of the GSC, increases with increasingL. The rela-
tive total noise gain is given by the integral ofr( f ) over
frequency. This result is expected since, with more elements,
the GSC should be able to find, by virtue of its optimality, a
more effective way to suppress noise.
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Experiments were performed to measure two kinds of suppression threshold for running speech:
echo threshold, defined here as the minimum level at which it was possible to detect that an echo
was present, and masked threshold, defined as the minimum level at which it was possible to detect
that a lagging sound was present at all. Both thresholds were measured using a geometry in which
sound sources and reflections were distributed over the horizontal plane~left, front, and right
locations! and a geometry in which they were distributed over the median sagittal plane~front,
overhead, and rear locations!. The predominant sound localization cues are different for these two
geometries, and the experiments measured the consequences of this difference for suppression. Echo
thresholds were found to have a comparable dependence on the delay of the lagging sound for the
horizontal and median sagittal planes. Masked thresholds, which were systematically 8–15 dB
lower than echo thresholds, also showed a comparable dependence on delay for the two planes.
Overall, these results support the idea that echo suppression is functionally similar whether locations
are cued by interaural differences in time and intensity, or by spectral features introduced by the
head-related transfer function. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!02202-5#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Qp@DWG#

INTRODUCTION

In a room, a sound comes to a listener many times over.
It arrives first direct from its source, and thereafter from all
around as the sound reflects and re-reflects from room sur-
faces. The reflected copies are a potential distraction for the
listener, but they rarely distract to any great extent because a
remarkable neural process suppresses their perception as
echoes~Blauert, 1983!. The present paper is motivated by a
recent finding regarding the neurophysiology of echo sup-
pression~Litovsky and Yin, 1994; Yin and Litovsky, 1994;
Litovsky et al., 1997!. Recordings made in the inferior col-
liculus of cat point to an equivalence of suppression for
sound sources and reflections spatially separated from one
another in the horizontal plane~HP! and sources and reflec-
tions separated in the median sagittal plane~MSP!. This
comparison is interesting because the predominant direc-
tional cues are different for the two planes. In the HP, inter-
aural difference cues are paramount~Mills, 1958; Durlach
and Colburn, 1978!. In the MSP, the most important cues are
spectral shape cues introduced by the ears, head, and upper
torso, which act as acoustical filters with different frequency
responses for different angles of sound incidence~Shaw and
Teranishi, 1968; Hebrank and Wright, 1974; Searleet al.,
1976; Middlebrooks and Green, 1991!. Evidence of equiva-
lence for the HP and the MSP argues for a suppression
mechanism that is realized in the nervous system at a level
where the locations of sources and reflections are represented
abstractly, indifferent to the particulars of their spatial cuing.

The present study made a psychophysical comparison of

echo suppression in the HP and the MSP, in complement to
the neurophysiological comparison. It focused on human lis-
teners’ echo suppression for speech, which lasts for tens of
milliseconds~Haas, 1951; Lochner and Burger, 1958!, a time
constant of the same order as that of the suppression that has
been measured neurophysiologically. There were two experi-
ments.

I. EXPERIMENT 1—ECHO THRESHOLD

Experiment 1 measured listeners’echo thresholdfor
connected speech, defined here as the level at which a de-
layed copy of the speech was just barely audible as an image
distinct from the direct sound. Measurements were made in
the HP and the MSP, at delay times of 20, 40, 60, and 80 ms.
The speech samples were newspaper articles, read aloud in
an anechoic room by a female talker and by a male talker.
Forty-five minutes of their speech were recorded onto digital
audio tape and played back as needed for the experiment.

Five subjects participated in the study, S1, S2, and S3
were young adult listeners~two females, one male; ages 17
to 20 years! with normal hearing thresholds and no prior
experience in psychophysical listening studies. S4 and S5
were older listeners~both males, ages 45 and 59!, with some
high-frequency hearing loss. S4 and S5 were experienced
listeners. Subjects S1, S4, and S5 were authors.

The subjects were tested individually, in a 3.0 m~wide!
34.3 m~long!32.4 m~high! anechoic room~IAC #107840!.
During testing, a subject sat still, facing straight ahead. A
metal guidebar rested atop the subject’s head and helped the
subject maintain a fixed head position. For the HP condition,
three loudspeakers were placed at the height of the subject’sa!Present address: Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
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ears, and 120 cm away. One speaker was directly in front of
the subject; the others were 90 deg off to the left and right.
For the MSP condition, loudspeakers were placed directly in
front, directly above, and directly behind the subject’s head.

Test runs were done separately for the HP and the MSP.
On each test trial, we directed a leading copy of the speech to
one loudspeaker in the plane under test, and a lagging copy
to the same speaker or to a different speaker in that plane.
The subject was given control over the level of the lagging
copy. At the highest level, which was 10 dB above that of
the lead, the lagging copy was audible as an echo, distinct
from the direct sound. The subject was instructed to reduce
the level down to the point where the echo was as faint as
possible while still remaining audible. Across trials, the lead-
ing and lagging loudspeakers were randomly varied, as was
the delay time of the lag. One complete test run included all
possible combinations of these variables~3 lead locations3
3 lag locations3 4 delay times5 36 trials!. Subjects typi-
cally took about 20 min to complete a run. They did a total
of four runs in the HP condition and four in the MSP condi-
tion. The order of these runs was random and different for
each subject.

The results of experiment 1 are given by the open-
symbol plots in Fig. 1. Echo thresholds~measured in dBre:
the level of the leading sound! are plotted separately for each
subject~different figure panels! and for the HP~open circles!
and the MSP~open squares!. Each plot gives a subject’s
mean threshold as a function of the lagging speech delay
time. Error bars~in some cases smaller than the plotting

symbols! indicate 6 one standard deviation over the four
runs that a subject did in each plane. All five subjects per-
formed similarly in the HP and the MSP. For both planes,
there was substantial suppression at the 20-ms delay time
and progressively decreasing suppression with increasing de-
lay times. There was a marked linear trend to the results.
Best-fit lines~which accounted for over 90% of the variance
in both planes! had nearly equal mean slopes for the HP
~20.25 dB/ms! and the MSP~20.23 dB/ms!.

For two subjects~S3 and S5!, echo threshold levels for
the HP and the MSP were close together at every value of the
delay, never differing by more than the standard deviation
over runs shown by the error bars. For the other three sub-
jects ~S1, S2, and S4!, HP and MSP thresholds did diverge
by amounts greater than the standard deviation at one or
more values of the delay. Stars in Fig. 1 highlight the in-
stances where this was the case~six in all!. In every starred
case, the HP echo threshold was lower than the correspond-
ing MSP threshold. This effect was even present in the re-
sults for the one location that was common to both planes
~center in the HP, front in the MSP!.1 Given that fact, and the
fact that test runs were done separately for the HP and the
MSP, we conclude that the plane difference reflects a
context-sensitive shift in the subjects’ criteria for decision
making about echo thresholds. Just why this shift consis-
tently favored slightly lower thresholds for the HP is unclear.

II. EXPERIMENT 2—MASKED THRESHOLD

Even after the level of a lagging sound is reduced to the
point where an echo is no longer perceptible, audible loud-
ness and coloration effects remain. Experiment 2 determined
how much additional attenuation would be required to elimi-
nate all audible effects of the lagging sound. The design of
this masked thresholdexperiment was the same as for ex-
periment 1, but the instructions to the subjects were different.
Subjects were instructed to reduce the level of the lagging
speech until they could barely detect that it was present at
all. To aid in finding this point, subjects were given a push-
button to press to remove the lagging sound altogether. On
each test trial, they switched the lagging sound in and out
and adjusted its level for as long as needed to find the
masked threshold point. The subjects of this experiment were
the same as for experiment 1. They completed all testing for
that experiment before undertaking this one.

The results of experiment 2 are given by the filled-
symbol plots in Fig. 1. Masked thresholds for all five sub-
jects were 8 to 15 dB below the corresponding echo thresh-
olds, with similar functions for the HP and the MSP. Best fit
lines for the masked threshold data had identical mean slopes
of 20.20 dB/ms for the HP and the MSP. Masked thresholds
for the HP and the MSP were never further apart than the
error bars for any subject at any delay time.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Correlations

Figure 1 provides visible evidence that the subjects per-
formed similarly in both experiments and in both planes. A
correlation analysis was done to get a measure of the

FIG. 1. Open symbols connected by solid lines show echo thresholds for
running speech measured in experiment 1. Filled symbols connected by
dashed lines show masked thresholds measured in experiment 2. Results are
given separately for each subject~different figure panels!. Thresholds~in dB
re: the level of the lead! are plotted as a function of the delay time between
leading and lagging copies of the speech. Plots with circles are for sources
in the horizontal plane; plots with squares are for sources in the median
sagittal plane. Error bars show61 standard deviation over test runs. Stars
highlight instances in which error bars for the two planes do not overlap.
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strengths of those relationships. Correlations were computed
over the 20 values for each experiment/plane representing
thresholds for each of the five subjects measured at each of
the four delay times. Table I shows the correlation matrix.
All of the correlations were high~0.89 or above!, indicating
a parallel dependence on lagging speech delay time through-
out. Two correlations speak directly to the HP–MSP com-
parison that is at the heart of the present study. The correla-
tion between HP and MSP echo thresholds measured in
experiment 1 was 0.98. The correlation between HP and
MSP masked thresholds measured in experiment 2 was 0.98
as well.

B. Individual source locations

Over the course of an experimental run, stimuli were
presented from nine different combinations of leading and
lagging loudspeakers. Statistical comparisons showed that
there were significant differences among the nine for echo
threshold results in the HP@F(8,32)52.27; p,0.05] and
for both echo and masked threshold results in the MSP
@echo: F(8,32)57.30; p,0.001; masked:F(8,32)58.59;
p,0.001]. There was no significant difference among the
loudspeaker combinations for the masked threshold results in
the HP (p.0.05). All of the loudspeaker-combination ef-
fects were statistically independent of the delay-time factor
that was of chief interest in this study~no significant inter-
action with delay in any analysis;p.0.05).

Figure 2~A! plots the echo threshold results for the HP
as a function of the different lead-lag loudspeaker combina-
tions. The plot shows that thresholds for loudspeaker combi-
nations that were in the same location~e.g., lead left, lag left!
were comparable to thresholds for combinations that were in
different locations~e.g., lead left, lag right!. We found this
result throughout. There was no statistical difference be-
tween same-location and different-location combinations in
any analysis (p.0.05). Yang and Grantham~1997! also
found no consistent effect of loudspeaker separation~includ-
ing no separation! on echo thresholds measured in the HP
with click stimuli.

Figure 2~A! shows that echo thresholds were uniformly
lower when the lead speaker was at the center than when it
was at the left or right.~Thresholds for the center-left, center-
center, and center-right combinations were the three lowest
in the set!. Seraphim~1961! also noted a disparity in echo
suppression for speech between center and side locations in

the horizontal plane. In that instance, a lagging speech sound
at the center was found to be suppressed more easily than a
sound off to the side. Here the center location proved less
effective than the side locations as an echo suppressor.

Figure 2~B! gives lead-lag plots of echo and masked
thresholds for the MSP. Both plots show a generalized weak-
ness for the overhead location, relative to front and back.
When leading, overhead weakly suppressed reflections com-
ing from the other two locations~over-front and over-back
had the lowest thresholds in the set of nine!. When lagging,
overhead was itself readily suppressed by leads from front
and back~front-over and back-over had the highest thresh-
olds!. A substantial majority of the variation in both the echo
and masked thresholds could be attributed to this result,
which amounted to an effective 2-dB reduction in the
strength of the overhead source in the MSP. Results for the
front location and the back location were comparable overall
for both echo thresholds and masked thresholds.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

When listening to speech in a room, a listener is rarely
aware of acoustical reflections or reverberation. This is be-
cause the listener’s brain suppresses the perception of speech
echoes for tens of milliseconds after the arrival of a direct

TABLE I. Correlations among echo thresholds measured in experiment 1
and masked thresholds measured in experiment 2 for the horizontal plane
~HP! and the median sagittal plane~MSP!.

Echo threshold Masked threshold

HP MSP HP MSP

Echo Threshold
HP •••
MSP 0.98 •••

Masked Threshold
HP 0.93 0.89 •••
MSP 0.95 0.93 0.98 •••

FIG. 2. Threshold results~in dB re: the level of the lead! averaged over all
five subjects and four lagging delay times, and plotted a function of the
different loudspeaker combinations used to present leading and lagging cop-
ies of the speech.~A!: Echo thresholds~open circles! for loudspeakers ar-
rayed in the horizontal plane~left, center, right locations!. ~Masked thresh-
old, not plotted, showed no significant differences in this plane; see text.!
~B!: Echo ~open squares! and masked~filled squares! thresholds for loud-
speakers in the median sagittal plane~front, overhead, back locations!.
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sound~Haas, 1951; Lochner and Burger, 1958!. In two ex-
periments, we measured thresholds associated with this ef-
fect for sound sources and reflections distributed in the hori-
zontal plane and in the median sagittal plane.

Experiment 1 measured a listener’s echo threshold—the
level at which an echo was barely audible—as a function of
the delay time between leading and lagging copies of run-
ning speech. Results were overall similar for the horizontal
and median sagittal planes, particularly with respect to their
delay-time dependence. One difference between the planes
was that measured echo thresholds were slightly lower for
the horizontal plane than for the median sagittal plane in
several instances. We tentatively attributed that result to re-
sponse bias. Experiment 2 measured a listener’s masked
threshold—the level at which any effect of lagging speech
was barely audible—again, as a function of delay time. The
results were comparable for the HP and the MSP in every
important respect. Finally, a correlation analysis showed a
high level of similarity between the HP and MSP results for
both the echo (r 50.98) and masked (r 50.98) threshold ex-
periments.

The present psychophysical findings of equivalence in
echo suppression for the HP and the MSP can be interpreted
two ways. It is possible that the suppression occurs at a neu-
ral processing site that is indifferent to source location. Al-
ternatively, the findings may be seen as consistent with re-
cent neurophysiological evidence~Litovsky and Yin, 1994;
Yin and Litovsky, 1994; Litovskyet al., 1997! for an echo
suppression mechanism mediated by higher auditory centers
where binaural and spectral cues to location are combined.
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INTRODUCTION

Several recent experiments at the Air Force Research
Laboratory have investigated the utility of spatial audio dis-
plays for augmenting speech intelligibility in multitalker
communications environments~Bolia et al., 1999; Nelson
et al., 1998a; Nelsonet al., 1998b; Simpsonet al., 1999!.
Some of the goals of this research included:~1! an empirical
determination of the maximal number of channels for which
the benefits of spatialization may be realized in a spatial
audio display designed to aid in the segregation of simulta-
neous, context-independent speech sources;~2! an evaluation
of the efficacy of four different spatialization schemes for
this task; and~3! the manner in which these factors interact
with the sex of the target talker. In order to accomplish these
goals, a large number of speech samples from talkers of both
sexes were required. The purpose of this article is to describe
the methods employed in collecting these speech samples, as
well as the form of the resulting corpus, with the intent that
other researchers in the field might benefit from their avail-
ability.

I. COORDINATE RESPONSE MEASURE „CRM…

The task selected for the sequence of investigations cited
above was a version of the Coordinate Response Measure
~CRM!, a nonstandardized communication performance task
adapted from similar tasks by Moore~1981! as a measure of
speech intelligibility more relevant to military environments
than standardized tests such as the Modified Rhyme Test.
The phrases in the CRM consist of a call sign and a color–
number combination, all embedded within a carrier phrase.
Hence a typical sentence would be ‘‘Ready baron, go the
blue five now,’’ where baron is the call sign, and blue five is
the color–number combination. In the performance of the
task, each listener is assigned a call sign, and responds by
indicating the color–number combination spoken by the
talker who uttered his or her call sign. If the listener does not
hear his or her call sign spoken, he or she does not respond
~or, equivalently, reports the absence of his or her target call
sign!. Possible dependent measures thus include the percent-
age of correct call sign detections and the percentage of cor-
rectly identified color–number combinations, as well as their
associated reaction times.

The nature of the phrases in the CRM suggests its utility
for measuring speech intelligibility in multichannel commu-
nications environments. McKinleyet al. ~1994! and Ericson
and McKinley ~1997! have employed it for such a purpose,
and other researchers have devised and used similar tests
~Koehnkeet al., 1998!. Given a collection of multiple talkers
speaking simultaneously, each speaking a different call sign
and a different color–number combination, it is possible to
interpret the percentage of correct call sign detections as a
measure of the effectiveness of masking by competing
speech signals, since, in order to make a correct detection, a
listener must be able to distinguish his or her call sign from
a collection of simultaneously spoken call signs. One can
then interpret the percentage of correctly identified color–
number combinations as a measure of a listener’s ability to
selectively attend to a single channel while ignoring irrel-
evant channels, since a listener must attend to a particular
talker/location~i.e., the talker/location from which his or her
call sign was spoken! in order to correctly identify the color–
number combination emanating from that talker/location. In
addition, it may also be desirable to perform a signal detec-
tion analysis using the detection portion of the task, from
which can be gained measures of sensitivity~d8 ! and re-
sponse bias~b and/orc!. The relatively context-free nature of
the phrases ensures that changes in speech intelligibility are
due to specific experimental manipulations rather than to
contextual clues found in natural discourse.

Previous studies employing the CRM, such as those con-
ducted by Ericson and his colleagues~Ericson and
McKinley, 1997; McKinley and Ericson, 1997; McKinley
et al., 1994!, have used live talkers as speech stimuli. Due to
the large number of talkers required, as well as the need for
precise control of stimulus onset, it was determined that digi-
tal recordings of talkers would be preferable to live talkers
for the series of investigations cited above~Bolia et al.,
1999; Nelsonet al., 1998a, 1998b; Simpsonet al., 1999!. It
was for this reason that the speech corpus described herein
was collected.

Factorial combinations of eight call signs~‘‘arrow,’’
‘‘baron,’’ ‘‘charlie,’’ ‘‘eagle,’’ ‘‘hopper,’’ ‘‘laker,’’
‘‘ringo,’’ ‘‘tiger’’ !, four colors ~‘‘blue,’’ ‘‘green,’’ ‘‘red,’’
‘‘white’’ !, and the numbers between one and eight yielded a
total of 256 phrases, all of which were recorded by each of
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the eight talkers, for a total of 2048 phrases. Four males and
four females, between the ages of 18 and 26, participated as
talkers. None of the talkers had any reported or readily de-
tectable speech pathology.

II. METHODS OF COLLECTION

The recording of the phrases was conducted in a sound-
attenuated room of dimensions 3.9333.4033.50 m, nor-
mally used for conducting audiometric examinations. The
walls and ceiling of the room were lined with sound-
absorbing foam to reduce reflections; the floor was covered
with commercial carpet. During the recordings, the talker
was seated in an immobile office-type chair in one corner of
the room. A Bruel & Kjaer Type 4165 1/2-inch microphone
connected to a Bruel & Kjaer 2639 preamplifier was placed
in a microphone stand approximately 3 cm in front of the
talker. The output of the microphone was amplified using a
Bruel & Kjaer Type 5935 dual microphone supply, and the
resulting waveform digitized at the sample rate of 40 kHz by
means of a Tucker-Davis Technologies~TDT! DD1 com-
bined analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog converter. The re-
corded phrase was then converted back to an analog signal
using the same TDT DD1, amplified via a Crown D-75 am-
plifier, and presented to the experimenter over Sennheiser
HD-560 headphones.

The process of recording the phrases was controlled by a
computer program. The talker was presented with a visual
display containing the phrase he/she was to speak. Recording
began when the talker pressed a key on the computer key-
board, and continued for a period of 3 sec. If the recorded
phrase appeared to be ‘‘correct,’’ the experimenter accepted
it and proceeded to the next phrase; if it were incomplete or
spoken at an inappropriate pace, the experimenter rejected it
and recorded it anew. Speaking rate was regulated by having
the talker listen to a ‘‘standard’’ phrase—previously re-
corded by one of the experimenters—immediately prior to
each recording, and pace himself/herself according to the
pace of the standard. The latter practice ensured that, across
talkers, similar phrases were of similar duration.

Once the corpus had been recorded in its entirety, all
incipient silence was removed from each waveform for the
purpose of synchronized playback. This and all subsequently
described manipulations were accomplished with Cool Edit,
a commercially available software product for the analysis
and processing of acoustic waveforms. Following the syn-
chronization of phrase onsets, each of the speech signals was
bandpass filtered, with a passband extending from 80 Hz to 8
kHz. All of the phrases in the set were then scaled to have
the same root-mean squared average power. Additionally, a
second set of files was created from the original recordings in
which the initial word ‘‘ready’’ was removed, so that the
phrases could be synchronized at the onset of the call sign

instead of the carrier phrase. All other manipulations to these
phrases were identical to those in the first set.

III. AVAILABILITY OF CORPUS

The speech corpus described herein is available free of
charge to researchers who send a blank recordable compact
disk with a self-addressed postage-paid return envelope to
the first author at the following address: Robert S. Bolia Air
Force Research Laboratory~AFRL/HECP! 2255 H. St.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433-7022.
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First-spike latency differences between left and right auditory-nerve fibers have been proposed as
one of the physiological cues for sound localization. Since first-spike latency depends not only on
stimulus intensity, but also on the steepness of the amplitude rise of a sound stimulus, differences
in first-spike latency are not a simple function of interaural level differences but also a function of
stimulus rise time. We therefore investigated whether rise time influences human directional hearing
in a localization paradigm. Subjects tended to localize a 3-kHz tone pulse with a long~18-ms! rise
time further to the side than one with a short~2-ms! rise time delivered from the same source. The
small size of this effect and its large inter-individual variability, however, suggest that it is of minor
importance for human directional hearing. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!01902-0#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ba@DWG#

INTRODUCTION

Sound direction may be inferred from monaural spectral
cues and from a comparison of the inputs to the two ears.
The physical cues available for this comparison are interaural
differences in level~interaural level differences: ILDs! and in
time ~interaural time delays: ITDs!. The difference in the
timing of neuronal activity between left and right auditory
pathway induced by the physical ITD may be enlarged by
the ILD, due to the dependence of first-spike latency on
stimulus intensity ~Kitzes et al., 1978; Heil and Irvine,
1997!. These ILD-dependent differences in latency have
been proposed to be the basis for ILD processing in the cen-
tral nervous system~Yin et al., 1985!. Differences in the
timing of first spikes may also be important for the prece-
dence effect~or law of the first wavefront; Wallachet al.,
1949!, i.e., the observation that in reverberant environments
the first incoming wavefront of a sound stimulus is the most
salient cue for directional hearing. However, there is strong
physiological evidence that first-spike temporal differences
do not only depend on ILD~and, of course, on ITD! but also
on the rise time of the respective stimulus. The first-spike
latency of auditory-nerve~AN! fibers is determined by the
steepness of the envelope rise which in turn depends on rise
time and peak level~in case of a linear rise function; Heil
and Irvine, 1996, 1997!. For shallow slopes~long rise time
and/or low intensity! latency-intensity functions steeply de-
crease to approach the minimum latency of the respective

cell asymptotically~Fig. 1!. The shape of this curve has an
important implication: For a given ILD and stimulus inten-
sity, a long-rise-time stimulus will lead to a large latency
difference (DT in Fig. 1! between the AN fibers of the two
ears while latency differences will be small for short-rise-
time stimuli. Therefore, if our central nervous system heavily
relies on first-spike latency differences for assessing the
angle of sound incidence, directional hearing may be influ-
enced by the rise time of the respective stimulus. Due to
larger latency differences, a long-rise-time stimulus could
convey a more lateralized percept of the sound than a short-
rise-time stimulus delivered from the same source.

To test this hypothesis we conducted a localization ex-
periment under free-sound-field conditions. Subjects had to
decide whether the second stimulus of a pair of sequentially
presented stimuli was delivered from a more frontal or a
more lateral position than the first stimulus. We predicted
that subjects localize long-rise-time stimuli further to the
side than short-rise-time stimuli, due to the larger latency
differences induced by the long rise time.

I. METHODS

The free-field experiment was performed in the anechoic
room at Odense University and was approved by the local
ethics committee according to Danish guidelines. The three
authors and nine inexperienced subjects from the Institute of
Biology at Odense University volunteered for the experi-
ments~six females, age range 24–41 years; six males, age
range 24–49 years!. All subjects were checked for normal
hearing with a standard audiometer~Bosch type KS 5!.

a!Present address: Department of Biology, University of California, River-
side, Riverside, CA 92521.
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The stimuli were 20-ms tone pulses with carrier frequen-
cies of 0.75 kHz, 3 kHz, or 5 kHz, respectively. The tone
pulses were linearly amplitude modulated with a rise time of
18 ms directly followed by a decay of 2 ms~long-rise-time
stimuli! or with a rise time of 2 ms directly followed by a
decay of 18 ms@short-rise-time stimuli; see insets in Fig.
2~a!#. Each trial consisted of two stimuli of the same carrier
frequency separated by a pause of 1 s. The first stimulus of
each trial—the reference stimulus—was always delivered
from a loudspeaker situated at 30° to the left of the subject,
the second from one of seven speakers, chosen in a pseudo-
random order. Speaker positions were 10°, 22°, 26°, 30°,
34°, 38°, and 50° to the left of the subject. This speaker
arrangement was chosen after preliminary tests had shown
that the task was too easy when the reference speaker was
positioned at 0°. All possible stimulus combinations were
employed:~1! both stimuli with long rise time,~2! both with
short rise time,~3! first long, second short,~4! first short,
second long@see Fig. 2~a!#. The subjects had to decide
whether the percept of the second sound source was located
frontal or lateral relative to the first one. Thus the experiment
was a relative localization task, not an absolute one. One
session consisted of 56 trials~four stimulus combinations,
seven speakers, two presentations, and one carrier fre-
quency!. Most subjects attended two sessions per day. Data
for a given carrier frequency are based on eight to ten ses-
sions per subject. Five subjects participated in the 0.75-kHz
condition, 12 subjects in the 3-kHz, and 6 subjects in the
5-kHz conditions.

During an experiment a subject was seated in a chair in
the anechoic room, the ceiling, walls, and floor of which
were covered with 55-cm-long mineral wool wedges~room
dimensions: 2.332.733.5 m between wedge tips; room
anechoic above approx. 200 Hz; floor made without wire
mesh!. The subject’s head rested comfortably on a chin
holder. The seven speakers were located in a horizontal
semicircle 2.58 m from the middle of the subject’s head with
their diaphragm centers at the height of the subject’s ears.
Subjects were instructed to fixate on a cross on the wall and
keep their head as immobile as possible during a session.
After each trial, listeners reported their decision~‘‘frontal’’

or ‘‘lateral’’ ! via an intercom to the control room. No infor-
mation on the correctness of the decision was given.

The stimulus waveforms had been calculated and stored
digitally in a personal computer. Following D/A conversion
by a two-channel 12-bit DT2821 board~DATA TRANSLA-
TION! at a 40-kHz sampling rate, the signals were fed
through a manual attenuator~HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS,
type 2125!, a custom-built reconstruction filter~6-kHz low
pass!, and a stereo power amplifier~DENON type POA-
2400!. A custom-built digital switch routed the signal to the
chosen speaker. The speakers~JBL, type Control 1G, two-
way speakers! were selected such that the sound intensity
varied as little as possible at the position occupied by the
subject’s head~variation from speaker to speaker was 1.9–

FIG. 1. Sketch depicting the relationship between first-spike latency of an
auditory-nerve fiber and stimulus amplitude, for two different rise times
~dashed line: short rise time; solid line: long rise time!. The black hexagons
represent the respective stimulus envelopes as a function of time. From the
curve for a single fiber one may deduce the latency difference (DT) for a
given ILD ~DdB! between the responses of two fibers of similar character-
istics, one in each auditory nerve.

FIG. 2. ~a! Psychometric functions describing the probability for a typical
subject ~AMS! to perceive the second tone pulse delivered from a more
frontal position than the reference tone pulse. Abscissa: Actual angle of
sound incidence of second tone pulse relative to the position of the reference
speaker. Positive angles denote speaker positions frontal to the reference
speaker. Carrier frequency: 3 kHz. The dashed lines with open triangles
indicate the response to the control stimuli~upward triangles for long–long
and downward triangles for short–short!. ~b!, ~c!, ~d! Histograms of the
differences between the 50% values of the psychometric functions for the
short–long combination and the long–short combination. Positive values
indicate that the curve for long–short was shifted laterally relative to the
curve for short–long, corresponding to the prediction. The carrier frequency
was 0.75 kHz in~b!, 3 kHz in ~c!, and 5 kHz in~d!.
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3.6 dB as measured with a half inch microphone, Bru¨el &
Kjaer type 4133, connected to a measuring amplifier, B&K
type 2636!. Stimulus intensity during the experimental ses-
sions was set to 45 dB SPL~peak!, measured without a sub-
ject being present.

For each subject we calculated the percentage of deci-
sions ‘‘frontal’’ as a function of the angle between the ref-
erence sound source 1 and sound source 2, with each per-
centage value based on 16 to 20 decisions. The percentage
data were arcsine transformed and linear regressions were
calculated. In order to exclude the saturation ranges, only the
values between 10% and 90% and the first value equal to or
below 10% and equal to or above 90%, respectively, were
included. To measure the influence of the envelope cues on
localization we first determined the intersection of the regres-
sion line with the horizontal for 50% decisions ‘‘frontal’’ for
both long–short and short–long stimulus combinations and
then calculated the angular difference between these two in-
tersections@cf. Fig. 2~b!–~d!#.

II. RESULTS

The subjects reported whether they perceived the second
stimulus from a more frontal or a more lateral position than
the first stimulus. The probability of the decision ‘‘frontal’’
is shown in Fig. 2~a! for subject AMS as a function of the
angle between the source of the second tone pulse and the
reference speaker~at 30° to the left! for the four different
stimulus combinations. The prediction was that the psycho-
metric curves would be shifted to more lateral positions
when a long-rise-time stimulus was referenced to a short-
rise-time stimulus and vice versa. The shift was calculated
from the intersections of the linear regressions with the 50%
horizontal @Fig. 2~a!#. These angular differences are shown
for all subjects in the histograms in Fig. 2~b!, ~c!, and ~d!.
Values close to 0° indicate that the regressions for the long–
short and short–long condition were virtually identical for
the respective subjects. At 0.75 kHz and at 5 kHz there was
no obvious deviation from a distribution around 0°@Fig. 2~b!
and ~d!; p50.9 for 0.75 kHz;n55; p50.6 for 5 kHz; n
56; Wilcoxon’s matched pairs signed rank test~Sachs,
1992!#. At 3 kHz we observed a statistically significant shift
of the distribution to positive values (p50.05, n512).
Thus at least for 3 kHz, the prediction that long-rise-time
stimuli are localized further to the side than stimuli with a
short rise time was upheld. The median of the angular dif-
ference was 3.7°. This rather moderate median value and the
occurrence of negative values in a quarter of the subjects
tested, however, indicate that the effect of rise time on direc-
tional hearing in the free sound field is not very robust@Fig.
2~c!#.

In most cases~17/23! the psychometric curves for the
control trials ~long–long and short–short! fell between the
curves for the test stimuli~long–short and short–long!, indi-
cating that a lateral shift of the test curves was not simply
due to a long or a short rise being presented as the reference
stimulus. As one would expect for a relative localization
task, we found no systematic shift of the curves for long–
long relative to those for short–short (p.0.1; n512 for 3

kHz!. Neither did the 50% intersections for long–long or
short–short deviate from 0° (p.0.1).

In order to test whether stimulus combination affected
the steepness of the psychometric curves@Fig. 2~a!#, we
compared the slopes of the respective regression lines. The
slope was calculated from the angular difference between the
25-% and 75-% intersection points of the regression lines.
This angular-difference threshold thus is a measure analo-
gous to the minimum audible angle described by Mills
~1958!. The slopes for the long–long, short–short, long–
short, and short–long conditions did not differ significantly
according to a Kruskal–Wallis test (H52.086, 1.128, and
2.21 for 0.75 kHz, 3 kHz, and 5 kHz, respectively;d f53 in
each case!.

Carrier frequency, however, significantly affected the
steepness of the psychometric curves. The angular-difference
thresholds for 0.75 kHz were only half as large as the thresh-
olds for both 3 kHz and 5 kHz (p,0.001 andp,0.01, re-
spectively; Kruskal–Wallis test!, whereas angular-difference
thresholds did not differ significantly between 3 kHz and 5
kHz. This conforms well with the finding that at frequencies
below 1.5 kHz ITDs in the stimulus fine structure are the
most salient directional cue, overriding possibly conflicting
envelope delays~Henning, 1983; see also Zurek, 1993!.

III. DISCUSSION

Our study was aimed at testing the hypothesis that long
rise times of sound pulses entail stronger directional cues
than very short ones presumably due to larger first-spike la-
tency differences between left and right AN fibers~Fig. 1!.
We found a statistically significant influence of rise time
only at 3 kHz. The effect pointed in the predicted direction
@Fig. 2~c!#. However, the small absolute size of the effect and
the large inter-individual variance indicate that rise time is
not a robust determinant of directional information, at least
under our experimental conditions.

This outcome is somewhat surprising since interaural
disparities at stimulus onset are important indicators of the
direction to a sound source, especially in reverberant envi-
ronments~Wallach et al., 1949; Zurek, 1987!, and it seems
plausible that first-spike latency differences are involved in
this analysis. According to physiological data, these latency
differences depend on stimulus rise time~Heil and Irvine,
1997!. At least at 0.75 kHz, the negative result of our experi-
ment@Fig. 2~b!# may be due to ringing of the auditory filters.
It is reasonable to assume that ringing reduces the actual
differences between the long- and short-rise-time stimulus
envelopes at the level of the cochlea. However, since ringing
effects increase with decreasing center frequency and the
concurrent decreasing bandwidth of auditory filters~de Boer
and Kruidenier, 1990; Evans, 1989! this explanation cannot
account for the effects of rise time at 3 kHz. We cannot
exclude that a much larger sample size or well-trained listen-
ers might have rendered statistically significant results~note
that the decisions of the three authors did not differ from
those of the nine inexperienced subjects!. Our interest, how-
ever, was in the existence of a behaviorally relevant effect of
rise time upon sound localization. This can be excluded as
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the effects found are still in the range of the minimum au-
dible angle as determined by Mills~1958; see also Hart-
mann, 1983!.

Since the physiological evidence for the dependence of
first-spike latency differences on rise time is strong~cat: Heil
and Irvine, 1997; for comparable work on insects: Adam,
1977; Krahe and Ronacher, 1993!, it is conceivable that di-
rectional hearing relies more heavily on other neuronal cues.
An ultimate reason for this may be that a strong dependence
of directional hearing on latency differences would entail the
risk of localization errors since the latency difference not
only depends on stimulus direction~ILD ! but also on the
shape of stimulus onset and on intensity. In this context it is
interesting to note that owls, which rely heavily on acoustic
cues for locating prey, do not use onset transients for sound
localization but rather focus on ongoing ITDs~Moiseff and
Konishi, 1981!. In a behavioral paradigm, Martin and Web-
ster~1987! also found evidence that cats do not use transient
temporal disparities to a significant amount. However, since
humans undoubtedly can use temporal onset disparities
~Wallach et al., 1949; Zurek, 1987!, we tentatively suggest
that our nervous system rates other onset cues higher than
just the first-spike temporal difference arising between left
and right auditory pathway.
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In simulations of virtual acoustic space, stimuli are filtered with HRTFs and presented over
headphones. An equalization filter is specified to compensate for the spurious coloration introduced
by the headphone delivery system on the stimulus at the listener’s eardrum. The purpose of this
letter is to report the variability in the response of supra-aural headphones arising from the
positioning of the headphone cushion during normal usage. The headphone responses were obtained
on the KEMAR acoustical mannequin. It is shown that the variability in the measurements due to
headphone cushion placements makes it difficult to specify a compensation filter for canceling the
headphone characteristics. This makes the stimulus waveform at a listener’s eardrum unpredictable
and could have an important consequence on the perceptual adequacy of virtual displays. ©2000
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!04301-0#
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INTRODUCTION

The process of virtual sound synthesis requires the fil-
tering of the sound stream to each ear with two transfer func-
tions. The first, called the head-related transfer function
~HRTF!, is the directional transform from source to ear. The
second function is the nondirectional inverse headphone
transfer function, which is required to compensate for the
headphone transducer characteristic. The purpose of this pa-
per is to document the large variability in the characteriza-
tion of the headphone transfer function and hence also in its
inverse. Headphone transfer function data collected from a
popular headphone~Sennheiser HD520! are presented for re-
peated placements on a KEMAR mannequin. This variabil-
ity, however, appears to be common to the general class of
circumaural/supra-aural headphones. These observations are
consistent with Shaw~1966!.

I. BACKGROUND

Consider a sound sourceS having a pressure spectrum
S( j v) and the resulting signalX( j v) at some pointP in the
ear canal. Note that for the purposes of this study we only
need to consider the acoustical signal at one ear. The analysis
applies for either ear. The signalX( j v) can be mathemati-
cally related to the source spectrumS( j v) by the relation

X~ j v!5S~ j v!H~ j v!, ~1!

whereH( j v) is the HRTF from the sourceS to the pointP
in a listener’s earcanal. Due to the acoustical issues involved,
the pointP at which the HRTFs are measured is chosen to be
either in close proximity to the eardrum~Wightman and Ki-
stler, 1989! or at the entrance to the earcanal~Searleet al.,
1975!. For the virtual synthesis of the sound sourceS, a
listener is stimulated over headphones such that the pressure

signal at the pointP in the earcanal equalsX( j v). If the
transfer function from the headphone input to the pointP is
denoted byHH( j v), such an equivalence can be established
if the electrical signal input to the headphoneSE( j v) is
specified by

SE~ j v!5
X~ j v!

HH~ j v!
5S~ j v!

H~ j v!

HH~ j v!
. ~2!

Hence, the virtual synthesis filter is the ratio of the
HRTF H( j v) and the headphone transfer functionHH( j v).
Note thatHH( j v) is nondirectional; it embodies the head-
phone transducer characteristic in addition to the acoustical
transfer function between the headphone transducer and
point P in the ear canal. It is easy to see that whenSE( j v) is
delivered over the headphones, the resulting signal at the
point P equals that due to the natural sound sourceS:

SE~ j v!HH~ j v!5S~ j v!H~ j v!5X~ j v!. ~3!

The measurement of HRTFs, which has been researched
extensively~e.g., Wightman and Kistler, 1989!, involves the
placement of miniature microphones in the ear canals of lis-
teners. The headphone transfer functionHH( j v) is normally
obtained for the same placement of the microphones. Due to
different shapes and sizes of the pinna, HRTFs for different
listeners have idiosyncratic spectral features so that individu-
ally measured HRTFs are believed to be required for veridi-
cal synthesis of virtual space~Wenzel et al., 1993!. Simi-
larly, the headphone transfer function also differs for
different listeners. Because of different shapes and sizes of
the ear canal and pinna, the acoustical coupling between the
headphone transducer and the ear canal differs for each lis-
tener and hence is typically specified individually. In a com-
prehensive study of headphone transfer functions, Moller
et al. ~1995a, b! concluded that there was significant inter-
subject variability among individuals and suggested that in-
dividualized equalization of the headphone response is pref-
erable. Moller and colleagues also reported intrasubject

a!Electronic mail: abhijit@enga.bu.edu
b!Electronic mail: colburn@bu.edu
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variability at the high frequencies, which are consistent with
the data reported by Wightman and Kistler~1989!. The goal
of this study was to characterize the headphone transfer func-
tion, and its variability over placements using a commonly
available supra-aural headphone. We then assessed the
equalization that can be achieved to compensate for its re-
sponse.

II. METHODS

The headphone used in this study was the Sennheiser
HD-520. The headphone transfer function was measured on
the KEMAR mannequin with ‘‘large’’ pinnae1 and 1

2-in. Ety-
motic ER-11 microphones fitted in DB-100 Zwislocki cou-
plers. The KEMAR microphone has a flat response~to
within 60.5 dB! between 200 kHz and 14 kHz. The head-
phone was placed over the mannequin’s ears and the transfer
function from headphone to eardrum was obtained using Go-
lay code techniques~Golay, 1961; Foster, 1986!. The probe
stimulus was constructed on a TMS320C25 Spectrum board
housed in a IBM-386 computer. It was delivered to the head-
phone driver via a D/A converter after suitable amplification
from a Crown D-75 amplifier. The output from the KEMAR
microphones was measured from an A/D converter and pro-
cessed on the Spectrum signal processing board to obtain a
1024-tap finite-impulse-response filter at a sampling rate of
50 kHz.

A total of 20 transfer function measurements were ob-
tained from the mannequin. On each measurement the head-
phone was removed and repositioned on the mannequin in
order to estimate the variability resulting from repeated
placements of the headphone. The headphones were posi-
tioned in a normal way on each trial such that the pinna was
completely enclosed by the earphone cushion. Special care
was taken to ensure that the cushions were not placed awk-
wardly, but rather, as might be expected, to be positioned by
a human subject during a listening session.

Inverse headphone transfer functions were constructed
for each of the 20 measurements. The inverse functions were
constructed in MATLAB using inverse Fourier transform
techniques and implemented as linear-phase finite impulse
response~FIR! filters. If a headphone impulse response is
denoted byhH@n# and the corresponding transfer function
denoted byHH( j v), the inverse filterhH

21@n# can be ob-
tained by performing the basic operation

hH
21@n#5F21$1/HH~ j v!%, ~4!

where F21 denotes the inverse Fourier transform operator. A
windowing function was introduced in the operand of the
inverse Fourier operator of Eq.~4! to prevent regions of low
spectral energy inHH( j v) from contributing to a numeri-
cally unstable result. Specifically, a window having a value
of one between 200 and 16 000 Hz and tapered edges~raised
cosine! outside this interval was used. The effect of using an
inverse filter to cancel the headphone transfer function ob-
tained for a different placement of the headphone cushions
was simulated. We arbitrarily combined different inverse
functions with different headphone transfer functions to

evaluate the implications of such a mismatch for the spec-
trum of the signal received at the drum.

III. RESULTS

The magnitude-spectrum of a headphone response
HH( j v) for a particular placement of the cushions is shown
in the top-left panel of Fig. 1. Note that there are significant
spectral features in the headphone frequency response~as
measured at the eardrum!. In fact, the spectral features in the
headphone transfer function are comparable to those ob-
served in HRTFs. A representative HRTF magnitude spec-
trum uH( j v)u is shown in the lower-left panel of Fig. 1 for
comparison. As expected, the14-wavelength ear canal reso-
nance around 2.7 kHz is common to both the HRTF and the
headphone transfer function. The magnitude of peaks and
notches in the headphone transfer function magnitude spec-
trum and the representative HRTF magnitude spectrum are
comparable.

The mean headphone transfer function obtained by av-
eraging the 20 measurements is shown by the solid line in
the top set of curves in the right panel of Fig. 1. The ordinate
scale is a relative scale in decibels. Also shown, displaced
vertically for clarity, are three representative headphone
transfer functions obtained for three different placements of
the headphone cushions. The three measurements were cho-
sen arbitrarily and do not represent the extreme variations in
the data. Despite this, the different spectral features in the
three measurements is striking. The standard deviation, in
dB, for the 20 headphone transfer functions is shown by the
solid curve at the bottom of the panel~on the same scale!.
The standard deviation curve indicates significant variability
in the characterization of the headphone transfer function. In

FIG. 1. Top-left panel: Representative headphone response magnitude spec-
trum from the Sennheiser HD-520 headphones. Lower-left panel: A repre-
sentative HRTF magnitude spectrum shown for comparison. Right panel:
The mean headphone transfer-function computed from 20 measurements is
shown as a solid line in the upper set of curves. Also shown are three
representative measurements~dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines! of the
headphone transfer-function obtained for three different placements of the
headphone-cushions. The curves are shown on a relative dB scale. The
standard deviation of the 20 measurements is shown in the lower curve of
the right panel on the same scale as the measurements.
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fact, due to the large variability in the data, it is difficult to
consider the mean transfer function to be representative of
the data in general. To confirm that the source of variability
was in fact due to the headphone placement, we also ob-
tained five transfer-function measurements for a fixed head-
phone placement. The resulting standard deviation was
within 0.1 dB throughout the frequency range. Therefore, the
variability seen in Fig. 1 must result from changes in head-
phone placements. It can be noted from Fig. 1 that presenting
virtual stimuli through uncompensated headphones will re-
sult in unwanted spectral characteristics at the eardrum
which will be different for each placement of the headphone.
In order to preserve the fidelity of the directional spectrum at
the eardrum the headpone characteristic needs to be compen-
sated.

In the top-left panel of Fig. 2 we show a representative
headphone response magnitude spectrum for a given place-
ment of the headphones. The magnitude spectrum of the in-
verse filter corresponding to this placement is shown in the
middle-left panel of the figure. In the bottom-left panel of
Fig. 2, we show the effective, compensated headphone fre-
quency response when the headphone impulse response and
inverse filter are arranged in cascade. As shown, the inverse
filter is able to achieve the desired compensation~i.e., a flat
response!. In contrast, in the three panels of the middle col-
umn of Fig. 2, ‘‘compensated’’ headphone transfer functions
are shown when the same inverse filter is combined with the
headphone transfer functions obtained for three different
placements of the headphone cushions. It may be noted that
the inverse filtering operation is not only ineffective in not
compensating for the headphone characteristics, but also
sometimes more deleterious than not having an inverse filter
at all. Finally, in the three panels of the right column of Fig.
2 are shown the equalization of the headphone transfer func-

tions used in the middle panels using an inverse filter con-
structed from the mean headphone transfer function~shown
in Fig. 1!. As expected, because the mean headphone transfer
function is not representative of the data set in general, a
mean inverse filter is unable to equalize the filter functions
completely. However, on comparing the results in the middle
column and the right column of Fig. 2, it can be seen on
average that the mean inverse filter performs better than an
inverse filter computed for a unique headphone placement. In
both cases, however, the spurious spectral detail in the signal
is significant. In fact, the magnitudes of these unwanted
spectral features are as prominent as features in the HRTF.
Because the spectral detail in the HRTF is associated with
directional cues, such unwanted features could clearly have a
deleterious perceptual consequence.

IV. DISCUSSION

The use of virtual acoustical stimuli is becoming in-
creasingly popular in psychophysical experiments. It is often
considered that the spectral signal delivered at the listener’s
eardrum should be identical to that arising from a natural
source. Hence, considerable effort is often expended to mea-
sure HRTFs that are listener specific. However, as seen from
the data presented above, headphone systems may introduce
a significant coloration on the acoustical stimuli. In fact, the
spectral features in headphone transfer functions are very
similar to the directional features reported in HRTFs. There
is a need to compensate for these spurious features in order
to prevent them from having a deleterious perceptual effect
during the synthesis of virtual acoustical space. The purpose
of this paper is to bring to light the large variability in the
measured headphone transfer function for a single
headphone-head combination. In particular, choosing to
compute inverse filters to equalize for the headphone re-
sponse by measuring the headphone transfer function for
each individual listener does not resolve this ambiguity, but
may amplify it. In general, this variability is a cause of con-
cern for virtual space synthesis and its consequences need to
be carefully evaluated.

The variability in the headphone transfer characteristics
arises primarily from the variable coupling of the headphone
cushion to the ear for different placement. The acoustics of
the coupling is sensitive to the specific placement of the
cushion around the ear. An exact acoustical model that ex-
plains the phenomenon is not within the scope of this paper.
A simple model which may be used to qualitatively explain
the phenomenon is shown in Fig. 3. The top panel of Fig. 3
shows a generalized series of blocks describing the acousti-
cal elements of interest. The headphone signalPH couples to
the earcanal via the two-port2 labeled SOURCE-COUPLING.
The signal at the entrance of the earcanal,PE , couples to the
eardrum via the second two-port, which is labeledEAR-

CANAL. The transformation between the entrance of the ear
canal and the eardrum is fixed and it is the variability asso-
ciated with the source-coupling that is responsible for the
variable features in the measured spectrum.

At low frequencies the pressure within the earphone
cavity can be considered the same everywhere~spatial varia-
tion is ignored! and the source-coupling two-port can be re-

FIG. 2. Representative headphone response magnitude spectrum~top-left
panel! and the corresponding inverse-filter magnitude spectrum~middle-left
panel! for a given placement of the headphones. The equalized headphone
response is shown in the bottom-left panel. Equalized headphone transfer
functions for three different headphone-cushion placements using the in-
verse filter shown in the middle-left panel are shown in the middle column.
The equalization for the same placements using the inverse filter computed
from the mean headphone transfer-function shown in Fig. 1 is shown in the
right column.
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duced to the circuit shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3. Here
the paths for volume velocity between the headphone trans-
ducer and the ear canal entrance have been separated into a
leakage path out of the earcup (Zleak) and a path into the
cavity comprising the earphone cup and the pinna (Zcav).
The pressure at the entrance of the ear canal is then described
by

PE5PH

ZleakZcav

ZleakZcav1ZH~Zleak1Zcav!
. ~5!

where all quantities are functions of frequency.
Because of the variability inZleak andZcav, the pressure

waveform (PE) at the ear canal entrance and therefore at the
eardrum (PD) is variable and depends upon the specific
placement of the headphone. This result is consistent with
Shaw~1966! who had reported large intrasubject variability
in the frequency response of circum-aural and supra-aural
headphones, and suggested that they were not suitable for
exacting applications. This result is also consistent with the
results of Domnitz~1976! who reported similar findings in
measurements on human subjects wearing circumaural head-
phones for frequencies below 1 kHz. We note that the be-
havior of the two-port describing the coupling is complicated
at high frequencies and we do not provide a specific analysis
of the two-port at those frequencies.

Note that the variability reported here arises from nor-
mal usage of the headphones. It should be expected to arise
during different runs of an experiment during which the

headphone is repositioned. It is therefore impossible to
specify a unique inverse filter that can equalize for the head-
phone response. Consequently, in spite of the care taken to
measure HRTFs and headphone characteristic from indi-
vidual listeners, the pressure waveform at the listener’s ear-
drum is unpredictable, at least with circumaural headphones
or supra-aural headphones. The often-reported lack of veridi-
cal perception of virtual stimuli could also be the outcome of
this result.

A specific recommendation to eliminate this variability
is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Our results suggest
that a mean inverse filter computed from averaging the re-
sponse for several headphone placements performs better on
average compared to an inverse filter computed for a given
headphone placement. Averaging across measurements made
from multiple listeners may also be useful. Even a mean
filter, however, is inadequate to compensate for the extreme
variations in headphone responses. A possible approach may
take the form of a stimulus monitoring system as proposed
and used by Domnitz~1976!. Note, however, that Domnitz
used stimuli only up to 1 kHz. The difficulty in monitoring
the frequency response increases with frequency and a sys-
tem to monitor frequencies above a few kHz would be diffi-
cult to implement. In any case, this clearly makes the stimu-
lus delivery system more complicated than those used in
many current virtual displays.
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FIG. 3. Circuit model of headphone acoustics.PH , PE , andPD represent
the pressures at the headphone equivalent source, at the entrance to the ear
canal, and at the eardrum respectively.ZH andZD are the acoustic imped-
ances of the headphone and looking into the eardrum; respectively. Top
panel: A general circuit comprised of two-ports is shown in the top panel.
The variability in the measurements arises due to the variability in coupling
between the headphone and the ear canal. Lower panel: The source of the
variability at the low frequencies is illustrated in the lower panel. The fit-
dependent parametersZleak andZcav are the lumped acoustic impedances of
the leakage of volume velocity to the atmosphere and of the cavity itself.
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